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PREFACE

This Rate Training Manual is prepared especially for Navy and Naval
Reserve personnel who are preparing for advancement to AT3 and AT2.
Selection of its content is based upon the "quals" for AT2 and AT3 listed in
the Manual of Qualifications for Advancement. NavPers 18068 (Series).
However. this manual does not cover all of the qualifications. the remainder
being covered in basic Rate Training Manuals which are listed in the AT
section of the Bibliography for Advancement Study. NavTra 10052 (Series).

Personnel preparing for AT3 are not responsible for the entire content of
all manuals referenced in Nav Tra 10052. but only for those areas which
cover "quals" for the AT3. Personnel preparing for AT2 are responsible for
the entire content of this manual (AT 3 & 2) and also for the material listed
in NavTra 10052 for both the AT3 and AT2. Separate nonresident career
courses are available for AT3 and AT2 and reflect the division of study
materials. Those taking the nonresident courses are directed to study the
appropriatz material in all referenced manuals.

This Rate Training Manual was prepared by the Navy Training Publica-
tions Center. NAS Memphis. Millington. Tennessee. for the Naval Training
Command. Credit for technical assistance is given to the Naval Air Technical
Training Center. NAS Memphis: the Naval Examining Center.and the Naval
Air Systems Command.

1973 Edition

Stock Ordering No:
05112-051-5860



THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea
and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of strong
action to preserve the peace Of of instant offensive action to win in war.

It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glorious
future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR

Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords
of the present and the future.

At home or on distant stations we serve with guide. confident in the respect
of our country. our shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea, under
the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the
future, in continued dedication to our tasks. and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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CHAPTER 1

AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN RATING

1 his training manual is designed as a self
study text for use by those personnel of the
Nay and Naval Reserve who are preparing to
meet the professional (technical) qualifications
for advancement to Petty Officer Third (lass
and Petty Officer Second (lass in the rating of
Aviation Electronics Technician. Minimum pro-
fessional qualifications for advancement in all
ratings are listed in the Manual of
for Advancement. Nav Per. 18068 (Series). The
qualifications list which was used as a guide in
the preparation of this manual was current as of
the August 1972 revision. Therefore. changes in
the qualifications occurring after the 1972 revi-
sion may not he reflected in the information
presented here.

This manual does not contain coverage on all
"quals" listed in the -Qua Is" Manual. Some of
the "quals" listed are wholly or partially covered
by the following basic Rate Training Manuals:

Took And Their Uses. Nav Per. 10085-11.
Chapters 1.4. 7.

Basic Electrieity. Nav Pers 100146-13. all chap-
ters.

Basic Electronics. Vol. 1, Nav Pers 100874',
Chapters 2-8. 10-27. 29.

Bask Electronics. Vol. 2. Nav Pers 100874'.
Chapters 244. 13.

Synchro, Servo, and Gyro Fundamentals.
NavPers 10105. Chapters 1-4.

Basic Machines, NavPers 10624-A. Chapters
1-9. 15.

It is important that personnel studying for
advancement he familiar with the content of
these chapters; advancement examinations will
also be based on this material as well as the
material covered in this Rate Training Manual.

This chapter provides information on the
enlisted rating structure, the AT rating. require.
ments and procedures for advancement, and
references that will help you in working toward
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advancvnent and in performing your duties as
an AT. Also included is information on how to
make the best use of Rate Training Manuals. it is
therefore strongly recommended that you study
this chapter carefully before beginning intensive
study of the remainder of the manual.

ENLISTED RATING STRUCTURE

The present enlisted rating structure consists
of general ratings and service ratings.

General ratings identify broad occupational
fields of related duties and functions and may be
held by both Regular Navy and Naval Reserve
personnel. This type rating provides the primary
means of identifying billet requirements and
personnel qualifications. is established or dis-
established by the Secretary of the Navy, and is
provided a distinctive rating badge.

Service ratings identify subdivisions or special-
ties within a general rating which require related
patterns of aptitudes and qualifications and
which provide paths of advancement for career
development. (Not all general ratings have serv-
ratings-only some of them.) Service rating:
may also he held by both Regular Navy and
Naval Reserve personnel and can exist at any
petty officer level: however, they are most
common at the P03 and P02 levels.

NOTE: The term "rate" identifies personnel
occupationally by pay grade: "rating" refers to
the occupational field.

AVIATION ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN RATING

The Aviation Electronics Technician rating is
a general rating up to E-9. At pay grade E-9 the
AT rating loses its identity: all of the avionics
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ratings are compressed into one rating at the E-9
level. The A ICS. AR'S. AQCS. or AXCS who is
selected for advancement becomes a Master
Chief Avionics Teehnician, AVCM. Figure I-1
illustrates the paths of advancement from Air-
man Recruit to Master Chief Avionics Techni-
cian t A VCM Chief Warrant Officer (W-4). or to
Limited Duty Officer (1D0). Shaded areas in
figure I-I indicate career stages where qualified
enlisted men may advance to Warrant Officer
4 W -1 1, and selected Commissioned Warrant Offi-
cers 4W-2 or W-34 may advance to Limited Duty
Offi cer. Personnel in enlisted rates and warrant
ranks not in a shaded area may advance only as
indicated by the arrows.

Aviation Electronics Technicians inspect and
perform organizational and intermediate main-
tenance on aviation detection. reconnaissance.
identification. communication, navigation, dis-
play. and special purpose electronic equipment.
including target drone and pilotless aircraft
equipment. They also operate airborne ('IC and
electmnic warfare (ECM) equipment.

As an Aviation Electronics Technician Third
Class or Second ('lass, your assignment possibili-
ties cover a wide range of duties and responsibili-
ties. Your specific duties will depend to a large
extent upon the type of organization to which
you are assigned. It is probable that you will be
assigned to billets which are concerned with the
maintenance of electronic and associated equip-
ment within the responsibility of your service
rating. You may be assigned to any of the
several types of aircraft maintenance activities.

In an aircraft squadron, your duties are
concerned primarily with the avionics division of
the maintenance department. You will work
under the superviskm of the avionics division
chief on all routine maintenance functions and
on minor repair of electronic and associated
equipments. You will also perform such other
duties as may be assigned to you by the avionics
officer or his representative. In some squadrons
you may be assigned in the capacity of plane
captain.

In the aircraft intermediate maintenance de-
partment (AIMD) of a naval air station, you may
be assigned duties similar to those in a squadron.
You may also be assigned to a check crew or to
a trouble-shooting crew.

On aircraft carriers you may be assigned to a
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crew which aids in the incorporation of required
changes and modifications in squadron aircraft
or electronic equipment. You may be required
to perform work involving shop tools and
services. You may perform more extensive main-
tenance than that normally performed by the
squadron.

One of the billets available to the AT2 is that
of instructor in a training activity. Instructor
duty may he performed either as a shore duty or
as a sea duty amignment.

Instructor billets are normally filled on a
voluntary basis. Detailed information concerning
assignment to instructor duty is contained in the
Enlisted Transfer Manual. NavPers 15909
(Series).

LEADERSHIP

One does not have to be a member of the
Armed Forces very long before realizing that
more leadership is required of the higher rates.
Advancement not anly entails the acquisition of
superior knowledge, but also the demonstrated
ability to handle people. This ability increases in
importance as one advances through the petty
officer rates.

In General Order No. 21. the Secretary of the
Navy outlined some of the most important
aspects of naval leadership. By naval leadership
is meant the art of accomplishing the Navy's
mission through people. It is the sum of those
qualities of intellect, of human understanding,
and of moral character that enable a person to
inspire and to manage a group of people
successfully. Effective leadership therefore is
based on personal example, good management
practices, and moral responsibility. The term
leadership includes all three of these elements.

The current Navy Leadership Program is
designed to keep the spirit of General Order No.
21 ever before Navy personnel. If the threefold
objective is carried out effectively in every
command, the program will develop better
leaders. As one advances up the leadership ladder,
MOT' and more of his worth to the Navy will be
judged on the basis of the amount of efficient
work obtained from subordinates rather than
how much of the actual work he performs.

For further information on the practical
application of leadership and supervision, the
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latest edition of Military Requirements for Petty
Officer & 2, Nav Per. HX)5(1(Series). should be
studied.

ADVANCEMENT

Some of the rewards of advancement are easy
to see. You get more pay. Your joh assignments
become more interesting and more challenging.
You are regarded with greater respect by officers
anti enlisted personnel. You enjoy the satisfac-
tion of getting ahead in your chosen Navy
career.

The advantages of advancement are not yours
alone. The Navy also profits. Highly trained
personnel are essential to the functioning of the
Navy. By advancement. you increase your value
to the Navy in two ways: First. you become
more valuable as a technical specialist in your
own rating: and second. you become more
valuable as a person who can train others. and
thus make far-reaching contr:hutions to the
entire Navy.

HOW TO QUALIFY
FOR ADVANCEMENT

What must you do to qualify for advanc -
ment? The requirements may change from time
to time. but usually you must:

I. Have a certain amount of time in your
present grade.

2. C'omplete the required Rate Trainin3 Man-
uals by either demonstrating a knowledge of the
material in the manual by passing a locally
prepared and administered test, or by passing
the Nonresident Career Course based on the
Rate Training Manual.

3. Demonstrate your ability to perform all
the practical requirements for advancement by
completing the Record of Practical Factors.
NavTra 1414/1.

4. Be recommended by your commanding
officer. after the petty officers and officers
supervising your work have indicated that they
consider you capable of performing the duties of
the next higher rate.

5. Successfully complete the applicable mili-
tary/leadership examination which is required
prior to participating in the advancement (pro-
fissional) examination.
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Remember that the requirements for advance-
ment can change. Check with your educational
services office to he sure that you know the
most recent requirements.

Advancement is not automatic. After you
have met all the requirements, you are eligihk
for advancement. You will actually he advanced
only if you meet all the requirements (including
making a high enough score on the written
examination) and if quotas permit.

HOW TO PREPARE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

What must you do to prepare for advance-
ment? You must study the qualifications for
advancement, work on the practical factors.
study the required Rate Training Manuals. and
study other material that is required. You wili
need to he familiar with the following:

I. Manual of Qualifications, for Advance-
ment. NavPers I SO6S (Series).

2. Record of Practical Factors. NavTra
1414/I.

3. Bibliography for Advancement Study.
NavTra 10052 ( Series).

4. Applicable Rate Training Manua:s and
their companion Nonresident Career Courses.

5. Examinations for advancement.
Collectively. these documents make up an

integrated training package tied together by the
qualifications. The following paragraphs describe
these materials and give some information on
how each one is related to the others.

"Qnals" Manual

The Manual of Qualifications for Advance-
ment. NavPers 114068 (Series). gives the mini-
mum requirements for advant.ment. This man-
ual is usually called the "Quals" Manual, and the
qualifications themselves are often called
"quals." The qualifications are of two general
types: military requirements. and professional
(or technical) qualifications.

Military requirements apply to all ratings
rather than to any one particular rating. Military
requirements for advancement to third class and
second class petty officer rates deal with mili-
tary conduct. naval organization, military jus-
tice, security, watch standing. and other subjects
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which are required of petty officers in all other
ratings.

Professional qualifications are technical
professional requirements that are directly re-
lated to the work of each rating.

Both the military requirements and the pro-
fessional qualifications are divided into subject
matter groups: then, within each subject matter
group. they are divided into practical factors and
knowledge factors. Practical factors are things
you must he able to DO. Knowledge factors are
things you must KNOW in order to perform the
duties of your rate.

The qualifications for advancement and a
bibliography of study materials are available in
your educational services office. Study these
qualifications and the military requirements
carefully. The written examination for advance-
ment will contain questions relating to the
knowledge factors and the knowledge aspects of
the practical factors of both the military require-
ments and the professional qualifications. If you
are working for advancement to second class.
remember that you may be examined on third
class qualifications as well as on second class
qualifications.

It is essential that the -quals" reflect current
requirements of fleet and shore operations. and
that the new fleetwide technical. operational.
and procedural developments be included. For
these reasons, the qualifications are continually
under evaluation. Although there is an estab-
lished schedule for revisions to the "quats" for
each rating, urgent changes to the 'equals" may
be made at any time. These revisions are issued
in the form of changes to the "Qua Is" Manual.
Therefore. never trust any set of "qua's' until
you have checked the change number against an
up-to-date copy of the "Qua ds" Manual. Be sure
you have the latest revision.

Per :noel Qui:Madan Standards

Personnel Qualification Standards (PQS)
(OpNav Instruction 3500.34) are presently being
utfflud to provide guidelines in preparing for
advancement and qualification to operate spe-
cific equipment and systems. They are designed
to support the advancement requirements as
stated in the "Qua Manual.

The "Quads" and Record of Practical Factors

S

are stated in broad terms. Each PQS is much
more specific in its questions that lead to
qualification. It provides an analysis of specific
equipment and duties. assignments, or responsi-
bilities which an individual or group of individ-
uals (within the same rating) may be called upon
to carry out. In other words, each PQS provides
an analysis of the complete knowledge and skills
required of that rating tied to a specific weapon
system (aircraft and/or individual systems or
components).

Each qualification standard has four main
subdivisions in addition to an introduction and a
glossary of PQS terms. They are :IF follows:

100 Series -Theory
200 Series Systems
300 Series -Watchstations (duties, assignments.

or responsibilities)
400 Series Qualification cards

The introduction explains the complete use of
the qualification standard in terms of what it
will mean to the user as well as how to use it.

The Theory (100 Series) section specifies the
theory background required as a prerequisite to
the commencement of study in the specific
equipment or system for which the PQS was
written. These fundamentals are normally taught
in the formal schools (Preparatory, Fundamen-
tals, and Class A) phase of an individual's training.
However, if the individual has not been to
school, the requirements are outlined and refer-
enced to provide guidelines for a self-study
program.

The Systems (200 Series) section breaks down
the equipment or systems being studied into
functional sections. PQS items are esscntiallY
questions asked in clear, concise statement
(question) form and arranged in a standard
format. The answers to the questions must be
extracted from the various maintenance manuals
covering the equipment or systems for which the
PQS was written. This section asks the user to
explain the function of the system, to draw a
simplified version of the system from memory,
and to use this drawn schematic or the ache-
matic provided in the maintenance manual while
studying the system or equipment. Emphasis is
given to such areas as maintenance management
procedures. components. component parts. prin-
ciples of operation, system interrelations, nu-
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merical values considered ilecesary to operation
and maintenance. and safety precautins.

The Watchstation t 300 Series) section includes
questions regarding the procedures the individ-
ual must know to operate and maintain the
equipment or system. A stud) of the items in
the 200 series section provides the individual
with the required information concerning what
the system or equipment does. how it does it.
and other pertinent .aspects of operation. In the
A00 series section. the questions advance the
qualification process by requiring answers or
demonstrations of ability to put this knowledge
to use or to cope with Maintenance If :he
system or equipment. .Areas covered include
normal operation: abnormal or emergncy opr-
ation: emergency procedure. Which could limit
damage and or Lasualties asst,ciated with a par-
ticular operation: operations that (CCU!' WO
infrequently to be considered mandatory per-
formance items: and maintenance procedures/in-
sinietions such as checks. tests. repair. replace-
ment. etc.

Me 400 series s...ction consists of the qualifi-
cation cards. !hew cards are the accounting
documents utilized to record the individual's
satisfactory completion of items necessary for
becoming qualified in duties assigned. Where the
individual starts in completing a standard will
depend oil hi. assignment within an activity. 1.1e
complete NS is given to the individual being
qualified so that he can utiiiie it at every
opportunity to become fully qualified in all
areas of his rating and the equipment or system
for which the PQS was written. Upon transfer to
a different activity. each individual must rt'qual-
ify. The answers to the questions asked in Ilk'
qualification standards may he given orally or in
writing to the supervisor. the branch or divis;on
officer, and maintenance officer as required to
certify proper qualil i:ation. 1 ht' compltior of
part or all of the PQS provides a basis for the
supervising petty officer and officer to certify
completion of Practical Factors for Advance-
ment.

Record of Practical Factors

Before you can take the Navy-wide examina-
tion for advancement. there must he an entn. in
your service record to show that you have

qUal it ied in the practical taCtor, t both the
requirements and the professional quali-

fications. A special form known as the Record
of Practical Factors. NavIra 14141 tplus the
abbret iation of the appropriate ratings. is used
to keep a !VRt of your practical tact, it
qualit ications. Ilse !no lists an ptactical fac-
tors. both military and professional. As yoti
demonstrate your ability to perform each practi-
cal laetor. appropriate entries are Made in the
DA It and INITIAI.S columns.

Changes are made periodically to tlw Manual
of Qualifications for Advancement and revised
forms of \a% Ira 1414:1 are provided when
necessary. ltia space is allowed on the Record
of Practical Factors for entering additional
practical factors as they arc published in
changes. l he Record of. Practical Factor. also
provides space for recording demonstrated pro-
ficiency in skills which are within 11w general
scope of the rate but which are not identified as
Minim= titialificatiOns kir advancement.

It you are transferred before you qualify in all
practical factors. NA.Ira I414 1 should Iv
forwarded with your service rec:rd to your nest
duty station. You can save yurself a lot of
trible by making sine that this form is actually
inserted in your service record before you are
trabsterred. 11 the forin is not in your %en lie
record. you may be required to start again and
requality in V. a practical factors which have
already been checked off.

A second copy of the Record of Practical
Factors should h' made available to each man in
pay grades 1-2 through L-14 for his personal
record and guidance.

The importance of NavIra 1-11-ki 1 sitinikl be
emphasized ontilitiogsly. It serves as a record to
indicate to the it ipe.4 o....rt cers and officers super-
vising your work that you have demonstrated
proficiency in the perftwinance of the indicated
practical factors and is part of the criteria
utilized by your Colittnanding officer when he
considers reetimmending you for advancement.
In addition. the proficient demonstration of the
applicable practical factor% listed on this form
can aid you in preparing for the examination for
advancement. ketnembr that the knowledge
aspects of the practical factors are covered in the
examination. to adVanclnent. Certain
edge is required to demonstrate these practical
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factors and additional knowledge can he ac-
quired during the demonstration. Knowledge
factors pertain to that knowledge which is
required to pert a certain job. In other
words. the knowledge factors required for a
certain rating depend upon the jobs (practical
lactorsi that must be perfonned by personnel of
that rating. I herefore. the knowledge required
to proficiently demonstrate these practical fac-
tors will definitely aid you in preparing for the
examination for advancement.

Nav Tra 10052

Bibliography for Advancement Study. NavIra
10052 (Series). is a very important publication
for anyone preparing for advancement. This
bibliography contains a section listing the mili-
tary references and another section listing the
professional rekrences. Ths..se sections list re-
quired and recommended Rate Training Manuals
and .other reference material to he used by
personnel working for advancement. NavTra
10052 is revised and issued once each year by
the Chief of Naval Training Support. Each
revised edition is identified by a letter following
the NavTra number. When using this publica-
tion. he sure that you have the most recent
edition.

If extensive changes in qualifications occur
between the annual revisions of NavTra 10052, a
supplementary list of study material may be
issued in the form of a NavTra Notice. When
you are preparing for advancement. check to see
whether changes have been made in the qualifi-
cations. If changes have been made, see if a
Notice has been issued to supplement NavTra
10052.

The required and recommended references are
listed by rate level in NavTra 1(052. If you are
working for advancement to third class. study
the material that is listed for third class. If you
are working for advancement to second class.
study tlw material that is listed for second claw
but remember that you are also responsible for
the references listed at the third class level.

In using NavTra 10052. you will notice that
some Rate Training Manuals are marked with
an asterisk i*f. Any manual marked in this way
is MANDATORYthat is, it mud be completed

indicated mac level berme you are ell-
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gihk to take the Navy-wide examination for
advancement. Each mandatory manual may be
completed by passing the appropriate nonresident
meer coursc that is based on the mandatory
training manual; passing locally prepared tests
based on the information given in the train-
ing manual: or in some cases. successfully com-
pleting an appropriate Clas.s A School.

1k, nut overlook the section of NavTra 10052
which lists the required and recommended refer-
ences relating to the military standards/require-
ments; for advancement. For example. all person-
nel must complete the Rate Training Manual.
Requirements for Petty Officer 3 & 2. NavPers
10056 (Seriest, for the appropriate rate level
before they can he eligible to advance.

The references in NavTra 10052 which are
recommended, but not mandatory, should also
he studied carefully. All references listed in
NavTra 10052 may be used as source material
for the written examinations at the appropriate
rate levels.

Rate Training Manual

There are two general types of Rate Training
Manuals. Rating manuals (such as this one) are
prepared for most enlisted rates, giving informa-
tion that is directly related to the professional
qualifications. Basic manuals give information
that applies to more than one rate and rating.
Basic Electricity. NavPers 100)41 (Series), is an
example of a basic manual, because many ratings
use it for reference.

Rate Training Manuals are revised as required
to keep them up to date technically. The
revision of a Rate Training Manual is identified
by a letter following the NavTra or NavPers
number. You can tell whether any particular
copy of a Rate Training Manual is the latest
edition by checking the NavTra or NavPers
number and the letter following this number in
the most recent edition of List of Training
Manuals and Correspondence Courses, NavTra
10061 (Series). ( NavTra 10061 is actually a
catalog that lists current training manuals and
nonresident career cot es; you will find this cata-
log useful in planning your study program.)

Rate Training Manuals are designed to help
you prepare for advancement. The following
atoggestiOnS may help you to make the best use
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of this manual and other Navy training publica-
tions when you are preparing for advancement.

I. Study the military requirements and the
professional qualifications for your rate before
you study the training manual, and refer to the
"quids- frequently as you study. Remember,
you are studying the training manual in order to
meet these "quais...

2. Set up a regular study plan. If possible.
schedule your studying for a time of day when
you will not have too many interruptions or
distractions.

3. Before you begin to study any part of the
training manual intensively. become familiar
with the entire manual. Read the preface and
the table of contents. Check through the index.
Look at the appendixes. Thumb through the
manual without any particular plan. looking at
the illustrations and reading hits here and there
as you see things that interest you.

4. Look at the training manual in more
detail. to see how it is organized. Look at the
table of contents again. Then. chapter by chap-
ter. read the introduction. the headings, and the
subheadings. This will give you a clear picture of
the scope and content of the manual. As you
look through the manual in this way. ask
yourself some questions: What do I need to
learn about this? What do I already know about
this? How is this information related to informa-
tion given in other chapters? How is this
information related to the qualifications for
advancement?

5. When you have a geleral idea of what is in
the training manual and :low it is organized, fill
in the details by intensive study. In each study
period. try to cover a complete unit it may he a
chapter. a section of a chapter. or a subsection.
If you know the subject well, or if the material
is easy., you can cover quite a lot at one time.
Difficult or unfamiliar material will require more
study time.

b. In studying any one unit chapter. section,
or subsection write down the questions that
occur to you. Many people find it helpful to
make a written outline of the unit as they study,
or at least to write down the most important
ideas.

7. As you study. relate the information in the
training manual to the knowledge you already
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have. When you read about a pro4ss, a skill, or
a situation. try to see how this information ties
in with your own past experience.

8. When you have finished studying a unit,
take time out to see what you have learned.
Look back over your notes and questions.
Maybe sonic of your questions have been an-
swered. but perhaps you still have some that are
not answered. Without referring to the training
manual. write down the main ideas that you
have learned from studying this unit. Do not
quote the manual. If you cannot give these ideas
in your own words. the chances are that you
have not really mastered the information.

9. Use Nonresident Career Courses whenever
you can. The nonresident career courses are
based on Rate Training Manuals or on other
appropriate texts. As mentioned before. comple-
tion of a mandatory Rate Training Manual can
he accomplished by passing its associated corre-
spondence course. You will probably find it
helpful to take other correspondence courses, as
well as those based on mandatory training
manuals. Taking a nonresident career course
helps you to master the information given in the
training manual, and also helps you see how
much you have learned.

10. Think of your future as you study Rate
Training Manuals. You are working for advance-
ment to third class or second class right now,
but someday you will he working toward higher
rates. Anything extra that you can learn now
will help you.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

One of the most useful things you can learn
about a subject is how to find out more about it.
No single publication can give you all the
information you need to perform the duties of
your rating. You should learn where to look for
accurate, authoritative, up-to-date information
on all subjects related to the military require-
ments for advancement and the professional
qualifications of your rating.

Some of the publications described in this
manual are subject to change or revision from
time to time some at regular intervals. others as
the need arises. When using any publication that
is subject to change or revision, be sure that you
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hj%C tllc !ACM edit hill. When using any publica-
tion that is kept current by means of CillnktCS. he
sure you have a copy in which alt official
changes IlMe been made. Studying canceled or
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obsolete information will not help you perform
efficiently or to advance; it is likely to he a
waste of time. and may even he seriously
misleading.



CHAPTER 2

PUBLICATIONS, DRAWINGS, AND SCHEMATICS

There are many publications utilized in the
proper maintenance of avionics systems. The
systems in modern day aircraft have become so
complex that maintenance is practically impossi-
Ne without the use of technical publications.
Even a mere listing of the electronics equipment
carried on some of the more modern aircraft
would be quite lengthy. It is impossible for any
one person to he thoroughly familiar with all the
various types of electronics equipment in pres-
ent use: but with a good general background of
electronic principles and circuit theory, a little
study will enable the technician to rapidly
familiarize himself with any specific equipment.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss some
of the sources of information available to the
technician, how to use these references, and how
to locate details on items of information and
technician needs in the performance of his
duties. Included in this chapter are discussions
of publications, both general and specific; draw-
ings and schematics, including illustrations.
block diagrams, and wiring and cabling diagrams;
charts and tables.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

Naval publications are important sources of
information for guiding personnel of the naval
aeronautic organization. Generally, these pub-
lications fall into two broad groups- those deal-
ing with operational and administrative matters.
and those dealing with technical and material
matters.

The Secretary of Defense approved a reorgani-
zation of the Department of the Navy, which
was effective I May 1966. This reorganization
Increases the breadth of authority and responsi-
bility of the Chief of Naval Operations under the
continuing direction of the Secretary of the
Navy.
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The Chief of Naval Operations has four major
commands under him BuPers, BuMed. Chief of
Naval Material. and Chief of Naval Training.

The Chief of Naval Material heads the Naval
Material Command which consists of the follow-
ing six commands:

I. Naval Air Systems Command.
2. Naval Electronic Systems Command.
3. Naval Ship Systems Command.
4. Naval Ordnance Systems Command.
5. Naval Supply Systems Command.
6. Naval Facilities Engineering Command.

Each of the above commands is headed by a
Commander; i.e.. Commander. Naval Air Sys-
tems Command.

Concurrent with the establishment of the
Naval Material Command, the following office
and bureaus were abolished:

I. Office of Chief of Naval Material.
2. Bureau of Naval Weapons.
3. Bureau of Ships.
4. Bureau of Supplies and Accounts.
5. Bureau of Yards and Docks.
The Naval Air Systems Command is currently

issuing its own directives and incorporating
pertinent material now in BuWeps directives.
BuWeps directives and instructions will continue
to be used and referred to in training manuals
for sometime to come even though the Bureau
of Naval Weapons has been replaced by the
Naval Air Systems Command.

Publications dealing primarily with the opera-
tion and maintenance of aircraft and related
equipment within the Naval Establishment origi-
nating from the Naval Air Systems Command
are issued by authority of the Commander,
Naval Air Systems Command.

Publications concerned mainly with the train-
ing of flight personnel and air operations ema-
nate from the Office of the Deputy Chief of
Naval Operations (AIR).
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the Naval Air technical Sen ices Facility
rum lions as the sponsor of both types of
publications and controls the initial distribution.
distribution pnnting. anti retentibn of
reproducible copy.

the Forms and Publications Supply Office
(Unctions as inventory manager for residual
stocks of both types of publications. including
the supporting distribution system and numeri-
cal cataloging.

the basic sources
information are the technical manuals (formerly
called handbooks) issued by the Naval Air
Systems Command. Letter publications usually
supplement the information contained in aero-
nautic technical manuals.

technicians at the F-4 and F-5 levels are
primarily concerned with technical publications:
therefore. this discussion is directed mainly
to and them. However. it includes some cover-
age of general and administrative type publica-
tions of importance to all naval personnel.

Good technical manuals are vital to the
maintenance of modern weapons systems. Our
Navy's combat readiness depends. to an increas-
ing degree. on the information and knowledge
possessed by maintenance peisonnel. If these
men are to maintain increasingly complex weap-
ons systems. incorporatim the latest devices and
systems. they must be able to obtain the
required information from technical =minis.

The Department of Defense. the Department
of the Na%y. and the Naval Air Systems Com-
mand are working together to improve the
standardization and quality of aeronautic main-
tenance manuals. The purpose of the following
discimion is to present some detailed informa-
tion concerning the contents and uses of these
manuals.

of technical aeronautic

NAVAL AERONAUTIC
PUBLICATIONS INDEX

All aeronautic publications are assigned a title
and code number. When they are available for
issue, all publications. except Instructions and
Notices. are listed in the Naval Aeronautic
Publications Index (N API).

A complete Naval Aeronautic Publications
Index consists of several individual publications.
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each of which selves a spi,.cilie purpose. They are
identified as follows:

Navy Stock List* of Forms and Publications.
NavSup Publication 2002. Section VIII. Parts C
and D.

Equipment Applicability List. NavAir
(X)-500A.

Aircraft Application List. NavAir 00-500B.
Directives Application List by Aircraft Con-

figuration. NavAir 00-500C.
Letter Type Technical Directives Equipment

and Subject Applicability List, NavAir 00-500D.
A description of these lists and their uses is

presented in the following paragraphs.

Navy Stock List of
Forms and Publications

The Navy Stock List (NSL) of Forms and
Publications (NavSup 2002) is a 13-section
index of all the forms and publications used
throughout the Navy and stocked by the Naval
Supply Systems Command. Section VIII of this
Stock List contains Naval Air Systems Com-
mand publications. This section is made up of
tour parts A. B. C. and D. Parts A and B pertain
to ordnance publications. Part C and Part I)
make up one part of the Naval Aeronautic
Publications index. Part C is the numerical
listing of manual type aeronautic technical
publications. and Part 1) is the numerical listing
of letter type publications. These two parts-C
and I) are referred to as the Numerical Se-
quence List or Numerical Index of the Naval
Aeronautic Publications Index.

Part C (manual publications) is divided into
subject matter groups. and all publications with-
in a group are then listed in numerical order. For
example, all manuals in the 00 series are listed
first, then followed by the 01, 02, 03. etc.,
through the 51 series. The listing includes the
publication code number, stock number, title,
date of latest issue or revision. security classifica-
tion, and requisition restriction code.

Part I) is further divided into a number of
subsections. Some of these include general,
aircraft/airframe, accessories. powerplants. and
support equipment. Listed in the general section
are Aircrew System Bulletins and Changes.
Aviation Clothing and Survival Equipment Bulle-
tins and Changes. Technical Orders. and Techni-
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cal Notes. All Aircraft /Airframe Changes and
Bulletins are listed in the aircraft/airframe sec-
tion. The accessories section contains a listing of
all Accessory Change.% and Bulletins. Engine
Bulletins and Changes are listed in the power-
plants section. The support equipment section
contains a listing of all Support Equipment
Changes and Bulletins.

The basic index (Nay Sup Publication 2002.
Section VIII. Parts C and D) is revised and
reissued annually. A separate supplement cov-
ering each Part is issued bimonthly between
issues. The revision to the basic index, as well
as each supplement. is cumulative from the prior
revision.

Although the other parts of the Naval Aero-
nautic Publications Index (discussed in the
following paragraphs) must be used to identify
and locate publications, by code number, avail-
able for specific items of equipment and to
check the applicability of publications to spe-
cific equipment. the Numerical Index must be
used to completely identify and to order re-
quired publications. When an applicable publica-
tion number is found in one of the other parts
of the NAM. it can be easily located in the
Numberical Index. Here it can be more com-
pktely identified as to title and nomenclature.
stock number 4for manual type publications).
security classification, and any restrictions con-
cerning the requisitioning of the publication. In
addition, the date of the latest revision or issue
of the publication is listed. This provides a
means whereby the issue and/or revision dates of
the publications on hand in an activity can be
checked against the dates listed in the current
issue and supplement of the Numerical Index.
thus assuring that the publications are current.

Equipment Applicability List

Basically, the Equipment Applicability List,
Nav Air 00 -500A. is a cross-reference index
listing of Nav Air manual type publications ac-
cording to model/type part number. Since this
index contains several thousand entries. one
document would be very cumbersome to use.
For this reason. this Index is divided into several
volumes. At the time of this writing, there are
seven volumes. Each of the first six volumes
Mains 400 pages and Volume 7 contains the
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remaining entries. With the exception of several
small sections in the first part of Volume I, the
Equipment Applicability List is one continuous
index of model/type part numbers listed in strict
alphanumerical sequence. In addition to an
introduction, the other sections in the first part
of Volume I pertain primarily to manuals for
aircraft, weapons systems, and aircraft engines.
Therefore, the publication numbers are listed
according to aircraft, aircraft engine, and weap-
ons system designation.

Publication numbers may appear in this Index
more than once, inasmuch as complete equip-
ment systems and their respective major compo-
nents are listed separately.

This list should be used when attempting to
determine what publications are available on a
particular item of equipment, and the class of
equipment, model, type, or part number are
known.

This list is revised and reissued annually. It is
kept current by the issuance of quarterly cumu-
lative supplements.

Aircraft Application List

The Aircraft Application List (NavAir
00-500B) contains a listing of all manuals
grouped according to their application to an
aircraft. This part of the index does not contain
listings of any letter type publications, and all
manuals are listed by publication code number
only.

A list of basic numbering categories is pro-
vided in the front of the book. This list may be
used in determining the general type of equip-
ment covered in a publication. It may also be
used to determine what manuals are available for
a particular model of aircraft.

This list is revised and reissued semiannually,
in March and September and is not supple-
mented between mimes.

Directives Application List by
Aircraft Confeuration

The Directives Application List by Aircraft
Configuration (Nav Air 00-5000 contains a list-
ing of the active NavAirSysCom letter type
technical directives with respect to their applica-
bility to aircraft. The lists in this volume are
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arranged first by aircraft series. second by
aircraft configuration. and third by Airframe/
Aircraft Bulletin and /or Change numbers.
NOTE: Configuration refers to modifications
made to -I basic aircraft model. For instance.
F-4A. F-48. 1' -4C. etc.. are all different
configurations of the 1:--4 aircraft moelel.

This list is revised and reissued semiannually.
in January and July and is not supplemented
between reissues.

Equipment and Subject
Applicability List

The Equipment and Subject Applicability List
tNavAir (X)-5001)) is a relatively recent addition
to the NAPI. It contains a cross-reference index
listing of Naval Air Systems Command letter
type technical directives t Bulletins and
Changes). It serves the same purpose for letter
type technical directives as the Equipment Ap-
plicability List t NavAir 0(l-5(X)A ) does for tech-
nical manuals. llowever. since the NavAir
( 'K0-5001) lists only those model/type part num-
bers for which technical directives have been
issued. it is much smaller than the NavAir
00-500A. Tlw complete List is contained in one
volume but is divided into two parts. Part A is
the Equipment Index and Part 13 is the Subject
Index.

Part A contains a listing of all Naval Air
Systems Command letter type technical direc-
tives on aircraft components and related equip-
ment by model, type. and part number. Each
number is listed in alphanumerical sequence
within its cognizant equipment series.

Part B contains a listing of Naval Air Systems.
Command letter type technical directives by
subject, arranged in the following manner:

I. Prime System.
2, Component part of the system.
3. Airframe Title. Bulktin/Change Number.

NUMBERING SYSTEM
FOR MANUALS

Publications issued by the Nardi Air Systems
Command are designated according to a number-
ing system based on the type publication and its
material content. The system cannot be de-
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scribed fully in this manual because of its
complex nature and many exceptions.

Coded designations assigned to technical man-
uals consist of a prefix and an alphanumeric
sequence of three or four pails. The example
shown below will he used to explain the system
for designation of technical manuals:

Prefix

Part I

Part II

Part

Part IV

NA 0I-75PAA-244

Prefix

The prefix may consist of the letters NavAir
(NA). NavAer INA NavWeps (NW). AN. TO, or
CO. NavAer and NavWeps publications were
issued by the Bureau of Aeronautics and Bureau
of Naval Weapons, respectively. All new publica-
tions are designated with the NavAir (NA)
prefix.

The prefix AN was previously assigned for
technical manuals used jointly by the Navy and
the Air Force: they were prepared to coordinate
military specifications.

TO was the prefix assigned to technical
manuals originated by the Air Force.

CO was previously used to designate a techni-
cal manual with a Confidential security classifi-
cation.

These prefixes, while no longer assigned for
new material. 'will remain in effect for existing
assignments until superseded.

Part I

Part I consists of numbers to identify the
general subject classification with the basic
subject to which they pertain. These numbers
usually have two digits: however. when an
additional classification breakdown is necessary,
Part I consists of two digits followed by a letter.
An example of this is found in the 02 Mower-
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plants) series. A typical entry in this series has
the number 028 immediately following the
prefix NA. In this example. the K identities the
powerplant as a jet propulsion type.

tahle 2-I lists the general subject categories
and their numerical equivalent. In some in-
stances. it will he noted that an equipment
category has more than one numerical equiva-
lent. In the case of electronics, which carries the
codes ON and I h, the equipment category is in
the process of subdivision or change.

Part II

Part II of the publication number consists of
numbers for numbers and letters) and indicates
the specific class, group. type, or model and

Table 2-1.Subject categories and code
numbers for aeronautic manuals.

General
Allowance lists
Training publications (aviation)
Aircraft
Powerplants
Accessories
Hardware and rubber
Instruments
Fuels, lubricants, and gases

00
(X)-35()
00-X0
01
02

04
Oi
Oi

lkipes and paints 07
Photography 10
Aviation armament
Fuel and oil handling equipment 11

Parachute and personal equipment .13
Standard preservation and

packaging instructions I

Electronics 0$ & i h
Machinery. tools, and test

equipment 17 & 1t4
Ground servicing and automotive

equipment 19
Descriptive data for aviation

support equipment 20
Chemical equipment 24
Instructional equipment and

training aids 09 & 214
Meteorology (aerology) CO

Ships installations it
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manufacturer of the equipment. the subject
breakdowns are listed at the beginning of each
separate major division within NavSup Publica-
tion 2002. Cognizance Symbol I. Section VIII,
Part C.

For aircraft manuals and equipment manuals.
this pact will he explained in more detail later.

Part 111

Part III consists of a number or numbers
which designate a specific manual. For airframes
and engines. this part designates a specific type
manual. For other types of equipment, this part
is assigned in numerical sequence and has no
direct reference to the type of manual.

Part IV

Part IV pertains only to certain specific
classes of manuals (such as the Maintenance
Instructions Manuals for aircraft), and designates
a particular manual of a set. Numbering is not
completely standardized. and may have decimal
or even double decimal suffixes. The exact
volume desired may he determined from the lists
or indexes of publications.

AIRCRAFT MANUALS

Aircraft manuals are prepared by the manu-
facturer and published for each aircraft model in
naval use. The manual for a particular aircraft
model consists of a series of individual publica-
tions, each dealing with a definite phase of the
overall operation or maintenance program. As
indicated in the preceding discussion, aircraft
manuals fall into the 01 - series category, and
manuals pertaining to a particular model may be
identified by an alphanumeric designator imme-
diately following the 01 -

01 - Series Manuals

Aircraft technical manuals are of several
different types. some of which are of extreme
importance to 11 c maintenance technician in the
routine performance of his normal duties. These
types are discussed in some detail in this
chapter. Manuals of some other types are of
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limited importance to avionics personnel, and
are discussed only briefly.

Using the previous example of manual desig-
nation. the aircraft model to which a manual
applies may he determined from Part 11 of the
designator. The numbers are coded to indicate
the specific manufacturer, and the letters indi-
cate the particular aircraft model.

GENERAL AIRCRAFT MANUALS. -The
01-1 series manuals do not apply to specific
aircraft. but present some aspect of construc-
tion. operation, maintenance. repair, or inspec-
tion applicable to many models of aircraft.
Some important examples of this type manual
are Nav Air 01-IA-505 (Installation Practices:
Aircraft Electric and Electronics Wiring): NavAir
01-1A-509 (Aircraft Cleaning and Corrosion
Control for Organizational and Intermediate
Maintenance levels).

FLIGHT MANUALS.- Manuals of this class
are identified by the number 1 in Part III of the
standard nomenclature. For a given model air-
craft. the complete flight manual usually com-
prises the standard NATOPS manual, pocket
checklist, and classified supplements. Although
this series is of primary interest to the pilot and
aircrew. much of the information is of general
interest to all personnel concerned in any
manner with that aircraft. One section of special
interest to avionics personnel is the functional
operation of the electronics equipment installed.

STRUCTURAL REPAIR.Structural Repair
Manuals (identified by the number 3 in Part Ill
of the standard nomenclature) usually comprise
two manuals. The -3-1 manual is for use by
organizational and Intermediate level mainte-
nance activities. while the -3-2 manual is for use
by depot level maintenance activities. These
manuals prescribe procedures and methods for
making repairs to structural components of the
aircraft.

MISCELLANEOUS MANUALS.Although
the contents of most other aircraft manuals are
standardized, the numbering system is not.
Some typical examples are the Special Weapons
Check List. Special Stores. Assembly Procedures
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(for guided missile and target aircraft I. Source
Coded Data. Component and Shop Repair Data.
etc. Some aircraft have only a few manuals of
this type; others have many.

Maintenance Instructions
Manual IMMO

For this type manual. Part III of the standard
designator is the number 2. The MIM comprises
a variable number of individual publications,
each dealing with some portion of the overall
maintenance effort for the applicable model
aircraft. The MIM (formerly called Handbooks
of Maintenance Instructions) provides informa-
tion concerning the location, function, opera-
tion. removal, installation, testing. adjusting, and
troubleshooting of components. Maintenance
methods recommended are concerned with pro-
cedures such as those which can he performed
by an operating squadron.

These manuals provide the technician with an
invaluable aid in locating equipment compo-
nents and interconnecting cables in the aircraft.
and for inspection purposes as well as trouble-
shooting.

Before attempting any new task on an air-
craft. the Maintenance Instructions Manual for
that particular aircraft should he consulted. By
proper use of this manual, possible damage may
be prevented and much time may be saved.
Recommended maintenance methods are con-
cerned with procedures which can be accom-
plished by operating units. and include a Quality
Assurance Summary, which indicates the mini-
mum quality control inspection requirements
for each maintenance task.

In the past, these manuals were issued as a
single complete unit. They were arranged so that
the pertinent sections could be removed and
kept available In the shop. At present. the
separate sections of these manuals are being
issued as separate publications under individual
identifying numbers. This facilitates procure-
ment, storage. filing, and use of specific parts of
the manual by maintenance personnel.

Avionics maintenance personnel are con-
cerned most often with the sections covering
electrical and electronic systems, radio and
radar, and wiring data.
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NUMBER BRFAKIXAVN. Part IV of the
standard designator for an aircraft Maintenance
Instructions Manual indicates the subject con-
tent of the manual. This designator may consist
of a single number, a number and decimal, or
even a number with double decimals, as required
to break down the information sufficiently. Due
to the differences in operational image of various
models of aircraft. this system cannot be stan-
dardized completely. however. the following
partial listing is typical for many of the new
aircraft:
-2 Airframe Maintenance Instructions Manual

-0 Maintenance Planning Data (For some
models of aircraft, this data is contained in
a -100 publication rather than in -2-0.)

-1.1 General Information and Servicing
- 1.2 Corrosion Control and Decontamination
-2 Airframe Systems
- 3 Powerplant and Related Systems
4 Instrument Systems
-5 Electrical Systems
- 5.1 Electrical Power Supply System
-5.2 Lighting System
-6 Electronic Systems
-7 Armament and Related Systems

Airborne Missile Control Systems
-9 Systems Integration
-10 Wiring Diagrams
- 10.1 Wiring Data Diagrams
-10.2 Wiring Data Repair
Each category may he broken down into

single or double decimal subdivisions as the
occasion requires.

MANUAL BREAKDOWN. The typical vol-
ume of the MIM contains six sections as follows:

Section I Introduction. Provides a general
description of the manual, including the scope
of coverage, format, and arrangement of the
included information. It contains listings of
applicable publications and technical directives
required by operating activities pertaining to the
specific model aircraft or equipment covered in
the manual.

Section IIDescription and Operation. In-
cludes a physical description of the aircraft or
equipment covered by the manual. It includes a
detailed listing of components, with separate
tables for equipment components, tube and

,__tmasistor complements, and fuses and circuit
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breakers. For equipments, this section also
incorporates detailed information regarding in-
put and output characteristics and requirements
and operating instructions. Also included is a
brief discussion on the theory of operation,
definition of terms, explanation of terms and
symbols, simplified and partial functional dia-
grams. and built-in test features.

Section III Organization Maintenance (Line
and Hangar). Presents information on testing
and operational checks on the various systems or
components covered in the manual. It includes
such information as a tools and equipment list,
manpower requirements. and test procedures
(with pertinent notes. warninp, and cautions).
In addition, this section includes system trouble-
shooting charts for installed equipment. and
instructions for removal and installation of the
equipment.

Sections IV and V Intermediate Maintenance
(Component Repair) (Section V is not always
included.) Some manuals combine all functions
of maintenance into a single publication: others
have various breakdowrs. When this level of
maintenance is included, the detailed contents
parallel those of Section IV. except that the
procedures for individual components (rather
than the complete unit ). are discussed.

Section VI Diagrams. Contains the complete
set of wiring and schematic diagrams for those
units covered in the manual.

Illustrated Parts Breakdown (IPB)

The Illustrated Parts Breakdown normally
consists of several individual manuals: one for
each major functional element of the aircraft.
and a final volume which is an index. It is
identified by the -4 following the aircraft desig-
nation in the standardized publication identifica-
tion system. It is useful in the procurement.
requisitioning, storing, iambs& and identification
of new or reclaimed parts.

It can also be used to determine the exact
part or item required for replacement in a repair
situation. tt can also be used as a guide in
reassembly of units which have been disassem-
bled for testing. cleaning, or repair.

The separation of the 1PB into its separate
manuals does not necessarily follow the same
order as the hind breakdown: however. the type
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infomiation available is consistent for nearly all

MANUAL BREAKIX)WN. With the excep-
tion of the Index volume, each volume of the
IPB follows generally the same format. It is
divided into two sections Introduction and
Group Assembly Parts List.

Section I introduction. Contains specific de-
tailed instructions for use of the particular IPB
and the set to which it belongs.

Section II Group Assembly Parts List. Pro-
vides mferenc and identification data for the
various assemblies and subassemblies within the
scope of the manual. For each assembly and
subassembly. the data consist- of a diagram and
table. tSee figs. 2-1 and 2-2.) The diagram
indicates the location and general appearance of
the item and provides clues for assembling.

Inserts A. B. C. and I) illustrate items which
are furnished as subassemblies of the major item.
In the "description" column of the table, note
the progressive indentations. The first entry is
the complete assembly. and is begun flush at the
left. Index numbers I through 15 refer to
individual items of material which are parts of
the assembly. and are indented one space. Index
numbers In through 30 are hits and pieces of
subassembly D and are indented two spaces.
Further disassembly would he indicated by
additional breakdown of one of the subassem-
bbes, and the parts descriptions would he
progressively indented in the table.

Note also the system used to identify attach-
ing parts. Index number 9 is a cover, and the
attaching parts are indexed as 10 and 11. This
shows that these two items are used separately
to .1ch 9 to the assembly. Sometimes a screw,
wasture and nut (set) will be listed as a single
item having a single index number. In these
cases, the individual parts are still identified and
described in the table. An example of this is
index number 15. In each case, the words
"attaching parts" preceded and followed by
slant marks are inserted in the table immediately
kiBowing the item they are used to attach.

The table furnishes the details regarding the
bits and pieces which make up the unit. It is
divided into five columns.

Column 1 gives the figure and index number.
This number is a three-part sequence with
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hyphens separating the parts. The first part
references the volume or major subdivision of
the 1PB. The second part indicates the number
of the figure referenced. The third part indicates
the callout number of the specific piece to
which the other information pertains. The first
entry always indicates the complete subassem-
bly. and does not normally include the third
part of the sequence.

Column 2 gives the part number for the
specific item. This part number is used in
conjunction with the Index volume of the 1PB
for stock number identification.

Column 3 Description. Provides the item
name, manufacturer's code number tidentifiabk
in the vendor's listing included in Section 1).
specification drawings. additional breakdown
reference figures. and other pertinent data.

Column 4 Units Per Assembly. Specifies the
total number of a given item in a single
assembly.

Column 5 Usable on Code. When a specific
item is used on certain aircraft of a given model,
and a different item is used on other aircraft of
the same hotel, this column is used. When all
models use the same item. this column is left
blank. The coding is explained in the Introduc-
tion. Section I.

The first figure of each volume is normally of
the aircraft, showing the location of the major
items of the aircraft. The callout numbers are
referenced in the accompanying table. and are
crossindexed with the applicable 1PB figure
number: this table gives no details except the
title of the item or assembly. This figure and
table are actually included in the Introduction.
Section 1.

INDEX BREAKDOWN. The Index volume
of the IPB comprises three sectionsIntroduc-
tion. Numerical Index, and Reference Designs-
don Index.

Section IIntroduction. Contains details on
the contents and arrangement of the volume.

Section IINumerical Index. Consists of a
numerical index containing an items listed in the
Group Assembly Parts Lists of the preceding
volumes. It is divided into two parts: The first
part lists all the contractor part numbers, and
the second part lists all the standard and vendor
part numbers. Each part of the section is divided
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- 8 PS3S328-60
- 9 1762440

. 6

11 COML

- 11 RSIS29921

- 12 1782939

- 13 MS33249.10

14 1783290

IS COML

feS3S31879
270196

16 29P791G2

29%3
24P 71302

- 34 29F74202

0. 20 RtAl2311 OHMS

21 REA-T2-5.11K

- 22 NEA-11-60.4X

- 23 KA-72-0.100*EG

- 24 RE0422.A

- 23 PEA-72-2.67K

- 26 mEA-11-0.11 0MEG

- 27 PEA-22-0.100MEG

- 28 16164S

- 29 ST-SR-16-1016-M
0. SO 1713289
0. 31 0161 -12

32 1779036-2

- 17
- 16

- 53 con

411535133849
278146

AMPLIFIER /07187/ /SEE FIGURE 15-6-6 FOR NM/ . . REF
. PLATE, IDENTIFICATION /07187/
. PLATE. INSTRUCTION /07167/
. SCREm. SHOWIER 107187!
. RING, RETAINING

- MASHER. LOCK
. scREw, SHOULDER /07187/
RING, RETAINING
MASHER' LOCK

. COVER. TOP /07167/
/ATTACHING PARTS/
SCREW, ASSEMS&ED MASHER, STAINLESS STEEL,' . 1

0.112-40 A S/16 IN.
MACHINE 2

---e---
BRACKET. COVER 107187/

/ATTACHING MOTS/
. same. MACHINE

1

1

1

1

2
4

4

AMPLIFIER. RELAY. SENSITIVE /07167/ 1

/ATTACHING PARTS/
SCUP. MACHINE. FILLISTER HEAD, STAINLESS . . .

STEEL. 0438...32 K 1/16 IN.
. MASHER. LOCK
. NUT. PLAIN. NERAGON /56232/ 4

CAPACITOR. FIRED. ELECTROLYTIC. 1

10 UP. P S51. N IMF 30 VOCw /06001/
mom
CAPACITOR. FIRED. ftfornoortic
4 uf. P SSE, P 1511, 65 VOCM /06001/

CAPACITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC, . 00000 I

2.3 of. P 351, P 13$. 30 VOC* /06001/
RESISTOR. FIRED. Fun.
us own. PM 11, 1/6 w /73042/

. RESISTOR. FIRED. FILM. 3110 OHMS.
PP IS. 1/8 M /75042/

. . RESISTOR. FIRED, FILM,
60.400 OHNS. PM 1E. 1/8 w /73042/

. *custom. Flan, FILM.
pace MEGOHMS. PM IS, 1/8 M /71042/

RESISTOR, P171E0. fun. 2v000 omloc
PM is, 128 W /75042/

RESISTOR, PIKED, FILM, 2.670 ORMS,
PM 11. w /75042/

. RESISTOR. tiREO. FILM, 1

0.110 MEGOHMS. PP Its 1/6 w 1750421
. RESISTOR. FIXED, FILM. 1

0.100 *MOMS. PP 11. 1/8 * /75892/
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE. 0100E 2
TERMINAL STUD /96291/ 33
MARINA& 80M1 /07167/ 1SPACER. SLEEVE /56232/. 9

PREAMPLIFIER. TRANSISTOR /07167/ /SEE FIGURE. f I

IS0.7 FOR DETAIL BREA400094/
!ATTACHING PARIS/
SCROw MACHINE, MUSTER MEAD. STAINLESS .

STEEL. 01110°32
. MASHER. LOCK 6
NUT, PLAIN, HEXAGON /S6232/ 4

4

mw

Fitt. 2 Z-1118, commanding table.
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into five :olumns: Part Number. Federal Stock
Number. 'oltinie Figure and Index Number.
Source Code. and Accountability/Recovery
("ode.

Section Ill Reference Designation Index.
Provide. a tests. reference be the Refer-
ence Designation Number assigned to each item
of electrical. electronics. or mechanical equip-
ment and the part number for each such item.
Reference designation numbers tOr each of the
items of equipment are determined from the
applicable %%lion of the MIM,

USING THU 1I'13. In order to derive maxi-
mum bend-it from maintenance functions. cer-
tain records and reports must be compiled. The
requirements tOr these vary somewhat in differ-
ent type squadrons and in different areas. The
reports and records required in each activity are
determined by the maintenance supervisor as
one of his administrative duties. One type report
that is universally required is the Unsatisfactory
Mateal/Condition Report. This and other re-
ports and records require details concerning
parts that have failed or that have been replaced
tOr any reason. These details are available from
the IPH. The procedures for locating the infor-
mation depends on what is known about the
part and what data is required. as shown in the
following discussion:

I. When the part number is not known.
determine the function and application of the
part, Turn to the Table of Contents of the 1P13
volume containing the affected equipment or
system and select the title that seems most
appropriate. Note the illustration pay; number.
Turn to the page indicated and locate the
desired part on the illustration. From the illus-
tration. obtain the index tcallou0 number as-
signed to the part. Refer to the accompanying
description for specific information regarding
the part. (If the Federal Stock Number is
desired. next refer to the Index volume of the
IPS. Locate the part number and note the FSN.)

2. When only the part number is known.
refer to the Numerical Index. Locate the part
number and note the figure and index number
assigned to the part. Turn to the figure indi-
cated. and locate the referenced index number.
If a pictorial representation of the part or its
location is desired. refer to the same index

Ja

number on the accompanying illustration. If the
FSN is desired. it may be determined directly
front the Index volume by locating the part
number.

3. When only the reference designation is
known, refer to the Reference Designation
Index. Locate the reference designation and
note the figure and index number and the part
number assigned. Turn to the figure indicated
and locate the index number. If a pictorial
representation of the part. or its location is
desired. refer to the index number shown on the
accompanying illustration.

Periodic Maintenance
Requirements Manual IPMRM)

Periodic maintenance requirements for a par-
ticular model aircraft are contained in the -6
series of publications tOr that model aircraft.
The series includes in addition to the Periodic
Maintenance Requirements Manual, the cards
and charts used to plan and control the progress
of work in scheduled maintenance actions. They
provide step by step procedures fior performing
the minimum inspections requirc..1 for each type
of scheduled maintenance action.

EQUIPMENT MANUALS

Most items of electroni:s equipment or test
equipment commonly used in naval aviation are
covered by a manual or a series of manuals.
These manuals arc usually prepared by the
contractor and distributed by the Naval Air
Systems Command. Standardization has not
progressed to the same extent as It has in the
aircraft manuals: however. some generalizations
hold true for most manuals of this group.

08- Series

Manuals of this category usually apply to
older equipments which still may he in use. The
OS- series is at present undergoing a complete
reorganization and is being combined with the
16- series for electronics equipment.

16- Series

Manuals of this series are identified by a
numbering system similar to that used with the
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Fable 2-2. 10-Series breakdown.

Satiseries

General

5Q Radio

5S

Classification

30 Joint Nomenclature Radio Equip-
ment

Joint Nomenclature Radio Com-
ponents

Signal Corps Nomenclature Equip-

35

40

45 Commercial British and Navy
Radio Equipment

50 Automatic & Semiautomatic Elec-
tronic Checkout Equipment

55 Radio, Radar, Electronic, and
Spare Parts Lists

ment

aircraft nhin1131s. consisting Or a three-part desig-
nation following a prefix. The prefix and the
Part I sene the same purpose and follow the
same rules as outlined in the preceding section.
Parts II and III at not completely standardized
except for subsections 30 and 35. The subdivi-
sions of the Its- series are listed in table 2-2.

GENERAL. The Its-I Series manuals include
several publications of many types. the contents
of which do not permit inclusion in any other
subseries. They include manuals pertaining to
general maintenance practices. training manuals.
design guidance data. etc. Some of these man-
uals have been individually referenced in this
chapter; some others are referenced in the
current indexes of publications.

RADIO AN!) RADAR. Manuals of the 50

and 54 subseries pertain to older equipments
and the manuals do not conform to present
standardization fimnat. They include miscellane-
ous operation and maintenance data for radio
and radar equipments.

JOINT NOMENCLATURE RADIO EQUIP-
MENT. Manuals of this subseries normally ap-
pear in the standard format. Part II of the
identifying designator specifies the equipment to
which the manual applies: Part Ill specifies the
type manual. Although Part III is not complete-
ly standardized. the number refers to the follow-
ing type manuals:

Operation Instruct ions
Service Instruct ions
Overhaul Instructions
Illustrated Parts Breakdown

Many smaller and less complicated equipments
combine two or more of these manuals into One
volume. but each of the above manuals will be
discussed separately in a later section of this
chapter.

SUBSERIFS. Manuals of the 35
subseries arc basically the same as those of the
30 subseries. except that they deal with compo-
nents rather than complete equipments. Manuals
of tl 40. 45. 50. and 55 Auhseries cannot he
midily identified as to equipment applicability.

Equipment Nomenclature System

The Joint Communication Electronic No-
menclature System ("AN' System), formerly
known as the Joint Army-Navy Nomenclature
System. is designed so that its indicators will tell
at a glance many things pertinent to the item.
For example. it tells whether the item is a set or
a component. and such other information as
where it is used, the kind of equipment, and its
Purpose-

An indicator for a complete set begins with
the letters AN. This is followed by a slant bar
and a three-letter group. The three letters of the
second group give the general nature of the
installation, the type of equipment, and the
purpose of the equipment. respectively. Follow-
ing tht three-letter group is a number which
indicates the specific model of the equipment.
An example of the basic designation is

21 BEST aft AWAKE
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ANIARC-3M. As can he seen in table 2-3. the
letters Wowing tl slant bar mean airborne
radio communications.

When the system just described is applied to a
unit of the complete set. the designation is
formed by replacing the letters AN with a
letter-number group which indicates the type
and model of the unit in question. For example.
a control unit used with the AN/ARC-38 is
designated C-I398/ARC-38. The letter C is an
indicator letter which in this case means control.
The number following C indicates the specific
model of control box. Table 2-4 presents com-
monly used unit indicator letters that are used in
the letter-number group.

Operation Instruction Manual

Operation Instruction Manuals cover the oper-
ation of specific equipments and the necessary
checks and adjustments required for optimum
performance. These instructions are written
from the equipment operator's viewpoint and do
not include all data vital to the maintenance
technician.

Service Instruction Manual

The Service Instniction Manual contains in-
formation on maintenance and usage of specific
equipment. it provides instructions for alining.
maintaining. troubleshooting, and repairing the
equipment, as well as concise tabular data on
fuses, power drain, number of units. etc. Be-
caus of the quantity and complexity of the
material involved, the manual is divided into
several sections.

Section I, Description and Leading Particu-
lars. give. a description of the equipment and
the general principles of its operation. Included
in the section is information on the interchange-
ability of components and any special electrical
or mechanical characteristics of the system or
components.

Section II. Special Test Equipment and Spe-
cial Tools, lists all necessary special test equip-
ment and tools (including test racks) which are
used for complete bench testing of the system or
the components. Any instructions necessary for
modifying the test equipment for special use or

22

for the fabrication of a special test harness are
also found in this section.

Section III. Preparation for Use and Reship-
ment, is divided systematically, showing the
method by which the equipment should be
handled from the time it is received until it is
ready for use by the operator. The section
contains general information on uncrating and
assembling the equipment on the test bench or
in the aircraft, removing it from the aircraft, and
recrating it for shipment. Detailed descriptions
of cable fabrication and the connections of
cables to the components are also included.
Applicable data on any checks and adjustments
required during installation of the equipment is
found in this section.

Section IV, Theory of Operation, presents a
general description of the equipment first, and
this is followed by the detailed explanations of
the individual circuits. The general description is
usually given from the viewpoint of circuit
development (see the discussion later in this
chapter concerning drawings and schematics),
and block diagrams are used to trace the
development path. The function of each unit is
explained, as well as its relationship to other
units in the equipment.

Section V. Organizational and Operational
Maintenance, provides the instructions essential
for the maintenance of the equipment by
organizational maintenance person,..-I, and indi-
cates the level of maintenance acir sties desig-
nated to perform it. Included are the preopera-
tional and daily inspections and tests, the
bench-test procedures. and the troubleshooting
methods to be used by these activities. Each
performance procedure in this section includes
instructions essential for the proper use of test
equipment in diagnosing a trouble within a
specific equipment.

Section VI, Field Maintenance. includes the
instructions required for servicing the equipment
at the field maintenance levels. In addition to
alinement and parts removal procedures, infor-
mation is given for checking component func-
tions by means of performance checks. Also
contained in this section are systematic trouble
isolation procedures which assist in localizing a
defective part or component to a circuit or
group of circuits, depending upon the nature of
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Table 2-3. -Set indicator letters.

First letter
(Designed installation classes)

Second letter
(Type of equipment)

Third letter
(Purpose)

A - Piloted aircraft

B - Underwater mobile,
submarine

C - Air transportable (inac-
tivated, do not use)

D - Pilotless carrier

F - Fixed ground

G - General ground use

K - Amphibious

M - Ground, mobile

P - Portable

S - Water surface

T - Ground, transportable

U - General utility

- Ground, vehicular

W - Water surface and
underwater combination

A -

B -
C -
D -
E -

*F
G -
I -

J -

K
L -
M-
N -
P -

R -
S -

T -
-

W-

X -
Y -

Invisible light, heat
radiation
Pigeon (do not use)
Carrier
Radiac
Nupac
Photographic
Telegraph or teletype
Interphone and public
address
Electromechanical or
Inertial wire covered
Telemetering
Countermeasures
Meteorological
Sound in air
Radar
Sonar and underwater
sound
Radio
Special types, magnetic,
etc., or combinations of
types
Telephone (wire)
Visual and visible light
Armament (peculiar to
armament, not otherwise
covered)
Facsimile or television
Data processing

A - Auxiliary assemblies (not
complete operating sets used
with or part of two or more
sets or sets series)

B - Bombing
C - Communications (receiving

and transmitting
D - Direction finder, reconnais-

sance, and/or surveillance
E - Ejection and/or release
G - Fire-control, or search-

light directing
H - Recording and/or reproduc-

ing (graphic, meteorological
and sound)

K - Computing
L - Searchlight control (inacti-

vated, use 0)
M - Maintenance and/or test

assemblies (including tools)
N Navigational aids (including

altimeters, beacons, com-
passes, 'Items, depth,
sounding, approach, and
landing)

P - Reproducing (inactivated,
use H)

Q - Special, or combination of
purposes

R - Receiving, passive detecting
S - Detecting and/or range and

bearing, search
T - Transmitting
W - Automatic Flight or remote

control
X - Identification and recogni-

tion

*NOTE. Not for U.S. use except for assigning modification letters to previously type-desigaated
items.
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Table 2-4. Unit indicator letters.

Comp
Ind

Family
Name

AB Supports, antenna
AM i Amplifiers

AS Antennae, simple and complex

*AT
BA
913
BZ
C
CA
CB
CG

Antennae, simple
Battery, primary type
Battery, secondary type
Signal devices, audible
Controls
Commutator assemblies, sonar
Capacitor bank
Cable assemblies, R- F

CH Chassis, drawer, door

CK Crystal kits
CM Comparators
CN Compensators

CI' Computers

CR Crystals
CU Couplers
CV Converters (electronic)

CW Covers
CX Cable assemblies, non-R- F

CY Cases and cabinets

D Dispensers
nA Load, dummy
DT Detecting heads

DY 1 Dynamotors
E Hoists
F Filters
FN Furniture
FR Frequency measuring device
G Generators, power

GO
GP

Go nlometers
Ground rods

Example of use (Not to be construed as limiting
the application of the unit indicator)

Antenna mounts, mast bases, most sections, towers, etc.
Power, audio, interphone, radio frequency, video,

electronic control, etc.
Arrays, parabolic type, masthead, whip or telescopic

loop, dipole, reflector, etc.
For new assipments use AS.
B batteries, battery packs, etc.
Storage batteries, battery packs, etc.
Buzzers, gongs, horns, etc.
Control box, remote tuning control, etc.
Peculiar to sonar equipment.
Used as a power supply.
R-F cables, waveguides, transmission lines, etc., with

terminals.
A framework designed to accept plug-in modules. May

include circuitry and/or receptacles. Does not in-
clude the plug-in module(s). It is not a storage facil-
ity or blank chassis.

A kit of crystals with holders.
Compares two or more input signals.
Electrical and/or mechanical compensating regulating

or attenuating apparatus.
A mechanical and/or electronic mathematical calculat-

ing device.
Crystal in crystal holder.
Impedance coupling devices, directional couplers, etc.
Electronic apparatus for changing the phase, frequency,

or from "one' medium to "another.*
Cover, bag, roll, cap, radome, nacelle, etc.
Non-R-F cables with termiitals, test leads, also com-

posite cables of R- F and non-R- F conductors.
Rigid and semirigid structure for enclosing or carrying

equipment.
Chaff, leaflet, flare, napalm, lximblet, etc.
R-F and non- R- F test loads.
Magnetic pickup device, search coil, hydrophone, etc.

(see R- F).
Dynamotor power supply.
Sonar hoist assembly, etc.
Bandpass, noise, telephone, wave traps, etc.
Chairs, desks, tables, etc.
Frequency meters, tuned cavity, etc.
Electrical power generators without prime movers, (see

PU and PD).
Gonionseters of all types.
Ground rods, stakes, etc.
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Table 2-4.- Unit indicator letters -Continued.

Comp
Ind

Family
Name

H Head, hand, and chest sets
HC Crystal holder
HD environmental apparatus

blID Indicators, noncathode-ray to

IL Insulators
IM ; Intensity measuring devices

IP Indicators, cathode-ray tube
J Junction devices
KY Keying devices

LC Tools, line construction
LS j Loudspeakers

M # Microphones
MA I Magazines
MD Modulators, demodulators,

discriminators
ME Meters

MF Magnets or magnetic field
generators

MK Miscellaneous kits

ML Meteorological devices
MT Mountings
MX Miscellaneous

MU
0

**OA

Memory units
Oscillators

Miscellaneous groups

**OBI Multiplexer and/or
demultiplexer groups

OC Ocenographic devices
**OD Indicator groups
**OE Antenna groups
**OF Adapter groups
**00 Amplifier groups
**Off Simulator groups
**0,1 Consoles and console groups
**OK Control groups
**OL Data analysis and data pro-

cessing groups

Example of use (Not to be construed as limiting
the application of the unit indicator)

Includes earphone.
Crystal holder less crystal
Heating, cooling, dehumidifying, pressure, vacuum
devices, etc.

Calibrated dials and meters, indicating lights, etc.
(see IP).

Strain, standoff, feed-through, etc.
Includes SWR gear, field intensity and noise meters,

slotted lines, etc.
Azimuth, elevation, panoramic, etc.
Junction, jack and terminal boxes, etc.
Mechanical, electrical and electronic keyers, coders,

interrupters, etc.
Includes special apparatus such as cable plows, etc.
Separately housed loudspeakers, intercommunication

station.
Radio, telephone, throat, hand, etc.
Magnetic tape or wire, etc.
Device for varying amplitude, frequency or phase.

Multimeters, volt-ohm- milliammeters, vacuum tube
voltmeters, power meters, etc.

Magnetic tape or wire eraser, electromagnet, perms-
. neat magnet, etc.

Maintenance, modification, etc., except tool and crystal
(see CK, TK).

Barometer, hygrometer, themometer, scales, etc.
Mountings, racks, frames, stands, etc.
Equipment not otherwise classified, includes subassem-

blies. Do not use if better indicator is available.
Memory units.
Master frequency, blocking, multivibrators, etc. (for

test oscillators, see SG).
Groups not otherwise classified. Do not use if a more

specific indicator, such as OD, OE, OG, etc., applies.
Multiplexer groups, demultiplexer groups, composites

thereof.
Bathythemographs, etc.
All types.
All types.
All types.
All types.
Ail types.
All types.
All types.
All types.
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Comp
Ind

Table 24. Unit indicator letters- -Continued.

Family
Name

**OM , Modulator and/or demodulator
groups

Interconnecting groups
Power Supply groups
Test Set groups
Receiver groups
Oscilloscope, test
Transmitter groups
Converter groups
Generator groups
Terminal groups
Coder, decoder, interrogator,

transponder groups
**OY Radar Set groups

**Oz

PD

**ON
**OP
**0Q
**OR

OS
**OT
**oti
**QV
**ow
**CM

PF
*PG
*PH
PL

Radio Set groups

Prime drivers

Fittings, pole
Pigeon articles
Photographic articles
Plug-in modules

PP Power supplies

PT Plotting equipments

PLY : Power equipments

R Receivers
RC Reels
RD Recorder-reproducers

RE
RF

RG

RL

RO

RP

RR

Relay assemblies

Radio frequency component

Cables, R- F, Bulk

Reeling machines

Recorders

Reproducers

Reflectors

Example of use (Not to be construed as limiting
the application of the unit indicator)

t--
; Modulator groups, demodulator groups, composites

thereof.
I All types.

All types.
All types.
All types.
Test oscilloscopes for general test purposes.
All types.
An types.
All types excluding power generating equipment..
Telegraph, telephone, radio, etc.
All types.

Do not use if a more specific indicator, such as OE, OR,
OT, etc., applies.

Do not use if a more specific indicator, such as OE, OR,
OT, etc., applies. .

Gasoline engines, electric motors, synchros, diesel
motors, etc.

Cable hanger, clamp, protectors, etc.
Container, loft, vest, etc.

! Camera, projector, sensitometer, etc.
Plug-in modules not otherwise classified. Do not use if

more specific indicators, such as AM, R, T, apply.
Nonrotating machine type such as vibrator pack rectifier,
thermoelectric, etc.

Except meteorological. Boards, maps, transparent
maps, plotting table, etc.

Rotating power equipment except dynamotors, nutor-
generator, etc.

Receivers, all types except telephone.
AU types (see RL).
Sound, graphic, tape, wire, film, disc, facsimile, mag-

netic, mechanical, etc.
Electrical, electronic, etc.
Composite component of R-F circuits. Do not use if

better indicator is available.
R- F cable, vraveguides, transmission lines, etc. without
terminals.

Mechanisms for dispensing and rewinding antenna or
field wire, recording wire or tape, etc.,

Sound, graphic, tape, wire, film, disc, facsimile, mag-
netic, mechanical, etc.

Sound, graphic, tape, wire, film, disc, facsimile, mag-
netic, mechanical etc.

Target, confusion, etc., except antenna reflectors
(see AS).
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Comp
Ind

RT

S

SA
SB
SG
SM
SN
ST
SIT

T
TA
TB
TC
TD

TF
TG
TH
TK
TL
TN
TR

TS

TT

TV
TW

U
UG

V
VS
WD
WF
WM
WS
WT

*NOTE:

ZM

Table 2-4. Unit indicator letters-Continual.

Family
Name

Receiver and transmitter

Shelters
Switching devices
Switchboards
Generators, signal
Simulators
Synchronizers
Straps
Optical device

Transmitters
Telephone apparatus
Towed body
Towed cable
Timing devices

Transformers
Positioning devices
Telegraph apparatus
Tool kits
Tools
Tuning units
Transducers

Test items

Teletypewriter and facsimile
apparatus

Tester, tube
Tapes and recording wires

Connectors, audio and power
Connectors, R- F

Vehicles
Signaling equipment, visual
Cables, two-conductor
Cables, four-conductor
Cables, multiple-conductor
Cables, single-conductor
Cables, three-conductor
Impedance measuring devices

Example of use (Not to be construed as limiting
the application of the unit indicator)

Radio and radar transceivers, composite transmitter
and receiver, etc.

House, tent, protective shelter, etc.
Manual, impact, motor driven, pressure operated, etc.
Telephone, fire control, power, panel, etc.
Test oscillators, noise generators, etc. (see 0)
Flight, aircraft, target, signal, etc.
Equipment to coordinate two or more functions.
Harness, straps, etc.
Telescopes, periscopes, projectors, and boresighting

scopes.
Transmitters, all types, except telephone.
Miscellaneous telephone equipment.
Buoy, fish, paravane, target, etc.
Articulated towing strut, faired cable, etc.
Mechanical and electronic timing devices, range device,

multiplexers, electronic gates, etc.
Transformers when used as separate items.
Tilt and/or train assemblies.
Miscellaneous telegraph apparatus.
Miscellaneous tool assemblies.
All types except line construction (see LC).
Receiver, Transmitter, antenna, tuning units, etc.
Magnetic heads, phonopickups, sonar transducers,

vibration pickups, etc. (see H, LS, and M).
Test and measuring equipment not otherwise included;

boresighting and alignment equipment.
Miscellaneous tape, teletype, facsimile equipment, etc.

Electronic tube tester.
Recording tape and wire, splicing, electrical insulating

taPe, etc-
Unions, plugs, sockets, adapters, etc.
Unions, plugs, sockets, choke couplings, adapters, el-

bows, flanges, etc.
Carts, dollies, trucks, trailers, etc.
Flag sets, serial panels, signal lamp equipment, etc.
Non-R-F wire, cable and cordage in bulk (see RG).
Non-R-F wire, cable and cordage in bulk (see RG).
Non-R-F wire, cable and cordage in bulk (see RG).
Non- R- F wire, cable and cordage in bulk (see RG).
Non-R-F wire, cable and cordage in bulk (see RG).
Used for measuring Qv L, R, or PF, etc.

Inactivated for U S. use except for assigning modifcation letters to previously type-
designated items

**NOTE: Collection of items part of or used with one set or set series.
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the equipment. Lach performance procedure in
this section includes instnictions essential tOr
the proper use of the test equipment in diagnos-
ing a trouble within a specific equipment.

SC01011 VII, Diagrams. is described later in
this chapter. under the heading. "Drawings.
Schematics. and charts.

Section VIII. Difference Data Sheets. may be
added 4 when required) to provide intOrmation
on improved or modified models of the original

Overhaul Instruction Mallual

lite Overhaul Instruction Manual provides
detailed intOrmat ion tOr overhauling the elec-
tronics equipment and/or component. This in-
cludes such pnwedures as disassembly. cleaning.
repair. recalibration. testing. and any other steps
fleii."%ar). tier complete overhaul. The manual
also includes a tabulated list of test equipment
recommended fin overhaul. It is issued primarily
to overhaul activities because the nature of the
work described is usually beyond the capacities
and facilities of field maintenance activities.

Illustrated Parts Breakdown

The Illustrated Parts Breakdown for equip-
ments is similar in tbrinat. purpose. and usage to
the II'B for aircraft as previously discussed.

Combined Manuak

Frequently. especially tOr components and
small items of electronic.% test equipment. two or
more of the above manuals are combined into a
single publication. In most of these cases. the
general material content may be determined
from the tick. but the arrangement of sections
within the manual will vary with the individual
publication.

REVISIONS

In an effort to provide maintenance activities
with the latest and most accurate information
possible. the Naval Air Systems Command has
instituted a program of continuous review and
frequent revision of technical publications and

manuals. These revisions are classed as formal or
informal.

FORMAL revisions are printed and distrib-
uted as a new manual or as a partial replacement
on a page-by-page basis. Fonnal revisions are
reflected in the cumulative supplement to
NavSup publication 2002. INFORMAL revi-
sions include changes authorized by other means
such as messages. notices. letters. or periodicals.
They are normally "pen- and -ink" type changes.

Incorporation of Revised Material

When making a pen-and-ink change to any
official publication or directive. be sure to
record the source of the corrected material or
tlw authority for the change. In this manner.
subsequent users of the document will know
that the change is official and also where to look
for additional details. Eliminating the confusion
which results from too much information, some
of which may be incorrect. will make the
document much more valuable as a tool for
maintenance.

When making a substitute page type revision
to a manual. be sure to double cheek that all
instructions forwarded with the change copy are
complied with These instructions normally in-
clude the removal of certain pages. and substitu-
tion of other pages in their place. Be sure that all
canceled pages are removed and disposed of in
the proper manner. and that all pages not
canceled are retained in their proper sequence.

When making a revision of any type to any
official document. record the data concerning
the number of the change, authority. date of the
incorporation of the revision. and the name or
initials of the person making the incorporation.
In most technical manuals, a special page is
included for this purpose.

Reporting of Errors in Mama

As a part of the program to improve the
quality and accuracy of its technical manuals,
the Naval Air Systems Command has initiated a
program for encouraging users to report errors
and discrepancies. At the time of this writing,
the program applies only to certain specified
types of manuals: however. it is expected that
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the program wilt be expanded in the near future
to include all technical manuals. The basic
reporting document is the Unsatisfactory Materi-
al/Conditkm Report (UR). OpNav 4790/47.

SPECIFICATIONS

A specification is a minutely detailed descrip-
tion or designation of the characteristics. partic-
Edam. values. or tolerances which must he met
by a product or process.

The technician is concerned with specifica-
tions every time he performs an inspection.
calibration. adjustment. operation, or repair on
any unit of electronic equipment. In order for
the .equipment to fulfill its purpose. it must
operate in a specified manner it must meet
dfinitc requirements of sensitivity, power out-
put. timing. phase. frequency, signal character-
istics. etc. Specifications for a particular unit are
found in the operation and inspection manuals
and procedures for the applicable aircraft or
equipment.

Failure of an item of electronics equipment to
meet its specifications will prevent the aircraft
from performing at its maximum capability.
This condition calls for the removal, adjustment.
repair. or calibration of the defective unit. To
insure that all equipments are operating within
the tolerances allowed in the specifications.
operational inspections must he performed at
frequent intervals, and in a precise and thorough
man ner.

Federal Specifications

Federal specifications are prepared under the
direction of and promulgated by the Administra-
tor of General Services. and apply to items in
general usage by governmental agencies.

Military Specifications

Military specifications cover materials, prod-_
uets. or services used predominantly by military
activities. but which may be used by other
federal agencies. These specifications are issued
and promulgated by the Office of Standardiza-
tion. Defense Supply Agencies.
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Standards

A standard is a reference or a sample set up or
established by competent authority to he used
as a guide for comparison or evahration.

The technician is constantly involved with
standards. Every time he measoms voltages in a
circuit, he is comparing the potentials in that
particular circuit with the standard volt. Every
time he reads a schematic or Nock diagram. he
recognizes the standard symbols used in the
drawing. Every time he reads an explanation of
the theory of operation for a circuit, he recog-
nizes and understands the meaning of standard
terms. When lw replaces a defective resistor or
capacitor, he installs a standard item.

Standards make possible the rapid. clear. and
concise communication of facts. ideas. and
information: without standards. modern tech-
nology would he impossible.

FEDERAL STANDARDS. -Federal standards
are documents that establish engineering and
technical limitations for items, materials, pro-
cesses. methods. designs. and engineering prac-
tices. These documents are for general use by
governmental agencies.

MILITARY STANDARDS. Military stan-
dards are documents that establish engineering
and technical limitations and applications for
items, materials. processes. methods. designs..
and engineering practices. These documents are
intended primarily for use by agencies of the
Department of Defense.

INSTRUCTIONS AND NOTICES

The Navy Directives System is used through-
out the Navy for the issuance of directive type
releases. Some of these prescribe policy. organi-
zation and methods. or procedures: others con-
tain general information. The directives system
provides a uniform plan for issuing and main-
taining directives: conformance is required of all
bureaus, offices, activities, and commands of the
Navy. Two types of releases are authorized
under the plan -Instructions and Notices.

Information pertaining to action of a continu-
ing nature is contained in Instructions. An
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Instruction has permanent reference value and
remains in effect until the originator supersedes
or cancels it. Notices contain information per-
taining to action of a onetime nature. A Notice
does not have permanent reference value and
contains provisions for its own cancellation.

For purposes of identification and accurate
filing. all directives can be recogniml by the
originator's authorized abbreviation: the type of
release (whether an Instruction or Notice): a
subject classification number: and. in the case of
Instructions only, a consecutive number. (Be-
cause of their temporary nature. the consecutive
number is not assigned to Notices.) This infor-
mation is assigned by the originator and is
placed on each page of the release.

The manner of numbering and identifying
directives can be better understood by consider-
ing a typical identifier:

SE(NAV INST 5215.1A

(a) (b) (c) (0

(a) The authorized abbreviation of the origi-
nator of the directive.

(b) The type of release (in this case an
Instruction).

(ct The subject number of the directive
(obtained from the Table of Subject ('lassifica-
tion Numbers).

WI The consecutive number (found only on
Instructions). An originator would assign consec-
utive numbers to those consecutive instructions
with the same subject chmification number.
In the example above, the subject classifica-
tion number 5215 concerns "Issuance Systems."
If the originator. Sec Nay. issued additional
Instructions dealing with issuance systems. they
would he assigned the numbers 5215.2. 5215.3.
5215.4, etc. The letter A indicates that this is
the first reissue of the same bask directive.

Subject classification numbers are listed in the
Table of Subject Classification Numbers found
in SecNav Instruction P5210.11. This table
contains a numerical and alphabetical listing of
numbers with their related subjects, and has
reference value when information or instructions
of a particular nature are desired. This Instruc-
tion contains all necessary infonnation concern-
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Mg the use and procedures of the Navy three-
lives System.

TECHNICAL DIRECTIVE SYSTEM

The Technical Directive (11)) System has
been established for control and issue of all
technical directives. This system standardizes the
method of issuance for such directives and is the
authorized means for directing the accomplish-
ment and recording of modifications and one-
time inspections to equipment procured by and
for the NavAirSys('om. The T1) system is an
important element in the programs designed to
maintain equipment in a configuration which
provides the optimum conditions of safety and
operational and material readiness. This system
encompasses two types of Technical Directives
differentiated by their method of dissemination.
These two types are Formal (letter type) and
Interim (message type). In general terms. they
are both considered as letter type technical
directives. These directives contain instructions
or information of a technical nature which
cannot he satisfactorily disseminated by revi-
sions or changes to technical manuals. This
information (instructions) is disseminated in the
film of ('hanges, or in the case of special
circumstances, by Interim ('hanges or Bulletins.

A formal 11) is a document issued as a
Change, or an Amendment or Revision there-
to. and promulgated by letter. Formal techni-
cal directives are used to direct the accom-
plishment and recording of modifications to
weapons, weapons systems. support equipment.
trainers. and related equipment and are com-
prised of changes and amendments and/or revi-
sions thereto.

An interim TI) is a document issued as a
Bulletin or a Change. or as an Amendment or
Revision thereto, and promulgated by message
to insure expeditious dksemination. The interim
TI) is reserved for those instances requiring
expeditious correction of an operational or
safety condition which embodies risks calculated
to be intokrab within the lead time of a
formal directive or maintenance publication
change. Interim ('hanges are superseded by a
formal change directive which will have the same
number as the interim directive. Interim Bulk-
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tin directives are not superseded by format bul-
letins as was previously the case. Tlw NavSup
2002. Section VIII Part I). will still have many
formal bulletins listed until they are eventually
phased out.

A Change is a document containing instruc-
tins and information which directs the accom-
plishment and recording of a material change. a
rc positioning. a modification. or an alteration in
the characteristics of the equipment to which it
applies. A Change is issued to direct that parts
he added. removed. or changed front the existing
configuration or that parts or material he al-
tered. relocated. or repositioned.

A Chew may he issued in parts to accom-
plish specific parts of a total directed action or
to accomplish action on different configurations
of affected equipment. A Change may also he
issued for Record Purposes. A Record Purpose
Change is a "II) issued to provide documentation
of a modification which has been completely
incorporated by the contractor or in-house
activity in all accepted equipment and which
does not require retrofit or the modification of
repairables in the Navy's possession.

An Amendment is a document comprised of
information which clarifies. corrects. adds to.
deletes from. makes minor changes in require-
ments to. or cancels an existing technical direc-
tive. It is only a supplement to the existing
directive and not a complete directive in itself. A
maximum of three Amendments may he applied
to a 11). each remaining in effect until rescinded
or superseded by a Revision. A requirement for
further amendment action necessitates the issu-
ance of a Revision.

A Revision is a completely new edition of an
existing directive. It supersedes the original di-
rective or revision and all existing amendments.

A Bulletin is an interim document comprised
of instructions and information which directs an
initial inspection to determine whether a given
condition exists. It specifies what action is to be
taken if a given condition is found or not found.

Interim bulletin directives are self- rescinding
with rescission dates of 30 June or 31 Decent-

_ bee. whichever is appropriate for the ea* at
hand. Rescission is the process by which TD's
are removed from active files after all require-
ments have been incorporated. Final rescission
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action is directed in the TI) Index. Nav Sup
Publication 20(12. Section VIII. Part D. All
activities maintaining active technical libraries
should maintain the TD's on file until they are
deleted from the TI) Index.

Cancellation of a technical directive is the
process whereby the T1) is removed from the
active tiles when it is determined that a previous-
ly issued TI) is not to he incorporated. Cancella-
tion is directed by the issuance of an Amend-
ment to the Ti). The cancellation explicitly
states the required configuration of each article
initially specified for modification: for example.
whether installed modifications are to remain
installed or are to hi removed. etc.

The title subject of a Change or Bulletin will
he one of the following as appropriate:

Airframe
Powerplant
Avionics
Aviation Armament
Support Equipment
Propeller
Photographic
Airborne Weapon
Aircrew System
Accessory
Target Control System
Meteorological Equipment

EXAMPLES:
Avionics Change No. g5A
.1-7q Powerplant Change No. 27
Air Crew System Change No. 2K')
A-4 Interim Airframe Change No. 261
A-5 Interim Airframe Bulletin No. I I
If the technical directive involves safety of

flight the word "SAFETY" will appear immedi-
ately following the title and number.

Technical directives are numbered by two
different methods. Some are numbered consecu-
tively from the beginning of the calendar year
with the last two digits indicating the year of
Wait. Thus. a Change or Bulletin designated
47-54 would be the 47th Change or Bulletin of
that type issued in 1954. This type of number-
ing system is no longer being used for identify-
ing new directives. However. those which have
been numbered in this manner and are still in
effect are cataloged under this system.

The present numbering system is a consecu-
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tine 1111111a1i31 legadlev4 of the year
of issue leer example. Axiom:. Change 204
would be the 204th Aionics Change issued.
I is numbefing stein has been in effect tr
some time and inist technical directives arc
cataloged under this system.

lbe numbers assigned to Changes and Bul-
letins are provided by the 'IL...finical Directives
Control Center. which is located at the Naval
Air Technical Services Facility (NA 'S!' ). Phila-
delphia. Changes or Bulletins that have been
amended will have their basic number followed
by the words "Amendment I.- "Amendment 2."
etc. A revised directive will have the basic three-
tixe number followed with the words "Rev. A.-
"Rex. B.- etc., as appropriate to denote the first.
second. etc.. revision to that basic directive.

I he Changes and Bulletins are automatically
distributed to all concerned activities. All TD's
are ismied by NavAir Or NavAirtechSerFae ex-
cept in cases where the time delay in obtaining
approval is unacceptable. lit such cases the con-
trolling custodians are authorized to issue in-
terim TD's to preclude unacceptable risks to pr-
sonnel or equipment. '11w Changes or Bulletins
are generally based on Contractor Serb ice Bulle-
tins. other letters of recommendation. or pro-
psd modifications from field service activities.

Directive Categories

echnical directives arc assigned a "category.'
in accordance with the importance and urgency
of accomplishing the work involved. A category
of Immediate, Urgent. Routine, or Record Pur-
pose is assigned each technical directive.

The category Immediate Action is assigned to
directives which are issued to correct safety
conditions, the uncorrected existence of which
would prohahly result in fatal or serious injury
to personnel. extensive damage. or destruction
of property. These directives are identified by a
border of red X's broken at the top center of the
page by the words IMMEDIATE ACTION.

the category Urgent Action is assigned to
directives which are used to correct safety
conditions which. if uncorrected. could result in
personnel injury or property damage. These
directives are identified by the words uKcFNT
ACTION at the top of the first page and a
border of red diagonals around the cover page.
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Routine Action directives arc those concerned
with equipment or procedural deficiencies of a
material mechanical, operational. or tactical in
nature the uncorrected existence of which
could constitute a hazard. They are identified by
the words ROUTINE ACTION printed at the
top of the cover page.

The category Record Purpose is used when a
modification has been compktely incorporated
by the contractor or in-hous activity in all
accepted equipment and when retrofit is not
required of rpairable% in the Navy's possession.
They are identified by tl words RECORD
PURPOSE printed in black capital letters at the
top center of the first page.

PERIODICALS

Many periodicals of interest to the technician
are published and issued by naval activities and
commands. A few of the most important are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Approach

Approach. The Naval Aviation Safety Review.
is published monthly by the U.S. Naval Aviation
Safety Center. It is distributed to naval aero-
nautical organizations on the basis of one copy
for each ten personnel assigned. It presents the
most accurate intnnation currently available on
the subject of aviation accident prevention. It is
an unofficial publication. and its contents are
not to be considered as regulations. orders. or
directives. It should, however, he read each
month by all aviation personnel.

Naval Aviation News

Naval Aviation News is published monthly by
the ('hief of Naval Operations and the Naval Air
Systems Command. Its purpose is to disseminate
information on aircraft. aviation training and
operations, and other aeronautical matters. This
publication should he read each month by all
naval aviation personnel.

Naval Ordnance BULLETIN

The Naval Ordnance BULLETIN is a maga-
zine issued quarterly by the Naval Ordnance
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Systems Commix'. -Ihis Bulletin contains intOr-
illation concerning aviation and ordnance pro-
jects of special and general interest. including
new devehipments. The information ranges from
suggestions which should help in using present
equipment to furnishing a hackground of infor-
mation on advanced developments and concepts.
Blois publication is nonnally 4:lossified (ONFI-
DENTIAL.)

Mech. the Nina, Aviation Ntainienanee .Safety
Review. is published quarterly and is directed at
the enlisted aviation maintenance personnel. It
presents the most accurate infonnatkm available
on maintenance-caused mishap prevention and
general aviation ground safety directed at reduc-
ing maintenance errors and handling mishaps.
Contents of Nleeli are intended to he informa-
tional and should not he considered as orders.
rept ions. or direct ivies.

All Hands

ALL HANDS. Nav-Pers-O Series. the Bureau
of Naval Personnel Career Publication. is pub-
lished monthly by the Bureau of Naval Person-
nel for the inimmation and interest of the naval
service as a whole. It is not an official publica-
tion in the sense of constituting authority for
action based on information contained therein:
nor is it a statement of official policy. However.
it is an important publication in that it contains
information vital to naval personnel.

Distribution of All !lands is automatic to each
activity. and is based on one copy for each ten
personnel assigned. It should he read every
month by aU personnel.

DRAWINGS. SCHEMATICS, AND CHARTS

Nearly all technical manuals make extensive
use of drawings and diagrams. The technician
uses time drawings and diagrams in locating and
identifying units and components, troubleshoot-
ing. signal and/or circuit tracing, and installing
and adjusting replacement units. They are also
useful in studying the principles of operation of
circuits and equipments.

particular type ilhtsttation is radtable

for all applications: therelmv, many different
types are required. Several of the different types
are discussed in the following paragraphs. Filch
type has its own advantages and disadvantages.

ILLUSTRATIONS

Illustrations are commonly used to present
visually the idea of a text. To this end. illustra-
tions are used in many forms. A few of these are
the photograph. line drawing. shaded sketch.
cutaway view. blueprint. etc. Some of the more
common illustrations are discussed briefly in this
chapter.

Pictorial

Pictorial illustrations normally indicate physi-
cal appearance. They may present details con-
cerning the location. size. construction. physical
relationships of size and location. or parts
arrangement. They appear throughout manuals
of all types, and are useful for locating and
identifying systems, equipments. components.
or parts. They are used in connection with
installation. inspection. servicing. operation. ad-
justment. calibration. troubleshooting. and re-
pair functions.

Pictorial illustrations may he accurately de-
tailed represvntations, or they may he merely
generalized indications. depending on their pur-
pos. They may be photographs. halftone or
shaded sketches. or line drawings.

Cutaway View

A cutaway view is an illustration used to show
some detail of construction which would he
extremely difficult or impossible to show by
conventional pictorial views. it is often used in
connection with discussions of physical con-
struction and the operation of mechanical de-
vices. It is frequently used in assembly diagrams
and in construction details.

Locadon and Dimension

Location diagrams are used to show physical
position relationships, and may or may not be
sufficiently detailed to show physical appear-
ance. They are primarily useful for famillariu-
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titm. and are commonly used in Flight Manuals.
in the t ;eneral Information and Servicing section
of the Maintenance Instnictions Manuals
MIM'sl. in the Illustrated Parts Breakdown

Manual (IPHL and in the Operation and MaM-
tenanc Instructions tOr equipments.

Dimension diagrams denote physical sire and
distance. They are useful in planning the layout
of bench stations, making equipment installa-
tions, or packing materials for reshipment. They
are frequently used in the general information
sections of technical manuals. and in those
sections devoted to familiariiatkin, installation.
and shipment. They are also frequently found in
Change type technical directives.

Location and/or dimension diagrams may he
combined with other type illustrations, thus
providing additional details without increasing
the number of illustrations.

Assembly Diagrams

Assembly diagrams. as the name implies.
provide details of construction which are uwful
in assembling parts into a unit. They are also
useful in explaining the operation of mechanical
or electromechanical devices.

BLOCK DIAGRAMS

Block diagrams arc not used to stow physical
shape. size. or location: they are used to present
a generalized explanation of overall functional
operation. They range from very simple to very
complex. depending on the type equipment. the
quantity and quality of details to he covered.
and the purpose for which the information is
included. They are found in nearly all manuals
dealing with bask or detailed theory of opera-
tion. whether of relatively simple subassemblies
or of very large and complex systems. The more
complex the equipment, the more probable the
need for Mock dbigrants

Many block diagrams are used in connection
with electromechanical devices, as well as with
electrical or mechanical systems. Proper use of
this type diagram helps increase understanding
of functional relationships and operation.
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Symbols

Since Hock diagrams are used mainly to
provide a general analysis of functional opera-
tion. symbols are generally used to represent
individual circuits or funetkmal components. In
order to make maximum use of Hock diagrams,
it is essential to recognize the symbols, and to
understand their meanings and limitations. Ap-
pendix II of this manual contains many of the
common symbols found on Nock diagrams.
Numerous Hock diagrams are included in this
manual.

Signal Flow

One special type of Hock diagram is called
the signal flow diagram or signal flow chart. It is
usually used in connection with overall opera-
tion of complicated systems such as fire control
computers. ASW systems, aircraft control or
power distribution systems. or search or naviga-
tion radar systems. It includes all features
normally associated with Hock diagrams. and in
addition it includes considerable detail regarding
signal paths. signal wave-shape, timing sequence
and relationships, magnitudes of potentials or
signals. frequet.:ies. etc.

WIRING DIAGRAMS

The wiring diagram presents detailed circuitry
information concerning electrical and electronics
systems. A master wiring diagram is a single
diagram that shows all the wiring in a complete
system or in an aircraft. In most cases, this
diagram would prove to be too large to be
usable: it is normally broken down into logical
functional sections, each of which may be
further subdivided into circuit diagrams. By
breaking a system into individual circuit dia-
grams. each individual circuit may be presented
in greater detail. The increased detail provides
for easier circuit tracing. testing. and mainte-
nance.

Wiring diagrams fall into two bask classes
chassis wiring and interconnecting diagrams
each with specific purposes and many variations
in appeal antv (depending on application). Wit.
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ing diagrams are not generally used for discus-
sions of theory of operation of specific circuits.

Figure 2-3 (A) is an example of one type
chassis wiring diagram commonly used. This
drawing shows the physical layout of the unit.
and all component parts and interconnecting tie
points are shown. Each indicated part is identi-
fied by reference designation number. thus
facilitating use of the IP13 to determine values
and other data. (The values of resistors, capaci-
tors. or other components are normally not
indicated on wiring diagrams.) The polarity of
semiconductor diodes and of the polarized
capacitor is shown. Since this specific diagram
shows physical layout and dimensioning details
for mounting holes, it could be used as an
assembly drawing and also as an installation
drawing.

Figure 2-3 ( B) shows the reverse side of the
same mounting board, together with the wiring
interconnections to other components. Actual
positioning of circuit components is not indi-
cated. and wire bundles are represented as single
lines with the separate wires entering at an angle.
(The angle indicates the direction to follow in
tracing the circuit to locate the other end of the
wire.)

The wire identification coding on this diagram
consists of a three-part designation. The first
part is a number representing the color code of
the wire in accordance with Military Specifica-
tion MIL-W-76A. (Many other chassis wiring
diagrams designate color coding by abbreviations
of the actual colors.) The second is the reference
part designation number of the item to which
the wire is connected. The last is the designation
of the specific terminal to which connection is
made.

Figure 2-3 (C). while not a wiring diagram.
illustrates a method commonly used to show
some functional aspect of sealed or special
components.

Figure 2-3 (0) illustrates several methods used
to indicate connections at terminal strips. The
details of wire identification coding used are
discussed below.

Wiring diagrams are normally the major con-
tent of the last volume of a MIM set, or the last
section of most other maintenance manuals.
This volume or section contains wiring diagrams
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for all electrical and electronic systems of the
aircraft. The diagrams are prepared separately
for each circuit and provide all data necessary to
understand the construction of each circuit, to
trace each circuit within the system to make
continuity and resistance checks, and to perform
specific troubleshooting on inoperative or mal-
functioning circuits.

Aircraft Wire Identification Coding

To facilitate maintenance, all aircraft wiring is
identified on the wiring diagrams exactly as
marked in the aircraft. Identification of each
wire is coded by a combination of letters and
numbers imprinted on the wire at prescribed
intervals along its entire run. Figure 2-4 and the
accompanying discussion explain the code used
in aircraft wiring installation. Complete details
are to be found in the latest revision of
MI L-W-5088.

The unit number (shown in dashed outline) is
used only in those cases having more than one
given unit installed in an identical manner in the
same aircraft. The wiring concerned with the
first such unit bears the prefix 1, and corre-
sponding wires for the second unit have exactly
the same designation except for the prefix 2,
etc.

The circuit function letter identifies the basic
function of the unit in accordance with table
5. Note that circuit function R. S. and T
;ring may bear a second letter to designate the
inctional breakdown of the circuit.
Each wire within a given circuit function

group is assigned a separate wire number. Wires
that are segmented by the use of splices, plug
and receptacle connectors, terminal strip tie
points, etc.. are given a letter segment designa-
tion. Passage through a switch. relay, circuit
breaker. etc., requires assignment of a new
number.

Wire size numbers are omitted in the case of
coaxial cables: they are replaced by a dash and
coded designator when part of a thermocouple
arrangement.

A suffix is added to designate the phase (or
ground) in 3-phase a-c power wiring. In the case
of thermocouples the suffix denotes the metal
element involved.
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Cable Construction

Cable construction diagrams present details
concerning the fabrication and construction of
caber These details many include designation
of the type connectors or terminals, the identifi-
cation of wires for each terminal, method of
connecting wire to terminal. potting require-
ments. length of wires. lacing or %leering specifi-

cations. and any other specifications, or special
considerations involved.

Cable Routing

Diagrams of major systems generally include
an isometric shadow outline of the aircraft
showing the approximate location of equipment
components, and the physical routing of inter-
connecting cables. A cable, regardless of the
number of conductors, is represented on an
isometric wiring diagram as a single line; no
attempt is made to show individual connections
at equipment units or in connection boxes. An
isometric type drawing thus shows at a glance a
picture of the layout of the entire system.

SCHEMATICS

The major purpose of the schematic diagram
is to establish the electrical operation of a
particular system. It is not drawn to scale, and it
shows none of the actual construction details of
the system (such as a physical location within
the aircraft, physical layout of components, wire
muting. or any other physical detail) not essen-
tial to understanding circuit operation.

Schematic drawings differ from block dia-
grams (discussed earlier) by presenting more
detail concerning each circuit. Whereas the block
diagram deals with functional units of the
system, the schematic diagram indicates each
individual part which contributes to the func-
tional operation of the circuit.

NOTE: The National Bureau of Standards is
now using in all its publications the term hertz,
abbreviated Hz, as the term applied to a unit of
frequency, one hertz being one cycle per second.
Table 2-6 will give you a quick rundown of a
few applications of the term to show you how it
works.

Simplified Schematics

In large or complex equttments, a complete
schematic drawing may be too large for practical
use. For this reason, most technical manuals
present partial or simplified schematics for
individual circuits or units.
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Table 2-5.-Wiring 4 nit function code.

Circuit Circuit
function Circuits function

letter letter

A Armament

B Photographic

C Control surface

D Instrument

E Engine instrument

Flight instrument

Landing gear

H Heating, ventilating, and
de-icing

J Ignition

K Engine control

L Lighting

Miscellaneous
V

D-c power

Wiring in the d-c power or power

control system will be identified
W

by the circuit function letter F.

Fuel and oil

R Radio (navigation and communi-
catio)

RN-Navigation

RP-Intercomnonicatkes

Circuits

RZ-Interphone Iwadphone

S Radar

SA-Altimeter

T

SN- Navigation

SQ-Track

SR-Recorder

SS-Search

Special electronic

TE Countermeasures

TN- Navigation

TR-Receivers

TX-Television transmitters

TZ-Computer

D-c power and d-c control wires
for a-c systems will be iden-
tified by the circuit function
letter V.

Warning and emergency

X A-c power

Wiring in the a-c power

system will be identfled by

the circuit functicm letter K.

Y Armament special systems
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Table 2-6.Hertz table.

Unit/quantity Old term Old abbrev. New term New abbrev.

Frequency Cycles cps hertz Hz
Per Second

10-3 Cycles Millicycles me Millihertz mHz
Per Second Per Second

103 Cycles Kilocycles kc Kilohertz kHz
Per Second Per Second

106 Cycles Megacycles Mc Megahertz MHz
Per Second Per Second

109 Cycles Gigacycles Gc Gigahertz GHz
Per Second Per Second

Simplified schematics normally omit parts
and connections which are not essential to
understanding circuit operation. In studying or
troubleshooting equipment. the technician fre-
quently must make his own simplified drawings.
In these cases he should include only those items
that contribute to the purpose of the drawing.
but he should take care to include all such items.
In using the schematic drawings throughout this
manual land those in technical manuals, text-
books, and other publications), many techniques
for simplifying schematics will become apparent.
Special attention should be paid to those tech-
niques found useful by the individual mainte-
nance man- they can be extremely important
tools in his work.

Electromechanical Drawinp

Electromechanical devices such as synchros,
gyms, accelerometers, autotune systems, analog
imunputing elements, etc., are quite common in
avionics systems. For a complete understanding
of these units, neither an electrical drawing nor a
mechanical drawing would be adequate -and
confusion could result from the use of two

_drawings. Therefore a combination type draw-
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ing, using some aspects of each component type,
is used. These drawings are usually simplified
both electrically and mechanically, and only
those items ess-sitial to the operation are indi-
cated on the drawing.

CHARTS AND TABLES

Charts and tables of many types are used
throughout all types of technical publications to
present factual data in a clear and concise form.
As the terms are used in this discussion, a chart
is used to present information in lists, pictures.
tables. or diagrams: a table is one type of chart,
and is used to present or list information in a
very condensed form.

Tables prove valuable in instances when the
same general type information is to be presented
with respect to numerous items. The corre-
sponding details for the items may be listed in
columns, arranged so that reading across will
present details regarding a specific item, while
reading down will present a comparison of items
with respect to a certain detail. One very
common and useful table of this type is repre-
sented by the IPB listings discussed earlier in this
chapter.



CHAPTER 3

ELEMENTARY PHYSICS

The Navy technician is associated with some
very complex machines and equipment. He is
expected to understand. operate, service. and
maintain these machines and equipment. and to
instruct new men so that they can also perform
these functions. No matter how complex a
machine or item of equipment is. its action can
he satisfactorily explained as an application of a
few basic principles of physics. In order to
understand. maintain. and repair the equipment
and machinery necessary to the operation of the
ships and aircraft of the fleet, an understanding
of these basic principles is essential. There can
be no question that the technician who possesses
this understanding is better equipped to meet
the demands placed upon him in his everyday
tasks.

Physics is devoted to finding and defining
problems. as well as to searching for their
solutions. It not only teaches a person to he
curious about the physical world. but also
provides a means of satisfying that curiosity.
The distinction between physics and other sci-
ences cannot be well defined. because the
principles of physics also pertain to the other
sciences. Physics is a basic branch of science and
deals with matter. motion, force, and energy. It
deals with the phenomena which arise because
matter moves. exerts force, and possesses
energy. It is the foundation for the laws govern-
ing these phenomena, as expressed in the study
of mechanics, hydraulics, magnetism. electricity,
heat, light. sound. and nuclear physics. It is
closely associated with chemistry and depends
heivily upon mathematics for many of its
thecties and explanations.

BASIC CONCEPTS

In any study of physics. it soon 'weenies
obvious that specific words and terms have
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specific meanings which must he mastered from
the very start. Without an understanding of the
exact meaning of the term. there can be no real
understanding of the principles involved in the
use of that term. Once the term is correctly
understood, however, many principles may be
discussed briefly to illustrate or to emphasize
the particular aspects of interest. The first part
of this chapter is devoted to definitions of some
physical terms and a brief general discussion of
certain particular principles of vital interest to
all technical personnel.

MEASUREMENT

In all branches of science, measurement is a
very important consideration. In order to evalu-
ate results, it is often essential to know how
much. how far, how many. how often. or in
what direction. As scientific investigations be-
come more complex, measurements must
become more accurate, and new methods must
be developed to measure new things.

Measurements may be classed in three broad
categories magnitude. direction. and time.
These categories are broken down into several
types. each with its own standard units. Meas-
urements of direction and time have become
fairly well standardized and have comparatively
few subdivisions. Magnitude. on the other hand,
is an extremely complex category with many
classes and subdivisions involved.

The unit of measurement is just as important
as the number which precedes it. and both are
necessary to give accurate description.

Two widely used sets of fundamental units
are the metric and the English. The metric units
are most often used to express scientific observa-
tions where the bask unit of distance is the
meter. of mass is the kilogram. and of time is the
second. This is called the meter- kilogram- second
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system. Or the inks system. Another widely used
metric ssteln OWN the centimeter for units of
distance. the gram for units of DUNN, and the
second for units thine. and so is called the
centimeter-gram-second system. or cgs system.
The English system uses the loot for thstaswe,
the pound avoirdupois for mass. and the second
for time. and so is called the tot-pound-second
system. or fp. system. See table 3-1 for other
units.

Units of Distance Measurement

I he AT should be familiar with both the
English and the metric systems of measurement.

Table 3-I.Frequently used units of
measurement.

English system Metric system

are
Btu t British

thermal unit )
bushel
dram
tixit
gallon
hertz
horsepwer
hour
inch
knot
mil
mile
minute
ounce
peck
pint
pound
quart
second
slug
ton (short.

2.000 lb
long. 2.240
Iht

yard

angst TOM
bar
calorie
dyne
erg
grant
hectare
hem/
hour
joule
liter
meter
metric ton

i l .000 kg.)
micron
minute
newton
quintal
second
Mere

General

ELECTRICAL
ampere
coulomb
decibel
farad
henry
ohm
volt
watt

LIGHT
candle
candela
lambert
lumen

MAGNETIC
gauss
gilbert
maxwell
vet
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For example. radar range units are usually
expressed in the higlish system as yards or
miles. while wavelength is most often expressed
in the metric system with the meter as the basic
unit.

ME IRK UNITS (H LENGTH. Metric units
of length are based on the standard meter winch
was first intended to he one ten-millionth part
of the distance between the earth's Equator
and one of the poles. Although more recent
measurements show this distance to be close to
10.000.XSO meters. the original length of the
meter is still accepted as standard.

When large distances are measured it is cus-
tomary to use the kilometer. which is 1.000
meters: I kilometer (km) = 1.000 meters (m t.
For smaller measurements the meter is divided
into smaller units. One meter equals 100 cell-
timetcr. t 1 ill = 100 Lint and 1 centimeter equals
10 millimetors t 1 cm = 10 mini. so 1 meter
equals I A/00 millimeters t 1 m = mint. The
table in Appendix III lists other prefixes used
with basic units.

1 he micron is still smaller, and is the unit
often encountered in stating. the wavelength of
light. or in referring to the siie of a particle of
foreign matter that may pass through a certain
screen or filter in the liquid cooling system of
electronic equipment. The micron is one-
thothandth of .t millimeter or one-millionth of a
meter. the millimicron is one-thousandth of a
micron. and the mieromicron is one-Olin's: mini)
of a millimicron or one-millionth of a Mann.

EN(d UNITS 01: LENGTH. The COM-
111011 Units or the Eng;,,ii system Of distance
measurement are inches, feet, yards. and miles.
where 1 foot equals 12 inches II ft = 12 in.,. 1

yard equals 3 feet (1 yd = 3 it = 3 in.) and I

mile equals 1.70 yards t I mile = 1.7(10
yd = 5.2$0 ft = 03110 The nautical mile is
(.07(1.115 feet. The mil is 1/1000 inch.

In 1!4 the United States. by an act of
Congress. defined the yard to be 31100/3437 part
of a standard meter. or in decimal fonn approxi-
mately 0.11144 meter. Thus, other conversions
between the systems may he found by proper
multiplication or thViskln. Some approximate
conversions are listed in table 3-2.
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Table 3- 2.-- Conversion factors for units of length.

km tit cm mut in. ft yd .mile

1 km = 1 1.0(K) 100.000 1 X 10'6 39,370 3.280,83 L093.61 0.621369
lm= OAR) I 1 100 1.000 39..47 3.28083 1.09361 6.214 X 10-4

cm = 1 11. 10 0.01 10 0.3937 0.032808 1.094 X 10 2 6.214 X 10-6
1 mm = X f0" 1 X It) -1 0.1 0.03937 3.18 X 10 3 L094 X 103 6.214 X 107
1 in. = 2.54X 10 5 2.54X 102 2.54 25.4 0.0:033 0.02777 1.5S X 10 s
1 ft = 3.04,4 X 10 4 0.304S 30.414 304.1 12 0.33333 1.89X 104

. 1 vd 9.144 X 10 4 0.9144 91.44 914.4 3 5.68 X 10 4

.!mile= .fi0934 1.609..44 160.934 1.600.340 63,360 5.280 1.760 1

NOTE: When a number is multiplied by a power of ten, the decimal point is moved the number of places represented by
the power. A negative power moves the decimal point to the left: a positive power moves it to the right. Thu484 X la 2
= .1(4. and 84 X 102 = K.400. Simply stated, a power of ten merely filloves the decimal point left or right.

Units of Mass. Weight. and Force

The measure of the quantity of matter which
a body contains is called mass. The mass of a
body does not change. It may he compressed to
a smaller volume. or expanded by the applica-
tion of heat. but the quantity of matter remains
the same.

It was intended that the metric unit of mass
he based on the grim (gin) being equal to the
mass of I cubic centimeter of pure water at a
temperature of 4' Celsius. and for practical
purposes this is essentially correct. The U.S.
Bureau of Standards has two blocks of platinum
which are identical to standard kilogram
41.000 gm, block of platinum preserved at the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures
near Paris. The standard pound (Ih) is the mass
equal to 0.4.536 kilograms or. 453.0 grams.

The mass of a body is constant no matter
where the body is located. Its weight. however.
is the force with which it is attracted toward the
earth. and is slightly higher at the poles than at
the Equator. and becomes less as the body is
moved away from the earth's surface.

In addition to grams. kilograms. and pounds
Ding used as units of mms, these same units are
also used to describe the weight of a body by
comparing the body's weight to the weight of a
standard mass unit. Unless otherwise spedikad.
when an object is described as having a weight of
I pound. it means the object has the same pull
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of gravity that a mass of 1 pound would have
near the earth's sea level. At sea level. the
numerical values of weight and mass of a given
object are equal when expressed in the same
units.

To avoid confusion. the slug is sometimes
used as the unit of mass. This is the mass which
weighs 32 pounds at ea level. Its relationship to
pounds weight and pounds force and the advan-
tage of its use will he discussed in more detail
later in this chapter. Also to be discussed are the
metric force units of dynes and newtons. At this
point, however. it can he said that at sea level a
mass of I gram tgm) exerts a downward force of
980 dynes due to gravity. and that 1 kilogram
(kg) exerts a downward force of 9.8 newtons.
Since 1 kg = 1.000 gm. a kilogram exerts a force
of 1.000 X 980 dynes or 980.000 dynes, which
is equal to 9.8 newtons. Thus I new-
ton = 100.000 dynes.

To relate the newton to the English system. 1
newton equals 0.2247 pound force, or 1 pound
force equals 4.448 newtons. Also, the mass unit
of I slug equals the mass of approximately 14.6
kilograms. so 1 kilogram of mass is approxis'-
mately 0.0t)ho slug.

Conversion between weight units of the
metric system is simple since it is only a matter
of moving the decimal point: 1.000 milligrams
(mg) = 1 gin; 1.000 gm = I kg; and 1.000 kg = I
metric ton. The English system requires more
effort. since the pound is divided into 16
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Minces. Mid the tHilke into It) drains. The
"short ton" is 2.0(X) pounds. while the "long
ton" is 2.240 pounds. Tlw metric ton is fairly
close to the "long kin". converting to 2.205
pounds.

Derived Units

Units based on combinations of two or three
fundamental units can always he expressed as
some combination of these units. The watt ( unit
of power) could be written as joules (unit of
work) per second. l he joule in tom could he
expressed as newtons (force t times meters (dis-
tance) and the watt then becomes newton-
meters per second. Likewise the unit of horse-
power could he expressed in foot-pounds per
second. Although there are conversion factors
between derived units of the English system and
the metric system. fundamental units of the two
systems are not combined. For instance. if force
is given in pounds and distance in meters. one or
the other must be changed before combining
them to get work units.

SPEED AND VEUXITY. One examp of a
derived unit is the knot. a unit of speed. This
unit combines the nautical mile as the unit of
distance and the hour as the unit of time, and is
derived by dividing the distance traveled by the
time required. Thus. if a ship traveled at a
constant rate for 15 minutes (0.25 hr) and
moved a distance or fi nautical miles. its speed
would be ( /0.25 or 24 knots. The rate of travel
tsPeed) may also be used to solve for distance
traveled when time is known. If the above ship
traveled 24 knots for 3 hours. it would move 72
nautical miles. Likewise. the time required for
moving a certain distance may be determined
when the speed is known. A move of 36 nautical
miles traveling at 24 knots would require
36/242-- 1.5 hours, or 1 hour 30 minutes.

Very often speed is expressed with two
fundamental units such as miles per hour.
kilometers per hour, or feet, inches, meters or
centimeters per minute or per second. Con-
version is a matter of replacement of one unit by
its equivalent in another unit. For example. a
sped of O0 miles per hour (60 mph) may he
converted to feet per second by replacing the

!:7_7Luttle with 5.280 feet and the hour with 3.600
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seconds. Thus a speed of 60 mph = 60 (5.280
ft/3.600 sect= WI feet per second.

Table 3-3 gives the conversion factors be-
tween meters per second. feet per second,
kilometers per hour, miles per hour, and knots.

The terms "speed" and "velocity" are some-
times used as having the same meaning. How-
ever. velocity is a vector quzntity that is, it is
speed in a given direction. Thus. a car may move
around a circular path with a constant speed
while its velocity is continuously changing.
When a body moves with constant speed along a
straight line wHs direction is specified, it is
customary to speak of its velocity (which is
numerically equal to its speed). Moving along a
curved path or along a straight path with no
reference being made to direction, it is proper to
speak of its speed.

WORK AND ENERGY. Units of work and
energy. also derived units. are the product of the
units of force and distance. In the cgs system.
the erg is the work done by a force of I dyne
acting through a distance of I centimeter. The
joule is the unit of work in the mks system
where I newton acts through a distance of I
meter. Since I newton equals 100.000 dynes
and 1 meter equals 100 centimeters, then the
joule is equal to 10.000.000 ergs.

in the English system the unit foot-pound is
defined as the work done in lifting 1 pound a
distance of I foot against the force of gravity.
Thus the work done in lifting a mass of 5
pounds vertically 4 feet is 5 lb X 4 ft = 20
foot-pounds. (Do not confuse this foot-pound
with the one used to measure torque.) Since I
pound force equals 4.448 newtons. and 1 foot
equals 0.30414 meter. then I foot-pound is
approximately 1.356 joules.

The calorie is the heat energy required to raise
the temperature of 1 gram of water 10 Celsius.
The Btu (British thermal unit) is the heat energy
required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of
water 10 Fahrenheit. and is equivalent to 252
calories (and. incidentally, to 777.8 foot-pounds
of mechanical energy ).

POWER. All units of power include measure-
ments oaf force, distance, and time. because
power equals work I which is force times dis-
tanoci divided by time. The watt is the unit of
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Table 3-3. -Conversion factors for speed and velocity.

Speed misec ft /sec km/hr mi/lir knots

1 misec = 1 3.281 3.6 2.24 1.94

1 ft/sec = 0.3048 1.0973 0.6818 0.5921

I km/hr = 0.27778 0.9113 0.6214 0.5390

mi /hr 0.44704 1.4667 1.6093 1 0.8084

1 knot = 0.5148 I ANL) 1.853 1.152

power frequently used with electrical units. but
is also the rate of doing 1 joule of work in I

second. Thus if a force of 5 newtons acts
through a distance of 12 meters in 3 seconds the
power required is P = 1+11= 20 watts. If the
same work is to he done in 2 seconds. 30 watts
will he required.

The horsepower is a larger unit of power and
is equal to 550 flint pounds per second. or 746
watts; therefore. 1 foot-pound per second is
7-46/550 watts. or about 1.356 watts.

OTHER UNITS. To further illustrate the
complexity of the magnitude category. consider
only a few common examples of measurement
dealing with magnitude: weight. distance. tem-
perature. voltage. size. loudness. brightness. etc.;
then consider measurements based On combina-
tions of magnitude: density (weight per unit
volume). pressure (force per unit area). thermal
expansion (increase in size per degree change in
temperature). etc. In addition. measurements
combine categories: The flow of liquids is
measured in volume per unit of time. speed is
measured in distance per unit of time, rotation is
measured in revolutions per minute. frequency is
expressed in cycles per second. (hertz) and so on
indefinitely.

The importance of measurement and the
necessity of selecting the proper measurement
cannot be overemphasized. Several systems of
measurement further complicate matters. For
example. distance may be measured in feet or in
meters: weight in pounds or in kilograms:
capacity in quarts or in liters: temperature in
degrees Fahrenheit. Celsius. Rankine. or Kelvin;
density in pounds per cubic foot or in gams per
aihic centimeter; angles in degrees or in radians..
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MATTER AND ENERGY

MA.11F.R may be defined basically as "any-
thing that occupies space and has weight or
mass." It exists naturally in three states solid.
liquid. or gas. All matter is compos .d of small
particles called molecules. Matter may he

changed or combined by various methods
physical. chemical, or nuclear. Matter has many
properties: properties possessed by. all forms of
matter are called general properties. while those
properties poxsessed only by certain classes of
matter are referred to as special properties.

ENERGY may be defined basically as -the
capacity for doing work.- It may he classified in
many ways: but for this discussion. energy will
he classified as welt:mical. chemical. radiant.
heat. light. sound. electrical. or magnetic.
Energy is constantly being exchanged from one
oh M to another and from one form to another.

Law of Conservation

Matter may he converted from one form to
another with no change in the total amount of
matter. Energy may also he changed in form
with no resultant change in the total quantity of
energy. In addition, a third statement has been
added within the past half century: "Although
the total amount of matter and energy remains
constant. matter can be converted into energy or
energy into matter." This statement is known as
the law of conservation for energy and matter.
The basic mathematical equation which shows
the relationship between matter and energy is

E = me=

where E represents the amount of energy. m
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represents the amount of matter (mass). and e
represents the elocity of light.

From the equation it may tic -,:en that the
destruction of matter creates energy. and that
the creation of matter requires expenditure of
energy. Irom this observation it may he implied
that a gi% en quantity of matter is the equivalent
01 some amount of energy. In i0111111011 usage it
is Ils11111 stated that matter -poksev.e.** energy.

General Properties of Matter

Nlatter in all forms possesses certain proper-
ties. In the basic definition it has been stated
that matter occupies space and has mass. Those
tuo ideas contain most. if not all. of the general
properties of matter.

SPAUL. I he amount of space occupied by.
or enclosed within. the bounding surfaces of a
hotly is called volume. In the study of physics.
this concept must he oinew hat modified in
order to he complete!: accurate. As stated
previously. matter may year as a solid. as a
liquid. or as a gas each having special proper-
ties. Iii 3 later section of this chapter it will he
shown that for evert a specific substance the
volume rotas tars with changes in circumstances.
It will also be shown that liquids and solids tend
to retain their volume when physically moved
from one container to another: gases tend to
assume the volume of the container.

It will he discussed at some length later that
all matter is composed of atoms and molecules.
In order to clarify our concept of "occupying
space." we must deal with these minute particles
of matter. which are in turn composed of still
smaller particles separated from each other hy.
empty space (which contains no matter). This
idea is used to explain two genera; properties of
matter impenetrability and porosity.

Two objects cannot occupy the same space at
the same time: this is known as the "impenetra-
bility of matter.- The actual space occupied by
the individual subatomic particles cannot be
occupied by any other matter. The impenetrabil-
ity of matter may. at first glance. seem invalid
when a cup of salt is poured into a cup of
water the result is considerably less than two
cues of salt water. However, matter has an
additional general property called "porosity"
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which explains this apparent loss of volume: The
water simply occupies space between particles of
salt. Porosity is present in all material but to an
extremely wide range of degree. Generally. rases
are extremely porous, liquids only slightly so:
solids vary over a wide range, from the sponge to
the steel ball.

INERTIA. Every object tends to maintain a
uniform state of motion. A body at rest never
starts to move by itself: a body in motion will
maintain its speed and direction unless it is
caused to change. In order to cause a body to
deviate front its condition of uniform motion. a
push or a pull must he exerted on it. This
requirement is due to that general property of
all matter known as INERTIA.

The greater the tendency of a body to
maintain uniform motion. the greater its inertia.
The quantitative measure of inertia is the MASS
of the body.

ACCELERATION. Any change in the state
of motion of a body is known as acceleration.
and the cause which produces it is called an
accelerating force. Acceleration is the rate of
change in the motion of a body. and may
represent either an increase or a decrease in
speed and/or a change in direction of motion.

The amount of acceleration is stated as the
change of velocity divided by the time required
to make the change. For example. if a car
traveling 15 mph increased its speed to 45 mph
in 4 seconds. the 30-mph increase divided by 4
seconds gives 7.5 miles per hour per second as its
acceleration. By converting the 30 mph to 44
feet per second. 'the acceleration could he
expressed as II feet per second per second. or as
I I ft /sect.

FORCE. Force is the action or effect on a
body which tends to change the state of motion
of the body acted upon. A force may tend to
move a body at rest: it may tend to increase or
decrease the speed of a moving body: or it may
tend to change the body's direction of motion.
The application of a force to a body does not
necessarily result in a change in the state of
motion: it may only TEND to cause such a
change.

A force is any push or pill which acts on a
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body. Water in a can exerts a force on the sides
and bottom of the can. A tug exerts a push or a
pull f force) on a barge. A man leaning against a
bulkhead exerts a force on the bulkhead.

In the above examples. a physical object is
exerting the force and is in direct contact with
the body upon which the trce is being exerted.
Forces of th.s type are called contact forces.
There are other forces. which act through empty
space without contact in some cases without
even scenting to have any mass associated with

Thc force of gravity exerted on a body by
the earth kusn as the weight of the body is
an example of a force that acts on a body
through empty space and withoulcontact. Such
a force is known as an action-at-a-distance force.
Electric and magnetic forces are other examples
of these action-at-a-distance forces. The space
through which these action-at-a-distance forces
are eftCctive is called a force field.

Force is a VECTOR quantity: that is. it has
both direction and magnitude. A force is com-
pletely described when its magnitude. direction.
and point of application are given. In a force
vector diagram. the starting point of the fine
represents the point of application of the force.

Any given body. at any given time. is sub-
jected to many forces. In many cases, all these
forces may he combined into a single RE-
SULTANT force. which may then he used to
determine the total effect on the body.

Each body of matter in the universe attracts
every other body with a force which is directly
proportional to the mass of the bodies and
inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between them. This force is called the
UNIVERSAL FORCE OF GRAVITATIONAL
ATTRACTION. Since every body exerts this
force on every other body, when considering
the forces acting on a single body, it is an
almost universal practice to resolve all gravita-
tional forces into a Mt* resultant. At Of
near the surface of the earth, this becomes a
fairly simple process due to its extremely large
mass, the earth exerts such a large gravitational
attraction that it is entirely practical to ignore
all other such attractions and merely use the
earth's gravitational attraction as the resultant.

Although gravitational attraction is exerted
by each body on the other. in those cases where
there is a great difference in the miss of two
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bodies. it is usually more convenient to consider
the force as being exerted by the larger mass on
the smaller mass. Thus. it is commonly stated
that the earth exerts a gravitational force of
attraction on a body. The gravitational attrac-
tion exerted by the earth on a body is called
GRAVITY
The gravitational force exerted by the earth

on a body is called the WEIGHT of that body.
and is expressed in force units. In the English
system. force is expressed in pounds. If a body is
attracted by a gravitational force of I6O pounds.
the body is said to weigh 160 pounds. The
gravitational force between two bodies decreases
as the distance between them increases; there-
fore. a body weighs less a mile above the surface
of the ocean than it weighs at sea level; it weighs
more a mile below sea level.

Density and Specific Gravity

The DENSITY of a substance is its weight per
unit volume. A cubic foot of water weighs 62.4
pounds: the density of water is 62.4 pounds per
cubic foot. (In the metric system the density of
water is I gram per cubic centimeter. I

The SPECIFIC GRAVITY (S.G.) of a sub-
stance is the ratio of the density of the
substance to the density of water

weight of substance
S.G. = weight of equal volume of water

Specific gravity is not expressed in units but as a
pure number. For example. if a substance has a
specific gravity of 4. 1 cubic foot of the
substance weighs 4 times as much as a cubic foot
of water 62.4 times 4 or 249.6 pounds. In
metric units. I cubic centimeter of a substance
with a specific gravity of 4 weighs I times 4 or 4
grams. (Note that in the metric system of units.
the specific gravity of a substance has the same
numerical value as its density.)

Specific gravity and density are independent
of the size of the sample under consideration,
and depend only upon the substance of which
the sample is made. See table 3-4 for typical
values. of specific gravity for various substances.

A great deal of ingenuity is often needed to
measure the volume of irregularly shaped bodies.
Sometimes it is practical to divide a body into a
series of regularly shaped parts and then apply
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Table 3-4. Typical values of specific gravity.

Substance Specific

gravity

Aluminum 3.7
Brims 8.6

coPPer 8.9
Gold 19.3
Ice 0.92
Iron 7.8
Lead 11.3
Platinum 21.3
Silver 10.5
Steel 7.8
Mercury 13.6
Ethyl alcohol 0.81
Water 1.00

the rule that the total volume is equal to the
sum of the volumes of all individual parts.
Figure 3-1 demonstrates another method of
measuring the volume of small irregular bodies.
The volume of water displaced by a body
submerged in water is equal to the volume of the
body.

V 75 -50- 25ed
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A somewhat similar consideration is possible
lOr floating bodies. A floating body displaces its
own weight of liquid. This may be proved by
tilling a container to the brim with liquid. then
gently lowering the body to the surface of the
liquid and catching the liquid that flows over the
brim. Weighing the liquid displaced and the
original body will prove the truth of the
statement.

Pressure and Total Force

Pressure arid force. while closely related
topics, arc not the same thing. A weight of 10
pounds resting on a table exerts a force of 10
pounds. However. the shape of the weight must
be taken into consideration to determine the
effect of the weight. If the weight consists of a
thin sheet of steel resting on a flat surface. the
effect is quite different than if the same sheet of
steel were resting on a sharp corner.

Pressure is concerned with the distribution of
a force with respect to the area over which that
force is distributed. Pressure is defined as the
force per unit of area. or P = F!A. A flat pan of
water with a bottom area of 24 square inches
and a total weight of 72 pounds exerts a total
force of 72 pounds, or a pressure of ,72/24 or 3
pounds per square inch. on the flat table. If the
pan is balanced on a block with a surface area of
I square inch, the pressure is 72/1 or 72 pounds
per square inch. An aluminum pan with a thin
bottom is suitable for use on a flat surface. but
may be damaged if placed on the small block.

This concept explains why a sharp knife cuts
more easily than a dull one. The smaller area
concentrates the applied force (increases the
pressure) and penetrates more easily. For hy-
draulic applications. the relationship between
pressure and force is the basic principle of
operation. In enclosed liquids under pressure.
the pressure is equal at every point on the
surfaces of the enclosing container, and there-
fore the force on a given surface is dependent on
the area.

Kinetic Ewen.

Moving bodies possess energy because. by
virtue of their mass in motion. they are capable
of doing work. The energy of mass in motion is
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called KIN& I IC ellert* . and ma) he expressed
by the equation

kinetic energy -,-- I . niv2

where in represents the mass of the body. and y
is the velocity of its motion. When the moving
body is stopped. it loses its kinetic energy. The
energy is not destroyed. but is merely converted
into other forms of energy. such as heat and
POTENTIAL energy . It is important to remem-
ber that bodies at rest also possess energy by
virtue of their position.

STRUCTURE OF MATTER

All matter is composed of atom.. and these
atoms are. in turn. composed of smaller sub-
atomic particles. The subatomic particles of
major interest in elementary physics are the
electron. the proton. and the neutron. They may
he considered electrical in nature. with the
proton representing a positive charge. the elec-
tron representing a negative charge. and the
neutron being neutral (neither positive nor
negative). Although in general the composition
of tilatter follows a consistent pattern for all
:110111S. the detailed arrangement of subatomic
particles is different for each distinct substance.
It is the combination and arrangement of the
subatomic particles which imparts the distin-
guishing chemical and physical characteristics to
a substance.

The protons and the neutrons of an atom are
closely packed together in a nucleus (core). with
the electrons revolving around the nucleus.
Atoms are normally considered to he electrically
neutral that is. they normally contain an equal
number of electrons and protons: but this
condition does not actually prevail under all
CiTCUmstances. Atoms which contain an equal
number of electrons and protons are called
balanced atoms: those with an excess or a
deficiency of electrons are called -ions."

The proton and the neutron have approxi-
Mate& the same mass. which is approximately
1.836 times the mass of an electron. In any
atom, nearly all the mass is contained in the
nucleus. It may be assumed that under normal
conditions any change in the composition of the
Mom would involve a change in the number or
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arrangement of the electrons tdue to the smaller
mass. electrons are more easily repositioned than
are protons). This assumption is generally cor-
rect the most notable exception being in the
field of nuclear physics. or nucleonic,. In diem-
istry and in general physics. t including elec-
tricity and electronics). it is the electron
complement that is of major concern.

ELEMENTS

11e word element is used to denote any one
of about IOU substances which comprise the
basic substance of all matter. Two or more
elements may combine chemically to form a
compound: any combination which does not
result in a chemical reaction between the dif-
ferent element!. is called a mixture. The atom is
the smallest unit that exhibits the distinguishing
characteristics of an element. An atom of any
one element differs from an atom of any other
element in the number of protons in the
nucleus. All atoms of a given element contain
the same number of protons. Thus. it may he

seen that the number of protons in the nucleus
determines the type of matter.

the various elements are frequently tabulated
according to the number of proton.. The lump
her of protons in the nucleus of the atom is
referred to as the atomic number of the element.

Nucleus

The study of the nucleus of the atom. known
as nucleonics or nuclear physics. is the subject of
extensive modern investigation. Experiments on
nuclei usually involve the bombardment of the
nucleus of an atom. using various types of
nuclear particles. By this method the com-
position of the nucleus is changed. usually
resulting in the release of energy. The change to
the nucleus may occur as an increas or a
decrease in the number of protons and/or
neutrons.

If the number of protons is changed. the atom
has become an atom of a different element. This
process. called "transmutation?' is the process
sought by the alchemists of the middle ages in
their attempts to change various metals into
gold. Scientists of that period believed trans-
mutation 4...VU141 be accomplished by chemical
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means hence the impetus given to the develop-
ment of chemistry.

If. on the other hand. only the number of
neutrons in the nucleus is changed. the atom
mnains an MOM of the *Arne element. Although
all the atoms of any particular element have the
same number of protons (atomic number).
atoms of certain elements may contain various
numbers of neutrons. Hydrogen (the sole excep-
tion 1t the rule that all atoms arc composed of
three kinds of subaLnnie particles) normally
contains a single proton and a single electron
and no neutrons. However. some hydrogen
atoms do contain a neutron. Such atoms (al-
though they are atoms of hydrogen) are known
as deuterium. or "heavy hydrogen." (They are
called "heavy" because the addition of the
neutron has approximately doubled the weight
of the atom. Deuterium figured prominently in
the research which led to the development of
nuclear energy and the atomic boinh.) The
atomic weight of an atom is an indication of the
total number of protons and neutrons in the
atomic nucleus.

Atoms of the same element but which have
different atomic weights arc called isotopes.
Nearly all elements have several isotopes: some
are very common. and some ate very rare. A few
of the isotopes occurring naturally and most of
those, produced by nuclear bombardment are
radioactive or have unstahte nuclei. These un-
stable isotopes undergo a spontaneous nuclear
bombardment which eventually results in either
a new element or a different isotope of the same
element. The rate of spontaneous radioactive
decay is measured by "half-life" which is the
time required for one-hall the atoms of a sample
of radioactive material to change thy spon-
taneous radioactive decay 1 into a different ub-
stance. Uranium, after a few billion years and
several substance changes. becomes lead.

Electron Sheiks

The physical and chemical characteristics of
an element are determined by the number and
distribution of electrons in the atoms of that
element. The electrons are arranged in successive
groups of electron shells of rotation around the
nucleus. each shell can contain no more than a
specific number of electrons. An INERT etc-

ment (that is, one of the few gas elements which
do nut combine chemically with any other
clement) is a substance in which the outer
electron shell of each atom is completely filled.
In all other elements, one or more electrons are
missing from the outer shell. An atom with only
one or two electrons in its outer shell can he
made to give up those electrons: an atom whose
outer shell needs only one or two electrons to be
completely filled can accept electrons from
another element which has one or two "extras."

The concept of "needed" or "extra" electrons
arises from the basic fact that all atoms have a
tendency toward completion (filling) of the
outer shell. An atom whose outer shell has only
two electrons may have to collect six additional
ones (no easy task. from an energy standpoint)
in order to have the eight required for that shell
to he full. A much ewer way to achieve the
same objective is to give up the two electrons in
the outer shell and let the full shell next to it
serve as the new outer shell. In chemical
terminology. this concept is called valence. and
is the prime detetraining factor in - -edicting
chemical combinations.

COMPOUNDS AND MIXTURES

Under certain conditions. two or more ele-
ments can he brought together in such a way
that they unite chemically to form a COM-
POUND. The resulting substance may differ
widely from any of its component elements: for
example, ordinary drinking water is formed by
the chemical union of two gases- hydrogen and
oxygen. When a compound is produced. two or
more atoms of the combining elements join
chemically to form the MOLECULE that is
typical of the new compound. The molecule is
the smallest knit that exhibits the distinguishing
characteristics of a compound.

The combination of sodium and chlorine to
form the chemical compound sodium chloride
(common table salt) is a typical example of the
formation of molecules. Sodium is a highly
auntie poisonous metal containing eleven elec-
trons; its outer shell consists of a single electron.
which may he considered "extra" (a valence of
+ l). Chlorine. a highly poisonous gas with
seventeen electrons. "lacks" a single electron
(has a valence of I ) to fill its outer shell. When
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the atom of sodium gives up its extra electron. it
becomes a positiveb charged ion. t It has lost a
unit of negative charge.) The chlorine, having
taken on this extra unit of negative charge
(electron) to fill its outer shell. becomes a
negative ion. Since opposite electric charges
attract. the ions stick together to form a
molecule of the compound sodium chloride.

The attracting force which holds the ions
together in the molecular form is known as the
"valance bond." a term which is frequently
encountered in the study of transistors.

Note that in the chemical combination. there
has been no change in the nucleus of either
atom: the only change has occurred in the
distribution of electrons between the outer
shells of the atoms. Also note that the total
nur.ber of electrons has not changed. although
Pitie has been a slight redistribution. Therefore.
the molecule is electrically neutral, and has no
resultant electrical charge.

Not all chemical combinations of atoms are
on a one-for-one basis. In the case of drinking
water. two atoms of hydrogen (valence of + 1 )
are required to combine with a single atom of
oxygen (valence of 2) to terra a single molecule
of water. Some of the more complex chemical
compounds consist of many elements with
various numbers of atoms of each. All mole-
cules. like all atoms. are normally considered to
he electrically neutral. There are some excep-
tions to this rule. however, with specific cases of
interest being the chemical activity in batteries.

Elements or compounds may be physically
combined without necessarily undergoing any
chemical change. Grains of finely powdered iron
and sulfur stirred and shaken together retain
their own identity as iron or sulfur. Salt dis-
solved in water is not a compound; it is merely
salt dissolved in water. Each chemical substance
retains its chemical identity. even though it may
undergo a physical change. This is the typical
characteristic of a MIXTURE.

STATES OF MATTER

In the datural condition. forms of matter are
classified ..41 grouped in many different ways.
One such eassification is in accordance with
their natural state solid. liquid, or gas. This
classification is important because of the com-
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mon characteristics possessed by substances in
one group which distinguish them from sub-
stances in the other groups. However, the
usefulness of the classification is limited by the
fact that most substances can be made to assume
any of the three forms.

In all matter, the molecules are assumed to be
in constant motion, and it is the extent of this
motion that determines the state of matter. The
moving molecular particles in all matter possess
kinetic energy of motion. The total of this
kinetic energy is considered to be the equivalent
of the quantity of heat in a sample of the
substance. When heat is added, the energy level
is increased, and molecular agitation (motion) is
increased. When heat is removed, the energy
level decreases, and molecular motion dimin-
ishes.

In solids, the motion of the molecules is
greatly restricted by the rigidity of the crystal-
line structure of the material. In liquids, the
molecular motion is somewhat less restricted,
and the substance as a whole is permitted to
"flow." In gases, molecular motion is almost
entirely random-- the molecules are free to move
in any direction and are almost constantly in
collision both among themselves and with the
surfaces of the container.

This topic and some of its more important
implications are discussed in detail under the
heading "Heat" in a later section of this chapter.

Solids

The outstanding characteristic of a solid is the
tendency to retain its size and shape. Any
change in these values requires the exchange of
energy. The common properties of a solid are
cohesion . and adhesion, tensile strength,
ductility, malleability, hardness, brittleness, and
elasticity. Ductility is a measure of the ease with
which the material can be drawn into a wire.
Malleability refers to the ability of some mate-
rials to assume new shape when pounded. Hard-
ness and brittleness are self-explanatory terms.
The remaining properties are discussed in more
detail in the following paragraphs.

COHESION AND ADHESION.Cohesion is
the molecular attraction between like particles
throughout a body, or the force that holds any
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substance or hotly Lowther. Adhesion is the
molecular attraction existing between surfaces
of bodies in contact, or the force which causes
unlike materials to stick toget her.

Cohesion and adhesion are pos.sessed by dif-
ferent materials in widely varying degree. In
general. solid bodies are highly cohesive but only

adhesive. l fluids I squids and gases). on
the other hand. are usually quite highly adhesive
but only slightly cohesive. Generally a material
having one of these properties to a high degree
will possess the other property to a relatively
low degree.

NtilLL STRUNG Ill. The cohesion
between the molecules of a solid explains the
property called tensile strength. This is a mea-
sure of the resistance of a solid from being
pulled apart. Steel pcV.evae% this property to a
high degree. anti is thus very useful in structural
work. When a break does occur. the pieces ()I
the solid cannot be stuck kick together because
merely pressing them together does not bring
the molecules into close enough contact to
restorz the molecular force of cohesion. flow-
ever. melting the edges of the break (welding)
allows the molecules on both sides of the break
to flow together. thus bringing them once agai,
into the close contact required fir cohesion.

ELASTICITY. If a substance will spring hack
to its original form after being delimited. it has
the property of elasticity. This property is

desirable in materials to he used as springs. Steel
and bronze are examples of materials which
exhibit this property.

Elasticity of compression is exhibited to some
degree by all solids. liquids. and gases: the
closeness of the molecules in solids and liquids
makes them hard to compress. but gases are
easily compressed because the molecules are
farther apart.

Liquids

The outstanding characteristic of a liquid is its
tenikncy to retain its own volume while assum-
ing the shape of its container: thus a liquid is
considered almost completely flexible and
highly fluid.

Liquids are practically incompressible; applied

_

pressure is transmitted through them instantane-
ously. equally. and undiminished to all points on
the enclosing surfaces. Hydraulic apparatus can
he used to increase or to decrease input forces,
thus providing an action similar to that of
mechanical advantage in mechanical systems.
Because of these properties, hydraulic srvo-
mechanisms have advantages as well as disadvan-
tages and limitations when compared with other
systems.

The fluidity of hydraulic liquids permits the
component parts of the system to be placed
conveniently at widely separated points when
necessary. Hydraulic rower units can transmit
energy around corners and bends without the
use of complicated wars add levers. They
operate with a minimum of slack and friction.
which are often excessive in mechanical linkages.
Uniform action is obtained without vibration.
and the operation of the system remains largely
unaffected by variations in load. The accumu-
lator (which provides the necessary pressuri-
zation of the system to furniso practically
instantaneous response) can be pressurized dur-
ing periods of nonaction. thus eliminating the
"buildup time" characteristic of electric servos.

However. the hydraulic hoses which transmit
the fluid from unit to unit are hulky and heavy
compared to electric wiring. Many of the hy-
draulic fluids in common usage are messy and
constitute safety hazards. They contribute to
the danger of slipping. they cause deterioration
of the insulation on electric wiring. they con-
duct electricity and thus increase the hazards of
short circuiting, and some are flammable.

Gases

The most notable characteristics of a gas are
its tendency to assume not only the shape but
also the volume of its containers, and the
definite relationship that exists between the
volume. pressure. and temperature of a confined
gas.

The ability of a gas to assume the shape and
volume of its container is the result of its
extremely active molecular particles. which are
free to move in any direction. Cohesion between
molecules of a gas is extremely small, sx the
molecules lend to separate and distribute them-
selves uniformly throughout the volume of the
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container. In an unpressurized container of
liquid. pressure is exerted on the bottom and the
sides of the container up to the level of the
liquid. In a gas, however. the pressure is also
exerted against the top surface, and the pressure
is equal at all points on the enclosing surfaces.

The relationship of volume, pressure. and
temperature of confined gas are explained by
Boyle's law. (*harks' law. and the general law for
gases.

Many laboratory experiments based on these
laws make use of the ideas of "standard pres-
sure" and "standard temperature." These are
not natural standards, but are standard values
selected for convenience in laboratory usage.
Standard values are generally used at the begin-
ning of an experiment, or when a temperature or
a pressure is to he held constant. Standard
temperature is ou C. the temperature at which
pure ice melts. Standard pressure is the pressure
exerted by a column of mercury 760 millimeters
high. In many practical uses these standards
must he changed to other systems of measure-
ment.

All calculations based on the laws of gases
make use of "absolute" temperature and pres-
sure. These topics require a somewhat more
detailed explanation.

GAS PRESSURE. Gas pressure may he in-
dicated in either of two ways absolute pressure
or gage pressure. Since the pressure of an
absolute vacuum is zero, any pressure measured
with respect to this reference is referred to as
"absolute pressure." In the present discus.sion.
this value represents the actual pressure exerted
by the confined gas.

At sea level the average atmospheric pressure
is approximately 14.7 pounds per square inch
(psi). This pressure would, in a mercurial bar-.
ometer. support a column of mercury 760
millimeters in .height. Thus, normal atmospheric
pressure is the standard pressure mention d
previously.

However. the actual pressure at sea level varies
considerably; and the pressure at any given
altitude may differ front that at sea level.
Therefore. it is necessary to take into consider-
ation the actual atmospheric pressure when
converting absolute pressure to gage pressure for
vice versa).

91:b7

When a pressure is expressed as the difference
between its absolute value and that of the local
atmospheric pressure, the measurement is desig-
nated "gage" pressure. and is usually expressed
in "pounds per square inch gage" tpsig). Gage
pressure may be converted to absolute pressure
by adding the local atmospheric pressure to the
gage pressure.

ABSOLUTE ZERO. Absolute zero, one of
the fundamental constants of physics. is usually
expressed in terms of the Celsius scale. Its most
predominant use is in the study of the kinetic
theory of gases. In accordance with the kinetic
theory. if the heat energy of a given gas sample
could he progressively reduced. some tempera-
ture should he reached at which the motions of
the molecules would cease entirely. It' accurately
determined. this temperature could then he
taken as a natural reference. or a true "absolute
zero" value.

Experiments with hydrogen Or. -king use of
the proven correlation with the volume, tem-
perature. and pressure of gases and by calcula-
tions based on this correlation) indicated that if
a gas were cooled to 273. I tit' CI used as 273*
for most calculations), all molecular motion
would cease and no additional heat could he
extracted l'rom the substance. It is believed that
at this point both the volume and the pressure
(f gas would shrink to zero.

When temperatures are measured with respet
to the absolute zero reference, they are said to
he expressed in the absolute. or Kelvin. scale.
Thus, absolute zero may he expressed either as
0`) K or as 273' C.

BOYLE'S LAW. The English scientist Robert
Boyle was among the. first to study what he
called the "springiness of air." By direct meas-
urement he discovered that when the tempera-
ture of an enclosed sample of pis was kept
constant and the pressure doubled. the volume
was reduced to half the former value; as the
applied pressure was decreased. the resulting
volume increased. From these observations. he
concluded that for a constant temperature the
product of the volume and pressure of an
enclosed gas remains constant. Boyle's law is
normally stated: "The volume of an enclosed
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dry gas varies inversely with its pressure, pro-
vided the temperature remains constant."

in equation form. this relationship may he
et pressed either

- V2132 or

V. P2

where VI and Pi arc the original volume and
pressure. and V. and P2 are the revised volume
and pressure.

.1 IA R LS* LAW. The French scientist
Jacques Charles provided much of the founda-
tion for the modern kinetic theory of gases. lie
found that all gases expand and contract in
direct proportion to the change in the absolute
temperature. provided the pressure is held con-
stant. Lspressed in equation form. this part of
the law ma he expressed

VI = V211. or

VI 1 1

V2

where Vi and V2 rekr (o the original and final
volumes. and -II and T2 indicate taw corres-
ponding absolute temperatures.

Since any change in the temperature of a gas
causes a corresponding change in volume. it is
reasonable to expect that if a given sample of a
gas were heated while confined within a given
volume. the pressure should increase. By actual
experiment. it was found that the increase in
pressure was approximately I/273 of the Cr C
pressure for each 10 C increase. Because of this
fact. it is normal practice to state this relation-
ship in terms of absolute temperature. In equa-
tion form. this part of taw law becomes

Pi Tz P2 Ti or

Pi T
1

P2 1.2

In words. this equation states that with a
constant volume. the absolute pressure of a gas
varies directly with the absolute temperature.

GENERAL GAS LAW. The facts cont.vrning
gases discussed in the preceding sections are
summed up and illustrated in figure 3-2. Boyle's
law is expressed in (A) of the figure; while the
effects of temperature changes on pressure and
volume (Charles' law) are illustrated in (B) and
(C). respectively.

By combining Boyle's and Charles' laws, a
single expression can he derived which states all
the information contained in both. This ex-
pression is called the GENERAL GAS EQUA-
TION, a very useful form of which is given by
the following equation. (NOTE: The capital P
and T signify absolute pressure and temperature.
respectively.)

PI VI 122 V2

It can be seen by examination of figure 3-2
that the three equations are special cases of the
general equation. 'thus, if the temperature re-
mains constant. T, equals T2 and both can he
eliminated from the general formula. which then
reduces to the form shown in (A). When the
volume remains constant, V, equals V2. thereby
reducing the general equation to the form given
in M. Similarly, P, is equated to P2 for
constant pressure. and the equation then takes
the form given in (C).

T

coestaitt

Pt vi fi

(A)

Figure 3-2 The wart gas kW/.
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It should be understood that the general gip.
law applies only when one of the three measure-
ments remains constant. When a gas is com-
pressed. the work of compression is done upon
the gas. Work energy is converted to heat energy
in the gas so that dynamical heating of the gas
takes place. IAperiments hae shown that when
air at (F' c is compressed in a nonconducting
cylinder to halt its original volume its rise in
temperature is ')O° and when compressed to
one-tenth. its rise is 42ir C.

!be general gas law applies with exactness
only le "Wear. gases in which the molecules arc
assumed to be perfectly elastic. However. it
describes the behavior of actual p.c. with
suilicient accuracy lr 1110st practical purpose..

MECHANICS

Mechanics is that branch of ph sic. which
deals primarily with the ideas of force. Mass. and
motion. Normally considered the fundamental
branch of physics. it deals with matter. Many of
its principles and ideas may be %VOL measured.
and tested. Since all other branches of physics
are also concerned i to some extent at least) with
tOrce. mass. and motion. a thorough under-
standing of this section will aid in the under-
standmil of later sections of this chapter.

FORCE. MASS. AND 510110N

Lich particle in a body is acted upon hy
gravitational force. However. in every body
there is one point .it which a single force. equal
to the gratitational force and directed upward.
would sustain the body in a condition of rest.
This point is known as the CFNTER OF
(;RAVITY. and represents the point at which
the entire mass of the hotly appears to he
concentrated. The gravitational effect is mea-
sured from the center of gravity. in symmetrical
objects of uniform mass. this is the geometrical
center. In the ease of the earth. the center of
gravity is near the center of the earth.

When considering the motion of a body. it is

Usually convenient to describe the path followed
by the center of gravity. the natural tendency
of a moving body is to move in a manner so that
the center of gravity travels in a straight line.

Movement of this type is called 1 INUAR
motion.

Some moving bodies. however. do MO move
in a straight line. but describe an AC or a circular
path. Circular motion falls into two general
classes rotation and revolution.

Since objects come in many different shapes
and in older to discuss rotary and revolutionary'
motion. it becomes. necessary to consider the
locatiiin of the center gravity with respect to
the hotly. Refer to figure 3-3 for the following
discussion.

In M. the center of gravity of a ball
coincides with the physical Center of the ball.
However. in the flat washer Oil. the center of
gravity does not coincide with any part of the
ohiet. but is located at the center of the hollow
space inside the ring. In irregularly shaped
luxlies. the center of gravity may he difficult to
locate exactly'.

If the hods is completely tree to rotate. the
Center of rotation coincides with the center of
gravity. On the other hand. the hotly may be
restricted in such a manner that rotation is
about some point tither than the center of
gravity. Iii this event. the center of gravity
revolves arimnd the center of rotation. these
conditiims are illustrated in figure 3-4.

in general usage. the gyro rotor 1 Ai is said to
ROTATE about its axis, and the hall (lit is said
ii' RINOLV I.. about a point at the center of its
path.

(A) BALL (B) FLAT
WASHER

(C) IRREGULAR

AT.22

Figure 3-3.Center of gravity in various bodies.
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Figura 34.-Center of gravity and center of rotation.

MASSLS IN MOTION

MOTION may he defined as the -act or
process of changing place or position." The
-state of 1111S to the amount and the
type of motion possessed by a hotly at some
definite instant for dunng some interval) of
time. A body at rest is not changing in place or
position, it is Said to have tens Motion, or to he
motionless.

Il'e natural tendency of any body at rest is to
remain at rest, a moving body tends to continue
moving in a straight line with no change in speed
or direction. A hotly which obeys this natural
tendency is said to he in uniform motion.

Any change in the speed or direction of
motion of a body is known as acceleration and
requires the application of some force. The
acceleration of a body is directly proportional to
the force causing that accekration: acceleration
depends also upon the mass of the body. The
givater mass of a lead ball makes it harder to
move than a wood hall of the same diameter.
The wood hall moves farther with the same
Push.

These observations point to a connection
between force, mass, and acceleration. and
indicate that the acceleration of a body is
directly proportional to the force exerted on
that body and inversely proportional to the mass
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of that body. In mathematical form. this rela-
tionship may he expressed as

a
m

or. as it is more commonly stated force is equal
to the product of tlic mass and acceleration
ti = ma).

Acceleration hue to Gravity

.1 he %null letter g used in tOrmulas for sfilving
for weight when mass is known. 1W = mg)
represents the acceleration of a holly in free hill,
neglecting any friction. This can happen only in
a vacuum. At sea level near the quator, g has
the approximate values of 32 ft /sec= in the fps
system, 980 cm /sect in the 64. system and 9.g
in/see2 in the mks system. Transposing the
formula W = mg to solve for m. the absolute
units of mass of a hotly may he determined
when its weight is known. Thus. when we use
the formula stated in Newton's Second Law of
Motion force = mass times acceleration to find
what force would he necessary to give a one-ton
car an acceleration of g ft /sect. we substitute It'
for mass so th

/%4.4
at force = 2'"uh, X X ftg/

sere = 5(X) pounds.

The slug. mentioned earlier, is a mass which
would he accelerated I foot per second per
second by a force of I pound. Since any mass
falling freely under the pull of gravity has an
acceleration of 32 ft /sect. this acceleration
imparted to I slug could only he caused by a
force of 32 pounds. in other words, a slug of
mass weighs 32 pounds.

Example: A wagon weighing 160 pounds (5
slugs) stands at rest on a level surface. Neglecting
friction, what atxxleration wilt he given by a
force of 20 pounds?

F 20 lh
a .-

5 ship fliscc2
m

The advantage of using absolute units for
mass is more apparent when considering bodies
in motion far removed from the earth where the
pull of gravity is reduced or even zero. The
5-slug wagon would experience the same acceler-
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4111011 When aclett on by the gmeil force. even
0101101 Its weight ht Jiatly reduced.

111 the metric system the newton is the force
which would Cati .1 111.1s% of I kg Io he
liielC1".titl 1 in sec' . Since t 41.$ in %C= . !hell
1 kg 111.1 evert'. .i force of if S newtons dite to
gratit% A newton is equal to 0 224 lb.

I lie 4111e is 111t C 1%1101 %Mild c.110.4. if

11:1 01 1 gin to he aCeelratd I tin seC~ . so
I gm exerts .1 force of 41:40 44 nes due to gravity.

Ii the accelerating force is applied to the
cone: %M it ianni. I as lo
accelerate the boil) with no ft/1411011. it Is 4,-.111tl
.i I RANS1 ItEs;Al. force. A force applied in
such a manner as to C.111 111 114141 10 folale
abt/111 .1 1101111 Is Called a I ORO T torce.

Laws of %lotion

Among the most important discoveries in
theoretical )toaster are Ow three fund:nth:Mal
1.114' 41 11141114)n attributed to Newton. Although
some tit tlics laws tiAc been used in espla-
nations 441 %allow. topics earlier in this chapter.
they are restated and consolidated at this poet!t
to clirif and suitimariie much of the discussi4ni
regarding mechanical physics. This restatement
and 4:4111s4 11141.111011 .11 Am/ Used 10 1111tOtIOC

asOcI 111%441011g 1 11e applications of
hash mecliatii...11 principles,

1. 1-ser hod tends to maintain a slate of
uniform nultion unless a )came ;111111Id to
1:11alige the sliCCLI Of t111001tIII of motion.

2. The acceleration of a body is directly
proportional to the magnitude of the applied
force and 111%-'411 p1411101"114/11:11 14 the Inas% of
the bod y.. acceleration is in the direction of the
applied force.

Z. F4 Ir ewr thre applied 10 a hotly. Ihe
bot4 exerts an equal force 111 the opposite
tlifCC(1011.

Momentum

Ivery moving body tends to HM1111:1111 11111-

form motion. Quantitative measurement of this
tendency is proportional to the mass of the
body., and also to its velocity. 4 Molitr-
turn 1-- mass X veldeity.) I his explains why heavy
objects in motion at a given speed are harder to
stop than lighter objects. and also why it is

O!7""
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1. :11ier 10 slop a given body moving at low speed
than it is to stop the same body moving at high
speed.

WORK. POWER. AND ENERGY

As defined earlier. energy is the capacity for
doing work. In mechanical physics. WORK
invokes the idea of .1 mass in motion. and is
usually regarded as the product of the applied
force and the distance through which the mass is
moved t work - force X distance t. -Illus. if a man
raises a weight of 100 pounds to a height of 10
feet he accomplishes 1.000 foot-pounds of
work. the amount of work accomplished is the
same regafdleitS Of the dine involved. however.
the RA I I tit doing the work may vary greatly.

I lit rate of doing work icalled POWTRI is
defined as the work accomplished per unit of
time power work ;time the example cited
allow. if the work is accomplished in 10
seconds. power is being C%114:11iled at the raft of
I(H) fot-pounds second; if it takes 5

minutes 000 seconds). the rate is approximately
3.3 foot - pounds pet CIlel.

to the highs!) syteiii Meastirellients. the
IMO of mechanical power is called the HORSE-
Pt K and is the equivalent of 33.(X)0 fot-
pininds per 1111111110. or 550 1001-r01111t1s

C4/11t1. Since energy is readily convertible from
one torin to another. the work and power
measurements based 011'111C COIIVCC414111 4)1 energy

must also be readily convertilk. As an example.
the electrical unit of power is the watt. Het:-
it-WA energy may be converted into mechanical
energy. therefore. electrical power must ht
convertible into meheanical power. One horse-
pwer is the mechanical equivalent of 744i watts
of electrical power. and is capable of doing the
same amount of work in the .:one time.

The accomplishment of work always involves
a change in the type of energy. but does not
change the total quantity of energy. Thus.
energy applied to an object_ may produce work.
changing the composition Of raw energy
possessed by the object.

Potential Energy

A body is said to have potential owl* if by
virtue of its position or its slate it is able to do
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work. A %wind clock spring and a cylinder of
compressed gas both possess potential energy
silky they can do work in returning to their
uncompressed condition. Also. a weight raised
above the earth has potential energy sillee it can
do work in returning to the ground. I bus.
Potential energy results when work has been
done against a restoring force. l'he water in a
reservoir above a hydroelectric plant has po-
tential energy regardless of whether the water
was placed there by work applied via a pump or
by the work done by the sun to lift it from the
sea and place it in the reservoir in the form of
rain.

Kinetic Energy

I he ability of a hotly to do worl. by virtue of
its NIOT1ON is called its kinetic energy A
rotating wheel on a machine has kinetic energy
of rotation. A car moving along the highway has
kinetic energy- of translation.

For a given mass in. moving in a straight line
with a velocity v. the kinetic energy is deter-
mined by

i in is in grams
ergs

1

i
whim Iv is in cm per sec

kinetic energy '' inn ,
-.

)in tub, in is in slugs
when v is in ft per sec

Example' The kinetic energy of a 3.200-lb car
which is traveling at 30 miles per hour can he
found by expressing the 3.200 lb as 100 slugs
and the 30 mph as 44 feet per second. Inserting
these values into the formula gives kinetic
energy = I, X 104) X 44 X 44 = 910400 foot-
pounds 411 iiergy. This amount of kinetic energy.
is the result of 90400 foot-pounds of work
(plus that to overcome friction) having been
applied to the car to get it traveling at the rate
of 44 feet per second. The same amount of
energy could do the work of lifting the 3.200
pounds vertically a distance of 30.25 feet. and
so could have been potential energy if the car
had been at rest on an incline and then allowed
to coast to a point which is vertically 30.25 feet
below its starting point (again neglecting fric-
tion).
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Efficiency

Pro% ided there is no Change the tillalltity of
matter. energy is convertible with no gain or
loss. However. the energy resulting front a given
action may not be in the desired form it may
not even be usable in its resultant form. In all
branches or ploy sirs. this concept is known as

energy elpeilded is always greater than
the energy recovered. An automobile in motion
possesses a cnialltity of kinetic energy dependent
on its mass and velocity. In order to stop the
car. this energy MUM be converted into potential
energy. Whell the ear come, to rest. its pots...ntial
energy is considerably less than the kinetic
energy it possessed while in motion. The dif-
ference. or the -energy lost- is converted into
heat by the brakes. 'the heat serves no useful
purpose. so the recovered energy is less than the
expended energy the system is less than WO
percent efficient in converting kinetic to poten-
tial energy .

lite term efficrelicy is normally used in
connection with work and power considerations
to denote the ratio of the input it) the output
work. power. or energy. it is always expressed as
a decimal or as a percent less than unity.

Friction

In mechanical physics. the most :omens 11

elitist: 101 the loss of efficiency is FRICTION.
Whenever one object is slid or rolled over
another. irregularities in the contacting surfaces
interlock and cause an opposition to tile foree
being exerted. Even rubbing two smooth pieces
of ice together produces friction. although of a
much smaller magnitude than in the case of two
rough stones. Friction also exists in the contact
of air with all exposed parts of an aircraft in
flight.

When a nail is struck with a hammer. the
energy of the hammer is transferred to the
and the nail is driven into a hoard. The depth of
penetration depends on the momentum of the
hammer. tlw site and shape of the nail. and the
hardness of the wood. The larger or duller the
nail and the harder the wood. the greater the
friction. and therefore the lower the efficiency
and less depth of penetration but the water
the heating of the
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Frictimi is always present in moving ma-
chinery. and accounts in part for the fact that
the useful work accomplished by the machine is
never as great as the energy applied. Work
accomplished iii overcoming friction is usually
not recoverable. lriction can be minima/v(1 by
decreasing the number of contacting points, by
snaking the contacting areas as small and as
stnoth as possible. by the use of hearings. or by
the use of lubricants.

there are Iwo kinds of friction sliding and
rolling. with rolling friction usually of lower
magnitude. '1 herefore. most machines are con-
%in !tied so that rolling friction is present rather
than sliding friction. The ball bearing and the
roller bearing are used to convert sliding friction
to rolling friction. A third type, the common for
friction) bearing. utiliies luhricants applied to
surfaces which have been made as smooth as
possible. Many new types of machines utilize
self-lubricating bearings to minimile friction and
thus MaXiltlitc antic

Mechanical Advantage

The cmicepi of mechanical advantage has
proved to he one of the great discoveries of
science. It permits an increase in force or
distance and represents the basic principle in-
volved in levers. block and tackle systems,
*.Crews. drauhc mechanisms. and other work

SOUriti
fi

of

saving devices. However. in the !Me sense, these'
dtVlie% do not save work, they merely enable
humans to accomplish tasks which might other-
wise he beyond their capability. For example. a
human would normally he consideied incapable
of lifting the rear end of a truck in order to
change a me: hut with a jack, a block and
tackle. or a lever. the jot: can he made com-
paratively easy.

Mechanical advantage is usually considered
with respect to work. Work represents the
applicaiii of a force through a distance in
order to move an of ied through a distance.
thous. it may he seen that there are two forces
involved, each with MI appropriate distance. This
is illustrated by the simple lever in figure .4-5.

Assuming perfect eflicieucy, the work input
WI r is equal to the work output II:21)2 1
Assuming equal distances Ds and 1)2. a force of
10 pounds must be applied at the source it:
order to counteract a weight of It) pounds at the
load.

By moving the fulcrum .nearer the load. less
force is required to halance the same load. This
is a mechanical advantage of force. If the force is
applied in such a manner as 141 raise the load 1
foot. the source must be moved through a
distance greater than I foot. Tim, mechanical
advantage of force represents a mechanical
disadvantage of distance. By minting the fulcrum
nearer the source, these conditions are reversed.

02

LOAD

2

FULCRUM
r 1/2

INPUT = OUTPUT

Figura M.Mechanical advantsgs.
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Stmt. the wink equals the output work
iassinion I.sssi the inecitatak at ad%.intage

he stated as .1 1.1110 01 the toke 411" the
e%. tie at MAI Nal tied it Ills. 1'110 hin re%tit IS In

hiss ikt-1 CoiCa ill CAL. I fie feti
ITT An :I.e.! M11111 140

the ,ante %%mt.

141..VOLVIN(: 1101)1LS

licwhing !iodic,. represent masses in motion:
Inch! t he eharactcrist 101
Lind 01%1 .all tell 11W .04%1 WW1 ed With nitning
hodi. lti :ItttlItiOn. %ifIt'e 1110 latiAc..s speCIIIi

filttttttn. tile) have special properties and
!actor, 011.11 IlltIt he taken into COnsitier:114111.

liewhin. bodies travel in .1 cottstantl diang-
mg direction. so the must be eonst:intly sub-
tected to all accelerating force NI 1 11 ct (11111 t end

to produce linear motion. hut this is picvented
application Of a tOrie hiCh teStraill% the

OhieLI. I his restraining force proents the ()Neel
from continuing in .1 straight line. and is known

I RIM. I :Al tOr. Aceording. to
Newton's third law of motion. the centripetal
tOlie OppOett h .111 equal force which
tends to produce linear monon. Ibis wcond
force is known as (TN FRIlli(;,M. force. The
two forces. their relaticnslups. and their effcts
are illustiated iii figure

the % ions torc !milked in roohing
bodies ma% be illustrated ht use of a hall and
sally. A slip knot is tied in the :ntet of a
111-14101 ieng111 401 1W1ile 50 .1% ) the line

1.'41 : hht hall is attached to one end of
the .trim. Ih tile other end of the line.
whirl the hall s1.1w1c itl a circle. Now that the
ball exerts Merit. against the hand (through lite
string). and ;hat in order to restrain the ball in
its path. the hand must exert a force
(through the string) on the hail. As the ball is
revtilved at higher speed. tiw threes increase. and
the hall continues in a circular path. As the
rotational velocity of the hall is faudually
increased. tit 1h ho increasing forces.

At some rtitational speed. the forces involved
become eat enough it) overcome inertial tric-
lion. and the knot slips. At this time. allow the
velocity of tow fe tial ni lo slop increas-
ing in rotational velocity. but not slowing down.
either. so that the existing C4inditums may he
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Figure 3-G.Forces on revolving bodies.

analy/ed. When tlw knot slips. the halt is
temporaril) unrestrained and is free to assume
linear motion in the direction of travel at that
instant (tangent to the circle at the instan-
taneous position). The hall travels in a straight
line until the string reaches its full length: ;luring
this time. no tierce is exerted on or by the hand.
As soon as all the slack is taken up. there is a
sharp ierk an accelerating force is exerted in
order to change the direction of motion from its
linear path into a circular rotation. Vh hall
again assumes rotational motion. but with an
in: tease in radius.

The hall does not make as many revolutions
in tow same time (rotational velocity is de-
creased). but it does maintain its former linear
velocity. (The kinetic energy and the momen-
tum of the hall have not changed.) Since the
change in direction is less abrupt with a large
radius than with a small one. leto accelerating
force is required. and the hand will feel less
force. If the hall is then accelerated If, the same
rotationa. velocity as immediately prior to the
slipping of the knot. the linear velocity of the
hall becomes much greater than Wore: the
centripetal and centrifugal forces are much
greater. also.
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Iii this example. it has been assumed that the
hand is fixed at a point which represents the
center of rotation. This asumption. while some-
what emmeotis, does not affect the general
conclusions. For practical purposes, the two
forces are equal at all points along the string at
any given time. and the magnitude of each three
is equal at all points along the string.

In summariting the conclusions reached by
the above example and explanation. consider the
following relationship;

knee =
mass X velocity-'

radius

where velocity represents the linear velocity of
the ball. This emphasites that the centripetal
and the ititrifugal forces are equal in magnitude
and opposite in direction. Each three is directly
proportional to the mass of the body and
inversely proportional to the radius of rotation.
Each force is also proportional to the square of
the velocity.

In revolving or rotating bodies, all particles of
the matter which are not on the axis of rotation
are subjected to the forces just described. The
statement is true whether the motion is through
a complete circle. :it- merely around a curve: An
aircraft tends to skid when changing course: an
automobile tends to take curves on two wheels.
The sharper the curve (smaller radius) or the
higher the velocity. the greater the tendency to
skid.

WAVE PARAMETERS

"Wave parameters" is a general term that
applies to all types of waves water. radio.
sound. light. heat. All types of waves exhibit
some characteristics in common. that is. they all
experience transmission. reflection. refraction.
and absorption in very similar manner.

WAVE MOTION

Energy may be transferred progressively from
point to point in a medium by a disturbance
which may have the form of an elastic deforma-
tion. or of a variation of pressure. electric or
magnetic intensity. electric potential. or temper-
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attire which advances with a finite velocity
through the medium. Pnergy is transferred from
one point to another without the passage of
matter between the two points. although in
some cases particles of matter do move to and
fro around their equilibrium position. A single
disturbance induced into the medium is called a
wave pulse, and a series of waves produced by
continuous variations is called a train of waves
or wave train.

Transverse Waves

In describing any periodic wave. it is said to
be TRANSVERSE if the disturbance takes place
at right angles to the direction of propagation.
This motion can he easily observed when a hemp
line is fastened at one end to a stanchion and its
free end moved up and down with a simple
periodit. motion. The motion of the waves will
he along the length of the line but each particle
of the line moves at right angles to its length.

Electromagnetic waves do not involve moving
particles of matter. but rely on electric and
magnetic force fields. The variations of these
fields are also at right angles to the direction of
wave movement and so are transverse waves.
Also. the variations of electric field intensity and
those of magnetic field intensity are at right
angles to each other as well as to the direction of
propagation of the wave. For example. if an
electromagnetic wave is moving toward the
north and is horizontally polarized. the v iria-
tions of the ekctric field intensity are east-west
horizontal to the earth's surface. while variations
in the magnetic field intensity are vertical.
Electromagnetic waves are known as radio
waves, heat rays. light rays. etc.. depending on
their frequency.

Longitudinal Waves

Longitudinal waves are those in which the
disturbance takes place in the direction of
propagation. The compressional waves that con-
stitute sound such as those set up in air by a
vibrating tuning fork are longitudinal waves.
When struck. the tuning fork sets up a vibratory
motion. As the tine moves in an outward
direction, the air immediately in front of the
tine is compressed so that its momentary pres-
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Mlle is talsed abOVe that at other points in the
surrounding medium. Because air is elastic. this
disturbance is transmitted progressively in an
outward direction as a compression wave. When
the tine returns and moves in the inward
direction. the air in front of the tine is rarefied
so that its momentary pressure is reduced IIOW
that at other points in the surrounding medium.
I his disturbance is also propagated. but in the
forin of a rarefaetion tespansionf wave. ant:
t011ows the compression wavy through the Med-

II le compression and tspansion waves are
also called longitudinal waves. because the par-
ticles of matter which comprise the medium
mow hack and tOrth longitudinally in the
direction of wave travel. Figure 3-7 is a simpli-
fied representation of tile INV of a tuning fork to
prghltiCe a longitudinal wave. The transverse
wave shown below the longitudinal wave is
merely a convenient device 10 indicate the
relatite densit) of the particles in the medium.
and does not reflect the movement of the
particles.

N)m,

Waves in Water

11w motion of the surface of water having
waves passing by is a combination of both
trans erse and longitudinal waves. The particles
of water move in circles or in ellipses. This
motion can be seen by placing a small cork on
the surface of the water and observing it from
the side. Tlw cork will Ix carried upward and in
the direction of the wave motion as the crest of
the wave approaches. after the crest has passed
the cork falls and is then carried backward.

Terms Used in Wave Parameters

K TIN, The velocity of propagation is
the rate at which the disturbance transverses the
medium. or the velocity with which the crest of
the wave moves along. This velocity of the wave
must not be confused with the speed of a
particle which is always less than the velocity of
the wine. The velocity of the wave depends both
on the type of wave and the nature of the
medium.

c.csaf-tht ,Aloo
I t

AsokiTtIDE

Figure 3.7. Co mmesien and wand= wawa pronaption.
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1.141-0 -17X(-1-. I tie frequency of any peri-
dic motion is the Inntiller of complete varia-

tions pet unit nine. Anti waves. the time unit
is the second and the frequency unit is hertz
t I lz ). Hen/ is the number of :mlete cycles pet
second. and is. therefore. the number of COM-
piet mates willitt pass a given point each
second.

PE MOD. the period of a wave is the time
required to complete a full cycle. and so the
period and the frequency of a given wave are
reciprocals of each other. rhus.

period = t and frequency =
1.

frequency peruid

If a sound wave has a frequency of 4(X) II/ its
period is 1 400 = 0.0025 second. successive
crests of a water wave pass a given point each 5
seconds. the frequency of the wave is 1;5
= tf. 2 11/.

WAVELENGTH. Wavelength. denoted by
the symbol X ti ;reek lambda,. is the distance.
along the direction of propagation of the wave.
between two successive points in the medium
that are at precisely the same state of disturb-
ance. In a water wave. this is the distance
between two adjacent crests. Wavelength is
dependent upon both the frequency of the wave
and the velocity upon both the frequency of the
wave and the velocity of propagation of the
wave in a given medium. In compatible units of
measure.

velocity
wavelength = frequency'

Compatible units means that if frequency is
waves per second e.g. hertz then velocity must
be in distance units per second e.g.. feet per
second or meters per second. Also. if velocity is
given in feet per second. wavelength will he in
feet: if velocity is given in meters per second.
wavelength will he in meters.

Stand* Waves

Standing waves may be produced by two
wave trains of the same type and of equal

(12

frequency traveling in opposite directions in the
same medium. whether the medium be solid.
liquid. or gas Figure 344 illustrates the forma-
tion of a standing wave represented by the solid
curved line. The points "A" and "N" along the
horizontal axis of the graphs are fixed points
within the medium and are stationary or "stand-
ing." Points "N" are the locations within the
minimum where the amplitude of the standing
wave is always medium and are called nodes.
Successive nodes are one-half wavelength apart.
Halfway between the nodes are the antinodes
for loops, represented by points "A" on the
graph. and are the locations where the standing
wave reaches its maximum amplitude tone-
quarter wavelength from a no de). rile dotted
curved line represents a wave train traveling
from left to right and the dashed curved line
represents an equal wave train traveling from
right to left. as they would appear if each were
the only wave within the medium. However. as
they meet they combine with each other.
forming the resultant standing wave as shown by
the solid curved line. and so cease to exist itt
their original form.

In the top drawing the crests of the two
identical component waves are approaching each
other. and in a moment will coincide at points
"A". At this time. the standing wave will
increase to a Ina%01111111 amplitude equal to the
sum of the mo components.

After another intend of time. the crests of
the component waves pass each other as shown
in the tower drawing. and the standing wave
decreases until it becomes zero at the time the
two component waves exactly neutralize each
other. After this. the standing wave will increase
in amplitude in the opposite direction from that
in the drawings. However. it ma) be seen that
the points of maximum variation of the standing
wave are not moving; also. that at points "N"
the standing wave is always at rem. because for
any position of the two component waves their
magnitudes are the same and their deviations are
°pp( wile.

Although the drawing appears similar to
transverse waves. the lines may also represent
the magnitude and direction of any deviation
within the medium caused by the-waves.
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Firma 3-8. Formation of a standing wave.

REFLECTION

Lines drawn from tile source of waves indi-
cating the path along which the waves travel are
called RAYS. These lines arc frequently used in
illustrations as a convenient method of denoting
wave propagation. When several rays are drawn
from a nearby source they may he shown
diverging from the source. but rays drawn from
a distant source are usually shown as being more
nearly parallel

A WAVT FRONT is a surface on which the
phase of the wave has the Same value at all
points at a giver instant. Wavefrunts near the
source arc sharply curved. but as the distance
from the source Increases they become more
nearly flat.

Within a uniform medium. a ray travels in a
straight line. Only at the boundary of two
media. Of in an area where the velocity of
propagation of the wave within the medium
changes. do the ray s change their direction.
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When an advancing wavefront encounters a
medium of different characteristics. some of its
energy is reflected hack into the initial medium.
and some may he transmitted into the second
medium where it may continue at a different
velocity or may he absorbed by the medium. In
some cases all three processes (reflection. ah-
sorption. and transmission) may occur in some
degree.

REFLECTED waves are simply those waves
that are neither transmitted nor absorbed. but
are thrown hack from the surface of the medium
they encounter. If a ray is directed against a
reflecting surface. the ray striking the surface is
called the INCIDENT ray. and the one that
bounces back is the REFLECTED ray. An
inia,ginary line perpendicular to the reflecting
surface at the point of impact of the incident
ray is called the NORMAL. The angle between
the incident ray and 11 normal is called the
ANGLE OF INCIDINCE the angle between the
reflected ray and the-normal is the ANGLE OF
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Rl FLECTION. Thew terms are illustrated in
figure 3-4.

It the surface of the medium contacted by the
incident ray is smooth and polished (as a
mirror). each reflected ray will he thrown hack
at the same angle as the incident rty. The path
of the ray reflected from the surface forms an
angle exactly equal to the one formed by its
path to reaching the medium. This conforms to
the law of reflection which states: The angle of
incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.

1.1w amount of incident wave energy which is
reflected from a surface depends upon the
nature of the surface and upon the angle at
which the wave strikes the surface. The amount
of wave energy reflected increases as the angle of
incidence increases. being greatest when the ray
is nearly parallel to the surface. When the
incident ray is perpendicular to the surface.
more of the wave energy is transmitted into the
substance and less is reflected. At any incident
angle. a mirror reflects almost all of the wave
energy. and a dull black surface reflects very
little.

Waves which are reflected directly hack
toward the source cause the standing waves
discussed earlier in this chapter.

REFRACTION

When a ray tor wave, passes from one
medium into a medium having a different
velocity of propagation for the wave. if the ray
is not perpendicular to the boundary between
the two media. a change of dirccti"n of the
wave, or a bending of the ray called KEFRAC-
TION, will occur. As in the discussion of
reflection. the ray striking the boundary is called
the incident ray. and the imaginary line perpen-
dicular to the houndary is called the normal.
The angle between the normal and the path of
the ray through the second medium is the angle
of refraction.

A light ray is shown from points A to B in
figure 3-10 and is labeled INCIDENT RAY as it
aeproaches the boundary between the air and
the top of the glass plate. Here it bends toward

normal and takes the path B-C through the
glass and becomes both the refracted ray from
the top surface and the incident ray to the lower
surface.
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Figure 3-10.Refraction of a sem

The angle formed by the ray and the normal
to the lower surface is the second angle of
incidence. As the ray passes from the glass to the
air it is again refracted. this time away from the
normal. and takes the path C-D.
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Refraction alwa t011ows a general rule
when a nt 11.1e front one Mt.`tinnti to another
having a lower %elticity of propagation for the
waves. refraction is toward the normal so the
angle of refraction is smaller than the angle of
incidence: when passing into a medium having
higher velocity of propagation for the waves.
refraction is away from the normal so the angle
of refraction is larger than the angle of inci-
dence. the angle of refraction is found by
experiment to depend on two factors: (1 ) the
angle of incidence, and ( 2i the index of refrac-
tion. which is the ratio of the velocities of the
waves within the two media. The greater the
angle of incidence. the greater the bending: also.
the greater the difference between the velocities
of propagation in the two media. the greater the
bending.

When the two surfaces of the glass are
parallel. the ray leaving the glass will be parallel
to the ray entering the glass. The distance
between these two paths (between lines A-F. and
(' -I) in fig. 3-10) is called lateral displacement.
Lateral displacement is /en) when the incident
ray is directed along the normal. and increases as
the angle of incidence increases Lateral displace-
ment is greater in thicker glass than in thin.

boundary between two media does not
always have a sharp point of transition such as
from the surface of glass to air. Air layers above
the earth's surface having different temperatures
may cause refraction of sound waves. as do
thermal layers in the ocean. Variations in the
ionosphere cause refraction of radio waves and
light rays.

As stated before, when a wave encounters a
medium having a higher velocity of propagation.
refraction is away from the normal with the
angle of refraction beitrz larger than the angle of
incidence. When the angle of incidence is in-
ere:bed to the angle at which the refracted wave
is Le to the normal (parallel with the bound-
ary,. this angle of incidence is called the critical
an* of refraction. Any angle of incidence larger
than this will result in total reflection of the
incident wave. rather than refraction. The size of
the critical angle of refraction is dependent upon

-the index of refraction of the two media the
larger the index of refraction, the smaller the
critical angle of refraction.

DIFFRACTION

Diffraction is the bending of the path of
waves when the wavefront is limited by an
oh,truction. This is very easy to observe in water
waves. Generally. the lower frequency waves will
diffract more than those at higher frequency. In
sound waves. this may he observed by listening
to music from an outdoor band and then
stepping behind a solid obstruction such as a
brick wall. The high notes. having less dif-
fraction. will seem to he reduced in loudness
much more than the low notes. Broadcast band
radio waves often travel over to the opposite
side of a mountain from their source due to
diffraction. while higher frequency I.V. signals
from the same city might not he detected on the
oppmite side of this mountain.

DOPPLER EFFECT

When there is relative motion between the
mnirce of a wave :hid a detector of that wave.
the apparent frequency at the detector position
differs from the frequency at the source. If the
disLnce between the source and the eetector is
decreasing. more wavelronts are encountered peer
second than when the distance is constant. This
results in an apparent increase in frequency.
Conversely. if the separation is increasing. fewer
waves are encountered, with an apparent de-
crease in frNuency.

The pitch of the whistle on a fast-moving
train sounds higher as the train is approaching
than when the train is departing. Though the
whistle is generating sound waves of constant
frequency, and though they travel through the
air at the same velocity in all directions, the
distance between the approaching train and the
listener is decreasing. so each wave has less
distance to travel to reach the observer than the
wave preceding it. Thus the waves arrive with
less intervals of time between them.

These apparent changes in frequency are
called the Doppler effect, and affect the opera-
tion of equipment used to detect and measure
wave energy. The amount of change in the
apparent frequency varies directly with the
relative velocities of the source and detector and
inversely with the velocity of propagation of the
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wave with III t he medium. The I hippie!. effect is
in dealing with Sg mnd wave propa-

gation as applicable to sonar equipment opera-
tion. and in dealing with electromagnetic wave
piopagation as applicable to radar search. target
detection. lire control. navigation. etc.

HEAT

Ilea! represents a form of energy: thereibre. it
must be readily exchangeable with. or converti-
ble Into. tither tOrms of energy. When a piece of
lead is struck a sharp blow with a hammer. part
of the kinetic energy of the hammer is converted
into heat. In the core of a transformer. electrical
and magnetic energy are exchanged: but due to
hysteresis and eddy currents. some of the energy
is lost as heat. 'these are sonic. examples of the
unwanted conversions. but there are many in-
stances when the production of heat is desirable.
Many devices are used almost exclusively to
produce heat.

Regardless of how or why it is produced, heat
possesses certain characteristics which make it
important to the technician. A knowledge of the
nature and behavior of heat may prove helpful
in understanding the operation of sonic types of
electronics equipment or in determining the
cause of nonoperation or faulty operation of
others.

NATURE OF HEAT

There are several theories regarding the nature
of heat. none of which satisfactorily explain all
the characteristics and properties exhibited by
heat. 'the two theories most commonly included
in discussions regarding the nature of heat are
the kinetic theory and the radiant energy
theory.

In the kinetic theory. it is assumed that the
quantity of heat contained by a body is repre-
sented by the total kinetic energy possessed by
the molecules of the body.

The radiation theory treats radio waves. heat.
and light as the same general form of energy.
differing primarily in frequency. Heat is eon-
tildered as a form of electromagnetic energy
involving a specific band of frequencies falling
between the radio spectrum and light.

A common method used to produce heat

energy is the burning process. Burning is a
chemical process in which the fuel unites with
oxygen. and a flame is usually prt.duced. [he
amount of heat liberated per unit mass or per
unit volume during complete burning is known
as the heat of combustion of a substance. By
experiment, scientists have found that each fuel
produces a given amount of heat per unit
quantity burned.

TRANSFER OF HEAT

Them are three methods of heat transfer
conduction, convection. and radiation. In WI-
lion to these, a phenomenon called absorption is
related to the radiation method.

Conduction

The metal handle of a hot pot may burn the
hand; a plastic or wooden handle, however.
remains relatively cool even though it is in direct
contact with the pot. This phenomenon is due
to a property of matter known as thermal
conductivity. All materials conduct heat some
very readily. some to an almost negligible
extent. When heat is applied to a body, the
molecules at the point of application become
violently agitated, strike the molecules next to
them. and cause increased agitation. The process
continues until the heat energy is distributed
evenly throughout the material. Aluminum and
copper are used for cooking pots because they
conduct heat very readily to the food being
cooked. Wood and plastic are used as handles
because they are very poor conductors of heat.
As a general rule metals are the hest conductors
of heat, although some metals are considerably
better than others.

Among solids. there is an extreme range of
thermal conductivity. In the original example.
the metal handle transmits heat from the pot to
the hand, with the passibility of burns. The
wooden or plastic handle does not conduct heat
very well, so the hand is given some protection.
Materials that are extremely poor conductors are
called "insulators" and are used to reduce heat
transfer. Some examples are the wood handle of
soldering irons, the finely spun glass or rock
wool insulation in houses, or the asbestos tape
or ribbon wrapping used on steam pipes.
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I iquids are genet-Al!, poorer L-onductors than
metals In figure 3-I I. note that the ice in the
bottom of the test tube has not yet melted.
although the water at the top is boiling. Water is
such a poor conductor that the rate of heating
of the water at the top of the tube is not
sufficient to cause rapid inciting of the ice at the
hot tom.

Since thermal 4.-ondu4.-tion is a process III
which molecular energy is passed on by actual
contact. gases arc gCneralb even !Mora con-
ductor,. than liquids bCatist the illOketiles are
farther apart and molecular contact is not so
pronounced. A double-pane window with an
airspace between the panes is a fair insulator.

Convection

Convection is the proixss in which heat is
transferred ht movement of a hot fluid. For
ctimple. an electron tube gets hotter and hotter
until the air surrounding it begins to mote. '1 he
111011On of the air Is upward because heated air
eVands in Whittle and is forced upward by the
denser cool air surrounding it The upward
motion of the heated air carries the heat away
from the hot tube b connection. I ransfer of
heat by convection may be hastened by using a

SUAM

Mil
Figure 3-1I. Water is a poor conductor of heat
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ventilating Ian to incnc the air surrounding a hot
obii..4.1. 1 he rate of cooling of a 1101 VaCtitilli tube
Can also he increased hy providing copper fins to
conduct heat away from the hot tube. I he fins
provide large stiriaCes against which cool air can
he blown.

A convection process may take place in a
liquid as Well as in a gas. One example is a
transformer in an oil bath. 1110 hot oil is less
dense Chas less weight per unit witunci and rises.
while the cool oil falls. is heated. and rises in
turn.

When the circulation of gas or liquid is not
rapid enough to remove sufficient heat. fans or
pumps may be used to accelerate the motion of
the cooling material. In some installations.
pumps are used to circulate water or oil to help
cool large equipment. In airborne installations
electric tans and blowers are used to aid con -
vect ion.

Radiation

Conduction and convection cannot wholly
account for sonic of the phenomena that are
associated with heat transfer. For example.
heating through convection cannot occur in
front of an open fire because the air currents arc
moving toward the fire. It cannot occur through
conduction because the conductivity of the air is
very low. and the cc oler currents of air moving
toward the fire would more than overcome the
transfer of heat outward. Therefore. heat must
travel across Silace by some Walls other than
conduction and convection.

The existence of another process of heat
transfer is still more evident when the heat from
the sun is considered. Since conduction and
convection take place only through molecular
contact within some medium. heat from the SIM
inns( reach the earth by some oilier method.
Muter space is an almost perfect vacuum.)
radiation is the name given to this third method
by which heat travels from one place to another.

`11w term radiation ram to the continual
emission of energy from the surface of all
bodies. This energy is known as radiant energy.
It is in the form of electromagnetic WM% and is
identical in nature with light waves. radio waves.
and X-rays. escypt for a difference in wave-
length. Sunlight is a form of radiant heat energy
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which tiak great distances through cold.
vinyl% Itace to reat-lt the earth. I hose electro-
magnetic heat waves are absorbed when they
come In contact with nuntransparent bt dies.
lite net testa! Is that the !notion of the
ithiittles In the hold Inerasd. as indicated

inerease all the temperature of the hotly.
I he differences in conduction. convechint.

and railiatio in ate as Iollws
I . Although conduction and cneCtiOn are

th'ellit %I, radiation takes place with the
speed of light. this fact is evident at the time or
an eclipse of the sun when the shutting off of
the heat from the sun takes place at the same
tint, as the shutting of 1 of lice light.

2. katilant heal may pass through a medium
without heating it. For esainple. the air inside a
greenhouse ina be much warmer than the glass
through which the still ta s pass.

t. nigh conducted tr convected heat
itia tta%el in roundabout routes. radiant heat
always trAels in a straight lute. Ior example.
radiation can be cut oil with a screen placed
between the source Of heal and the hotly to lit'
protected.

Absorption

I he Mill. tne. :Wit an tettI light bulb all
radiate etiery%. hut a body :teed 1101 glow to give
oft heat A kettle of hot water or a hot soldering
non radiates heat. It the surlac is polished or
light Hi color. less heat ts radiated. Bodies which
do not reflect are good radiators and good
absorbers. and bodies that reflect arc poor
Lithalor% mid Pettit' absorbers. I his is lite reason
white clothing is worn in the slimmer. ,A

practical example of the control of heal Is the
I her mos botlie I lie flask Itself is made Or two
walls of "silvered- glass with a vacuum between
them. Ike VaC1111111 prevents the loss tit heat by
conduction and convection and the "silver"
coating reduces the loss of heat by radiation.

the silver-colored paint on the "radiators" in
healing systems is used only for decoration and
41,..vreases the efficiency of heat transfer. ! he
most effective color for 1140 transfer is dull
black : chili black is the ideal absorber and also
the best radiator.
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TEMPER ATURE

It an object is hot fo the touch. it is said to
have a "high- temperature: if it is cold to the
touch. it has a -low- temperature. In other
words. temperature is used as a measure of the
hotness or coldness of an object being described.
however. hotness and coldness are only relative.
1:1" eVilllide. on a cold day. metals seem colder

the touch than nonmetals because they
conduct heat away from the body more rapidly.
Also. upon leavMg a warm room the outside air
seems cooler than it really is. Cuing front the
outside cold into a warm room. the moan seems
warmer than it really is In other words. the
temperature a IXISOn feels depends upon the
state of his body.

Temptvature Conversion

.1 here are many systems 0)1 temperature
ineastirinenL it is frequently necessary to con-
vert from one to the other. 'hie filur most
common scales in use today are the Fahrenheit
I Ff. Celsius 1. Rankine f. and kelvin K t.

FAIIRIN1 1141 SCAlt. '1 he most familiar
wale to most Americans is the Fahrenheit scale
which was established so that Its rem point
apistmates the temperature produced by MIN-
tug equal inlantItIes weight of siloW and
t:onintn sail.

Inder standard atmospheric pressure the bil-
ing point of water is 21 2 degrees :ibI'e fel(' and
Ilse lieeting point 32 degrees above rem, I ach
degree represents an ritual division. and there are
IXO such divisions between ireiving and biling..

II I Sit IS %('A1 1. I his wale. formerly called
the Centigrade scale. Uses 111e and
boiling point of water under standard atmos-
pheric pressure as Iked points of 0 and 100.
frkPeCtiVely. with WO equal divisions between.
These 11$) divisions represent the saint' ditTer-
ellee in temperature as 1 40 divisions or the
Fahrenheit scale. .1 his ratio of IOW I St) reduces
to 5/9. which means a change of IA; is equal to
a change of 5 /i)" C. A change of 5" on the
Celcius wale. therefore. is equal In a change id
't" oar the l ahrenhe it .tale. litailW (I on the
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(eelsni s,.de corresponds to 32. Oh the hillren-
keit Wal.e. .1 chtlerehee tti retCrence points exists
between the two scales. 'Sec 1-41. 3-12.)

1,1 from the Fahrenheit scale to the
Celsius st-al. subtract the 32' difference and
mu1tip4 tlw result f,t 5 'I. As an example.
cmert uses' Fahrenheit to Celsius

X 31, 20° (-
41

COtiVert CektI11 to FAH-elated. the reverse
procedure is necessar . First multipb the read-

404Lanit 41. SiUS FUNK NE KELVIN

*ATER
BOILS

ICE

WITS

oQ

AT. 7

Figure 3-12.Comparison of the four common
temperature soda&
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is on the Celsius thermometer by 015 and then
add 32 to the result

5(
20) + 32. 36 + 32. 6,4"

(inc way to remember when to use (1/5 and
when to use 5/( is to keep in mind that the
Fahrenheit scale has smaller divisions than the
Celsius scale. In going from Celsius to Fahren-
heit. multiply by the ratio that is larger: in going
from Fahrenheit to Celsius use the smaller ratio.

Another method of temperature conversion
which uses these same ratios is based on the tact
that the Fahrenheit and Celsius scales both
register the same temperature at 4(r: that is.
40' 1 equals 40° C. This method of
conversion. sometimes called the "40 rule."
proceeds as 1-0110WS:

I. Add 40 to the temperature which is to be
converted. Do this whether the given tempera-
ture is Fahrenheit or Celsius.

2. Multiply by 9/5 when changing Celsius to
Fahrenheit: by 5/9 when changing Fahrenheit to
Celsius.

3. Subtract 4() from the result of step 2. This
is the answer.

As an example to show how the 40 rule is
used. convert IOW C to the equivalent Fahren-
heit temperature:

100 + 40 = 140

140 X '1/5 = 252

252 40 = 212

Therefore. 100° C = 21 2' F. Remember that the
multiplying ratio for converting F to C is 5/9.
rather. titan '1 /5. Also remember to always ADD
40 first. then multiply. than SUBTRACT 40.
regardless of the direction of the conversion.

It is important that all technicians be able to
read thermometers and to convert from one
scale to the other. In some types of electronic
equipment. thermometers are provided as a
check on operating temperatures. Thermometers
are also used to check the temperature of a
charging battery.

KELVIN SCALE. Also known as the ails°.
lute scale. the Kelvin scale has as its zero point
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the temperature which has been indicated by
espettifieth with hydrogen as the point where
all molecular motion would cease and no addi-
tional heat could be extracted front the sub-
stance. I lieu ?re this is referred to as
absinthe repo iellip eraitife. this point is
-:73. but -273" t' is used for most
calculations as shown in figure 3-12. Ube spacing
between degrees is the same as 14)r the Celsius
scale. IOW sit conversion from the Celsius is made
I) adding 273 to the Celsius temperature.

K ANKI ScAT. This scale has the same
spacing between degrees as the Fahrenheit scale.
but has its iero corresponding to 0" K (absolute
rerisi. I his is calctdated to be --459.n9" but

is usually used. 10 convert Fahrenheit
to Rankine. add 460 to the Fahrenheit tem-
perature.

Since Rankilw and Kevin both haw the saint*
ter° pooh. eotiversiim between the two scales
requires no addition or sthhfaeltOti. Kaolin
temperature i% Cifilal to " :5 times Kelvin teiliper-
attire and Kelvin temperature is equal to 5.q)
Rankine tempera I tire

Formulas in:q ht de6.ed for converting
between I.ahrenheit and Kelvin and between
Celsius and Rankine from the iihisfillat1011 al-
ready given. and since they are less frequently
needed ate tint included here.

Thermal Expansion
\ear4 all substances expand or increase in

site when their temperature increases. Railroad
tracks are laid with small gaps between the
sections to prevent buckling when the tem-
perature increases in summer. Ciincrele Pat e-
mesh has strips of soft material inserted at
intervals to prevent buckling when the sun heats
the roada.q. A steel blinding or bridge is put
together with red-hot rivets so that when the
rivets cool they will shrink and the separate
pieces will be pulled together very tightly.

A3) a substance is expanded by heat. the
weight per unit volume decreases. -I his is he-
cathe the weight of the substance remains the
smite while the volume is increased by the
application of heat. Thus the density tk.creases
with an increase in temperature.

IAperimenis show that for a given change in
temperature. the change in length 131 ve)lutne :ti
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different for each Isu.lstance. For example. a
given change in temperature causes a piece of
copper to expand nearly twice as !Midi as a
piece Of glass of the same site and shape. For
this reason. the connecting wires into an elec-
tronic tube cannot he made of copper but must
be made of a metal that expands at the same
rate as glass. If the metal does not expand at the
same rate as the glass. the vacuum in the tube is
broken by air leaking past the wires in the glass
stein. The metal usually used for this purpose is
an alloy called kovar.

The amount that a unit length any *in h-
stance expands for a I" rise in temperature is
known as the coefficient of linear expansion for
that substance. the temperature scale used must
be specified.

COUEVICIENTS OF EXPANSION. To esti-
mate the expansion of any object. such as a steel
rail. it is necessary to know three things about
it its length. the rise in temperature to which it
is subjected, and its rate Of coefficient of
expansion. I he amount of expansion is ex-
pressed by the following equation:

or

expansion = coefficient X length

X rise in temperature

e klt t2 tit

In this equation. the letter k represents the
coefficient of expansion for the particular sub-
stance. In some instances. the Greek letter a is
used to indicate the coefficient of linear expan-
sion,

PROBLEM: If a steel rod measures exactly 9
feet at 21- what is its length at 55" (*? (The
coefficient 4)1' linear expansion for sled is
11 X It) 6.) It the equation e = k
used. then

X Ws) X X (55 -211
e = 0.000011 X X 3.1

e = 0.003.4itts

This amount. when added to the original length
of the rod. makes the rod 9.003366 feet long.
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itiirece the temperature has increased. the rod is
longer bf.4 the amount of e. If the temperature
had been hmered. the rod would ilart; htCnilit
shorter by a VOrrttInding amount.,

I he incieas in the length of the rod is

relatnel small: but if the rod were placed where
it could Hof expand freely. there would be
treilieth1011% 11-Cc exerted due to thermal expan-
sion. flaps. thermal expansion must be taken
into consideration when designing ships. build-
ings. and all forms of machinery.

table 3-5 is a list of the coefficients of
approximate linear expansion of .AH11e sub-

stances per dcltree C.
A practical application for the differences in

the ctietticients of linear expansion is the ther-
mostat. this instrument comprises two strips of
dissimilar metal fastened together. When the
temperature changes. a bending takes place due
to the unequal expansion of the metals (fig.
3-131. Thermostats are used in overload relays
for motors. in temperature sensitive .witches
and in electric ovens. (See fig. J-14.1

Vile coefficient of surface or area expansion is
appniximatel) twice the coefficient of linear
expansion. I he coefficient or volume expansi4m
is approximately three times the coefficient of
linear expansion. It is interesting to note that in
a plate containing a hole. the area of the hole
expands at the same rate as the surrounding

Table 1-5. Expansion coefficients.

Substance

Aluminum

Bram

Copper

Glass

Kovar

Lead

Iron. Steel

Quartz

Zinc

11111115111111i...19...=.........---

WASS

C=173313101e2eMe1119=1211
tacin

StFoll MAIM

AFT,' MATING

Roue 313.Compoiwid bee.

AT.34

Coefficient of TIAWSRATURE
CCMITROLlinear expan' inn

24 X 10 h

19 X 10 6

17 X 10 6

4to9 X 106
4 to X 106

2X X 10"
11 X 106

0.4 X 106
26 X 10
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Flaws 3114.Thermostat.

AT.35

material. In the ease of a volume enclosed by a
thin solid wall. the volunie expands at the same .

rate as would a solid body of the material of
which the walls arc made.
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I heron:meters

Ilti Ille.111tellIellt tit tellIllrallire is k !Inn- it as
I III k %It I RV Mail. motion thermometers
use liquids in sealed containers. Water was the
that liquid Used. but because It treeies at 0- C it
could not meastiie temper;ittires below that
'unfit At lei intuit exf erimentatitm. scientists
decided that the hest liquids to Ilse in the
constitution ill Ohl-min:10er. are alcohtil and
mercury because of the 10%1 tree/111g points tit
these liquids

I It UID I 12Mo1I I- I I-12S. I he eon
structitin tit the cilium( in latuiratory tiler-
11141111elei xfn% mink' Idea As to the meaning of a
change of 1 in temperature. A bulb is blown at
one end 01 A illet'y tit glass Itt111111: of small bore.
the tube anti 'milli are then filled with the liquid
hi he used the temperature Of 110111 the liquid
and the tube during this process are kept at a

Ing111.1 than the thermometer will reach in
normal ti .ge. I lie gl"s tulle is then scaled and
the thermometer is allowed to cool. During the
tooling pr,icess. the liquid falls awa from the
top tit the tube and creates a vacuum within the
thermometer.

Ior marking. the thermometer is placed in
melting Ice. the height of the liquid column is
(Milked as the t lit init. hest. the I 'lel-
itiollivtei is illaeed tli steam at a pressure 01 71)
centimeters or mercury and a mark is made at
that point to %%huh the liquid inside rises. I hat
is the hosting point or ilhs MO' C. mark. 1 he
%Pace between these two mark is then divided
into WO equal parts. I spacing, arc known
as 1)14 11 is this type of thermometer
that is used almost exclusively in laboratory
work and in testing electrical equipment. It is
the Celsiti thermometer mentioned earlier.

S01.11) I'111 RNIOM1-11- it S. Because the
range of all liquid thermometers is extremely

other Methods of thermometry arc
nret'ssary. Mu 911 liquids freely at tent peratures
between 0" and 200 Celsius. At the upper end
of the temperature range where high heat level,
ityv encountered. the use of liquid thermometers
is limited by the high vapor pressures of those
liquids. Among the resin.( widely used types of
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thermometers other than the standard liquid
thermometer. are the resistance thermometer.
and the thermocouple.

I lie itI SIS !ANC!. .1 I R NION1141 12 makes
use t1C the tact that the electrical resistance Of
Metals changes as the temperature change...11ns
type thermometer is usually constructed of
platinum wire wound On a mica form And
enclosed in a thin-walled siker tube. It is
estreme4 accurate from the lowest temperature
to the melting point of the unit.

the .IIII.RMOOUPLI: shown m figure 3-IS
is essentially an electric circuit. Its operation is
based on the principle that When Iwo unlike
metals are joined and the junction is at a
different temperature from the remainder of the
cucuit. all foree is prothieed. This
electromotive force can he measured with great
accuracy by a galallOilleter. TherInt call
he located ShereVer measurement of the tem-
peraturc is imp ortant. and wires ElIn to a
gaIVAnclItleter 'Cleated at any convenient point.
By means of a rotary selector switch. tint'
gahaninneter can read the temper:tittles of
thermoeouples at any of a number of widely
separated points.

I he prineipfe of the compound bar (figure
3-1 3t is also used in thermometers. Ilse liar may
h in the shape of a spiral. or perhaps a helix. sit
that within a given enclosure a greater length of

CHROME I.
COPPER

El.

JONCTiON

Fiore 3-16.Thermusimple.

.111.1M.
TO

GALvAT4OMETER

AT.33
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the compound bar ma) he used. thereby in-
creasing the mowinent of the free end per
degree of temperature change. Also, the indi-
cating pointer may be joined to the moving end
of the compound bar by means of distance
multiply ins: linkage to make the thermometer
easier to read. Often this linkage is arranged to
give circular movement to the pointer.

MEASUREMENT OF HEAT

A unit of heat must be defined as the heat
accessary 14, prtduce some agreed-on standard
of change. I here are three such units in common
use.

I. One British !hernial unit (Btu) is the
quantity of heat necessary- to rilf..e (11C tempera-
ture of 1 pound of water E.

One gain-calorie (small calorie) is the
quantity of heat iveessary to raise I gram of
water I- C.

3. One kilogram-calorie (large calorie) is the
quantity of heat necessary to raise I kilogram of
water I" C. (One kilogram-calorie equals 1.000
gram-calories.) the gram-calorie or small calorie
is much more %vide!y used than the kilogam-
calorie or large caloric. The large calorie is used
in relation to food energy and for measuring
comparatively large amounts of heat. Through-
out this discussion. unless otherwise stated. the
term calorie means gram-ealorie. For purposes of
conversion. one Btu equals 252 gram-calories or
0.252 kilogram-calories.

The terms quantity of heat and temperature
are commonly misused. The distinction between
them should he understood clearly. For ex-
ample. suppose that two identical pans. con-
taining different amounts of water of the same
temperature. are placed over identical Ira, burner
flames for the same length of time. At the end
of that time. the smaller amount of water will
have reached a higher temperature. Equal
amounts of heat have been supplied. but the
Increases in temperatures are not equal. As
another example. suppose that the water in both
pans is at the same temperature. say 8(1 F. and
both are to he heated to the boiling point. It is
obvious that more heat must he supplied to the
larger amount of water. The temperature rises
are the same for both pans. but the quantities of
heal necessary are different.
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Mechanical Equivalent

Mechanical energy is usually expressed in ergs.
joules. or foot-pounds. Energy in the form of
heat is expressed in calories or in Btu. In a
precise experiment in which electric energy is
converted into heat in a resistance wire im-
mersed in water. the results show that 4.186
joules equals I gram - calorie. or that 778 foot-
pounds equals 1 Btu. The following equation is
used when converting from the English system
to the metric system:

I Btu = 252 calories

Specific Heat

One important way in which substances differ
from one another is that they require different
quantities of heat to produce the same tem-
perature change in a riven mass of substance.
The thermal capacity of a substance is the
calories of heat needed, per grain mass. to
increase the temperature 1°C. The specific heat
of a substance is the ratio of its thermal capacity
to the thermal capacity of water at 15° C. Spe-
cific heat is expressed as a number which, because
it is a ratio, has no units and applies to both the
English and the metric systems.

Water has a high thermal heat capacity. Large
bodies of water on the earth keep the air and the
surface of the earth at a fairly constant tem-
perature. A great quantity of heat is required to
change the temperature of a large lake or river.
Therefore, when the temperature of the air falls
below that of such bodies of water. they give off
large quantities of heat to the air. This process
keeps the atmospheric temperature at the sur-
face of the earth from changing very rapidly.

Table 3-ft gives the specific heats of several
common substances listed in descending order.
To find the heat required to raise the tempera-
ture of a substance. multiply its mass by the rise
in temperature times its specific heat.

Example: It takes 1.000 Btu to raise the
temperature of 100 pounds of water 10° F. but
only 31 Btu to raise 100 pounds of lead 100 F.

CHANGE IN STATE

A thermometer placed in melting snow be-
haves in a strange manner. The temperature of
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table 3-b. Specific heats of some
common substances.

Hydrogen tat constant pressure, 3.404
Water at 1.0049
Water at 15"C 1.00(X)
Water at 30 `C ().')')7I
Ice at trt 0.502
Steam at 100"C 0.421

Air tat constant pressmei 0.237
Aluminum 0. '17

ilasN O. 160

Iron 0.114
Copper 0.003
Brass. ,inc 0.0'12

Silver 0.057
'fin 0.05o
Mercury 0.033
Gold. lead 0.031

the snow rises slowly until it reaches tr C.
Provided that the mixture is stirred constantly.
it remains .it that point until all the snow has
changed to water; when all the snow has incited.
the temperature again begins to rise. A definite
amount of heat is required to change the snow
to water at the same temperature. This heal is
required to change the water from crystal form
to liquid form.

Heat of Fusion

Eighty gram-calories of heat are required to
change I gram of ice at Ou C to water at 0 C. In
English units. the heat required to change I
pound of ice at Jr F to water at 320 F is 144
Btu. These values 480 gram-calories and 144
Btu) are called the HEAT OF FUSION of water.
The heat used while the ice is melting represents
the work done to produce the change of state.
Silky 80 calories are required to change a gram
of ice to water at 0° C. when a gram of water is
frozen it gives up 80 calories.

Many substances behave very much like
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'Amer. At a given pressure. they have a definite
heat of fusion and an exact melting point. There
arc many material.. however. which do not
change from a liquid to a solid state at One
temperature. Molasses. for example. gets thicker
and thicker as the temperature decreases: but
there is no exact temperature at which the
change of state occurs. Wax. Celluloid. and glass
are other suh.tances which do not change from a
tumid to a solid state at any particular tem-
perature. In fact. measurements of the glass
thickness at the hottom of windows in ancient
cathedrals tend to indicate that the glass is still
flowing at an extremely slow rate. Most types of
solder used in electronics maintenance also tend
to become mushy before melting.

Heat of Vaporization

Damp clothing dries more rapidly under a hot
flatiron than under a cold one. A pool of water
evaporates more rapidly in the sun than in the
shade. Thus. it may he concluded that heat has
something to do with evaporation. The process
of changing a liquid to a vapor is similar to that
which occurs when a solid melts.

If a given quantity of water is heated until it
evaporates that is. changes to a gas (vapor) a
much greater amount of heat is used than that
which is necessary to raise the same amount of
water to the boiling point. For example. S4()
calories are required to change I gram of water
10 vapor at a temperature of 1(k)° C. It takes
1)72 Btu to change I pound of water at 2I2' F
to water vapor (steam) at 212° F. The amount
of heat necessary for this change is called the
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION of water. Over five
times as much heat is required to change a given
amount of water to vapor than to raise the same
amount of water from the freezing to the boiling
point.

BOILING. When water is heated. some yam.
forms before the boiling point is racked. The
change from water to vapor occur; ax follows:
As the water molecules take up more and more
energy from the heating source, their kinetic
energy increases. The motion resulting from the
high kinetic energy of the water molecules
causes a pressure which is called the vapor
pressure. As the velocity of the molecules
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increases. the %.tpor pressure increases. At 'sea
kel. atmospheric pressure is normally 29.42
inches of mercury. I he tussling point of a liquid
is that temperature at the vapor pressure
equal, the eXtertial cir atmospheric pressure. At
normal atmospheric pressur at sea kW!. the
boiling point of water is !Oa' or 21 2" F.

Wink the water is below the boiling point. a
number of moleciik, Jetititre enough kinetic"
energy to break away from the liquid state into
a vapor. For this reason nne evaporation slowly
takes place below the boiling point. At the
boding point or above. law numbers of mole-
cules lune enough energy to Chanfe trout liquid
to %allot- and tiw e.apotation takes place much
more rapidly .

t the molecules of water arc changing to
Water vapor in au open space. the air currents
carry them away quickly. In J Closed container.
the) rapidly become crowded and stnne of them
bounce hack into the liquid as a result of

W'hen as many molecules are returning
to the liquiel state as are leaving it. the vapor is
said to he saturated. 1-speriments have shown
that saturated %apor in a closed container exerts
a pressure and has a given density at every
temperature.

LIGHT

I he esact nature of light is not sully under-
stod. although men have been studying the
subject for many centuries. Sonic experiments
Weill to show that light is composed of tiny
particles. and Wine indicate that it is made up of
waves.

First one theory and then the other attracted
the approval and acceptance of the physicists.
Today there arc seientilic phenomena which can

otplained only by the wave theory and
another large group of occurrences which can he
made clear by the particle or corpuscular theory.
Physicists. constantly searching for some new
discovery which would bring these contradictory
theories into agreement. gradually have come to
accept a theory concerning light which is a
combination of these two views.

According to the view now generally ac-
cepted. light is a form of electromagnetic radia-
tion: that is. light and similar forms of radiation
are made up of moving electric and magnetic
fi rees.
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When light waves. which trawl in straight
lines. encounter any substance. they are trans-
mitted. reflected. or absorbed. 'those substances
which permit clear vision through them. and
which transmit almost al! the light falling upon
them. are said to he transparent. !'hose sub-
stances which allow the if4.1%:Ige of part of the
light. but appear clouded and impair vision
substantially. are called translucent. i hose sub-
stances which transmit no light are called
opaque.

Ohjets which are not light sources are visible
only because they reflect part of the light
reaching them from some luminous source. If
light is neither transmitted nor reflected. it is
absorbed or taken up by the medium. When
light strikes a substance. some absorption and
reflection always take place. No substance MM-
pletely transmits. reflects. or absorb. all the light
which reaches its surface.

Luminous Intensity and
Intensity of Illumination

.1 hough these two terms may sound like the
description of the sante property. luminous
intensity refers to the total light produced by a
s ourc while intensity of illumination desrills:,
the amount of light received per unit area at a
distance from the source.

CANDLHAME R. .1 his unit of luminous in-
tensity was once defined as 11w light produced
by the flame of a certain type of candle. the
constituents of which were specified by inter-
national agreement. The modern standard
candlepower is the amount of light emitted by a
1/60 square centimeter of platinum at its
melting point of 1.753" C.

FOOT-CANDLE. The intensity of illumina-
tion of a surface (illuminance) is directly proPor-
tional to the luminous intensity of the light
source and is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between the light source
and the surface. Figure 3-Its is a graphic illustra-
tion of the inverse square law of light. If a card
is placed 1 font front a light saucer. the light
striking the card is of a Certain intensity. 11 the
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card 1, 11141't1 It) feet the hitt' 1111Y tits
14.111 itekleaSe with the %titian,' of the 1111.411ce
12 "( 2. in 4 tiniest and is 14 as bright if the
card is mined 141 .4 feet aw.:q . tile ifeCteilse is
.2 X 2. or the light is 1,4) is intense. It the card is
mined to 4 fret away. the light is I III as

I Ile 101-:.111ille is one HMI 01 ineamiring this
in incident light the 10filltill

Illumination in foot-candle

.milleower t muirce
I dtIiiiice ill feel 12

A Surface l toot nom a I -candlepower tAurce
would haw an ill I toot-candle. but
tt iiiti%ed to .4 tit.tance of 4 Icel. is 1(vcatidle-

power %mac would Iii' repined lilt the %Mlle
ttltilttitt:lttl tt

I he nier..e sgtiare Litt 01 light hld% title ha
undirected light (ub' that is. light etni,.itiiis not
controlled 11 retie. tor or lens. 1.0i light that is
directed. the rate at which ii
Pate. is delsendent upon the rate 4)1 tin el-gelice
the 'Valli.

I !Nil. N. !his unit is tile amount tit light
titming through a Stolid angle of I fadi.in t that is.
to :1 iirtace area 01 I square toot placed I toot
from the %mace) troth a standard candle A light
%ace of I candlepower. placed iii the center of

Ilierc which Ii.is .1 Lulu'. 4 11 I fool. Will
Ililit1111131e etch totig oh the ,tirtAce of the
where .11 an 111101%11y of 1 til-andle I hell
%,ery 4111:11-e toot Of the Wallet' tevene% I lumen

401..10 1
11190

4=14141111t410°
FT.1

MIT COVERS
I SO FT

2 FT

SAME AMOUNT OF LIGHT COVERS
4 SOT T BLACK SQUARE RECEIVES V4
AS MUCH LIGHT AS IT DID AT A

3 FT

SAME NOWT OF LKOIT COVERS 9 SQ. FT
BLACK MARE REMIVES 14 AS MICH LIGHT AS IT DID AT A

4 FT
SAME AMOUNT OF LIGHT COVERS 16 SQ. FT
BLACK MARE FOXIVES its AS MUCH LIGHT AS IT OW AT A

Rowe 3141.Invano mon law of Rea
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of light I he total siitlace of the sphere is found
by the formula -kr= . so that w hen the radius is
I toot the me.: is 4 r 1141i. X 1 2 1 2 511i14

sLitiare feel I lieretore sinirce of 1 ....milk-power
clink 1 2.5(414 lumens.

I he output 01 light blabs may be gnn either
talltlICIstnict Of III 111111C11%. 11111 siti 111e light

huffs may not distribute the light equally m afl
the lumen Is 111t1M ItCtitle1111 the 11

11%iti111.11 tor light NO manufacturers to
measure the light output in all direction, and

specify its total output in lumen,. When the
total output in lumens is known. the average
candlepower. more commonly known its 111e

mcdfi caniflepower. is obtained by diiding by
4n (12 5664i.

I he .,minin gas-filled tungsten filament light
hunts are usually more eft icient in the larger
sues 1.ot esample. one with att input power of
25 watts produces abut 210 111111C1ls 1 10.4

lumens per watt t while a 200-%sait bulb
produces 3.6411 lumens t I M.2 lumens per wait

I l'N. lo espies% the intensity tit
gnell to (incet using lumens. it is

neLessary to gi lumens pct wilt area. !hos
tool-Lindfe is eifilal hi 1 lumen per square foot.
One linnet, per %flute meter is the unit his Ili
the inks system. Slt1CC are 1 0,764 %quart:
feet in .1 millart Meter. 1116.* 614-A11411. is 1 0.764

111%. 1 fle 111. then. is the illinnillati4M given fo a
surface I meter away frame a I candlepower
source and is sometimes called a meter-candle.

P1101. Another unit of illumination. the
phot. is equal to 1 111111C11 per square centimeter.

Since t mitLire iettitmter equals 0.0010711
square 1001. a foot-candle h etiliai to 0.00107ti
phut. the phot. then. is the illumination given
to a surface I cenfilIleiCr .iway 1.10111 .1 1

candlepower source and is sitmetimes called a
centimeter -Candle.

LUMINANCE. Whether a body is self-
luminous or lust a reflector of the light that Falk
upon it. luminance (or brightness, refers to the
light a surface giViN off in the direction of the
observer. 11w LAMBERT is the unit of lumi-
nanc equal In the uniform luminance of a
perfectly diffusing surface emitting or wIlecting
light at the rate of I lumeth per square cen-
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timetr I or .1 pellet:II. reflecting and perfectly.
dif 'using surface. the numbei I I lamberts is

equal to the number l incident light t.
1 he 1.1)01-1 A1131.111 is the unit 41 lumi-

nance old surface emitting ter reflecting 1 lumen
per ,Hoare loot. I-or a perfectb relic: tong and
perfectly diffissilw surface. the number of loot-
lanibits is equal to the number of foot-candles
Inicident light,. One foot-lambert is equal to
ROW 0711 lambert i 1 .07t. millilainhei

Reflectiint

1 112111 va't's (the the law of reflection in the
same manner as other t) pe of wines. (InfiLal
do ices incotporated specifically fOr the purpose
tits reflecting light are generally classed as mir-
ror.. I hey may he of a polished opaque surface.
or the. may be a specially coated glass. In the
case i tilt. glass 111111411. there 1s some retract 1011

wall as reflection; howevet. if the glass is of
putts quality and hut ct.,.,,,,sive4 the
refraction will cause Mt frolible, the following
thsciissurn is based on the polisheil s11-1ace lypc
mirror.

Social clas.e 01 111111015 are 1111141-.111:t1 111

fig.itt 3-17. All the doices Work on the basis of
the previously discussed law of rcileclin. anti
the applications are otif somtharued
here. Basically. the reflector is used to change
the direction of a light Ivan) t AL to loins .1
beam of light (Hi. or 141 1111C11.444 111111111131101)

all area
In figure 3-17 lAr. the angle of lire reflected

light may he changed itt a greater or lesser
degree by merely changing Ille angle at which
the incident light impinges upon the mirror. In
figure 3 -17 (Ht. the focusing action of a 4.1111eaVe
mirror is indicated. 'the point of focus may be
made any convenient distance from the rt (lector
by proper selection of the arc of curvature of
the mirror the sharper the curvature. the
shorter the t'ocal length. In figure 3-11 01. the
principle of intensification of illumination for a
specific area is illustrated. Tile flashlight is an
esample of this application. In the system
shown. note that the light source thulbi is
located approximately at the principal focus
point. and that all rays reflected from the
surface are parallel. Also note that the reflector
alone titers not concentrate all the rays some
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(A) CHANGING DIRECTION

03/ FOCUSING A BEAM

tCi ILLUMIN 4I 'G AN AREA

Figure 3-17.-Ref tors of fight.
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are transmitted without being reflected and are
not included in the principal beam.

Refraction

As light passes through a timisparent sub-
stance. it tra.els in a straight line. llowever. as it
passes into Or out of that MihNianiC. it is
refracted in the same manner as other waves
which were discussed earlier. Refraction of light
waves results from the fact that light travels at
slightly different velocity in different trans-
parent media. In order to simplify the problem
of understanding the action of fight refraction.
and to make it possible to predict the tnitcme
of specific applicatioi s. many transparent sub-
stances have been tested for refractive effective-
ness. The ratio of the speed of light in air to its
speed in each transparent substance is called the
"index of retraction" for that substance. For
example. light travels about one and one-hall
limes as fast in air as it does in glass. so the
index of retraction of glass is about I .5. When
using the law of refraction in connection with
light, a -denser- medium refers to a medium.
with a higher index of refraction.

Refraction through a piece of plate glass is
shown in figure 3-IX. The ray of light strikes the
glass plate at an oblique angle along path All. 11
it were to continue in a straight line. it would
emerge from the plate at point N: but in
accordance with the law of refraction. It is bent
toward the normal. RS. and emerges iron) the
glass at point C. Upon entering the air. the ray
does not continue on its path hut is bent away
from the normal. XY. and along the path (1) in
the air. If the two surfaces of the glass are
parallel. the ray leaving the glass is parallel to the
ray entering the glass. The displacement depends
upon the thickness of the glass plate. the angle
of entry into it. and the index of refraction for
the OaiA.

MI rays striking the glass at any angle other
than petpendieular are refracted in the same
manner. In the case of a perpendicular ray. no
refraction takes place. and the ray continues
through the eats and into the air in a straight
line.

PRISMS. When a ray of light passes through
a flat sheet of glass. it emerges parallel to the
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Figure 3-18.The kw of refraction.
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incident ray. 1 his holds true only when the two
surface, of the glass are parallel. When the two
surface are not parallel, as in a prism, the ray is
retracted differently. at each surface of the glass
and doe, not emerge parallel to the incident ray.

Figure 3-14 IA) shows that both refractions
are in the same direction. and that the ray
wining out of the prism is not parallel to the ray
going into it. The law of refraction explains
what has happened. When the ray entered the
prism. it was bent toward the normal.. and when
it emerged. it was bent away from the normal.
Notice that the deviation is the result of the two
normals not tieing parallel.

If two triangular prisms are placed base to
base. as in figure 3-19 t13). parallel incident rays
ping through them are refracted ant; caused
to intersect. The rays passing through different
parts of the prisms, however. do not intersect at
the same point. In the case of two prisms there
arc only four refracting surfaces. The light rays
from different points on the same plane are not
refracted to a point on the same plane behind
the prism. They emerge from the prisms and
intersect at different points along an extended
common baseline as illustrated by points A. 13.
and C of figure 3-19
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Figure 349.Fassage of ffild *lough a prisms.

Parallel incident light rays falling upon two
prisms that have been joined apex to apex t fig.
3-19 (C are spread apart. The upper prism
refracts light rays toward its !rase; and the lower
prism refracts light rays toward its base, causing
the two sets of rays to diverge.
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LI.NSFS. A positive convergent )
lens acts like two prisms base to base with their
surfaces rounded off into a Llirve. Kays that
strike the upper half of the lens bend downward.
and rays that strike the lower half bend upward.
A good WS atiseS all wavelengths within each
ray to cross at the same point behind the lens as
Sawn in figure 3-20 (A1.

When the incident ray of light enters the
denser medium tflw lens). it bends toward the
normal. When it passes through into the less

dense medium Mit* air). if bends away from the
normal. I ig.iire 1-20 III illustrates the retraction
ot only one ray of light. but all rays passing
through .1 positiv lens are affected in the same
way. All incident light ray, either parallel or
slightlt diverging will converge to a point after
passing through a IRISH IVC lens.

I he 41111y so, of light that can pass through a
lens without bending is the ray which strikes the
first surface of the lens at a right angle.
perpendicular or normal to the surface. It passes
through that surface without bending and strikes
the secimif surface at the same angle. II leaves
the lens without bending. '1 his 1:q' is shown in
figure 3-20 f

Positive fens and convergent lens are sy it-
(inyintnis terms. since either id Mem may he
used to describe the action of a !ens which
focuses finings to point of convergence) all
light rays passing through it_ All simple positive
lenses are easy to identity since they are thicker
in the Center than at the edges. The three most
common types of simple positive lenses are
.110141 It1 figure 320 it').

til't;A I IVI' I.l Ntil.S. 1.igure 3- it') illus-
trates the refraction of light rats by two prisms
apes 14) apex. 11 the prism surfaces :At rounded
the result is .1 negative (divergent 1 lens. A
negative lens is called a divergent lens since it
does not focus the rays ol light passing through

1.ight rays passing through a negative kits
diverge or spread apart as shown in figure
3-21

Figure 3-21 Ili) applies the law of retraction
to one ray of light passing through a negative
lens. Just as in a positive lens, a ray of light
passing through the center of a negative lens is
not affected by refraction and passes through
without bending.

Three simple negative lenses are shown in
figure 3-21 I('). They are often referred to as
concave lenses and arc readily identified by their
concave surfaces. The simple negative lenses are
thicker at the edges than at the center. They are
generally used in conjunction with simple posi-
tive lenses where their primary use is to assist in
the formation of a sharper image by helping to
eliminate or subdue various defects present in an
uncorrected simple positive kits.
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The eleclromagnetie waves which produce the
sensation of light are all wry high in frequency.
which means that they have wry short wave-
(tisths. These wavelengths are niZIMirell in
miflimkrons tmillionths of millimeters. or IV
meters). Figure 3-22 indicates that light with a
wavelength of 700 millihticrons is red. and that a
light with a wavelength of 500 illimicrons is
blue-green. 1 his drawing is subject to erroneous

Ml

interpretation. In actual tact. the color of light is
Jeendent on its frequency. not its wavelength.

When the wavelength of 700 millimicrons is
measured in air. it produces a color known as
red. but the same wave measured in another
medium has a wavelength other than 7(M) milli -
microns. When red light which has been traveling
in air enters glass. it loses speed and its wave-
length becomes shorter or compressed. but it
L'Ontintles to he red. 'Ihis illustrates that the
color of light is dependent up, frequency and
not on wavelength. lite color scale in figure 3-22
is based on the wavelengths in air.

All c<iltr-compoent wavelengths of the
visible spectrum are present in equal allliInts in
white light. Variations in composition of the
component wavelengths result in other charac-
teristic colors.

!experiment has shown that when a beam of
white light is passed through a prism. as shown
in figure 3-22. It Is refracted and dispersed into
its component wavelengths. Fact' of these wave-
lengths react differently' on the eye which then
sees the various colors that comp ose the visible
spectrum. the visible spectrum is recorded as a
mixture of red. orange. yellow. green. bide.
indigo. and violet. It can he readily demon-
strated Oat white light results when the PR I--
MAIMS (red. green. and Nue) are mixed
together in over-lapping beams of light. t
These are not the primaries used in mixing
pigments.) Furthermore. the COMPLIALN-
TARN' or secondary colors (magenta. yellow.
and cyan) may he shown with equal ease by
mixing any two of the primary colors in
overlapping beams of light. thus, red and green
light mixed in equal intensities will make yellow
light; green and blue will produce blue-green
light which is termed cyan: and blue and red
light correctly mixed will render magenta (a
purplish red).

It should be noted that a few modern texts
vary the treatment of the color scale slightly
from the seven spectral colors. This is due partly
to developments in the 'inking values of pig-
ments (paints). This difference in approach is
based on a theory that the retina of the eye is
equipped with three varying groups of nerves.
sensitive roughly hi red. green. and blue-violet
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Figure 3-22.--Eteetromognedc wavelengths and the refrecdon of light.

SOUND

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

The tens sottild generally used refers to
hearing: but when used in physics. the term has
to do with a particular type of wave motion and
with the generation. propagation. transmission.
characteristic,.. and effects of those waves.

One exampie of the generation and propaga-
tion of sound waves is the tuning fork discussed
earlier in this chapter. Any object which moves
rapidly to and fro..sr which vibrates rapidly in
such a manner as to disturb the surrounding
medium. may become a sound source. Sound

three components a source. a malitim

112
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for trznsmission. and a detector. As widely
different as sound sources may he. the waves
they produce have certain basic characteristics.

Wave Motion

Sound waves are longitudinal type waves
which rely on a physical medium fist prima-
Olin] and transmission. Since the waves are
transmitted by the compression and rarefaction
of particles of matter in the medium. they
cannot he transmitted through a vacuum. Sound
waves are similar to waves of other types in that
they can he reflected. absorbed. or refracted
according to the laws previously discussed: they
are also subject to the Doppler effect.
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maim tlfttt rt rtes lvtacen the waves tit
sound and the w.nes of heat anti tight are the
ti...quenties. the natine .It the u.n. and tilt
cIthilic ill %a% t 11.1%el.

(.41(1004'1ton Media and

Table 3-7. Comparison of velocity of sound
in various media.

,..
Temperature Vehteity

41edmin t filsec1

Veloit% ut I ransmission

.1111 W11101111 WOO given physical
c..n.htions sound It a% Cl% at a (1011111iC seed. In
some suti.a.like. the %elocit sound is higher
than in otlicis. ken III %Mlle 11104IIIIIII under
ditteirrit c4.11411tionsot le Ve
tit mnind 4.11Ics DnsitV anti elasticity ot a

medium at basic physikal propertie% which
i!.4)%ein ilk 1114I4 it1' 411 stind.

the Clocit per second Or
k 001111%14311.11 %SAWN ItIa Caltillated 1%111:1!

elasilt U Mid 4It'fIsl1y tit the Medium!! are

Air
Air

t'aihon (hot ide
Fresh water
fresh water
hydrogen
I . e

Salt water
Litt water
Steel
Steel

.12
tic
103

3'
Z

fix

t
31
(IS
32

1.0147

1.127
11000

851.
4.t")
4)405
-4,219
-030

.1,)53
16.410
1(050

iNcil ur ce, wins hy using the formula
Vc10.14 !he elasticity of

and 54 )1iii. Is so much greater than that of
gases that tli 1e14ity 01 mitintt is taster III tticiit
In Wile of their lagei densities. I he coefficient
of elasticn tot water is 15.230 times that of air.
while watei has otd 773 limes the density of
air liccan tit this. ,blind travels over four
times taster in water than it does in air.

I.11.1e I.9%e. mime %eloities as found by
14..ling and 11i0 correspond very closely to
tho deri%ed from the formula. Other interest-
ing nnparisons are between lead and water and
lied :ell led and aluminum. Lead has a density
which is greater than I I times that of water. yet
the velocity ill sound is only slightly less in lead
than in water. .1 he density of steel is over twice
that 01 aluminum. but due to !IL greater
elasticity u steel. the velocity of sound is almost
the some in the two.

I he elaslicities of most gases at equal pres-
sures are the same, so the velocity of sound
through gases is inversely proportional to the
stlUare root of their densities. For example. the
density of air is almost times that of
hydrogen. so the velocity of sound in air is
slightly more than oil, or the velocity of
sound in hydrogen. In the other direction, air
has a density of slightly less than 2/3 the density
of carbon dioxide. so the velocity of sound in air
is approximately oi74-1w, or-6 or 1.25 limes the

velocity in carbon dioxide. (See table 3-7 for
actual values.

1 he velocity of s....nd Ill a gas. stla as air. is
independent of pressure, fur when the pressure
is increased. the density and elasticity both
increase at the same ratio, and consequently the
vhicity is i'4,11siallI 10,4! as the
not changed. Hut if the temperature is raised.
pressure being constant. the density diminishes
so the velocity of sound increases. Using abso-
lute values tOr temperature t kelvin otr kankiiw).
the velocities of sound in air are Mat to air
temperatures by the relation ibis
amounts to about 2 fret per second incwase for
each degree Celsius rise in temperature and
about 1.1 feel per second increase for each
degree Fahrenheit rise in temperature. Siiice air
temperature is usually knver at higher altitudes.
the velocity of sound is also lower at these
altitudes.

For a fixed temperature. the vekwity of
sound is constant for any medium and is

independent of both the frequency and the
amplitude of the sound waves.

Charaeleristies

Numerous terms are used to convey im-
pressions of sounds. including whistle. strearne
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rumble. and 1111111. Most tot these ate Classified
noises in contrast to musical tones. I he
ei lit t. based im the regularity of the vibrations.

the degree of damping. and the ability of the ear
to reitiginie components liming a musical
sequence.

I tic em can 4listinguisli dine. that are dif-
ferent in 1111Cii. Into or quality. tack of
these characteristics Is associated With One or the
firstrel Iles 1 the Nating mitirce or of the
waves 111.it the source produces. thus. pitch is
determined y the number of iratin per
second. intensity by the amplitude of the wa%c
motion. and 1111310 toy the 'mink., of tnriciiies
(harmonics! which the Watt Contains. i sound
W:Itc call llt tic described b its fiequency
rattler than 1w its %ettiiity or W.1%001g 11. as
Moth the elticifN and the wavelength change
when the temperature ill the an' Changes.

PI len. the term pitch is asset! to describe
the frequency of a sound. Ilk. outstanding
recoginiable difference between the tones pro-
deiced h twit tilt tete!. t keys on a piano is a
ditferenct' iii pitch. I he pitch of a sound is
Pr4 tportumal to the numbe of coMMessiolis and
taieraCtIolls feCelVett per won't!. which in.turit is
determined b the vibiation frequency (t the
%Minding soilrie.

Pita is usually measured by comparison with
fatidard_ Hie standard tone be produced

11) .1 tuning fork of known frequency or by a
siren whose freinieney is computed flu a par-
ticular speed of rotation. Hy regtilating the
speed. the pitch of the siren is made equal to
that of the tone being measured. The ear can
determine this equality directly if the two)
sources are sounded alternately. or by the
elimination of heats by regulating the speed
the siren if the two sources :ire sounded to-
gether.

Sound waves vary in length: a long wave-
length is heard as a low pitch. while a short
wavelength is heard as a high pitch. If the sound
is below 15 heat/ or above 20.000 heti/. it
normally cannot he helh.1 by the human ear.
The frequency range over which sound can he
heard is called the audible range. and tow molds
heard are known as sonic,. Sounds below 15
hest/ are subsonics; those above 20.000
as ultrasonics.

X4

On the musical scale the pitch refers to the
standard frequency of a given note On the scale.
I his standard of luta has been changed so often
during the history of music that nom Call
universally be called standard. In a tew cases 256
11/ is used for the keynote. sometimes called
middle C. I-or many scientific purposes, the A
string of the violist is tuned to 44's Ni. which
make. middle t" 2(4 II/ on the diatom: scale or
21.(1 iii 4111 the equal tempered scale. But in
any t these cases. the note one octave higher
than the first has a frequency twice that of the
hest and (e an octave lower is one half the
frequency of the firt.1 sus a pitch change from
55 II/ to 110 1l/ is of just as much consequence
as the change from 440 II/ to )040 II/.

OU A11111_ Most sounds and musical IlOtes
are not pure font's. they are mmtures of tones
of different frequencies. The times produced by
Most sources can be represented by composite
waves iii which the sUnd of 'invest pitch. the
fundamental tune. is acompanicil by sewn'
harmonics or overtones having frequencies that
are 2. 3. 4 or more times that 4)f the funda-
mental frequency. The quality of a tone depends
on the number of overtones present and on their
tIetinenties and intensities relative to the
fundamental 14 Me. It is this characteristic of
difference in quality that distinguishes tones of
like pitch and intensity when %inded tii
different types of musical in.,!ruments (piano.
organ. violin.,

1NTLNSITY. When a bell rings. the sound
waves spread 4nit in all directions and the sound
is heard in all directions. When a bell is struck
light fly. the vibrations are of small amplitude and
the sound is weak. A stronger blow !iroduees
vibrations of greater amps 'ink in the hell, and
the sound is louder. It is evident that the
amplitude of the air vibrations is greater when
the amplitude of the vibrations of the sinirce
increased. hence the kindness of the sound
depePds un the amplitude of the vibrations of
the sound waves. As the distance from the
source increases. the energy in each wave spread%
out. and the sound becomes weaker.

The intensity of sound is the energy per unit
area per second. In a sound wave of simple
harmonic motion, the energy is half kinetic and
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hall pAitilli.11. h.tlt as title tit the shed of the
paiticles. and halt is title to the eiiiiipresmon and
rarefaction of the medium. .1 hese tw. energies
are 410- out of phase at any instant that is.
when the speed tit particle motion is at a

ni.ussnttun. the pressure Is normal: anti when the
pressure is at a maximum or a minimum. the
%rd 01 the pal It-le IS /er

I olitlil IS a siihiectaw inaiitelliellt of all
auditor) Which depend% primarily
upon the sound pressirie 411 the stimulus. but it
also depends upon the frequency and WaVeforin
in the silitniltis. 111101%14 of miintl is an Ohio:-
live ineaslirellielll of the sound power being
delivered and is usual!y measured as the power
flowing through .1 unit area taken normal to the
direct ion .11 the One such method speci-
fies micrwatts flu through an area of 1

siltlare eentifiletel. .11%. inieroWatt is etilliValelit
to I (I ergs per or 10 h (miles per second.

At .111% distance trout a point source of sound.
the inteiNtly tit the Wave varies inversely as the
squat. of the distance from the source.

As a sittillti .IVC .141Valli%, variations in
pressure occur at all points in the transmitting
medium. I lie greater the pressure variations. the
more Intense the sound wave will he. It can he
Iiiiwn that Intensity h proprirtional to the
square 01 the pressure variation regardless of
trequenc). I bus. by measuring pressure
ilitellities of sounds having different frequencies
can be compared directly.

Measurement of Sound

the range of sound th-t the human ear can
detect varies with the individual. The normal
range extends from about 20 to 20.000 vibra-
tions per second. In the faintest audible speech
sounds. the intensity at the ear is about 10-16
watts/cm= . At the threshold of feeling. the
maximum intensity that the ear perceives as
sound is about 10-4 watts/em2

I he human ear is a nonlinear unit that
functions 41-, a logarithmic basis.

If the ear is tested with tones of any one
frequency. the threshold of audibility is reached
when intensity is reduced to a sufficiently low
level so that auditory sensation ceases. On the
other hand. the threshold of feeling is reached
when intensity is increased to a sufficiently high
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level so that the sound produces the sensation of
feeling and becomes painful. If this procedure is
pertOrmed over a wide frequency range. the data
can be used to plot two curves. tine for the
lower limit of audibility and the other tOr the
maxiintini auditory' response (fig. 3-2.0. lilW
the lower (Ain't% the sound is too taint to he
audible. Above the upper curve, the sensation is
tine of feeling rather than of hvaring; that is. the
sensation of sound is masked by that of pain.
the area between the two CUM'', shows the
pressure ranges for auditory response at various
frequencies. Note that the scales of frequency
and pressure are logarithmic. An advance of one
horliontal space doubles the frequency. and an
athranLe of one vertical space multiplies the
pressure by ten.

SOUND UNITS. The It )(lidless of sound is
not measured by the same type of scale used to
measure length. Units of sund measurement are
used that vary logarithmically with the ampli-
tude of the sound variations. 1 hese units are the
be! and decibel. which refer to the difference
between sounds 01 unequal intensity or sound
levels. The decibel. which is one-tenth of a NI. is
the i11ap1llltllll Change of kitel perceptible
to the human ear. Ileum:. the decibel merely
describes the ratio of two sound levels. A sound
for which the power 10 tittles as great as that
of another sound level differs in power level by

100000
1,00C

tO0

40

0.1

0 01

Got

00001

FP.CttlEIVC

Flew. 323.Fiald of audibility.

AT.43
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hel. or It) tkihels_ For example. 5 decibels
may represent almost any volume of sound.
depending on the intensity of the reference level
or the sound level on whit!' the ratio is based.

In sound system engineering. decibels are used
to express the ratio between electrical powers or
between acoustical powers. If the amounts of
power to be compared are PI and P2. the ratio
in decibel, itibi is

dh = 10 X log iP2)
(P1)

NOM.: When the logarithmic base is not
indicated. it is assumed to he 10.1

If P2 is greater than Pl. the decibel value is
positive and -epresents a gain in power. If P2 is
less than Pl. the ..wcibel value is negative and
re presents loss in power.

IN LI.VE.L. An arbitrary iero
reference level is used to accurately describe the
loudness of various sounds. I his ter0 reference
level is the sound produced by 10-th watts per
stivare centimeter of surface area facing the
sOltrie. I his level approximates the least sound
perceptible to the eat- and is usually called tiw
threshold of audibil4. Thus. the nsatiou
experienced hy the ear when subjected to a
noise of -It) decibels above the reference level
would be 10,0(10 times as great as when sub-
jected to a sound that is barely perceptihle.

ACOUSTICAL. PRESSURE. Typical values
of sound levels in decibels and the corresponding
intensity levels are summarized in table 3-H. The
values in this table are based on an arbitrarily
chosen /ern reference level. Note that for each
tenfold increase in power. the intensity of the
sound increases 10 decibels. The power intensity
doubles for each 3-decibel rise in sound in-, tensity.

POWER RATIO. The decibel is used to
express an electrical power ratio, such as the
gain of an amplifier, the output of a micro-
phone. or the power in a circuit compared to :In
arbitrarily chosen reference power level. The
value of decibels is often computed from the
voltage ratio SQUARED or the current ratio

ARED. These ate proportional to the power
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ratio for equal values of resistance. If the
resistances arc not equal. a correction must he
made.

To find the number of decibels from the
voltage ratio. assuming tha: the resistances are
equal. substitute for P in the basic equation:

db = 10 X log 7 = 10 X log . or
E

db = 20 X log.E2

To find the number of decibels from the
current ratio. assuming that the resistances are
equal. substitute 12 for Pin the basic equation:

dh = 10X log (1!
I
iy or

dh = 20 X log-12
It

power level of an electrical signal is often
expressed in decibels above or below a power
level of (1001 watt ( t milliwatt i as

clhm = 10 X log P
(6-:(K)i

where dhin is the power level above one tttilli-
watt in decibels, and P is the power in watts.

The volume level of an electrical signal com-
prising speech. music, or other complex tones is
measured by a specially calibrated voltmeter

Table 3-S.Values of sound levels.

Sound level
(decibels)

Prestatre Intensity level
(dynesicm2 ) (watts/em2)

0 0.0.01022 10 t6
20 10 Ad
40 0.02 10 12

0.2 10 i°
HO 2 10a

100 20 106
120 200 104
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called a V4Iitutte indicator. the volume levels
read with this indicator are expressed in "v
units (via the number being numerically equal
to the" nunilter of decibels above or below the
reference volume level. Zero vu represents a
power 44 1 milliwatt dissipated in an arbitrarily
chosen load resistance t,f WO ohms icorremloods
to a oltage of (f.774t, volt I. thus. when the vu
meter is connected It) a 400-011111 Wad. Vti
IV:KIil I!. an ite:thels Cali he used as a direct
measure of power above or below 1 milliwatt.
For any other value of resistance the following
correction MIN be added to the vu reading to
obtain the correct vu value:

vu vu reading + 10 X log
K

where vii is the actual volume level. and K is the
actual load. or resistance. across which the vu
measurement is made. If the volume levels are
indicated in units other than vu. the meter
calibration, or reference level. must he stated
with the decibel value.

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics is the science of sound. including its
propagation. transmission. and effect. .1 he per-
formance of an announcing system or wound
system hen used in a room or enclosed space
depends on the acoustical characteristics of the
enclosure. Sound originating in an enclosed
space is partly reflected and partly absorbed by
enclosing surfaces such as the walk. ceiling. and
floor of a room. This action introduces echoes
and reverberations. which may seriously impair
the qualit) or character of the sound.

Acoustical Disturbances

Light is often thought of first whenever
reflection is discussed: however. reflection is
equally common in other waves. As an example.
echoes are caused by reflection of sound waves.

ECHO. An ECHO is the repetition of a
sound caused by the reflections of sound waves.
When a surface of a room is situated so that a
reflection from it is outstanding, it appears as a
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distinct echo, and is heard an appreciable inter-
val later than the direct sound. If the surface is
concave. it may have a focusing effect and
concentrate the reflected sound energy at one
locality. Such a reflection may he several levels
higher in intensity than the direct sound. and its
arrival at a later time may he particularly
disturbing. Some pcssible remedies for this
condition are:

1. Cover the offending surface with absorbing
material to reduce the intensity of the reflected
sound.

2. Change the contour of the offending sur-
face and thus send the reflected sound in
another direction.

3. Locate the loudspeaker in a different
posit ion.

4. Vary the amplitude or the pitch of the
signal.

R R BE R ATION. Reverberation is the
persistence of sound due to the multiple reflec-
tion of sound waves between sevaral stiff:ices of
an enclosure. It is one of the most common
acoustical defects of a large enclosure its
duration varies directly with the time interval
between reflections t the si/e of the enclosure)
and inversely with the absorhil._ e;..IIIc.ency of
the reflecting surfaces. The result is an over-
lapping of the original sound and its images. If
excessive. reverberation causes a general con-
fusion that is detrimental to speech intelli-
gibility. lime hangar deck of an aircraft carrier is
an example of an extremely reverberant area.
The volume Is large. and the hard steel interior
surfaces offer very little ahsorptii.n to sound.

If a single loudspeaker is mot.nted in a large
reverberant area. such as a hangar deck. intel-
ligibility directly in front of the loudspeak :r is
satisfactory. Intelligibility decreases rapidly with
an increase of either the distance from the
loudspeaker or the angle betweta the listener
and the loudspeaker's sound axis. In other
words. sound from a loudspeaker in a reverber-
ant space is composed of direct sound that
reaches the listener directly without any ref ec-
tion. and indirect sound that has received at
least ime reflectin.

Intelligibility under these conditions is related
to the ratio of direct sound to indirect sound. As
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the isomer WOW% .1W;0 from the htilikreaker.
the rano of ditet sound to indirect sound at the
listening position decreases. and intelligibillty
decreases conespintilingl . !fence. In a Highly
reverberant sn.we nttelli1ththty decreases with
distill...Zillion) the loudspeaker.

10 proent the sound Font becoming unintel-
ligible to .1 highly reverberant space. social
speakers can he installed alunli the area rather
than just one. I he power requirements remain
the same. one _15-watt slit:get could be replaced
by . speakers. each consuming 5 watts. 1 his
would geatly increase the direct-to-indirect
mnind ratio.

1\11 R 1.. Nt 1. two soundwaves moving
through the saute medium at the mime tunic will
advance endependeitil. each producing the same
disturbance as if it were alone. The resultant of
the iv o waves can be ofitained by adding
idgebraically the ordinates (instantaneous magni-
tudes) of the componeut waves.

Two sound waves of the same frequency. in
p'..$44 with each other and moving in the same
direction are additive. The resultant wave is m
phase with. and has an amplitude equal to. the
sum of the component wai't's.

I.Wo sound Wa% es of the some frequency. in
phase opposition and moving in the saint* direc-
tiim. are subtractive. 11 the ctunponent waves
have equal amplitudes. the resultant wave is
tent. !his addition or subtraction of Wa% es is
often ..idled interference.

two sound wave of slightly different fre-
quency :Ind tinning in the same direction pro-
duce a beat note. It the two waves originate
from two vibrating sources at the same point.
and the frequency of one wave is one vibration
per second greater than that of the other at a
particular instant. the sources will produce
additive disturbances at some points and sub-
tractisie disturbances at some other points on the
relative positions of the waves. These changes
will continue to occur as long as the sources are
kept vibrating.

the resultant wave has a periodic variation in
intensity at a frequency equal to the difference
between the original frequencies of the com-
ponent waves. The difference frequency. re-
ferred to as the heat frequency. produces a type
of pulsating interference particukuly noticeable

in sound waves. The effect of heat frequency,
called beats. pl-MIUCes alternate!) loud and son
pulses or throbs. the effect is most pronminced
when the cOinpollent waves have equal ampli-
tudes,

RI.SONAM T. Resonance. or sympathetic
vibration. is a CoMmon problem eliCoUntered in
aCtitistiCs. it is sOinewhat more %mous than
some of the other problems discussed. because
the possibility es Ns for damage to eqmpment.
Reverberation .11141 resonance are frequently con-
fused. but they are distinctly ditteient to tunny.
Reverberation is a result of the rakttion of
sound waves and of the interaction between the
direct and reflected there is only a single
source in VitlVed. Iii remmance. however. the
intending obi...ct becomes ti sound source tinder
certain conditions. llus may be eplamed by the
following elailiple

Assume that the natural frequency of vibra-
tion of a steel shaft. winch is weighted cm one
end and held firmly on the other. is 25
vibrations per second. Suppose that with the
by .tens at rest. a %Mild wave produces a force
which act. on the shaft with a to motion
125 times per second. 1 his force sets the system
vibrating t 125 vibrations per second. These
%iliiations would he of a small amplitude be-
calise the rod and weight are trying to vibrate at
their natural rate of only 25 %Ovations per
second. During part of the time the system is
resisting the driving force. The motion of the
system in tins case is called &forced vibration.

If the force is slowed from 125 vibrations per
second to the shaft's natural frequency of 25
vibrations per second. the amplitude of vibration
becomes very large. The amplitude will build up
to a point where the driving force is enough to
overcome the inertia of the system.

When these conditions exist. the system is
said to be in resonance with the driving force.
and sound waves are produced by this vibration.

A common example of remittance is round in
a crystal oscillator circuit. When an alternating
voltage is applied to a crystal that has the same
mechanical (resonant) frequency as the applied
voltage it vibrates and only a small applied
voltage is needed to sustain vibration. In turn.
the crystal generates a relatively large voltage at
its resonant frequency.
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Several different techniques rat priklucing uin
population inversion (%.% diking energy levels)
are emplo} ed. I he method commonly used in
solid state lasers is described iii terms at ruby. an
aluminum oxide containing chromium. Hie
energy levels responsible tOr the absorption
process are shown in figure 3-25. An ion in lad
I absorbs green light and goes to level 3. It
rapidly gives up energy in the trni of heal and
drops to level 2. 1 he mean tune that the ion
remains at the metastable level. level 2. is on the
order of I millisecond (about 21Xi tittles as lane
:ea at level 3). then it spontaneously returns to
level I by emitting a particular frequency in the
red re!tion of the spectrum. If the crystal is

illuminated with sufficient green light of the
correct wavelength. the population inversion to
level 2 can he maintained. This illumination is
commonly termed "pumping."'

If the material is properly selected and suf-
lwiently pure. the stimulated emission can he
limited to specific frequencies; i.e.. frequencies
that are known and determined by the physical
properties of the elements involved.

LASER OPERATION

The a...tive ion makes a transition from energy
level I to the pomp level (level 3) when it
absorbs energy from the pump source. The ideal
pump source would emit photons of only the
desired energy (frequency t; however. since such
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sources are rarely Amiable. it is usually neces-
sary to compromise and use white his
pump energy could be focused on the crystal by

or ant tithersunhylit. electronic flashtulle.
sufficiently intense source.

1 he ion rapidly tails ft oin the unstable pump
level to the metastable level 1, .1 photon
transition. the metastable few! tends to become
hea% lb populated if the pump it is slit fluently
high to put 14)115 11114) the metastable loci taster
than the'} drop hack to level I 11 spontaneous
emission.

Alter slightly more than half tit the ions have
been pumped tram level 1 to the metastable
level iseveral hundred microseconds for a typical
ruby laser). any spontaneously generated light at
the correct frequency t f r" t. corresponding to
the energy difference between the ground and
metastable energy. v. ill CjiisC net stimu-
lated. emission. The device will generate coherent
electromagnetic energy. colment light. Because
of the design of the equipment the light gen-
erated will be of a given frequency. will have a
lived phase relationship. and will he radiated
parallel to the longitudinal axis through the
lightly silvered end of the laser rot!.

PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS

A practical laser deice must meet the fol-
lowing requircinenh.

1. i of a material igas or solidi which emits
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radiated could he focused at one spot. creating
at that spot a temperature more intense than
that at the surface of the sun. This laser beam
could he used as a superscalpel. or wekling
torch. for surgical operations on the human eye
and nerves.

2. Communications device. The laser beam
can he used as a super-directional communi-
cations link in a new uncluttered part of the
spectrum. Many researchers are experimenting
with methods of modulating the laser beam. One
method of modulating the beam with audio
frequencies has already been developed.

3. Energy transfer device. The laser beam
constitutes the most intense rim of energy
propagation yet put at man's disposal. Labora-
tory models have been used to burn holes
through sheet steel. If a sutTicientb: high-power
laser were available. it could radi.te sufficient
energy from the ground to rower satellites or
robot helicopters. with practically no energy loss
due to transmission.

4. Frequency and distance standard. Since
the frequency emitted by a laser depends upon
the atomic properties of the material used. the
frequency would he known with a high degree
of accuracy and would remain constant for the
operating life of the laser. The laser will permit
all research laboratories to maintain an accurate
secondary frequency/distance standard. t 1 meter
= L650.763.73 wavelengths of the orange-red
spectral line of krypton 86.)

5. Precision radar system. Lasers have such
high spectral purity and directionality that they
can he used as precision radar systems. An
earth-based laser radar. with an optical system

9?

only inches in diameter, has such a high resolu-
tion that the beam at the surface of the moon
would only he a few mites wide. In a test at the
MIT Lincoln Laboratory. the beam of a laser
was focused on the moon by a telescope, and
returned radiation was detected by a photo-
multiplier tube after being collected by another
telescope. The illuminated area on the surfaee of
the moon was estimated to he 2 miles in
diameter.

O. Undersea utilization. Researchers are at-
tempting to develop a laser which will operate in
the blue-green portion of the visible spectrum.
Water is quite transparent at this hand of
frequencies. A secure undersea communications
link or an undersea optical radar has under-
standably desirab qualities.

7. Guidance systems. The "smart bombs"
used successfully in Viet Nam in the spring of
I472 had either television or laser guidance
systems. Both required favorable weather con-
ditions. The laser system added only 53.100 to
the cost of each bomb. whereas the television
system added S15.000 per bomb.

K. Land surveys. RCA is producing a portable
laser land surveying system under a contract
funded by the U.S. Forest Service. Two back-
packageable units are used at distances of up to
one mile apart. The pulsed laser beam is fired
vertically and the receiving telescope is elevated
as much as 45° until it clears all inteivening
obstacles and picks up the beam. Accuracy is ±
foot over a distance of I mile. The system can
readily be adapted to situations where triangula
lion is required.



CHAPTER 4

SPECIAL TOOLS AND MATERIALS

A skilled technician can he identified by the
way he handles and cares for his tools and
materials. Tools are a costly investment and
should be cared for and used to full advantage.
There seems to he something about good took
that stimulate an average technician to turn out
above average work. This fact alone more than
justifies the slightly higher cost of quality tools.
Even more important is the fact that low quality
tools become defective more readily and can
result in illjtiry to the user or damage to the
equipment undergoing repair.

Similarly. proper use of quality materials
improves the performance of any maintenance
task and reduces the possibility of new failures.
The primary duties of all maintenance personnel
are to become thoroughly familiar with the tools
and materials of his trade and he proficient in
their care and use.

Some excellent sources of information re-
garding handtools and their use and care are the
Rate Training Manuals, Airman. NavPers
10307-C. and Tools And Their Uses. NavPers
10085-B. Since these manuals are batdc to
aviation ratings. the material covered in them, is
not duplicated in this discussion: review of that
material should be accomplished before pro-
ceeding with this chapter.

SPECIAL TOOLS

A wide variety of special tools is required to
maintain the modern aircraft of today's Navy.
These tools are furnished by the manufacturers
of the aircraft, engines. and related equipment.

Proper use of special tools greatly reduces the
man-hours required for maintenance work.

These tools are listed in allowance lists pub-
lished by the Naval Air Systems Command, and
their use is explained in the Maintenance In-
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struetions Manual covering the particular air-
craft, engine, or piece of equipment for which
they were designed. An example of a special tool
that is required for special main :mince of
equipment is the cable assembly connector
wrench. This wrench is used to remove the sonar
dome from the electrical special purpose cable
assembly. (See fig. 4-1.1

NONMAGNETIC TOOLS

Tools made of nonmagnetic materials are
available through normal supply channels. They
are used for performing specific maintenance
functions on certain claws of equipment or
components such as maintaining the detecting
heads of MAD equipment. These tools, normally
made of beryllium- copper, are used because steel
tools may become magnetized through normal
use.

Figure 41.-4Mile essortisly eroutestor
urea&

AT.76
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Restricting the use of the nonmagnetic tools
to the purpose for which they are intended will
increase their value to the technician. Use of
these tools for general maintenance would allow
them to transfer metal or other foreign particles
into electronic equipment. The gears and bear-
ings of the detecting head are easily fouled by
small particles of dust or metal. In addition to
mechanical fouling. the introduction of metal
particles that are magneti/ed would caustic mag-
netic noise in the detecting head.

Nonmagnetic took should also he used in
tuning RI: circuits which are susceptible to
frequency change resulting from the introduc-
tion of new magnetic fields (or the distortion of
the existilw magnetic fields). Many slug-tuned IF
circuits invo..-4. this potential trouble.

fiord general maintenance practice involves
wiping the tools before use and again after use.
This is especially advisable in the case of
nonmagnetic tools. A lint-free cloth dampened
with a suitable cleaning solvent may he used for
this purpose.

Nonmagnetic metals are usually softer than
steel, so use of these tools for general main-
tenance could also damage the tools.

INSULATED TOOLS

Safety considerations require use of insulated
tools whenever the danger of electrical shock or
short circuit exists. Many types of tools are
available in insulated form directly through
supply channels at little or no additional cost.
These tools should he obtained and used when-
ever available. However, many types of insulated
tools are not readily available for are available
only at considerable added expense). If essential.
these tools should he procured or conventional
took may he modified. Insulated %keying may
he put on the handles of pliers and wrenches and
on the shanks of screwdrivers. Tools modified in
this manner should he used only for low voltage
circuits because of the limitations of the in-
sulating materials. For higher voltage uses.
special insulating handles are available for many
of the common types of tools.

In some instances, it is necessary to use tools
which are made of insulating material. rather
(tun merely having an insulating handle. In these
instances, the tools should he requisitioned
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through normal supply channels, if possible. If
they are not available through normal supply
channels. they may he purchased on the open
market.

RELAY TOOLS

Two of the more common handtools used to
repair relays are the burnishing tool and the
point bender. The use of these two items is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Burnishing Tool

Many relays have been damaged or ruined by
the use of sandpaper or emery cloth to clean the
contact points. Use of these abrasives causes
bending of the contacts: and attempts to
straighten them with long nosed pliers cause
further damage, eventually requiring replace-
ment of the relays. This can be avoided by using
a burnishing tool to clean dirty contact points.

Figure 4-2 illustrates a burnishing tool being
used on a relay.

Two common types of burnishing tools are
stocked in supply activities and may be obtained
through normal supply channels. These two
common burnishing took are 2 33/64 inches and
5 inches in length.

Be sure to clean the tool thoroughly with
alcohol and do not touch the tool surface with
your fingers prior to use.

Burned and pitted contacts cannot he re-
paired by burnishing. Relays having trouble this
serious should be replaced.

Point Bender

Another handy tool that is often found in a
toolbox is a point bender. The point bender (fig.
4-3) is used to straighten bent May contacts.
This bender can be fabricated locally from
0.125-inch diameter rod stock according to the
dimensions in the figure.

WIRE AND CABLE TOOLS

An innovation in electrical connectors is the
taper pin electrical connector for aircraft. The
taper pin works on the principle of driving a
taper wedge into a tapered hole and depending
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Fiore 4-2.Burnishing toot.
AT.711

on friction to retain the pin in the hole. The
taper pm connector makes a very good electrical
and mechanical connection because of the high
metal to metal contact pressure developed dur-
ing the driving action of the insertion tool.
taper pins permit circuit changes to be quickly
and easily pe'rf'ormed without a soldering iron.
Tests show that vibration and corrosion, over a
period of time. improve the electrical continuity
and increase the mechanical pulling force re-
quired to remove a taper pin. Another advantage
of taper pins is the accetAibility of test points for
voltage and circuit continuity checks.

Insertion and Removal

A special tool, shown in figure 44. is used to
property insert the taper pin into the terminal
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Figure 41Point bender.

block socket The insertion tool has a calibrated
driving spring. a calibrated pull test spring, a
taper pin captive key, and a taper pin removal
feature.

The driving spring adjusts to apply the proper
driving impact to the pin. The pull test spring
adjusts to apply the correct pull force on the pin
to check for proper pin insertion. The captive
key insures that each taper pin has a IOU percent
pull test before the tool is disengaged from the
pin. The removal lever is rotated to remove the
taper pin from the terminal block socket,

In order to maintain the reliability of the
system, it is imperative that the taper pin be
properly inserted into the terminal block
sockets. Pushing the pins intp the sockets with
the fingers or pliers will not make them stay
they must he driven in with the insertion tool.
The tool must he calibrated to insure that the
proper pressures are used. When inserting the
taper pins, the insertion tool must be held at
right angles to the terminal block, and pushed
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Figure 4-4.Taper pin insertion and removal tool.

straight toward the terminal block without
twisting the tool. The pins are very sensitive to
twists. which could cause a faulty connection ter
a broken pin. Bent or broken pins should always
be replaced. However. if correct installation
procedures are followed. a taper pin may he
installed and removed as many as 25 times
beforc a replacement is necessary. A properly
installed taper pM will pass the pull test of the
insertion tool.

-three different sizes of taper pins are used to
terminate wires from size lt, through size 22.
The size. are identified by color coding of the
insulating sleeves. A crimping tool is used to
attach the taper pin to the wire. This taper pin
crimping tool is similar to other types of wire
terminal crimping tools, such as those discussed
later in this chapter.

Stripper

Nearly all wire and cable used as electrical
conductors are covered with some type of
insulation. In order to make electrical con-
nections with the wire, a part of this insulation
must he removed. leaving the end of the wire
hare. To facilitate the removal of this insulation.
use a wire and cable stripping tool similar to the
one shown in figure 4-5.

Although several variations or this basic tool
are available. the most efficient and effective is
the type illustrated. Its operation is extremely
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simple insert the end of the wire in the proper
direction to the depth to he stripped. position
the wire so that it rests in the proper groove for
that size wire. and squeeze. The tool functions
in three steps as follows:

1. The cable gripping jaws close. clamping the
insulated wire firmly in place. The wire must be
inserted so that the jaws clamp the main section
of the wire rather than the end to he stripped.

Afro, cable hes boon placed
betwoo wiggling and toting iews,
sqweaso bandies tog/Moor

CAM
STRIPPER

INSULATION CUTTING JAWS

LENGTH Of
TERMINAL

BARREL

CABLE
ORIPPRIO
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Di molls* of Woos alto* lossIetie* k cat

AE.37

Figure 44.Ifiltn and odds ~a
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2. -11w insulation cutting jaws dose. cutting
the insulation. It' till wire is not inserted in a
groove, the conductor will also be cut. If the
wire is positioned into tot small a groove, some
of the strands will be severed. If the groove is
too large. the insulation not he completely
severed. Inserted properly into the correct
gr'ovc. the insulation wilt he cut neatly and
completely. and the wire will not be damaged.

3. The two sets of jaws separate. removing
the clipped insulation from the end of the wire.

If cable and wire strippers of this type are nut
available, notches may he cut in the jaws of
diagonal pliers or pocket fingernail dippers.
using jeweler's files. Care must he taken to file
the grooves into the proper positions in oppos-
ing jaws. and the size of the groove must be
appropriate for the size wire on which it is to he

used. When properly modified, these tools will
perform satisfactorily it' the more desirable
stripper is not available.

CRIMPING TOOLS

Type MS 25037-I

The standard tool MS 25037-1. issued for
crimping soldertess terminals. is for use with
standard insulated copper terminal lugs manu-
factured according to MS 25036. The standard
tool employs a double jaw to hold the terminal
lug or splice. One side of the jaw applies
crimping action to fasten the terminal to the
hare wire when the terminal is inserted, as
shown at the left in figure 4-6. When the tool is
used correctly, a deep crimp is placed in the B

Pigs. 4.a.-Oinspinotod MS 25US7-I.
AL118
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area of terminal lugs and spikes. as shown in
diagrams on the right of the figure. A shallow
crimp is applied to Ilk' portion of the terminal
or splice which extends over the insulation of
the wire. as indicated by the A area in the
diagrams. This clamping action is pnwided by a
recessed portion in the other side of the divided
jaw. A guard. which should he if' the position
shown when crimping terminals. aids in proper
positioning of the terminal. However. the guard
must he moved out of the way when the tool is
used for crimping splices.

Without the guard. the tool may be used
incorrectly: for example. the terminal might he
inserted from the wrong side of the tool.
result is that the deep crimp is placed in the A
area of the terminal or splice and. although the
wire may he held securely in place. the con-
nection is poor. Common sense indicates that
tlw deep crimp must clamp the metal of the
terminal to the hare metal of the wire in order
to provide a good electrical and mechanical
comwction.

The MS 25037-1 tool minims occasional
checking. A No. 311 ill. IMO drill rod should not
be able to enter the smaller tred or blue) nest
when the tool is fully dosed. If it does enter.
have the tool repaired.

Instruction in proper crimping procedure
should he furnished to all who need to make
solderless teiminal connections. Ilandbttok of
Installation Practices for Aircraft Electric and
Electronic Wiring. NA 01-1 A-505. contains de-
tailed procedures for using many solderss
connector took.

Type MS ; 191 -;

This tool is the latest standard crimping tool
designed specifically for use with type MS 3191
contacts for electrical connectors. 11 features
interchangeable heads to accommodate various
site terminals. It may be used with the turret
trig. 4-7 IA)) for normal use. or without the
turret t fig. 4-7 t B11 for eyeball crimping.

Before using the tool, the correct selection
must he made on the positioner head and also
on the indentor gap selector plate. To release the
turret for indexing, press the trigger and the
spring-loaded turret snaps out to its indexing
position. Select the desired position from the
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color-coded nameplate and rotate the turret to
aline the selected positioner with the index.
Depress the turret until flush, and the turret will.
automatically lock into place. To prevent fur-
ther indexing, insert lockwire through the hole
provided in trigger.

To crimp a terminal. select the proper size
and type terminal and insert the prepared wire
into the contact pocket until the wire seats on
the bottom. The wire should he visible through
the inspection hole and the insulation should
enter the contact insulation support. Insert the
contact and wire into the terminal crimping
tool, making sure that the contact is properly
seated in the positioner. Actuate the crimping
tool handles to crimp the contact and wire. At
the completion of the stroke the ratchet re-
leases; open the handles and remove the crimped
contact from the tool.

Inspect the crimped terminal and wire. The
wire must be visible through the inspection hole.
The insulation must he inside the insulation
support. The crimping indents must be posi-
tioned between the inspection hole and the
front of the insulation support. The contact
must not he bent. The crimped contact is now
ready to he installed into a connector.

For eyeball crimping, remove the head as-
sembly from the tool. Select the proper wire size
and move the thumb button until the pointer is
alined with the selected wire size on the in-
dentor gap selector plate. Holding the contact in
the crimping tool, slowly close the handles and
at the same time position the contact so that the
indentors are positioned midway on the contact
barrel. Insert the wire. making were it is bot-
tomed in the contact. then dose handles fully.

After releasing the handles. remove and in-
spect the crimped contact. The contact must not
he fractured. and the conductor must he visible
in the inspection hole.

DIAGONAL PLIERS

Diagonal pliers are described briefly in Tools
And Their Uses, NavPers 10085-B. The fol-
lowing discussion describes a modification which
is advantageous when the diagonal pliers are
used in the maintenance of equipment aboard
aircraft where working clearances are likely to
he dose.
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TRIGGER

TURRET

MOE X LINE

COLOR COOED
NAMEPLATE

INDENTORS

MENTOR GAP
SELECTOR PLATE

(A) MTH TURRET !NSTALLED

SELECTOR PLATE
INDENTOR GAP

THUMB BUTTON

(B) MTH TURRET REMOVED

Figure 4-7.ClimPlog tool MS 3191.1

The diagonal pliers (fig. 4-8) have been
modified by adding potting compound to the
Jaws. This prevents loss of small pieces of wire
into the equipment when cutting wire. The
potting compound also allows the technician to
cut the wire without holding onto the piece
being cut away. (Figure 4-8 t A) shows the
diagonals before being modified.) If you do not
have a pair of these modified diagonal pliers.
manufacture your own by adding potting com-
pound. Before applying the potting compound.
clean the diagonals with solvent; then secure the
handles with a rubberband (fig. 441 (Cl) and
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apply the compound. Allow 24 hours for the
compound to dry. The jaws may be separated by
slicing them apart with a single edge razor blade.

CANNON PLUG PLIERS

Figure 4-9 displays a set of special pliers used
to remove threaded electrical connectors when
they are on so tight that they cannot be
removed by hand. A slip joint keeps its smooth
gripping jaws parallel, thus preventing damage to
the electrical connector during the removal
operation.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT REPAIR TOOLS

A kit containing hand-held tools. micrc-
ment-handling units. and ?Ads:ring materials. all
selected because of their usefulnm in repaid,*
avionics modules. is known as an avionics
module repair kit. ibis kit may be ordered
through normal supply channels by any author-
iTed maintenance activity. (The federal stock
number is VX 4920-808-66631 It consists of 61
items stored in the trays of a portable case.
Figure 4-10 shows the upper tray of the carrying
case. and figure 4-11 shows the arrangement at
the bottom of the carrying case. The items are
numbered in figures 4-10 and 4-11 to cor-
respond with the numbers in table 4-1 which
also lists the nomenelatur of the items.

A brief description of most of the items in the
kit is given below to help the technician realize
how valuable this kit can be in repairing printed
circuits.

Items I-10 are used with the flexible drive
shaft and handpiet assembly (items 37 and 38).
which in turn are powered by the portable
power pale t item 611 to do the necessary drilling.
cutting, grinding. and polishing when cont-
parents arc removed. When these attachments
are used. they should he operated at a uniform
:peed and applied with controlled pregiure.

Item 11 contains tips for the solder eliriction
system. which is described later.

Item 12 is used with the small area spray
system them 411 and solvent (item 391 to clean

Nom 44 O Om. IA) Without annpsuatt any greasy residue gum small areas to be
. l to NVOYingossawat *Waked-
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oa a .5
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rigor* 4-10.--Uppor trays of forming ono.

Item 13 contain, blades for the thermal
stripper. which is discussed later.

Item 14 contair tips for the vacuum tweezer.
which is discussed later.

Items 15. I h. 17 and 33 are various wrenches
and screwdtivers which. when used. should be
used with moderate pressure to prevent breakage
or damage to the printed circuits.

Items I N. 2h. and 27 arc heat sinks and
clamps which are used to prevent damage to
components by the dissipation of the heat
required to desolder or solder.

Items 14-25 are various pliers used for bend-
ing leads, cutting wire. and general circuit work.
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BEST COPY AVAILAELE

Items 14 and 211 comprise the vacuum
tweezer and cleaning system. Item 28 is a
cylindrical type vacuum probe that has no valve.
but only a hole open to the atmosphere. The
probe is connected to the vacuum source by
means of the plastic hose assembly (items 52
and 531. The appropriate tip (item 141 is
attached to the end of the probe closest to the
finger hole.

The probe is designed to handle small parts
and provides instantaneous and positive pickup
and release of parts. Fffective use of the probe
can prevent damage to miniature parts. as it is
capable of handling items as small as 0.0006
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BEST COPY AMIABLE

Rein 411.Storage mange:want at bottom of carrying cue.

inch in diameter. It can also pick up ceramic and
glass substrate. paper-thin elements. wafers. pel-
lets. etc. "11w kit contains three probe tips.

lbe probe operates by activating the foot
switch of item (if to produce a vacuum and then
coveting the hole with a linger to extend tile
vacuum to the tip of the probe. 10 release an
object. simply remove the finger from the hole.
Complete vacuum cleaning of electronic com-
ponents can he accomplished with hrush type
tips.

Item 34 is high temperature lubricant which
should be applied to soldering gun tips. stripper
tip screws. and other areas in which heat may,
cause a threaded part to sci/e. 11 should he
applied to the threaded part before the mating
part is attached.

Item 17 is a flexible drive shaft driven by the
power pak t item hi t and is used in conjunction
with the handpitee item Mt to drive the
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various drills. hall milk. slotting saws. and
abrasive wheels.

Item 47, a thermal wire stripper dig. 4-121 is
a compact self-contained unit that uses no
external transformers or power supplies. Its
steel-alloy heated blades t item 131 are mounted
on electrodes protruding friln the front of the
unit. -11w upper-blade-and-etectrode awembly is
mounted on a movable arm. which is operated
hy the thumb to apply pressure to close the
jaws. and contains a small red button that is
depressed to heat the blades.

As shipped from the factory, the blades arc
notched to receive AWG 24 or larger wire. To
meet exacting stripping requirements. the notch
should he slightly larger than the diameter of the
wire to he stripped. Tlw total can he used with
wire as small as AWG 43. For wire smaller than
AWG 32. however. 'mnched blades should he
used. Additional blades, which may be obtained
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Table 4-1.Parts list of kit items.

Item No.

I-vial in

2-vial *3

3-vial #3

4-vial e4

5 -vial 09

6-vial #6

7-vial #7

8-vial #8

9-vie 1 #9
10-vial 410
11-vial 411

12-vial Rs
13121 413
14-vial #14

15-vial #15
16-vial #18
17-vial 417

18-vial #18
19
20
21
22
33
34
25

Deteripties

Mandrel, screw clamp
Mandrel, screw thread
Drills4ninch

.047

.

. 078
.093

Ball mills, inch
.018
. 032
.047
. 062
.083
.125
. 158
.187
.250

Brass brush 3/18" dia.
Fiber brush 3/18" die.
Spare fuse
Slotting saw .088" die.
Abrasive wheel, fine, red, 5/8" dia.
Abrasive wheel, coarse, green, 5/8" dia.
Abrasive point .183" die., white, soft material
Abrasive point .188" dia., red, hard material
Abrasive pant .108" dia., conical, white, soft material
Abrasive point, .106" dia. , conical, red, hard material
Abrasive wheel, silicon carbide, red, hard material, 7/16" dia.
Abrasive wheel, tapered, red, 7/8" dia.
Abrasive wheel, tapered, green, 7/8" dia.
Bristle brush, 3/4" dia.
Bristle brush, 5/8" &a.
Fine abrasive ptdat, red, 1/4" dia.
Comae abratve point, green, 1/4" dia.
Tips, solder-extraction system, inch

.020

. 038

.061

. 095
Nozzle tips, spray system
Blades, thermal stripping system
Tips, vacuum tweezer, straight with .060 ID, 45 degrees
Tips, vacuum tweezer, angled with .090 ID
Tips, vacuum tweezer, angled with .050 ID with soft brush at tip
Allen wrench set #4, 06 81 #8; AMIN screwdriver set size #0 & #1
Flat screwdriver: awl set blade Woes .055, .070, .080, .100; awl size .10
Sachet wrench set 5/114, 3/Uy 7/64, I/8 and WU
Open end wrench set 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8 and 5/32
Miniature heat sinks
Diagonal cutting Wars 4 1/2"
longbow pliers 6" CA156
Extra-fine needeneset pliers fl"
Side-tip nose cutting pliers 6"
Short-chain nose pliers 5"
Flatnose Wier 4 1 "
Boundnase Pliers 5"
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Table 4-1.. P Is list of kit items- Continued.

Item No. Description

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
SO
51

52

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Straight heat -sink clamp
Curved heat-sink clamp
Vacuum tweezer and cleaning system
Utility screwdriver
Tweezer, serrated, magnetic stainless
Tweezer, smooth, nonmagnetic stainless
Fiberglass brush
Handle to fit tool sets contained in vials 15, 16, 17
High-temperature lubricant
Oxide remover
Epoxy kit consisting of:

(a) Wood spatula
(b) Work platen
(c) Brush
(d) Mixing cup
(e) Epoxy-resin cement

48" flexible drive shaft
#8 bandpiece
4-ounce trichloroethane solvent
2-ounce stripvar
Small-area spray system
2-ounce bottle nalgene with #2104, 2 1/4" tube
Pencil soldering iron
Tip for pencil soldering iron
Energized rosin-cored solder 60/40 .032" dia.
Soldering paste--2-ounce
Thermal stripping
Cleaning unit
6-ounce silicone coating
2-power magnifying lens
Mirror extended 45 degrees
Hose assy, flexible plastic hose, 5' with I De Vilbias #630

TA cutoff and 1 Hansen B-1-T125 fitting
Hose easy, clear plastic tubing, 5' with I Hansen B- 1 -T125 fitting
Hose easy, clear plastic tubing, 5' with 1 Hansen B-1-T125 fitting
Pblarized plug
Heat probe system
Heat probe, directional cones
Spare reservoirs for solder-extraction system
Solder extraction system
Illuminated work-holding-and-positioning unit
Portable power pale
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Figure 4-ILThermal wire etripprr.

directly from the manufacturer. are left un-
notched so that the user may notch them to his
own requirements. Notched blades for any size
of wire may be obtained un special order from
the manufacturer.

CAUTION: Teflon. PVC. and silicone-ruhher
insulations should 1w stripped in a well-
ventilated area because in the process a small
amount of toxic gas may he emitted.

After considerable use. the stripper blades will
become encrusted with residue from the wire
coverings. Sometimes this residue can he burned
off by the application of full heat to the blades
for a minute. If heat does not burn off the
residue. the residue can be easily removed with a
soft wire brush without damage to the blades.

When installing new blades. carefully check
the alinement of the notches ind he certain that
the retaining screws are tightened.

CAUTION: The stripper will not function or
heat properly unless the retaining screws holding
the blades are tightened as firmly as possible.

Item 54 is the solder extraction system: an
example of its use is shown in figure 4-13. It is
connected to the power pak (MI by a clear
plastic hose contained in the kit. The vacuum
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outlet then sucks away the solder as it is melted
with the iron. The solder extractor has a large
area of heat radiation. so the person using it
should be aware of its workbench placement to
prevent possible burn injuries and equipment
damage.

Item tv0 is an- illuminated work-holding-and-
positioning unit (fig. 4-111 and is used to hold
and position circuit boards or modules. Since
the light above the unit is usually insufficient.
additional light may have to he provided. When
this unit is hoklin1. assemblies other than circuit
hoards, it will Iv necessary to attach chassis
holders or modular holders to the top of the
movable hoard- holder bars.

Item 61. the portable power pak. supplies
compressed air and vacuum for using the solder
extraction system. heat probe, vacuum tweezer.
and spray unit and has a mechanical drive chuck
for the turning of the flexible drive shaft
handpiece assembly (item 37 and MO during
drilling, grinding. and polishing operations. In
addition, the pak has three 110-volt a-c electrical
outlets that furnish required power for the
various fools. Foot operation of the power
pak to obtain compressed air. vacuum, or
power is controlled by a microswitch. However.
the application of more or less pressure to the
foot switch does not permit control of speed.

AIRCRAFT HARDWARE AND
CONSUMABLE MATERIALS

MOUNTING PARTS

Items of hardware used when installing equip-
ment in aircraft are specified in the applicable
Maintenance Instructions Manual. In all in-
stances. the proper parts should be used: if
substitution becomes necessary. care must be
taken that the substitute item is satisfactory in
all respects.

It is not always desirable to use the same
mounting parts that were removed from the
installation. Prior to reinstalling the same items,
an inspection must be made to insure that the
parts are of the type specified. and are not
defective or damaged. It must also be de-
termined that instructions do not forbid their
reuse. Then. and only then. may the removed
parts he reinstalled.
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Figure 413.Sokier extraction tool.

General information regarding such mounting
parts as screws, nuts. bolts, washers. etc.. is
included in various Rate Training Manuals.
Aircraft Structural Hardware for Aircraft Re-
pair. NA 01-1 A -$. is a valuable source for
detailed information.

TURNLOCK FASTENERS

Turnlock fasteners are used to secure in-
spection plates, doors, and other removable
panels on aircraft. Turnlock fasteners are also
referred to by such terms as quick-opening,
quick action. and stress panel fasteners. The
most desirable feature of these fasteners is that
they permit quick and easy removal of access
panels for inspection and servicing purposes.

Turnlock fasteners are manufactured and sup-
plied by a number of manufacturers under
various trade names. Some of the most com-
monly used arc the Camloc stress panel fastener
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and Airloc, both of which are discussed in this
section. Other turnip:* fasteners are covered in
the Rate Training Manuals Airman. NavPers
10307-C. and Tools And Their Uses. NavPers
10085-13.

Camloc Stress Panel Fasteners

The Camloc stress panel fastener (fig. 4-14) is
a high-strength, quick-release, rotary type fas-
tener and may be used on flat or curved, inside
or outside panels. The fastener may have either a
flush or nonfhish stud. The studs are held in the
panel with flat or cone-shaped washers, the
latter being 'ised with flush fasteners in dimpled
holes.

This fastener may be distinguished from
screws by the deep No. 2 Phillips recess in the
stud head and by the bushing in which the stud
is installed. A threaded insert in the receptacle
provides an adjustable locking device. As the
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1. Tension spring. & Recr.tade attaching rivets.
2. Stud assembly. T. Cheer skin.
3. Bushing. B. Inner skin.
4. Retaining ring. 9. Insert
5. Receptacle assembly. 10. Cover.

Figure 414.Camloc stress panel fastener.

stud is inserted and turned counterclockwise 1/2
turn or more. it screws out the insert sufficiently
to permit the stud key to engage the insert cam
when turned clockwise. Rotating the stud clock-
wise 1/4 turn engages the insert; and continued
rotation screws the insert in. tightening the
fastener. Turning the stud 1/4 turn counter-
clockwise will then release the stud but will not
screw the insert out far enough to permit
reengagment in installation. It is necessary to
turn the stud at least 1/2 turn counterclockwise
to reset the insert.

To unlock the stress-panel laf:tener and reset
it in the same operation, use a No. 2 Phillips
screwdriver. turning the stud counterclockwise
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1/2 turn or more. Do not turn the stud past
stop.

CAUTION: Do not use a power screwdriver
on this fastener.

To lock, use a Phillips No. 2 screwdriver, push
the stud in, and turn clockwise until increased
torque is felt; then continue turning until the
fastener is tight.

NOTE: When installing a large panel. it may
be necessary to engage all the fasteners before
tightening. This is done by pushing each stud in
and turning it clockwise 1/4 turn. The stud
should enrage the receptacle but remain loose. If
the stud does not engage. it will pop out,
indicating that the insert must be reset by
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turning the stud counterclockwise 112 turn or
MOW.

Ahittc Fastener

The Air foe fastener consists of a stud, stud
cross pin. and a receptal. (Si e fig. 4-15.1 The
stud is attached to the access cover. and is held
in place by the cross pin. 11w receptacle is
riveted to the iICCVSS cower frame. A quarter turn
of the stud (clockwise) locks the fastener in

FIXED TYPE
(A)

RECEPTACLE

place: turning the stud counterclockwise. un-
locks the fastener.

CONNECTORS

In the discussion which follows. the word
-connector" is used in a general sense. It applies
equally well to connectors designated by "AN"
numbers and those designated by -MS" nutn-
hers. AN numbers were formerly used for all
supply items cataloged jointly by the Army and

FLOATING TYPE

( 81

Rpm 4111.Aidoc fastener.
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Navy. Many items. especially those of older
design. continue to carry the AN designator.
even though the supply system is shifting over to
MS (Military Specification) numbers.

Connector Construction

Electrical connectors are designed to provide
a detachable means of coupling between major
components of electrical and electronic equip-
ment. These connectors are constructed to
withstand the extreme operating conditions im-
posed by airborne service. They must make and
hold electrical contact without excessive voltage
drop despite extreme vibration, rapid shifts in
temperature. and great changes in altitude.

These connectors vary widely in design and
application. Each connector consists of a plug
assembly and a receptacle assembly. The two
assemblies are coupled by means of a coupling
nut. and each consists of an aluminum shell
containing an insulating insert which holds the

WALL MOUNTING RECEPTACLE

SOLDER- 1133110 S MS3130

CRIMP: MS3120 a MONO

STRAIGHT PLUG

SOLDER. M53116

CRIMP: ISMS

current-carrying contacts. The plug is usually
attached to a cable end and is the part of the
connector on which the coupling nut is
mounted. The receptacle is the half of the
connector to which the plug is connected and is
usually mounted on a part of the equipment.
When the two parts are joined by the coupling
device. the electric circuit is made by pin-and-
socket contacts inside the connector. The 'live"
or "hot" side of the circuit usually has socket
(female) contacts. Either the plug or the recep-
tacle may contain the live parts of the circuit.
The contacts are held in place and insulated
from each other and from the shell by a
dielectric insert.

Miniature Connectors

There are wide variations in shell type, design,
size, layout of contacts, and style of insert. Six
types of connectors are shown in figure 4-lb and
described in table 4-2.

BOX MOUNTING RECEPTACLE

SOLDER: MS3I12 S MS3132

C.111ktP: MS322

THRU-BULKHEAD RECEPTACLE

SOLDER: WWII S 1153139

JAM %UT REMPTACLE

SOLDER: MS31I4 a VS3134

CRIMP: MS3124 a MS3144

Figura 4-18.Iftsianno sonnastars hiltree28482
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SHORT PLUS

SOLDER: MS3137

CRIMP! *53147

AT2
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Table 4-2.--Types of miniature MS connectors.

MS Type

MS3110

MS3130
MS3120
MS3140
MS3112

MS3132
MS3122
MS3114

MS3134
MS3124
MS3144
MS31 16

MS3126
MS3119

MS3130
MS3I37

MS3147

Descriptive comparison

A receptacle with flange for mounting to a wall or bulkhead: is coupled
by means of a bayonet lock: has solder contacts.

Similar to MS3110 except that it has push-pull (fall-lock) coupling.
Similar to MS31 10 except that it has crimp contacts.
Similar to MS3130 except that it has crimp contacts.
A receptacle for mounting to junction box Or equipment case similar to

MS .4 I 10 except that it has no hack shell: has bayonet lock coupling: has
solder contacts.

Similar to MS3112. except that it has push-pull coupling.
Similar to MS3112. except that it has crimp contacts.
A singl -hole rear-mounting receptacle. with jam nut instead of flange:

has bayonet lock coupling: has solder contacts.
Similar to MS3I 14 except that it has push-pull coupling.
Simila; to MS3114 except that it has crimp contacts.
Similar to MS3134 except that it has crimp contacts.
A straight plug for use at end of wire bundle: has bayonet lock coupling:

has solder contacts.
Similar to MS3116 except that it has crimp contacts.
A thru-bulkhead mounting receptacle: has bayonet lock coupling: has

solder contacts.
Similar to MS3I 1t except that it has push-pull coupling.
A straight plug for use at end of wire or wire bundle: has bayonet coupling:

has solder contacts.
Similar to MS3147 except that it has push-pull coupling and crimp contacts.

There are five dames of miniature MS con-
nectors with solder-type contacts. These arc as
follows:

(lass E -an environment (moisture and vibra-
tion) resisting connector. moisture-proofed by
means of a wire grommet seal and clamping nut.

Class F an environment resisting connector.
similar to class E. with the addition of a strain
relief clamp.

Class H a hermetic sealed receptacle which
has a glass insert fused to the contacts and shell.

Class .1-a connector incorporating a gland seal
for sealing a jacketed cable.

(lass P. connectors supplied with a plastic
potting mold. so that the connectors may he
sealed by the application of a potting com-
pound.

NOTE: Miniature MS connectors with crimp-
type contacts are of the environment resisting
classes.
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Each MS connector is marked on the shell or
coupling ring with a code of letters and numbers
giving all the information necessary to identify
the connector. This symbol indicates the shell
type. the shell class. the size, the insert arrange-
ment, the style of contact, and the insert
position. (See fig. 4-17.) An example is the
designator MS3114 E 12-10 PW.

The letters MS form the prefix and indicate
that the connector has been made according to
government standards. The number 3114 indi-
cates the shell type and identifies the connector
as one of the types shown in figure 4-16.

The letter E indicates the design of the shell
and for what purpose the connector is normally
used.

The number 12 indicates that the shell size
has an outside diameter three-fourths of an inch.

The number 10 is a designation of the insert'
arranggment. An explanation of various pin
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STANDARD

TYPE NUMBER

CLASS

SIZE

INSERT ARRANGEMENT
NUMBER

CONTACT STYLE

INSERT ROTATION

AT.3

RPM 4-17.htS wassetur marking.

arrangements may be found in the manual,
Installation Practices for Aircraft Electric and
Electronic Wiring (NA 01-1A-5051.

The letter P means that the insert is a pin or
male insert. (The letter S is used to indicate a
socket or female insert.)

The concluding letter W is a designation of
the insert position. Connectors specially de-
signed for a particular application sometimes
have nonstandard contact or insert positions.
Four positions of the inserts are employed. and
these are W. X. V. and Z. Each letter refers to an
angle by which the insert is rotated from the
standard position. When the standard position is
employed, no letter is shown at the end of the
MS designation.

Subminbture Connectors

Three common types of subminiature con-
nectors are shown in figure 4-1R. Since these
connectors are the wire-connected type. they
have no flanges for mounting. However, the
receptacle shown in part (C) can be mounted
with nuts and lockwashers. They are used on
miniature instruments, switches, transformers,
amplifiers, and relays.

111

PLUG WITH
SOCKET INSERT

PLUG WITH
PIN INSERT

RECEPTACLE WITH
PIN INSERT

Figure 418.--Subminiatura connentoru (A) Plug with
MOW inert (B) plug with pin insert (C) nueptada
with pin Wert.

Coaxial Connectors

('oaxial connectors are divided into several
different series and are shown in figure 4-19.
Each series consists of plugs. panel jacks, recep-
tacles. and straight and right angle adapters.

Series UHF connectors are low-cost. general
purpose connectors of nonconstant impedance.
The small and large coaxial types are for use
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with small and medium size coasial cables in
applications where line imbalance or increased
standing wave ratio is not important. Where
impedance matching is necessary. C. N. or BNC
series connectors are used. Both small and large
series UHF connectors can be weatherproofed
for outdoor use but most are nonweatherproof.

The twin connectors are similar to the series
UHF connectors except for the fact that they
have twin center conductors and are to he used
with small and medium sized twin-conductor
cables. Twin connectors are available in small
weatherproof and nonweatherproof types and
large nonweatherproof types.

Series N connectors are the most popular
constant impedance connectors for medium size
coaxial cables. They can be used up through
microwave frequencies with minimum line im-
balance or increase in standing-wave ratio. Al-
though series N 50-ohm and 70-ohm connectors
do not mate. 70-ohm cables may be used with
50-ohm series N connectors where impedance
matching is not critical. Series N connectors are
completely weatherproof.

Series C connectors are similar to 50-ohm
series N connectors in that they are used with
the same cables. are weatherproof. and can be
used up through microwave frequencies. How-
ever. they are mechanically and electrically
superior to series N connectors. Series C con-
nectors feature bayonet-lock type coupling for

MALE CONTACT

WASHER N GASKET

) d/j
NUT

CLAMP

FEMALE CONTACT

quick connect and disconnect, an improved
cable damping mechanism for better cable grip
with minimum cable indentation. "and are in-
tended for use up to 1,000 volts.

Series BNC connectors (fig. 4-20) are com-
monly used on small coaxial cables. All in-
corporate quick connect and disconnect
bayonet-kick coupling and are weatherproof.
Besides regular and modified low-voltage types
of nonconstant impedance. improved series BNC
connectors are available which have a constant
50-ohm impedance and yield excellent electrical
performance up to 10,000 megahertz.

Series HN connectors are weatherproof. high-
voltage connectors of constant impedance for
use with 50-ohm RE cables.

Series LC connectors are large. 50-ohm,
weatherproof connectors designed for applica-
tions involving the transmission of large amounts
of RE power.

Series BN connectors are small. lightweight
connectors tof non-constant impedance) de-
signed for use with the same coaxial cables
which use BNC' connectors. BN connectors are
not recommended for applications at fre-
quencies in excess of 200 megahertz unless
electrical requirements of the circuit are not
critical. They may be used at peak voltages up to
250 volts.

Series LT connectors are very similar in
appearance to series LC; however, series LT

New 440.--Expieded view of i stanthwil BNC annestat
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differ not only in cable accommodation but are
lighter than series LC connectors. Series LT
connectors are lame. 50-ohm. 5.000-volt con-
whys for use with Teflon it( 1171U cable.

Series TM' connectors are basically identical
with series IINC connectors. The major dif-
ference is that TN(' connectors have a threaded
type coupling instead of the bayonet-kick
coupling. Consequently. INC connectors are
usually preferred in applications which are sub-
ject to extreme vibration.

Series TPS connectors are weatherproof and
designed to produce minimum electrical discon-
tinuities in small size 50ohm coaxial cable up to
a frequency of 10.000 megahertz. The con-
nectors are rated at 1.500 volts ems at sea level:
their use is governed by the temperature limita-
on of their associated cables.

Series SM connectors are nonweatherpmof
fittings for coaxial cables of 1/4-inch overall
diameter and smaller. They may he used where
electrical matching is not required. The SM
connectors are smaller and contain fewer parts
than the BNC series. The SM series employs a
femal center- conductor contact on plugs and a
male center- conductor contact on jacks and
receptacles. However, for consistency in cata-
loging and usage. a plug is still regarded as having
a male mating end and a receptacle or jack as
female. The SM series is not intended to replace
the BN(' series except for internal equipment
connections where weatherproofness is required.

The puke connectors are designed for high-
voltage puke or direct-current applications.
They arc nearly all weatherproofand available in
three types rubber - insert. ceramic-insert.
triaxial. The rubber-insert type PULSE con-
nectors have a peak voltage rating of 5.000 volts
at an anima. of 50.000 feet. They are designed
principally for use with cables having an in-
sulated Neoprene layer under the braid, such as
RG -77/U and -78/U.

They may he used with cables employing a
conducting rubber under the braid (such as
R6-25/U. -26/U. and -64/U) provided special
OM $ taken in assembling the connectors to
these. The ceramic-insert puke connectors are
available in small (type Al and large (type B)
sizes. Type A connectors are designed for use
with the 8.000-volt R6-25/U. -2t /U and type B
with the 15,000volt RG-27/11, -28/U cables.
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(Special care is required when assembling con-
nector% to these. t Pulse connectors tend to leak
noise which may interfere with communkations
equipment. Triaxial connectors are used in
transmission line applications where maximum
RI: shielding and minimum noise radiation are
required. They are commercially available in
sizes of the same diameter as the HNC series and
(' series Land possibly others). Some of these
connectors have been used in military equip-
ment and some within-series adapters are com-
mercially available.

The SKI. connectors were originally designed
to provide a connection to a klystron tube.
Newer klystrons are being equipped with HM'
connectors. Various modifications were subse-
quently designed to provide general purpose
cable- to-cable connections and adapters.

Miniature connectors have a gold finish. screw
type coupling. and Teflon dielectric. They have
a nominal impedance of 50 ohms, a sea-kwel
breakdown voltage of 1,500 volts rms. a prac-
tical frequency limit of 10.000 megahertz. and
are designed for operation up to 200°C.

Terminal Junction Systems

A new method of terminating and distributing
electrical power either in an entire weapons
system or in individual items of electronic
equipment is now replacing the problem-ridden
terminal board that has been used in the
electrical systems of aircraft. missiles, and
ground power equipment. Essentially. the com-
ponents comprising the terminal junction system
(TM) arc pin contacts. modules. splices. and
tracks. The tracks are the holding members for
the modules.

Terminal boards (see fig. 4-211 are heavy.
bulky and. because of their open construction.
easily contaminated by moisture. dust. and
fluids from their environment. In addition. their
open construction makes them susceptible to
electrical short circuits caused by metallic ob-
jects inadviatently dropped on them. To over-
come the,: drawbacks the terminal *fiction
system was designed.

The environment-proof modules which form
the heart of the MIS are mounted in tracks and
provide a higher concentration of contacts or
terminations, lighter weight per contact. greater
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distribution flexibility. and easier access for
checkout of the system by the technician. The
modules are available with a wide variety of
contact arrangements. The components of the
system are used for interconnecting components
and equipment in electrical and electronic
systems. They are presently being used in sonie
helicopters. the F-4 and F-14A aircraft. as well
as the Sentinel Antiballistic Missile System and
the Apollo Launch and Tracking Systems.

The principal items of the terminal junction
system are (1) modules containing a number of
socket contacts for the reception of wired pin
contacts and. (2) separate tracks in which a
variety of the modules may be mounted and
securely held. (See figure 4-22.) The flexible
systcmaccommodatcsany number of wire con-
nections from various components by the addi-
tion of extra modules and tracks as needed.
Modules containing size 22. 20, 16, or 12
contacts are available.

The compact, lightweight terminal junction
system is extremely useful in aircraft electronic
systems. Simply and speedily installed. the
livable modules terminate or act as distribution
points for a broad range of wire sizes. Bea:use
the procedures and tooling are similar to those
for the the crimped connector contacts, the
technician has no nxd to carry screwdrivers or
special box wrenches to the termination job.
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tristallatit n and removal of the pin contacts are
accomplished through the use of the applicable-
size insertion-extraction tools available in the
naval supply system.

WIRE

Although modem technical literature has
been emphasizing the use of printed circuits and
microelectronic components in contemporary
electronic equipment. wire Is still important as a
signal or current carrying device. Therefore wire
duel; deserve appropriate attention.

Since most naval equipment is of con-
ventional construction. and complete conversion
to the new forms of conducting components is
not yet imminent, traditional wire conducton
are in use. and probably will continue to be in
use for some time to come. This means that
when wire is to he requisitioned. either for
installation or repair. care must be exercised in
its selection. The three major factors involved in
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this selection. in descending order of im-
portance. are size. insulation, and the charac-
teristic% required to satisfy specific environments
in which the wire must function. Wire is
discussed in detail in Basic Electricity. NavPets
100M-11.

Conductor Size

For d-c applications. the allowable voltage
drop and current-carrying capacity govern the
choke of Ile. At radio frequencies. the skin
effect and inductant may become a controlling
factor. although generally 'except in inductor
or IU: transformers) these parameters need not
be considered. Wire size is therefore basically a
function of the current or the allowable re-
sistance. except when this results in a very small
conductor size.

Small conductors are difficult to handle and
are subject to breakage in soldering or due to
vibration. Experience has shown that these
difficulties may be avoided by using No. 22 or
No. 24 AWG for general circuit wiring and at
least No. 20 AWG for parallel connected tube
filaments. Solid wire should be used only for
short jumper connections not exceeding 3 inches
in length. unless the parts being connected are
solidly mounted and not subject to vibration.
('lamps or "dress hits" are recommended for
kmg leads. In other words. the use of stranded
copper wire whenever possible is strongly recom-
mended. although under extreme conditions of
vibration or where high flexibility is required.
oxygen-free copper is sometimes specified. ('op.
period steel is another possibility for applka-
(ions requiring greater strength and rigidity.

Insulation

A wide variety of insulating material is avail-
able. which makes its specification particularly
important. Since each insulation has its peculiar
characteristics, no single type is therefore always
suitable for general usage. The major insulation
requirements include good dielectric strength.
Mgh Insulation resistance (internal and surface).
wide temperature Tame (with high softening and
low brittle points). flexibility. color stability.
and resistance to abrasion. crushing. moisture.
fungus. burning. radiation. oil. and acids.
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Insulation requirements for electronic, as
opposed to power. applications are somewhat
more exacting due to the higher frequencies and
impedances and often higher voltages involved.
Insulation resistance and dielectric strength are
the prime considerations. although for RN appli-
cation the figure of merit tcapacity to ratio)
becomes important.

Some of the insulations used for general
hookup wire include lacquered cotton. high
temperature rubber. butadiene styrene
copolymers. Celanese. Fiberglas. nylon. vinyl.
polyvinyl-chloride. cellulose acetate. poly-
styrene. polyethylene. Teflon. and various sili-
con-treated materials. An insulation wall thick-
ness of not less than 0.013 inch is recommended
for all wiring within the confines of an enclosure
Or where mechanical protection is provided.
Where wiring is exposed or subject to wear or
abrasion, heavier insulation is required.

Environments

Environmental factors such as temperature.
humidity. altitude, vibration. radiatkm. fungus.
contaminants. and corrosive elements must be
taken into consideration. These requirements are
included as a part of the specification for the
equipment where the wire is to be used.

Wire klentilleation

Wiring in aircraft normally runs front point to
point. or plug to plug. without interruption (no
splices). However. there are acceptable methods
of making permanent splices.

Wiring in aircraft is identified by a system of
numbers and letters stamped on each wire as
described in chapter 2 of this manual. The
Maintenance Instructions Manual gives the num-
ber of each wire involved in cabling of electronic
equipment. Should it become necessary to trace
and repair a wire in the aircraft. refer to this
manual to determine the routing of the wire
involved.

Wiring data for aN electrical and electronic
systems in each model aircraft are contained in
the Wiring Data section of the applicable
Maintenance Instructions Manual. The diagrams
are prepared separately for each circuit and
provide all data necessary to understand the
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constriietkin of eaeli circuit. to trace each circuit
within the system. to make continuity and
resistance checks. and to perform specific
troubleshooting on inoperative or mal-
functioning circuits. Schematic diagrams for
circuits and related components are found in
those volumes of the Maintenance Instructions
Manuals specifically covering a system or
systems.

An excellent source of intrmation in connec-
tion with power distribution and aircraft wiring
is Installation ,..tiees for Aircraft Electric and
Electronic Wirif.t. NA 01-IA-SOS. This manual
presents the recommended practices and tech-
niques to he used for installing. repairing, and
maintaining aircraft electric wiring.

COAXIAL CABLES

Flexible coaxial cables (sometimes called RE
cables) are a special type of cable used for
carrying video and RE signals. catFode-ray-tube
sweep currents and voltages. trigger range marks.
blanking pulses. and other signals for radar
receivers. transmitters, and indicators. These
cables are constructed with special considera-
tions for skidding. impedance. capacitance, and
attenuation. All of these factors art of im-
portance in many circuits. Coaxial cables have
neither induction nor radiation losses. These
lines have low attenuation even at very high
frequencies and are used as high as 3000 MHz.

The name coaxial is derived from the con-
struction. in that the inner and outer conductors
have a common axis or coaxis. These cables
consist of an inner conductor. a dielectric
insulator, an outer conductor, and an outer
covering. The inner conductor is usually made of
copper plain. tinned. or silver coated. The
dielectric insulation is usually polyethylene.
although other materials are used. The outer
conductor is made of a single or double braid of
plain. tinned. or silver-coated copper. The outer
covering is made of a synthetic resin (vinyl).
Teflon tape. or chloroprene. This covering serves
both as weatherproofing and protection from
mechanical abuse.

Flexible coaxial cables are classified in four
groups: namely. general purpose. high tempera-
ture. pulse. and special characteristics. The
general purpose cables consist of various sizes of

It?

cables as just described. The high temperature
cable is basically the same hitt usually has a
dielectric made of Teflon, and the outer cover-
ing is made of Teflon tape and fiberglass braid
which enables it to withstand increased tempera-
tures. Pulse cables have the ability to withstand
high voltages because of conductor spacing and
the type of dielectric used in their construction.

The special characteristics cables are made of
various materials and sizes of inner conductor,
outer conductor, dielectric, and outer covering.
By varying these parts, the capacitance, im-
pedance, shielding, attenuation, voltage rating,
and the ability to withstand weather and abuse
are varied to fit the required qualities. With
exception of the special characteristics type,
these coaxial cables have an impedance of SO to
75 ohms. The impedance of the special charac-
teristics type is often much higher. An example
is the R6-65A/U which has an approximate
impedance of (150 ohms and is used as a high
impedance video cable. In replacing a coaxial
cable. care should be exercised to use the correct
replacement, otherwise most of the advantages
of coaxial cables art lost.

At frequencies near 3000 MHz. flexible
coaxial cables have appreciable losses. At these
frequencies. rigid coaxial cables are used with air
as the dielectric. The inner conductor is slip-
ported by ceramic or polystyrene beads.

POTTING COMPOUND

Most electrical connectors and some relays
used in aircraft are potted to prevent corr osion,
contamination, or arc-over between pins and
terminals. Because of temperature variations
throughout the aircraft. two different potting
compounds are used one is tan and the other
red. The temperature raw of the potting
compound can be determined from its color.
The tan compound is used where the tempera-
ture under operating conditions does not exceed
$17.14.0 (190°F). The red compound is used
where the temperature is higher. Should it
become necessary to replace or repot a relay or
connector. the potting compound used should
have the same temperature range (color) as the
original material. Care should also be taken to
duplicate the shape of the original potting so
that no installation problems will occur.
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Potting Procedures

At times. operating conditions demand that
ordinary electrical connectors be given a mois-
tureprooting treatment. The basis of moisture-
proofing is the application of a sealing com-
pound.

Moistureproofing reduces failure .)I* electrical
connectors and reinforces the wires at the
connectors against failure caused by vibration
and lateral pressure. both of which fatigue the
wire at the solder cup.

The scaling compound also protects electric
connectors from corrosion and contamination
by excluding metallic particles, moisture. and
aircraft liquids. As a result of its improved
dielectric characteristics. it reduces the pool-
bility of arc-over between pins at the back of
electric connectors.

The sealant is provided in kit form through
the normal supply channels. Sealing for potting.
as it is called) is not required on environment-
proof E connectors or connectors located in
areas where the temperature exceeds .100°F. The
sealing compound deteriorates after long ex-
posure to ambient temperature above 200°F.

A summary of the procedures involved in
sealing a connector is as follows:

I. Prepare a used connector by removing
existing sealants and by cleaning. The cleaning
solvent used must clean thoroughly, evaporate
quickly. and leave no residue. Remove all
sleeving from the wires. Resolder loose or poorly
soldered connections and add a length of wire
approximately t) inches long to each unused pin.
Remove any excess rosin from around the pins
and the insert: a stiff bristle brush is helpful in
doing this. Now. repeat the cleaning. and then
separate the wires evenly.

2. Thoroughly mix the accelerator and base
compound (fig. 4-231. The ratio of the amount
of accelerator to the amount of base compound
is critical: therefore. the entire quantity of
accelerator furnished must be added to the base
compound.

3. Place the plugs or receptacles on a table.
arranging them so that gravity will draw the
sealer to the bottom of the plug. Box receptacles
or plugs without back shells must be fitted with
a mold made of masking tape or cellophane tape
or equivalent. (See (a) of lug. 424.) This will
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retain the sealant during the curing process. If
the back shell is used, apply a slight amount of
oil to the inner surfaces to prevent i t, com-
pound from adhering to it.

4. The compound is applied by a spatula.
putty knife, or paddle. It should 'be packed
around the base of the pins. The part being
potted should be completely filled or at least to
a point to cover 3/8 inch of insulated wire. The
compound is now allowed to cure: temperature
will affect the curing time. The normal curing
time is approximately 24 hours.

If it is desired that the entire connector
assembly (plug and receptacle( be sealed against
fluid entering or collecting between the two
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Figure 424.IM Making mold from medcing tape;
(B) finished potted plug.

parts. it is necessary that a tubber 0-ring be
fitted over the barrel of the plug. This will
provide a seal when the two parts are engaged
securely. If properly installed. this seal will
prevent moist air from entering due to variations
in temperature. altitude. or barometric pressure
on the ground. Rubber packing 0-rings are
available for tins purpose through normal supply
channels. Due to the aging of these rings in
serike. it is necessary to examine them each
time the connector is disassembled. If deterio-
rated. they must he replaced.
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The purpose of soldering a short length of
wire to each spare pin is to allow for growth
requiring additional circuits to be included in
the connector.

FUSES

Fuses provide a controlled. intentionally
weakened link in an electric circuit and serve as
safety devices in the event of undesired over-
loads. They are available with ratings of from 2
milliamperes to several hundred amperesmost-
ratings being available for normal. slow-action or
fast-action operation. Bask Electricity. NavPers
100146 -B. describes fuses in detail.

identification Coding

Fuses and their corresponding fuse holders are
numbered according to a standardized system
for easy identification. The numbering system is
illustrated and explained in figure 4-25; some
actual fuses are shown in figure 4-26.

ACCOUNTABILITY

A definition of the word accountability is
"the state or quality of being responsihie -a
charge (object) for which one is responsible or
accountable." The Navy has a code that is called
Material Accountability Recoverability Codes
(MARCO. These codes appear in column 3 of
the Section Allowance List. NA 00-3506-0
Series and are illustrated by the following
examples:

Code:
B Exchange consumables requiring old

items for replacement items such as items
containing precious metal, highly pilferable
items, or certain high cost items. Example:
!)rill. electric portable. FSN 9Q
5130-226-5384.

C -Consumables-expendables. Example:
Stripper. Wire. FSN 9Q 5110-268-4220.

CUSTODIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Most handtools are not feasibly repairable.
Due to this fact and their original low cost
(compared to shop tools). they are classed as
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consumable. However. the activity must pay for
replacements, therefore. it is the duty of each
individual to help eliminate the need for replace-
ments. One method of accomplishing this is by
carrying an inventory of tools in your toolbox
so that upon completion of a joh you can be
sure that all of the tools are accounted for. A
tool that has been lost represents a waste of
funds: in addition. it is a definite liability. If it
has been left loose in an aircarft. it can become a
dangerous missile when the aircraft is launched
or when the aircraft is performing violent
maneuvers.

Inventory Requirements

The basic objective of an inventory is to
insure a proper balance between the supply of,
and the demand for. those fools required for the
efficient operation and maintenance of a squad-
ron or maintenance activity. To accomplish this
objective it is necessary that tools be identified
and cataloged to provide accurate knowledge of
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the tools being used. Each item should be
accounted for every 30 to 90 days in accordance
with squadron instructions. "Hie number of
handtools on hand in relation to the number
required by the activity should he indicated by
the inventory.

Reordering Tools

Tools are reordered as the inventory require-
ments dictate. Usually the senior petty officer or
his delegate reorders all tools both shop tools
and those for individual toolboxes. as they are
needed. However, squadron or maintenance
activity policy is followed in all cases.

It is unwise to wait until the number of tools
needed is too large. as it is easier for the supply
department to fill a small order rather than a
large one.

"fools are ordered by reference to Consumable
General Support Equipment for All Types.
(lasses. and Models of Aircraft. NA
00-35()G-0
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Figure 4.26.Airauft fuses and fuse holders, typical enemies.

MATERIAL REQUISITIONING

Maintenance personnel are likely to encounter
a variety of local requisitioning channels. all
designed to present a demand for an item to the
supporting supply department. Assigned levels
of maintenance. geographical location of shops
relative to supply facilities, and mission of
activities requiring support all influence the local
requisitioning channels. Local instructions
normally promulgate detailed procedures for
submitting your demand to the appropriate
supply point.

Supply Activity

The mission of the supply activity is to
support the operational and maintenance efforts
of the activity or ship. Stocks of aviation
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oriented material carried are tailored and re-
plenished to this end. Positioning, replenish-
ment, and control of stocks of material in
maintenance areas are carried out as a result of
joint decisions by the supply and maintenance
officers concerned. They determine the range,
depth, and related procedures. The cost of
material used in maintenance is totaled so that
the costs of maintaining a weapons system can
be determined. This data is used as an inventory
management tool to determine geographic and
strategic distribution of stocks of material.

SUPPLY SUPPORT CENTER

Maintenance organizations have one single
point of contact with the supporting supply
activity. This single supply contact point is the
Supply Support Center (SSC) which responds to
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all material requirements of the maintenance
organizations. The SS(' is an internal organiza-
tion of the local supply activity. It is made up of
two sections the Supply Response Section
(SRS). and the Component Control Section
((VS).

Supply support is available consistent with
the operating hours of the maintenance activities
supported. If maintenance is being performed 24
hours a day. then supply support is available 24
hours a day.

The supply support center maintains rotatable
pool material which consists of repairable ready-
for-issue items reserved primarily to satisfy the
requirements of organizational level main-
tenance. Items maintained in the pool are
capable of being repaired by the local inter-
mediate maintenance activity. have application
relationship to weapon systems supported by
local intermediate maintenance activities. and
have an average organizational maintenance
level removal rate of at least one per month.
Defective components are turned in to inter-
mediate level maintenance for repair. The defec-
tive components repaired to an RH condition
are then returned to the rotatable pool to
replace the components previously issued.

Low value. fast moving consumable items are
preexpended from supply. Such materials are
located in the maintenance area. The establish-
ment. maintenance, and replenishment of pre-
expended bins are the responsibility of the
supply organization.

Supply Response Section

The Supply Response Section (SRS) is re-
sponsible for preparing all necessary requisitions
(1)1) Form 13410 and related documents re-
quired to obtain material for local maintenance
use in direct support of weapon system main-
tenance. The maintenance organization verbally
notifies the supply organization of the need for
such material. When material is available locally.
the time frame for processing and delivery is as
follows:

Process/Delivery
Priority Time

1-3 1 hour
4-S 1 hours
9-20 24 hours
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Otherwise, the time frames as noted in table
4-3 will apply.

The SRS is responsible for receipt. storage,
and issuance of all ready-for-issue liool com-
ponents. It is responsible for physical delivery of
III material to maintenance organizations, and
the pickup of defective components from the
organizational maintenance activity and subse-
quent delivery to the intermediate maintenance
activity. Actual maintenance personnel are not
involved in the physical movement of material
between organizations.

This section also performs technical research
in regard to completion of requisition docu-
ments as well as determining the status of
outstanding requisitions and relaying this status
to the customer upon request.

Component Control Section

The Component Control Section (CCS) ac-
counts for all components being processed in the
intermediate maintenance activities. This section
also records on the status of all rotatable pool
components.

TOOL KITS, SHOP TOOLS.
AM) TOOL CRIBS

One of the first steps taken when a new man
reports for duty to the avionics shop of a
squadron or activity is to issue him an individual
toolbox. The toolbox should contain the low-
cost, high-usage handtools that will enable him
to perform the tasks assigned. The purpose of
the individual handtool kit is to make the
necessary tools for performance of line and/or
hangar maintenance immediately available to the
individual. The contents of the individual hand-
tool kit are among the tools listed in Consum-
able General Support Equipment for All Types,
(lasses, and Models of Aircraft. NA
00-35QC-01(i.

Under the crew leader concept of main-
tenance. the crew leader's kit has the same type
took as the individual handtool kit. It is issued
to an individual of a crew and is to be used by
all members of that crew. Thus, the crew
leader's handtool kit will have several of the
same type and/or size tool where the individual
kit has only one.
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Table 4-3.Processing tame frames.

Issue Group
Issue Priority

Designator Range
Supply Source

Processing
CONUS Oa

Station Time
Overseas On
Station Time

1 1-3 24 hours
24-hour day
7-day workweek

120 hours 168 hours

4-8 72 hours
24-hour thy
7-day workweek

15 days

3 9-15 10 days
8-hour day
5-day workweek

20 days 45 days

4 18-20 12 days
8-hour day
5-day workweek

60 days

Shop took are the larger. low-usage, and
special tools for use on specific equipments. A
shop tool bin is normally utilized to make
available to the technician those special tools
and medium-usage took needed to perform the
various phases of shop maintenance. However.
shop tools also include any handtools required
to perform more extensive maintenance than
can be accomplished from a toolbox or a crew
leader's kit. To determine the types and number
of shop took allowed, refer to the applicable
allowance list from the NA 00-350G-0 series.

Frequently a squadron toolcrib has the re-
sponsibility for all tools in the squadron, in-
cluding issuance of tools, inventory of tool-
boxes. and ordering new tools for replacement
of broken or lost tools. A squadron toolcrib is
act up under the responsibility of the main-
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tenance department. Its purpose is for the
stowage and issuance of low-usage handtools and
those which are common to more than one
shop. Special tools provided by the aircraft
manufacturer are also stowed in the toolcrib. A
complete list of these special tools can he found
in the Maintenance Instructions Manual, section
one, for each type aircraft.

The tools used in an aircraft maintenance
activity are determined by the mission of the
activity and the type aircraft to be maintained.
In view of this, there is no hard and fast rule as
to the type and/or number of tools that may be
supplied in the different handtool kits and cribs.
The quantity and types of tools allowed for an
activity may be found in the appropriate al-
lowance list.



CHAPTER 5

AVIONICS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Other chapters of this manual discuss the

haste principles and co:wept% of some of the
equipment which the technician may encounter.
An understanding of the theory of operation of
these equipments forms only a portion of the
knowledge necessary to successfully perform the
maintenance tasks required. A thorough knowl-
edge of electrical and electronic test equipment
(often referred to as avionics support equip-
ment) is also needed.

All electronic test equipment is designed and
constructed to perform tests of one or more
specific types. These tests are used to determine
the proper operation or alinement of electronic
sets. circuits. or parts. The performance of air-
craft electronic equipments is determined by the
accuracy of the test equipment used to calibrate
and aline them and the care with which the
technician performs these jobs Without test
equipment ver} few electronic devices could be
used: therefore. it follows that every technician
should learn to use test equipment properly.

The test equipments discussed in this chapter
are typical of the ones currently in use in the
fleet. No attempt is made to include theory
beyond that necessary to describe the operation
of the test set under discussion. Whenever the
technician must use a piece of test equipment
with which he is not familiar, he should always
consult the appropriate instruction manual.
These publications contain detailed and specific
information on the particular equipment. The
purpose of this chapter is to discuss some of the
different test equipments troll the standpoints
of operation and general operational and main-
tenance procedures.

CARE AND USE OF AVIONICS
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

MI electronic maintenance shops are provided
with a variety of test equipment to be used in
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maintaining the many different types of elec-
tronic units they support. However. there are
very few spare test sets. When a test set becomes
inoperative, shop maintenance suffers. There-
fore. every man must use the test equipment
only for the purposes and in the manner for
which it was designed. Protect the equipment
from physical harm that may result from drop-
ping. falling, or any other careless misuse, and
always observe proper operating techniques.

One of the chief causes of test set failure is
carelessness. The user can he careless in oper-
ating procedure or in handling the set. The usual
carelessness in operating procedure is improper
selection of range for the quantity to be
measured, such as attempting to measure 250
volts on the 50-volt scale of a meter. If there is
any doubt about proper usage of a test set, it is
wise to refer to the manual issued with the set.

Much damage to test equipment results from
improper handling. Technicians often place test
sets near the edge of the bench where they can
easily be knocked off or pulled off by the test
leads. Read the instructions for proper, handling
and operating procedure, and think while using
the equipment.

CALIBRATION

Calibration is the process of comparing a de-
vice used for measuring with a standard.
Whether the device is a foot rule, a clock, a
scale, a voltmeter, or any of the numerous de-
vices used for measuring, somewhere there must
exist a standard for each value to be measured.
This standard must be as accurate as possible.
and it must be widely recognized as the most
accurate measurement of that particular unit.

The National Bureau of Standards provides
standards and standards services for the Nation.
The Navy avails itself of these services through
the Navy calibration program. The Navy calibra-
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lion program establishes a liaison between the
test and measuring devices used by fleet and
contractor personnel and the reference standards
maintained by the National Bureau of Stan-
dards.

Three factors that limit the accuracy of any
measurement are as follows:

I. The ability of the observer.
2. The environment in which the measure-

ment is perfortned (temperature. humidity,
cleanliness, vibration. etc.).

3. The accuracy and precision of the test and
measuring instruments used. Each of these
limiting factors can he controlled to some
extent. The ability of the observer is developed
through training and experience, and evaluated
by examination. The environment is controlled
by air-conditioning systems, air filters. vibration
isolators, etc. The accuracy and precision of the
test and measuring instruments are controlled by
calibration.

REPAIR

When calibration is not involved. minor repair
of test sets is often accomplished at the Organi-
zational level of maintenance. Repairs are
usually limited to replacement of test leads and
fuses. Current instructions on repair of test
equipment should be consulted before attempt-
ing any repairs of a major nature.

HANDLING PRECAUTIONS

Some equipments may require special han-
dling: however, there are several precautions
which apply to test equipments in general.
Rough handling. moisture. and dust all affect
the useful life of such devices. Bumping or
dropping a test instrument. for example, may
destroy the calibration of a meter or short
circuit the elements of an electronic tube within
the instrument. Creasing or denting coaxial test
cables will alter their attenuating effect. thereby
affecting the accuracy of any RF measurements
made with these cables in the circuit.

To reduce the danger of corrosion to un-
treated parts. always store test equipment in a
dry place when it is not in use. Excessive dust
and grime inside a test equipment also affects its
accuracy. Be sure that all the assembly screws
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which hold the case of the test equipment in
place are tightened securely. As an added pre-
caution, all dust covers should he placed on test
equipments when they are not in use.

Meters are the most delicate parts of test
equipments. In order to insure that the meter
will maintain its accuracy, these additional
precautions should he followed:

I. Make certain that the amplitude of the
input signal under test is within the range of the
meter.

2. Keep meters as far away as possible from
strong magnets.

3. When servicing an item of electronic equip-
ment which contains a meter. disconnect the
meter from the circuit before making resistance
or continuity tests.

(The latter precaution will eliminate the
possibility of burning out the meter.)

The instructions for properly stowing test
equipment cables and other accessories. as set
forth in the instruction manuals accompanying
the equipment. should be carefully read and
strictly followed. Improper stowage of acces-
sories results in changes in cable characteristics.
intermittent shorts in cables and leads, and, in
general. causes unreliable test equipment indica-
tions.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

The term "measuring instruments." as used in
this discussion, includes only that class of test
equipments which measure the basic parameters
of an electronic equipment. The basic para-
meters are (in this application) voltage. current.
resistance, power. frequency. and field intensity.

The discussion of measuring instruments in-
cludes test equipment classes designated as
multimeters, electronic voltmeters. frequency
meters. line testers. signal generators, and mul-
tiple-function equipment.

REVIEW OF METER OPERATION

There must be some source of power available
to operate a meter. Some meters are powered by
batteries installed in the meter case. others are
supplied through an electrical power cord which
is plugged into a power receptable: a vacuum
tube voltmeter (VTVM) is an example of the
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latter tyile the power to opelate sonic meters
(such as the megger) is utkluced by manual
operation of a hatidcrank. (The mower is dis-
cussed in chapter 3 of Basic lalectronis Vol, I.
tiavl'ers I(H)ti

%lost meters are designed to be used for
measuring more than one electrical quantity.
and arc called imiltinietes. litlatire discussing
any one p:irtictilar type meter. a brief review of
each ,11 the basic meters is preitented.

Ammeter

the amplitude of current flow through the
basic meter mechanism limits it to ;masuring 3
faked range of only a fraction of an ampere. To
overcome this limitation. and to protect the
mechanism. a current shunt is used. this device.
which is actually a tesistance or low value.
permits the instrument to serve as a d-c ammeter
in the measurement of relatively large direct
currents.

the current distribution between Mehl' 111OVV-
11W111 and shunt is inversely proportional to their
individual resistances. thus. the shunt (which
has less resistance) carries the majority of the
current. Since the meter coil carries only a small
portion 01 the circuit current. it is capable of
indicating telaiivel large sallies of circuit cur-
rent. .1.1w instniment may be adapted to a
variety of current ranges by the Ilse of 4111111% Of
different values which arc s%itched in or out as
required. Figure 5-1 shows a simplified she-
matic diagram of an allimeler-sect ion taken from
a typical volt-olim-milliammeter.

Ohmmeter

For any given ohmmeter. midwale dellectkin
is obtained when tlw current drawn by 11w
meter is one-hal the value of tlw current at
full-scale hero (thins) deflection. "this condition
exists when the resistance being measured is
equal to the total meter circuit resistance.
Analysis of the circuit in figure 5-2 shows that
full-scal deflection is obtained wiwn the meter
probes are shorted together. and that less than
full-scale deflection is obtained wIkn the re-
sistance to he measured. 12, connected into
the circuit. If the meter now Wads one-hall of its
limner current, it that the total circuit
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Figure 5-1.Simplified schematic diagram of an ammeter.
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Figure 5-2.Series type ohmmeter badecircuit

resistance has doubled. indicating that Kt is
equal to the total Meter circuit resistance.

Since the ohms-calibrated wale is nonlinear.
the inidscak portion Rpm: tents the most accu-
rate portion or the wale. However. the usahle
range exteiuls with reaSollahle accuracy on the
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high end to ten times the midscale reading, and
on the low end to one-tenth of the midscale
reading.

To extend Ow range of an ohmmeter. the
proper values of shunt and series resistors and
battery voltages are connected into the circuit so
that with the test leads shorted the meter will
read full scale. Figure 5-3 shows a simplified
schematic diagram of an ohmmeter section
taken from a typical volt-ohm-milliammeter.

Voltmeter

To make the basic meter mechanism suitable
for measuring d-c voltages, the voltage multi-
plying resistor is added. The voltage multiplying
resistor is placed in series with the coil trig. 5-4)
and limits the flow of current to a safe value.

Since the value of the resistor is constant for
any given application, the flow of current
through the coil is proportional to the voltage
under measurement. By proper calibration of
the dial. the instntment may he made to indicate
voltage although it is actually activated by
currents. In practice. the voltage ranges of the
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Figure 5.3.Simplifkd sattemathl diagram at an
ohmmeter.
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Figure 94.tlimptified stihantatia diagram of a d-a
vahmster.

instrument are established by the use of dif-
ferent values of multiplying resistors.

NONELECTRONIC METERS

Much of the technician's work requiring the
use of a volt-ohm-milliammeter can be ac-
complished with a portable, hattery-operated
multimeter. Many shops employ the TS-352.
Simpson 260. Simpson 160. or the PSM-4 for
field use (troubleshooting in the aircraft, for
instance). The technician will, however. often
need a more sensitive meter one that gives more
accurate readings and has wider ranges.

Equipment schematics and wiring diagrams
often specify that voltages indicated at test
points were obtained by using a meter of a
certain sensitivity. such as a 20,000-ohms-per-
volt meter. A meter of the same sensitivity
should be used when repairing that equipment in
order to obtain accurate readings.

Multimeter AN/PSM-4C

The multimeter AN/PSM-4C dig. 5-5) is
designed to permit the technician to make
measurements of voltage. resistance. and current
with a completely self-contained portable instru-
ment. It can measure either a-c or d-c voltage.
d-c resistance, or direct current in a wide range
of values. This capability covers the basic re-
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1. High voltage probe.
2. Alligator clips.
3. Telephone plug.
4. Standard test lead )red).
5. Standard test lead (black).
6. Function switch.
7. Current and voltage range selector.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

O. +5,000 VOC
9. +1,000 VOC (red lead).

10. 1,000 VAC (red lead).
11. Zero ohms.
12. +10 amps (red lead).
13. +VoltsIMA/oltrns (red lead).
14. Common (black lead).

Figure 5-5.taldtinieter AN/PSM.4C.

A0.503
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quiremenis for a portable tester of this type. All
leads and accessories are sttired in a compart-
ment built into the cover. which remains with
the instrument at all times. The cover forms a
watertight seal when damped over the face of
the meter. While the instrument is in use, the
cover damps over the hack of the meter keeping
the accessory compartment convenient to the
operator. Batteries used with the meter are: one
BA-30 41.5 volts) and one BA-261/U (22.5
volts).

In the accessory compartment there is a pair
of standard test leads tone red and one black)
which are used for most applications of the
instrument. These leads have elbow probes on
one end to connect the lead into the circuit
jacks on the instrument. They have probe tips
on the other end which have threaded shoulders
to accept the alligator dips which are screwed
on. These parts are used to make all measure-
ments. except d-c voltage over I.000 volts.

For measuring d-c voltages over 1.000 volts, a
special high voltage probe is provided. and is
used in conjunction with the standard black
lead. One end of the lead has a threaded tip
which screws on a post in the face of the meter
(labeled 5.000 VIX' MULTIPLIER). The other
end of the lead has a high-voltage multiplier
assembly made of red plastic with a clear plastic
end and terminates in a crocodile dip at the end
of a short piece of flexible wire. The clear plastic
end allows the operator to observe the glow ofa
neon lamp when there is high voltage present.
This is a warning to the operator that there is
high voltage present at the clip and that he
should not touch it, The neon lamp is in series
with a I 00-megolun resistor within the housing.
When a high voltage is being measured, the
current passes through the lamp making it glow.
through the resistor. and through the armature
of the meter.

There are three controls on the face of the
meter. One is a 10-position rotary switch in the
lower left-hand corner which is used as a
function switch. Five of the positions on this
switch are used to set up different resistance
scales. Two of the positions are for selection of
d-c voltage measurement (direct and reverse).
The normal position of the switch is in the
DIRECT position. If a negative voltage is to be
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measured, the switch is moved to the REVERSE
position. (NOTE: Never switch leads to read a
reverse or negative voltage.) One position of the
switch is marked ACV: in this position the meter
may be used to read a-c voltage. A rectifier in
the instrument changes the a-c voltage to an
equivalent d-c value which is applied to the
meter. One position is marked OUTPUT: in this
position the a-c portion of mixed a-c and d-c
voltage may he read. The last position of the
switch is used when measuring direct current
and is marked IX' with three ranges (AA. MA.
AMPS) indicated to the right or the letters IX%
In the lower right-hand corner is an eight-
position switch used to select current and
voltag ranges. Near the center of the meter is a
control marked ZERO OHMS. This control has a
continuously variable adjustment which is used
to zero the meter. thus compensating for battery
aging in the ohmmeter circuits. This control is
adjusted until the meter indicates full-scale
deflection tindicating zero ohms) when the
function switch is set at one of the resistance
range positions and the meter probes are shorted
together. To prevent erroneous readings when
switching to a different position. a check of the
meter tem indication is always necessary.

The multimcter AN/PSM-4C is designed to
make the following electrical measurements:

1. Measure direct current up to 10 amperes.
2. Measure resistances up. to 300 megohms.
3. Measure d-c voltages up to 5.000 volts.
4. Measure a-c voltages up to 1,000 volts.
5. Measure output voltages up to 5(X) volts.
Input impedance for measuring d-c voltages is

20.000 ohms per volt and is accurate to within 3
percept of full scale 14 percent for the 5.000
VDC 'se a I ). When measuring a-c voltages. the
input impedance is 1.000 ohms per volt and is
accurate to within 5 percent of full scale.

Under normal conditions, no routine service
inspection is necessary beyond visual ex-
amination at established inspection periods. If
the instrument is to be stored for periods of 6
months or longer, the batteries must he removed
to prevent corrosion. The periodic inspection
should include removal of the battery case cover
to facilitate inspection of battery connections. If
the instrument is used under extreme tempera-
ture conditions. a visual inspection of all parts
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should made at least once a month. No
periodic maintenance is required except for
inspection. test. and replacement of batteries.

ELECTRONIC METERS

Flectronic meters are used primarily for the
same purposes as the nonelectronic meters.
Some characteristics of their operation. how-
ev4.r. give them definite advantages. In the
electronic multimeter. the current and resistance
measuring circuits function in a manner identical
to the corresponding notwleetronic measuring
instruments. The measurement of voltage, how-
ever. involves the use of an amplifier which in
turn requires that the meter he calibrated prior
to use.

Proper calibration and use of the instruments
vary slightly according to model. Details are
included in the Operation Instruction Manual
for each model.

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter TS-505

Figure 5-6 shows a front panel view of the
TS-505. The VTVM measures d-c voltages from
0.05 volt to 1.000 volts tin 9 ranges), and a-c
voltages from 0.05 volt to .250 volts rms tin 7
ranges). at frequencies from 30 He to 1 MHz.
With the RI: adapter that is used with the d-c
voltage measurement circuit. RF voltages may
he measured from 0.05 volt to 40 volts nns at
frequencies from 500 kHz to 500 MHz. 1)-c
resistances from I ohm to 1,0t)0 megohms may
he measured.

The accuracy of this meter is good. being 5
percent for d-c voltages and 6 percent for a-c
and RI: voltages. The meter movement requires
I ma for full-scale deflection.

The input impedance to the meter is 6
megohms at audiofrequencies. 40 megohms on
the 1.000-volt ci-c range. and 20 megohms on all
other ranges.

The power requirement is 9$ to 132 volts.
single phase. 50 to 1.000 Hz. at about 21
volt-amperes.

The removable rover of the TS-505 contains
accessories such as alligator clips, an RF adapter.
and miniature probe tips. The miniature tips slip
over the regular tips when working in confined
areas.
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Figwo 54-11405 multionotor, front wet.

OPERATING CONTROLS. The controls
that you will use when operating the meter trig.
5-6) arc as follows:

I. FUNCTION switch: Selects the type of
multimeter operation desired and turns the
multimeter on or off.

2. RANGE switch: Selects various voltage or
resistance measurement ranges.

3. ZERO AD.). control: ('ontrok pointer of
indicating meter. Used to set the meter pointer
at zero on the +IX' AC. or 01IM scale, or
at midscale on the t Ix` scale.

4. OHMS AIM. control: Controls pointer of
indicating meter. Used to set the meter pointer
at 00 on the OHMS scale when the FUNCTION
switch is set on OHMS position.
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S. Meter Indicates the value of voltage or
resistance measured.

6. AC LINE cord: Connects multimeter to a-c
power sou NC.

7. COMMON probe: Connects the ground. or
common circuit of the multimeter. to the
equipment under test.

N. IX* probe: Connects equipment under test
to the d-c measuring circuit of the multimeter.

O. OHMS probe: Connects equipment under
test to the ohmmeter circuit of the multimeter.

10. AC probe: Connects equipment under test
to the a-c measuring circuits of the multimeter.

11. Pilot light indicator: Lights when power is
applied to the multimeter.

TECHNIQUES VOR USE. The operation of
this meter is virtually self- explanatory. By study-
ing the controls and their respective markings.
you should be able to determine the steps to
follow when making a particular measurement.
Do not attempt to use this instrument unless
you have studied the technical manual which
sets forth the operating procedures, or unless
you have been instructed in its proper usage.
under the direction of your work center super-
visor.

Two peculiarities of this meter are:
1. In order for it to indicate accurate readings

it must warm up. 111k usually takes about 10
minutes. During this period the meter pointer
may drift rapidly: this is normal.

2.. Voltage measurements cannot he read di-
rectly on the meter scale when the function
switch is set at the IX' position.

The purpose of the ±-1X' position !zero center
scale) is to determine the polarity of an un-
known d-c voltage to indicate a zero d-c
voltage input to the multimeter.

CAUTION: The maximum d-c voltage which
may be applied to the multimeter when the
function switch is set at the IX* position is
one-half of the voltage indicated by the panel
marking opposite the range switch setting.

The major difference between any VTVM and
a conventional multimeter is that the VTVM
utilizes a vacuum tube in its input. For a
detailed explanation of the circuitry of the
'ES-505 VTVM consult the manufacturer's man-
ual or the Operation and Service instruction
Manual.
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Phase Angle Voltmeters

The overall accuracy of many electronic
equipments is determined by measuring phase
angles in computing transformers, computing
amplifiers. and resolver systems. In the past. one
of the most common methods used for mea-
suring phase shift or phase angles between
signals was observing patterns on an oscil-
loscope. With this method, it was hard to
determine small angles. and difficult to translate
various points into angles and sines of angles.
The most limiting factor in using oscilloscope
patterns developed when one of the signals
contained harmonic distortion or noise.

In any complex waveform containing a funda-
mental frequency and harmonies. measuring
phase shins presents problems. In most applica-
tions. interest lies in the phase relationship of
the fundamental frequency, regardlesz of the
phase relationship of any harmonics which may
be present. One of the requirements of a phase
measuring device is to measure the phase dif-
ference between two discrete frequencies. re-
gardless of the phase and amplitude of other
components of the waveform.

The basic block diagram of a phase angle
voltmeter is shown in figure 5-7. There are two
inputs the signal and the reference. Both chan-
nels contain fillers which pass only the funda-
mental frequency. All other frequencies are
highly attenuated. Each channel has a variable
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Figure 5-7.Phase awe voltmeter, blockdiagram.
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amplitude control and amplifiers to increase the
variety of signals that can he checked.

A calibrated phase shifter is inserted into one
channel: that channel signal can he phase shifted
to conespond to the other channel. This is
detected in the phase detector and observed on
the meter.

the calibrated phase shifter is made up of a
switch (whose position corresponds to the 0 °.
90°. 180`) and 270° phase shift) and a potentio-
meter (whose dial is calibrated from 0° to Q0°).
The total phase shift is made up of the sum of
the two readings.

The phase detector is a balanced diode bridge
type demodulator. Its output is proportional to
the signal frequency amplitude times the cosine
of the angle of phase difference between the
signal input and the reference input.

If the reference input is phase shifted until it
is in phase or 180' out of phase with the signal
input. the output from the phase detector is
proportional to the signal input amplitude (the
cosine of the angle is unity). If the reference
input is phase shifted until it is 00° or 270°
from the signal input. the phase detector output
is zero (the cosine of the angle is zero).

The point at which the two signals are in
phase or 180° out of phase is the point of
maximum deflection on the meter. The dif-
ference between the in phase and the 180° out
of phase points is in the direction in which the
needle swings not the distance it swings. As the
point of maximum deflection is approached, the
rate of change of the meter reading decreases
because the cosine has a small rate of change
near 0'. This makes it difficult to read the exact
point of maximum deflection.

Because the cosine has a maximum rate of
chant as it approaches 00° (and thus gives a
better indication on the meter), most com-
mercial voltmeters are set to determine the point
at which the signals are )0° out of plume
quadrature." When the voltmeter is set for this
point, there must he some way of converting the
phase shifter reading so that it shows the correct
amount of phase shift rather than 90° more or
less than the actual amount. Some confusion
exists in this area because different manu-
facturers have different methods of determining
the signal quadrant. Manufacturers also differ on
whether the final reading is a leading or a lagging

phase shift. This means the technician must be
familiar with as many types of phase angle
voltmeters as the Navy has in the field. He
cannot assume that the method he uses to
determine phase angle on one type of meter can
be used on another; nor can be assume that,
because one meter gives him a leading angle
between signal and reference waveforms.
another manufacturer's meter also gives leading
phase shift.

Differential Voltmeter

The differential voltmeter is a reliable preci-
sion item of test equipment. Its general function
is to compare an unknown voltage with an
internal reference voltage, and to indicate the
difference in their values. The differential volt-
meter in most common use in Navy applications
is the 80313/AD (lig. 5-8), manufactured by the
John Fluke Co. The remaining portion of this
discussion is based on that instrument.

The 8031)/AD is usable as an electronic
voltmeter, as a precision potentiometer. and as a
megohmmeter. It can also be used to measure
the excursions of a voltage about a reference
value. Ease of operation, inherent protection
from any accidental overload, and high relia-
bility of readings are additional advantages of
the instrument. It is accurate enough for preci-
sion work in calibration laboratories. yet rugged
enough for general shop use.

The heart of the unit is a precision 500-volt
ki-c reference power supply. This 500 volts can
he precisely divided into increments as small as
10 microvolts by means of 5 voltage dials.
Unknown a-c or d-c voltages are matched against
the precise internal voltage until no deflection
occurs on the panel meter. The unknown voltage
is then simply read from the voltage dials. In the
highe' null sensitivity range, a potential dif-
feren: between unknown and reference voltage
as snit: I as 0.01 volts causes full-scale meter
deflection.

At null, the differential voltmeter presents an
"infinite" input impedance to the voltage under
measurement, almost completely eliminating cir-
cuit loading.

A functional schematic diagram of the dif-
ferential voltmeter is shown in figure 5-9. The
Principal circuit divisions are as follows:
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Figure 5- 9.-- Differential voltmeter, functional schematic
diagram.

1. A 500-volt d-c reference power supply.
2. Precision voltage divider network.
3. VTVM.
4. ('hopper- amplifier.
5. Converter and converter power supply.
The system circuitry is designed with two

separate common returns. One of these, the
return for the converter power supply and
reference power supply, provides a safety factor
for personnel and a capability for measuring a
potential difference between two voltages. The
other. which is the common return of the
VTVM power supply, is connected to the known
reference voltage output from the precision
voltage divider network. This arrangement pro-
vides a constant d-c voltage of +108 volts across
the differential amplifier regardless of the d-c
potential applied to the grid.

D-C REFERENCE POWER SUPPLY. --A full
wave rectifier with its associated filter network
supplies a d-c voltage of approximately 1,000
volts to a conventional electron controlled volt -
age regulator. The regulated output is main-
tained at 500 volts ±0.01 percent.

In the 500 V DC position, the RANGE switch
(S2E) passes this 500 volts, directly to the
precision voltage divider. In the 50 V IX'. 5 V
IX'. and 0.5 V IX' positions, range resistors S2F
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divide the reference voltage to 50, 5, and 0.5
volts d.c., respectively. In all a-c positions of the
RANGE switch, only 5 volts of the reference
supply is used, due to the fact that the maxi-
m= output of the a-c to d-c converter is S

as.

g'RECISION VOLTAGE DIVIDER.- Each of
the four precision voltages available from the
reference supply must be made adjustable
through a precision divider network so that
unknown voltages may be nulled or matched
exactly. The five decade resistor strings (fig.
5-10) accomplish this function.

Note that each string, with the exception of
the first, parallels two resistors of the string that
precedes it. Between the two wipers of S4, there
is a total resistance of 40K and a total voltage of
100 volts d.c. with the RANGE switch in the
500 V DC position. Across the wipers of S5, Sfl,
and S7, there are 10, I . and 0.1 volts d.c.,
respectively. Switch S8 selects increments of
0.01-volt d.c. from the last decade. These
voltages are reduced by a factor of 10 for each
successively lower voltage range.

All resistors of each decade are matched and
all decades are matched for each instrument,

!IMO. 1_1140
Or f 1 AAA MAN

Figure 5-10.Pe eciskto voltage divider.

AT. 99
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providing an overall divider accuracy of 0.005
percent.

With the NULL switch in any null range, the
output of the precision voltage divider appears
at the grid of one-half of the VTVM differential
amplifier. A one two-hundredths ampere (5
milliampere) fuse protects this output.

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. When
operating in the differential mode, output volt-
age from the precision voltage divider appears on
the grid of V4B, one-half of the differential
amplifier. (See fig. 5 -1 1.) The unknown voltage
appears on the grid of V4A. the other half of the

+10811

AT.99

Figure 5.11. -- Differ entisi amplifier.
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differential amplifier. Any difference between
these potentials is indicated by the meter
coupled between the cathodes of V4A and V4B.
When the output voltage exactly matches the
unknown, the meter reads zero and no current is
drawn from the source being measured, because
the same potential exists on both sides of the
input resistances.

When used as a conventional VTVM, the-grid
of V4B is connected to the 0-volt bus, or
negative binding post. With the range switch in
the 0.5 V DC' position, the unknown voltage
appears directly on the grid of V4A and the
meter indicates the approximate value of the
unknown. Input divider resistors maintain the 0
to 0.5 grid voltage range for all instrument
voltage ranges. The input resistance of the
instrument in the VTVM position is 10
megohms.

CONVERTER. All a-c measurements are
made by first converting the a-c input to a d-c
voltage. The converter provides a maximum d-c
output of 5 volts for a maximum a-c input of 5
volts rms. In the 5 V AC position, range switch
sections of SA and S2B couple the converter
amplifier input directly to the binding post. In
the 50 V AC and 500 V AC positions, input
attenuators reduce the unknown a.c. to provide
a maximum of 5 volts a-c input to the first
converter amplifier.

The overall frequency response of the con-
verter is essentially flat from 30 Hz to 10 kHz.

Model 5015 SPA
Digital Voltmeter

The Model 5015 SPA Digital Voltmeter pro-
vides users a highly accurate, easily maintained
instrument which also possesses a high order of
reliability. The meter uses a relay-operated
digital feedback voltage divider, energized by a
10-volt Zener reference voltage, to create a
precision feedback voltage equal to the un-
known input.

Continuous comparison is made between the
feedback voltage and the unknown input: any
error voltage is amplified and used to reposition
the feedback voltage divider.

An automatically operated attenuator pro-
vides operation on the 100-volt and 1,000-volt
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ranges by dividing the inputs by 10 and 100.
respectively. Matched and aged Zener diodes
eliminate the need for a temperature-controlled
oven.

The Model 5015 SPA digital voltmeter (fig.
5-12) has seven front ianet controls. Their
functions are described in the following para-
graphs:

1. The SENSITIVITY control is a potentio-
meter that is provided to decrease sensitivity for
noisy signals.

2. The FILTER switch is provided to engage
or remove the filter application.

3. The power switch has three positions: (11
OFF the digital voltmeter is deenergized and
both power leads are isolated from the power
source; however. connection is maintained be-
tween the outer case and the a-c power line
ground. (2) STRY this position is provided to
allow a warn' up selection without any activa-
tion of internal components even with an input

signal applied. (See paragraph on PUSH TO
READ for exception.) (3) ON in this position
the digital voltmeter is ready to provide mea-
surement readings of input signals.

4. With an input signal applied and the power
switch in the STBY position, depres sing the
PUSH TO READ switch permits the operator to
take a single reading.

5. The AC OFFSET control is a screwdriver
adjust potentiometer provided to "zero" the
readout in the AC mode prior to taking a-c
readings.

(. The function switch is provided to permit
the selection of either the RATIO. IX' volts, or
AC volts modes of operation.

7. The range switch has four positions: ( I )
The 10, 100. and 1,000 positions are used to fix
the maximum voltage which will be read. (2)
The AUTO position causes the digital voltmeter
to select automatically the appropriate range for
the input applied.

1. SENSITIVITY control.
2. FILTER switch.
3. Power switch.
4. PUSH to READ switch.

5. AC OFFSET control.
O. Function switch.
7. Range voAtch.

Flan 5.12.Model 5015 SPA digital voltmeter front pond toff &
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FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

Frequency measurements are often an 4..s-
sential part of preventive and corrective main-
tenance for electronic equipment. Rotation fre-
quencies of some mechanical devices must he
determined. The output frequency of electric
power generators is checked when the engine is
started and during preventive maintenance rou-
tines. Equipment which operates in the audiolre-
queney range must he adjusted to operate at the
correct. frequencies. Radio transmitters must be
accurately tuned to the assigned frequencies to
provide reliable communications and avoid inter-
fering with radio circuits operating on other
frequencies. Radar sets must be properly tuned
to obtain satisfactory performance.

.

The rotation frequency of rotating machinery
such as radar antennas, servomotors. and other
types of electric motors can be measured by the
use of a stroboscope. Stroboscopic methods
compare the rate of one mechanical rotation or
vibration with another or with the frequency of
a fluctuating source of illumination. Tacho-
meters can be used to measure the rotation
frequency of armatures in electric motors. dyna-
motors, and engine-driven generators.

The electrical output frequency of a-c power
generators can he measured directly by vibrating
reed. tuned circuit. or crossed-coil iron-vane
type meters. The vibrating reed device is the
simplest type of frequency meter. and has the
advantage of being rugged enough to be
mounted on generator control panels. It is also
used to check the line voltage in the shop to
insure that the proper frequency is supplied to
the equipment and/or test sets.

FREQUENCY METERS

Frequency meter is a term generally applied
to denote an item of test equipment which is
used to indicate the frequency of an external
signal. Although some models of frequency
meters generate signals having a basic frequency,
they should not be confused with that class of
test equipment known as signal generators.
(Signal generators are discussed later in this
chapter.) The signal generator develops a fre-
quency used to operate an external circuit: the
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frequency meter measures the frequency of a
signal developed in an external circuit.

As mentioned previously, some frequency
meters generate a signal frequency: others do
not. The group in which no frequency is
generated internally is properly called a "wave-
meter." Wavemeters are of two basic types
reaction and absorption. Those frequency
meters which do generate an internal frequency
may use either electronic or mechanical oscilla-
tion as the frequency generator.

Measurement Methods

Frequency measurements in the audio-
frequency range can he made by the comparison
method or by a direct-reading frequency meter.
Frequency comparisons can be made by the use
of a calibrated audiofrcquency signal generator
in conjunction with either an oscilloscope or a
modulator and a zero-heat indicator device.
Direct-reading frequency measurements can be
made by instruments using series frequency-
selective electrical networks. bridge test sets
having null indicators. or counting type fre-
quency meters.

Frequency measurements for radio equipment
are made during tuning, preventive maintenance.
and corrective maintenance procedures. The
type of test equipment selected depends on the
frequency to he measured and the required
accuracy. Signal frequencies of radio transmit-
ters which operate in the low frequency to the
VIlE range are normally measured by absorption
type wavemeters. reaction type wavemeters. or
calibrated radio receivers. Where accuracy is not
of prime importance. rapid frequency checks
may he made by the absorption type wavemeter.
Since the wavemeter is relatively insensitive. it is
very useful in determining the fundamental
frequency in a circuit generati-2 multiple har-
monics. Calibration of test equipment that
measure signals in this frequency range can be
checked by comparison with standard frequency
signals broadcast by the National Bureau of
Standards.

The signal frequencies of radio and radar
equipment which operate in the UHF and SlIF
range can be measured by resonant cavity type
wavemeters, resonant coaxial line type wave-
meters. or Lecher-wire devices. When properly
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calibrated, resonant cavity and resonant coaxial
line wavemeters are more accurate and have
better stability than wavemeters used for meas-
urements in the low frequency to VHF range.
These frequency- treasuring instruments are of-
ten furnished as part of communication and
electronic equipment. but are also available as
general purpose test sets.

WAVEMETERS

Wavemeters are calibrated resonant circuits
used to measure frequency. Any type of res-
onant circuit may be used in wavemeter appli-
cations. The exact kind of circuit employed
depends on the frequency range for which the
meter is intended. Resonant circuits consisting
of coils and capacitors are used for low fre-
quency wavemeters. Butterfly circuits. adjust-
able transmission line sections. and resonant
cavities are used in VHF and microwave instru-
ments.

There arc three basic kinds of wavemeters
the absorption, the reaction. and the transmis-
sion types.

Absorption wavemeters are composed of the
basic resonant circuit. a rectifier, and a meter for
indicating the amount of current induced into
the wavemeter. In use, this type of wavemeter is
loosely coupled to the circuit to he measured.
The resonant circuit of the wavemeter is then
adjusted until the current meter shows a maxi-
mum deflection. The frequency of the circuit
under test is. then determined from the cali-
brated dial of the wavemeter.

The reaction type derives its name from the
fact that it is adjusted until a marked reaction
occurs in the circuit being measured. For ex-
ample, the wavemeter is loosely coupled to the
grid circuit of an oscillator, and the resonant
circuit of the meter is adjusted until it is in
resonance with the oscillator frequency.

The setting of the wavemeter dial is made by
observing the grid current meter in the oscil-
lator. At resonance. the wavemeter circuit takes
energy from the oscillator. causing the grid
current to dip sharply. The frequency of the
oscillator is then determined from the calibrated
dial of the wavemeter.

The transmission wavemeter is an adjustable
coupling link. When it is inserted between a
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source of radioirequency energy and an indica-
tor, energy is transmitted to the indicator only
when the wavemeter is tuned to the frequency
of the source. Transmission wavemeters are
widely used in measuring microwave fre-
quencies. Units of this type are included in echo
boxes. The additional provisions for echo boxes
permit additional testing functions.

Many actual wavemeters are used in per-
forming various functions. Cavity type wave -
meters are the type most commonly used, and
only this type is discussed in detail.

Cavity Wavemeters

Figure 5-13 shows a typical cavity wavemeter.
The wavemeter illustrated is of the type com-
monly used for the measurement of microwave
frequencies. The device employs a resonant
cavity which effectively acts as a high-Q. LC
tank cirLait. The resonant frequency of the

P,P,If 4A,

Rguie SISTypisid cavity
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cavity is varied by means of a plunger which is
mechanically connected to a micrometer mecha-
nism. Movement of the plunger into the cavity
reduces the cavity site and increases the re-
sonant frequency. Conversely. an increase in the
size of the cavity (made by withdrawing the
plunger) lowers the resonant frequency. The
microwave energy from the equipment under
test is fed into the wavemeter through one of
two inputs. A or D. A crystal rectifier then
detects (rectifies) the signal. and the rectified
current is indicated on the current meter. M.

This specific instrument can he used as either
a transmission type or an absorption type
wavemeter. When used as a transmission wave-
meter. the unknown signal is coupled into the
circuit by means of input A. When the cavity is
tuned to the resonant frequency of the signal.
energy is coupled through coupling loop B into
the cavity and out through loop C to the crystal
rectifier. It is rectified and current flow resulting
from this rectification is indicated on the meter.
At frequencies off resonance. little or no current
flows in the detector and the meter reading is
small. The micrometer and attached plunger are
varied until a maximum meter reading is ob-
tained. The micrometer setting is then compared
with a calibration chart supplied with the
wavemeter to determine the unknown fre-
quency.

When the unknown signal is relatively weak.
such as the signal from a klystron oscillator. the
wavemeter is usually used as an absorption type
of device. Connection is made to the instrument
at the input D. The RE= loop C then acts as an
injection loop to the cavity. When the cavity is
tuned to the resonant frequency of the klystron.
maximum energy is absorbed by the cavity and
the meter dips. indicating a reduction of current.
When the cavity is not tuned to the frequency of
the klystron. high current is indicated on the
current meter. Therefore. the cavity is tuned for
a minimum reading, or dip, in the meter: and the
resonant frequency is determined from the
micrometer setting and the calibration chart.

Potentiometer RI is used to adjust the sensi-
tivity of the meter from the front panel of the
instrument. .11 is a video jack and is provided for
observing video waveforms with a test oscil-
loscope.

A directional antenna is used in conjunction
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with the instrument for making relative field
strength measurements of radiated signals. for
use in measuring the frequency of radar trans-
mitters. and for constructing radiation patterns
of transmitting antennas.

In radiation pattern measurements. the di-
rectional antenna is connected to the wavemeter
input, and the instrument is tuned to the
frequency of the system under test. The cavity is
then locked on this frequency by an AFC
system. The output signal being measured must
be continuous and constant for reliable results.
This is necessary in order for any vaiiation in the
meter reading to be caused directly by a change
in the actual field strength of the signal when
the position of the wavemeter is changed with
respect to the transmitting antenna. After estab-
lishing a reference on the meter, the
position of the wavemeter is then changed by
moving it around the radiating antenna, main-
taining a fixed distance from it. The wavemeter
readings at various positions around the trans-
mitting equipment are recorded on polar graph
paper, and the field pattern is thereby de-
termined.

COUNTER TYPE
FREQUENCY METER

The counter type frequency meter is a high-
speed electronic counter with an accurate.
crystal-controlled time base. This type of com-
bination provides a frequency meter which
automatically counts and displays the number of
events occuring in a precise time interval. The
frequency meter itself does not generate any
signal. but merely counts the recurring pulses
fed to it.

Frequency Meter AN/USM-26

Frequency Meter AN/USM-26 is a precision
instrument that automatically measures fre-
quencies to 100 MHz and automatically displays
its measurements in digital form on an eight-
place panel indicating system. In addition to
making direct measurements of frequency. the
AN/USM-26 also measures period (time of one
cycle of periodic wave). time intervals. and
frequency ratios. and may be used to count
random events such as those encountered in
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nuclear work. The equipment further includes a
self-check feature that enables the operator to
verify the proper operation of the equipment for
most types of measurements.

By use of the Frequency Converter AN/
USA-5 plug-in unit, the useful operating range of
the USM-26 is extended to 220 MHz. Similarly.
using the Transfer Oscillator CM-102/11SM-73 in
conjunction with the USA-5 further extends the
frequency range to the vicinity of 5 GM
(gigahertz) before the harmonics become too
weak for use. Use of a tunable detector allows
the operator to resonate the signal to be
measured, thus increasing the sensitivity of the
equipment for detection of harmonics. This
extends the upper limit of operation to about 12
GHz. A second tunable detector can be used to
further increase the sensitivity by resonating the
desired harmonic produced by the transfer
oscillator.

Because of the accuracy with which it meas-
ures frequencies, the USM-26 equipment can be
considered to he a new type of secondary
frequency standard that replaces more elaborate
installations of conventional precision t're-
quency- measuring equipment. For example, the
meter has been found particularly useful for
frequency measurements in quartz crystal grind-
ing work as well as for general laboratory quality
frequency measurements. Other typical fre-
quency-measuring applications for the equip-
ment include calibration of transmitters. oscil-
lators. signal generators. etc.

In combination with tachometer generators or
other suitable transducers, the equipment can be
used to make precision tachometry measure-
ments. In tachometry work it is particularly
useful for measuring the rotation frequency of
high speed devices. When used in conjunction
with a sensitive radioactivity detector and a
suitable transducer. the USM-26 can provide an
extremely accurate indication of the radio-
activity radiation level.

Time measurements that the equipment will
make include pulse length, pulse interval, time
delay. etc.

Since the indicating system in the equipment
presents the measured frequency in as many as
eight significant figures, the equipment is espe-
cially useful for measuring very small frequency
changes such as are encountered when making

measurements of frequency stability of oscil-
lators and similar frequency generators.

Electronic Counter 5241)

A counter type frequency meter (fig. 5-14).
Electronic Counter 5241) (Ilewktt-Packardi, can
measure frequencies from 10 Hz to 10.1 MHz
and d6play the readings in digital form on an
eight-place indicating system. In addition to
making direct frequency measurements. they
can measure periods (0 Ilz to 100 kiln fre-
quency ratios. and total events. A self -check
feature enables an operator to verify instrument
operation for most types of measurements. The
internal oscillator is stable within 5 parts of 108
per week. Thus these counters make - good
secondary frequency standards.

To increase the range of measurement, seven
accessory plug-in units (not shown) are available.
Frequency Converter Units, Models 525A. B.
and C, increase the frequency range fror 10.1

0 0
0 0 co 0 0 e 0 el cs
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Figure 5-14.Eleartude sountiv, 524D.
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MHz to 100 MHz. 1(X) MHz to 220 MHz. and
100 MHz to 510 MHz. respectively. Video
Amplifier unit 526A increases the basic set
sensitivity to 10 my in the range of from 10 Ilz
to 10.1 MHz: Time Interval unit 526B permits
measuring time intervals from Ipsec to 107
seconds: Period Multiplier unit 5260 extends the
period measurement range up to 10.000 periods
or unknown frequency: and Phase unit 526D
permits measuring phase angle with an accuracy
approaching ±0.10. In addition to the plug-ins.
the Model 540B Transfer Oscillator extends, as a
companion instrument. the frequency range up
to I 2.4 megahertz (109 accuracy).

To measure frequency the bask circuit ar-
rangement of the electronic counter is shown in
figure 5-15. For frequency measurement the
signal is fed through a Signal Gate to a series of
digital type counters. A precision time interval
obtained from the Time Base Section opens and
closes the Signal (;ate for an extremely accurate
period of time. for example. I second. The
counters count the number of cycles entering
through the gate during the 1-second interval
and then display the total. Tho answer is read
directly as the number of kilt ::rtz occurring
during the 1- second interval. Tht period of time
the Signal Gate remains open is set by the
FRI'QUFN('Y UNIT switch (not shown). For
each position of the FREQUENCY UNIT switch
the illuminated decimal point is automatically
positioned so that the answer is always read

INPUT

TIME BABE
GENERATOR

SIGNAL
GAm COUNTERS

GATE OPENING AND
CLOSING SIGNAL

A0.587

Figure 5-15.Basie block diagram of the 5240.
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directly in kilohertz. The answer is auto-
matically displayed for a period of time de-
termined by gate time or the setting of the
DISPLAY TIME control on the front panel,
whichever is greater.

To measure a period or time interval the
application of the two signals reverses as shown
by the dotted lines in figure 5-15. The period or
time interval to be measured is connected to
open and close the Signal Gate while one of the
standard frequencies from the Time Base Sec-
tion is passed through the Signal Gate to the
counters. When measuring period. one cycle of
the incoming signal opens the gate, the next
cycle doses it, The number of cycles of the
standard frequency from the Time Base that
occurred during the period are then indicated on
the counters. The standard frequencies obtained
from the Time Base have been selected so that
the answer to the measured period will always
be displayed in direct-reading units of time:
seconds. milliseconds. or microseconds.

Provision is also made in the circuit to permit
measurement of the average of 10 periods of the
unknown frequency. Higher accuracy can thus
be obtained than with single period measure-
ments.

The accuracy of frequency measurements is
determined by an internal oscillator and by a
possible error of II count that is inherent in the
gate and counter type of instrument. At low
frequencies. greater accuracy can be obtained by
measuring the period of the signal than by
measuring the frequency directly.

The block diagram (fig. 5-16 (A)) shows the
circuit arrangement of the bask counter when
measuring frequencies in the range of 10 Ilz to
10.1 MHz. To measure frequencies up to 510
MHz. one of three frequency converter units is
required (fig. 5-16 (B)). As stated above. the
525C Frequency Converter unit is used between
100 and 510 MHz. In these frequency converters
the input signal is mixed with a harmonic of 10
MHz so that the difference between the signal
and the harmonic is not more than 10.1 MHz.
The difference frequency is counted and dis-
played. By adding the count displayed by the
counter to the known 10 MHz harmonic the
input signal frequency is determined,

All three frequency converters have tuning
systems to indicate the correct mixing Ere-
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quencN . However. if the mixing frequency is
within I MIL" of the unknown frequency. there
is a possibility Of two answers, for you may not
know whether to add or subtract the displayed
reading from the mixing frequency. In such
eases. make additional measurements using the
two adjacent mixing frequencies to determine
the unknown frequency. When making the final
measurement choose a mixing frequency which
is at least 100 kW away from the unknown.

When measuring frequency. the counter will
count sine wavi..s, rectangular waves. and positive
pulses. to measure the frequency of negative
pulses. adjustment of a FRI-QUENCY sensitivity
control is necessary. This control is a screwdriver
adjustment located on the front panel.

When the counter is set for PFRIOD measure-
ments. the time base and tlw signal input circuit*
are interchanged. from their frequency measure-
ment positions (fig. 5-16 t(' 1). With the circuits
so connected. the eunters count the output of
the t.inti! haw for the period of the unknown
input signal. "Thus the %tlindard frequencies
generated in the time base are used as Units of
time to measure the unknown period in terms of
microseconds. millisecimds. or seconds.

The accuracy of period measurements is largely
determined by the accuracy with which trig-
gering occurs at the saute` point on consecutive
c eles it signal voltages having a slow rate -of-
rise. \clic that when the signal-to-noise ratio
improves. the triggering accuracy also improves.
Averaged over 10 periods. the single-period error
is reduced by a factor of 10. If the 52t1C Period
Multiplier unit is used. the error is reduced an
additional factor of 10 for each factor the
measurement is extended. The accuracy of
triggering is considerably improved when the
waveforms being measured have a fast rise time.
For example. a significant reduction in error can
he obtained if square waves are applied instead
of sine vases to the input.

In order to follow the slowest-changing wave-
forms. the period measurement input circuits are
direct-coupled and are adjusted to trigger at the
zero-volt crossing of a negativegoing voltage.
Thus any component in the input signal will
shift the triggering level so that the maximum
slope no longer occurs at the zero-volt level.
resulting in a loss of accuracy. If the ti-c
component is large enough. there may be no
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triggering at all. An external generator can he
used in place of the time base generalist for
period measurements.

'11w counter can be used to measure the
RATIO of two frequencies. The higher fre-
quency is passed through the signal gate to the
counters and is counted for a period of time
determined by either one period or 10 periods
of the lower frequency. which controls the
opening and closing of the gale (fig. 5-1

Ratio measurement accuracy is determined by
the same factors as period measurement accu-
racy: consistency of triggering by the lower
input frequency and the inherent error of t 1
count of the higher frequency. The 5.10(' Period
Multiplier unit is used to reduce the error by
extending the number of periods of the lower
frequency over which the measurement is made.
For each factor of 10 the measurement is
extended. the error is decreased by a factor of
10.

Although the time base generator is not used
during ratio measurements. ratio measurements
cannot he made if the time base generator is not
operating. The counter has a holdoff circuit
which disables the signal gate if the time base
generator fails.

To make 'INF INTFRVAI Meastirenlents
(fig. 5-I ti (1-1). the 52(41 time interval unit must
he installed. Time interval Mamas:Milts are
similar to period measurements except that the
points on the signal waveforms at which the
measurement starts and stops are adjustable. the
adjustable threshold feature allows you to make
illeasiireinents irons one part of the same wave-
form or to use separate waveforms as start and
stop signals.

As in the case of period measurements. the
input signals control the opening and eh ising of
the gate while the standard frequencies arc
passed to the counters trig. 5-1(s tE IL Thus the
accurate frequencies generated in the time base
are used as units of time to measure th
unknown interval in terms of microseconds.
milliseconds. or seconds.

The 52013 time interval unit may also he used
as a high-speed totaliter 4..apalie of counting at a
maximum rate of 10,1 million events per sec-
ond. The basic circuit arrangement is indicated
in figure 5- I t F

The threslu ctInin)ls adjust the
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start and stop channels so that they will he
actuated only by signals of predetermined
polarity, amplitude, and slope. Time interval
measurements begin when the start signal crosses
the selected start threshold value in the selected
direction' and end when the stop signal crosses
Ow selected stop threshold value in the selected
direction. Me threshold controls are only ap-
proximately calibrated andiin some applications.
special precautions will have to he taken in order
to obtain the desired interval.

If an uncomplicated waveform is used as the
start andior stop signal. the setting of the
threshold controls is not critical. For example. if
a sharp pulse like that shown in figure 5-17 ( A)
is used, there will he little difference whether
the measurement begins at point A or li.
However. if a more complex waveform like that
shown in figure 5-17 113) is used to measure the
interval X. set the thr:shold controls near tero
as a preliminary adjustment. As the start and
then the stop threshold controls are adjusted
notice the definite changes in the measured time
interval. Thus the start and stop thresholds are
above the step and the indicated time interval is
actually X.

It is highly desirable to examine both start
and stop signals on a d-c coupled oscilloscope
before attempting a measurement. In this way it
can he determined that no spurious signals exist.
and the threshold controls can he carefully set.

With a 5201) phase unit plugged into the
counter. the phase angle between two signals of
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Figure 6.17.Time interval waveforms.
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identical frequency. in the range from I lit to
20 kilt. may be measured. This unit is useful for
investigating, at various points in a circuit. the
phase a signal has with respect to the phase it
had at the input. Connect the reference signal to
the R11:11(1:1( I' INPUT. and the signal whose
phase is under investigation to the UNKNOWN
INPUT. If the frequency of the signal is 400 ± 4
Ili phase angle is read directly in tenths of a
degree. For a signal of some other frequency in
the rated range. the inIbmiation is read in time
units. with resolution up to 0.1 pscc. For all
phase measurements. set the phase unit PHASE/
PI-.RIOD switch to PIIASF. the REFERENCE,
LUAI)rI.M; switch to the type of measurement
desired. and the counter FUNCTION %-
LECTOR to PERIOD.

In general. circuit action for a phase measure-
ment is similar to that for a time interval
measurement. Trigger circuits in the phase unit
supply the pulses which open and close the
signal gate in the counter. Arrangement of the
circuits will he similar to that shown in figure
5-lb (Ft. for the time interval measurements.

Digital Readout Electronic
Counter AN TSM-207

11w AN/UW-207 is a portable, solid-state
electronic counter I'm precisely measuring and
displaying on a 0-digit numerical readout the
frequency and period of a cyclic electrical signal.
the frequency ratio of two signals. the time
interval between two points on the same or
different signals. and the total number of eleetri-
cal impulses (totalizing). The counter also pro-
% ides the following types of output signals:

1. Standard signals from 0.1 ilt to 10 MHz
decade steps derived from a 1-,M1iz frequency
standard. frequency dividers. and a frequency
multiplier.

2, Input signals divided in frequency by
factors from 10 to Ms by a frequency divider.

3. Digital data of the measurement in four-
line binary-coded-decimal form with decimal
point and control signals for operation of
printers. data recorders. or control devices.

4. A 1 -MHz output from a frequency stand-
ard.

The ANTSM-207 (figure 5-18) consists of a
major counter assembly. two plug-in assemblies
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Figure 5.18.Digitel readout electronic counter
ANAMPA-207

which install in recesses on the front and rear
panel. and a group of accessory cables and
connectors stored in the detachable front cover.

The major assembly Digital Readout Flee-
ironic Counter CP-814/USM-207 contains the
input amplifiers: gate control: display: reset and
transfer control: frequency multipliers: time
base dividers: decade and readout boards: num-
erical display tubes: decimal point and units
indicators: power supply and regulator: and
controls associated with these circuits.

The Radio Frequency Oscillator 0-1267/
USM-207 plug-in assembly develops a I-MHz
signal and includes its own power supply. The
oscillator includes the 1 -MHz output receptacle
which may he used as a source of that frequency
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CON CTOR
ADAPTER
tati-255/U

CONNECTOR
ADAPTER
LiG-10351U

when the oscillator is connected to a-c power
through the basic counter or when connected to
the power line independently of tie counter.
The counter may be operated without the
oscillator in totalizing. scaling the input signal,
time interval with external clock. and frequency
ratio measurements. For other measurements
the counter does not require the oscillator when
a separate external 100 kHz or I MHz signal is
connected. In either of these two situations the
oscillator may be left in the counter or removed.
The oscillator plugs into the right rear of the
counter.

The Electronic Frequency Convener
CV-1921/USM-207 plug-in assembly permits
measurement of frequencies up to 500 MHz
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using the heterodyne principle. The unit consists
of the broadband amplifier, mixer, multiplier,
and controls and indicators associated with these
circuits. When measurements other than hetero-
dyne frequency measurements are made. the
converter is not required. but need not he
removed. The converter also permits the mea-
surement of signals from 3S MHz to 100 MHz
with a greater sensitivity than available with the
basic counter. The converter plugs into the right
front of the counter.

Figure 5-19 is the ov.7all functional block
diagram of the counter. To make a measurement
requires two types of information; a count signal
and a gate control signal. These two signals may
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be generated within the instrument or they may
be supplied from outside sources. The type of
measurement the counter will make depends
upon the relationship of these two signals. In
any function the instrument counts the count
signal for a period of time determined by the
gate control signal. Routing of these signals
within the instrument is accomplished by logic
circuits. These logic circuits are controlled by
means of the front panel controls.

The radiofrequency oscillator (0-1267/
USM-207) generates a signal of precise fre-
quency for use throughout the counter or to
provide a precise 1 MHz signal for use outside
the equipment.
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Figure 6-19.Digital readout electronic counter AN/
USM-207 overall functional block diagram
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Ihe electronic frequency converter accepts
tadiinfetitte11Cle% 1)0 %wen 1 00 Sill, and 500
51112 and converts them to radiorrequencies
between 5 Sill, and 1(R) MHz for measurement
by the basic counter.

The "A- amplifier amplifies the A input
signal or the output of the converter for use
throughout the counter.

The "B amplifier amplifies and shapes the 13
input signal for use throughout the counter.

The "C* amplifier amplifies and shapes the C
input signal for use throughout the counter.

The 10 Milt and I NW/ multiplier multiplies
the frequency and shapes the signal generated
by the radiofrequency oscillator. It also provides
precise timing signals to the various functional
sections of the basic counter and to the fre-
quency converter.

The scaler consists of a series of decade
dividers and gating systems which provide di-
vided standard frequencies and control signals
depending on the type of measurement the
instrument is making.

The gate control generates the gate control
signal. This signal determines the length of time
that the count decades will count the count
signal.

The count control provides the proper count
signal to the cowit decades. as selected by the
setting of the front-panel switches.

The cycle control produces all signals neces-
sary to display the measurement results on the
readout and to recycle the counter.

The count decades count the count signal
when permitted to do so by the gate control.
The result of their counting becomes the final
reading displayed by the readout at the end of
each measurement.

The readout receives binary-coded-decimal
BCD) data from the count decades. decodes

this data into decimal form and drives the
readout indicator tubes. The readout also con-
tains memory circuits which function when the
counter is operated in the "Store- mode.

The power supply supplies all d-c power
required by the basic instrument and the con-
verters and consists of seven d-c supplies. Five of
these supplies (÷ IS volt, +I 2 voilt. -1-() volt. and
-12 volt) are regulated and two ( + 1 SO volt and
+45 volt) are unregulated.
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COMPONENT TESTERS

[his section discusses the testing of com-
ponents considered to he most essential in any
electronic circuit. These components include the
transistor, crystal diode, and the electron tube.
During the process of maintaining the equip-
ment for which the technician is responsible.
these three particular components are the ones
with which he becomes most involved.

ELECTRON TUBE TESTER

Before discussing the testing of electron tubes
on the tube tester, the substitution method of
testing is described.

Substitution of a tube known to be good is a
simple and reliable method of determining the
quality of a questionable tube. Usually this
method cannot be used to eliminate more than
one tube in a single circuit. For instance, if both
an RE amplifier and an 11: amplifier are defec-
tive in a receiver, replacing either one does not
correct the trouble. Also the practice of re-
placing several tubes in a circuit, all at one time.
will usually result in misalinement of a tuned
circuit. Under conditions such as these, the use
of test equipment designed for testing the
quality of a tube saves valuable time.

Experience has shown that tube failures may
be roughly classified us follows: mech.-lit:al
detects and gas within the tube, filament for
heater) burned out. change in tube charac-
teristics, physical damage, and intermittent
shorts. Mechanical defects and rise of gas pres-
sure within the tubes are attributed to faulty
cc.istruction and processing. Some of these
defects cannot be detected by standard testing
methods until the tubes have been in operation
for some time. Filament burnout may be caused
by repeated sudden application of full voltage to
the filament. Initial heating of the filament is
nonuniform. As a result, mechanical stresses due
to thermal expansion are set up. and these
stresses weaken the filament structure and
hasten its failure.

Change in tube characteristics is a broad
classification and covers decreasing emission.
change in cutoff voltage. changing transcon-
ductance. etc. Such changes are usually the
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result of deterioration of the cathode structure.
or tOrmation of a cathode interface surface in
the tube or changes in alinement of the eke-
(rode parts. Physical damage is largely acci-
dental. It includes such causes as breakage.
bending of pins, and inadvertent application of
excessive voltages. Intermittent shorts are caused
mainly by foreign matter. such as lint within the
tube assentilly.

Operation of a Typical Tube Tester

The tube-testing equipment discussed in this
section is a typical. general-purpose test equip-
ment of the transconductance type. The TV -7 /L'
tube tester (fig. 5-20) is representative of this
type equipment.

The front-panel controls on this tester adjust
for switch) the various potentials necessary for
the testing of tubes. The tube data chart
(hooktype) which is supplied with the equip-
ment, lists the control setting for the various
types of tubes generally encountered in the
field.

CAUTION: Before the tube to be tested is
inserted in the correct test socket, make certain
that the front-panel controls are set to the
positions listed for that type tube in the data
chart. This precaution is necessary to prevent
e\cessive voltage from being applied to the tube
elements (especially the filament ).

LINE VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT AND
TEST. The line voltage adjustment is necessary
so that the line voltage applied to the primary of
the transformer can he preset to an operating
value. A ')3 -volt potential is itsed as a test
reference point, regardless of the variations
caused by different tube loads or fluctuations in
the a-c supply. Applied voltages may range from
105 to 130 volts and still be adjustable. Depres-
sing the LINE TEST button connects the meter
of the tube tester to read the "B" supply
voltage. The test equipment is calibrated at the
factory so that the meter pointer is approxi-
mately centered when the voltage across the
primary is 93 volts. Since various types of
electron tubes draw different values of currents.
a LINE ADJUSTMENT rheostat (connected in
series with the primary) is provided. The pri-
mary voltage can thus he set to the designed
operating voltage before any test is begun. A
small protective lamp which will burn out on
overload is connected in series with the primary
of the transformer to prevent equipment
damage.

SHORT CIRCUIT AND NOISE TEST. It is
very important that the technician apply the test
for short-circuited elements to a tube of doubt-
fill quality before any other tests are made. This
procedure protects the meter for any other
indicator) from damage. Also it follows logically

Nomenclature for figure 5-20.

1. Fuse tamp.
2 Line adj. control.
3. Pilot light.
4. Power switch.
5. Filament voltage.
6. Filament selectors.
7. A-c tine cords.
8. Grid jack.
9. Bias control.

10. Plate jack.
11. Shunt control.
12. Neon lamp.
13. Meter.
14. Meter reverse switch.
15. Rectifier switch.
16. 024 switch.
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17. Gas 2 switch.
18. Gas 1 switch.
19. Mut. Cond. switch.
20. Diode switch.
21. Line adj. switch.
22. Function switch.
23. Suppressor selector.
24. Cathode selector.
25. Screen selector.
26. Plate selector.
27. Grid selector.
28. Power cord.
29. Test leads.
30. Pin straighteners.
31. Adapter.
32. Test data book.
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that. it a MK' Witter test has eletlietitS Valk* 11 are
short-ciretiited. there is no further need to apply
add it ional test: to that tube. Short-circuit tests
are usuall sensitive enough to indicate leakage
resistance less titan about one-fourth megohm.
I he pr(per heater voltage is applied so that any
tube elements which might short as a result of
the heating process will he detected. The short-
cnctili test is similar to the test used to detect
noisy imicroplitmiet tubes caused by loose
elements. Since the only difference between the
two tests is in the sensitivity of the device used
:as salt or. the noise test is discussed as part
of the short-circuit test

igine S -'t shows a basic circuit used for
detesting shottk:ti dements within a tube. With
the such set to position 2 as shown. the plate
of the tube stutter test is connected to the kg of
the transformer seondary containing the neon
lamp. .NII the other elements are connected
through switches to the other kg of the secon-
dary. If the plate element of the tube is touching
any other clement within the tube. the a-c circuit
or the secnd.* is completed and as a rt"Stili,
high pLites the ttc.111 lamp glow. If no short
cvsts. fily otle plate of the neon lamp will
glow . I a. h of the other elements is tested by
means 11 the switching arrangement shown.
Resistor R2 !intik the current through the neon
lamp to a sale %attic. Resistor RI bypasses any
small alternating currents in the circuit which

TuBE
UNDER
TEST

might he caused by stray capacitance and thus
prevents the neon lamp from indicating erro-
neously. Tapping the tube lightly is recom-
mended to detect loose elements which might
touch when the tube is vibrated.

By means of the function switch the elec-
trodes of the tube under test are switched in
turn across a neon SHORTS lamp, which is
connected in series with the secondary of thr
transformer. Shorted tube elements Land any
other internal tube connections) complete the
a-c circuit, causing both plates of the neon lamp
to glow. Momentary flashes of the neon
SHORTS lamp may he caused when the switch
is rotated. These flashes are caused by the
charging of the small inter-electrode capaci-
tances of the tube when the voltage is applied,
and do not indicate short circuits. If the tube
tinder test has a shorted element, the neon lamp
will glow continually on one or more switch
positions. Since the filament circuit and other
internal tube connections will show up as short
circuits in this test, the tube data chart should
he consulted for pin connection information
before interpreting the results of the test.

The noise test is used to check for inter-
mittent shorts or microphonic noise. The circuit
used is the same as that employed for the
short-circuit test. In tests for noise, the antenna
and ground terminals of a radio receiver are
connected to the NOISE TEST receptacles. Any

Figure 5 -21. Basic circuit used for short &alit and noise tests.
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intermittent short between tube electrodes per-
mits the a-c voltage from the power transtOrmer
to be applied momentarily to the neon lamp.

The brief oscillation of this lamp contains
various radi6frequeneies which are reproduced
as audible signals in the receiver speaker. A less
sensitive noise test can be made using a pair of
headphones instead of the radio receiver. The
tube should be tapped while it is being tested.

GAS TEST. In all electron tubes. cxxpt
some types of rectifier tubes and thyratrons, the
presence of any appreciable amount of gas is
extremely undesirAle. When gas is present. the
electrons emitted by the cathode collide with
the molecules of gas. As a result of these
collisions. electrons (secondarily emitted) are
dislodged from the gas molecules. and positive
gas ions are formed. These ions are attracted by
(and cluster around) the control grid of the
tube. because it is negative (bias) and absorbs
electrons from the grid circuit in order to revert
to the more stable gas molecules (not ionized).
It' the amount of gas in the tube is appreciable.
the collisions between the numerous gas mole -
cules and the cathode- emitted electrons release
many secondarily emitted elections, and the
resulting flow of grid current is high.

The basic circuit used for the gas tet:t is shown
in figure 5-22. With switch S set to position 1. a
certain value of plate current is measured by the
(1-c milliammeter. If there is no gas (or a
negligible amount) present in the tube, setting
switch S to position 2 does not change the plate
current reading. If gas is present, current flows
through the grid resistor (large value). causing a
voltage drop to develop with the polarity as
shown. The net effect is to reduce the negative
bias voltage on the grid of the tube resulting in
an increase of plate current. Small plate current
increases are normal: large increases indicate
excessive gas.

The value of the grid resistor used in the
typical tube tester is IN0,000 ohms. Two push-
button switches, labeled GAS No. I and GAS
No. 2. are used for gas test. GAS No. I button is
first depressed and the plate current reading on
the meter is noted. Depressing the button
marked GAS No. 2 inserts the IMMO-ohm
resistor into the grid circuit. It' gas is present in
the tube, the grid current that flows reduces the
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Figure 5.22.Basic circuit used for gas test.

normal bias on the tube and increases the plate
current measured by the meter. A tube with a
negligible amount of gas produces an increase in
plate current of less than one scale division when
GAS No. 2 button is depressed. An increase of
more than one scale division indicates an exces-
sive amount of gas iii the tube.

CATHODE LEAKAGE TEST. The cathode
element of an electron tube is essential because
it supplies the electrons necessary for tube
operation. Electrons are released from the
cathode by means of some (arm of energy
generally heat which is applied to it. An indi-
rectly heated cathode consists of a heater wire
(usually a tungsten alloy) enclosed in. but
insulated from, a metal sleeve (nickel). This
sleeve is coated with an ekctron emitting mate-
rial (usually strontium or barium compounds)
on its outer surface. and is heated by radiation
and conduction from the heater. Useful emission
does not take place from the heater wire.

When a tube which uses an indirectly heated
cathode develops noise. it is almost a certain
indication to a. a leakage path is present between
the cathode sleeve and the heater wire. This
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assumption is ititified because in the design Of a
Ube the heater must be placed as close as

pcisilile to the cathode so that Ma nnitin tube
efficiency is attained. t'ontinual heating and
cooling lit the tube structure nisi) catise slitall
antOtint 01 the titstilatt011 between the cathode
and heater 10 beeolne brittle or deteriorate.
leaving a high lesistance leakage path between
these element. Under e%treme conditions the
insulation may shift emnigh to allow actual
contact ,4 the elements. Since the heater and
cathode are seldom at the same potential. any
form of leakage causes noise to develop in the
tube.

The cathode normall is maintained at a
higher positive potential. because cathode bias is
the most common pc of bias utihied, l h
heater circuit is ustiall.% grounded to chassis.
either on one side of the tilament supply or by a
center-tap arrangement. therefore. if a re-
sistance path is present. a leakage current may
flow from the heater to the cathode. I flu,. in
effect the cathode functions in the same manner
as the plate of a tube: that is. it receives
electrons. Assuming the esistence of a high-
resistance short. the current flow frilin the
heater to the cathode will vary with any
ibration of the tube because %ibration %arks the

amount of resistance. if the cathode and heater
are conipletel shorted item iihnist. it is impos-
sible for the tube to develop any cathode bias.

A cathode leakage test is sometimes nude
while a tube is hk.tilt! tested fin- short-circuited
elements or noise, However. some tube-testing
instruments incorporate the cathode leakage test
as an addititmal lest which is not part of the
short-circuit test. Figure 5-23 show-i a basic
circuit which is used to detect leakage between
the heater and cathode elements of a Who. With
switch S set to position 2. a certain value of
plate current flows.

When S is set to
cathode beettmes a float ing

position 1. the
element: if no

leakage path is present. the plate current should
fall to tem. If the elements are completely
shorted. the plate current reading remains the
same as the initial reading Ist4itch S in position
2): it they are only partially shorted. a plate
current less than normal (tit greater than /cm is
indicated.
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Figure 5.23.Basic circuit used for cathode leakage test.

FILAmi.N.I Act-piny "Isl.. the filament
activity test is used to determine the approxi-
mate remaining life of an electron tube insofar
as the longevity of the cathode emitter is
concerned. l he test is based on the principle
that the cathode in almost all electron tubes is
so constructed that a decrease of I() percent of
the rated heater voltage causes no appreciable
decrease in emission.

On a tube-testing equipment incorporating
this test there is a two-position switch (111,A-
511'N.1 ACIWITY "Isl.) which has one posi-
tion marked NORMAL and the other marked
TI ST. The switch remains in the NORMAL
position for all tests other than the filament
activity test. When the switch is set to the FST
position. the filament for heater) voltage which
is applied to the tube under test is reduced by
10 percent.

The filament activity test is performed as
follows: After the quality test is made, the
'FURL 'I'I .ST button is held depressed. and the
filament activity test switch is Set 10 TiST
position. If the indicator shows a decreased
reading after a reasonable !line is allowed for the
cathode to cool. the useful life of the tube is
nearing its end.
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R11-11111.R ITST. The circuit used for test-
ing full-wave rectifiers. diodes. and 014 tubes is
an emission test circuit which is similar to the
basic circuit shown in figure 5-24. An a-c voltage
of detininte value is applied to the tube under
test. and the meter indicates the rectified plate
current. The two sections of a full-wave rectifier
are tested separately.

The button for testing 014 cold- cathode
rectifier tubes provides a higher a-c voltage than
is normally used for heater (or filament) type
rectifiers. The button for diode tubes provides a
lower voltage than that used for regular recti-
fiers, and also inserts a protective series re-
sistance.

QUALITY IFST. For the quality test. the
d-c grid bias for the tube under test is supplied
by a rectifier tube. lime correct value of this grid
bias is obtained when the bias control is rotated
to the setting listed in the test data chart for the
tube being testd. An a-c voltage (4.7 volt. rm.).
which is taken from a separate winding on the
power transformer. is applied in series with the
grid bias. This voltage causes the grid to deviate
in positive and negative directions from the d-c
bias level, thereb effecting the grid-voltage
change LIFO required for a dynamic transcon-
ductance test. The plate voltage of the tube
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Figure 5.24. Basic circuit used for emission test.
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under test is supplied by a rectifier tube. The
meter which indicates the plate current change
(alp) is in the return circuit of the rectifier
supply. The meter indicates the tube condition
in arbitrary numerical units from 0 to I 20. The
tube test data hook, mounted inside the cover of
the equipment. lists the minimum numerical
value of meter reading for satisfactory per-
ormance. Tubes reading below this value are
not considered suitable for use in military
equipment. The shunt control is used to control
the sensitivity of the meter. Setting of the dial is
required only when the function switch is in the
RANO. (A) SHUNT position. The setting for
this switch is determined by the type of tube
being tested and is listed in the tube data chart.

SEMICONDUCTOR TESTERS

Since semiconductors have replaced vacuum
tubes in many new equipments. the testing of
semiconductors has become increasingly vital.
Two basic types of equipment are discussed in
this section. They are the crystal diode tester
and the in-circuit transistor tester, represented
by the TS-I 100/U.

Microwav Crystal Test Set

Microwave Crystal Test Set. Type 390 (fig.
5-25) is used to provide an accurate and reiiable
indication of the quality of mixer crystals. Its
accuracy is comparable to that of more elabo-
rate laboratory test setups. but its testing versa-
tility is more limited.

The quality of a microwave crystal can be
determined by measurement of its conversion
loss and noise temperature. The Type 390 is
designed specifically to perform these tests on
crystals intended for use at frequencies of
10,000 NM./ and lower. For crystals used at
frequencies above that figure. the readings are
relative crystals can still be selected in the order
to comparative quality.

Conversion loss is defined as the ratio of the
power available from the RI: signal source to the
power available at the 11: output of the mixer.
Noise temperature is defined as the ratio of the
IF noise power available from the crystal to the
thermal noise power available nmu a resistance
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Figure 5-25.-Type 390 micwourave crystal checker.
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(equal to the RI: resistance of the crystal) at
room temperature. The theory of the miser
crystal test wt is based on the fact that the
nitnisutttn Conversion loss and noise leMperatilie
Call he determined from the degree of non-
linearity of the static voltage-urrent (I-1) curve
of a miser crystal.

'11w Type 300 measures this nonlincarity by
measuring the incremental Clidllge in crystal
current (AO caused by an incremental change in
voltage (.10 applied to the crystal in the
"forward*. direction. Adjustment is made to the
variable resistor RI01 with the ('At.-IFST
switch in the CAI. position. (See fig. 5-2b.)
the 1-1 curve of the crystal under test were
linear, a midscale reading would be obtained on
meter M101 when SIO1 was switched to the
IFST position. If the reading actually ohtAiled
is below midscale. the IA curve of the crystal is
nonlinear. The amount by which the reading
falls below the A.SCiLIe poim is a measure of
the degree of the elystars mmlinearity. The
lower the meter reading behiw midscale, the
more nonlinear the curve for that crystal,
and the lower its conversion hiss and noise
temperature.

Figure 5-2(1 is a schematic diagram of the test
set. The initial adjustment of voltage Vi is made
using variable resistor 1101 with the CA1.-TFST
switch SIO1 in the CAI. position. (An incorrect
adjustment of R101 may apply excessive voltage
to M101, causing damage to the pointer. l'or
this reason. R101 should always he set fully
clockwise betre switching to the CAL posi-
tion). Also, see figure 5-25.

Fised resistors R102. K 104, R105. and RIOti
determine the limits to which V, can be ad-
justed. The voltage increment (AC) is established
by R101 and K 107 when in the TFST position;
it has the sank' Value tor all crystals.

When a crystal is to be tested. it is placed in
crystal holder 1101. The crystal should always
he handled by the base; while inserting the
crystal. any static charge should be removed by
touching the base to the groundiug spring tin the
holder. The switch is set to the CAI. position.
and K 1(11 is adjusted until the meter indication
coincides with the calibration scale reading of
14101. When SIO1 is moved to the TI .ST
position, 11101 indicates the quality of the
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Figure 5-26.Microwave crystal Test Set, Type 390,
schematic diagram.

crystal. With the aid of a chart supplied with the
test set. the reading of M 101 can be converted
to the actual conversion loss and noise tempera-
ture. Block sections on the meter scale help ease
the acceptance of rejection of crystals according
to the type being tested.

The purpose of the NORM/REV switch
(S-102) is to provide the correct bias-voltage
polarity for the crystal diode being tested: and
to determine the polarity of a crystal diode
when it is not known or when the crystal diode
is located remotely from the test set.

In-Circuit Transistor Checkers

Test Set. Transistor TS-1100/U (fig. 5-27) is
designed to measure the beta parameter of a
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Figure 5-27.Test Set, Transistor TS-1100/U.

transistor when the transistor k C4 ed in a
circuit. and to measure beta and 1, parameters
with the transistor removed from the circuit.

The characteristics of the test set are
1. Range of beta 10 to m a NingIc band.
2. Leakage current ineasurementv t) to 5(1

microamperes.
3. Temperature range: 0 ( to 4 50`-'
4. Power Supply: Bat toy operated.
The equipment contain% Mt) separate bat tL.r

power supplies. (Inc provides the power for Iltc
internal circuits. and the otlir furnihes the 111,t
voltage required for 11w trausiNtor under te.t.

it her the mercury type or fitly-carbon hatiefi,.s
may he used for operation of the test et
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I ow impedance techniques are used for mea-
surement to isolate the transistor under test
from the surrounding circuitry. The measure-
ment aceuracy of the tester is within 120
percent prmitled that the loading of the emitter-
base diode or the collector-base diode is not
below 5(R) ohms, and the loading between tlw
collector and the emitter is not below 500 ohms.
If the emitter-base load contains a diode. tlw
series impedance should not fall below 7,0(10
ohms to maintain this accuracy.

With the use of an appropriate shorting
technique. the accuracy can be improved. Ilse
shorting technique consists of connecting a
jumper wire between the emitter of the tran-
sistor under test and the far side of all com-
ponents connected to the base electrode of the
transistor. This technique is not universally
applicable. and it should be employed only by,
skilled personnel.

the range of beta that can he measured is
between 10 and 00. A beta of infinity (n)
corresponds to zero microamperes on the read-
out meter scale. A transistor having a beta below
10 will cause the pointer of the meter on the
tester to move off the scale. Because of i1w
nonlinear characteristic of the meter scale.
which causes crowding at the high end. the
readout accuracy for betas above 100 is im-
paired.

The following controls, as seen on the front
pant:1( fig. 5-27 t. are incorporated in the test set:

1. POWER switch (labeled ON-011:): Turns
the internal power source on or off.

2. PNP-NPN (Transistor select) switch: Se-
lects proper collector bias polarity for the type
transistor under test.

3. BETA switch: Permits readout of beta.
4. BIAS SELECT switch: Used to set proper

collector bias voltages (nominally 3, E,. or 12
volts). Also checks the condition of internal
battery when in the TEST position.

5. RED LINE SET control: Adjusts the ampli-
tutk of the test signal.

0. SHORT switch (labeled CB, CF. 131. 1:

Enables measurement Of a short circuit or a low
impedance in the collector-base (CB). collector -
emitter or base - emitter ( eel. ) circuits.

7. switch: !liables readout of transistor
leakage.

X. 511 )!('1' indicator: Thy indicator lamp will

I5h

,
light when a short circuit or low impedance
exists in either the transistor under test or in the
surrounding circuitry. If the lamp lights, this
indicates a load of less than 5(1) ohms.

TEMPERATURE. indicator; The indicator
lamp will light when the ambient temperature
surrounding the equipment exceeds +50°C. This
indicates that the equipment is operating in an
environment beyond that for which it has been
designed. and that measurement inaccuracies
will arise.

10. METER: Indicates magnitude of beta;
indicates magnitude of I,. and indicates the
condition of the internal battery. (The battery is
good when the meter needle moves under the
green band on the dial.)

11. PROBE connector: For connecting the
cables (furnished with the test set) to the
transistor to be tested.
12. TRANSISMR socket (labeled E- B-('): En-

ables direct connection between the test set and
transistor to he tested.

13. BAVITRY DISCONNECT switch (upper
left corner of panel not labeled): Disconnects
the internal battery when the front cover is
snapped in place.

FUNCHONAL DESCRIPTION. The block
diagram (fig. 5-2N) consists essentially of a
reference oscillator, a tuned amplifier. and a
variable bias supply. The oscillator is used to
generate a test signal. the tuned amplifier is used
to measure the second harmonic component of
the current of the transistor tinder test. and the
bias circuit furnishes the appropriate voltages to
the transistor under test.

The reference signal source is a Hartley
oscillator operating at a frequency of 1.125 I lz.
The transistor under test is biased for approxi-
mately class 13 operation. Thus, the transistor
conducts only when the input signal level
exceeds the work function of the emitter-base
diode. The input signal is adjusted until the
average collector current is 1 milliampere. The
current passes through the collector load resis-
tor, and a voltage is developed across it. This
signal is first coupled thump!) a high gain.
narrowband amplifier, having a center frequency
of 2,250 Ilz. and then through a d-c microam-
meter. The amplifier gain has been adjusted so
that the red line on the meter face corresponds
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Figure 5-28.-TS1100/U, black diagram.

to an average collector current of I milliampere.
The bandpass amplifier and meter are then

switched across the base load resistor. and the
meter then reads the magnitude of the average
beta directly for a given transistor. Since the
collector current is held constant for all tran-
sistors under test, the base current is inversely
proportional to beta.

Direct measurement of the average collector
and base current cannot he made on a d-c
placed in series with these electrodes. This is
because of the large errors which may result
from the presence of "sneak paths provided by
the exterliol network, since it is possible to have
a direct current flow in these paths from the
collector bias supply.

By making an a -c measurement. the problems
of erroneous direct current are eliminated. but
others are introduced. If the a -c components of
the collector current and base current were
measured without filtering. the readout meter
would not he able to differentiate between the
normal4 rectified signal of the transistor :11141

i57

nonrectified signal caused by the a-c sneak
paths. to eliminate these erroneous signals, the
second harmonic component of the signal cur-
rent is measured.

Octopus

The octopus is an electronic device used to
troubleshoot deenergized printed circuit hoards.
it is designed for local construction and to
locate defective components of printed boards
quickly and safely without the necessity of
removing component leads from the circuit. This
will result in a savings in maintenance manhours
and eliminates the possibility of damage caused
by soldering iron heal. Used in conjunction with
any standard oscilloscope, the octopus afTords a
visual display of component condition.

The octopus. specifically designed to quickly
test delicate components, does not deliver
more than 1.0 milliampere of a-c: also, it
energites components during test, without re-
moval of circuit interconnections much the same
as they are energized in circuit during normal
service.

While the octopus tests all components for
shorts and opens. it can al 1) he used to check
front to hack ratios on junction components
(transistors and diodes). Moreover. utilizing Lis -
sajous and combination patterns on the oscil-
loscpe, the octopus easily analyzes integrated
circuits and reactive components (capacitors and
inductors) that defy ohmmeter analysis. It is
useful also in checking circuit continuity
(switches. fuses. lamps. printed wiring, etc.) and
high-resistance solder joints.

As shown in figure 5-29. the few parts that go
into the construction of the octopus are all
common items. For this reason, and since all the
parts are noncritical. they may be replaced by
whatever suitable parts are locally available.

low voltage and low current are necessary for
protection of delicate components: the 1.000
ohm resistor placed across 1.0 volt assures the
safe current of 1.0 milliampere. A center tapped
(1.3 volt r!ament transformer al ) is commonly
used. It delivers about 3.() volts a.c. (from center
tap), which is dropped by resistors to 1.0 volt.

The leads should be color coded (black for
the ground and red for the hot lead) and should
be needle tipped or filed to a sharp point 10
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Figure S-29.Oetopus.

penetrate the plastic and moisture-fungus-proof
coating on some printed circuit hoards. Dull
leads usually fail to make proper contact. To
prevent lead hunting. the leads should he
permanently attached to the octopus. MC
connector jacks are used for the vertical and
horizontal outputs or the cables may he per-
manently fastened.

A fuse. oniotT switch. and indicating neon
bulb may he added to the primary circuit if
desired.

APPLICATION. Since each basic component
being tested projects a different display. the
octopus operation is the utmost in simplicity.
Figure 5-30 illustrates the most common dis-
plays on the oscilloscope.

When the tester is to he used. its vertical
output is connected to the oscilloscope's vertical
input and its horizontal output to the oscil-
loscope's horizontal input. The vertical and
horizontal gain controls on the oscilloscope
should he adjusted to prevent trace ends from
going off the scope. Standard operational pro-
cedure for any hoard being tested for shorts
requires that the power he removed. If the
printed circuit hoard or chassis under test is
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Figure 5-30.Typical oscilloscope displays.
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grounded, the black lead should be attached to
the ground end of the components.

Because the octopus is an a-c device, the
technician is able to observe reactive com-
ponents and Lissajous and front.to back ratios
of junction components. It is therefore un-
necessary to reverse the leads. When observing
transistors, check first from the base to one side
and then from the base to the other side. A
collector-to-emitter test would have to pass
through two junctions in series and therefore
usually does not produce a usable result. An
ideal single junction check will produce a 90°
step display. indicating a very high front-to-back
ratio. This means an open in the reverse direc-
tion and a short in the forward direction. A
display that is open more than 90° is something
less than perfect. The wider the angle. the less
the merit of the junction. Refer to figure 5-31.

For the technician to become proficient in
testing components in circuit, it is only neces-
sary for him to recognize the combination
patterns arising from grouped components. If
the diode and capacitor shown in figure 5-32
were under test, the display shown in that figure
would be the result. The oscilloscope presents
both a Lissajous tXc reactance) and a 90°
junction step, informing us that the components
are neither shorted nor open.

If the transistor circuit shown in figure 5-33
were under test (base to emitter), the trace

HIGHEST MERIT

SO° 5 O'CLOCK

FAIR MERIT POOP MERIT

1200 4 O'CLOCK 150° 5 O'CLOCK

AC. 507

Figure 5-31. Transistor check, guilts junction.
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CIRCUIT SCOPE INDICATION

Figure 5.32.Diode check.

AC. 598

SCOPE
INDICATION

AC. 599

Roue 5-33.Transistor check, base to emitter.

shown would result. The scope pattern com-
prises both a junction step and a Lissajous. again
informing us that the components are neither
shorted nor open. Because of the coil resistance,
the junction step appears to be greater than 90°
in fact, approximately 120°. This is common in
any circuit that contains resistance in parallel
with a junction component.

If the transistor in figure 5-34 contained an
electrical short between the base and collector,
the display shown would result during testing
from the base to the collector.

fo check a potentiometer for noise. connect
one probe to the pot arm and the other probe to
either end. then manipulate the pot through its
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CIRCUIT
SCOPE

INDICATION

AO. 600
Figure 5-34.Transistar check, bass to collector.

range while observing the oscilloscope pattern.
Refer to figure 5-35.

To distinguish NPN from PNP transistors.
move the red probe to the transistor base and
the black lead to either the emitter or collector.
If the step pattern opens downward. the tran-
sistor is NPN: if the pattern opens upward. the
transistor is PNP. The same techniques can also
he used to determine diode direction.

Occasionally it may appear necessary to de-
solder a part to determine its condition. It has
been found that in such instances a comparison
check with a known good hoard does away with
the need to desolder the suspect component.
This comparison method. which gives conclusive
results. is recommended whenever there is any

CLEAN POT DIRTY POT

AO. 601
Figure 5.35.Potentiometer noise check.

question regarding a component's operating con-
dition.

Very small value capacitors will appear open
rather than reactive. and very small inductors
will appear shorted rather than reactive. In most
cases, however. this is immaterial, since it is still
possible to detect a shorted capacitor and any
open inductors. Obviously an ohmmeter could
do no better than the octopus on such com-
ponents. "There is. however, a method for re-
gaining the active Lissajous for observation of
these small components when that is desired:
merely increase the gain adjustments on the
oscilloscope to the desired amplification. Re-
member, of course, to return the gain settings to
normal before checking other components.

Nomenclature for figure 6-36.

1. Dissipation limiting resistor.
2. Peak volts control.
3. Polarity switch.
4. Peak volts range.
5. Focus control.
6. Intensity control.
7. Astigmatism control.
8. Scale illumination.
9. Vertical/horizontal select

10. Display position.
11. Amplifier calibration.
12. Steps/sec selector.
13. Polarity switch.
14. Steps/family.

IbO

15. Repetitive/single family.
16. Step selector.
17. Series resistor.
18. Step zero.
19. Zero current/voltage.
20. Indicator lamp.
21. Power ON-0FR
22. Binding posts B.
23. Socket B.
24. Configuration switch.
25. Socket A.
26. Binding posts A.
27. Comparison switch.
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Figure 5-36.--Transistor curve tracer (Tektronix 575).
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Figure 5-37.Transistor curve tracer block diagram.

!he collector sweep circuit supplies the tran-
sistor under test with a collechir v(iltage which is
the output of a full-wave rectifier without any
filtering. The W-11/ hn voltage is supplied to
the full-wave rectifier and the output of the
rectifier is I 20-11/ pulses. The imIptit waVecOrni
Caries [TOM tent) volts to some peak value which
can be contri,lled from the lion! pallet /it'll). 2
and 4), f he peak voltage can he varied in two
ranges. from 0 to 20 volts and train 0 to 200
volts. .1 he polarity ot the sweep voltage call he
reversed in order Iii check both PNP- and
NPN-iype transistors filen) .4 A variable
amount of resistance can he placed between the
collector sweep supply and the transistor tinder
test In order to limit the mathimin amount of
collector dissipation tem I ).

Base Step Generator

1 he step generator develin,s Clirrents and
toilages which eliangt. value in stairstep fashion

ynchronwation with the collector Sweep
voltage (Items 12. 16. 17. and IS). I lie output
of the generator can he rerseil in polarity and
Can he Colilleted to either the base or the
emitter 01 the transistor tinder test mem I.1).
lite litimbt 01 slips can be %Ark.(' from 1 to 12
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according to the type of display desired ( item
14)

Display Function

The display function includes the three major
functional blocks remaining: the vertical and
horizontal amplifiers, and the cathode-ray tube.
A description of the operation of a cathode-ray

tube is given in Basic Electronics: an oscilloscope
is also discussed later in this chapter.)

The horizontal and vertical amplifiers of the
cathode-ray tube display can he driven by
several different inputs, depending upon what
characteristics are of interest (item 9). The
horizontal amplifier can select any of four
inputs and display one of them on the hori-
zontal axis. The four inputs are base volts.
collector volts. base current or base-source volts,
and external. In the base volts position. the
horizontal amplifier is connected to the base of
the transistor under test. In the collector volt
position, the horizontal amplifier is connected
to the collector of the transistor under test.
Both of these inputs have several positions so
that the scaling factor can be changed. The
base-current or base-source volts position con-
nects the output of the base step generator into
the horizontal amplifier. The external position
connects the horizontal amplifier to two coax
connectors on the rear of the instrument.

The vertical amplifier can also select from
four different inputs: collector MA. base volts,
base current or base-source volts, and external.
Base volts. base current or base-source volts, and
external positions are the same as described for
the horizontal amplifier, but in the collector MA
position, the vertical axis will give a plot of
collector current.

INTERPRETING THE DISPLAY. As the
collector voltage changes from zero to some
peak value and hack to zero again, the step
generator output remains at some specific level
and then changes to some new level for the next
collector voltage cycle. The collector voltage is
swept at a rate of I 20 Hz, and the step generator
changes steps or level after every cycle tin the
240 steps per second. the step generator changes
at both the zero point of the collector sweep
and at the maximum point). Figure 5-38 is a
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Figure 6-38.--Wavefonns of collector sweep versus step

generator current.

plot of collector sweep voltage and base step
generator current. it should he noted that the
collector sweep makes a complete excursion.
while the base is at some steady value. As the
next collector sweep starts. the base current is
changed to the next value of current selected by
the dials on the front of the instrument, and
again the base current will remain steady while
the collector voltage is varied.

As previously mentioned, the waveforms of
figure 5-38 can be reversed by switches on the
front panel in order to check either PNP or
NPN.

Figure 5-39 is a plot of collector voltage and
collector current for given values of base current
for an NPN transistor. For this type of tran-
sistor, it is a convention to have the lower
left-hand corner represent zero collector voltage
and current. In this graph, it was arbitrarily
decided that each division to the right of the
lower left-hand corner of the horizontal axis
would represent a collector voltage change of
one more volt positive. This would indicate a
collector voltage swing of zero to 10 volts
positive. The vertical axis is a plot of collector
current varying from zero milliamperes in the
lower kit-hand corner to 10 milliamperes at the
top of the graph in 1 milliampere steps. The
different lines on the graph represent different
values of base current: in this case, each line
represents a change of 0.01 milliampere. If this
graph had been for a PNP rather than for an
NPN, the upper right-hand corner would have rep-
resented zero collector voltage and zero collector
current. The divisions to the left would have rep-
resented negative collector voltage and the di-
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Figure 5-39.Typieel NPN cotlestor curves.

visions downward from the top would have
indicated the amount of negative current. This
would have made the family of curves to appear
as shown in figure 5-40.

These curves are known as the static collector
characteristics for a common emitter con-
figuration or output characteristics curve. Curves
can he developed for common base and common
collector also. but normally the information is
available for the common emitter mode. Using
this configuration. it is easier to check the
transistor. To thoroughly describe how a tran-
sistor is going to work in a circuit. it is necessary
to know the input characteristic curve as well as
the output curve. The input characteristic curve
is developed by plotting base current on the
horizontal axis. base to emitter voltage f VRE )
on the vertical axis at different values of
collector to emitter voltage t%/;.f.: ). Although it
is necessary for the design engineer to know the
input characteristic curve when designing a
circuit. the output characteristic curve will
normally give the maintenance technician
enough information to allow him to evaluate a
transistor.
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Figure 5-40.Typicei PNP collector curves.

Measuring Beta (life)

One means of measuring the quality of a
transiAor is the Beta or current gain in the
common emitter configuration. Mathematically.
Beta is represented by the formula

n_Aic
Alb

where Vy is constant. Beta is also called the
forward current transfer ratio and represented
by the symbol hf,., which is derived from the
hybrid eoivalent circuit of a transistor. Vo
determine the Beta from the output charac-
teristics, measure the change in collector current
between two values of base current at some
constant collector voltage: for instance. in figure
5-39, to determine the Beta at a collector
voltage of 5 volts. measure the change in
collector current between the base current
curves of 0.02 ma and 0.03 ma. In this example.
the change in collector current measures I ma.
so the Beta is equal to the change in collector
current divided by the change in base current or
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i X la
= 100

OUt X 10 4

Measuring ICO

Another ;:haracteristic of a transistor is the
lc, also called IcHu. This is the collector
current when the collector is biased in the
reverse direction (high resistance, normal con-
nection) with respect to the base, and the
emitter is open-circuited. The lets of a transistor
is highly temperature-dependent and the meas-
urement made with the curve tracer will be at
the ambient temperature only: but it is still
significant. The method used to measure the
lvo is shown schematically in figure 5-41. Notice
that the emitter is not connected.

The display of the curve tracer when measur-
ing leo is shown in figure 5-42. The vertical
axis indicates collector current, just as it did
when Beta was being measured: but now the
vertical amplifier is adjusted to afford maximum
gain so that the small amount of current causes a
noticeable deflection. The horizontal axis is still
calibrated to show collector voltage.

The technician must know the Beta and Io
of a transistor in order to tell whether or not the
one he is testing is good. Since no manual
describing the characteristics of different tran-
sistors is provided with the curve tracer, it is
necessary to obtain this information from other

LCOLLECTOR
SWEEP

VCE

lc HORIZONTAL
AMPLIFIER

VERTICAL
AMPLIFIER

- AT. 119
Figure 5-41. Connections for checking Iccdic80).
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soirees. NavAir 16.-1-530 Replacement Guide,
Semiconductor Device (Transistors and Semi-
conductor Diodes). dated May 1963, is an
excellent source. For those transistors not listed
in this publication, a specification sheet can be
obtained from the manufacturer.

Section IA of NA 16-I-530 is a list of
transistor replacements. Section IA also gives
the technical section in which a specific tran-
sistor is listed. These are Sections 2 through 10.
To use this manual, look up the transistor in the
technical section which applies: descriptions at
the top of each page tell whether the transistor
is germanium or silicon, PNP or NPN, low or
high power. The important columns in the
technical section needed to obtain information
on testing are MAXIMUM COLLECTOR DIS-
SIPATION, ABSOLUTE MAX RATINGS, MAX
letio at MAX Vc.a , Typical "h" Parameters at
25° C.

Under the column labeled Typical 66h" Pa-
rameters, there is listed a typical hre or a
minimum and maximum value of hf, de-
pending on which technical section the tran-
sistor is listed in. In the same column is listed
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the collector voltage and collector current at
which this 1th. is to he obtained.

The collector voltage (Vet I and collector
current tle I provide the starting points from
which to determine the curve tracer settings; for
instance. if the Vet. is 5 volts. the horizontal
amplifier would he set to ('()1.1.1 (1' or VOLE'S,

%olt per division. Iltis would place the 5-volt
position in the middle of the display. and if the
le is 1-ma. the vertical amplifier would N set to
U01.1111 or MA. 0.2 MA per division. This
would place the I -ma position in the middle of
the display. The collector sweep can he de-
termined from these settings. since the hori-
zontal amplifier is set to I volt per division. The
collector voltage varies a total of 10 volts. so the
PEAK VOLTS RANCE is in the 0 20 position
and the Pl. AK VOLTS control is set at 10. To
determine the setting for the DISSIPATION
LIMI TING RESISTOR. obtain the MaXinnini
collector dissipation from the column in the
technical section labeled MAX COLL MSS.
This. in conjunction with the setting of the
PEAK VOLTS control, can he plotted on the
chart on top of the curve tracer to obtain the
correct setting of the limiting resistor.

The step generator is set up in the t011owing
manner. The switch labeled R PETIT I V F-
OFF-SINGLE FAMILY is set to RIPETITIVE.
and the control labeled STEPS/FAMILY is set
counterclockwise. This gives four steps per
family. which is usually sufficient: but it' more
are desired. set STEPS/FAMILY to any value.
The switch labeled POLARITY has a chart
under it showing the correct position for NPN
and PNP. Use the portion of the chart pertaining
to grounded emitter-type circuits. The switch
labeled STEPS/SEC can he in either of the two
120 positions or in the 240. The only difference
in the two 120 positions is that at one of them.
the step generator changes level when the
collector is at zero} volts: and at the other
position. the step generator changes level when
the collector is at the maximum voltage. In the
240 position. the step generator changes level at
both the zero collector voltage and at the
maximum point. The step selector can he set by
starting at the smallest change per step 10.00I
ma) and increasing the site of the step until the
display has the necessary separatiim between the
values of base current to determine Beta. In the
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alternate procedure. the Beta lis...1 in the
technical section can he klivided into the amount
of collector current and the result used as the
setting of the step sel. ctor. If there is not
enough separation between the lines repre-
senting; the base current to accurately determine
the Beta, increase the amount of each has step
until a good display is obtained.

To check the lee of the transistor. discon-
nevi the emitter and change the current per
division setting on the vertical amplifier to the
most sensitive position 10.0I ma). Set the step
zero very accurately, as described in NA
1 b-45407, which is the Service Instruction
Manual and Operating Instruction Manual for
the curve tracer. After setting the step zero. note
the difference between the step zero and the
present position of the trace: this is an indica-
tion of the leo . The leo of the transistor is
listed in the technical section, in the column
MAX letio at MAX Vii which describes the
leo at BVB0 the breakdown voltage. col-
lector-to-base with emitter open.

By measuring Beta thfr I and Tees (left() I. a
fair picture of the condition of a transistor is
presented. There is one thing that should he
mentioned in connection with the curve tracer.
however: matching of transistors. Some Navy
equipments have matched pairs of transistors.
but unless the specifications are checked, it
cannot he automatically assumed that Betas of
the transistors are matched. Sometimes the
Betas are matched, sometimes they are not;
many tunes several characteristics are matched.

SIGNAL GENERATORS

The principal function of a signal generator is
the production of signals having the specific
characteristics required for the test or measure-
ment in question. It is very important that the
amplitude of the generated signal he correct. In
many generators. output meters are included in
the equipment so that the output may he
adjusted and maintained at a standard level over
a wide range of frequencies.

When using the generator, the test equipment
output signal is coupled into the circuit being
tested. Its progress through the equipment may
then he traced by the use of high impedance
indicating devices such as vacuum tube volt-
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Meters of oselii0+0 We% In many iglu1 genera-
tor. attenuators ate pro% ided. I hese are used (0
re:...tilate the oltage ot the output signal and also
provide correct unpetlance values for matching
the input of the circuit under test.
Accuratel% calibrated attenualor are desirable
since itie signal strength must be regulated to
a%oid therkiading the circuit receiving the signal.

I here are fllan tv pes tit sintlsoldal signal
generators. It is possible to classify them roughly
b% trequenc% into audio generators. generators
ot both the audio and video range.. radio-
requene generators. frequene -modulated RI:

generators. and special types which combine all
of these fiequeno rangcs.

In addition. signals other than sinusoidal are
also generated for testing of equipment. the
signal generators producing nonsinusoidal out-
puts are ntiall classified according to the type
of signals th% produce. Stn signal generators
produce several types of signal wa%eforms.

In almost all currently used typ,... of signal
generators. electron tube oscillators are used to
produce the initial signal. In order to achieve
ac,:tirate results in the use of the signal source. it

neeessar% to allow the oscillator circuits to
reach a condition of stable operation before
appl ing the tiutput. Ihrs condition is readied
when the tithes and circuit (lenient% attain the
tettl pel'a I ti re at tkiti,..11 the instrument was cali-
brated.

A prelimmar% %varmup sluitild always he given
the gene r.thq when accurate and stable signals
are desired I he minimum Wattlinp time for the
generat( ntained in the Sell ice Instructum
Manual for each model. In the sections irn-
Hiediat(lt fotlei u Iliac dist' LiSsion
several tt let's of generators.

In testing the teL section of a transceiver.
the output tit the signal generator is ustiall
connected I() the antenna teinunal it the tran-
sCeit cr. If the thins:elver is then keyed. damage
to the signal generator results. This damage
usual!) includes burning out of the resistive
elements of the signal generator output circuits:
these elements are rated only tier the coin-
paratn ell he powor of the signal generator. In
this type testing 4:0111 igura !Ion. 11 is essential that
some torm of protection h: given the test
equipment.

One t Kin of protection which can he pro-
vided is a fuse in series between the signal
generator output terminal and the transceiver
antenna terminal. The value of the fuse is
dictated by the output limitations of the signal
generator usually about I /Ili ampere recom-
mended.

SINE WAVE GENERATORS

Sine wave generators will he discussed under
the heading of three classes. These classes are
audio, video, and radiofrequency. The sine wave
generator is used to produce simulated condi-
tions for the alinement and testing of equip-
ments.

Audio and Video

Audio signal generators produce stable audio-
frequency signals used for testing audio equip-
ment. Video signal generators produce signals
which include the audio range and extend
considerably further into the RE: range. These
generators arc used in testing video amplifiers
and other widehand circuits. In both audio and
video generators. the major components include
a power supply. an oscillator for oscillators). one
or inure amplifiers. and an output control.
Voltage regulation circuits are necessary to
insure stability of the oscillator in generators
which derive power from 1 15 -volt. a-c sources.
In portable generators, battery power supplies
:re usually used. and these require no voltage
regulation.

In the audio and video generators of the
heat frequency type. the output frequency is
produced by mixing the signals of two radio-
frequency oscillators. one of which is fixed in
frequency and the other variable. The difference
in frequency of the two is equal to the desired
audio or video frequency. For example. if the
fixed and variable oscillators both produce
frequency of 4(R) MI/. the resultant output
frequency is /cm. If the variable oscillator is
changed to 401 kik the resultant is then 1 la lz.
By action of this type, any desired frequency in
the range of the circuits may he produced in the
output.
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:Audio signal generators otters include
oscillators in %MCIi the atith frequency is
thre.:11 plthleed. In these. a resist ;ince-
capacitance circuit is the tiequeneN determining
part of the mediator. the t R.ipiency varies when
calk i the lesistallee or the CallaillalICe is
ihallged iii value. In coinmercial generators.
hwe%er. the capacitance alone is oft en diosen
as the variable element. I he eliange in frequency
which can be produced by this method is
limited. and it is ustialk necessary to cover the
entire range of the generator in steps, l'his is
accomplished by pros iding several Kc circuits.
each corresponding to a porti( of the entire
range of frequenel value:. I he t circuits in the
oscillator are switched to cover the desired
portion of the audio range.

I he amplifier section of the block diagram or
figure 5-4 usualk insists of a voltage amplifier
and one in two power amplitiers. these are
Cohled by means of R( networks. and the
output of the final power amplifier is often
coupled to the at tenuator. or output control. by
means of an output ranstrmer.

1 he output control sect', iii rovides a 11M111%
II MAC hint! the on i,411 signal to the input of the

equipment under test arid regula ing the ampli-
tude of the signal. I he settings of the output
control knoll provide ,mtput voltage values
tibial- are either inscribed directly on the knob
or which tan be interpreted by reference to the
instruction Manual provided with the generator.

1 AI 1'11 V

r lti
PASI r{
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IIPotA1+4.

-110

0Ipot
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Figure 5-43.Block diagram ':f typical audio or video

signal generator.

Ratliofrequency

A typical radiolrequency signal generator
contains. in addition to the necessary power
supply. three main sections an oscillator circuit,
a modulator. and an output control circuit. the
internal modulator modulates the radio-
frequency signal of the oscillator. In addition,
most RI' generators are provided with eonnek..-
lions through which an external source of
modulation of any desired waveform may he
applied to the generated signal. Metal shielding
surrounds the unit to prevent the entrance of
signals from the oscillator into the circuit under
test by means other than through the output
circuit of the generator.

A block diagram of a typical RF signal
generator is shown in figure 5-44. The functionof tow oscillator stage is to produce a signal
which can he accurately set in frequency at any
point in the range of the generator. 't'he type of
oscillator circuit used depends on the range of
frequencies tr which the generator is designed.
In low frequency signal generators. the re-
sonating circuit consists of one of a group of
coils combined with a variable capacitor. One of
the coils is selected with a range selector which
attaches it to the eapacitOr to provide an LC
circuit which has the correct range of resonant
frog tfencies.

In signal generators designed for the higher
frequencies. the resonating circuits are usually in

I 1 If
MODULATOW0--

0,, ATUP

IR
Miff/1ff NCI

f 1,11 I

Al If tiuEVIOR

AT. 122
Figure 5.44.-13lodc diagram of a radiofiequency signal

generator.
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the form of butterfly tuning circuits and re-
sonant cavities. Reflex klystron oscillators are
often used in generators of frequencies above
10tH) Mlii.

In any signal generator, it is required that the
oscillators have good stability both in frequency
and amplitude over a wide range of output
frequencies.

The function of the modulating circuit is the
production of an audio for video) voltage which
can he superimposed on the RF signal produced
by the oscillator. The modulating signal may he
provided by an audio oscillator within the
generator 'internal modulation). or it may he
derived from an external source. In some signal
generators, either of these methods of modula-
tion may he employed. In addition. a means of
disabang the modulator section is used whereby
the pure unmodulated signal from the oscillator
can he used when it is desired.

The type of modulation used depends on the
application of the particular signal generator.
The modulating voltage may either a sine
wave. a square wave, or pulses of varying
duration. In some specialized generators. pro-
vision is made for pulse modulation in which the
RE signal can be pulsed over a wide range of
repetition rates and at various pulse widths.

Usually the output circuit of the generator
contains a calibrated attenuator and often an
output level meter. The output level meter gives
an indication of, and permits control of. the
output voltage of the generator by indicating
arbitrary values of output read in tenths through
the value of one.

The attenuator selects the amount of this
output. The attenuator, a group of resistors
forming a voltage-dropping circuit, is controlled
by a knob which is often calibrated in micro-
volts. When the control element is adjusted so
that the output meter reads unity (1 .0). the
reading on the attenuator knob gives the exact
value t no multiplication factor) of the output in
microvolts.

If output voltage is desired at a lower value,
the control is varied until the meter indicates
some decimal value less than one: this decimal is
multiplied by the attenuator reading to give the
output in microvolts.

S(i-S5:URM-251). RE Signal Generator Set
AN:URM-251) is typical of most RE signal

generators in common usage. It consists of
Signal Generator SC- S5 /URM -25D. its case, and
an assortment of accessory items.

It is intended primarily for bench testing of
electronic equipment, covering the frequency
range from 10 kHz to 50,000 kHz. This fre-
quency coverage is accomplished in eight bands.
and the RF output can be either modulated or
unmoiulatid. The frequency generated can be
read from a main frequency scale within an
accuracy of ±0.5 percent: and by proper use of a
I-MHz internal crystal calibrator. the accuracy
can be increased to 0.05 percent above 1 MHz.

This test set also generates an audio signal Qr
400 or 1000 hertz, which is used to modulate
the RE carrier. The audio signals are also
separately available at the front panel.

FM SIGNAL GENERATORS.- Frequency-
modulated RE. signal generators are widely used
for testing frequency-modulated receivers and
for visual alinement (using an oscilloscope) of
AM receivers. A frequency-modulated signal is
an alternating voltage in which the frequency
varies above and below a given center frequency
value. The overall frequency change is called the
frequency swing.

There are several methods by which the
frequency of the oscillator in the signal genera-
tor may be frequency modulated. In one type of
FM generator. use is made of a vibrating plate
which forms one of the elements of the tuning
capacitor of the oscillator to be modulated. The
plate is driven by a device similar to a magnetic
loudspeaker. The audio modulating voltage is
applied to the driving coil which moves in the
field of a permanent magnet and vibrates the
plate of the capacitor at the applied audio-
frequency. Movement of the plate causes varia-
tion of the capacitance in the oscillator tuning
circuit with the result that the frequency of the
oscillator is periodically raised or lowered.

Another method of producing frequency
modulation is based on the action of a reactance
tube which is connected in parallel with the
tuning circuit of the oscillator to be modulated.
A reactance tube is an electron tube in which
the plate current is made either to lead or to lag
the plate voltage variations by 90'. Because of
this phase difference, the plate circuit of the
tube is electrically equivalent either to a capaci-
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for or to an inductance. I tic modulating voltage
is impressed on the grid of the reactance tulle.
causing the capacitive tor inductive) reactance of
the plate circuit of the tulle to vary. Since the
reactance tube plate circuit as a part of the
oscillator timing circuit. variation in the re-
actance value causes the generated frequency to
vary in step with the modulating voltage.

In signal general( irs of microwave frequencies.
frequency modulation is easily accomplished in
the oscillator by applying the modulating volt-
age to the reppeller plate of the reflex klystron
tube which is usually employe41 in these genera-
tors.

SWEEP GENERATOR AN/URM-75

Sweep Generator ANIRM-75 is a versatile
precision test instrument used for alining and
checking radio receivers in the frequency rangeof 5 to 220 Milt Its major component is the
SC-'01111451-75 sweep generator. which supplies
signals for the following functions:

1. Observing frequency response. relative
gain. and bandpass characteristics of RI:. IF. and
video stages.

2. Mining RI: and IF circuits.
3. Checking and adjusting discriminators.
4. Determining relative receiver sensitivity.
Basically. the unit consists of an FM sweep

oscillator. a marker oscillator, a crystal oscil-
lator. an audio oscillator. a frequency converter.
a blanking circuit. and two output jacks.

The FM sweep oscillator is tunable over a
frequency range of 51) to 220 MHz. In con-
junction with row sweep converter stage, the
oscillator proktuees a sweep signal which is
variable from 5 to 220 MHz. This extended
range is covered in two hands.

On hand 13. the sweep converter is disabled
and the sweep oscillator operates alone to cover
the range of 50 to 220 5111,.. On band A. the
sweep oscillator signal is beat against a 116.5
51111 signal from a fixed frequeney oscillator in
the converter stage. 'this heat produces a signal
which is variable from 5 to 50 M11/.. The sweep
output is available at the MI X l D OUTPUT jack.
The signal may be used alone or in conjunction
with a marker signal,

the marker oscillator operates oser a fre-
quency range of 4 to 220 Mllz. covered six
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hands. he marker signal. either modulated or
unmodulated. is then supplied to both the MK R
OUT jack and the MI XD OUTPUT jack. By
means of this signal. the exact frequency may he
determined for any point along a frequency
response cline produced by the sweep signal.

The crystal oscillator is normally operated at
a fundamental frequency of It) MI1/. 13y inser-
tion of the appropriate crystal. however, oscilla-
tion may oecur between 4 and 15 Mlle.. The
crystal oscillator output, either modulated or
unmodulated. is supplied to both output jacks.
This signal provides a means of correctly cali-
brating the marker oscillator, or of calibrating
external signals.

The audio oscillator generates a signal of 600
Ili which may he used to modulate the marker
output andfor the crystal oscillator output. if
desired. It is not available as a separate output.

The generator incorporates an optional blank-
ing circuit which produces a (Of hi sine wave.
The positive half of the sine wave is eliminated.
and the negative half is applied to the grid of the
FM sweep oscillator. This input cuts off the FM
sweep during the period of the half cycle. Thus,
when the operator activates the blanking circuit.
the 1:51 sweep oscillator produces pulses of
energy occurring at a 60-11/ rate.

PULSE GENERATOR AN/URM-44A

The generation of pulse signals involves many
fundamental electronic circuits and some special
purpose tubes. Some of the circuits involved are
multivibrators. limiters, dampers. discrimina-
tors, oscillators. and sawtooth generators. One
of the special purpose vacuum tubes is the reflex
klystron. which is used as an oscillator.

The TS-622A/U is a typical pulse generator. It
is the main component of Radio Test Set
ANAIRM-44A.

lbe 1 S-622 is a signal generator of low power
output and is used in the maintenance of radio
and radar equipment operating in the frequency
range between 7.0(X) and 10.750 MIlt. It pro-
duces continuous-wave. pulse-modulated, and
frequency-modulated signals. The output fre-
quency and power level of the test set are
indicated on separate direct reading dials located
oil the front panel.

In the pulse-modulated mode of iiperation.
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pulse widths of 0.5 to 10 microseconds may be
obtained. and the pulse repetition may he
adjusted from 40 to 40X) pulses per second.
Pulse modulation is obtained from a multivibra-
tor which produces square waves of the above
mentioned pulse widths and frequency.

In the frequency-modulated mode of opera-
tion, a sawtooth generator supplies a sawtooth
of voltage to the reflex klystron to cause the
signal to he frequency modulated.

In the CW mode of operation, the klystron is
permitted to free-run at the frequency selected.

this test set includes an internal synchro-
nizing generator (the multivibratort, and has
provision for applying an external synchronizing
signal of either positive or negative polarity. It
also has provision for an external modulating
signal to he applied.

The front panel provides the following three
outputs:

1. The 141: output. which is the output from
the klystron oscillator.

2. An undelayed sync (undelayed synchro-
nizing voltage).

3. A &laved sync. The syncs are either the
output from the internal sync generator or an
input from the external sync source.

'the Service Instruction Manual. NA 16-
3OURM444, contains a breakdown of all circuits
of the test set and detailed theory of operation
of each. Also included in the manual is a master
block diagram to simplify the explanations.

PULSE GENERATOR AN /UPI -SS

This equipment is basically a pulse generator
and a synchroscope. combined into a single unit.
It is used to generate. display. and measure pulse
test signals. It consists of Puke Generator
SG-30/UP. its transit case, and the associated
cables. adapters. accessories. and technical man-
oak. Operation of the equipment involves the
use of high potentials which are dangerous to
life. Safety precautions must he observed.

The Pulse Generator S(; -301UP has been
designed to furnish rectangular voltages of ad-
justable duration, amplitude. 311t1 repetition fre-
quency. These pulses are delayed so that they
follow trigger pulses by an adjustable time
interval. 'I he equipment may be triggered by an
external signal. or it may be triggered by an
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internally generated audio-frequency signal. In-
ternally generated pulse. trigger. and audio
signals are made available at output terminals on
the front panel.

the synehroscope located in the same unit is
capable of accurately determining the wave-
shape. amplitude. duration. and time relation-
ship of the output pulses. The equipment is
suitable for use in maintaining airborne or
pound electronic equipment. The design and
construction of the unit makes it adaptable for
work performed in laboratories or in main-
tenance shops located aboard ship or on land.

MULTIPLE-SIGNAL GENERATORS

Signal Generator SG-321A/U provides multi-
ple output signals which are essentially transient-
free over a frequency range of 0.008 to 1200 llz
in five bands. The versatility of the equipment
and the quality of its generated signals make the
SG-321 useful for any general purpose testing
application within its frequency range. It is
especially useful in the testing of servosystems
and mechanically operating systems, and in the
electrical simulation of mechanical operations.

The outputs available from this equipment
include square and triangular wavet'onns. both
of which are inherent in the bask oscillating
system. In addiiion. a sine wave is developed by
modifying (synthesizing) the triangular wave-
form. A sync output pulse is also made available
for external use.

The bask oscillating system uses a type of
relaxation oscillator that is especially well
adapted to the generation of very low fre-
quencies. Both the triangular and the square
wave of voltage as a function of time are
inherent in the system.

Any type of AV(' system causes a delay in the
stabilization of an output response following a
change in operating frequency. The oscillating
system of the SG-32I A/U is a constant ampli-
tude device which requires no AV(' system. The
output amplitude and distortion of signals is
therefore almost completely independent of
frequency.

The %ignal generator is rated to deliver at least
30 volts peak to peak to a 4000-ohm load. The
sync output is a negative pulse of I() volts
amplitude and a duration of less than 5 micro-
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seconds. The sync pulse occurs at the crest of
the sine wave. and at corresponding points on
the other waveshapes.

PULSE-MODULATED RF SIGNAL
GENERATOR MODEL 62$A

A pulse-modulated (PM1 signal generator is
similar to the conventional RE signal generator
with the exception that its output consists of
RI: energy in the form of pulses which occur at
an audio rate. Controls are provided to vary the
pulse width (duration of each pulse) and the
repetition rate (number of pulses per second). A
common application of a pulse-modulated gen-
erator is found in the checking of receiver
performance of many radar systems which
employ a pulse type emission.

Puke-modulated RI' signals are produced by
generating a constant RI: carrier by means of a
conventional oscillator circuit and feeding this
energy to the grid of a mixer stage which has at
the same time impressed on its suppressor grid a
square wave generated in a separate circuit. The
positive half-cycles of the square wave allow the
mixer tube to conduct, and the negative half-
cycles cut the tube off. During the conducting
intervals. the plate current is varied by the RI'
signal on the control grid. Therefore. pulses of
RI: current. corresponding to the positive half-
cycles of the square wave, appear in the mixer
plate circuit. The pulses are generally fed to one
or more amplifier stages. Pulse time and repeti-
tion rate are varied by controls in the square
wave circuit.

The Model 628A SHE signal generator (fig.
5-45) is a general purpose broadband signal
generator which produces RE output voltages
from 15 G117. to 21 Gliz. A single control
determines the output frequency which is di-
rectly read on a dial calibrated to an accuracy of
1 percent or better.

The (,?SA signal generator is provided with
versatile modulation characteristics. The output
can be frequency modulated, square wave modu-
lated. or pulse modulated by internally or
externally generated signals. It also provides
synchronizing pulses for external equipment
being used.

The (128A signal generator. in addition to
producing an accurate and controllable radio-
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frequency test signal, can he used for the
t011owing:

1. Testing puke systems.
2. Measuring sensitivity and selectivity of

amplifiers, receivers, and other tuned systems.
3. Measuring signal-to-noise ratio of RE sig-

nals.
4. Making slotted line measurements.
5. Investigation of microwave impedances

and other transmission line characteristics.
(1. Measuring frequency response of micro-

wave systems.
7. Determining resonant frequency and 0 of

waveguide cavities.

Operating Procedure

The operation of the 628A signal generator
consists of adjusting two major sections the RE
section and the modulator section. The RE
section is adjusted first since this adjustment
establishes the output power reference level for
the output attenuators.

Figure 5-46 displays the front panel controls
and connectors used in the operation of the
62/4A signal generator. A brief description of the
ftinction or operation of the front panel controls
and connectors follows:

1. Supplies line power to the instrument.
2. OUTPUT A1TEN control determines the

RE output level from +10 dbm to 90 dhm (10
mw to I puw).

3. MOD SELECTOR switch used to select
the desired type of modulation to he applied to
the RE output signal.

4. EXT MOD/SWEEP OUT used as an input
for external modulation signals when MOO
SELECTOR is set to EXT FM. EXT , or EXT+:
used as an output for a sweep signal which
occurs only when MOD SELECTOR is set to
INT FM.

5. SYNC IN connector input for sync
pulses. These pulses are used only when MOD
SELECTOR is set to INT and SYNC SELEC-
TOR to FAT . EXT +. or

6, SYNC OUT connector output for sync
pulses in either square wave or pulse operation.

7. DE LAVED SYNC OUT connector output
for delayed sync pulses in either square wave or
pulse operation. These pulses are controlled by
PULSE DELAY.
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Figure 5-45.-Model 628A SHE signal generator.

X. RI: OUTPUT N band type WR-5 1 wave-
guid. cover type flange.

9. FM A MPLITUDF control determines the
frequency deviation of the output signal when
internal or external frequency modulation is
employed.

10, FM NiAsi. control determines the phase
frequenc modulation from approximately

+40" to -00' with respect to the SWITT
signal onl when internal frequency modulation
is emploN

17.E

-rte

AO. 602

11. ZFRO MA' control used to ter -sot the
power-monitor meter.

12. PULSE DFLAY control adjusts the time
delay between Ow leading edge of the SYNC
OUT pulse and the RI output pulse from ; to
3(X) microseconds when tlw MOD S1 LIVFOR ix
set to INT.

II PULSE WIDTH control adjusts the width
the RI: output pulse from 0.5 to 10 micro-

seconds when the M01) SI E LC TOR is set to
INT.
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Figure 6-46.--Model 628A SHF signal generator front
panel controls owl connectors.

14. PULS!. RA 1.1: control adjusts the repeti-
tion rate of the RI output pulse tIT %titlark, wave
when the \1Ol) S1.111-fOR is set to INT or SO
WAVF. the XI or X10 position of the SYNC
SULU-OR select\ the multiplying factor to be
applied to the reacling of the calibrated ITI.S
RA I 1 dial.

15. In R SFT control used to establish the
correct power level fed to the oniput atlenua-
tors.

SYNC SFLFCTOR switch sett% 's the
type of synchroniiation to he employed by the
signal generator during inter puse modula-
tion of the RI: output s.

17. 1:14.1-QUENCY CON1 ROI. used to set the
desired RI: %put frequent}. r'rettuency dial is
read directly in kilomegaher'.t ((:IP).

After turning the instr ;nent on. allow at least
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S minutes for it to reach a stable operating
temperature. If the ambient temperature is
below 50°F. a longer warmup peritx1 is neces-
sary. NOTF: The klystron tube contained in this
instrument is expensive and has a shorter life
than that of most conventional vacuum tuhes.
Filament ;4ticl plate voltages remain on the
klystron tube when the MOD SLITTOR
switch is in the OFF position: therefore. power
should he removed from the instrument when it
is not in use in order to increase the useful life
of the tube. Figure 5-46 indicates by number the
turn-on procedure and ('W operation. Turn-on
procedure and ('W operation is as follows:

I. Switch t I ) to ON and allow at least a
5-minute warmup.

2. Set froquency that (17) lot desired fre-
quency.
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.1 So Mol)S1.11.(10K t 11 to OFF.
4 diust /1 KO SI .1 t II f to obtain a power-

monitor meter indication exactly on /I RO SI. I
index.

S. Set MOD S1.111.1()14 Of to CW.
II. Adjust 1)Wk SI I 115f to obtain a meter

indication exactly on P1MIR Si t index (red
hue at center of scale).

7 Set ()(' 1 A l'Itti t 2.) for desired ('W
output le%el.

SIGNAL ANALYZERS

Signal anal) ter.. while used in many different
situations. generally aid in the accomplishment
of only one function. that is to check the
response of an equipment under simulated con-
ditins of Specific operation,.

MOMILATION MEASUREMENT

Modulation characteristics can be determined
by waveform measurement or by use of modula-
tion meter, 4 WhIell are special application, of
basic test equipment). Modulation measure-
ments are sometime, required during tuning
procedures to adjust transmitting equipment for
the proper amount of modulation. During main-
tenance tests of 1110dIllated trattStilitter equip-
ment. the amount of distortum of the output
signal and the imululation level or index should
be determined.

I he modulation level of carrier signals to
multiplexing equipment is usually set at the
factory or in the shop during corrective main-
tenance procedures. Proper adjustment of the
input signal level and automatic signal level
regulation circuits provide the correct amount of
modulation. Defects in modulation circuits ean
be detected by measurements of the quality of
the received signals. Corrective maintenance
analysis of multiplex equipment modulation
circuits can usually he made by signal level
measurements. 'therefore. specific modulation
measurements are normally not required for a
carrier equipment which ,-Iperates in the audio-
freqney to medium frequency RI; range.

Most amplitude modulated radio transmitters
which operate in the low frequency to high
frequency range must he adjusted for correct
modulation during normal tuning procedures. If
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the modulation level i, lw. the transmitter is
not opeiating at its maximum efficiency: on the
other hand. modulation in excess of 100 percent
produces serious distortion. Since either of these
conditions is undersirahle. amplitude modula-
tion should he maintained between (10 and q5
percent when possible. The modulator amplifier
gain can be initially adjusted by use of an
oscilloscope or a 1110ditiation meter.

the modulation level or index of AM and 1:M
radio transmitters which operate in the VIII
range is usually adjusted by the manufacturer or
in the shop during corrective maintenance.
Amplitude modulation of radio transmitters in
this frequeneF range can usually he measured by
the same methods employed for transmitters in
the LI: to III; range.

Frequency modulation measurements can he
obtained by the use of an audirequency signal
generator and a receiver with a heat-frequency
oscillator. the modulation index can also he
determined by a comparison method. using a
frequency-modulated signal generator having a

calibrated modulation control. an AE signal
generator. a radio receiver capable of detecting
I'M signals. and an output signal level indicator.

Pulse modulation of radar and radio signals
can be measured by wavefigni displays pre-
sented by haste oscilloscopes or synchroscopes.
The amount of usable energy in a pulsed
waveform. as measured by a spectrum analyzer.
is also an indication of the quality of pulse
modulation.

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENT

Waveform measurements can he made by
observing displays of voltage and current varia-
tions with respect to time, or by harmonic
analysis of complex signals. Waveform displays
are particularly valuable for adjusting and testing
pulse generator, pulse former. and pulse ampli-
fier circuits. The waveform vist, ' display is also
useful for determining signal distortion, phase
shift. modulation factor, frequency. and peak-
to-peak voltage.

'the cathode-NA, oscilloscope is commonly
used for the analysi,. of Neforms generated by
electronic equipment. Several types of cathode-
ray oscilloscopes are available for making wave-
form measurements. the oscilloscope required
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Figure 5-47.Tektronix Type 422 oscilloscope.

approximately the same input level to the
amplifier section.

Following the attenuator is an artificial delay
line. which is a low pass lifter with a cutoff
Frequency higher than the highest frequency to
be passed. and which has an impedance of 72
ohms. The delay line is terminated with a
72-ohm gain control. One purpose of the delay
line is to delay presentation of the signal to be
observed until the sweep trace has been initiated
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by an undelayed portion of the input signal. If
the delay line were not used. the initial portion
of the waveform would not appear on the trace.
because a certain amount of time is required tOr
the input signal voltage to rise to the level
needed to trigger the sweep circuit With the
delay line in use, the !;ignal does not reach the
amplifier until one-half microsecond after the
trace starts: as a result. the entire puke is seen. A
secondary purpose of the delay line is to
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Figure 5-48.Tektronlx Type 422 oscilloscope front pan controls and connectors.

provide. by means of reflection, a series of
accurately spaced pulses suitable for calibration
of short time intervaii.

To accomplish the secondary purpose. a
switch is provided to cause a mismatch in the
termination of the delay line. When a sharp
pulse is applied into the line. a series of
reflections occurs similar to those shown in
figure 5-50. Since the time required for a puke
to travel down the 1;ne and back is I micro-
second, a series of pulses occurring 1 micro-
second apart is produced. Mach successive pulse
is smaller because of the losses in the delay line,
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but enough pulses are visible for most high speed
calibration purposes.

The gain control feeds a wideband or video
amplifier, which is connected to the vertical
deflection plates. In addition, an external con-
nection is provided to the vertical plates.

The horizontal circuit consists of a sync
switch for either internal or external sync. a
sync amplifier with a gain control. and a
start-stop sweep generator. which will not de-
velop a sweep voltage until a pulse of sufficient
amplitude is supplied. The duration of the
sweep, or sweep speed. is made adjustable from
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Table 5-1. Function/operation of front panel controls and connectors of Tektronix Type 422
oscilloscope t fig. 5-48).

Number Control Function/operation
1 INTENSITY Controls brightness of display.
2 FOCUS Provides adjustment to obtain a

well-defined display.
3 ASTIGMATISM Used in conjunction with the FOCUS

control to obtain a well-defined
display.

4 SCALE ILLUM Controls illumination of graticule.
5 VOLTS/DIV Selects vertical deflection factor

(VARIABLE control must be in CAL
position for indicated deflection.)

6 VARIABLE Provides continuously variable
deflection factor t.) about 2.5 times
setting of the VOLTS/DIV switch.

7

8

9

10

11

12

UNCAL Light indicates that VARIABLE control
is not set to CAL.

POSITION Controls vertical position of the
display.

GAIN Screwdriver adjustment to set the gain
of the vertical input amplifier.

STEP ATT BAL Screwdriver adjustment to set the
balance of the input amplifier in the
.02, .05, and .1 positions of the
VOLTS/DIV switch.

INPUT Input connector for vertical deflection
signal.

AC GND DC Selects method of coupling input signal
to grid of input amplifier.
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AC: D-C component of input signal
is blocked. Low frequency limit
(-3 db point) is about 2 hertz.

GND: Input circuit is grounded
(does not ground applied signal).

DC: AU components of the input
signal are passed to the input
amplifier,
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Table 5-1. Function/operation of front panel controls and connectors of Tektronix 'type 422
oscilloscope (11g. 548) Continued.

Number Centrol Function/operation

13 Mode Selects verti mode of operation.

ALG ADD: Channel 1 and 2 signals are
algebraically added and the alge-
braic sum is displayed on the CRT.

CH 1: The Channel 1 signal is
displayed.

CHOPPED: Dual trace display of
signal on both channels. Approxi-
mately -4 microsecond segments
from each chaniel displayed at a
repetition rate of about 100 kilo-
hertz.

CH 2: The Channel 2 signal is
displayed.

ALT: Dual trace display of signal on
both channels. Display switched
between channels at end of each
sweep.

14 INVERT Inverts the Channel 2 display when
pulled out.

15 X10 GAIN AC Increases a-c gain of Channel 2
amplifier 10 times when pulled out
(decreases deflection factor It)
times).

16 2-VOLT PROBE Output connector providing 2-volt
square wave signal for compensating
and checking gain of a probe.

17 Source Selects source of trigger signal.

CH 1 & 2: Internal trigger signal
obtained from displayed channel(s).

CH 1: Inter,ial trigger signal obtained
only from Channel 1.

EXT: Sweep triggered from signal
applied to TRIG IN connector.
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Table 5-1.- Function/operation of front panel controls and connectors of Tektronix Type 422
oscilloscope (fig. 5-48)Continued.

Number Control Function/operation
18 Coupling Determines method of coupling trigger

signal.

AC: Rejects d-c signals and attenuates
signals below about 50 hertz.

AC LF EEL Rejects d-c signals below
about 50 kilohertz.

DC: Accepts both a-c and d-c signals.
I9 SLOPE Selects portion of trigger signal which

triggers swt eta.

Y..: Sweep triggered :AVM positive-
going portion of trigger signal.

Sweep triggered from negative-
going portion of trigger signal.

20 j LEVEL Selects amplitude point on trigger
signal where sweep is triggered.
When turned fully counterclockwise
to the AUTO position, the sweep is
automatically triggered. In the
FREE RUN position, fully clockwise,
the sweep free runs.

HORIZ ATTEN (Triggering LEVEL) Provides approxi-
mately 10.1 attenuation for external
horizontal signals connected to the
HORIZ IN cost:lector when the
TIME/DIV switch is set to EXT
HORIZ.

21 TRIG IN Input connector for external trigger
signal.

HORIZ IN (TRIO IN) Input connector for external
horizontal signal when TIME/DIV
switch is set to EXT HORIZ.

22 GATE OUT Output connector providing a 0.5 volt or
greater negative -going rectangular
wise which is time-coincident with
the sweep.
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Table 5-I. Function/operation of front panel controls and connectors ofTektronix Type 422
oscilloscope (fig. 5-48) Continued.

29 EXT BLANKING

Function/operation

Controls horizontal position of the
display.

Increases sweep rate to 10 times
setting of TIME/DIV switch by
expanding center division of the
display.

Selects sweep rate of the sweep circuit
( VARIABLE control must be in CAL
position for indicated sweep rate).
In the EXT HORIZ position,
horizontal deflection is provided by
a signal connected to the NORM IN
connector.

Provides continuously variable sweep
rate to at least 2.5 times setting of
the TIME/DIV switch. Sweep rate is
calibrated only when control is set
fully clockwise to the CAL position.

Light indicates that VARIABLE control
is not set to CAL.

Light: Indicates that POWER switch is
on and the instrument is connected
to a power source.

Switch: Applies power to the
instrument.

Input connector for external
blanking signal.

a very few microseconds to about 250 micro-
seconds. The sweep generator is followed by a
conventional horizontal amplifier. Since the
trace is triggered by the input signal. the
synchroscope may be used to observe non-
periodic pulses. such as those occurring in a
radar system with an unstable PRP generator.

In later designs. it is common to find provi-

Mlf ."

sions for calibration of input voltages and sweep
time. Voltage calibration is made by comparing
the unknown voltage with a variable-voltage
pulse.of known value. generated internally. The
calibrating pulse is adjusted to he equal in
amplitude to the unktown voltage: the value is
then read from the dial that controls- the
calibrating pulse. Sweep time calibration is made
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Figure 5-M.Typical synchroscope, block diagram.

AT. 132
Figure 5.50.- -Putts reflection on a mismatched line.

with the aid of marker pulses produced by
accurately adjusted tuned circuits. The marker
pulses appear on the trace as a series of bright
dots spaced at intervals chosen by the operator.
In a typical synchroscope. marker intervals of
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t).2. 1. 10. 100. and 5(X) microseconds may he
selected in accordance with the tune duration of
the pulse under test: for greater accuracy
interpolation may he used.

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

During the modulation of a radiolrequency
carrier wave by keying. by speech or music. or
by pulses. the resulting wave contains many
frequencies. "the original carrier is present. to-
gether with two groups of new frequencies
called the sideband components. One group of
sidehands is displaced in frequency below the
carrier. The other group is displaced above the
airier. The distribution of these frequencies

when shown on a graph of voltage or power
against frequency is called the spectrum of the
wave.

A spectrum analyzer is a device for exhibiting
the spectrum of modulated waves in the radio-
frequency range and in the microwave legion.

In principle. the spectrum analyzer operates
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by tuning through the frequency region in
question. using a narrowband receiver. flue
output of the receiver is measured, usually by
means of a cathode-ray oscilloscope. and the
plot on the screen is a graph of voltage versus
frequency.

The device is essentially a superheterodyne
receiver with a very narrowband intermediate
frequency amplifier section. The local oscillator
frequency is varied between two values at a
linear rate. The frequency-control generator
which governs the frequency of the local oscilla-
tor also produces the horizontal sweep voltage
for the cathode-ray tube deflection plates. (See
fig. 5-5 .) As a result. each position of the beam
corresponds to a definite frequency value: and
the display is a graph in which the X-axis is
interpreted in terms of frequency.

The output of the detector in the receiver is
amplified and applied to the vertical deflection
plates so that the beam is deflected vertically by
an amount prop.'rtionat to the voltage de-
veloped in the detector land amplifier).

NARROW BAND
INPUT

MIX ER If
AMPLIFIER

LOCAL OSCILLATOR
(VARIED IN FREOLIENCT

BY SAWTOOTH GENERATOR.,

The signal to he analyzed is fed into the mixer
stage of the receiver. The kcal oscillator changes
in frequency at a linear rate, heating with each
of the signal frequency components in succes-
sion to form the intermediate frequency of the
narrowband amplifier. The output of the IF
amplifier is detected. amplified. and applied to
the vertical deflecting plates.

Spectrum analyzers designed for analysis of
microwave signals are equipped with klystron
tubes in the local oscillator stage. In analyzers
adapted for lower frequency RI' signals. triode
oscillators are used which are varied by means of
reactance-tube modulators.

Spectrum analyzers are employed extensively
in studying the output of pulse radar transmitter
tubes such as the magnetron. In this kind of
analysis. unwanted effects su,-;1 as frequency
modulation of the carrier can he easily detected.
In pure amplitude moduhtion of a carrier wave
by a square pulse. the spectrum is symmetrical
about the carrier frequency. Lack of symmetry
indicates the presence of frequency modulation.

AM
10 DETECTOR

SAWTOOTH

GENERATOR

AMPLIFIER

CATHODE .RA
TUBE INDICATOR

Figure 541.Typiaal spawn analyzer, block diagrams
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A spectrum representing the ideal condition is
shown in I A t of figure 5-5:.

Examples of undesirable magnetron spectra
arc shown in tilt and (C) of figure 5-52. Thew
forms indicate trouble in the modulator. the
tuning system. or in the magnetron tube itself.

Tlw carrier frequency is best defined as the
center frequency in a symmetrical spectrum
such as that shown in IA) of figure 5-52. in
some analyzers this principle is used as a means
of carrier frequency measurement. A sharpiy
resonant circuit is provided in tlw receiver which
acts as a trap to prevent an extremely narrow
range of frequencies from appearing in the
output of the amplifier. The result of its use
is that a gap appears in the display, and the gap
corresponds to the resonant frequency of the
trap. The adjustment of the trap is calibrated in
frequency. and the circuit can he adjusted to
make the gap occur in the center of the
spectrum.. The frequency of the carrier is then
read from the calibration of the trap.

WAVE ANALYZER

The wave analyter is used to measure ampli-
tude and frequency of the components of a
steady state complex electrical wavefOrm. These
include the components of harmonic distortion.
intermodulation distortion. hum, and noise.

Specific LISCS of the wave analyzcr include the
measurements of distortion components in M'
equipments: radio receivers and transmitters:
oscillators. amplifiers. and vacuum tube circuits
in general: harmonic studies of electrical power
system and electrical machit, ryt hum measure-
ment in a-c operated communication equ+pment:

tAl tin

Figure 5.52.-- Frequency spectre.
AT. 134
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and noise analysis. As a sharply tuned voltmeter.
it is useful in the measurement of the transmis-
sion characteristics of electric wave filters and as
a null detector for impedance bridges. Tlw unit
may he used as a detector for intermodulation
distortion measurements when a two-signal
audio generator is used as a source.

The wave analyzer discussed in the following
paragraphs is a heterodyne type vacuum tube
voltmeter. The II' amplifier includes a selective
filter using three quartz crystals. the use of a
heterodyne method makes it possible to vary the
frequency response while using a fixed fre-
quency tiller.

The output of tlw local oscillator and the
whole of the complex wavefort to he examined
are fed to a balanced modulator where their
combinar on produces both sum and difference
frequencies. or sidebands in the output. 'the
original of 11w complex waveform is not passed
by the modulator intermediate frequency out-
put transformer and the local oscillator carrier
frequency is suppressed in the output because of
the two-tube. balanced modulator employed.

The 50-k11z component of the upper side-
band. proportional to the voltage of that fre-
quency present in the original wave to which the
main dial is set, is selected and amplified by the
intermediate stages. .1.1w step attentiators pro-
vide for measurement of a wide range or
voltages.

'1 he equipment is mounted in a shielded oak
cabinet. and all critical parts a:c hermetically
sealed.

A detailed discussion of wave analyzers is
beyond the scope of this training manual, but
the foregoing discussion should serve to familia-
rize the technician with some of the basic
principles used in the design of a wave analyzer.

MULTIPLE- UNCTION EQUIPMENT
FOR SYSTEMS TESTING

The numerous and complex operations re-
quired for servicing and maintaining radar re-
quires, in some instances, numerous classes of
test equipment. Therefore. a test set such as the
UPM-32, comhininE the functions of several test
sets. is very practical. This combination test set
performs most of the functions necessary for
radar maintenance in its frequency range.
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This test equipment (fig. 5-5 3 is portable and
is designed primarily for use with radar s.steilis
operating in the frequency range of 8.500 to
10.500 MHz. It functions as a power meter. a
frequency meter, a spectnnu analyzer. a signal
generator. and a general purpose synehroscope.
The general capabilities of the test set are as
follows:

I. Measurement of power. frequency. spec-
trum. and frequency pulling of conventional and
multipulsed radar transmitters.

2. leasurement of sensitivity and handwidth
of a radar receiver.

3. Measurement of the frequency and spec-
trum of a radar receiver's local oscillator.

4. Adjuqtnent of a radar reeeivei's local
oscillator.

5. Measurement orl.14 recovery time.
12. Observation of video signals.
7. Providing pulsed. I:M. or CV microwave

signak.
Radar lest Sets AN/LIPM-32 and AN/UPM-

'6 w

1. Cable assembly.
2. Gaskets.

N4

3. Test antenna. 5. Waveguide. 7. Power cable.
4. Adapters. 6. RF cable.

Figure 543.Radar Test Set UPM-32.

AT. 135
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44C ate very similar in function and in opera-
tin. 1..ach is usable for the same general
functions. Both are generally reliable instru-
ments. but are susceptible to miser crystal
damage due it improper manipulation of the
control. for this reason. every technician should
receive a thorough indoctrination in the proper
use and operation of these equipments when
(hey are available in his particular shop. Al-
though this requirement is generally applicable
for all test equipment (and other electronic
equipments). it is especially important in equip-
ments where the probability of damage from
improper operating procedures is so great.

LINE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The purpose of this section is to discuss sow
of the more common test sets that are used
during line maintenance by organizational main-
tenance activities. It is not intended that this
discussion he all inclusive of all line test equip-
ment. but only some of the more common line
test sets.

The majority of line test equipment are of the
- NO GO type. In other words. the test set

indicates that the electronic system under test
does or does not meet the minimum acceptable
statidard. Some of the inure intricate line test
equipment can he used to determine faulty units
(black boxes) of a system. Operational tests of a
system after installation of a repaired unit may
also he made with this type of test equipment.

Radar Test Set AN/UPM-MB is a portable. a-c
operated instrument, designed to perform rapid
preflight checks of installed transponder:. such
as those of the Mark X WI; system. Its testing
capabilities include checking the above trans-
ponders when they are operated in association
with Selective Identification Feature (SW)
coding equipment. such as Coder Group AN/
APA-W). The following features of transpondi:rs
or associated SIF equipment can he checked
simultaneously:

f. TransmitIted frequency.
2. Relative transmitter power output.
3. Decoding of mode I. 2. or 3 interrogations

(challenges).

4. Reply coding (number but not spacing of
pulses for Mark X.

5. Receiver frequency.
(. Relative receiver ttimring level.
7. Proper code configurations (when SW

equipment is eittpktyed 1.
X. Pulse spacing (when SW equipment is

employed).
The results of these checks are simultaneously

resolved into a single R11141' or ACCUiri.
indication of an operating panel meter. The
RIAU:UT-AC(1TV meter on the operating panel
may also he used to give an indication of the
general operating condition of the test set itself.

TA('AN

Radio Test Set AN/URM-10IA is a light-
weight. easy-to-use unit developed to provide
preflight check of the normal operation of
airborne 'I.ACAN sets. The test set may he
hand-carried to the vicinity of the aircraft
equipped with the radio set and placed on the
deck, or any other suitable support. During
operation of the test set, visual and aural
indications at the radio set will enable an
observer to determine whether the radio set is
operating properly. The test set receives from
and transmits to tht.. 'CAN radio set either by
radiation from the antenna or by a direct
conneetion with a coaxial cable 111.' test set will
operate with up to four TACAN radio sets
simultaneously.

The test set simulates signals such as those
produced by Radio Beacon Set AN/URN-3. and
which would normally be received by airborne
ACAN sets al a parti,.ular hearing and distance
from the beacon set. The test set generates a
continuous tone signal. which provides aural
indication when received. The lest set transmits
a continuous pulse train consisting of main and
auxiliary reference pulse groups (bursts),
identity pulses. and equalizing pulses. In addi-
tion, when interrogated, it introduces reply
pulses delayed to simulate distances of S miles
and 100 miles. All tit' these pulses are amplitude-
modulated with 15 and 135 hertz sine waves and
are synchronized to give a hearing display of
40`) on the airborne azimuth indicating equip-

ment. adjusts theA power output level control I

RI; unit to a constant power output, which is
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indicated on a panel meter. A range switch sets
the desired 5-mile or 100-mile delay.

RADAR

The echo box is used in field testing, trouble-
shooting, and adjustment of pulsed type radar
systems. Although simple in construction and
operation. it is versatile in its applications.
Properly used within its design limitations, the
echo box can frequently eliminate the need for a
complex test setup and an elaborate step-by-step
testing procedure. The echo box uses passive
circuitry. which does not require any external
power (other than that of the radar set whose
signal is to be analyzed). External power require-
ment is a critical factor with most other test
sets.

The echo box is simila: to a tuned cavity
frequency meter. with adi.i.itional capabilities.
The tuned cavity frequency meter can be used

to measure the frequency of ('W or pulsed RE
signals in the microwave range. The echo box,
however, has no practical application in the
testing or analysis of ('W equipment signals.
Figure 5-54 indicates the basic functional ele-
ments of a typical echo box.

Energy from the radar transmitter is fed
through the directional couplers to the resonant
cavity. When the cavity length is properly
adjusted, resonant oscillations are set up by each
successive pulse of microwave energy. Maximum
amplitude of oscillation occurs when the cavity
is tuned precisely to the signal frequency. These
cavity oscillations are detected by the crystal
diode and indicated on the meter as an average
d-c current. The amplitude of oscillation and the
average current reading are proportional to the
transmitter power output.

Oscillations in the tuned cavity are also
coupled back to the radar set under test, where
it is processed as an echo signal. This signal.

/DIRECTIONAL
COUPLER

L

cj

Cit
INSERTION SENSITIVITY

FRAOMLICY

I

I
to NH: I Ili!

I

) 1 rRADAR PULSE
rr##. --41 IRINOTIME le

I -9ICAVITY OUTPUT !NI--

O., MHz /DIV. 1 i
i 1

f

Fiore 5-54.Typicid eche box, functional (limit.
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when viewed on the indicator CRT, permits
analysis of the radar pulse. and presents an
indication of the general operating condition of
the radar set.

Due to the manner in which the energy builds
up in the cavity, saturation of the cavity is
possible. If saturation does occur, distortion of
the waveform and erroneous values of the
measurements result. If the directional couplers
do not prevent cavity saturation, additional
attenuation must be provided.

A fairly complete functional analysis of the
operating condition of a radar set can he

obtained througa analysis of the displayed wave-
form. Among the most important of the factors
that can be determined are frequency and
bandwidth, power and frequency spectra. sensi-
tivity, pulse width and condition, and recovery
time. Analysis of the waveform can also prove
helpful in locating the cause of malfunctions
within the radar set.

It must be remembered. however, that the
echo box presents only relative (rather than
absolute) values of power and sensitivity, and
only rough values of frequency. Accuracy of
these quantities is not comparable to the cur-

ANTENNA
HORNS

Rpm 545.Dakiy-nne-MX-1381/AP414ft
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responding values obtainable from a spectrum
analyzer. The primary value of the echo box lies
in its regular usage. For maximum benefit. the
values obtained from a given test must be
compared to corresponding values obtained
from a test on a radar set known to be operating
properly.

In general. however. the echo box is an
extremely valuable instrument. When used in a
,-ontinuing maintenance program, it can enable
lie operator to maintain his equipment in peak

operating condition. . It can also provide him
with indications of deterioration before actual
malfunctions occur.

ALTIMETER

Delay Line MX-1381/APM-66 (fig. 5-55) is a
portable unit of the Radar Test Set AN/APM-66
and consists of a coaxial cable delay line and
two horn-type antennas. The two horns are
connected together by a length of RG -55 /U
cable that is wound on two drums within the
unit.

When the delay line unit antennas are mated
with the altimeter receiver-transmitter antennas.
the RI: output of the transmitter is fed into one
of the horn antennas. passes through the coaxial
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cable to the other antenna. and is fed out to the
receiving antenna of the altimeter where it
arrives delayed in time by an amount that is
equal to the propagation time (electrical length)
of the coaxial cable. This produces an altitude
signal in the altimeter that is identical to that
produced in normal altimeter operation when
the altimeter is at an altitude that yields the
same total propagation time down to the terrain
and back again. Since two-way propagation is
involved in normal operation, the altitude signal
produced by a delay line will be equal to
one-half the electrical length of the cable.

The length of the coaxial cable requried for a
delay line of this type may be determined from
the formula:

L= VX altitude X 2
Where

L = phsycial length of the cable
V = velocity of wave propagation of the cable.
The delay line contains 228 feet of cable (330

electrical feet) and produces an altitude signal of
165 feet. The total attenuation of the cable and
the two antenna horns is such that the altimeter
that produces an altitude indication of 165 feet,
minus the residual altitude, when coupled to the
delay line can be considered as having adequate
sensitivity for normal flight operation.



CHAPTER 6

AVIONICS MAINTENANCE

In today's modern aircraft. the aviation weap-
on systems that are contained in them must be
in top operating conditions at all times to insure
that the aircraft can complete the mission for
which it is designed. The effectiveness of this
weapon system depends primarily on the techni-
cians assigned to maintain them. These techni-
cians are only as good as the handtools they use.
the publications they use, and last but not least
their knowledge of general as well as specific
maintenance procedures. In this chapter, general
maintenance procedures will he covered that will
apply to most avionics systems found in aircraft
today.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Much of the technician's time is spent
troubleshooting the equipment in the squadron's
aircraft. The technician's job is to maintain a
great number of units and systems. many of
which are quite complex. and which might seem
at a glance beyond his ability to maintain. How-
ever. the most complex job mall)/ becomes
much simpler It it is first broken into successive
steps. Any maintenance job should he per-
formed in the following order:

I. Analyze the symptom.
2. Detect and isolate the trouble.
3. Correct the trouble and test the work.

AIRCRAFT PROCEDURES

In troubleshooting, as in most other things,
there is no substitute for commonsense. A mis-
take made by most beginners is to remove major
units from the aircraft unnecessarily. When a
discrepancy is received, the first step is to deter-
mine if the equipment in question is actually
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faulty. Very often a preliminary check of the
system in the aircraft will disclose a faulty con-
trol box, frayed or broken wiring. corroded or
wet connectors, or improper operating proce-
dure especially with new equipment. (Improper
operating procedures arc especially common
when the reported discrepancy involves new
equipment or personnel undergoing indoctrina-
tion.)

If there is no power present at the input to
the equipmvnt, it may he assumed (temporarily )
that the set is not defective. ('heck all applicable
switch positions, circuit breakers. fuses, etc..
then check for power at the bus which leads the
equipment. Check the tightness and the physical
condition of interconnecting cables. Using the
wiring diagrams in the applicable manuals, cheek
at StleeeMiVe tie lxrints and splices for continui-
ty. short circuits, or grounds. Tlw procedures to
be followed with these tests are discussed later
in this chapter under the heading Basic Tests.

If a circuit breaker is tripped or if a fuse is
blown, a circuit malfunction is indicated. Power
to the circuit containing the open" should he
turned off. and should not he reapplied until the
malfunction is located and corrected. The most
common causes of tripped or blown circuit pro-
tectors are short circuits. faulty grounds, or
overload conditions. However, circuit protectors
sometimes fail e. e sit tply to age or to transient
conditions. If. ai.er a thorough check. no atpar-
ent reason for the failure can he found, the
breaker may be reset or the fuse replaced with
the proper size and type. and the power reap-
plied. If the protector fails again, a malfunction
is defnitely indicated.

If the analysis does not indicate the existence
of a short circuit. faulty ground. or overload
condition. but the equipment still does not Opel-
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ate. continue to take measurements with power
applied. These measurements should he taken
systematically at progressive checkpoints. Partic-
ular faults which may interrupt current through
a circuit include broken wiring, loose or faulty
terminal or plug connections, faulty relays or
switches, and uncoupled splices. Be alert for
these conditions.

If the defective unit cannot he identified
while still installed in the aircraft, it may be
advisable to turn off the power and substitute
units, one at a time with units which are known
to operate properly. As each unit is replaced.
power should be reapplied and the system
checked for operation or for symptoms of non-
operation. If the system operates normally. the
faulty unit has been identified, and the faulty
unit may he taken to the work center for correc-
tive maintenance action. At this stage of the
overall maintenance process. it is also advisable
to try to determine the reason for the failure of
the unit it is conceivable that the new unit may
also he damaged if the basic cause of the fault is
not corrected.

Following removal of the defective unit and
the subsequent analysis. all other items of the
original installation should he reinstalled and an
operation check perfornied. During the opera-
tional check. any readjustments or calibrations
should he accomplished as required. This should
he done prior to clearing the discrepancy in the
work center.

Basic Tests

Several rules are set forth below and are in-
tended as a guide to follow when making the
tests described in this section.

I. Always connect an ammeter in series.
2. Always connect a voltmeter in parallel.
3. Never connect an ohmmeter to an ener-

gized circuit.
4. Select the highest range first then switch

to lower ranges as needed.
S. When using an ohmmeter, ,select a scale

that will result in a inklscale deflection.
(1. Do not leave the selection switch of a

multimeter in the resistance position when the
meter is not in use because the leads may short
together and discharg: the internal battery.
Then is less chance of damaging the meter if it
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is left on a high a-c volts setting or in the off
position it' it has one. Meters that have an off
position dampen the swing of the needle by
connecting the meter movement as a generator.
This prevents the needle from swinging wildly
when the meter is moved.

7. View the meter from directly in front to
eliminate parallax.

8. C'Iserve polarity when measuring d-c volt-
age or direct current.

9. Do not place meters in the vicinity of
strong magnetic fields.

10. Never attempt to measure the resistance of
a meter or a circuit with a meter in it as the high
current requirY for ohmmeter operation may
damage the :!1.er. This also applies to circuits
with low-curn.i. ;filament tubes and some types
of semiconduci ..s.

11. When mea...ring high resistance, he careful
not to touch the test lead tips or the circuit as
body resistane will shunt the circuit and an
erroneous reading will occur.

12. Connect the ground lead of the meter first
when making voltage measurements. Work with
one hand whenever possible.

CONTINUITY TEST. Open circuits are
those in which the flow of current is interrupted
by a broken wire. defective switch, or any means
by which the current cannot flow. The test used
to check for opens (or to see if the circuit is
complete or continuous) is called continuity
testing.

An ohmmeter (which contains its own batter-
ies) is excellent for a continuity test. In an
emergency. a continuity tester can readily be
constructed from a flashlight. Normally. contin-
uity tests are performed in circuits where the
resistance is very low (such as the resistance of a
copper wire). An open circuit is indicated by a
very high or infinite resistance.

The diagram in figure 6-1 shows a continuity
test of a cable. Notice that both connectors are
disconnected and the ohmmeter is in series with
the conductor under test. The power must be
off. Checking conductors A, B, and C. the cur-
rent from the ohmmeter will flow through plug
No. 2. through the conductor, and plug No. 1.
From this plug it will pass through the jumper to
the chassis which is "grounded" to the aircraft's
structure. The structure will serve as the return
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path to the chassis of unit 2 completing the
circuit to the ohmmeter. The ohmmeter will
indicate a low resistance.

Checking conductor I) trig. 6-1 I will reveal an
open. The meter will indicate maximum resis-
lance because current cannot flow. With an open
circuit. tlw Miff needle is all the way to
the left since it is a -;cries type ohmmeter.

Where conditions exist that the aircraft struc-
ture cannot he used as the return path. one of
the other conductors may be used. For example.
to check 1) tfig. t1-1 ) a jumper is connnected
from pin D to pin A of plug I and the ohmmeter
leads are connected to pins 1) and A of plug 2.
This technique by the process of elimination will
also reveal the open in the circuit.

GROUNDED CIRCUIT 1 EST. Grounded
circuits are caused by some conducting part of
the circuit making contact either directly or
indirectly with the metallic framework of the
aircraft. Grounds may have many causes. the
most common of which is perhaps the fraying of
insulation from a wire allowing the hare wire to
come in contact with the metal ground.

UNIT I

Grounds are usually indicated by blown fuses
or tripped circuit breakers. Blown fuses or
tripped circuit breakers, however. may also re-
sult from a short other than ground. A high
resistance ground may also occur where suffi-
cient current does not flow to rupture the fuse
or open the circuit breaker.

In testing for grounds, the ohmmeter is used.
Other continuity testers may also be used. By
measuring the resistance to ground of any point
in a circuit. it is possible to determine if the
point is grounded. Figure 6-1 illustrates one pos-
sible means of testing a cable for grounds. If the
jumper is removed from pin D of plug No. I. a
test for grounds is made for each conductor of
the cable. This is accomplished by connecting
one meter lead to ground and the other to each
of the pins of one of the plugs. A low resistance
will indicate that a pin is grounded. Both plugs
must be removed from their units; if only one
plug is removed. a false indication is possible
since a conductor may be grounded through the
unit.

SHORT TEST. A short circuit. other than a

UNIT 2

Rom 6-1.Consfaulty tom.
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grounded one. is one where two conductors aeci-
dentally touch each other directly or through
another conducting element. Two conductors
with frayed insulation may touch and cause a
short. coo much softies. on the pin of a connec-
tor may short to the adjacent pin. In a short
circuit. sufficient current may flow to blow a
fuse or open a circuit breaker. However, it is
entirely possible to have a short between two
cables carrying signals; such a short may not he
indicated by a blown fuse.

As when checking for a ground. the device
__used for locating a short is the ohmmeter. By

measuring the resistance between two conduc-
tors a short between them may be detected by a
low resistance reading. In figure 6-I by removing
the jumper and disconnecting both plugs. a short
test may be made. This is performed by measur-
ing the resistance between the two suspected
conductors.

Shorts are not reserved for cables, they occur
in many components. such as transformers, mo-
tor windings. capacitors. etc. The major test
method for testing such components is a resis-
tance measurement, and then comparing the in-
dicated resistance with that given in the
Maintenance Instructions.

VOLTAtil TLST. The voltage test must he
made with the power applied: therefore, the
prescribed safety precautions must he followed
to prevent injury to personnel and damage to
the equipment. The technician will find in his
maintenance work that the voltage test is of
utmost importance. It is used not only in isolat-
ing faults to major components but also in the
maintenance of subassemblies. units, and cir-
cuits. Before checking a circuit voltage, a check
on the voltage of the power source should be
made to ascertain that the normal voltage is
being supplied to the circuit.

BENCH PROCEDURES

The visible condition of a unit is usually the
first thing to check in any process of trouble-
shooting. If certain parts are obviously not in
proper condition, these faults must he corrected
before going any farther in the tests. Such condi-
tions include parts which are burned, loose from
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their, mountings. disconnected, dented, broken,
or otherwise faulty. This step should be accom-
plished prior to installing and connecting the
unit at the test bench.

The sense of smell can be helpful in pinpoint-
ing certain troubles. A part that overheats usual-
ly gives off an odor that is readily detectable,
and can sometimes be located by the odor given
off. However. location of a burned part does not
necessarily reveal the cause of the trouble.

In determining the cause of the trouble it is
usually necessary to refer to the Maintenance
Instructions Manual. This manual will be a valu-
able source for constant reference when per-
forming maintenance on electronic equipment.
Few technicians are so thoroughly familiar with
an electronic unit that they do not need the
manual when performing maintenance.

Signal Tracing

The following procedure is given for tracing
signals in RF receivers and audio amplifiers:
however, this general procedure, with modifica-
tions, can be applied to most electronic trouble-
shooting. In radar the frequencies are higher. the
methods of signal application differ, and the
output in the tinal stage is video on a scope,
instead of audio from a speaker or headset. The
applicable Maintenance Instructions Manual con-
tains detailed procedures for testing most units
or circuits.

Signal tracing is a very effective method for
locating defective stages in many types of elec-
tronic equipment. It is especially useful when
working with sonobuoy receivers, audio ampli-
fiers. and other equipment which normally do
not contain built-in meters. A signal voltage
(similar to that present under operating condi-
tions) taken from a signal generator is applied to
the input of the circuit in question. The signals
which result are then checked at various points
in the stage, utilizing test instruments such as
vacuum tube voltmeters, oscilloscopes, output
meters, or any high impedance instrument which
is appropriate. (The test instrument should have
high impedance so that it will not change the
operation of the circuit under test.)

When using the signal tracing technique to
measure a-c signals, be sure that the test instru-
ments are adequately isolated from any d-c
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tentials present in the circuit. Some tot
instruments are equipped with special a-c probes
which incorporates a capacitor in series with the
input: other equipments are not so e.itiipped.
lkfore using any item of test equipment. the
technician must familiarife himself with the
CharaCtt IMOs and proper use of the test equip-
ment. as well .h With the equipment under t

Signal tracing can he used to measure th%
or loss of amplifiers: also. the points of orign.
distortion. hum. noise. oscillation, or any Amor-
Mill effect can he localired in this manner.

I he gain measurement is an important meth-
od in signal tracing. Hy this procedure. a de :c-
live stage can he found quickly in a radio
sonohuoy receiver or audio amplifier. A signal
generator, with the output attenuator calibrated
in microvolts, and an output meter are used. It is
helpful to have data concerning the normal gain
of the %arious stages of the device. These data
are generally found in the Maintenance Instruc-
tion Manual for the receiver under test.

The initput meter may he connected across a
headset for tlic voiLe coil of a speaker, or across
tlw secondary of the output ttwislonner. The
output Of the signal &wawa. is applied to the
input circuit of the stage under test. The attenu-
ator of the signal generator is then adjusted until
the output meter reads a Va;i1C appropriate to
serve as a reference figure. The output of the
signal generator is then applied to the output of
the stage under test for to the input of the next
stage). and the attenuator is adjusted until the
same reterenee value is again registered on the
output meter. gain of the stage is found by
dividing the second value of the signal (taken
from calibrated attenuatorf by the value of
the signal applied to the input of the stage.

As an example. suppose the signal generator
supplies a voltage of 400 microvolts to the grid
of an IF amplifier. This voltage causes the out-
put meter to indicate some value that can he
used as a reference. When the generator signal is
applied to the following grid. the signal strength
must be increased too 4.000 microvolts) to cause
the output meter to indicate the same reference
value. The gain of the stage is equal to

Fin 2nd stage 4.000
; that is = 10

1st stage 400
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It similar measurements nude in the remain-
ing stages of the receiver reveal one stage in
which the gain is lower than normal or is zero.
that stage can then he thoroughly checked by
further testing to determine the cause of the
trouble.

When making stage gain measurements in re-
ceivers. the value of the applied signals must he
low enough to prevent the AV(' system from
functioning: otherwise. the measurements will
not he accurate. In the Maintenance Instruction
Nlanual, the recommended signal values arty usu-
ally stated in terms of the reference value to he
used at. the output meter.

Test Probe Substitution

Using a test equipment probe with equipment
other than that for which it was designed may
result in considerable error. Any differences in
the internal resistance of the probe and the
input resistance of the circuitry of the equip-
ment precludes substitution without calibration.
For example, the internal resistance of a 10:1
probe is. in most cases. nine times higher than
the input circuitry of the equipment. It should
he noted that 2:1. 50:1. and 100:1 probes are
available as well as 10:1 probes.

Test probes which are not recommended for
specific equipments should not be used. because
they may not have sufficient capacitive adjust-
ment to preserve the waveshape of the observed
signal. A sound rule is to use all test probes only
with the equipment for which they were de-
signed.

Voltage Checks

Voltage measurements arc made at various
points in the stage suspected of being at fault,
and the observed voltage values are compared
with the normal voltage values given in the Main-
tenance Instruction Manual.

When making voltage checks for comparison
with a chart. be sure to use a voltmeter with the
proper ohms-per-volt rating (sensitivity). Volt-
meters are connected in shunt with the circuit
elements under test. resulting in circuit loading.
If the sensitivity of the test instrument is the
same as that used in obtaining the readings given
on the chart. the loading effect will he the same
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in both cases. and the readings obtained are
reliab. Another important point to remember
is that if the meter sensitivity is too low, loading
effect may be so severe as to prevent proper
operation of an otherwise normally functioning
circuit.

From this comparium. the defect can often
be isolated. Voltage checks are most effective
when applied within a single stage, after previous
checks have been made to localize the defect.
This is true because modern electronic equip-
ment is complex. and a great deal of time is
required to check all the voltages present in all
the stages.

Some electronic equipments have built-in me-
ters or plugs for front panel application of me-
ten. These meters usually work in conjunction
with a selector switch, and will read values of
voltage or current at designated points. A defec-
tive stage can often be located in this manner.

Once the defective stage is isolated. it be-
comes a matter of point-to-point checking to
isolate the fault within th, stage itself. A voltme-
ter will usually pinpoint the trouble area, but it
often becomes necessary to 101 an ohmmeter to
determine the exact cause of trouble. such as
shorted capacitors, open resistors or transfor-
mers, or wire grounded to chassis.

Resistance Checks

Resistance checks are sim;lar to voltage
checks except that the powers. removed from
the equipment. Resistance values arc measured
with an ohmmeter, and the readings are com-
pared with the normal values given in the main-
tenance publications. Resistance checking. like
voltage measurement, is most effective after the
trouble has been isolated to a particular stage.
Reliance on resistance measurement alone is too
time consuming to be efficient. After the
trouble has been isolated, the ohmmeter is a
very useful instrument and often quickly leads
the technician to the cause of the trouble.

NOTE: In order to prevent damage to the
ohmmeter, always be sure that there are no
voltages present in the equipment prior to begin-
ning the resistance checks. Turn off the power
switches. discharge power supply and other large
capacitors. and bleed off any other residual
charges in the equipment. Also observe proper

precautions when connecting or disconnecting
the ohmmeter across large inductors.

A typical example of a routine resistance
check applied to a single part is the ohmmeter
method of checking electrolytic capacitors. A
resistance measurement is made on the dis-
charged capacitor, using the high resistance
range of the ohmmeter. When the ohmmeter
leads are first applied across the capacitor, the
meter pointer rises quickly and :nen drops back
to indicate a high resistance. The test leads are
then reversed and reapplied. The meter pointer
should then rise again even higher than be-
foreand again drop to a high value of resist-
ance. The deflections of the meter are caused
when the capacitor is charged by the battery of
the ohmmeter. When the leads aro reversed, the
voltage in the capacitor adds II tiw applied
voltage, resulting in a greater defection than at
first.

Do not leave the ohmmeter connected across
an electrolytic capacitor for any appreciable pe-
riod of time. Electrolytic capacitors are polarity-
sensitive, and reverse polarity of voltage (even
from an ohmmeter) may cause excessive current
which could result in overheating and possible
explosion of the capacitor.

If the capacitor is open, no deflection will he
noted. If the capacitor is shorted, the ohmmeter
indicates zero ohms. The resistance values regis-
tered in the normal electrolytic capacitor result
from the fact that there is some current leakage
between the electrodes. Because the electrolytic
capacitor is a polarized device, the resistance is
greater in one direction than in the other.

Should a capacitor indicate a short circuit.
one end of it must he disconnected from the
circuit and imother resistance reading taken to
determine if the capacitor is actually at fault.

Unless the ohmmeter has a very high resistance
scale the deflection of the meter when check-
ing small value capacitors will not be no-
ticeable. Even a scale of R x 10.000 is not
sufficient for very small capacitors; the smaller
the capacity the less leakage across the plates.
therefore the more resistance.

When making resistance checks. be sure to
determine what circuits are connected to the
points where the checks are made. The Mainte-
nance instruction Manual will indicate what re-
sistance should be found at various checkpoints
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throughout the equipment and will contain a
complete schematic of the set as well as a circuit
schematic of the stage tinder test. The schemat-
ics may set up conditions under which voltage
and resistance measurements are to be made.
such as positions of switches, and control knobs,
relays energized or &energized. tube in socket,
etc. These conditions will duplicate the condi-
tions under which the measurements were first
made. A typical condition might be: 'Power
switch OFF-all controls on the control box fully
UV (counterclockwise)." It is important that
these instructions be followed to obtain accurate
values to compare with specific values. Other-
wise incorrect values may he obtained.

Defective Components

Before replacing a defective part it is neces-
sary to determine if such an operation may be
performed by the unit or squadron. This has
been determined by the level of maintenance
that has been assigned to your particular activi-
ty. Increasing complexity and compactness of
electronic equipment have resulted in a trend
toward replacement of subassemblies rather than
individual parts. This trend is caused by the
nect:sity of exact parts replacement, and the
difficulty of working in small spaces where even
the amount of solder used on a connection can
he of importance. However, there are many
parts that may he replaced at any level of main-
tenance.

Should it become necessary to replace a part
with a substitute, the technician must make sure
that the substitute part is a proper replacement.
With resistors. for instance, several characteris-
tics must be considered ohmic value, wattage
rating, tolerance, physical size, and type of con-
struction. Capacitors involve consideration of
physical size, capacity, tolerance, temperature
coefficient. and voltage rating. Plugs and connec-
tors will almost invariably have to be exactly as
prescribed since it is difficult to find items of
this type that are interchangeable.

Publications may be consulted to aid in ob-
taining information (such as stock number and
description) about a particular part. Familiarity
with the IPB is a definite asset to the technician
who must determine exactly what part to order.
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Checking After Repair

No repair job is complete until tlw repaired
equipment is reinstalled and actually operating
properly. The equipment must he bench
checked after the trouble is remedied, usually
before the equipment is completely reassembled,
and any alinement adjustments necessary to as-
sure proper operation should be made. After
reassembly of the equipment-replacement of
dust and shielding covers, installation of equip-
ment in outer case (and pressurization if neces-
sary) a final bench operational check should he
performed. Oftentimes a shield or plate that has
been installed will touch a bare wire or other
contact and will render the equipment inopera-
tive, or cause substandard operation. It is much
better to discover such a fault at the bench than
in the aircraft.

After the equipment is reinstalled in the air-
craft and properly secured for flight, it must he
given a final operational test. It cannot be as-
sumed that because the equipment operated
properly on the bench it will do so in the air-
craft. The most important test is an operational
check under exact operating conditions. When
the equipment performs properly in the aircraft
and is securely mounted, the discrepancy may
be signed off.

The troubleshooting information described in
the preceding paragraphs is summarized in figure
6-2, which shows in chart form a general trou-
bleshooting procedure. The directions given in.
blocks I through S are steps to be used in
locating trouble, and the directions given in
blocks 6 and 7 are steps in repairing the equip-
ment. (Steps 2.3, 4. and/or S may sometimes be
eliminated, but steps 6 and 7 will always be
followed. I

MAINTENANCE BY EXCEPTION

All maintenance is related to some form of
management. The function of management has
been defined as "the efficient attainment of
enterprise objectives." Maintenance has also
been defined as "all actions taken to retain ma-
terial/equipment in a serviceable condition or to
restore it to serviceability." When these are com-
bined, we can define Maintenance Management
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as the actions necessary to retain/restore ma-
terial .equipment in a serviceable condition with a

4:s lire of resources.- Resources
are commonly referred to a%i Melt. moneys and
material.

Maintenance by exception is fundamental to
this entire management system. 11 means simply
that actions or incidents which vary markedly.
from established standards or norms are singled
out as exceptions ftom the whole for special
management attention. For example. if certain
black hoses within a weapons system consistent-
ly tail to produce the desired results, then they
would be singled out for special study and cor-
rective action. Since the normal would he cor-
rect operation and these black hoses were
chronically failing and consuming ahnonnal
numbers Of illati-hours. they would he 4..onsid-
ered alt exception.

REPAIR INFORMATION

i %.1'S ineillit)110.1 previously. increasing com-
plexity and compactness of electronic equip-

mint have caused a trend toward replacement of
suhassemblies rather than individual parts. This
trend is caused by the necessity of exact parts
replacement, and the difficulty of working in
small areas where even the amount of solder
used can contribute toward trouble free opera-
tion. However. there are many parts that will
need to he replaced. and the rule is to replace a
defective part with an exact duplicate.

The trend toward replaceable units has led to
several new methods of construction of electronic
equiptrent. Two methods are MICROELEC-
IRON .CS and PRINTED CIRCUITS. These cir-
cuits are designed for speed and economy of
manufacture, and speed and ease of mainte-
nance. as well as saving of space and weight.

MICROELECTRONICS

The Naval Air Systems Command uses the
term MIC'ROELECTRONIC'S to refer to those
processes and techniques involved in the con-
struction of circuits in a relatively small. nonsep-
arable form. Active elements such as transistors,
and passive elements such as resistors and capaci-
tors are closely integrated on a single wafer or
block to form a functional circuit.

Microelectronics includes the construction
technique referred to as integrated circuitry: it
also includes the thin-film techniques: and. in
some cases. it includes the use of discrete micro-
components t for example. a transistor made sep-
arately and then added to an assembled unit).
'Ile term is not used to include construction
using miniature brit otherwise conventional
components with interconnecting wiring be-
tween the individual components, even though
some wiring may he required between assemblies
in microelectronic construction.

MICROMINIATURIZATION. on the other
hand. is a term generally having a broader mean-
ing. This term is used to refer to all efforts
directed toward making electronic devices as
small as possible. The Army's micromodular
construction technique. for example, is excluded
from the NavAir concept of microelectronics,
although it represents a good example of micro-
miniaturization. The micromcxiule consists of
tiny wafers of insulating material. on each of
which is mounted an electronic element such as
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a diode. capacitor. transistor or resistor. These
elements. some the size of pinheads. are con-
nected by wire threads. Mieromoduks represent
the last practical step in the process of miniatur-
izing conventional electronic devices. Hundreds
of thousands of such elements can he crammed
into a cubic foot of space. Microelectronic de-
vices are even smaller than mieromoduls.

PURPOSES OF MINIATURIZATION

In conventional circuits. electrical connec-
tions are the cause of numerous failures. As
electronk systems become more ,:omplex. the
increase in the number of parts used and of the
connections between them decreases the poten-
tial reliability of the circuitry. A characteristic
of microelectronic devices which is even more
important than their small size is the drastic
reduction in the number of soldered connections
required. Using a single block of semiconductor
material. it is possible to fabricate complete
functional subassemblies which require only
connections for inputs and outputs from the
assembly.

The major objective of the microelectronics
trend is to develop building blocks, with each
block capable of performing the function of a
complete circuit or group of circuits. With this
capability. the block should then have one or
more of the following characteristics:

I. Perform more electronic functions per unit
of volume, weight. cost. power input. and power
dissipated than is possible with even the most
advanced components and circuit assembly tech-
niques currently available.

2. Possess considerably higher reliability than
their conventional counterparts.

3. Require a minimum of maintenance as a
result of improved reliability.

4. Achieve low unit cost. making throwaway
maintenance practices economically practicable.

5. Perform certain new functions which are
not possible with presently available compo-
nents.

Size reduction alone is not always the aim of
microelectronics: small size is inherent in the
technology. Although the size and weight reduc-
tions are highly significant. in some applications
they do not justify the development of an en-
tirely new system of fabrication.
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Trouble isolation to a module rather than a
specific component part reduces the number of
items to he checked. and thus decreases mainte-
nance time. The requirement of increased relia-
bility at reduced cost is inherent in this form of
maintenance. By mechanizing production and
improving processing techniques, the initial cost
can be drastically reduced: by automatic system
checkout techniques. trouble isolation can he
made almost completely automatic.

CLASSES OF COMPONENTS

The conventional circuit with normal or mini-
ature components will continue to be used.
Some components such as the magnetron and
high power-consuming devices do not, at pre-
sent, lend themselves to drastic size reduction.
Miniature components. although they do not
compare with thin-film or solidstate integrated
circuitry in size reduction. will also continue to
be used in military applications. Unfortunately.
only a limited selection of miniature compo-
nents. modules, and packaged assemblies is avail-
able. It is estimated that 25 to 30 percent of all
military needs for electronic circuits will contin-
ue to he tilled for years to come by normal or
miniature components.

This discussion describes the various classes of
microminiature components now being used. re-
views a few of the present applications. and
notes some of the problems yet to be solved in
the microelectronic techniques.

Diicrete Components

In reducing weight and hulk, the microminia-
ture component goes one step farther than the
miniature component. Capacitors, resistors, tran-
sistors, and diodes are currently being used in
conjunction with passive thin films. By micro-
packaging techniques, size and weight reduction
is realized, but the connection into usable cir-
cuits is a time-consuming and tedious operation,
and the soldered connections do not realize full
reliability potential.

Hybrid Circuits

Hybrid circuits using thin-film subassemblies
of passive elements to which the active elements
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are attached represent the next Icgical step in
fabrication. I. he number of soldered connections
is reduced and the nuniber of wafers is also
decreased. Thus. this method is a slightly im-
proved example of microminiaturization which
is sometimes included in the definition of micro-
electronics.

Thin-Film Devices

Thin-film microelectronic devices consist of
passive elements (currently limited to resistors.
capacitors. and small inductors) on substrates of
glass. ceramic. steatite. or other suitable insulat-
ing material. All active elements. and some pas-
sive elements. are added to the circuit as discrete
components.

Solidstate Integrated Circuits

Solidstate integrated circuits represent an ex-
tension of silicon transistor technology. These
circuits derive their name from the fact that the
circuit is fornwd in a single block of silicon
semiconductor material. they contain both ac-
tive and passive circuit elements interconnected
with deposited metal patterns. Tlw selection of
circuits fabricated on the solidstate principle is
at present the limiting factor in utilization of the
solidstate module. Considerable development
emphasis is being given to this limiting factor.

TECHNIQUES

There is a diff,:retice between microelectron-
ics and microackaging. The latter generally
refers to the assembly of discrete. miniaturized
components within a single enclosure and elec-
trically connected by wires and deposited films.
This technique is similar to conventional meth-
ods in that separate. discrete components are
used. The individual component cases or enclo-
sures may. however, he removed and the individ-
ual components bonded to a common substrate
and interconnected. with the complete subas-
sembly then hermetically sealed in a single pack-
age. The individual components must be
individually processed, handled, and intercon-
nected. This decreases the reliability of the
assembly. and increases the unit cost. It does.
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however, approach the size and weight reduc-
tion of microelectronic circuits.

In true microelectronic technology, all the
equivalent components (active and passive) are
fabricated in one continuous operation on an
entire block of material. The components never
need to he handled as individual items, and all
connections except input to and output from
the circuit are an integral part of the block. This
technique maximizes reliability because of the
lack of separate interconnections within the in-
dividual module. Computer-controlled automat-
ic processing techniques will standardize
construction and reduce unit cost of producing
the modules. making throwaway maintenance
economically practicable.

Actual production and manufacturing tech-
niques presently in use are summarized briefly in
the following paragraphs.

Deposited Film Technique

This technique involves the fabrication of cir-
cuits which are composed of thin films of metal-
lic or semiconductor material deposited on
substrates. The individual elements of these cir-
cuits cannot he disconnected from each other.

Several methods are used to deposit the film.
The most commonly used method consists of
evaporating a metallic or dielectric material in a
high vacuum and condensing the vapor onto a
thin inactive wafer. Carefully prepared masks
control the areas exposed for deposition. By
successive steps of depositing metallic or dielec-
tric films, resistors. capacitors. and conductors
can be deposited onto a single wafer. (Note that
reference is made to the conventional types of
components as used in the part. The differences
are that there are no leads between components.
and that circuit interconnections are an inherent
part of the process.)

Other methods used to deposit the film in-
clude the oxidation of certain metals, thermal
decomposition of gaseous compounds. and
"sputtering." In the oxidation process, the metal
is first deposited onto the substrate, and a sped-
fied section is then oxidized to obtain special
characteristics. in thermal decomposition. ex-
tremely close tolerances are required in the
masking. purity of the compound. temperature.
and exposure time.
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Some materials have extrenteIN high melting
temperatures and are therefore almost hullos-
sible to deposit by the evaporation technique.
For these materials, the sputtering technique has
been developed. In this process. the material is
boiled under extreme heat in a high vacuum. and
then deposited in small droplets onto the %Lib--

strati: wafer.

Silk Screen Technique

In this process, a mixture of special sand and
fluxes is applied to a ceramic substrate and then
the unit is tired (in a manner similar to the
ceramic painting and glazing process). Prior to
tiring. interconnections are screened on. using
metallic "inks ": external connections are
welded. brazed. wire-bonded. or soldered after
tiring. Use of the silk screen technique results in
a film of considerably greater thickness than
that of the thin-film technique.

Semiconductor Growth

This technique is the one most commonly
used in the production of solidstate circuits. The
process begins with a single hulk -form block of
semiconductor material as the substrate. Impuri-
ties are alloyed or diffused into the material to

PN junctions. (The semiconductor material
itself is used in the tOrmation of resistors and
capacitors.)

In most cases the elements themselves and
their interconnections are integral parts of the
semiconductor substrate: differentiation be-
tween the elements and the substrate becomes
vague. Internal interconnections are reduced by
designing one element to begin where another
ends.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS. The manu-
facturing process consists of a number of steps
using silicon dioxide masks to control the
doping of the semiconductor material, By use of
computer-controlled equipment. the original
block of semiconductor material is progressively
masked, doped, oxidized. etched. and otherwise
processed to form junctions which possess the
desired characteristics. Thus, a single block of
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material may contain the equivalent of various
combinations of transistors. diodes. resistors.
capacitors. and interconnecting wires, with areas
provided for connecting leads for input signals.
powir. :Ind output signals.

CHARACTFRISTICS. The performance of
solidstate circuits is limited by the capacitance
of the hack - biased junctions between the silicon
substrate and the N-type islands in which the
circuit elements are diffused. This parasitic
capacitance has been a limiting factor in obtain-
ing good high frequency response.

Resistance and capacitance values are some-
what more limited in solidstate circuits than
they are in thin-film networks, and inductance is
as yet unattainable. Circuit resistor tolerances of
closer than 20 percent are difficult to attain.
Temperature coefficients are relatively large for
all components. Capacitors have low values of Q,
arc polarity-restrictive. and have comparatively
low voltage breakdown values.

The absence of interconnections in complete-
ly integrated circuits should lead to greatly
improved reliability. simplified maintenance
practices. and shorter -downtime" losses.

Power capabilities are limited by the drift in
circuit characteristics caused by internally ener-
ated heat. Power dissipation is therefora
restricted.

APPLICATIONS

Microminiaturized and microelectronic cir-
cuits and components are appearing ;n virtually
all new equipments. It is expected that micro-
compe:,ents and microcircuits will eventually
replace about 75 percent of those in present use.
However, there are some specific applications
especially well suited for their usage.

Equipments involved in automatic data pro-
cessing. logical computations, sequential switch-
ing. or precise navigation are currently being
designed as integral parts of an overall weapon
system-- and they are being designed with micro-
circuit techniques. Another area particularly
well suited for miniature and microcircuits is the
survival transceiver packed in the liferaft of
ejection scats.
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MICROMAINTENANCE

Nlicroelectronic technology by itself will not
solve the maintenance problem. In spite of the
greatly increased reliability. failures will still oc-
cur. When they do. the faulty items must be
isolated and repaired or replaced.

With the discrete miniature component (tran-
sistor. resistor, capacitor. etc.). the maintenance
technician can test individual circuit elements
and thus determine the cause of failure. Repairs
can then he made by replacing the faulty com-
ponent.

With the integrated circuit, replacement of an
individual part is impossible because the unit is
designed and exists only as a complete function-
al element. The maintenance process then be-
comes a matter of isolation and replacement of
the defective "chip." "flat- pack," hoard. or
module.

Modules

Modular assemblies are mechanically more
rugged than conventional circuits. They are.
however, susceptible to damage from improper
handling. electrical overload. or overheating.
Techniques of maintenance and servicing are
similar to those used with conventional circuits,
but require somewhat more care in execution.

The small site and close spacing of the parts
within the assembly require more care and smal-
ler tools than are normally required in conven-
tional maintenance. Additional devices and
maintenance aids are of great help in developing
the precision needed for such close work. Many
components are inherently susceptible to dam-
age from various causes. These factors require
modification of some of the basic maintenance
techniques and the use of some new ones.

Component damage during maintenance is
usually the result of excess heat during repair,
reversed polarity of ohmmeters while checking
for continuity, application of excessive voltages
or signal magnitudes during testing, rough hand-,
ling, or use of the wrong tools or materials.

Loosening connections, disconnecting parts.
inserting or removing transistors. and changing
modular units should not be done with the pow-
er on or while the circuit is under test. These
actions for a loose connection of any type) will
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cause an inductive kickback, which may damage
the component.

It is also important to remove any capacitive
charge from parts. tools, or test equipment be-
fore connecting them to any modular unit. A
grounding clip should he connected from the
item to the modular chassis before making any
other contact. When disconnecting. the ground-
ing clip should he removed last.

Leads to transistors, printed circuit boards,
etc.. as well as many miniature components are
easily damaged in handling, stowage, or ship-
ping. Proper. precautions should be used at all
times.

It should he emphasized that these miniature
components and circuits can he repaired. if
adequate care and proper techniques are us d.

BOOK CIRCUITS

Figure 6-3 shows an improved type of con-
struction, from the troubleshooter's standpoint,
consisting of a removable subassembly of the
type called "hooks." These books are readily
removable and have numerous internal and ex-
ternal test points to facilitate troubleshooting.
The books are built of easily replaceable stan-
dard parts. Most test racks have plug extensions
that permit any book to he raised, making all
parts accessible for checking and repairing. The
hook is not expendable, but can be easily re-
paired since all parts are of conventional design.
Miniature and subminiature parts are so com-
mon in today's electronic equipment that they
are now considered to he conventional.

PRINTED CIRCUITS

Although maintenance procedures for printed
circuits are similar to those for other circuits,
they require more skill and care. Any defective
part should be pinpointed by careful analysis of
the symptoms before attempting to trace trou-
ble on a printed circuit hoard.

Breaks in the conducting foil strip can cause
either permanent or intermittent trouble. When
searching for a break in the foil, first determine
whether the strips have a protective coating. If
so. it will be necessary to penetrate this film
when checking for continuity. A needlepoint
probe works nkvly.
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Figure 6.3.-80u-wank "book" construction.

Use a multimeter or an ohmmeter for check-
ing continuity. Use a meter that passes no more
than one milliampere. If the circuit contains
transistors or other semiconductors, observe
proper biasing conditions.

First check for continuity from one end to
the other of each strip (being sure to penetrate
the protective coating. but being careful not to
damage the strip). If an open is indicated. move
the probes one at a time until continuity is
indicated. The break then lies between the last
two positions of that probe. Carefully inspect
the break to determine its extent and the repair
process needed.

If the break is small, carefully scrape away
any protective coating, clean the area with a
firm bristle brush and an approved solvent, and
flow solder over the break as indicated in figure
6-4(A). If there is any indication that the strip
might peel loose from the board. bridge the
break with a small section of bare wire as indi-
cated in figure 644(13). Apply solder along the
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Figure 6-4.Repairing breaks in foil.
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entire length of the wire to bond it firmly to the
conducting strip. Keep the solder within the
limits of the strip being repaired. to prevent the
solder from flowing onto or near an adjacent
strip. Be careful not to overheat any part of the
area.

If a strip is burned out or fused. cut and
remove the damaged strip and replace it with a
wire soldered from terminal to terminal on the
board.

A printed circuit board can withstand only a
limited amount of flexing. Excessive flexing re-
sults in a broken board. which must then be
replaced. When working on a board which is still
mounted in its normal location, never use
premu re.

After repairs are completed, thoroughly dean
the board, restore the protective coating. and
allow to dry thoroughly before reinstalling or
applying power to the circuit.

Removal of transistors. tube sockets. or other
parts from a printed circuit board often requires
the simultaneous movement of several soldered
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ctinnections. For this purpose use the pencil
type soldering iron and special tips when possi-
ble. Remove excess solder from each connec-
tion. using a scribe or needle probe to scrape
away the solder. Do not rock or pry the part to
loosen the connection rocking may damage the
board. When all connections are free, simply lift
the part.

To install the replacement part. solder each
connection separately, in turn.

SEMICONDUCTORS

Transistors, unlike vacuum tubes, are very
rugged in that they can tolerate vibration and a
rather large degree of shock. Under normal oper-
ating conditions they will give dependable serv-
ice over a long period of time. However,
transistors are subyct to failure when subjected
to even minor overloads. Crystal detectors are
also subject to failure or deterioration when
subjected to electrical overloads: in addition
they will deteriorate from long periods of nor-
mal use.

In order to determine the condition of semi-
conductors, various test methods can be used. In
many cases it is possible to substitute a transis-
tor known to he good for a questionable one;
and thus determine the condition of a suspected
transistor. This method of test is highly accurate
and sometimes expeditious. However, indiscrimi-
nate substitution of semiconductors in critical
circuits is to he avoided. When transistors are
soldered into equipment, substitution becomes
impracticable: it is generally desirable to test
these transistors in their circuits.

Since general fundamental characteristics are
an indication of the condition of semiconduc-
tors, test equipment is available for determining
these characteristics with the semiconductor
both in and out of their circuits. Crystal-rectifier
testers normally test only the forward and re-
verse current ratio of the crystal. Transistor
testers are capable of measuring several charac-
teristics, such as the leakage current (I w). the
current gain (beta), and the four-terminal net-
work parameters. The most useful characteristic
for test purposes is determined by the type of
circuit in which the transistor will be used. The
beta measurement is preferred for a-c amplifiers
or oscillator applications. For switching-circuit
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applications, 41:%liret.k.current measurement may
be more useful.

Semiconductor Designation

Semiconductors are designated by the use of
number and letter combinations that have been
accepted as standard. The first number indicates
the number of junctions and the letter "N"
indicates a semiconductor. The number follow-
ing the letter indicates the registration order. An
example is the IN21B. The "I" preceding the
"N" indicates a diode. The "N" indicates a semi-
conductor. The 21B indicates the 21st registra-
tion and the "W' indicates a modification of a
1 N 21 A semiconductor.

Transistors also are identified by the number-
letter-number sequence. that is. a 2N130 would
be a triode transistor, registration number 130.
Even though the above information is consid-
ered to be standard, different manufacturers will
sometimes use their own numbering system.

Semiconductor Basing and
Basing Diagrams

Diodes have only two leads and a dot or color
indicates the cathode terminal. Transistor leads
generally have a color dot to indicate the collec-
tor lead or the collector is spaced farther from
the other leads. The lead farthest from the col-
lector, in line, is usually the emitter and the base
lead is between the collector and emitter leads.
This is shown in figure 6-5(A). When the leads
are evenly spaced, a red dot indicates the collec-
tor, as shown in figure 6-5(B). If the base is
circular, a red line indicates the collector and the
emitter lead is the shortest lead. This is shown in
figure 6-5(C). In figure 6-5(D), the triangular
arrangement is off-set and the lead opposite the
blank quadrant is the base lead. The collector is
the first lead clockwise from the base. In power
transistors, the collector lead is usually con-
nected to the mounting base and the emitter lead
will be identified by a color, as shown in figure
6-5(E). One method of identifying Iealis of tet-
rode type transistors is shown in figure 6-5(F).

Whenever a doubt exists regarding a particular
type of semiconductor, a transistor manual or
manufacturer's specification sheet should always
be consulted.
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SEMICONDUCTOR MEASUREMENTS

Because of the reliability of semiconductor
devices. servicing techniques developed for tran-
sistorized equipment differ from those normally
used for vacuum tube circuits. Vacuum tubes are
usually considered to be the circuit component
most susceptible to failure, and are therefore
normally the first components to he tested.
Transistors are capable of operating in excess of
30.000 hours at maximum rating without appre-
ciable degradation, and are often soldered into
the equipment in the same manner as resistors
and capacitors.

Substitution Test

Substitution of a crystal diode or transistor,
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known to be in good condition, is one method
of determining the quality of a questionable
semiconductor device. This technique should be
used only after voltage and resistance measure-
ments are made to insure that there is no circuit
defect that might damage the substituted semi-
conductor device. If more than one defective
semiconductor is present in the equipment sec-
tion where trouble has been localized, this
method becomes cumbersome, since several semi-
conductors may have to be replaced before
the trouble is corrected. To determine which
stage failed and which semiconductors are not
defective, all of the removed semiconductors
must be tested. This can be accomplished by
observing whether the equipment operates cor-
rectly as each of the removed semiconductor
devices is reinserted into the equipment.
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TRANSISTOR MEASUREMENTS

When trouble :,`curs in transistorized equip-
ment. power supply voltage measurement. wave-
form checks. signal substitution or tracing
methods are normally the first tests made. If a
faulty stage is isolated by one of these test
methods. voltage. resistance, and current mea-
surements can he made to locate the defective
part. When making these measurements care
must he taken to make certain that the voltme-
ter resistance is high enough to have no apprecia-
Me effect upon the voltage being measured, and
that the current from the ohmmeter will not
damage the transistor. It the transistors are not
soldered into the Nuipn,ent. it is usually advis-
able to remove the transistors from their sockets
during resistance tests. Transistors should he re-
moved from or reinserted into their sockets only
after power has been removed from the stage.
since damage by surge current may result.

Transistor circuits other than pulse and power
amplifier stages are usually biased so that the
emitter current is in the vicinity of 0.5 to 3
milliamperes and the collector voltage is 3 to 15
volts. The emitter current can he measured 12y
opening the emitter connector and inserting a
milliammeter. When making this measurement.
some change in bias should he expected due to
the meter resistance. The collector current can
often be determined by measuring the voltage
drop across a resistor in the collector circuit and
calculating the current by ohms law. If the tran-
sistor itself is suspected. it can he tested by the
method described previously.

Resistance Test

An ohmmeter can be used to test transistors
by measuring the emitter-collector, base-emitter.
and base-collector forward and back resistances.
Check the ohmmeter handbook to determine
the polarity of the test leads. Some models ap-
ply reverse voltage from the internal battery.

CAUTION: Any ohmmeter used which is ca-
pable of delivering current in excess of I milliajn-
pere may damage the transistor. USE ONLY AN
APPROVED TYPE OHMMETER.

A back-to-forward resistance ratio on the
order of 500 to I should he obtained for the
edfrctar-to-base and emitter-to-base measure-
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ments. The forward and back resistances be-
tween the emitter and collector should he nearly
equal. All three measurements should he made
for each transistor tested. since experience has
shown that transistors can develop shorts be-
tween the collector and emitter and still have
good forward and back resistance for the other
two measurements.

Because of shunting resistances in transistor
circuits, it will normally be necessary to discon-
nect at least two transistor leads from the asso-
ciated circuit for this test. Caution must he
exercised during this test to make certain that
current during the forward resistance tests does
not exceed the rating of the transistor.

HANDLING TRANSISTORS

Transistors. although generally more rugged
mechanically than vacuum tubes. are susceptible
to damage by excessive heat and electrical over-
load. The following precautions should be taken
in servicing transistorized equipment:

I. Test equipment and soldering irons must
he checked to insure that there is no leakage
current from the power source. If leakage cur-
rent is detected isolation transformers must he
used.

2. Ohmmeter ranges which require a current
of more than I milliampere in the test circuit
should not he used for testing transistors.

3. Battery eliminators should not he used to
furnish power for transistor equipment because
they have poor voltage regulation and. possibly.
high ripple voltage.

4. The heat applied to a transistor. when
soldered connections arc required. should he
kept to a minimum by using a low-wattage sol-
dering iron and heat shunts, such as long-nose
pliers, on the transistor leads between the solder-
ing iron and the transistor.

5. All circuits should be checked for defects
before a transistor is replaced.

The power should he removed from the
equipment before replacing a transistor or other
circuit part.

7. When working on equipment with closely
spaced parts, conventional test probes are often
the cause of accidental short circuits between
adjacent terminals. Momentary short circuits,
which rarely damage a vacuum tube. may ruin a
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transistor. To avoid accidental shorts the test
probes can he covered with insulation for all but
a very short length of the tips.

SERVICING SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUITS

Most new circuit design is based on the use of
semiconductors. While some devices operate
safely at high temperatures. the majority,of tran-
sistors and crystal diodes in present use are par-
ticularly sensitive to temperature.

When transistors are mounted in sockets, they
should be removed from the sockets before any
soldering operations on the terminals are begun.
Some transistors and most crystal diodes in
printed circuits, however. are soldered in place.
All connections must be desoldered before the
semiconductor can be removed. Semiconductors
cannot safely withstand the heat produced even
with the pencil soldering iron. It is necessary.
therefore, to use a heat shunt.

The soldering gun should not be used to
solder or desolder semiconductor components in
equipment. The strong electromagnetic field
produced by the gun may cause induced cur-
rents great enough to damage the component.

Even conventional irons should be grounded
to the chassis of transistorized equipment under
repair, as mentioned previously, to prevent dam-
age from accumulated electrical charges.

Semiconductors and many other miniature
components are extremely susceptible to dam-
age from electrical overloads. The maximum rat-
ings for components are usually given in the
technical manuals and in the charts and tables
supplied for each equipment or major compo-
nent. These ratings should not be exceeded.

Transistors and similar components require
various power supply connections. When prepar-
ing a unit for operation on the test bench or in a
breadboard type hookup, check the voltages and
their polarities against the tables and drawings
before activating the power. When using an ohm-
meter for continuity testing. check the range
and short circuit current rating of the meter
before attaching it to the transistor.

Reversing the plate voltage on a triode vacu-
um tube will generally keep the tube from oper-
ating. but will normally not damage the tube.
Semiconductors, however, are polarity-sensitive.
Reversing the collector voltage polarity of a
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transistor or other semiconductor may ruin it
instantly and permanently.

Leakage current from test equipment to the
modular unit can also destroy transistors and
other semiconductors. To prevent this, the use
of an insolation transformer is recommended for
those test sets which do not operate with trans-
former supplies to produce their operating volt-
ages. In any event. the use of a grounding strap
is recommended for all test equipments and in-
struments used in servicing or testing these cir-
cuits. The ground should he connected first to
the module chassis, then to the test equipment
ground post or chassis.

High magnitude pulses will also destroy tran-
sistors. Test equipment should he connected
with minimum output or maximum attenuation
settings. and gradually adjusted to the desired
level.

TERMINAL BOARDS

It is often possible to replace a defective resis-
tor or capacitor without removing the board
from the chassis. If the leads extending from the
defective component are long enough for a re-
placement part to be soldered to them, they
may he cut where they enter the defective com-
ponent. If the leads are not long enough. it is
possible to get extra length by the method
shown in figure 6-6. Cut the part in half and

(9)

(C) (D)

Noun 84.-Ropining rade&
AT. M38
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crush each half to take advantage of the lead
length within the part. Make a hook in the
remaining length of lead. then connect the new
part.

When any soldering operation is necessary.
use the pencil iron and its special tips with a
ground lead connected front the tip of the sol-
dering iron to the chassis of the part. Usually it
is more convenient. and it is always safer, to
completely remove the terminal hoard and work
on an insulated surface, using a jig.

Any part to he removed should never he pried
or forced loose. Any attempt to force a part
loose may result in a broken or separated
printed circuit panel. If the terminals do not
pass easily through their holes. chances are that
all the solder has not been removed. If any
wider is left in the terminal hole after removing
the leads. apply the soldering iron to the hole
just long enough to soften the solder, and then
gently poke the softened solder out with a
toothpick. scribe, or small brush; or if necessary
use a pin vise and drill.

RESISTORS

When a resistor must he replaced. one of the
important considerations in selecting the re-
placement is the wattage value. In general. the
wattage rating is a measure of the ability of the
resistor to dissipate heat. and the value is related
to the physical size of the resistor.

The selection of a safe wattage value is based
on a consideration of the working conditions of
the resistor in the circuit. Consider as an exam-
ple the replacement of an 850-ohm resistor with
one of equal ohmic value but which has a toler-
ance of ±20 percent. Suppose the normal voltage
existing across the resistor is 40 volts. Because of
the. 20 percent tolerance, the actual resistance of
the replacement may be as much as I.020 ohms
or as little as (180 ohms Taking the lesser value
(the more unfavorable from a heat-dissipating
standpoint ), the power that may be developed in
the resistor under circuit conditions is found as
follows:

40 x 40
6T-0
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W 2.35 watts, approximately

A resistor should be capable of dissipating
from 1.5 to 2 time the power actually encoun-
tered. to allow sufficient margin of safety. In the
example, this value is not more than 4.7 watts.
Since a 5-watt resistor is the next standard size
above the 4.7-watt value. this is a desirable wat-
tage rating for the replacement.

Under emergency conditions, it is sometimes
necessary to combine resistors in series or in
parallel to obtain a desired resistance value.
When this is done. care should he taken to avoid
a voltage distribution (or current distribution)
which causes any low-wattage resistor in the
combination to dissipate an excessive amount of
heat. For example, suppose two 10-watt resis-
tors of 1-ohm value were combined in series
with a 2-watt resistor of 10 ohms. The total
wattage dissipated when the series combination
is connected across 12 volts is 12 watts. But the
power dissipated by the 10 -ohm. 2-watt resistor
is 10 watts. a value far in excess of its capabili-
ties. It is necessary to consider each resistor in
the combination and select a wattage value
based on the voltage developed across the indi-
vidual unit.

Cable Splicing

A cable splice. other than one made with the
crimp-on splice or connector. is employed as an
emergency measure only. Solder may or may
not he used. as the condition warrants. but in
any case the splice should give a good electrical
and mechanical joint without solder. The splice
should be taped to give insulation equivalent to
the rest of the cable. A permanent repair must
he made as soon as possible.

Insulating Sleeving

Insulating sleeving (commonly called "SPA.
itheit re) is used in Plectronic maintenance opera-
tions in many aviation activities. Among the
operations involving use of the sleeving are the
fabrication of cable connectors, connection to
relays and terminal strips. crimped or soldered
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terminal lugs or splices. tie points on terminal
strips or terminal hoards. etc.

Support Clamps

Clamps are used to provide support for open
wiring, and to serve instead of for in addition to
lacing on open wiring. They are usually supplied
with a rubber cushion. When used with shielded
conduit, the clamps are of the bonded type trig.
6-74 AIL that is, provision is made for electrical
contact between the damp and conduit. Un-
thonded dips are used for the support of open
wiring.

Long runs of cable between panels are sup-
ported either by a strap type damp. shown in
(tit of figure 0-7, or by a damp of the type
shown in (Cl of the same figure. The preferred
method of supporting cables for all types of runs
is with the ty pee shown in (C t. When the strap
type clamps are used. precautions must be exer-
cised to insure that they will hold the cables
firmly away from lines. surface control cables.
pulleys, and all movable parts of the aircraft:
these clamps should he used only as an emergen-
cy measure.

When cables pass through lightening holes. the
installation should conform to the examples
shown in figure 0-8. The cable should he routed
dear of the edges of the lightening hole. to avoid
any possibility of chafing of the insulation.

(8)

Figura 8-7.Cab le damps.
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Lacing and Tying

Wire groups and bundles are laced or tied to
provide ease of installation. maintenance. and
inspection. The purpose of lacing or tying is to
keep all cables neatly secured in groups and thus
avoid possible damage from chafing against
equipment or interference with equipment oper-
ation.

TYING is the securing together of a group or
bundle of wires by means of individual pieces of
cord tied around the group or bundle at regular
intervals. LACING is the securing together of a
group or bundle of wires inside enclosures by
means of a continuous piece of cord forming
loops at regular intervals around the group or
bundle.

A wire group is two or more wires tied or
laced together to give identity to an individual
system. A wire bundle is two or more wires or
groups tied or laced together to facilitate main-
tenance.

Cotton. nyk. or Fiberglas cord is used for
tying or lacing. The cotton cord must he waxed
to make it moisture and fungus resisting. Nylon
and Fiberglas cords are in themselves moisture
and fungus resisting and are not usually waxed.
Fromm sensitive vinyl electrical tape is used
only where the use of tape instead of cord is
specifically permitted.

When lacing or tying Wig. (-9 and 0-10). Ob-
serve the following precautions:

I. Lace or tie bundles tight enough to pre-
vent slipping. but not so tight that the cord cuts
into or deforms the insulation.

NOTF: Coaxial cables have been damaged by
the use of lacing materials or by methods of
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lacing or t) mg wire bundles which cause a con-
centrated force on the cable insulation. Elastic
lacing materials. small diameter lacing cord. and
excessive tightening detrm the interconductor
insulation and result in short circuits or imped-
ance changes.

2. Do not place ties on that part of a wire
group or bundle that is located inside a conduit.

3. Lace wire groups or bundles only when
the are inside enclosures. midi as junction box-
es. Use double cord on groups or bundles larger
than I inch in diameter. Use single or double
cord for groups or bundles I inch or less in
diameter.

In sonic instances groups or bundles may be
secured with tape. I See fig. O- 0( LI The fol-
lowing method should be employed:

I. Wrap tape around wire group or bundle
three times, with a two overlap for each
turn.

2. Ileat-seal the loose tape end with the side
of a soldering iron heating element.

Do not use tape for securing wire groups or
bundles which may require frequent mainte-
nance.

BONDING

A bond is any fixed union existing between
two metallic objects that results in electrical
conductivity between them. Such a union results
from either physical contact between conductive
surfaces of the objects or from the addition of a
firm electrical connection between them. Air-
craft electrical bonding is the process of obtain-
ing the necessary electrical conductivity between
the component metallic parts of the aircraft. An
isolated conducting part of an object is one that
Ls physically separated by intervening insulation
from the aircraft structure and from other con-
ductors which are bonded to the structure.

A bonding connector provides the necessary
electrical conductivity between metallic parts in
an aircraft not in sufficient electrical contact.
Examples of bonding connectors are bonding
jumpers and bonding clamps. (See fig. (1-I 1.1

An aircraft can become highly charged with
static electricity while in flight. If the aircraft is
improperly bonded. all metal parts will not have
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the same amount of charge. A difference of
potential will then exist between various metal
surfaces. The neutralization of the charges flow-
ing in paths of variable resistance, due to such
causes as intermittent contact from vibration or
the movement of the control surface, will pro-
duce electrical disturbances (noise) in electronic
equipment. If the resistance between isolated
metal surfaces is great enough, charges can accu-
mulate until the potential difference becomes
sufficiently high to cause a spark. In addition to
creating interference, this also constitutes a fire
hazard. In the case of lightning striking the air-
craft, a good conducting path is necessary for
the heavy current in order to minimize severe
arcs and sparks which would damage the aircraft
and possibly injure its occupants.

Bonding also provides the necessary low-
residence retwn path for sinide-wke electrical
systems. This low-resistance path also aids the
effectiveness of the shielding. and provides a
means of bringing the entire aircraft to the earth
potential when it Is grounded.

The reason for bonding may be summed up as
follows:

I. To minimize radio and radar interferences
by equalizing static charges that accumulate.

2. To eliminate a fire hazard by preventing
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static charges from accumulating between two
isolated members and creating a spark.

3. To minimize lightning damage to the an
craft and its occupants.

4. To provide the proper ground for electronic
and electrical equipment.

5. To provide a low-resistance return path for
single -wile electrical systems.

6. To aid in the effectiveness of the shielding.
7. To provide a means of bringing the entire

aircraft to the earth's potential and keeping it
that way while it is grounded to the earth.
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litinding connection should be installed so
that vibration. expansion or contraction. or relit-
tIVe Mo MIMI! Meide Ili to normal serViee Use
%ill not break the bonding L.onnections or loos-
en them to such an extent that the resistance
will vary during the movement. The bonding of
most concern will be the bonding jumpers that
are placed across shock mounts. used to support
electronic equipment.

Since a primary objective for bonding is to
provide an electrical path of low d-e resistance
and low RI: impedance. it is important that the
jumper he a good conductor of ample size for
the current-carrying capacity. have low resis-
tance. and he as short as possible. Insofar as
practical, parts should he bonded directly to the
basic aircraft structure rather than through other
bonded parts. Bonding jumpers should he in-
stalled in a manner so as not to interfere in any
way with the operation of movable components
of the aircraft.

Contact of dissimilar metals in the presence of
an electrolyte. such as salt water, produces an
electric action (battery action) which causes a
pitting in one of the metals. 'the intensity of this
electric action varies with the different types of
metals. Bonding frequently necessitates the di-
rect contact of dissimilar metals. In such cases
the metals used are of the kind that will ,'induce
a minimum of corrosion. The connections are
also made so that if corrosion does occu.. it will
be in replaceahle elements. such as jompers.
washers. or separators, rather than in the bonded
or bonding members. Thus. washers of the
same material as the structural meml%e: should
be used against the structural member. and
washers of the same material as the bonded
member should he in contact with that item.

Self-tapping screws should not he used for
bonding purposes nor should jumpers he com-
pression-fastened through plywood or other
metallic material. When performing a bond
Mg operatio n. the contact surfaces should he
cleaned of insulating finishes or surface films
before assembly, and then the completed assem-
bly refinished with a suitable motective finish.

SHOCK MOUNTS

Electronic equipment is sensitive to mechani-
cal shock and vibration; therefore, units of dee-
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Ironic equipment are normally shock mounted
to provide some protection against in-flight vi-
bration and against launching and landing shock.
The specific type shock mount is prescribed in
(he Maintenance Instructions Manual for the
specific aircraft, and substitution should not he
made.

Periodic inspection of shock mounts is re-
quired. and defective mounts should be replaced
with the prescribed type. In the inspection. the
main factors are deterioration of the shock ab-
sorbing material, stiffness and resiliency of the
material, and overall rigidity of the mount. If
the mount is too still' or too rigid. it may not
provide adequate protection against the shock of
launching and landing: if it is not stiff or rigid
enough. it may permit prolonged vibration fol-
lowing an initial shock. When determining the
limits of rigidity and resiliency. consideration
must he given to the weight of the mounted unit
as well as the amounts of positive and negative
acceleration to which it is subjected.

Shock absmbing materials commonly used in
shock mounts are usually electrical insulators.
For the sake of safety, it is required that each
electronic unit mounted in this manner must he
electrically bonded to a structural member of
the aircraft. (See fig. (1- I I (Bt.) The bonding
strap should also be included in the inspection
of the shock mounts. and defective or ineffec-
tive bonds should he replaced or reinstalled.

SAFETY WIRING

Before an installed unit can he considered
secured for flight. it must he safety wired prop-
erly. Two common methods the single twist
and the double twist are used. Figure (,-12 illus-
trates typical examples of each method.

Specific items which normally require safety
wiring include cable amnectors, drilled-head
bolts or screws and nuts. thumbscrews and win,
nuts on mounting racks. switchguards which are
required to retain a switch in a specified position
but which could he placed inadvertently into the
wrong position. and most threaded items which
do not use cotter pins or self-locking nuts.

The double twist method is the most common
method of safety wiring, and should essentially
be as shown in figure 6-12(M. The twisting may
be accomplished by hand with the exception of
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(A) eassakiessarairksiftwauS
SCREW HEAD
DOUBLETwIST METHOD

(8)

SMALL SCREWS IN CLOSELY SPACED
CLOSED GEOMETRICAL PATTERN
MU WIRE METHOD

NOTE:
SAFETY WTHODS SHOWN ARE
FOR RIGHT HAND THREADS.LEFT
tom opPosnt.

(D)

(E)

Rene 6-12.Ssfotv seising methods.
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ALIAINUM OR COVER SAFETY
1WIE.00 NOT TWIST TIGHTLY

AT. 273
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the final few twists which should he done with
pliers in order to apply tension and secure the
ends of the wire properly. The safety wire
should always he installed and twisted so that
the loop around the head stays down and does
not tend to come up over the holthead, causing
a slack loop. Extreme care must he used when
twisting the wires together to insure that they
are tight but not overstressed to the point where
breakage will occur under slightly greater than
normal load or vibration.

The single twist method of safety wiring may
he used on small screws in a closely spaced area,
if the screws form a closed geometrical pattern.
Figure 6-121111 illustrates a typical application
where the single wire method may be used.

Finished ends of safety wire should be bent
hack or under to prevent injury to personnel
(fig. 6-12(C11. The safety wire should he as short
as practicable. and must he installed in such a
manner that the pull on the wire is in the direc-
tion which tightens the movable item (fig.
ii-12(D)).

When safety wiring widely spaced holts by the
double twist method, a group of three should be
the maximum number in a series. When safety
wiring closely spaced bolts, the number that can
he safety wired by a 24-inch length of wire
should be the maximum number in a series.

Torqued parts being safety wired should be
torqued to recommended values and holes alined
before attempting to proceed with the safetying
operation. Never overtorque or loosen a torqued
nut to aline safety wire holes.

Whenever a safety wire is broken for mainte-
nance or other cause. it must he replaced using
the proper procedure. Any time a required safe-
ty wire is not replaced. an in-flight failure may

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

Generally, problems of the mechanical type
are caused from excessive wear or carelessness
on the part of the technician.

histallation of Equipment

Although itemized installation procedures are
listed in the Maintenance Instructions Manual
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for each model aircraft and equipment, this
phase of the maintenance process presents a
great deal of trouble. Most of the troubles in this
category result from carelessness and oversight
on the part of the technician. Specific instances
are loose able connections, switched able
terminations, improper bonding. lack of (or im-
proper) safety wiring, remote switches in the
wrong positions, failure to perform an opera-
tional check after installation, failure to pressur-
ize specified units, etc.

Two additional points concerning installation
of equipment in aircraft need emphasis. Prior to
reinstalling any unit or component. inspect its
mounting for proper condition of shock mounts
and bonding straps. After installation, safety
wire as appropriate.

Disassembly and Reassembly

Problems are encountered in the removal and
replacement of units in the aircraft and the
disassembly and reassembly of subunits in the
work enter. Some of these problems are consid-
ered in this discussion. Most of these problems
are created by the technician because of either
carelessness or lack of understanding on his part.

One of the problem areas is the threaded
fasteners used in the mounting of parts or sub-
units. Broken or stripped ", llts, damaged hods
or threads, etc., hamper .ne disassembly and
reassembly process. The use of the proper tools
and techniques are very important in keeping
this problem to a minimum.

Some units that contain autotune systems
that mechanically tune more than one subunit
are a problem if these subunits are not properly
alined mechanically before insertion into the
autotune mechanism. If these subunits have
mechanical stops and are inserted into the auto-
tune system improperly, they can be damaged.

Pin or plug alinement before insertion into its
mate is necessary if damage is to be prevented.
Some of these pins are very small and delicate
and will not withstand any bending or distortion
without breaking. Some subunits or modules
have different pin arrangements though their
shell dimensions may be identical; therefore,
great care must be taken to insure that the
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subunits or modules are installed it) the proper
location.

Coaxial connectors can also he a source of
problems. When connecting or disconnecting
these connectors, always use great care that the
coaxial cable is not separated from the con-
nector. Miniature coaxial connectors can be
damaged very easily if handled roughly during
connection or disconnection.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Although the need for reliability in military
avionics equipment has remained relatively con-
stant over the years. the difficulty of attaining
this reliability has increased. The continually
increasing complexity of avionics equipment and
the subtection of equipment km more and more
rigorous environmental conditions are among
the chief causes of equipment failure. For these
reasons the technician should understand the
effects of environmental conditions on the
equipments and the design techniques used to
minimise these effects.

The environmental factors that should he
understood in order to maintain the design char-
acteristics include temperature. humidity. pres-
sure. and abrasive conditions.

TEMPERATURE

Extensive research has been conducted to
develop external component parts that are bet-
ter able !,) withstand operation under extreme
temperatures. Extremely low temperatures cause
brittleness in metal and loss of flexibility of
nibber. insulation, and similar materials. Ex-
tremely high temperatures may cause deformity
and deterioration of these items. Most internal
component parts are not able to withstand these
extreme temperatures.

Because equipment is normally installed in
confined spaces aboard aircraft. the generated
heat causes the temperature to rise; therefore,
many units have fans installed to increase the air
circulation. thus reducing the temperature with-
in the unit. Most of the new models of aircraft
utilize the electronic equii 'tient compartment
concept. and use blast air from outside the air-
craft or from the aircraft's air-conditioning
system for cooling.
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HUMIDITY

Humidity, a measure of water content in the
air. is a possible cause of avionic equipment or
component failure. High humidity also provides
a possible environment for corrosion and fungus
growth.

In certain cases the removal of heat from
equipment requires the use of external air. If
this external air has a high moisture content, the
cooling may he accomplished by one of two
ways. First, the high humidity air may he di-
rected through an air jacket which surrounds the
equipment. In this case the heat is removed
without allowing the humid air to come in con-
tact with the internal equipment components.
Second. when the internal equipment compo-
nents require direct air for heat removal, the
direct air is passed through silica-gel crystals.
removing the moisture from the air. It should be
apparent that the second method is less trouble-
some because the first case does cause corrosion
within the air jacket.

PRESSURIZATION

When high-voltage avionics equipment is oper-
ated at high altitudes without being pressurized.
there may be the problem of arc-over. This is
caused by the reduced dielectric strength of the
air as it becomes less dense. To reduce the possi-
bility of arc-over. the equipment is pressurized.

When troubles occur in the system, a check
for evidence of arc-over should be made. This
may he indicated by blown fuses. charred insula-
tion, and pitting of metal close to high voltages.

ABRASIVE CONDITIONS

Sand. dust, and other imbstances which are
abrasive in nature affect many components.
Generally these components are parts that ant
not sealed off from the atmospheric conditions.
In some cases the abrasive material is formed
even though the unit is sealed. Examples ire
generators, motors, and dynamotors which use
brushes. Also the protective coating may be re-
moved from a part by the movement of the
abrasive material in the air that is used for cool-
ing. This may allow the unprotected metal to
corrode.
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Modern aircraft configurations employ the
use of air-conditioning systems for the purpose
of cooling the avionics equipments. The external
air is used to cool the heat exchanger while the
internal air used to remove heat from the equip-
ment may he pressurized. The use of the pressur-
ized air for equipment heat removal minimizes
the undesired environmental effects of tempera-
ture, humidity. arc-over. and abrasive condi-
tions. (Air-conditioning systems are discussed in
chapter 8 of this manual.)

CORROSION CONTROL

In modern aircraft. the need for corrosion
control has become a major concern in the avail-
ability and maintenance of our striking forces.
This is because corrosion is something that de-
stroys equipment and is active 24 hours a day. It
is of the utmost importance that its nature he
understood in order to combat corrosion.

Most of the useful metals used today have
been refined from natural ores found in the
earth's surface. These metals are extracted from
the ore and are used in various combinations to
form alloys with distinct properties. Some of
these properties are light weight, strength, and
resistance to extreme temperatures. These re-
lined metals have a tendency to return to their
natural state. but proper corrosion control will
prevent this action taking place.

With the strength demands being made of
metals, corrosion control becomes more impor-
tant because corrosion weakens the metals.
thereby causing structural failure. This type fail-
ure will cause aircraft safety to decrease and cost
of repairs to increase.

CHEMICAL CORROSION

Most surface corrosion is chemical in nature
and is generally caused by salts, acids, or gases
coming in contact with the metallic surfaces of
the aircraft or equipment.

Aircraft and their associated equipment which
are based aboard ship are particularly vulnerable
to sat spray and gases which originate on board
a ship. Shore-based aircraft are also exposed to
contamination. but to a somewhat leaser degree.
Although salt spray and gases in the atmosphere
cause rapid chemical corrosion. it should he un-
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derstood that sonic corrosion will take place
under the most ideal situations.

Chemical corrosion is a chemical process
which is essentially the reverse of the process of
extracting the metals from their ores. For the
most part, metals occur naturally as metallic
oxides. After refining, regardless of whether or
not alloyed. base metals generally possess a
tendency to return to their natural state. How-
ever, this is not sufficient in itself to initiate and
promote this reversion. There must also exist a
corrosive environment in which the significant
element is oxygen. Corrosion. then. is the pro-
cess of oxidation.

ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

While chemical corrosion is generally readily
apparent, electrochemical corrosion is insidious
in its destruction. Electrochemical corrosion
includes galvanic or dissimilar metals corrosion.
This type of corrosion is caused by an exchange
of electrons between two metallic areas of dif-
ferent activity (potential) by way of an electro-
lyte. Three conditions must he present in order
for electrochemical corrosion to take place. The
first condition is that two or more areas of metal
are needed to act as electrodes. The second
condition is the requirement of the presence of
an electromotive force. The last requirement is
the presence of an electrolyte to complete the
formation of a cell.

It is not necessary to know all the theories
concerning electrochemical corrosion. but a

brief understanding of the deterioration of
metals will he beneficial in combating this type
of corrosion.

An ordinary flashlight cell serves as a good
subject to explain electrochemical corrosion.
(See fig. 6-13.) The-outside container is made of
zinc and serves as the anode which is corroded as
the cell is operated. The cathode of the chemical
cell is the carbon electrode in the center of the
cell. The moist ammonium and zinc chloride
paste within the zinc container is the electrolyte
which electrically connects the carbon electrode
with the zinc anode.

If a conductor is connected externally to the
electrodes of a cell, electrons will flow under the
influence of a difference of potential across the
electrodes from the zinc (4 through the external
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Figure 613.--Dry cot cross sectional view.

circuit to the carbon ( +) returning within the
electrolyte to the zinc. As the electrons flow.
the zinc coating will oxidize. This oxidation is
the same as corrosion.

Since the only requirements for a cell are
cathode, anode. and electrolyte. it should be
apparent that the physical size of a cell is depen-
dent only on the physical size of its compo-
nents. A cell may be formed where a resistor
lead is soldered to a terminal, two sheets of
metal are joined, or around a rivet head and the
adjacent metal. (See fig. 6-14 (A) and (W.) A
cell may even he formed when an electrolyte is
present on one pied of metal where two metal -
tic crystals in the same alloy. but of different
composition. are in electrical contact with each
other. (See fig. 6-14(C).)

While the formation of one minute cell may
he insignificant, it should be understood that a
cell will continue to grow as long as the corro-
sion action is allowed to continue. This cell
expansion may take place in a short period of
time and become a significant structural safety
factor due to the deterioration of the metal.

It should be apparent that the presence of an
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electrolyte allows corrosion to take place. The
more efficient the electrolyte and the greater the
potential difference between anode and cathode,
the higher the corrosion rate will be. It should
be noted that the anode and cathode are always
present and cannot be removed: therefore, the
solution to the problem of corrosion is to re-
move the electrolyte. When the electrolyte is
removed, a cell no longer exists and corrosion is
held to the minimum.

Both types of corrosion normally depend on
moisture to form an electrolyte. Even moisture
in the air is often sufficient to start the corrosive
action. In general, corrosive action begins on the
surface of the metal and works to the core.
Therefore, the appearance of the surface is usu-
ally the first indication of corrosion.

CORROSION PREVENTION

Now that it is understood that the "villain" of
corrosion is the electrolyte, the solution to cor-
rosion prevention is to keep any electrolyte
from coming into contact with the electrodes.
This iseaccomplished by keeping a protective
coating on the metallic surfaces.

Much has been done to improve the corrosion
resistance of naval aircraft. This is in the area of
improvement in materials, surface treatments.
insulation, and protective finishes. All of these
have been aimed at reducing maintenance effort
as well as improving reliability. In spite of these
improvements, corrosion and its control are very
real problems that require a continuous preven-
tive maintenance program.

Corrosion preventive maintenance includes
the following special functions:

I. An adequate cleaning program.
2. Thorough periodic lubrication.
3. Detailed inspection for corrosion and fail-

ure of protective systems.
4. Prompt treatment of corrosion and touch-

up of damaged protective coating.

Inspection

Inspection for corrosion is a continuing prob-
lem and should be handled on d day-to-day
basis. Overemphasizing a particular corrosion
problem when it is discovered, and then forget-
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A

Figure 6-14.--Eleetreehenucal correson.

ling about corrosion until the nest crisis. is an
unsafe. stly. and troublesome practice.

Most periodic maintenance requirement in-
formation has been placed on Maintenance Re-
quirements Cards which are complete enough
to cover all equipments in the aircraft. No equip-
ment of the aircraft should tui unchecked.
Through experience. it will be learned that most
equipments have trouble areas where corrosion
will occur. 1quipment in helicopters are partk-
Warty susceptible to ciirrimiim due to the tactics
which the helicopters utilize.

ern ketive Measures

An VI IVO ive 111%)itCi M frittn corrosion re-
quires tow earliest ilossibl repair ill damaged
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protective coatings. including the removal of
corrosion products and the restoration of cor-
roded surfaces. ibis involves the maximum use
of ppkinen !my prt)tective agents during any
waiting periods or until such time as more posi-
tive protection can he restored. It must
VOtifilikitlii% program and recognized as a specific
responsibility.

Periods of neglect or touchup maintenance,
which may be necessary under operating oindi-
tions, should be t011owed by a period of concen-
trated effort to correct any defickincies which
have started. A successful preventive mainie-
tiance program will lend to reduce Oh! effects of
severe service environments and the susceptibil-
ity of most aircraft and equipment to damage
by these enviromnents..
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ANTICORROSION MATERIALS. During
manufacture. electronic equipments are usually
sprayed with a protective coating that seals out
moisture. thus preventing corrosion and fungus
growth. In repair of these equipments. it is
sometimes necessary to remove the protective
coating by sraping or by the use of a solvent
cleaner.

After making circuit repairs. the protective
coating should be replaced. Rosin fluxes form
coatings on solder connections that prevent oxi-
dation during and after the soldering process,
thus providing one form of replacement. A good
general rule is that materials used should be
those covered and controlled by military specifi-
cations, preferably those authorized specifically
for use on aircraft. Use nonspccification mater-
ials only in emergencies, or where specific in-
structions so direct.

FUNGUS-RESISTANT MATERIALS. Fun-
gus susceptibility of materials has long been a
serious problem, particularly with electronic
equipments which may be subjected to extremes
of humidity under tropical temperatures. While
the fungus itself is objectionable since it general-
ly is a source of trouble that affects all types of
equipment. its most serious effect is the in-
creased possibility of shorting and arcing be-
cause of its moisture content.

The fungus problem has been further aggra-
vated in the past decade by the increased use of
a large number of organic materials in equip-
ment used by the Navy. These materials vary in
nature and site from large sheets of reinforced
plastic for structural components to special di-
electric substances used in complex electronic
gear.

Fungus removal generally follows the same
procedures of corrosion removal.

CORROSION REMOVAL

In corrosion control, time is of the essence.
Until the electrolyte is removed, the chemical
reaction will continue. Although the ultimate
goal is complete removal of the electrolyte. it is
possible some will remain in inaccessible loca-
tions of the chassis or modules making the clean-
ing process particularly difficult.
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When this occurs, the proper procedures and
cleaning materials must be used. The remainder
of this discussion will he devoted to the tech-
niques and materials used in correcting this
problem.

The extent of cleaning, using the following
techniques, requires the decision of the Corro-
sion Control Officer assigned to the organiza-
tion.

Dry Cleaning

When corrosion or salt crystals are discovered
in a piece of equipment. as much of this as
possible should be removed by dry methods.
This entails breaking the solids from the metallic
parts by wiping with a dry cloth or brushing
with a stiff bristle brush. ('are should be taken
not to damage any of the components of the
equipment.

Any loose residue should be removed by the
use of low pressure dry air.

Although it may appear that all of the con-
tamination has been removed, this generally is
not the case. At this point a decision must be
made as to the possibility of contamination ex-
isting in the inaccessible or undetectable areas of
the equipment. It' this decision indicates that
contamination still remains in the equipment.
then further steps must he taken in the form of
liquid cleaning.

Fresh Water

Although immersion or flushing of electronic
and other equipment in or with water violates
previous training, fresh water is one of the
agents used to remove salt water and deposits
from equipments. After the equipment has been
subjected to fresh water, the water must then be
removed. This may he accomplished by dry air
pressure. by the use of a spray (displacement)
fluid, or by a drying oven.

DRY AIR PRESSURE. Any type of com-
pressor that will deliver clean dry air at SO psi
will he adequate to furnish air for spray cleaning
and for blowing as much water as possible from
the wet equipment before using the water-dis-
placing fluid.
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WATER-DISPLACING FLUID. This fluid is
generally available in pressurized aerosol cans or
in drums and is called a spray-dry water-displace-
melt composition. A paint spray gun or other
spraying equipment for applying hulk water-dis-
placing composition in a fine mist may be used
if an aerosol - pressurized water-displacing compo-
sition is not available.

Tile equipment is sprayed with this composi-
tion. and then some means of drying such as
heat oven. air pressure, or natural evaporation
should he used.

DRYING. Vorced draft ovens with accu-
rate temperature control large enough to accom-
modate the equipment being cleaned are pre-
ferred for final drying of the cleaned equipment.
If ovens are not available. a small room equipped
with an exhaust fan and heaters can be used.
The temperature in the drying facilities should
he between 120" and lbO" F. depending upon
the temperature sensitivity of the equipment
tieing dried. If a heated room is used for drying,
its temperature should be at least 30 F above
the ambient temperature.

Detergent

in some cases a detergent must he used. The
detergent is available in aerosol type containers
or in bulk form. Detergent is used when salt
crystals have tOrmed on the equipment or an
oily deposit is present in the equipment. The
detergent will dissolve the salt crystals and will
also emulsify and suspend oil deposits in the
solution. In either case. fresh water must be used
to rinse the contaminated solution from the
equipment.

Ultrasonic Tanks

An ultrasonic tank is a container for fresh
water or a cleaning went. The solution is vi-
brated either by a transducer or by forced air.
The agitation helps remove particles from inac-
cessible areas of the electronic equipments. The
frequency of the transducer is in the ultrasonic
range and accomplishes the cleaning in a much
shorter period of time than the forced air. When
equipment has been removed from an ultrasonic
tank. the previously mentioned procedures for
drying should be completed.
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SALVAGE PROCEDURES

The following steeps comprise the routine pro-
cedure for salvaging sea water contaminated
electronic equipment:

I. Immediately after removal of the equip-
ment from sea water contamination, the equip-
ment should he flushed thoroughly with fresh
water.

2. The equipment should be disassembled to
units of a size that permits immersion in an
ultrasonic bath and to allow better access of
cleaning solutions.

3. Remove contamination with emulsion
cleaning composition in the ultrasonic tank.

4. Rinse in an ultrasonic tank of fresh water
or rinse with a fresh water spray.

5. Blow the rinse water from the equipment
with clean compressed air and follow with an
application of water displacing composition.

O. Dry in an oven or by natural evaporation.
7. ('heck for damage, repair and lubricate as

required. then return to service.
Equipment which cannot be dismantled or is

too large for cleaning in the ultrasonic tank can
often he cleaned by spraying with a cleaning
emulsion. Upon annpletion of the emulsion
application, the equipment should he rinsed and
dried as previously indicated.

CARE AND SERVICING

The operating quality, stability. and reliability
of electronic equipment are strongly affected by
the quantity and quality of maintenance. Shiny
dials and polished handles may be impressive.
but it is the care and upkeep of the equipment .

behind the front panel that determines the oper-
ational capabilities of an electronic system.

The minimum requirements for routine can
and servicing are listed in the inspection require-
ments for aircraft and in the technical manuals
for specific equipments. The discussion in this
chapter is limited to specific items that present
special problems or that require special tech-
niques.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PROCEDURES

Detailed instructions, procedures, and specifi-
cations for the care, handling, stowage. and ser-
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vicing of electronic items of equipment are
contained in the Maintenance Instructions Man-
ual for each equipment and for each aircraft in
winch that item is installed. All such procedures
must he followed exactly: the specifications
must he closely observed. Some components.
however possess certain characteristics which
warrant special discussion in this context. It
must be noted that many of the considerations
listed in the folking discussion as applying to
specific components are. in fact, general consid-
erations wine,' apply to many other 4:t no tient,
as well.

SPECIAL ('OSIPONENTS

File purpose of this discussion is to provide
the information needed to handle magnetrons
and other electron tubes properly and to under-
stand why careful handling is necessary. Most of
the intbrination supplied may also be applied to
other items of electronic equipage.

Magnetrons

Although magnetrons are usually large and
heavy. and appear to be rugged. they are actual-
ly extremely delicate items. Many of the individ-
ual parts are very delicate. and they must remain
in precise alinement if the magnetron is to oper-
ate properly. Jars. jolts. and vibrations can cause
misalinement and render the magnetron useless.
The magnet itself. although made of solid metal.
can lose its magnetic strength if improperly
stowed or handled. resulting in poor perfor-
mance of the magnetron.

Manufacturers of magnetrons are required to
package them according to very rigid specitiw-
titms. The containers are designed to give the
magnetron mechanical support to prevent crush-
ing damage. resilient support to cushion it
against shocks and vibrations. and a safe mini-
mum distance from other magnets or ferromag-
netic materials. (Magnets stowed close together
or close to steel shelves, bulkheads, or other
ferromagnetic objects will gradually lose their
magnetic strength.)

A magnetron should be retained in its original
container until needed for immediate installa-
tion. It should not he removed from its carton
to conserve space and weight. but should he
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stowed in the complete container. regardless of
the weight and space factors involved.

When unpacking a magnetron for immediate
installation. all parts of the container the outer
and inner casings. the support brackets and
braces. the mounting hardware. the plastic cov-
ers for receptacles and mechanical connectors.
the cushion materials. etc. should he retained
for packing the magnetron removed from
service.

Magnetrons which have been removed from
service are often returned to the manufacturer
or some other activity for analysis. Thew magne-
trons must he treated in the same manner as
when new Magnetrons damaged after removal
from service Cannot he analyzed for the cause of
original failure. The container should be plainly
marked to indicate that it contains a used tube.

Whenever a used magnetron is reshipped. it
must he accompanied by all papers and records
pertaining to its performance history, hours of
operation. and reason 11 removal. Such paper-
work is valuable in the analysis of the failure.
and results in improved reliability of magne-
trons.

Although the ceramic window and insulator
are convenient places on which to make nota-
tions. such markings timil conduction paths
which can cause arc-over; therefore. notations
should never be made at these locations. (If
notations are deemed necessary. use a tag tied at
a convenient and acceptable location. or tacked
to the outer container. )

Magnetrons themselves are not sensitive to
either high or kw temperatures. However, to
avoid possible damage from freezing. liquid-
cooled magnetrons must he thoroughly drained
and dried below repacking and stowage. If the
coolant does not contain an antifreeze. the mag-
netron should be flushed with ethylene glycol or
alcohol before drying in ease some liquid re-
mains trapped in the cooling jacket. These steps
should he taken any time a magnetron is repack -
aged. whether ftir reshipment or for stowage.

CRYSTAL MATCHING

Many pulsed microwave equipments require
matched sets of detector crystals for satisfactory
operation. 'lime matching of crystals may he ac-
complished under operating ainditions. without
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elaborate calibration procedures. using normally
available test equipment. In this discussion
"matching** indicates that if the same amount of
pulsed RI: energy is applied to two or more
detector crystals. the output pulses will not vary
by more than a given ratio. If a given signal
produces a 0.004-volt peak-to-peak pulse from
one crystal and a 0.005-volt peak-to-peak pulse
from a second crystal, the ratio is 5 to 4. or 1.2.
Converting this to decibels,

20 log 1.2 = 20 (0.014) = 1.6 db

Thus these crystals match within dh.

(A) TEST CONNECTION

PULSED
SIGNAL

GENERATOR

Rr
OUT

CRYSTAL
AND

HOLDER

(B) CRYSTAL BIAS SOURCE

100y

A practical method which is usabk is indi-
cated in figure 6-15. It is used to measure the
calibrated power (supplied by the pulsed signal
generator) required to produce a prescribed out-
put (indicated on the oscilloscope). two
crystals require -15.5 dhm and -16 dhm, respec-
tively. to produce a 0.004-volt peak-to-peak
pulse, these crystals match within 0.5 db.

The signal generator used will depend on the
frequency or frequencies where matching is de-
sired. The crystal holder, bias source, and oscil-
loscope used will depend upon what is available
and what crystals art being matched. Figure
6-15(11) shows a bias source which may be local-

--
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1)` math: if a ready -built one (such as the AN!
USA-7 unit No. I i is not available.

TESTING

11w term testing. as used in this section. refers
to the use of associated L.tuipment to determine
or to evaluate the condition or quality of opera-
tion of a unit. circuit, or component. Proper
testing procedures must begin with the selection
of the test equipment. This equipment must he
used according. to specific instructions. The test-
ing must follow detailed procedures. the results
must he evaluated in light of itemized specifica-
tions.

The following paragraphs discuss some aspects
of the selection of proper test equipment. fol-
lowed by some special considerations in the test-
ing of certain circuits and components.

SELECTION OF SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The first requirement of any support equip-
ment is its ability to perfOrm the test required;
secondly. it must he compatible with the equip-
ment under test. Chapter 5 of this manual is
devoted to a discussion of test equipment. The
present discussion is confined to the cc'mupatihili-
ty between test equipment and the equipment
tinder test. Hallowed by some factors regarding
the evaluation of the results of certain tests.

Impedance Matching

a%sotiated with circuit loading is the
idea of impedance matching. As it pertains to
test equipment usage. impedance matching in-
volves the reactive components as welt as the
resistive component Of circuit impedance. For
maximum transfer of power the resistance of the
source must equal the resistance of the load and
the reactive components must cancel. Howner.
in many testing situations this condition is unde-
sirable.

Most items of electronic equipment and test
equipment are rated according to input and/or
output impedances. Coaxial cables and coaxial
adapters are usually supplied with test sets nor-
mally used in testing of electronics equipment.
The test procedures which govern the use of a
specific equipment for a specific test on a panic-
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filar equipment contain itemized lists of the
items required. Use of the specified items pro-
vides adequate impedance matching.

As mentioned previously, the cables and fit-
tings supplied with a given test set should be
used with that set. Substitution of cables fre-
quently cause's mismatching of impedance and
results in erroneous test results.

Frequency

Another important consideration in the sek.-c-
lion of test equipment involves the respective
frequency ranges of the test set and the equip-
ment under test. Signal generators must supply
frequencies within the response hand of tuned
circuits: frequency meters must he responsive to
the frequencies in the outputs of tuned circuits.

Amplitude

The output signal magnitude of the generator
must be large enough to cause a response in the
circuit under test. To test the output of that
circuit, the test set must have sufficient sensitivi-
ty to respond to the signal. In either case. how-
ever. signal amplitude must not he so large that
it overdrives or damages the equipment. If sig-
nals are too large. reduced coupling or increased
attenuation may he used to reduce its size. This
change must he considered in any evaluation of
the test.

Polarity

Many nonsinusoidal signals are used in elec-
tronics equipment. Test equipment used in
checking circuit operation must he capable of
generating for responding to) the proper polarity
input. An example of this requirement is found
in the triggering signals of radar synchronizets.
Signals having the wrong polarity fail to activate
the triggered circuit. and may erroneously indi-
cate a malfunctioning circuit.

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

The most frequently encountered areas of
testing are concerned with tubes. tuned circuits,
and power measurements.
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Testing of Electron Tubes

'11w condition of a tuhc an he det,srmincd by
substituting a tube known to he good for the
questionable one. Ilowever, indiscriminate sub-
stitution of tubes is to he avoided. as detuning
of circuits may result. In addition, a tube may
not operate properly in a high frequency circuit.
although it performs well in a low frequency.
circuit. Therefore. in order to service electronic
equipment. a knowledge of tube testing devices
and their limitations. as well as correct interpre-
tation of the test ivsults obtained. is indispens-
able for accurate job pertOrmance.

In order to determine the condition of an
electron tub. %Mlle method of testing is neces-
sary. The operating capabilities (and design fea-
tures) of a tube are shown by its electrical
characteristics. A tube is tested by measuring its
characteristics and comparing tlwin with repre-
sentative values established as standard for that
type of tube. Tubes which read abnormally high
or low. with respect to the standard are subject
to suslicion. Practical considerations take into
account the limitations of the tube test in pre-
dicting actual tube performance in a particular
circuit. For most applications the testing of a
single tithe characteristic is enough to determine
whether a tube is performing satisfactorily.

It should he kept in mind that a tube-testing
device only compares the characteristic of a
given tube with a standard for that particular
type of tube. Since the operating conditions
imposed upon a tube may vary over wide limits.
it is not possible for the tube tester to evaluate a
tube in tem. of performance capability for all
applications. Therefore. the tube tester is not
always considered the final authority in deciding
whether or not a tube is satisfactory. Substitut-
ing a good tub in the equipment. and observing
the performance of the equipment. provides the
most reliable evidence concerning the condition
of the tube in question. Substitution is also the
only method for testing many high power tubes
used for transmitter applications. Nevertheless,
the tube tester plays a very important function
in most cases because it provides a quick and
satisfactory check on tube serviceability.
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Alinement of Tuned Circuits

Tuned amplifier. oscillator, detector, and fil-
ter circuits must he properly adjusted for opti-
mum performance of electronic equipment. The
signal generator. in conjunction with various
indicating devices, is used for most alinement
procedures in receiving equipment. Transmitter
oscillators can he tuned to the correct frequency
by frequency measuring instruments, and trans-
mitter amplifier stages can he adjusted by means
of output meters or grid and plate current mea-
surements. however. it is something advanta-
geous to tune transmitter amplifier stages by
injecting a known signal from a signal generator
in the same manner that receiver amplifier stages
are tuned. The type of test equipment necessary
for a particular tuning procedure is determined
by frequency. power level. accuracy. allowable
distortion, and modulation requirements.

The principal purpose of a Sigsial generator is
to provide a known signal with adjustable char-
acteristics. There is need. on occasion, for square
or other nonsinusoidal waveforms: however. in
general. test procedures require the use of sine
waves of variable frequency and amplitude.

The need for tuning electronic equipment
may be indicated by reduced levels in signal
outputs: however. alinement procedures should
not he undertaken before general operating tests
are made. Every equipment that is meriting
poorly requires maintenance. but it does not
follow that every equipment that needs nuante-
PanCe also needs alinement. Repairs which r-
quire the replacement of parts or the redressing
of wiring may make subsequent alinement neces-
sary. Therefore. no alinement should he at-
tempted until all apparent troubles have been
corrected and all defective parts replaced. Hap-
hazard attempts at alinement by inexperienced
or careless personnel may do more harm than
good. and may increase the time required for
making relatively minor repairs. Before aline-
ment is attempted. all available instructions
should he carefully consulted.

Power Measuseinent

One very common error in maintenance and
in testing is the tendency to underestimate the
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meaning of decibel readings. As an example. test
specifications tOr a particular portion of the
Wing procedure of a radar set might call l'or a
decibel reading of 75 db. Upon perfrming the
test in exactly the prvscribed manner. it is deter-
mined that the decibel reading is 72 dh. Too
many technicians tend to assume that -this is
good enough." It must be remembered. howev-
er. that a decrease tin power level) of 3 dh
represents a 50 percent reduction in power. This
condition is intolerable when performing most
tests.

SYSTEMS TESTING

Combinations of communication and elec-
tronic equipment and facilities are intercon-
nected to form systems capable of perfOrming
specific functions. To meet reliability require-
ments and to comply with operating restrictions.
technical personnel must he able to apply teener-
al test methods and practices to the installation.
tuning. and maintenance of these combinations
of equipment and facilities. '11th may entail a
knowledge of many types of txmnunication.
and ekcrronic equipment. Radar, communica-
tion and other types of electronic equipment.
when interconnected. may require different
maintenance procedures than when operated
separately. Revised test procedures may he ne-
cessary. any detrimental interactions between
equipment or facilities must he corrected, and
effective preventive maintenance must he pro-
gramed for all equipment and facilities within
the system. System quality figures. such as sensi-
tivity and coverage. must he initially determined
and measured during equipment preventive
maintenance checks to assure efficient opera-
tion.

Receiver Sensitivity

The one measurement which provides maxi-
mum informatkm about receiver condition in
field operation is that of sensitivity. This mea-
surement ordinarily requires the application of
an input signal of variable voltage to the antenna
terminals of the receiver. through an impedance
which approximates that of the antenna with
which the receiver is designed to he used. Any
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external impedance which is added to the sig-
nal-generator impedance to simulate the antenna
impedance is usually known as a dummy amen-
na. It insures that the signal current in the input
circuit of the receiver is the same as would
appear with the known signal induced in an ideal
receiving antenna. and it also insures that the
input circuit of the receiver is -loaded" the same
as it would he by an ideal antentia.

CONDITIONS FM SFNS:TIVITY MA-
SUREMENT. For measurement of sensitivity.
the ft-Myer is adjusted for the type of reception
desired. and facilities such as tone controls or
audio filters. MW. silencer, noise limiter. etc..
are placed in or out of operation as required or
are set at appropriate control positions. The
power-line voltage applied to the receiver should
he well within the normal recommended operat-
ing range. The receiver output terminals should
he properly loaded. At the headphone or audio-
line terminals. unless otherwise specified in the
instruction hook fur the equipment, the load
should he a tt00-ohm noninductive resistor capa-
ble of continuously dissipating the maximum
receiver audio power Output that can he pro-
duced at these terminals. high - impedance head-
phones may he used in shunt with the load for
monitoring the output. Low-impedance phones
may load the output appreciably and may have
to he removed when data arc tieing taken. 'flue
output voltage should he measured with a high-
impedance audio voltmeter, capable of accurate
indication from 0.1 volt to 100 volts. that will
not appreciably load the output circuit. Al-
though some receivers are equipped with audio-
output meters. the meters provided may not
indicate required standard noise levels with suffi-
cient accuracy.

RECEIVER SENSITIVITY TESTS. Receiver
output power is measured. as part of a sensitivi-
ty test. to determine whether the receiver is
performing according to the required sensitivity
specifications. The sensitivity is the value of
signal voltage fed to the antenna terminals that
will produce a specified power output at the
receiver output terminals with a signal-to-noise
ratio of It): I. A simple way to check audio-pow-
er output is to use an a-c voltmeter across a
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resistOr 01 the Coffee! !able. as specified in the
instruction Min& With the signal generator
deltset mg an Iiiplit Voltage 10 the receiver

the Volliliele1 Measures the output
voltage across the te%1S101-. POWil output is
then computed by using the formula 1' 1. /k.

ransmit ter PitWer Output

FlecItical 110Wei delivered 10 a load at any
Instant is equal to the product of the vititare
aeritss the load and the ctinnt passing through
at. or 1' Ii. Under stable 4I-c conditions. this
product is also espial to the average power cow

oti Ih other hand. the
presence of either inductive 01 callaitiV reac-

illealls that Ill apparent plower. I I. Where
both voltage anti current are 1111% values. must be
multiplied a tillitillet Called the power factor
to obtain the true power. Briefly. this is IIVIS-
%fry because pure inductors and capacitors store
energy furnished by the line and. during a later
portion of the cycle. restore such energy to the
1111e. II purely reactive circuits were possible.
none oil the power would he dissipated. Natural-
ly. resist:Mee Is 1111;IVCIIthiliC cctr11iutnellt Or

reactance. MI front a stile! standpoint 11011-
dissillatiVe networks are Lett attainable. In plaeli-
cal a- circuits. the power dissipated is equal to
the apparent power multiplied by the cosine of
the illias angle between the voltage and current.

Calibrated voltmeters and ammeters are used
as a direct approach to power measurements in
d-c circuits. Usually. approximate indications of
III/Wet ale satisfactory in electronic circuit work.
so that neither the espnse nor the iliC011Ve.
Invitee 01 IWO separate meters is Justified. A

pica! instance is that of determining whether
the power rating or a resistor is adequate. 11 is
generally to measure the Villlage
across the resistor and liven tit eidvillale the
power by the basic equation P For
current rather than voltage measurement. the
power is equal to R. II the designated resis-
tance 4+1 the part is not sufficiently reliable. it
may he measured approximately with an ohm-
meter. Citticeivahly, all extremely accurate
Measurement may he retpiired. in which ease a
determination by means 4+1' a Wheatstone bridge
Can he Made. Similarly. it Ma! be necessary to
determine the a-c power dissipated by a resistive
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load. either at audinfrequency or radiotrequency.
the saint' Method is reliable, provided the resis-
tance of the device is known at the frequency in
questam.

PilWef Supply Measurements
and Adjustments

Power supplies that are commonly used in
avieniic equipment are either regulated or umg-
ulated. An unreg'ulate'd supply usually provides
filtered but unregulated low Il -plus (under Mtn v
d.c. f ur high 11 -plus lover .101) v 11.1.1 in additions
to a- heater power for vacuum tidies and in
some caws relay-operating power. The regulated
power supplies consist of all unregulated supply
and lite associated circuitry necessary to regulate
the 11-plus output.

Power supplies uwd to provide the 4,1-c voltage
sources for operation of electronic equipments
are of various types, such as half-wave and lull-
wave rectifiers. The type circuitry employed for
a particular application depends on such factors
as current and voltage klad requirements. avail-
able space. weight. degree of voltage regulation
mittired. etc. Electronic systems arts generally
compk-x contain one or more power Slip-
plies %Okt provide wveral voltage outputs. The
design pertiirmance of thew equipments de-
pnds upon the proper operatkm of the 'lower

1-or this reason, power supply tests are
included m the preventive
oting-s prepared for tueusf evpttiptttents. Many

equipments are provided with easily accessible
lest points tier ease in performing these tests.
The moult common type of power supply test is
a simple voltage reading taken with the equip-
ment in operation.

To operate radar equipment. various cl-c volt-
ages art' required. The transmitter requires is high
voltage source capable of delivering a large cur-
rent for short intervals of time. 'Me regulation
or ripple content of this voltage is not critical.
'11w cathode ray tube requires a high accelerat-
ing voltage which is usually easy to regulate
because of the low Cliffeill drain Wilill reigitis iii
a constant small load. 'lite plate voltage supply
for the receiver and the indicator sweep circuits
require is source of good regulation and wry
link. ripple. Voltages are also requited tour relays.
Mower M014111i. antenna control utolors. etc.
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Combinations of vatlitiin Itthc%. transistors. NI:-
tillers. vibrators. transformers. voltage dividers.
etc.. arc used to provide these different voltages.

lower supplies of various types occur
throw-hout the radar system because it is im-
practical to install all of them in a central loca-
tion. ken though in some equipments the
power supply may lose its identity as a separate
unit. the function is still performed and must be
tested and maintaintyd at its rated performance.

Intermittent Troubles

Intermittent troubles are probably the most
aggravating and irritating problem faced by the
technician. The equipment always seems to he in
proper operation while under observation. only
to malfunction as soon as the technician turns
his back. Thew is no single method for resolving
this difficulty. The procedure to he used de-
pends on tint individual situation the techni-
cian. the equipment. the available information.
the peculiarities of the installation. etc. A thor-
ough knowledge of the operation of the equip-
ment. and an understanding of the most
common causes of intermittent troubles should
help to alleviate the suffering of the mainte-
nanceman.

Some of the most common causes of intermit-
tent troubles are loose vacuum tube elements.
poor electrical connections. poor solder joints.
leaky capacitors. arcing. broken terminal hoards
or printed circuit hoards. fused conducting
!drips. and mechanical vibration. Vibration is
usually associated with one or more of the
others listed. either as a basic cause or as a
contributing factor; therefore it should always
be inves:., lied early in the troubleshooting pro-
cedure. If the equipment seems to operate prop-
erly after a visual inspection fails to reveal the
cause of the inWrmittent trouble. vibrate the
equipment by tapping or jigging while watching
for indications of arcing. etc. If this fails to
produce meaningful indications. methodical and
patient troubleshooting procedures must he fol-

_ lowed.

SPECIAL AVIONICS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The numerous and complex operations re-
quired for servicing and maintaining electronic
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equipment requires in some instances numerous
classes of support equipment. Therefore. a test
set or system that combines the function of
several test sets, is practical and desirable. Sup-
port equipment has been developed that can he
used to maintain or test complete systems in
various types of aircraft. Two of these systems
are known as Semi-Automatic Checkout Equip-
ment tSACF and Versatile Avionics Shop Test
(VAST).

SACE

Responsibility for quickly getting the aircraft
"up" and available rests, first of all. at the Or-
ganizational maintenance level. "The aircraft is
repaired at the Organizational maintenance level
by locating and replacing the defective aircraft
replaceable assembly (ARM.

The defective ARA is taken through supply to
an Intermediate kvel shop which has the respon-
sibility for repairing and/or adjusting the ARA
and returning it to supply is a ready for issue
(RH) item. If the defective ARA belongs to the
group of equipments which do not lend them-
selves to automatic testing, it will he "substi-
tuted" into a test-bench harness and analyzed
down to the module and/or component level by
using conventional test equipment. llowever, if
the defective ARA belongs to one of the equip-
ments or systems which can be checked with
SACE. it will he connected to the corresponding
SACE adapter console and automatically fault
isolated to the module level When defective
modules are located, they are immediately re-
placed and the ARA is ready for service.

'The defective module moves to the module
repair area where it is fault isolated to the com-
ponent level with a special test set. The special
test sets are not computer controlled and are.
therefore, not part of SA('E.

SACE Shop

The operation of a SA('E shop is controlled
by a programer comparator (fig. 6-16). After the
technician has connected the defective ARA to
the appropriate SACE adapter test console
(which, in turn, is connected to the programer
comparator). he selects the correct programer
comparator tape and inserts it into the pro-
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Set

S.. mt.

A 532
Figure 846.Piogramer comparator.

gramer comparator. He then premes the start
button and the testing begins. The test.% per-
formed automatically and continuously by the
test console, will stop only for special instruc-
tions or when a defective module is located.

Programer analyzer test consoles are provided
to test the programer comparator. Figu.e 6-17
displays a programer analyzer test console.

VAST

Versatile Avionics Shop Test (VAST) is the
Navy's newest attempt to improve avionics
maintenance and quicken turnaround time for
avionics black boxes.
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AO. 633
Figure 6-17.Programer analywr console.

The VAST system. officially designated the
AN/USM-247. will be installed in attack aircraft
carriers (CVA) and at major shore installations.
VAST will be able to handle the testing and
troubleshooting of 85 percent of the Navy's
future avionic systems; the remainder, involving
such items as inertial and hydraulic devices and
radiating portions of radar and infrared systems.
will still require special test facilities.

Where circumstances do not readily permit
each weapon replaceable assembly (WRA) to be
designed to be directly compatible with VAST,
interface transformation units may be approved.
In its simplest form, an interface transformation
unit (ITU) may be merely a test cable which
adapts the VAST connector to the assembly
connector. More complex ITU's may require
passive elements. active elements. and even pro-
gramable circuitry.

Avionic contractors must develop three types
of test programs for each assembly which are
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compatible with the AN/USM-247. These in-
clude the following:

I. Overall (end to end) test, to determine
whether an assembly (WRA) is operating
properly.

2. Module isolation test, to enable a fault to
be traced to a replaceable module within the
assembly.

3. Fault isolation test, to permit malfunction
to be traced to lowest repairable level within a
module.

The avionic contractor's first step in preparing
the soft. _re for use by VAST will be to prepare
a diagnostic flow chart. Next, diagrams, showing
which of the available VAST building blocks are
necessary for each test and the interface trans-
formation requirements, must be prepared. The
test diagrams must contain special instructions
for mode of operation, floating ground points,
shielding. test points, pin connections, and func-
tional input/output requirements.

Finally, the avionic contractor must write an
English language program (ELP) on special forms.
This lists such things as a functional description
of each test, the stimulus level with acceptable
tolerance, the allowable limits for satisfactory
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performance, and the next test to be performed,
depending upon the results of the current test.

This contractor written ELP is then sent to a
VAST programing center for conversion into the
VTRAN language used by VAST.

VAST is designed for use with a general pur-
pose digital computer. A single computer can
serve as many as six individual test stations si-
multaneously on a timeshare basis. Normally,
only three stations will share a single computer
to enable each to operate as if it were the sole
computer user.

VAST can operate in an automatic mode, in
which the computer runs through a sequence of
tests rapidly and stops only when it finds a mal
function; or, it can he operated in a manual
mode in which the human operator selects the
test to be conducted if he has a clue as to the
nature of the fault.

VAST is also designed to perform self-test
operations to check that all units are opera-
tional. If it detects a malfunction, VAST is able
to isolate the malfunction to one of its basic
building blocks and then trace the fault to the
defective module.
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AIRBORNE COMPUTERS

A computer is a device that performs mathe-
matical calculations on input data to yield new
and generally more useful results. The first
computer. an abacus, was used by the ancient
Greeks and Romans. It is a simple kind of
manually operated device utilizing sliding beads:
if operated according to definite rules. it can
perform addition and subtraction very rapidly.
Computers found in use today range from the
mechanical adding machine and slide rule to
room-sized complex devices.

Automatic computers arc becoming increas-
ingly common as a part of the electronic
installations in naval aircraft. Present and future
technicians will he faced with a collection of
electronic equipments which use computers as
integral portions of the overall system. To
understand the operation of the system in
general, and the computer portion in particular.
it is necessary to have a basic understanding of
computer functions, circuitry. terminology, and
applications.

Digital Computer Basics. Nav Tra I0088-A.
presents a basic coverage of the fundamentals of
electronic data processing. In addition, chapter
15 of Basic Machines. NavPers 10624-A. pre-
sents coverage of some of the basic computer
mechanisms in use. Review and study of these
basic coverages will aid in understanding the
material covered in this chapter.

COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION

The main division between computers is
whether they be either digital or analog. How-
ever. they may be classified further by consider-
ing their construction as follows:

I. Electronic
2. Electromechanical
3. Mechanical
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Electronic computers utilize electrical units.
such as voltage amplitude and phase, resistance.
electrical impulses, and other electrical units to
represent physical quantities. Computers of this
type usually contain electronic and magnetic
amplifiers, phase detectors, modulators, and
demodulators.

Electromechanical computers represent num-
bers or variables in both electrical and mechan-
ical units. A typical application may employ
both electrical and mechanical inputs to a
servomechanism and may have a mechanical
output.

Mechanical computers utilize mechanical
quantities to represent the input and output
values. They normally contain devices that add.
subtract, multiply, or divide by means of gear
ratios, shaft rotations, etc.

Many equipments are combinations of both
the analog and digital types. This combination is
called a hybrid computer.

A SPECIAL PURPOSE computer is one de-
signed for a specific type calculation. such as
navigation. A simple computer may be able to
calculate ground track (ground velocity and
direction). By proper selection and inter-
connection of units, it is possible to have a
computer that will indicate the present position
of an aircraft, course and distance to a pre-
selected target. course and distance to home,
estimated time of arrival at either or both, and
whether sufficient fuel is available for the flight.
As the problems become more and more compli-
cated, so does the overall equipment. However,
even the most complex equipment is made up of
many relatively simple components.

By increasing the number of computing units
and making the interconnection of these units
sufficiently flexible. the computer may he used
to perform almost any type computation. A
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computer of this type is called a GENERAL
PURPOSE computer. There are very few general
purpose analog computers. most general purpose
computers being digital. Because of the neces-
sary complexity. general purpose computers are
too large and heavy for airborne use: their use is
normally limited to shorebased activities. or to
the larger ships. Nearly all airborne computers
are of the special purpose type.

APPLICATION

Computers in use today are performing many
functions, among which are the following:

1. Solving design problems of many different
types.

2. Solving problems in personnel. fiscal, and
stock control management.

3. Processing information from missile ranges
and tracking stations.

4. Automating processes.
5. Training by simulation.
6. Forming a part of complex military sys-

tems and operations on land. at sea. and in the
air.

As a part of naval aircraft systems, computers
are used in connection with AEW (Airborne
Early Warning). ECM (Electronic Counter-
measures). ASW (Antisubmarine Warfare) at-
tack. reconnaissance. intercept, and command
missions. They perform such functions as com-
munications link and relay, navigation. tire
control, tracking, strategy. tactics, logistics.
selection and identification of targets, etc. It is
obvious that computers, with such wide and
diverse usage, form a considerable part of the
technical responsibility of the AT as well as
personnel from other ratings.

Analog computers are best employed where
continually varying solutions are needed for
probleins whose factors are continuously vary-
ing. These factors generally are physical quan-
tities. such as velocity, direction, or range. Such
physical quantities are most conveniently repre-
sented by degrees of shaft rotation, magnitude
or phase of a voltage. or the speed and direction
of movement of some mechanical part. The
varying instantaneous summation, or simul-
taneous solution. of outputs from all the com-
piling parts comprises the computer's output.
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Different physical systems can often he
described !-.}, int, same mathematical equation.
When you talk about a specific physical system,
it is important to define exactly what system
you are discussing; this is where mathematics is
used. Mathematics' precise nature makes it ideal
for describing physical systems. Often, this
mathematical description applies to more than
one physical system. Systems which are de-
scribed by the same mathematical model
(description) are called analogous systems. The
remainder of this chapter will cover the mathe-
matics used to describe a physical system and
the physical systems used to solve mathematical
equations (analog computation).

ANALOG COMPUTATION PRINCIPLES

There are a number of requirements which an
airborne analog computer must fulfill. Primarily,
it must possess sufficient accuracy to solve 4
problem within the required limits. It must be
constructed in a manner whereby it can with-
stand the stresses of airborne use and require a
minimum of maintenance. It is also advan-
tageous from the maintenance standpoint for a
computer to use as many similar components as
practicable, keeping the number of spare parts
to a i iinimum. This requires the rearrangement
of equations from their simplest form to one
that is more complicated for reasons not readily
apparent to the technician. Many computers
have been designed around equation rearrange-
ment.

EQUATION REARRANGEMENT.

The equation below represents a typical prob-
lem to he solved within a computer.

=
Rif

Rr

The factor J is a mathematical quantity deter-
mined by the factors R (present range of
airborne target). tf (time of flight), and Kr
(future range of the target). The ouantity J has
no significant leaning other than that it repre-
sents the term -RI in the above equation. One
method of solving this problem requires the use
of a servosystem.
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As should he recalled. the operation of a
servomechanism is dependent upon its ability to
compare two quantities and feed an error signal
to its output device. which. in turn, causes the
error signal to he canceled. The servosystem may
be utilized to give a continuous solution to the
problem if the formula is rearranged to give a

'zero output. By multiplying both sides of the
above equation by and transposing, the
equation can be written as follows;

R
R.

Another example of equation rearrangement
involves the use of logarithms. A computer
problem may involve the multiplication and
division of several quantities. Referring again to
the equation

Rif
j Rf

it can be arranged as follows:

loge = logio R logio tf logio Rf

The logarithm of each quantity may be found
electronically by the use of specially designed
networks. (These networks are discussed later in
this chapter.) When the equation has been
changed into the logarithmic form, the com-
puting is accomplished by simplified addition
and subtraction of the quantities. Magnetic
amplifiers arc especially well suited for solutions
of this type.

The :esults of logarithmic computation fre-
quently can he used in the logarithmic form.
However, the antilogarithm may also be found
by use of a network giving an answer to the
problem in the same form in which it was
originally stated.

IMPLICIT SOLUTION

The use of computers to solve complex
problems does not always afford direct solution
to all parts of the problem. Thus, the solution
may be based on indirect or implicit methods.
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Implicit problem solving may accomplish sub-
traction by means of addition, division by means
of multiplication, the extraction of a square root
by means of squaring, and differentiation by
means of integration. The following is a com-
parison of explicit and implicit methods of
problem solving:

Subtraction

Square root

Division

EXPLICIT IMPLICIT

c - a h c + b a

c=

c a/b

4:2 = a

eh =a

The use of the implicit function technique is
found frequently in airborne computers. There
are numerous computations for which the im-
plicit method may he more accurate or more
convenient, based on the information available
to the computer. Servomechanisms and am-
plifiers utilizing negative and positive feedback
are well suited for instrumentation of implicit
operations.

QUANTITY REPRESENTATION

For the purpose of this chapter, representa-
tion of quantity may be defined as that physical
quantity used by an analog computer to repre-
sent a specific input quantity. Thus, for exam-
ple, a specific quantity (range from an aircraft to
a specific tacan beacon) may be identified with a
d-c voltage fed to the analog computer for
solution of the problem.

IDENTITY OPERATIONS

For the purpose of this discussion, an identity
operation may be defined as any operation that
does not 'Alan* the mathematical quantity
represented. Examples of identity operations are
changes in scale factor, voltage level, impedance,
and data representation.

Change in Scale Factor

Before discussing a change of scale factor. let
us first define scale factor. In an analog com-
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puler. the scale factor is the ratio of the analog
unit to the equation unit. Thus,

analog units
scale

factor
equation units (physical)

Any change in analog units without a corre-
sponding change in equation units will result in a
change in scale factor. To illustrate this, consider
the following example:

A 10-volt positive d-c signal is selected to
represent a range of 1,000 yards.

scale factor +10 volts
1.000 yards

= 0.01 volt per yard

If the 10-volt signal is fed through a d-c
amplifier having a voltage gain of 10, the analog
unit is now equal to 100 volts. The scale factor
is:

+100 voltsscale factor =
1.000 yards

= 0.1 volt per yard

Thus, the scale factor was changed by the action
of the amplifier.

When the multiplier is less than one, simple
networks of resistance, capacitance, or induct-
ance may be used. When the constant of
multiplication is greater than one, amplifiers
whose gain has been accurately calibrated may
be used.

Change of Voltage Level

Computers, such as those utilizing addition
and subtraction. muit frequently change or shift
the voltage level or reference to that level usable
by subsequent components or units. A possible
example of a shift in voltage level is found in
direct-coupled amplifiers where the equipment is
limited by the output of the d-c supply for the
amplifier.
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Change of impedance

A change in output impedance may be re-
quired to match the various sections of a
computer. This may be accomplished by the use
of networks, and in some cases the use of
cathode followers or other amplifiers employing
feedback.

LINEAR FUNCTIONS

A linear function in mathematics is one that
can be shown by a straight line on rectangular
graph paper. Linear functions include those
functions that involve summation (addition and
subtraction), multiplication, and division, but
not those that involve squares, square roots,
trigonometric functions, and logarithms.

SUMMATION

The process of summation can be accom-
plished with electrical. mechanical. or electro-
mechanical devices. Voltages are added, motions
are added, or voltages and motions may be
combined to give an output proportional to
their inputs.

Electrical Summation

To simplify the presentation, both electrical
and electronic summing devices will be discussed
under this heading. The first device will be the
series circuit in which the output voltage E. is
simply the series addition of the input voltages
El and E2.

En =E1 +E? (1)

Only one of the input voltages can be grounded.
Any others must be isolated from ground. This
Is illustrated in figure 7-1. Note that the second-
ary of the transformer is ungrounded, while the
voltage El is from a grounded source. Isolating
transformers must be carefully designed to
minimize capacitive coupling from primary to
secondary winding, which would cause phase
shift variations.

Series adding is primarily used when voltage
sources are inductive units, such as synchros.
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ACt. 495
Figure 7-1.-Sarias addition.

tachometers, resolve's, etc., already isolated
from ground. Series summation is also used
when the attenuation of parallel summation
networks cannot be tolerated.

When subtracting two a-c voltages by this
method, they should he 180° out of phase for
correct results. Combining voltages that are not
in phase or 180° out of phase results in a
quadrature voltage and consequently an error in
the output.

If d-c voltages are to be added in series,
transformers cannot be used and a separate d-c
power supply is required for each term or input
to obtain isolated sources of voltage.

It should be remembered that the methods
presented in this chapter are basic, and many
variations of these methods will be found in
equipments.

A parallel resistance network can also be used
to electrically produce the algebraic sum of
several input voltages. Voltages El and E2 are
connected in series with two resistors RI and R2
and terminated at a common junction as shown
in figure 7-2. The voltage E. is not the actual
sum of the input voltages, but is proportional to
that sum.

ow.
iti=11163

+
Eli 50 V EV10011

12 R2* MEG

+
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AO. 495
Figure 7.2.-- ,Parallel summation network.

Using the values given in figure 7-2. it can
now be proved that the output voltage F. is
proportional to the inputs. If the voltage E
feeds into an infinite impedance, there is no load
current. The circuit may now he considered as a
series circuit. with

11 = 12 (2)

Then, since all branches are parallel.

H + IIRI (3)

Solving the currents in each part of equation (3)
and substituting the results into equation t 21.

E E I E2 E
RI k'

Solving equation (4) for F.°.

El E.2
RI R2

E "! I + I

RI R2

(4)

(5)

or. by further simplification.

R21 +EIS 1(')

Thus, an expression for voltage F. has been
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obtained in terms of the sum of the two input
voltages and their respective series resistors.

The voltage E was obtained above by assum-
ing a very high-impedance load. If a grid resistor
Re is included, the voltage E is determined by:

RicE X
+ RRI + R2 it

As pointed out previously. the voltage output
is not the actual sum of the input voltages. but is
proportional to that sum. The following exam-
ple illustrates this proportionality:

E 1 = 50 volts

RI = I megohm

Then, using equation (5

E

F2 = 100 volts

R2 = 1 megohm

50 100
1 X 106 1 X 106

1

IX106 IX 106

1 i0E = = 75 volts

If E were the actual sum of the input
voltages, the voltage output would he 150 volts.
However, this difference in actual slim and
proportional voltage can he compensated for by
a change in scale factor.

When a difference between two terms is
required (subtracted), a negative voltage is used
to represent the quantity being subtracted (the
subtrahend). Both the negative and positive
voltages are fed to the parallel resistance net-
work as previously discussed.

Scale Factor

Although addition has been explained as a
summation of voltages, the computer's real job
is to add physical units. such as feet per second
or degrees per minute. The proper application of
scale factors makes the addition of physical
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units of an equation possible. The following
transformation formula is used for this purpose:

Equation units X scale factor = analog units

When the physical inputs to the analog
computer are represented by voltages. the final
solution in the proper units can be found only
by dividing the summed voltages by the output
scale factor. If the voltage El and k2 in figure
7-3 were chosen to represent 1.000 feet each.
the scale factor for the input voltages would be
I volt per 10 feet and should be written as 1
volt/ I" feet.

If the output physical units are to equal the
sum of the input physical units, the scale factor
at the output must he I volt/20 feet. By using
the transformation formula, the sum of the
physical units is obtained as follows:

I volt 100 volts2,000 feet X 20 feet

In the examples discussed previously. the
input scale factors were identical. Consider the
operation of the summing circuit shown in
figure 7-4 if the input scale factors are different.

AM 497
Figaro 7 -3.- -scale festers assigned to pendia' roadster

summation networks.
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AG. 498
Figure 74Addition with unequal scale factors.

In the equation, Di = DI + D2. DI has a scale
factor of 1 volt/I0 feet and D2 is represented by
the scale factor I volt/5 feet. Since the physical
units per volt of the scale factors must add
directly, the output scale factor is I volt/I 5 feet.
This result is obtained by thinking in terms of
units per volt (reciprocal of scale factor) for the
addition operation. Direct addition of the scale
factors for DI and D2 would not result in the
desired addition of physical units, because the
scale factor definition places the physical units
in the denominator.

From the example in figure 7-4, the correct
answer for Dt is 2.000 feet. What values of RI
and R2 will supply the answer if the analog unit
at the output is known and the output scale
factor is known? The analog unit is obtained by
substituting in the following formula:

analog unit = equation unit X scale factor

I volt
1," feet X 157Wt.

= 133 volts

Referring to equation (6), it is apparent that
RI cannot equal R2 as in the previous example.
It is permissible to select one resistance value
arbitrarily; consequently RI may be set equal to
100,000 ohms, a typical value. Substituting
known values In equation (6) and solving for
R2:

133 =
(R2 X 100) + (100.000 X 200)

100,000 + R2

R2 = 200,000 ohms (approximate)
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The Aviation Electronics Technician will not
be expected to compute component sizes or
scale factors. However. it is of the utmost
importance that he have a thorough understand-
ing of scale factors in order that he may
understand what is being accomplished in each
stage of a computer and also how it is being
accomplished.

Electronic Amplifiers
Used for Isolation

In analog computers it is not always possible
to apply the output of parallel resistor summa-
tion networks directly to subsequent circuits
without getting nonlinear results because of
loading. Loading is avoided by using an isolation
amplifier with a high-impedance input and a
low-impedance output between the summation
network output and the succeeding computer
component.

Since the signal magnitude is the computed
quantity. the gain of these isolation amplifiers
must necessarily be quite accurately maintained.
The gain of any amplifier. of course, is affected
by such things as .1 weak tube, a shift in power
supply voltage. temperature changes. etc. The
proper use of negative feedback is quite effective
in solving this problem. Since a large amount of
negative feedback is required if the full ad-
vantage of feedback stabilization is to he ob-
tained. high-gain amplifiers are needed in such
circuits. The gain of the amplifier itself does not
affect the overall circuit gain because of the
negative feedback. Figure 7-5 shows the basic
circuit employing an isolation amplifier.

The amplifier output is fed back to the
summing point G at the input of the amplifier
through the feedback resistance Rf. Since the
gain of the amplifier is extremely high. the
voltage -e, /A at the summing point G is very
nearly zero. (Recall that the value of any
fraction whose denominator is extremely large
approaches zero very closely.) Thus. the current
through Rs is negligible. Assuming the amplifier
input does not draw current (normally a very
good assumption) and that the amplifier gain is
high (that is, I/A is much less than 1), the
current through Re equals that through RI'
(negative direction). by Kirchhoff's current law
at point G. or:
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AO. 499
Figure 7-5.tietie isolation amplifier eircuft.

C.},
Rr.

Rearranging. to obtain an expression lot gain:

This is the basic equation which describes the
operatkm of any circuit utilizing a high-pin
amplifier with negative feedback. It is well
worth remembering.

Thus. if R, the circuit gain is unity, and
the circuit is quite effective as a precision
isolation device. The loading which this circuLt
presents to its driving circuit is essentially
iiint.v the voltage at point G is eslientially zero.

If the amplifier pin deteriorates with age.
there is some point at which the approximate
expression for circuit pin no longer holds. A
more exact expression which shows the effect of
amplifier gain is

Rf=
e

a RI

A
+

This equation may he used to show that even
if the amplifier gain 1Y-designed to be only 100. a

reduction in gain to about 50 percent is required
to reduce the circuit pin by 1 percent.

SUMMING AMPLIFIERS. The high-pin d-c
amplifiers described in the foregoing discussion
are used in many applications where their
isolation characteristics are needed. Typical of
such application is their use in summing circuits
where loading effects are serious. When used in
this way. they are connected as shown in figure
7-6. The entire circuit. including the electrical
summing network, the high-pin amplifier. and
the feedback loop, is called a "summing ampli-
fier."

Recall that. the overall gain of the feedback
amplifier circuit is determined by the ratio of
feedback impedance to the total input imped-
ance. When this ratio is I (both impedances
equal). the gain of the amplifier circuit is unity
and the circuit merely algebraically adds all the
input voltages.

Practically speaking, the number of inputs to
a summing amplifier are limited by amplifier
saturation. A typical summing amplifier has an
input voltage range from 50 to +50 volts and
an output voltage range from 100 volts to +100
volts. This means that the total input voltage
cannot exceed ±50 volts, and that the individual
voltage inputs and gains must be such as to
provide a total output that does not exceed 1100
volts. When these conditions are exceeded.
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AG. 500

Rowe 74.--Stasming aft*Wier schematic.
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amplifier saturation occurs and further linear
amplification is impossible,

0121.KAHONAL By now it
should be clear that almost any mathematical
operation can be performed by suitable mechan-
ical and electronic devices. Some of these
operi.tions have already been discussed. Others.
including the calculus operations of differentia-
tion and integration. will he discussed later in
this chapter.

the use of high-gain ti-c amplifiers has be-
come cointlioliplace in the perforinanCe of these
operations: hence the term operational am-
plifiers." This term will he used throughout the
remainder of this chapter in a general sense.
signifying any high-gain ti -c amplifier which
employs negative feedback.

Up to this point. we have assumi.xl that the
d-c amplifiers used in operational amplifiers can
produce an output voltage that is an exact
magnified version of the input voltage. but
exactly ISO" out of phase with the input. For a
number of reasons. practical amplifiers fail to
perfOrm in this ideal manner.

The first reason is based upon the fact that
the usual operational amplifier consists of three
cascaded d-c amplifier stages with a combined
open loop gain of 50.0(X). or 02. dh. The dosed
loop gain ( that is. the gain obtained when a
feedback resistor that is equal in value to the
input resistance is connected between the out-
put plate and the input ?rid) is unity.

At the high gains used in these amplifiers. any
spurious voltage variations that occur in the cl-c
amplifier stages may produce a considerable
amount of undesired variation or drift in the
amplifier output voltage. Drift shows up as a
voltage imbalance that appears at the amplifier
output terminals in addition to the correct
output voltage. When it Occurs in computer
applications. this imbalance produces errors in
the computation.

There are four main causes of drift. They are:
1. Power supply voltage variation.
2. Filament voltage variation or transistor

bias variation.
3. Varying resistance values.
4. Varying vacuum tube characteristics or

transistor parameters_
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Figure 7-7.--Gain in three stages of amplification.

Other operational amplifier errors are caused
by seemingly insignificant currents and voltages
such as leakage currents, voltage drops in ground
loops, and grid currents. The resulting currents
are in the order of fractions of a microampere.
Yet, these currents flow through the input
resistors. A current of 0.1 microampere flowing
through a I- megohm resistor will generate an
error voltage of 0.1 volt.

As shown in figure 7-7. if an assumed 0.2-volt
grid-voltage change is produced by a filament-
voltage change, an output voltage change of 200
volts is obtained even though the input signal
voltage is zero. By means of a similar analysis it
is possible to show that plate or collector supply
voltage changes and cathode or emitter emission
variations would all tend to increase the output
voltage imbalance, and that they would prmItice
the most serious effects when they occur in the
first stage.

Changes in transistor parameters. due to
temperature variation, are the main cause of
drift in transistorized d-c amplifiers. 'Me most
widely used drift reduction circuit is the dif-
ferential amplifier (fig. 7-8). As the name
implies. the output voltage (taken between
collectors) is equal to the difference between the
two input voltages. Any output variations
caused by drift voltages are canceled because
both transistors are almost equally affected and
the difference voltage between collectors re-
mains constant.

The circuit can he used either with two inputs
or with one having a fixed hies. In either case.
collector current drawn by one transistor affects
that drawn by the other because of the common
emitter resistor.

An increase in the collector current of tran-
sistor QI, for example. increases the emitter
voltage of transistor Q2. However. the base-to-
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-25V

AQ. 502
Figure 74-13ssig differential amplifier.

emitter voltage of transis ir Q2 will be de-
creased of the base voltage is held constant)
since the difference between the base voltage
and emitter voltage appears there. Consequently,
the base current of transistor Q2 decreases and
the collector voltage increases. Since the col-
lector voltage of transistor 01 decreases, the
difference voltage becomes greater.

The differential amplifier provides a gain
determined by the current gain of each stage. As
one collector voltage is reduced, the other
collector voltage is increased. The difference
between the two collectors is much greater than
the difference between the two input voltages
because of the current gain of the two tran-
sistors. The high value of emitter resistance and
voltage also provides a very high input impe-
dance..

The potentiometer in the emitter circuit is
used to adjust the circuit output voltage when
no input is present; that is. by varying. the
emitter voltages of the two transistors. it is
possible to select the values of quiescent base
currents.

As previously mentioned. most operational
amplifiers consist of a basic 3-stage d-e amplifier.
The reason for using multiple stages is the need

of obtaining high gain: the reason for using an
odd number of stages is that we can thus obtain
the required reversal of polarity between the
input and output voltages. I Recall that negative
feedback is used in the operational amplifier.)

Figure 7-9 shows a 3-stage d-c amplifier
schematic which consists of two difkrential
amplifiers and a conventional amplifier. Negative
feedback is used within the amplifier to provide
stable gains over a wide range of frequencies.

In negative feedback circuits. a fixed portion
of the output voltage is fed back to the input
and used to cancel out a portion of the input
voltage or current. In some ways the feedback
circuit consisting of R I and R2 appears similar
to the collector-to-base negative feedback.

To function properly. the feedback and the
output voltage of the overall amplifier must he
exactly in phase with the input voltage and
current.

Unfortunately. however. the input ca-
pacitances of each stage introduce time delays or
phase shifts. These phase shifts depend upon the
frequency components of the signal passing
through the amplifier. Without some form of
compensation, distortion would be produced as
a result of subtracting two current waveforms
that are not exactly in phase.

The resistor capacitor network applying base
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Figure 74.A three-stage de amplifier.
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current to transistor Q5 provides the etra phase
shift required to make the output voltage
exaetl in phase with the input voltage and
current.

Eleetritmechanical Summatiiin

it the inputs or outputs of a summing
operation cannot be physically brought to-
gether. a synchro s) stein may he used. A chain
of three synchro units consisting of a synchro
transmitter. a synchro differential transmitter.
and a s).nchro receiwr adds or subtracts shaft
rotations. If an output voltage rather than a shaft
rotation is needed. the synchro receiver can be
replaced with a synchro control transformer.
(kat. ratios may be added between the input
shaft and the differential transmitter rotor to
introduce coefficients. An example formula
might he as follows:

-eV

R3 4.7K

R4 47011

01 02

-eV

0 =01 02

1.1w accuracy of a synchro summing system
may he increased by using a two-speed synchro
transmission system. as described in chapter 3 of
Synchrn. Servo and Gyro Fundamentals. Nay-
Pers I0105.

MULTIPLICATION

Multiplication is one of the mathematical
operations which must he performed in a com-
puter. It may he performed electronically by
transistor amplifiers. *ctron tube amplifiers. or
by magnetic amplifiers. electromechanically by
potentiometers. and mechanically by devices
called multipliers.

-By -eV

Re 3301X R16 1.5

FliKus high - oilersiktnal amplifier.
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Electronic Methods

Every linear amplifier is a multiplier. The d-c
amplifier previously discussed had a voltage pin
of 100. Now, a high pin operational amplifier
with a gain of 25.000 will be discussed. 'rite
complete high gain operational amplifier is
shown in figure 7-10. The maximum allowable
output voltage is ±5 volts. Since the circuit
voltage gain is 25,0()0, the input signal should
not exceed ±0.0002 volt (0.2 millivolt).

When the amplifier is used as an operational
amplifier, the following restrictions are ob-
served:

I. The gain with feedback should never pro-
duce an output greater than S volts.

2. The input resistor should be small com-
pared with the input resistance of the opera-
tional amplifier. This limits the value to about
5K (one-tenth of the input resistance). The
feedback resistor can be any desired value.

3. The input resistance of the following stage
must be 1500 ohms or more.

The input stage (fig. 7-10) is composed of
transistor Q1 and is a grounded collector ampli-
fier (emitter/follower). The voltage divider in
the collector circuit provides a- small nt "ative
voltage for the collector of the transistor. This
voltage. approximately 0.8 volt. allows the
output of the stage to assume small negative
values. The input voltage varies from zero to
plus or minus 0.0002 volt. As a result, the
output voltage of the first stage is in this range.

The second stage (fig. 7-10) consists of
transistor Q2. which is a common emitter
amplifier. The 33-ohm resistor in the emitter
circuit, develops the bias voltage for the stage:
that is. the voltage divider network causes the
emitter junction to be positive with respect to
the base. This results in the flow of a small bias
current. Also, the 33-ohm resistor causes a
negative feedback to occur in the second stage.
Although this feedback reduces stage gain, it
also provides wide frequency response and re-
duces noise. drift. and other undesirable effects.

Transistors Q3 and Q4 (fig. 7-10) form the
third stage and the output stage and both are
high gain. common emitter amplifiers. Emitter
resistors are used to provide self-bias. Positive
feedback is used in these stages to offset the
negative feedback introduced by the emitter
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Figure 7 -11. Block diagram of a high gain operational

amPlifier.

resistors. The positive feedback is obtained by
feeding a portion of the voltage developed across
the collector resistors to the emitter. The
emitter of the output stage also receives a bias
voltage as a result of a series resistor connected
to the positive voltage suppb-

A block diagram of the high gain operational
amplifier is shown in figure 7-11. This block
diagram is displayed so that the feedback paths
can he more readily seen. Note that a single
capacitor Cl is used for phase shift correction.
In additional, a special positive feedback path is
provided for the higher frequency components
of the input signal. Note also that the output of
the third stage is in phase with the input because
the input stage does not invert the signal.

External feedback resistors (14 and Re) are
also shown. The gain, with feedback, can be
varied from I (input resistor of 4.7K and
feedback resistance of 4.7K) to 10 (input
resistor of 4.7K and feedback resistance of
47K). Higher gains are obtained by using higher
values of feedback resistance. In most analog
computer applications, however, a gain of 10 is
sufficient. Feedback in amplifiers is discussed in
detail in Basic Electronics. Vol. 1, NavPers
10087-C.

Electron tube amplifiers are also capable of
solving multiplication problems involving two
variables as represented by the equation

et, kxy
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Figure 7-12.-Variable gain tube as a multipart'.

Figure 7-12 illustrates a typical triode multi-
plication circuit. One variable input is applied as
grid bias (preferably a d-c voltage) which estab-
lishes the gain of the stage. The other variable
input is applied to the grid of the tube.

The output is a proportional quantity equal
to the grid signal modified by the gain which is
proportional to the variable bias voltage. This
method is limited in scope and has limited
accuracy due to variations in tube character-
istics. contact potential. plate and filament
supply changes. etc.

An improved multiplying circuit is shown in
(A) of figure 7-13. Its operation is similar to the
circuit shown in figure 7-12 except that it
employs the use of two separate grids. The
voltage gain of the stagy is controlled by the
voltage on grid 3 as hown by the curve
illustrated in (B) of figure 7-13.

The gain of the amplifier is proportional to
the voltage e3 and may be expressed as follows:

A = ke3

If the output voltage co is directly proportional
to el , the input signal, then

e, = Aes

Substituting for A. we have

e0 = kese3

The output is a proportional quantity as indi-
cated by the constant k.

(A)

(B)

-20 -18 -- 12 -8 -4 0 e3

AQ. 507
Figure 7-13.-A multielectrode tube used as a multiplier.

NOTE: It is common in discussions of ampli-
fication as related to computers to emphasize
the fact that an odd number of amplifiers inverts
the signal. This is interpreted mathematically by
use of a negative sign and the symbol A (for
amplification factor) and is often written as A.

Magnetic amplifiers may also be used to
multiply one factor by another. The saturable
core reactor element in magnetic amplifiers
makes the magnetic amplifier easily adapted for
multiplying operations. Its amplification can be
made proportional to a bias current over a
limited range. However, accuracy is limited by
variations in magnetic characteristics and wind-
ing resistance due to temperature variations.
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Electromechanical Methods

S011ie It the electromechanical devices used
for tittlitiplicalion ate potentiometers. synchrs.
and prectsii in variable autotranstOrmers Insually
called by trade name, Vanac).

Precision potentimeters are frequently used
as multipliers in airhtinte avionics equipment
because they are accurate. rtigged, simply con-
structed. and inespensive. I hey are equally well
suited for a-c or d-c applications. Figure 7-14
illustrates a typical potentiometer type multi-
plier circuit.

The voltage occurring between the wiper and
one end of the potentiometer is in reality the
product of multiplying two quantities:

0

One quantity is the voltage impressed across the
resistor element, and the other is the position of
a wiper. When I, is 100 volts and 0 is 100
percent, 1; is equal to 100 volts. If 0 is 50
percent of lull shalt rotation. F,, is equal to 50
volts. Such close correspondence can be
achieved only if the potentiometer is precision
device with linear resistance.

A grounded center tap on the pote':ometr
winding would permit either a p +itive otr

negative output. depending upon the polarity of
the input voltage and the position of the wiper
shaft. The potentiometer type multiplier ac-
tually multiplies a quantity by a factor of less
than one. I his presents no problem as the scale
filt:10r may he adjusted to give the desired
output.

AU. 508
Figure 7.14. Potentiometer type multiplier circuit.
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Aubitransformer multiplication is identical
with potentiometer multiplication except that
the input voltage must he 41.C. The input
impedance of an autotransfonner is high. and its
regulation under load variations is very good due
to the low d-c resistance of the winding.

The low output impedance of the variable
autotransformer permits it to be connected
directly to other transformers. potentiometers.
or inductive resolvers, without intervening iso-
lation amplifiers.

DIVISION

Instiumentation of division problems in an
explicit curio is generally difficult to perform.
However, division can he accomplished by tak-
ing the reciprocal of the divisor and multiplying
it by the dividend. This allows the use of less
complex multiplication devices, a method nor-
mally found in aviation electronic equipments.

Electronic Dividers

Electronic division can be perfOrmed by
inserting a vacuum tube in place of the variable
resistor in a rheostat divider network. The pla-te
resistance of the tube is varied by the voltage
applied to The control grid. Figure 7-15 illus-
trates the circuit of an electronic divider.

The cathode resistor performs the same func-
tion as K2. in figure 7 -lb. As in other electronic
circuits, the circuit must he operated within
limits determined by its components.

Electromechanical Dividers

A rheostat, or a potentiometer connected as a
rheostat in a voltage divider circuit. provides a
means of dividing a voltage by a shaft position.
The voltage divider is an extremely simple
method of dividing. The input voltage is applied
to one end of the rheostat, and the second input
is the shaft position of the rheostat. Figure 7-16
illustrates the operation of a divider network.

Since the shaft position of the movable
contact controls the series resistance, current is a
quotient of voltage divided by the circuit resis-
tance. The quotient can he obtained as a voltage
across the fixed resistor It2. in series with the
rheostat. As in any analog system of division,
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Figure 7-15.Eteetronic divider circuit.

the divisor cannot go to tern since the 41110th:tit
would then become infinity. K2 limits tlw
current. and its value establishes the range of the
divisor.

A voltage is made proportional to one
input and 11w resistance K I + 2 is proportional
to the second input.

Etr current

KE + I42

t Ein (DIVIDEND)
etDIVISORI

RI

I

112

E (QUOTIENT)

1R2

The output voltage

or

AM 509

X 142
RI +It 2

.
I 4 2 14 I f K2

Substituting K for the constant value cif K'. and
0 for the variable K I :

K

The term K affects F. only as a scale factor
iang. It affects 0 only as a shift in value.
Consider as an example the equation for deter-
mining angular velocity.

u.) radians per second

Where S is linear velocity in feet per second and
AO. MO i) is the slant range with limits from 600 to

6010 feet.Figure 7-16.Rheostat divider network.
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The value of R2 represents the minimum
range of 600 feet and K E + R2 represents 6.000
feet.

R2 000
RI + R2 t1.000

or RI 9R2

A value for 112 is selected which will produce
reasonable current limits over the range of E.
11 , has a range from +100 to 100 volts and
the maximum current which may be drawn is 10
ma. R2 becomes 10.000 ohms. RI will then vary
from 0 to (4).000 ohms as D goes from 600 to
6.000 feet. F at maximum speed and minimum
range will be as follows:

100 X 10.000 100 volts
10.000

When D = 6.000 feet. maximum speed will
produce an angular velocity output represented
by an output voltage 1', of:

1(10 X 10.000
tx1.000 + 10.(XX)

= 10 volts

Since range cannot have a negative value, this
method is only suitable when the divisor has the
same polarity at all times.

± VOLTAGE

ERROR
DETECTOR

Servomechanisms are often used for implicit
division in computers. Division is usually repre-
sented by the equation

X

However, in order to utilize a servomechanism,
the equation is rearranged as follows:

y xz is 0

The instrumentation of the equation is shown
in figure 7-17.

The system has two. electrical inputs, the
amplitude and polarity of which are determined
in other units. The voltage y is fed directly to
the error detector while the voltage z is multi-
plied by the shalt position x. with the product
xz being fed to the error detector for compari-
son with the input y. As in any servosystem, the
error voltage drives the servomotor in the
direction that will cancel the error voltage, given
a zero output.

NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS

Under this heading. instrumentation of
various mathematical operations, such as raising

SERVO-
MOTOR

y K2
MECHANICAL y

OUTPUT x sz

XZ

Figure 7-17.Divkion with a zervonwaltanism.
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a term to a power or estracting a root Of a term.
is discussed. It also includes the generation of
trigonometric tune lions.

Most of these operations can be performed by
mechanical. electromechanical. and electronic
devices. However. one type of device may he
more adaptable to a particular operation than
another when considering the requirements of
an aviation electronics computer. Nonlinear
mathematical operations Hay also he performed
by special applications c.t linear devices pre-
viously discussed. I,or example. a term may be
raised to the second power by simply multi-
plying it 1)), itself. using some type of linear

POWERS AND ROOTS

A varietN of methods are used in avionics
equipment lor sok ing prtiblems involving
poweis and roots. I he most common method
iiiihies electiomechanical principles.

El (100V

(e)

RI

The solution Of a navigation problem requires
use of devices capable of :aising terms to a
power. in most cases, the term is raised to the
second power (squared ).

There are several ek.k Ironic circuits.capahl of
perfonning this operation. Perhaps the simplest
of the group is a modified use of the multiplying
circuit previously discussed and shown in figure
7-1 3. By applying the input value to both grids 1
and 3. the output voltage will he proportional to
the square of the input.

Another electronic circuit capable of squaring
is called the squaring amplifier. It consists of a
paraphase amplifier with its outputs driving
push-pull triode amplifiers. Its output is also
proportional to the square of the input. requir-
ing a change in scale factor.

A common electromechanical method of
raising a term to a power is by successive
multiplication with potentiometer multipliers.
(See fig. 7 -14.

When the equation is y = k x2 ganged po-

dr. a r. rasa 11. w OM L.

Figure 7-18.Powers by successive multiplication.
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ten tiometers may he used. provided that x is the
commi shalt ilosition of the potentiometers.
!his circuit is illustrated in figure 7-1M. The
variable x may lot: raised successively to higher
rimers by. repeating this circuit with additional
potentiiimeters.

the toliage t %A al the variable tap of k 1 is at
all tunes proportional to x. The voltage at the
tap of It 1 :s fc,1 through an isolating circuit to
R2. t he voltage to R2 is equal to ex. this
1.Ititge is again thultiplied by x and the output
soltage at the variabk tap of R2 is equal to x
time, 4.A. or 41i2

Using the values shown in figure 7-1M. the
squaring process may he explained mathemati-
cally as follows:

I he fixed cottage e corresponds to the con-
stant k. in the expression y = kx2. Placing the
too forms of the equation side by side for
comp;irison.

e = ex= = jexj (x)

c., = 100a0.50)1 (0.50)

e = '5
he mechanization of these equations in

terms of percentage of travel by the potentiom-
eter wipers. can be described as follows: If the
control of the potentiometers t x is calibrated in
equal units from 0 to W. then 5 on the that
%mild represent 50 percent of total travel and
50 percent of El would appear at the wiper of
RI. With this 50 volts applied to 122 and the
wiper of R2 at 50 percent of its travel. 25
percent (50 percent X 50 percent) of will
appear at the wiper of R7. If the output meter is
calibrated to read 0=100 volts. then in this case
it will read 25. In effect. we have squared the
number 5. The power to which a quantity can be
raised is limited by the practical limits of voltage
available to R 1 .

The root of a term may he extracted by either
electromechanical or electronic devices. In fact.
any multiplying or integrating device capable of
raising a term to a power and also capable of
producing inverse functions can be used to
produce roots. However. the extracting of roots
is usually accomplished by electromechanical
devices.

247.

All 513
Figure 7-19.Square root servomechanism.

An electromechanical device for extracting
the root of a term or number is the servo-
mechanism feedback loop which utilizes ganged
potentiometers as shown in figure 7-10. The
equation y = ff x` may he written as x = y" =
by raising both sides to the nth power and
transposing the y term. Now the equation is in
required form for servomechanism instrumen-
tation.

Square root is solved by multiplying the
output quantity by itself and using this value as
the feedback term. The output of the square
root device is in the form of a shaft position. y.

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Trigonometric processes can he carried out
with inductive resolvers. potentiometers. or all-
mechanical devices. Electronic networks con-
sisting of R and C are also sometimes used to
perform some trigonometric functions, such as
vector addition.

The trigonometric functions most often used
in avionics equipment are sines and cosines of
angles. However. the four remaining functions
may he computed based on the sine and cosine.
Those who are not familiar with trigonometry
should study Mathematics. Vol. 2. NavPers
10071-B.

Electromechanical Devices

The inductive resolver is one of the most
common a-c electromechanical devices used to
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Rt

2 S2

0

AO. 514
Figure 7-20.Inductive resolver diagram.

generate trigonometric functions. It is hasicall
right triangle !solver. using windings to represent
the sides and magnetic flux. to represent the
hypotenuse. Pie shaft rotation corresponds to
one of the angles of the right triangle that is to
he solved.

The construction is very similar to that of a
synchro. except that hoth the rotor and stator
have two windings oriented 40" from each other
as shown in figure 7-20. 'their primary use is to
resolve a voltage into two components at right
angles or to comiine two component voltages
into their ector sum.

When a rotor winding is parallel to one stator
winding. the device acts as a one-to-one trans-
former. As the rotor winding is rotated. the
voltage induced depends on the sine of the angle
of rotation times the applied voltage.

1! = (sin )

Figure 7-21 illustrates the action of the induc-
tive resolver for three positions.

If the second rotor winding. as shown in
figure 7-22. is at right angles to the first winding.
its output will correspond to the cosine of the
rotation angle. since

cos = sin (0 + 3

Resolvers arc low-impedance devices. Isola-
tion amplifiers are generally used as driving
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Eon Ein(SIN 8) Ein(I.0)

EomEin(SIN 8)e Ein(.707)

AU. 515
Figure 7-21.Inductive resolver action.

circuits if the inductive resolver input signal
originates in a high-impedance source. such as a
potentiometer. Isolation amplifiers have a low
output impedance and can correct for any
unt:sirable phase shift developed in the resolver.
Since inductive resolvers operate only with a-c
voltages, they cannot be used in d-c analog
computers.

Some operations require that the computer he
capable of transforming data from a polar to a
rectangular coordinate system. If the position of
a point or object is defined by a vector. the
polar dimensions of the vector may he converted
to rectangular coordinates. The vector quantity.
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EonEinists 8)

E. ftEiocos

AO. 516
Figure 7.22. Inductive resolver with 2-phase winding.

distance r and angle O. may lay resolved into
horizontal and vertical distances, x and y respec-
tively. with a 2-phase inductive resolver. By
feeding a voltage representing the distance r into
the stator winding and rotating the rotor shaft
through an angle corresponding to 0. voltages
representing s and y are produced at the rotor
windings as shown in figure 7-23.

Sine and cosine potentiometers are special
devices for the selection of a voltage that is

indicative of either the sine or cosine of an
angle. Output voltages proportional to the
product of the input voltage and either the sine
or cosine of the angle through which the shaft is
rotated can be obtained from the specially
designed potentiometers.

(A)

AU. 517
Figure 7-23.Polar to rectangular transformation.

LOGARITHMS

he application of logarithms to perform
multiplication and division was briefly discussed
earlier in this chapter. A study of logarithmic
processes in Mathematics. Vol. 2. NavPers
007I-B. will indicate that logarithms are also

useful in raising a term to a power or extracting
a root of a term with the use of logarithms. In
this section we are primarily concerned with
computing devices for obtaining the logarithm
of a term.

Diodes and contact rectifiers under some
conditions have nearly exponential variation of
current with voltage, or logarithmic variation of
voltage with current. However. the operating
limits of a single diode arc surpassed by the
requirements of most airborne computers. This
limitation necessitates the use of circuits such as
the one shown in figure 7-24 to produce
logarithmic functions.

'Ihe purpose of this circuit is to produce an
output voltage that is proportional to the
logarithm of the input current. Referring to
figure 7-24. it should he noted that 142. R4. and
R6 form a voltage divider network. 'Me cathode
of each rectifier is connected through a resistor
to some point on tlw voltage divider. This
effectively acts as bias. causing each rectifier to
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AU. 518
Figure 7-24.Typical logarithmic shaping network.
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be cut oft until its plate reaches a potential
higher than its cathode.

As the input current is applied. etirrettt flaw
Will 11-C up through k d producing an output
voltage proportional to the current t I = lk i. As
the current. hence the voltage drop across RI.
becomes great enough. tlw positive voltage at
the top of k I will become great enough to bring
URI into conduction. As soon as CH I conducts.
it effectivel places R3 in parallel with It I.
lowering the total resistance and producing less
%oltage drop fOr a given increase in input
current. I his accounts for the bend in the curve
at fItali a. like circuit response cum illustrates
how the slope is successively reduced as addi-
tional rectifiers come into conduction. It should
afro be noted that an increased number of
rectifiers could result in a more perfCCi curve.

I here are several means available of obtaining
the antilogarithm of a quantity. This may be
done either by employing an exponential char-
acteristic directly or by the use of a feedback
loop. Implicit methods may also he used. such as
taking the derivative of the term in order to
eliminate the logarithm in the equation.

CALCULUS

Calculus is a branch of mathematics that deals
with the rate of change of a function and with
the inverse process which is the determination of
a function from its rate of change. The process
of determining the rate of change of one variable
with respect to another is called differentiation
or differential calculus. The process of deter-
mining the sum of many minute quantities is
referred to as integration or integral calculus.

DIFFERENTIATION

More going into the actual process of differ-
entiation. the terminology used is discussed
briefly. Consider the equation x s fly). It should
he read as: x equals a function of y. If the
derivative of x is taken with respect to y. then it
would be written as:

dx
dy dy

which. in notation form. is

t! = lei vdy

th -140(4'

Note that the prime indicates the tirst derivative
of the function: When the derivative is a time
derivative. it is common practice to shorten the
symbol even more. especially for diagrams. For
example. dx/dt t where t represents tinter is
often shortened to x thole the dot over the x).

Although y represents any variable. we are
generally interested in the derivative with re-
spect to tune. Tlw derivative of a quantity with
respect to time can he thought of as the time
rate of change of that quantity. For motion
along a straight line. for example. the derivative
of the distance traversed with respect to time is
the velocity os the time rate of change of
distance. Similarly. the derivative of a voltage
with respect to time is the time rate of change of
that voltage. Figure 7-23 shows a graphical
representation of the derivative of a voltage. If a
voltage is changing at a constant rate as
shown in t Al of figure 7-25. then the derivative
1.4, of that voltage has a constant value as shown
in t 13 ).

Electronic Methods

The rate at which an input voltage is changing
can he obtained from a simple series-connected
resistor and capacitor circuit as shown in (At of
figure 7-2. Notice that the output voltage of
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-J0

(B)

AO. 519
Figure 7-25.Gratthie representation of the derivative

of a voltage.
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E in

(A)

Eo

Ein

Eo

E,. 11.11
I I

(C)

(B)

AO_ 520

Figure 7-25.Simple differentiating circuit.

this circuit appears across the resistor. With the
proper values of R and C' to provide a short RC
time constant and with a square-wave input
voltage E.,. the output voltage E'., will be that
shown in 113) of figure 7-26. When the rate of
change of Tai is greatest. the value or L is
greatest: when the rate of change of Fin is zero.
the output E tends toward zero. The derivative
of a triangular wave or a sawtooth wave is shown
in (C) of figure 7-2(1. These facts illustrate that
the output voltage is approximately equal to the
time rate of change (derivative) of the input
voltage. For a review of RC differentiating
circuits. see Basic Electronics. Vol 2. NavPers
100247-C.

The primary disadvantage of the simple differ-
entiating circuit is the time required for the
output voltage to become equal to the derivative
of the input voltage. Shortening the 1W time
constant to decrease this time decreases the
amplitude of the output voltage.

A feedback amplifier differentiator is shown
in figure 7-27. This type of differentiator is
superior to the simple differentiator circuit.
because its output voltage approximates the
derivative of the input voltage in a much shorter

25 I

AO. 521
Figum 7.27.Differentiating circuit empkwing a

feedbadi amplifier.

time and with greater accuracy. However. the
ditkrentiator circuit using a feedback amplifier
is limited to use in those sit witions where
introduction of electronic noise is not a serious
problem. They act as high-pass filters. and this
causes amplification of circuit noise and intro-
duces instability in the amplifier. In a circuit
where noise is already a problem. differentiation
must he accomplished by setting sap an implicit
function: this allows indirect differentiation by
operating "in reverse" and using integrators.

In the following discussion involving the
application of a feedback amplifier. it is pre-
supposed that the reader has a thorough under-
standing of the theory of negative feedback
amplifiers. Therefore, anyone not possessing this
understanding should study Basic Electronics.
Vol. 1. NavPers 10087-C.

Before discussing the operation of the dif-
krentiator amplifier circuit. the following con-
ditions are established:

1. The amplifier must be biased so as to
operate near the center of its linear range and
not draw any grid current when operating within
its specified limits.
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2. The grid voltage is near ground potential
and changes only a very small amount when the
input signal varies. This occurs because the
feedback voltage tends to prevent any change in
grid %tillage.

3. Since the grid voltage remains almost
constant. any change in plate voltage due to an
input signal appeaN almost entirely across the
feedback resistor. causing a corresponding
change in current through it. Therefore. the
output voltage F. is given by the formula

= Itf

In this formula. 1: is the change in plate voltage
I a-c component ) resulting from an input signal
applied to the grid. Ai is the change in current
flowing through the feedback resistor. and Rf is
the feedback resistor.

The formula can he restated in more simple
terms. keeping in mind that a differentiator
produces an output only when there is a change
in the input voltage. The amplitude of the
output voltage tax.) is equal to the change in
feedback current (a -c component ) multiplied by
the resistance of the feedback resistor. The
negative sign serves to emphasize the fact that a
polarity inversion is introduced by the amplifier.

Consider the action of the circuit with a
constantly changing voltage applied. (See fig.
7-27.) For simplicity of explanation, consider a
hack-to-hack sawtooth that is starting downward
from its apex. As the negative-going signal starts
downward, electrons from the grid side of CI
starts to flow through Rf (electrons are attracted
to the higher potential of the plate) causing the
grid voltage to drop. This action reduces plate
current. causing a rise in plate voltage. A portion
of the plate voltage increase is fed back to the
grid. causing it to rise in potential. However.
since the feedback voltage is only a small
portion of the plate signal, the grid cannot come
hat* to its initial voltage. The grid and plate will
reach a state of equilibrium almost instantly and
remain balanced as long as the current through
Ro is constant. With an input voltage which is
linear. the discharge current of Cl will remain
constant through Rr until the input reverses its
direction.

Since the plate is the source of the output,
observe its action closely. Remember that the
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output is only the a-c component of the plate
voltage. When the input signal started down-
ward. the plate voltage shot up and leveled off
instantaneously and remained at this level until
the input signal reversed its direction. This
produced a square-wave output that is opposite
in polarity to the input. The other half cycle will
produce a similar output. Therefore. the output
is a voltage waveform indicative of the rate of
change of the input voltage.

Elevimmechanical Methods

When the derivative of a voltage is desired. a
generator driven by a servomechanism may l
used. In this case the servo transforms the
voltage to he differentiated into a corresponding
shaft position. A generator which is driven by
the servo shaft produces an output voltage
proportional to the speed of the motor. The
generator voltage is a derivative of the rotor
displacement with respect to time or a measure
of the rate of rotor rotation. (See fig. 7-28.)

The derivative range is limited by the response
of the servomechanism. A system having moving
parts with appreciable inertia cannot respond
satisfactorily to a voltage step function. where
the slope is infinite.

INTEGRATION

Integration is the process of summing up an
infinite number of minute quantities. However.
in the solution of most navigation problems,
integration is usually the summing of certain
quantities in respect to time. For example.
taking the integral of velocity between certain
limits of lime will give the distance traveled.

622
Fiore 7.28.Elestromeahaniail differentlator.
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Figure 7-29.Integration of area.
A0.523

The process of integration is analogous to
determining the area under a curve. In the case
of a step tUnction input. the "curve" may he
considered as a rectangle having one side variable
with time. In figure 7-291A), the solid curve VI
shows the velocity at any time. in this case a
constant velocity. The distance traveled is equal
to the velocity multiplied by the time: and with
proper scale values. the distance is given by the
numerical area under this (rectangular) curve:
that is. area = height for velocity) multiplied by
length (or time). On the distance-time diagram.
the sloping line X1 shows the total distance
traveled at any instant of time: and the larger
the step input the steeper the slope of the line in
the distance-time diagram.

The distance traveled, x. must continue to
increase as long as there is a positive value of
velocity. y. When x is represented by a voltage.
there are limitations on its maximum value due
to circuitry to he used.

The integral of a d-c voltage is a voltage with a
constant slope as shown in figure 7-30. There is
normally no need of integrating d-c voltages but
this effect is identical to the voltage wave for
step inputs.

A simple integrator is shown.in IA) of figure
7-31. Here a square-wave voltage is applied to
the input. and the output voltage appears across
the capacitor. During the positive portions of
the input voltage, the output voltage is the sum
of all the positive quantities, which results in an

En

TIME

(A)

AQ 524
Fiona 7.30.Graphical representation of Integration

of a voltage.

increasing voltage. During the negative portions
of the input voltage, the output voltage is the
sum of all of the negative quantities in the input,
which results in a decreasing voltage. Study the
waveforms in (B) of figure 7-31 and compare
them with the output of the simple differen-
tiator circuit. The integrator output and the
differentiator output combined equal the in-
stantaneous input voltage, except for circuit
losses.

For further details concerning simple inte-
grator circuits. review the discussion of this
topic in Basic Electronics, Vol. 2, NavPers
10087-C.
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( A) fin

Figure 7- 3t.-- Simple integrating circuit.

*0.525
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Ein

Cf

AQ.
Figure 7-32.--A common integrating circuit.

An integrating amplifier circuit utilizing a
feedback amplifier is shown in figure 7-32. This
circuit is very similar to the differentiating
amplifier circuit discussed previously. However.
it should be noted that the negative feedback is
coupled from plate to grid with a large coupling
capacitor. This capacitor. along with the input
resistor and load resistor. performs the integra-
tion. The amplifier functions only to improve its
response and linearity. The input circuit also
utilizes an isolation resistor MI to allow the
grid to be maintained at an almost constant
potential when an input signal is applied.

The output is based on the rate of charge. or
discharge. of the feedback capacitor. The ampli-
fier functions to maintain the charge, or dis-
charge. of the integrating capacitor in the linear
portion of the RC curve. The net effect is that
the capacitor voltage does not oppose the input
voltage and the capacitor charging current is a
direct function of the input signal voltage.

GROUPED OPERATIONS

Thus far in this chapter computing devices for
performing various mathematical operations
have been discussed individually. At this point

2.54

several of the instruments or devices are grouped
together for the solution of a problem. It is not
intended that such grouping will comprise a
workable computer. but rather to show that
grouping devices allows the solution of more
complex equations which may involve only a
small portion of a complete computer.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

When various devices are selected to carry out
a grouped operation, certain problems are al-
most certain to develop. Such problems are
present even in the grouping of the simplest
devices. Here again this information is presented
not to help you design a computer. but to aid
you in understanding the more complex com-
puters.

Change of Representation

With the connecting of two or more com-
puting devices, the use of two or more methods
of representation are frequently required. The
output of the first device may not have the same
representation as required by the input of the
second device. An example might he the multi-
plication of two voltages by a potentiometer
type multiplier. To successfully multiply. one of
the voltages would have to he represented by a
shaft rotation.

Scalp Factor

Another problem that must be considered
when grouping two or more devices is that of
scale factor. As pointed out previously. a change
of scale factor takes place any time the device
produces a proportional output. Such devices
include those which perform the operations of
adding, multiplying. dividing. etc.

Impedance Matching

When the output of one electronic circuit is
fed to another, the input impedance of the
second circuit or stage may affect the operation
of the first. Therefore. it is important that the
input impedance of the second circuit be
matched to the output impedance of the driving
stage. A mismatch may result in an error in the
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computer, making the complete computer in-
accurate. Two devices often used between two
computing circuits are the cathode follower and
impedance matching transformers. Impedance
matching in the use of electrical components.
such as resolvers and control transformers, must
also he considered.

Speed of Computation

The speed of response of a device is important
in grouped operation. Some devices have a
shorter response time than others. For example.
a device with a minimum speed of computation
time, when required to function longer than the
minimum time, may lose a considerable per-
centage of its accuracy. The overall accuracy of
a group of devices could he reduced below the
desired tolerance due to one device requiring a
longer time to function than the rest of the
group. The speed of response is an important
factor in regard to the stability of computers
utilizing feedback.

TYPICAL EQUATION SOLUTION

In the solution of a typical tactics problem, it
is often necessary to find the hypotenuse of a
right triangle when the length of the two sides is
given. Airborne analog computers normally
utilize ground range or horizontal range because
ground range rates are more constant than slant
range rates. However, to minimize the possibility
of error, computed ground range is converted
into slant range for comparison with observed
radar range. This requires a constant solution
from the following equation.

where

r = %/ R2 +R2

r = slant range
H = altitude

ground range

A block diagram of a squaring type triangle
solver is shown in figure 7-33. The quantities H
and R are squared and summed. The summed
quantity t R2 + H2) is fed to a device that

extracts the square root, giving an output equal
to r.

A simplified circuit capable of performing the
above operation is illustrated in figure 7-34. The
quantities H. R. and r are represented by their
respective shaft positions. Ganged potentiom-
eters are used for squaring each quantity. A
voltage proportional to 112 + R2 appears across
R4, and is fed to a feedback amplifier. Here the
signal is amplified and the scale factor is
corrected prior to being fed to the difference
amplifier.

Potentiometers R15 and R 1 ti are squaring
potentiometers with the output being a voltage
proportional to r2. This signal is also amplified
and fed to the difference amplifier. If the
voltage r2 is equal to the voltage 112 + R2. the
output from the difference amplifier is zero and
the position of the r shaft is indicative of

However, if there is a difference in the two
inputs, the output signal fed to the servo-
amplifier will cause the servomotor to rotate in a
direction to reduce the difference voltage, thus
correcting the output r.

It should be remembered that this example is
only one of many possible ways of solving a

te+Ra.ri
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Rem 7.33.Block Mow of right triangle salvor.
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Figure 7-34.Schernatic diagram of a right triangle ate.

nigh triangle. It is included only to show that
the devices discussed earlier in Las chapter may
be grouped for the solution of more complex
equations.

There are limy applio ons of the analog
type computer in naval aviation. The trend of
today's weapons systems is toward computers
called hybrids. As previously mentioned, these
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computers are a combination of both analog and
digital computing devices. This arrangement will
probably remain for some time since many of
the input and output devices must be analog.
Input devices of the analog type are required to
receive the data from a radar set, airspeed probe,
or a shaft position since this type of data is
analog in nature.



CHAPTER 8

ELECTRICAL POWER AND GROUND COOLING SYSTEMS

In order to operate and maintain the complex
electronic installations of modem naval aircraft.
the technician must he familiar with the electric
power system of the particular aircraft with
which he is associated. Since the electronic
installations of aircraft vary widely according to
the siie and application of the aircraft. the
electric power requirements and the electric
system components of aircraft also vary. There-
fore. the technician must also have a basic
understanding of the component parts of the
electric system the power generation equip-
ment. the conversion units. the power control.
regulation. and protection components. and the
general distribution systems of typical aircraft.

Today's technician must also have an under-
standing of the capabilities and limitations of
the auxiliary power sources provided for use in
ground servicing and maintenance of aircraft. He
must be able to operate these units, and must he
familiar with the proper procedures for connect-
ing and disconnecting the auxiliary power units
to the aircraft. He must know the proper
procedures for servicing the auxiliary units, and
must observe and enforce all safety precautions
and regulations concerning these operations.

The technician must also know the require-
ments for cooling the various electronic equip-
ment while on the ground. He must be familiar
with the sources of auxiliary air and cooling. He
must know the operating procedures. as well as
the capabilities and limitations of the various
cooling units.

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of
these. topics. In most sections. the topics are
discussed in general; in a few instances details
are presented as they pertain to specific topics
or items of equipment. Coverage of equipments
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is limited to those expected to he in common
usage during the life of this manual.

TYPICAL AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

The electric power system of an aircraft
consists of the power source and its associated
controls, the generation system and its asso-
ciated control and regulation. the conversion
units. the feeder and distribution system and its
component parts. and the various. protective
devices used throughout the installation.

Most older types of aircraft used engine-
driven generators to produce d-c power at a
nominal 27.7 volts. Inverters and dynamotor:
were used as conversion units to produce the
voltages required for operation of the individual
equipment. With the comparatively simple in-
stallations then in use, this arrangement was
satisfactory: however. as the installations be-
came more complex. weight problems arose. The
increased weight (which resulted from the addi-
tion of more and more inverters and dynamo-
tors) soon became prohibitive. A new approach
to the problem was required.

As part of the overall effort to standardize
aircraft and electronic installations, the supply
and distribution of power offered a logical
starting point. The first step was to standardize
the supply voltages and power frequencies, and
to use generators which would provide the
required power. Later in the standardization
program, the generation of d-c power was
discontinued. and the primary power became
exclusively a.c.; the d-c requirement was sup-
plied through transformer-rectifiers. This re-
duced the number of voltages generated and the
number of rotary devices. and allowed the use of
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smaller conductors in the distribution system.
I he result was a drastic decrease in the total
weight of a given installation. which in turn
permitted a more crimples installation fty
gien weight allowance.

hen it partial listing of the considerations
involved in any discussion of aircraft electric
systems must include the following items in
order to he Of any real value:

I. A -main generating source" refers to all
generator units driven by a specified engine: thus
a single-engine aircraft can have only one main
source.

2. Multiengine aircraft may have a main
generating subsNstem tbr each engine. This is the
usual practice, but it is not universally followed.

3. In multigenerator systems. provisions may
or nii* not be made for parallel operation of
generators producing similar power. If parallel
operation is provided. provisions must also be
made for ifiditititial operation of the subsystems
in the event it!' a failure within the paralleling
system.

4. Adequate frequency regulation and stabil-
ity in a-c generation systems required some
method of speed control of the generator's rotor
drive mechanism.

S. Provisions must be made to insure that
adequate power is available in each mode of
operation. In the event of failure of the aircraft
engine or its associated generation system. the
MaliitlIUM amount of power which can he
produced is decreased. In the case of single-
engine aircraft this automatically constitutes an
emergency situation.

b. The failure of a single generator or engine
in a multiple installation does not constitute the
same degree of emergency as the same failure in
a single-engine installation. Although some re-
strictions are placed on operational capabilities,
some degree of safety may usually be main-
tained with the remaining engines and gen-
erators.

7. Provisions should be made to enable use of
external power sources tbr startiag the engines
while on the ground and for ground operation
without using the aircraft engines. The aircraft
electric system must include provisions to pre-
vent applying both internally-generated power
and externally-furnished power to the system at
the same time.
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AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

The electric system of each model aircraft has
features which are peculiar to it alone. while
other features are common to most models. This
section is devoted primarily to a general discus-
sion of the electrical system of a typical aircraft.
with some subsequent details concerning the
electric systems of actual aircraft.

Source of Power

The basic source of power for the electrical
system is the aircraft engine. An a-c generator
requires a constant rotational speed in order to
produce a constant frequency output. In most
modern aircraft, a constant speed drive (CSD)
unit is inserted between the aircraft engine and
the a-c generator for this purpose.

The constant speed drive unit acts as a
variable-ratio differential transmission system
which converts the variable speed of the engine
to the constant speed required by the generator.
The engine is mechanically coupled to the input
of the CSD unit; the output of the CSD is
mechanically coupled to the rotor of the genera-
tor. Internal coupling between the input and
output sections of the CSD unit is usually
hydraulic, using the engine's oil supply as the
transmission coupling medium. Output speed of
rotation is controlled by means of mechanical
governors and/or electronic speed regulators.

Generation System

The heart of the electric generation system is
the constant-speed. wye-connected. a-c genera-
tor. This unit normally produces a 3-phase
output voltage of about 120/208 volts at 400 Hz
which is subsequently regulated to 115/200
volts. The basic theory of a-c generators is
discussed in chapter lb of Basic Electricity,
NavPers 10086-B.

An underspeed switch is normally connected
to the output shaft of the CSD unit. This is a
centrifugally-operated switch and is normally in
the open position: it closes only when the
output end of the CSD (which is also the
generator shaft) reaches a preset speed of rota-
tion. When the switch is open, the electrical
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system cannot be energized. An overspeed
switch is also sometimes used.

. D-C GENERATOR. In most older aircraft all
electric power was generated as d.c. In most of
the newer aircraft no d.c. is generated: the d-c
requirements are met by transforming and recti-
fying the a.c. In some presently operational
aircraft. however. the main power generation
system provides both a-c and d-c voltages from a
common unit. In other aircraft models, a sepa-
rate generator is used to provide the d-c power
required for operation of the d-c components.
This method is not common in airborne applica-
tions because of the limited lumber of prime
movers (engines) available:

The basic theory of d-c power generators is
presented in chapter 18 of Basic Electricity.
Nav Per, 1008(1-B.

EMERGENCY GENERATORS. In the event
of failure or shutdown of the aircraft's engines
or main gererators. the electric system becomes
inoperative. The aircraft, however, must have
electrical power in order to maintain adequate
flight control. Most naval aircraft incorporate an
auxiliary or emergency generator which operates
independently of the aircraft engine.

The most common type of emergency genera-
tor is the ram air turbine (RAT). It is normally
enclosed within the fuselage. being projected
into the airstream when its operation is neces-
sary. Driving power for the rotor is derived from
the movement of a turbine through the air; it
can be operated only in flight or with blast air
when on the ground.

Due to its relatively small size. the emergency
generator cannot supply the electric loads re-
quired for normal operation of the aircraft.
Therefore only those systems and equipments
considered essential for the maintenance of
flight are operable when the aircraft is depen-
dent on the emergency generator.

Because the rotor of the ram air turbine
generator turns at a variable speed (dependent
on the speed of the aircraft in flight ). frequency
stability is not so refined as that of the main
generators. A governor is usually incorporated to
limit rotational speed: the frequency is thus
prevented from becoming too high. No solution
has yet been found for maintaining operation of
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the generator when the aircraft speed drops
below a certain point. Therefore. in the event of
a power-off landing. all electric power and
stability control is lost before the aircraft rolls
to a full stop.

System Voltage Regulation

Voltage regulators arc incorporated in all
electric generatiosystems. Although similar in
basic purpose. the configuration and details of
operation vary with each type. Bask theory of
voltage regulation and regulator devices is pre-
sented in chapters lb (for a.c.) and IN (for d.c.)
of Basic Electricity. NavPers 1008(1-B. A practi-
cal 3-phas a-c static voltage regulator. specifi-
cally designed for aircraft usage. is shown in
simplified form in figure 8-1 and discussed in the
following paragraphs.

The voltage sensing circuit of the regulator
incorporates a highest phase takeover (LIFT)
circuit developed specifically for aircraft sys-
tems. This circuit permits regulation of the
average of the 3-phase voltages during normal
system operation and during slightly unbalanced
conditions of the system. Large unbalanced load
conditions result in large unbalanced voltages.
The HPT circuit allows regulation of the highest
individual phase-to-neutral voltage. The unit
thus incorporates the advantages of bota the
average voltage sensing circuit and the highest
phase voltage sensing circuit.

The output of the HPT circuit is compared
with an accurate voltage obtained from a cold
cathode voltage reference tube. Any difference
between the sensed voltage and the voltage
reference causes a current to flow in the control
winding of a magnetic amplifier. This amplifier
is energized by a single-phase a-c voltage, such as
that produced by a permanent magnet generator
(PMG). The current in the control winding
determines the current output of the PMG to
the magnetic amplifier output circuit. The out-
put of the magnetic amplifier supplies the
control winding of the saturable current poten-
tial.transformer (SCPT).

If the voltage rises at the generator terminals.
the output voltage from the sensing circuit
increases. This in turn increases the error signal
between the sensing circuit and the glow tube
reference, and adds to the current in the control
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Figure &3. Voltage regulator, simplified schematic.

winding of the magnetic amplifier. The increased
current tends to increase the magnetic ampli-
fier's output current. which then passes through
the control winding of the SCPT and makes it
behave more like an air core transformer. This
reduces the output power. Since the output
power of the SCPT is the input power to the
generator field. the terminal voltage of the
generator is lowered to its required level.

External Power

Essentially all aircraft have provisions for
application of electric power from an external
source for starting the aircraft engines and/or for
ground servicing and maintenance without oper-
ating the engines. This power. while not gener-
ated within the aircraft, is part of the overall
electric system of the aircraft. It must be in all
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aspects compatible with the power generated
within the aircraft. The internal and external
power are not normally utilized at the same
time. This is one of the functions of the
distribution system, which is discussed briefly
below. (The equipments used to supply power in
the external mode of the electric system are
discussed briefly in a later portion of this
chapter.)

Distribution System

Once the electric power has been generated
and some of it transformed. it must be distrib-
uted to the various components and equipment
where it is to be used. In a simple system, with
comparatively few equipments and requiring
only a single form of electric power. a simple
distribution system could be used. In modern
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naval aircrait. however. with the omples elec-
trical and electronic installations requiring many
forms of power. an estreinely complo, distribu-
tion stem is required.

kWh Me kid aircraft has different electrical
requirements. therefore. each distribution sys-
tem Must differ from all others in accordance
with indi% idual requirements.

Lhe maior area of difference between distri-
bution systems of different model aircraft lies in
the switching arrangement used to change elec-
tric loads from one source to another in the
event of a malfunction.

Long range patrol aircraft normally carry a
flight engineer as part of their operating flight
crew. I he flight engineer is responsible for
monitoring the operational status of many dif-
ferent systems within the aircraft. In some
aircraft he is responsible for distributing individ-
ual electric loads among the various sources so as
to provide for essentially halanced loads. Ile is
usualIN responsible for recycling failed systems
when it is assumed that the fault has been
corrected. Interceptor and other carrier-based
aircraft usually do not have a separate flight
engineer. The distribution system for these two
systems must he quite different in details. even
though they may both incorporate all the basic
requirements and capabilities for load distri-
bution.

Power Conversion Devices

In most naval aircraft. the main electric power
generation system produces 3-phase a-c power at
40() Hf. All aircraft require various levels and
quantities of d-c power. and in many instances
a-c power of a different frequency is also

required. In these cases. various devices are
needed to convert the power from the forms
generated into the lbrm required for the specific
application. A few important conversion devices
are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.

TRANSFORMER-RECTIFIERS. The most
common conversion device for changing a.c. to
d.c. is the transtbrmer-rectifier. The 3-phase.
I I S -volt a.c. is r :duced in a stepdown trans-
former and then rectified to produce the 28-volt
d.c. required for operation of various relays.
lights. instruments. mechanical devices. etc. Spe-
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cific transformer-rectifier units arc discussed in
the electrical section of the maintenance instruc-
tion manual for each model aircraft: the funda-
mental theory of transformers is discussed in

eh ter 16. and rectifiers are discussed in chap-
ter 15. of Basic Electricity, NavPers

INVERTERS. An inverter is a rotating elec-
tromechanical device used to convert low volt-
age d.c. into a.c. It consists essentially of a speed
governed d-c motor. an armature and brush
assembly. Ind a permanent magnet inductor
type a-c generator. all within a single unit: the
armature and the permanent magnet rotor are
usually mounted on a common shaft.

Tlw inverter's output frequency and voltage
should be checked periodically to assure that
they are within prescribed limits. Should adjust-
ment be required, notify the electric shop
since adjiament of inverters is a responsibility
of the AE rating.

Inverters are normally utilized as an emer-
gency power source and for engine starting when
the battery is the only power source available.

System Protection

The aircraft electric system incorporates cir-
cuits designed to protect the system from
damage which could result from mannetion or
nonoperation of components in the generation
system. Protection requirements and system
components vary in different model aircraft, so
the circuits are not standardized in configura-
tion. This discussion is based on functional
application rather than on operating theory.

OVERVOLTAGE In overvoltage protective
circuits, a relay deenergizes the system when the
line voltage exceeds preset limits. In a more
elaborate system. a highest phase takeover
circuit" and a "reactive biasing circuit" are
incorporated to provide added protection. Line
voltage is sensed and compared with a reference
voltage. If the line voltage is too high, and
remains excessive for a preset time interval, the
protective circuit assumes control and removes
the generator from the line.

UNDERVOLTAGE. The undervoltage relay
removes the generator from the line whenever
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the system voltage drops below a preset limit:
sensed voltage is compared with the same
reference as that used in the overvoltage protec-
tive circuit. Thus the system is protected when-
ever the voltage supplied to the line is either
above or below the narrow range established by
the biasing of the relays.

PMG TRANSFER. This circuit is used in
generation systems in which a permanent mag-
net generator is used to furnish power for the
generator controls. If a malfunction occurs in
the PM(; or its le ads to the control panel), the
source of control power is shifted to one of the
phases of the main generator. Shifting of power
sources is accomplished without interruption by
operation of the permanent magnet generator
control transfer relay. Once the system has
become deenergited. however, the main genera-
tor cannot be built up again using the failed
PMG.

ANTICYCLING. Systems which are pro-
tected by disabling relays are inherently subject
to cycling operation. That is. when the opera-
tion of a relay rem. ves a faulty component from
the line, it also removes the cause of its own
initial operation: therefore the relay returns to
its normal condition and the faulty component
is returned to the circuit. It' the faulty condition
still exists. it trips the relay again, and starts
another cycle. Anticycling protection consists of
a lockout relay that operates to lock in an open
position through a set of its own contacts. Thus
the faulty circuit cannot cycle itself- the system
remains inoperative until the tripped generator
control switch is turned to the OFF position and
then returned to the ON position.

P-3C ELECTRIC SYSTEM

This aircraft represents an outstanding exam-
ple of versatility and flexibility in electric sys-
tems. It also illustrates several concepts which
will probably find general application in future
versions of long range aircraft.

The P-3C Orion is a land-based, four-engine.
long range patrol type aircraft used primarily for
ASW operations. Its electric system includes
three main generators which are driven by
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engines No. 2. 3. and 4. The No. I engine is not
used in generating electric power. A fourth
generator is mounted on and driven by an
auxiliary power unit (APU). Refer to figure M-2
t AI.

Three-phase. 115/200 volt. 400 Hz power is
supplied to the a-c distribution buses which are
located throughout the aircraft. Refer to figure
8-2 (B) at frequent intervals throughout the
remainder of this discussion. Each generator is
controlled from the right inboard overhead
electrical control panel, and supplies power to
the a-c distribution system through contractors
located within the main load center.

The No. 2 generator normally supplies the
main a-c bus A, and the No. 3 generator
normally supplies the main a-c bus B. The No. 4
generator runs as a standby and automatically
takes over loads deenergized as the result of a
failed generator. With a dual failure (including
generator No. 4), the APU is started and assumes
the loads of the failed generators.

Each generator is provided with undervolt-
age, overvoltage, underfrequency, overfrequcncy.
feeder fault. lockout. and antieycle protection.
In addition, embedded in the alternator stator
assembly is a mechanical failure warning device
which. in the event of a generator bearing
failure, will cause the GEN FAIL light on the
center instrument panel to illuminate.

NOTE: The mechanical failure warning circuit
is not used in the APU generator system.

Operation of the system during normal flight
conditions is entirely automatic. The crew needs
only to monitor the control panels at the load
centers for any indication of a malfunction.

Control of the system is also automatic during
ground operation. except switching to and from
external power. Lights are provided on the right
inboard overhead panel and at the external
power receptacle to indicate when external
power is being used. Prior to applying external
power to the aircraft, the technician must insure
that all switches are properly positioned to
receive external power and that all personnel
performing maintenance on the aircraft are
notified that external power is to be applied to
aircraft buses. If electronic equipment is to he
operated. air conditioning must he connected to
the electronic racks to prevent equipment over-
heating.
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F413 EL} ,CTRIC SYSTEM

I e 1 -411 was selected for discussion in this
chapter because it offers an example of the
continuous process of it 11w reliability
and simplifying operation of the overall electric
system.

the F-413 "Phantom II is a carrier-based,
two-engine. high speed. high altitude. jet inter-
ceptor type aircraft. the engines operate at
arying speeds according to power settings:
therefore a separate ('SD unit is needed to
provide the generator with a constant speed of
rotation. lite main power generation system
produces a well regulated I 1 5i 200-volt. 3-phase.

a.c. Part of the a-c power is transformed
and rectified to 2N-volt d-c power. The system
utilises the static excitation and regulation
systems. and incorporates numerous protective
features. While some main a-c buses are operated
in parallel, this operational feature is being
phased-out in an effort to simplify the overall
operation of the system.
ties versions of the bask. aircraft have incor-

porated an automatic ('SI) disconnect system. In
older nuldels. the engine was shut down when-
ever overheating of the generator or ('SD unit
was indicated. This required operation on single
engine and attempted air-starts of the secured
engine. with many aborted missions and emer-
gency alerts. With the new unit installed it is no
longer necessary to secure the engine. unless the
cause of overheating is low oil supply in the
engine-CSD-generator system fall three units WV
a common oil supply for cooling).

Another recent modification. the use of
brushless generators. has resulted in increased
power output ratings coupled with improve-
ments in the control and regulating components.
The modification has decreased total weight.
improved reliability. and lowered maintenance
requiremen

In early versions of the aircraft. damage to the
transformer-rectifiers was frequently caused by
the application of external power with reversed
phase. improper voltage or frequency. or some
other defect. A fuse has been installed in the
external power circuit to protect the external
transformer-rectifier from damage when any
parameter of the exte, nal power falls outside
tolerances.
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A problem common to many aircraft involves
the ram air turbine t RAT) emergency generator.
In early versions of the Phantom II. the emer-
gency generator supplied hydraulic power. in
addition to the electric power. for use when
both engines were inoperative. This combined
requirement limited the RAT to fairly high
flying speeds and resulted in the loss of emer-
gency power prior to touchdown in the dead-
engine emergency landing. Recent modifications
have allowed removal of the hydraulic provisions
from the RAT. Improvements to the turbine and
its associated generator have permitted the
production of adequate emergency electric
power at a much lower speed. The newer aircraft
can maintain emergency electric power with a
speed below that of normal touchdown. Since
power decreases rapidly after touchdown, a
cutout switch has been installed in the landing
gear system. This switch removes the emergency
generator from the line upon touchdown and
protects the essential bus equipments and com-
ponents from the effects of low voltage and
frequency.

CIRCUIT PROTECTION AND
CONTROL DEVICES

The electric system of an aircraft is protected
from damage and failure by fuses. current
limiters, and circuit breakers. Control and distri-
bution of power is accomplished by the use of
switches and relays. Each of these components is
available in many styles and sizes, some of which
are ideally suited for use in aircraft while others
are limited to use in shop installation.

Complete coverage of fuses. current limiters.
and circuit breakers is presented in chapter 14 of
Basic Electricity. NavPers 100/46-8. and chapter
4 of this manual.

RECTIFIER UNITS

The use of a-c generators for primary electri-
cal power in modern naval aircraft has been
mentioned previously. one of the reasons for
this is the saving in weight.

The site of wire required to deliver a given
wattage can be considerably smaller if the
voltage is I I S volts a.c. rather than 27.7 volts
d.c. Due to higher voltage and a fur-wire
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(grounded neutral) system. the current carried in
each wire is only a fraction of that required for
the same power in a 28-volt d-c system. This
permits the use of much smaller aircraft wiring
with a great saving in weight. The a-c generator
itself. especially in the larger sites. is lighter than
2 d-c generator of comparable output. Many of
the components for system control and protec-
tion are also lighter than comparable d-c compo-
nents.

Even though the d-c generator is eliminated
by the will/Akin of a.c. as a primary source of
power. d-e voltages are required for proper
functioning of many systems. This d-e voltage is
obtained from a transformer-rectitier assembly.

Figure 8-3 is a schematic drawing of a
transinriner-rectifier unit. The transformer is a
3-phase. 400 Elc, stepdown type. The input is
115 volts a.c. to a delta connection. and the
output is 2' volts a.c. across each leg of a wye
connection. i tie rectifiers are of the selenium
dry disk type. forming a bridge unit. After
rectification (and minus the voltage drop across
the rectifier). the output is 28 volts d.c. (Refer
to chapter lb of Basic Electricity. NavPers
100,46-B for discussion of 3-phase power com-
ponents.)

Figure 8-3.Transfomer-rectifier.
AT. 64
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AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES

The electric power requirements for starting
and servicing modern aircraft are very high. Even
in those aircraft which have batteries installed.
routine servicing and operational testing of the
electronics system require that either the aircraft
engines he operating or that an external source
of electric power be used.

There are many auxiliary power units (Alin)
available for supplying electric power to the
aircraft for engine starting ground servicing. and
operational testing. External power receptacles
are mounted on all aircraft to provide a means
of connecting the external sources to the air-
craft.

Sonic aircraft are also furnished with an
airborne auxiliary powerplant (APP) installed
aboard or attached externally to the aircraft.
The auxiliary powerplant usually consists of an
independently operated gasoline engine or tur-
bine which drives a generator. 'the generator
supplies power to the electric system on the
ground and in the air. Although the airborne
auxiliary powerplant is not capable of supplying
the entire load requirements for normal opera-
tion of all equipment. it does have the capacity
to furnish limited loads for ground servicing or
for emergency use in flight.

This section presents a brief discussion of
ground- and ship -haled auxiliary power units.
airborne auxiliary powerplants. and the main
power sources normally found in aircraft
hangars and on carrier flight decks.

AUXILIARY POWER UNITS

In this discussion the term auxiliary power
unit is limited to those units which are portable.
but are not installed aboard the aircraft. The
units may be self-propelled. towable. or inerely
transportable; they may use diesel fuel, jet fuel.
or gasoline or electric motors. The generators
may be driven by the unit's engine or it may
have its own prime mover. Several types are
discussed: however. before beginning a discus -
sion of specific. types of individual models.
several generalizations should be mentioned.

When moving the APU into the vicinity of the
aircraft. care should be taken to avoid collision
with aircraft or other equipment. Flight lines
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and aircraft parking areas arc normally crowded.
and space between aircraft and equipment may
not he statieieht to allow passage Or the APU.
i.4fuipment and or aircraft may have to be
mined and repositioned to permit access to the
aircraft to he serviced. When movement of the
aircraft is ilesNtry. the line crew should he
not died. and requirements should he outlined.
Local procedures and policies must he followed.
and line safety regulations observed. Under NO
conditions should the APU he used to move the
aircraft. not even a couple of feet.

One access to the aircraft has been gained.
the APU must he connected to the aircraft. Each
unit has its own procedures for operation. but
sonic general considerations apply to all. Prior to
connecting the APU to the aircraft to be
serviced. all aircraft power switches should be
checked and placed in the proper position. (This
requires familiarization with the aircraft: the
infOrmation is available in the Maintenance
Instructions Manual for each model aircraft.)

Prior to making the actual connection. the
cable and the receptacle should he inspected
carefully for general condition and for correct
polarity/phase. Many flights arc aborted because
external power cables have been inserted into
aircraft with polarity or phase reversed due to
careless insertion or defective cables.

The APU should not be connected to the
aircraft with a 'hot line": the generator power
switches should he off. After connection. the
generator may be activated. and the switches
turned on when stable operation is obtained.

During high load operation of APU's. the
power cables frequently heat excessively and the
cable voltage drop is quite noticeable. Nearly all
of the mobile electric power plants (MEPP's)
have an output current capability well in excess
of the current rating of the cables. Therefore.
when supplying power to large loads, the current
ultimo of the cables must he considered. If the
total load requirement exceeds the rating of the
cable, the load should he reduced.

Mobile Electric Powerplants

NC -MA. The NC -SA is a mobile. self-pro-
pelled. self-contained. electric powerplant uti-
lized for servicing and starting rotary and fixed
wing aircraft. The powerplant is designed to

produce (dl kva of 400 Ht. 120/208 volt a-c
power and 500 amperes at 28 volts power
continuously. or 750 amperes d-c power inter-
mittently. Both a-c and d-c power may be
supplied simultaneously for loads up to 48 kw.

Power connections to the aircraft are made
through 30 foot a-c and d-c cables that are
stored on two spring loaded reels. mounted in
the rear portions of the unit. The reels provide
compact cable storage and automatic cable
retraction when released from the lock position.

The powerplant is equipped with built-in
safety devices that protect the load and itself
from damage in the event the operation exceeds
prescribed limits. Radio interference suppression
componentry is incorporated in the powerplant
to prevent interference with surrounding equip-
ment and internal shielding prevents other
equipment from interfering with the unit.

NC-10B. The NC-I013 MEPP (Mobile Electric
Powerplant 1 is a diesel engine-driven mobile
powerplant designed for shore based or ship-
board facilities. It supplies regulated electrical
power up to 40 kva at 0.8 power factor.
115/200 volts. 3-phase. 400 Hz for ground
maintenance and service of helicopters and jet
aircraft. A portion of the a-c power output is
rectified to supply 28 volts d.c. at 750 amperes
continously and 1.000 amperes intermittently
for starting aircraft.

The self-contained MEP?. which may he
towed up to 20 mph. requires no external.
electrical. or mechanical sources of power. When
self-propelled. it can move at 2 1/4 mph and can
ascend a 15° incline at 1/2 mph. Controls for
self-propulsion are located on the towbar. Elec-
trical power controls and indicators are located
on a control panel in the left front portion of
the unit. Reel-mounted power cables are sup-
plied along with a removable flood- light.

The powerplant components are mounted on
a four-wheel trailer consisting of a welded steel
chassis and running gear. Figure 8-4 shows the
NC-1013 MEPP. The running gear has a towbar
used for vehicle towing and, when the unit is
self-propelled. for front-wheel steering. A warn-
ing horn switch is actuated by a flapper (tang) in
the towbar lunette eye. The warning horn
sounds when powerplant towing is attempted
but the rear wheel clutch drive pins are not
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Figure 9-4.NC-109 mobile electric powerplant.

disengaged. '1 owing m ith the pins engaged seri-
ously damages the hydraulic propulsion motors.
A handle. mounted on the towbar. controls
forward and reverse nuweinent of the self-pro-

pellet! powerplant. When it is not towing or
steering the tit-1014. the spring-loaded towbar
returns to the upright position and applies the
by draulic brakes of the two rear wheels. f he
brakes are also applied by means of a cable-oper-
ated handbrake lever and by inertial tOre when
the towed unit slows down.

he NC-I013 is furnished with three 30-foot
output cables. two for a.c. and (me for d.c. Uah
cable is provided with a suitable connector
which mates with the aircraft and is attached to
a separate spring-return cable reel equipped with
an auttainatti ratchet which holds the cable at
any extended length. Cables are mounted in the
same order as the output switches on the control
panel N-51. the Iwo cables nearest the
control panel supply a.c. and the farthest cable
supplies d.c. "1 he cable nearest the control
panel and the ti -c cable are compensated for
voltage drop attributed to cable length.

the 013 is equipped with several fault-
sensing circuits which. depending upon the
nature of the fault. either shut down the engine
or discontinue the electric power output and

1ST COPY AVAILABLE

Figure 8-5.Contraf and gage panel&
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bring the engine to idle. Monitored engine faults
are high klmlant temperature. low lobe oil
pressure. overspeed. and low fuel supply tone-
half-hour operating time remaining). Any of
these faults will energi/e the engine fuel and
air-supply shutoff solenoids and thus shut down
the diesel engine. Other faults which discontinue
electrical output. open electrical contactors. and
bring the engine to idle arc: overvoltage or
undervoltage. overfrequeney or underfrequency.
and d-c output overvoltage.

Instructions for the operation of the power-
plant are presented in the MEPP handbook (NA
l

NC-12 AND NC-I 2A. The NC-12 and
NC-12A are diesel engin-driven powerplants,
designed to supply 125 kva at 115/200 volts,
3-phase. 400 fir for servicing. starting, and
maintaining helicopters and jet aircraft. A por-
tion of the generated electric power is rectified
to supply 28 volts d.c. at 750 amperes ( IMOD
amperes intermittent) for aircraft starting. These
units utilize dual power output circuits which
make them capable of simultaneously delivering
electric power for two P-3A aircraft.

The powerplants and components are
mounted on a four-wheel trailer. equipped with
mechanical front wheel brakes which are actu-
ated by a hand lever or the spring-loaded
towbar. These units do not come equipped with
self-propelled features they must be towed.

The NC-I2 and NC-I 2A are similar except the
NC-12 was designed for shore duty operation,
while the NC-I 2A was designed for either carrier
or shore-based use. The electrical characteristics
are identical. Figure 8 -o depicts the NC-12A.

The technician will come in contact with
many new types of powerplants such as the
NC-N series. NC- I 0 series, and NC-12 series.
which will eventually replace the older plants
such as the NC-5, NC-6. and NC-7 series.

(NOTE: Most naval air stations and activities
have training courses available to provide in-
struction in the use and operation of mobile
powerplants. Only licensed operators should
operate this type equipment.)

Table 8-I shows a comparison of the major
characteristics of the mobile electric power-
plants discussed in the preceding paragraphs. as
well as some older types still in common usage.
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Figure 84ktobile electric pow/plant, type NC -12A.

AIRBORNE AUXILIARY POWER UNITS

As discussed under the heading P-3C electrical
system, some of the larger aircraft are equipped
with auxiliary power units (APU). These may be
installed at different locations on different
aircraft. They are used to furnish .electrical
power when engine-driven generators are not
operating or when external power is not avail-
able. The APU is utilized to furnish power since
excessive battery usage must be avoided when
possible. The power output from the APU
provides a constant voltage at a constant fre-
quency. which is advantageous since the APU is
not dependent on aircraft engine rpm.

In addition to driving a generator, the gas
turbine type APU may also provide compressed
air to mart engines (using the pneumaM starting
system) and for air conditioning, thereby mak-
ing the aircraft independent of the need of
ground power units to carry out its mission. (See
figure 8-7.)

Auxiliary powerplant logbooks must be kept
on each powerplant. The operator of the power-
plant is responsible for entering the operating
time in the log each time the unit is used.

DECKEDGE POWER

The primary function of the deckedge electri-
cal power system installed on aircraft carriers is
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Figure 8.7.--Gas turbine type APU.

to provide a readily accessible source of servicing
and starting tIower to aircraft at almost all
locations on the carriers flight and hangar
decks.

The 28-volt d.c. is tipplied by motor-genera-
iors or rectified a.c. front remote a-c generators.

The 40`) 3-phase a-c servicing voltage is
by these same a-c generators

through st,:plown transformers. Figure 8-8
shows a gram of an electrical system which
may he found on a modern carrier. The deck-
edge power nay he supplied by service outlets at
the edge o the flight deck or from recesses in
the flight 4,.!ck. MI systems have standard
remote coin 4 switches, service outlet boxes.
and portable Mks. Figure 8-9 shows a typical
deckedgc insia

Although th -e are some variations between
carriers of dit 'rent dames and aircraft of
different models this discussion and the asso-

AT. 11

elated figures represent a typical example. For
explicit details concerning a specific installation.
check the deckedge station and its power cables,

The d-c service outlet box contains two male
plugs. One is rectangular in shape and the other
is oval. The rectangular plug provides servicing
power and the oval plug provides starting power
for aircraft with electrical starters.

The aircraft is equipped with an oval-shaped
plug for applying d-e servicing power and a
rectangular-shaped six-pin plug for applying
3-phase. 400 Hz. a-c servicing power. Power is
applied to the aircraft by connecting the port-
able cables between the deckedge and aircraft
plugs. To obtain d-c servicing power. the oval
end of the portable cable is connected to the
oval plug in the aircraft and the opposite
(rectangular) end is connected to the rectangular
deckedge plug.

To obtain 3-phase. 400 Hz. a-c service power.
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Figure 8-8.Deckedge electrical system.
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Figure 8-9.Typical deckedge installatitet.

the portable a-c plug is connected to the aircraft
and the opposite end to deckedge a-c service
power box. The ends of the a-c portable cable
are interchangeable.

Figure 5-10 illustrates how these connections
may he made. To obtain d-c servicing power to
the aircraft. connect the cable from A to A': to
obtain a-c service power connect it from 13 to W.
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Figure 8-10.-0-c and a-c power cables and plugs.

:e a-c service power is usually provided at
the same station as Pie d-c power. The cable is
usually permanently attached to the service
outlet box. Although its plug is rectangular.
there is no danger of connecting it to the tt-c
service power receptacle as the size and number
of pins are not the Ninth'.

Care should he exercised when connecting
auxiliary power cables to the aircraft. The cables
are heavy. and damage to the aircraft may result
if there is not sufficient slack in the cahls.
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GROUND COOLING SYSTEMS

The purpose and need for ground cooling will
vary with type of aircraft and climatic condi-
tions. When repairing high-voltage equipment
aboard large aircraft in a tropic zone. ground
cooling of the aircraft cabin reduces the hazard
of shock due to clothing being wet with perspi-
ration. It may also prevent shorting of compo-
nents by falling perspiration.

Apt addittinUI reason tOr using ground cooling
equipment. 0191 in temperate zones. is the fact
that electronic equipment produces large quanti-
ties of heat. This heat must he dissipated or the
equipment would achieve temperatures that
could cause damage and create a fire hazard.
When the aircraft is airborne. various means are
used to accomplish the required curling. Some
electronic equipments have fans built in tie
cooling. Others generate so much heat that a
blast of air from outside the aircraft must be
used. Some large magnetrons are liquid cooled
the liquid. in turn. is cooled by air directed over
a radiator.

When a large quantity of air is required for
cooling, a common source for the air is the
aircraft's ventilation system. !however. line main-
tenance. ground operational checks. and func-
tional checks are usually performed without the
aircraft`s ventilation system operating. since this
system is driven by the air...raft engines. There-
fore. a substitute air supply must he 'provided
tOr the air distribution system.

The air distribution system illustrated in
figure 8-1 I consists of two subsystems. One
subsystem controls and distributes the incoming
fresh air supply: the other controls exhaust
airflow through electronic racks and tactical
crew station cabinets to the atmosphere. The
fresh air distribution subsystem is designed to
use fresh, temperature-controlled air from two
engine-driven cabin air compressors. An alter-
nate source of unconditioned fresh air, called
the auxiliary ventilation system. may he used in
flight to supplitent the temperature-controlled
air from the cabin air compressors.

The auxiliary ventilation system receives air
from a ram air inlet. This inlet and a ground air
connection are adjacent to one another in the
nosewheel well and connect to a common duet.
This duct connects to the duct which normally
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carries air from the cabin air cycle cooling
system to the cabin air riser (vertical duct). The
air front either of these alternate fresh air
sources is routed the same as air coming from
the cabin air cycle cooling system. There litre.
the ground contraction permits the output from
a mobile air conditioner to be routed through
the duct which normally carries air from the
cabin air cycle cooling system. This is particu-
larly desirable for line maintenance purposes.

ACM-2905-E22

The ACM-2905-E22 is a mobile aircraft air
conditioner that is capable of delivering 21.9
tons of refrigeration at 2.5004.-fm t cubic feet per
minute I. A ton of refrigoation is the amount of
cooling resulting from the absorption of enough
heat to melt a ton of ice at 32' F in a 24-hour
period. This is equivalent to a cooling capacity
of approximately 1 2,000 litti per hour.

The air conditioning unit consists of a 7-cylin-
der. 40-ton radial compressor directly connected
to a 150-hp internal combustion engine: large
cooling coils: and an evaporative condenser. (See
fig. )4-12.) "fire engine uses conventional automo-
tive type electrical starting and battery charging
eqUipMent

The unit is housed in a 12-foot truck body
and is controlled from a simple panel located on
the outside of the truck for ease of operation.
f SLY fig. 8-13. r

A built-in safety system cuts off the ignition
to the air-conditioning unit whenever the follow-
ing conditions occur:

1. Loss of engine oil pressure
2. Engine water temperature too high.
3. ('ompressor suction pressure too low.
4. ('ompressor discharge pressure too high.
Should any of these conditions occur, an

alarm hell will sound, a red light on the control
panel will be illuminated. and the engine will
automatically shut down.

The control panel. mounted in the left side of
the unit, contains the following instruments and
controls:

1. Panel lights and switch. Two panel lights
are supplied to provide illumination for the
control panel.

2. Interior light switch and pilot light. This
switch is provided to operate lights situated at
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Figure 8.11.Air distribution system of an aircraft. (A) inlet air system; (B) exhaust air system.
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SUCTION
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STRAINER
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EXCN TIGER
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AIR DISCHARGE

HOSE

-
WATER EQUALIZER
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Figure 8-12.Air-conditioning unit, functional diagram

other iloints in the installation. The green pilot
light indicates when the interior lights are on.

3. Safety release switch. This is a 110i-button
switch which is used to remove the sai'ety
controls from the circuit. Should a shutdown
occur due to excessively high water temperature,
it m zu be necessary to hold this button in
while starting the engine after the cause of the
shutdown has been corrected.

4. Key ignition switch. This switch prevents
unatithorited persons from attempting to oper-
at the machine. When the switch is turned off,
the entire electrical system is disconnected and
the starting motor cannot be operated.

5. Tachometer. The electric tachometer indi-
cates the engine speed in revolutions per minute.

6. The ammeter. The ammeter indicates the
rate of charge or flow of electric current being
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WATER STORAGE TANK
CAPACITY 31 GAL
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supplied to the battery by the generator, or the
rate of discharge from the battery.

7. Oil pressure gage. The oil pressure wage
indicates the pressure of the engine oil, not the
amount of oil in the crankcase.

8. Water temperature gage. The temperature
gage indicates th': temperature of the cooling
system of the engine (not the air conditioner,.

9. Starting button. Pressing the Lotion, after
the key switch is turned on, completes the
circuit hely, veil the battery and startinr, motor
to crank the engine.

10. Choke control. Pulling the choke out
supplies a richer mixture for starting when the
engine is cold.

I I. Vernier type throttle control. The throt-
tle is equipped with a locking device to hold the
control in any desired position.
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Figure 8-13.--Air-conditioning truck mounting and control panel.

12. Fuel tank gage. The fuel gage is electri-
cally operated and is connected to the fuel tank
sensing unit. The gage indicates the level of
gasoline in the tank and will only register after
the ignition switch is turned on.

13. Evaporator-condenser water tank gage.
Operating similarly to the above, this gage
indicates the water level in the evaporative
condenser supply tank.

14. Winter switch. This switch is used to
operate a solenoid valve in the refrigerant line.
In winter, when it is desired to operate the
engine without refrigeration. the switch is to he
set at the OFF position. For normal operation.
however, the switch is to be left ON.

15. Refrigeration gages. These three instru-
ments treading from left to right when lacing
the control panel) are: Compressor suction
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pressure gage. compressor oil pressure gage. and
compressor discharge pressure gage.

NR-3

The NR-3 is a trailer-mounted, Freon cycle,
120-hp. engine-driven mobile air-conditioning
unit. (See fig. 8-14.) This unit is completely
self- sustaining and carries enough fuel and water
to provide 4 hours of continuous operation. A
lunette eye, with a shock control device. is

attached to the end of a steerable tow bar and
will allow the air conditioner to he towed up to
speeds of 40 mph on paved surilices. A tow bar
retainer allows the tow bar to be stowed in the
vertical position when not in use. A parking
brake provides a means of securing the fully
loaded unit on grades up to 35 per4:ent.
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Figure S- 14. --NR -3 air conditioner.

This air-conditioning unit supplies cool. mois-
ture-live air to the cabin conditioning and
cooling equipment systems during ground check-
out and testing of an aircroft's various systems.
The unit is capable of delivering 2')4.000 Btu
124.5 tons gross) of conditioned This pro-
duixs 100 pounds of airflow, at a pressure of 3
pounds per square inch. throughout a range in
ambient temperatures from 10° C F) to
43° C (133° 1') when measured at sea level. The
equipment is designed to operate at altitudes up
to 5.000 feet above sea level.

NR-I0

The purpose and the basic operation of the
NR- 10 are the same as the NR-3; however, the
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Nit-10 t tig. 8-15) is a later model. This mobile
air conditioner is a trailer mounted, self-con-
tained unit. It has a cooling capacity of 19 tons,
utilizing a 6-cylinder open type refrigerant com-
pressor.

The air conditioner is dc Agned to provide
cooling, ventilatio-.. d. humidification. and filtra-
tion of air for electreAic equipment.

For further information on the NR-10. refer
to NA 19-60-76.

MULTIPURPOSE SERVICING UNIT RCPP 105

The AiResearch RCPP 105 is a gas turbine-
driven power and refrigeration aircraft ground
support unit furnished to the Navy in three
different configurations. It is used primarily in
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1

Figure B-15.NR-10 tar conditioner.

support of the RA-5 and F-411 aircraft. All
three arrangements employ basically the same
system. using a small gas turbine to supply
electric power and air for refrigeration, main
aircraft engine starting, and pilot suit pressuriza-
tion.

Electi.c power is generated by an
air-driven turbine.)

The R('PP 105 tone of the three available
models) is mounted in a 22-foot long aero-
dynamic pod for air transportation as an aircraft
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external stow. On the RA-5C. the pod
transported under the wing: on the F-4B, it is

carried under the fuselage. A cradle type tow-
able trail, is provided tier ground movement of
the unit. t rig. 8-16.1

The RCPT 105 is mounted on a self-pro-
pelled. low-silhouette 08 inches from the
ground trailer.

The tractor unit is similar to the RCM' 105
except that the turbine-driven unit is mounted
on a diesel tractor.
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CHAPTER 9

AIRBORNE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
AND TRANSMITTERS

One of the duties of a technician may he to
operate and maintain many different types of
aircraft communication equipments. These
equipments differ in many respects; however. in
other respects they are similar. It is beyond the
scope of this training manual to present informa-
tion that relates to all of the many different
equipments; therefore, only representative sets
are discussed.

Distinctive features of naval airborne commu-
nications equipment include automatic tuning.
subassembly and modular types of construction.
shock mounting of major units, and pressuriza-
tion, as well as the electronic components and
circuitry employed.

Automatic tuning, which makes possible rapid
election of preset channels. is used in most

modern naval airborne communication systems.
This feature is essential because channel changes
must be made accurately and quickly. Since the
automatic system provides great simplicity of
control, the entire operation is usually accom-
plished by means of a single dial.

The use of shock mounting is required be-
cause of vibration and the extreme physical
forces present in normal operation in aircraft.
The construction of electronic equipment in
subassemblies and modules simplifies mainte-
nance and repair. It permits the removal and
replacement of sections containing defective or
malfunctioning parts without dismantling the
entire equipment.

All radio communication equipments.
whether military or civilian, are designed for
operation within certain well-defined frequency
limits. in this chapter the terms used in refer-
ence to frequency bands designate maior por-
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tions of the radio spectrum. The designations
and abbreviations are those in general use.

GENERAL PURPOSE
RECEIVER AN/ARR-41

Radio Receiving Set ANJARR-41. consisting
of the receiver R-b48/ARR-41 and its mounting,
is a radio receiver that finds general application
in naval aircraft. It is a superheterodyne receiver
capable of receiving RF signals from 190 kHz to
550 kHz and from 2 MHz to 25 MHz. covered in
five frequency bands. A mechanical type
counter. located on the front panel of the
receiver, indicates the frequency tin megahertz)
of the received signa:. It can receive signals
which are of the AM. unmodulated CV/. or
frequency shift keyed types. Accurate frequency
calibration is obtained through a built-in circuit
consisting of a 500 kHz crystal-controlled oscil-
lator and a multivibrator. Construction is of the
subassembly design.

The Maintenance Instructions Manual for the
receiver presents in detail the theory and opera-
tion of the receiver. the maintenance. test, and
alinement procedures and specifications, and the
complete list of test equipment required. Only a
brief summary of the theory of operation of the
ARR-4I is presented in this chapter.

Theory of Operation

This receiver employs double conversion; that
is. all received RF signals (except for band 2) are
first converted to a variable IF. amplified. and
then converted to a fixed IF. (Hand 2 covers the
range of 2 megahertz to 4 megahertz; signals
within this band are shunted around the first
converter, or mixer.) Some of the benefits
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obtained by double conversion are high gain and
sensitivity.

For CW reception the set employs a beat
frequency oscillator IBM). with a control for
variable pitch or tone. A CW signal contains no
modulation. so a separate oscillator must he
built into the receiver to heat with the incoming
IF to produce a signal that when detected and
amplified is within audio range.

Figure 9-1 is a block diagram of the receiver.
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Reference to this diagram, in connection with
the discussion that follows, simplifies the elpla-
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attention should he paid to the direction of the
arrows.
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first stage of RI: amplification. frequencies
within the range of bands 1. 3. 4. and 5 are
applied through tuned circuits to the second RI'
amphrier and then thrtnIgh mare Wiled circuits
to the first mixer. \'703. The function of the
first mixer is to heterodyne the output of the
RI: oscillator. V601. with the incoming and
produce a variable IF of 2 Milt to 4 Milt. Band
2 frequencies are 2 Milt to 4 Milt without
heterodyning and therefore are switched around
the second RI" amplifier and first mixer circuits.
(The switches in the block diagram are shown in
hand 2 position. )

At this point, any signal. regardless of the
original frequency. is within the range of 2 MHz
to 4 Milt and is ...pplied through the variable IF
tuned circuits to the variable frequency oscilla-
tor converter. V15001. Mixer V15001 hetero-
dynes the variable II' 2 MIli to 4 Milt signal
with a locally generated 2.5 Milt to 3.5 Milt
signal. producing an output of 500 kilt. the
fixed intermediate frequency.

The 500 kilt signal is applied to the grid of
V501 for first IF amplification. This output
passes through either a broadband or narrow-
hand mechanical tiller and through one of two
second IF amplifiers. Bandwidth selection
(broad or narrow) depends upon the setting of
the emission switch. [he IF signal is then
applied through another tuned circuit to the grid
of the third IF amplifier. V504. the plate circuit
of which contains the IF tuned circuit 1504.
Tuned circuit 1504 couples the output of IF
amplifier V504 to the detector tube V505. The
functions of V505 are to recover the modulation
com :)onent of the IF signal (detection) and to
produce a negative voltage proportional io the
carrier level for automatic volume control
( AV(' ).

The BFO may he switched into the detector
input by operation of the emission switch to the
CW or CW SHP (CW Sharp) positions. In this
manner a heat note is produced with the 500
kHz IF signal. which is a variable tone to be used
for CW reception. Output from the detector is
applied to V506, the limiter and AV(' gate.
One-half of lual diode V506 functions as an
AVC gate control and prevents application of
AVC voltage to the various amplifiers until full
receiver sensitivity has been reached. The other
half of V506 is a noise limiter which suppresses
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undesired noise pulses. 11w output of V506 is an
audio voltage proportional to the modulation of
the incoming RI: signal. Audio amplifier VI301
and audio output V1302 serve to amplify the
audio signal. Phone jack 3303 is connected to
audio output transformer TI301. and is avail-
able on time front panel of the receiver.

The spectrum generator consists of a crystal-
controlled oscillator and a multivibrator divider
circuit. The crystal-controlled oscillator. V750.
serves to produce an accurate 500 kilt signal.
The 5(K) kilt signal is applied to the grid of the
first IF amplifier. V501, and to one plate and
grid of the multivibrator divider. V75I. The
multivibrator fires on every fifth input pulse and
produces an output, to the first RI: amplifier, of
100 Mi. This UK) kilt output signal is rich in
harmonics and allows the RI' circuits to tune to
a particular harmonic, depending upon the
resonant frequency of the tuned circuits. A heat
note is produced as a result of heterodyning the
500 kW signal applied to the first IF amplifier
with the selected harmonic of the multivibrator.
This beat note is heard when the receiver
frequency is varied around the selected multi-
vibrator harmonic and the correct receiver fre-
quency is known on the basis of the counter
reading. The counter may then be set to the
exact I(X) kilt multiple and calibration is

completed.

Operation

Complete details regarding the operating pro-
cedures of the AN/A RR-41 are contained in the
Maintenance Instructions Manual. 'stir discus-
sion is presented only to provide a few details
concerning capabilities of the receiver.

'the emission tielector switch has two posi-
tions which are used when noise interferes with
reception of voice or CW signals. By switching to
either of these two sharp positions. a naerow-
band filter is inserted into the IF circuit to
reduce the effective noise levol.

Selected frequency is indicated on three
counter dials. Selected hand is indicated ott
fourth dial located immediately to the left of
the frequency counters. Interpolation to within
0.1 klit is made possible by the arrow located to
the right of the right-hand counter.
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Calibration and Maintenance

Calibration and maintenance procedures and
specifications are contained in the Maintenance
Instructions MantIA.

SINGLE SIDEBAND HF
TRANSCEIVER AN/ARC-94

Radio Set AN/ARC-94 provides facilities for
communication between aircraft, and between
aircraft and fixed or mobile ground commumea-

lions stations. The AN/ARC-94 transmits and
receives communications in the high-frequency
(1112) hand and Can operate above 28 megahertz.
The WI includes Radio Receiver-Transmitter
RT.-MN/ARC-94. Radio Set Control C-3940/
ARC-94. and Mounting MT-264 I /ARC-04.
RI unit is of modular construction for ease of
maintenance. In addition to the set components,
the complete aircraft installation requires a
headset, microphone, key, antenna coupler, and
antenna.

AT. 294
Fi 9-2.AN/ARC-94, simplified block diagram.
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The RT unit functions as a part of an overall
HF communications system. Frequency selec-
tion is in increments of 1 klii over the entire
hand. providing a choice of 224,000 operating
frequencies.

The control unit provides for remote selec-
tion of operating frequency. and for sekc-
lion of upper sideband, lower sideband, ampli-
tude modulation. data link, or ('W mode of
operat ion.

The mounting provides for mechanical sup-

port and isolation from airframe vibration and
shocks.

Operation of the set, as discussed briefly in
the following paragraphs, is divided into a
transmit function, a receive function, and a
carrier generator function which is common to
both reception and transmission. The brief
discussion is in block diagram form. (Refer to

9-2 in connection with the discussion.)
Principal intelligence signal flow is indicated by
heavy lines.

emwrmerlagrommagarbak -....rea. re AM
Mt. S

Figure 9.2. AN /ARC -94, simplified block diegramContinued.
AT.294
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The diagram is divided functionally rather
than by the physical location of the parts.
Blocks and individual component parts men-
tioned in the discussion are referenced in the
standard manner for modular construction.
Modules are referenced as Al. A2. etc. Where
Jetail parts are considered in a discussion, the
module designation and the part designation are
combined into a compound reference. such as
Al R2. A2R2. etc.. to indicate the module and
specific part. Parts located on submodules are
designated by a triple compound designation
such as A 12A2C3. where A 2 is the module. A2
is the submodule. and ('3 is the detail part of
interest.

Transmit Function

The transmit function includes an AF input
section. an II' translator section. an RI' transla-
tor section, and a power amplifier section.

The Al' input section provides coupling and
amplification for the voice intelligence to be
transmitted. The IF translator section contains
the circuitry for selecting the deAred mode of
operation and the stages that modulate and
process the desired signal accordingly. The RI:
translator section performs the final conversion
step in translating the modulated signal intbrma-
lion to the frequency hand selected for transmis-
sion. The carrier generator function provides all
the frequencies required for the double conver-
sion transmit function. The carrier generator
function also provides all the frequencies re-
quired for demodulating in the receive function.
Tuning is carried out within the carrier generator
function by means of an autopositioner system
similar to that of the AN/ARC-88.

AF INPUT SECTION. An audio signal from
the operator's microphone. fed into the 100-
ohm, unbalanced input, is amplified in audio
amplifier stages A9QI and A9Q2 and applied to
the balanced modulator in the IF translator
section.

When a 600-ohm balanced audio input is
used, the signal is preamplified by audio ampli-
fier A9Q8 before being applied to A9QI and
A9Q2.

When the transmitter is operating in the ('W
mode, a I kHz audio signal is obtained from
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frequency divider module AI. This I kilt signal
is then fed from ('W-keying relay A9K I to the
audio input.

IF TRANSLATOR SECTION. The audio sig-
nal from the Al: input section and a carrier
signal from locked oscillators A2Q4 and A2Q8
in the carrier generator function are combined in
the balanced modulator. The balanced modula-
tor yields a suppressed carrier amplitude modu-
lated output consisting of upper and lower
sidebands. The balanced modulator output is fed
to automatic load control A3QI. which is
controlled by a signal fed hack from the power
amplifier in the power amplifier section. 'lime
output level of the automatic load control stage
is adjusted by the feedback voltage to maintain
the transmitter catput at a predetermined level.
From A3Q1, the signal is applied to A3Q2
through relay A3K5. The desired signal is then
amplified by IF amplifier A3Q2 and applied to
the mode selector.

The mode selector provides the option Of
operating in either SSB. AM. data. or (W mode.
In SSB mode, the further option of using upper
sideband (USH) or lower sideband (LSI3) is
provided.

In AM mode, the double-sideband suppressed
carrier signal is applied to 3 kilt mechanical
filter A3FL I. which passes only the upper
sideband. A 500 kilt carrier signal from the
carrier generator function is reinserted into the
upper sideband at the output of filter A3FL I .

In SSB mode. the carrier reinsertion capabil-
ity is disabled. The double-sideband suppressed
carrier output of A3Q2 is switched to a 3 kHz
mechanical filter, either A3FL I or .A3FL2.
depending on the setting of the mo.ie selector.
Filter A3FL I passes only the USD and A3FL2
passes only the LSR. The sideband not passed is
suppressed. An intelligence consisting of a US$
or LSH signal is then fed through relay A3KS to
IF amplifier A3Q4.

The data and CW modes are similar in
function to the SSB modes since USB is always
used for data and CW operation.

The desired signal is amplified in A3Q4 and
fed to transmit LE mixer Al2V1. Transmitter
gain control amplifier A3Q controls the output
transmission level by adjusting the gain of A3Q4
in accordance with control voltages provided in --..
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the form of a transmitter gain control signal and
an automatic drive control signal.

RE TRANSLATOR SECTION. The desired
signal is mixed in A 1 2V1 with a preselected
output from the variable frequency oscillator in
the carrier generator function. The output cir-
cuit of A I 2V1 is tuned to the difference
frequency of the two signal inputs to the mixer.
The frequency range of the output signal from
the transmit LE mixer is 2.001 MHz to 3.00
Milt in I kilt increments. If the selected output
frequency is to be in the range of 2.0 Milt to
6.099 Milt. the LE mixer output signal is
coupled to transmit 17.5 Mill mixer Al2V2. A
signal is also applied to A 1 2V2 from 17.5 MHz
oscillator Al2V10. The output circuit of Al 2V2
is tuned to the difference frequency of the two
signals to produce an output frequency in the
range of 14.5 Mile to 15.5 MHz. If the selected
output frequency is to be in the 7.0 MHz to
30.0 Ml It range. the output of Al 2VI is
coupled directly to A I 2V3. A signal is also
applied to Al2V3 from HF oscillator A 1 2V11.
The difference frequency of the two input
signals mixed in Al2V3 is at the desired output
frequency and is amplified by RE amplifiers
A I 2V4 and AI 2V5 and fed to drivers A 12V(
and A 121,7. The driver output is fed to power
amplifiers AI IV! and Al I V2.

POWER AMPLIFIER SECTION. The power
amplifier is band-switched by the autopositioner
and tuned by a servo-driven inductance in
electronic control amplifier module A6. The
output of the power amplifier is designed for a
52-ohm unbalanced load and is applied to the
transmitting antenna through an antenna cou-
pler.

Receive Function

The receive function includes an RF input
section. a first and second conversion section, an
SSB channel. an AM channel, and an audio
section.

The RE input section receives the desired
signal broadcast by the remote station. The
signal is amplified and sent to the first and
second conversion sections. where a double
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conversion is performed to bring the signal to
the desired intermediate frequency. In SSB.
data, and ('W modes, the AM channel is disabled
and the desired signal is brought to the SSB
channel. After being amplified to a suitable
level, the desired SSB signal is demodulated in a
product detector. The resultant audio signal is
amplified in the audio section and applied to
headset phones.

In AM mode, the SSB channel is disabled and
the desired signal is brought to the AM channel.
In the AM channel. a standard AM detector is
used to demodulate the signal. All other func-
tions are similar to those which occur in the SSB
channel.

COMMON STAGES. The receive function of
the AN/ARC-94 uses many stages in common
with the transmit function. Function selection is
controlled by the operator with a push-to-talk
switch. When the switch is operated. the trans-
mit function is actuated. At all other times the
receive function is actuated. A relay operated
switching system shifts the assignments of the
common stages between transmit and receive
functions as required.

RE INPUT SECTION. The RF input section
receives the desired signal from a remote station.
The impedance of the antenna is matched to
that of amplifiers A 12V4 and Al 2V5 by a
suitable coupler device to insure maximum
energy transfer. The amplifiers step up the
received signal and apply it to receive HF mixer
Al2V12 in the first conversion group. RF gain is
manually adjustable from the C-3940/ARC-94.
The RE amplifiers are also under AGC system
control.

CONVERTER SECTION. The output of
Al 2V4 and AI 2V5 is fed to receive HE' mixer
A I 2V12 where it is mixed with the signal from
HF oscillator Al 2V11 in the carrier generator
section. the output of AI2V12 is coupled to
receive 17.5 MHz mixer Al2V9 if the operating
frequency is in the range of 2.0 MHz to 6.999
MHz. It is coupled to receive LF mixer Al2V8 if
the operating frequency is in the range of 7.0
MHz to 30.0 MHz. The output from Al 2Vii is a
500 kHz IF signal. The 500 kHz IF signal is fed
to either. the SSB or AM channel.
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SSE) AND AM CHANNELS. In SSI3 mode.
the 500 kHz IF signal is applied to one of two
mechanical filters. A3FL1 or A3FL2. Each
mechanical filter has a bandwidth of 2.7 kHz.
One filter passes the upper sideband, and the
other passes the lower sideband. The appropriate
filter is svlected at the mode selector on the
C-3940/ARC-94. The filter output is amplified
in IF amplifiers A3Q3. A3Q4. and A3Q5. The
output of A3QS is applied to product detector
AlCR5 which recovers the audio signal.

In AM mode. the output of A 12V14 is fed to
11: amplifier At)Q3 for amplification and is
coupled to (I Mlt mechanical filter A9FLl. The
signal is then fed to three more IF amplifiers.
A9Q4. A9Q5. and A9Q6. The output of A90b
is fed to diode detector A')CR4 which recovers
the audio signal and applies it to the audio
section.

AUDIO SECTION. In either channel. the
desired audio signal is amplified in audio ampli-
fiers A9Q1. A9Q8. and A9Q2. and fed to the
operator's headset. Se Ical (selective calling) sig-
nals detected in AM detector AICR4 are fed to
audio amplifier A9Q9 and arc coupled to the
rear connector of the RI-MN/ARC-94. Se Ica!
signals are detected in all modes of operation.

Carrier Generator Function

The carrier generator function. includes RE
oscillator Al. frequency divider Al. kilohertz-
frequency stabilizer A4, variable frequency oscil-
lator (VE0) Al2A2. 17.5 MHz oscillator
A I 2V 10. megahertz-frequency stabilizer A10.
and lIF oscillator AI 2V1 I.

FREQUENCY GENERATION AND STABI-
LIZATION.- The AN/ARC-94 transmits and re-
ceives on every 1 kHz increment from 2.000
MHz to 29.999 MHz. This provides 28.000
possible separate operating frequencies. The
operating frequency is selected at the C-3940/
ARC-94. the 100 kHz. 10 kHz. and I kHz
frequency selector knobs on the ('-3940/
ARC-94 actuate autopositioner A I 2A1. The
autopositioncr mechanically tunes variable fre-
quency oscillator Al 2A2 over the range from
2.501 MHz to 3.500 MHz in I kHz increments.
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The megahertz frequency selector knob on the
C-3940/ARC-94 controls a motor in RE transla-
tor module Al2. This motor switches tuning
elements which tune HE oscillator A I 2V1 I to
one of 28 different frequencies. The 11F oscilla-
tor, in conjunction with 17.5 MHz oscillator
A I 2V10. provides 28 1 MHz hands for each of
the 1 kilt increments from variable frequency
oscillator A 12A2.

Megahertz-frequency stabilizer module Al0
stabilizes the frequency of Al 2V10 and
A I 2V II by comparing each oscillator frequency
with the frequency of a spectrum point derived
from the 500 kHz output of RE oscillator
module Al The coarse frequency of Al2V I I is
controlled by the motor in RE translator mod-
ule Al2. The frequency range of Al 2V I I is 8.5
MHz to 32.0 MHz. The output of A I 2V11 is
tuned to the second harmonic of the fundamen-
tal oscillator frequency when the selected oper-
ating frequency of the RT-648/ARC-94 is in the
range of 14.0 Milt to 29.999 MHz. This signal is
coupled to transmit Ill= mixer A 1 2V3. and to
receive IIF mixer Al 2V I 2.

The extremely high stability of the AN/
ARC-94 operating frequency is obtained by
basing frequency control of the entire
RT-648/ARC-94 on the frequency of a very
stable crystal oscillator located in RE oscillator
module Al Frequency stability of this crystal
oscillator is assured by utilizing a temperature-
compensating network.

The HF and 17.5 MHz oscillators are fre-
quency locked. and the variable frequency oscil-
lator is phase locked to the crystal generated
reference frequency by circuits in the mega-
hertz- and kilohertz-frequency stabilizer mod-
ules. The IF injection frequency is derived from
the crystal oscillator. The RT-648/A RC-94 oper-
ating frequency is thus held accurate within 10.8
part per million per month from -40°C (-40°E)
to +75°C t+167°A.

Keying Circuits

When the RT-648/ARC-94 is keyed, the
keying circuits actuate the stages that must
operate if the RT-648/ARC-94 is to transmit.
while disabling receiver circuits that would
interfere with transmission. When the key is
released the keying circuits operate to switch off
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the transmitter and switch common stages from
the transmit to the receive function.

Sidewise Circuits

the sidetone signal is taken from audio
amplifier stage A9Q2 to provide audio monitor-
ing in the transmit mode. The audio signal from
the audio amplifier is fed through a keying relay
and a sidetone relay (not shown) to the audio
output. A combination of two voltages is used
to energize the sidetone relay.

One voltage is derived from the RE output of
power amplifier module A l l This RE output is
rectified. filtered, and applied to the sidetone
relay coil.

The second voltage. from 3-phase high-voltage
power supply module A7 (not shown) is propor-
tional to the power amplifier plate current. This
voltage is the same one used for transmitter gain
control in IF translator module A3. To energize
the sidetone relay. sufficient plate current and
plate voltage swing must he present in the power
amplifier. A capacitor is placed across the coil of
the sidetone relay to keep the relay energized in
the sideband transmit mode when the plate cur-
rent varies with the applied audio signal.

Recycle Circuits

The recycle circuits are activated when any of
the frequency selector knobs on the C-3940/
ARC-94 are turned. When any autopositioner
operates, the recycle relay tnot shown) is ener-
gized. and remains energized so long as any
tuning motor is operating. The recycle relay has
the following functions:

I. Disconnects transistor supply volt4e to
the audio amplifier in order to mute the audio
during the tuning cycle.

2. Provides a ground to activate the antenna
tuner.

3. Interrupts the operation of kilohertz-fre-
quency stabilizer module A4 during the tuning
cycle.

4. Disconnects the keying circuit so that the
transmitter cannot he keyed during the tuning
cycle.
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UHF TRANSCEIVER
(FM) AN/ARC-88

The purpose of Radio Set AN/ARC-88 is to
provide a U111: frequency-modulated radio link
iltqWeell aircraft. shore, and ship. Radio Re-
ceiver-Transmitter RT-649/ARC-88 is a partially
transistorized equipment capable of transmitting
and receiving on any one of 1,750 frequency
channels, spaced at 100 kilt intervals in the
225.0 MHz to 399.9 MHz range. The equipment
receives and transmits multiplexed data informa-
tion originating in the form of digital pulses
from an associated equipment of a digital data
communication system.

Radio Set AN/ARC-88 is supplied digital
information from the associated data equipment
and transmits it on a frequency modulated
carrier signal. It also receives a similar fre-
quency-modulated signal, demodulates the sig-
nal. and stipples the resulting pulses to the
associated data equipment. Reception and trans-
mission are on the same frequency and utilize
the same antenna.

Radio Set Control C'-2736A/AR provides re-
mote selection of the 1,750 frequency channels
or 19 preset channels within the specified range.
(The frequencies of the 19 preset channels are
determined by adjustment of a memory drum
on the front panel.)

Major Components

Radio Set AN/ARC-88 consists of Radio
Receiver-Transmitter RT.-649/ARC-88. Mount-
ing MT-2653/ARC. Standing Wave Ratio Indica-
tor IM-178 /ARC-88. Electronic Equipment Air
Cooler 11D-513/ARC, and Radio Set Control
C-2736A/AR.. The following paragraphs provide
a brief description of these components. fui-
lowed by a tr 'el discussion of the general
principles of opi..ation of the equipment.

RECEIVER-TRANSMI1TER. Radio Re-
ceiver-Transmitter RT-649/ARC-88 consists of a
main chassis, dust cover, and nine plug-in mod-
ules. The nine plug-in modules are mounted on
the main chassis and enclosed in an aluminum
case. An airtight seal is provided between the
cover and the main chassis to permit the
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modules of the component to 1w pressuriicil.
lAternal cooling air is 1On:et' by the external
blower through the base casting to the heat
exchanger and expelled at the bottom of the
unit. itiee tig. 9-3.) Internal air is circulated
through the internal cores of the heat ex-
changers. through the ...11enum chamber tOrmed
h the Main chassis. ald through each module

by an internal blower. in this manner. the heat
from the component is dissipated.

An antenna. two power connectors. and a
:ressuriiing valve are mounted on the front
panel. A toolkit containing special tools for
maintenance is supplied with Radio Receiver-
Transmitter RT-649/ARC4.48.

NOV .E

MEAT
ExCHANGER

ExtERNAL AIR
iNTARE EXTERNAL AIR

EXHAUST

BASE CASTftia

Figs+) 94.Cooling airflow diagram.
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MOUNTING. Mounting M-2053/ARC pro-
vides a mounting baseThr Radio Receiver-Trans-
mitter R'I-049/ ARC-88. Vibration isolators
which are usually a part of the mounting are an
integral part of the mounting base casting of the
RT-649/ARc-ss.

SWR INDICATC.R. Standing Wave Ratio In-
dicator IM-17:4/ARC-NS provides the operator
with a remote indication of transmitter power
output. It is secured to the front panel of the
RT unit by three crow-recessed screws. When
the set is in transmit operation, the remote
meter indicates incident power. By changing the
connection of the remote cycle indicator to the
other wire on the multiwir cable, a reflected
power measurement may be obtained.

AIR COOLER. electronic Equipment Air
Cooler IID-513/ARC is made up of a casting.
single-phas blower motor, and an air inlet filter
assembly. It is secured to the rear of the RI unit
by four hex-socket screws. The HD-513/ARC
operates when the internal temperature of the
RT unit exceeds 35°C

CONTROL UNT1. Radio Set Control
C-273o/AR is used to control Radio Reciver-
Transmitter RT-649/ARC-8S. A selector switch
on the front panel makes 19 preset channels
available to the operator. This selector switch
has complete control of selection unless it is set
to the M position. In the M position, adjustment
of the four MANUAL frequency controls oper-
ates switches which activate an autopositioner,
located in the RT unit, to set up operation at
the selected frequency. A three-position rotary
power switch on the front panel controls the
power on-off and the selection of the associated
radio equipment. Frequency adjustments for
preselected channels are made by lowering a
small panel at the bottom of the front panel.

Principles of Operation

Radio Receiver-Transmitter RT-649/ARC-M8
is a remotely controlled receiver and transmitter
which makes use of the double-conversion super-
heterodyne principle. Two sources of injection
frequencies arc heterodyned with the signal
input during receiving operation, or heterodyned
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with a developed carrier during transmitting
operation, to produce the desired intermediate
frequencies. (See fig. 9-4.)

The higher injection frequencies are devel-
oped in the spectrum generator module and are
in the 200 MHz to 370 MHz range. The
fundamental signals are produced by a crystal
oscillator, fed through a frequency multiplier,
amplified. and then applied to the first receiver
mixer or the second transmitter mixer stage.

The lower injection frequencies in the 21.85
MHz to 31.75 MHz range are produced in the
oscillator stages of the 20-30 MHz IF amplifier
module by mixing the output of two crystal
oscillators. One of these oscillators provides an
output in the range of 24.9 MHz to 33.9 MHz
and the other 2.15 MHz to 3.05 MHz. The
heterodyne difference frequency in the 21.85
MHz to 31.75 MHz range is amplified and
applied to the second receiver mixer or to the
first transmitter mixer stages. Relays accomplish
circuit switchover from receiver to transmit
operation.

The crystal-controlled frequency generation
and injection systems are ganged mechanically
to the tuning mechanism of the RT unit. All
tuning or channeling is accomplished by the
mechanical tuning module, in response to Radio
Set Control C-273fiA/AR.

The received signal. consisting of a frequency
shift keyed carrier within the range of 225.0
MHz to 399.9 MHz, is fed from the antenna
through an antenna relay into the amplifier
circuits of the receiver RF preamplifier module,
and applied to an RF amplifier circuit of the
power amplifier module. In the power amplifier
module, the received signal is further amplified
and mixed with the 200 MHz to 370 MHz
injection voltage output of the spectrum genera-
tor module. The resultant 20.0 MHz to 29.9
MHz first intermediate frequency is applied to
the 20-30 MHz IF amplifier module where it is
mixed with the 21.85 MHz to 31.75 MHz
output from the two crystal oscillators within
the 20-30 MHz IF amplifier module. The hetero-
dyned difference between the first intermediate
frequency and the output from the 20-30 MHz
IF amplifier module crystal oscillators is mixed
in the 20-30 MHz IF amplifier module to
produce the 1.85 MHz second intermediate
frequency. This output is fed through a 1.85
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NM/ filter. tour stages of Ii itnplification. and
two limiter stages to a discriminator. After
demodulation. the data signal is am plifitst in two
d-c amplifier stages and fed to the ;,:sociated
data equipment.

I he operation of transfer relays and electron
tube switching. from weive to transmit or from
transmit to receive operation. is accompli
by the transmit keyer module in respt
data input signals from the associated
equipment.

During transmission. tile initial excitation is
itainett from a frequency- modulator and scil-
lator in the FM detector-oscillator module w!ich
operates at a center freqiency of 1.85 MHz and
is frequency modulated with the data informa-
tion furnished from the associated data equip-
ment. The 1.85 Milt frequency-modulated sig-
nal is wised with the 21.85 MHz to 31.75 Milt
injection signal from the two crystal oscillators
within the 20-30 N1111 IF amplifier module. The
heterodyned difference between the 1.85 MIli
signal and the oscillator injection signal produces
the zu Wit to 29.9 MHz intermediate fre-
quency. The 23 Milt to 20.9 MHz intermediate
frequency is fed through two stages of amplifica-
tin in the 20-3t) NM/ IF amplifier module and
mused in the second transmitter mixer stage of
the receiver RF preamplifier module with the
201) MHz to 370 5111, injection output from the
spectrum generator module. The resultant car-
rier frequency of 225.0 N111/ to 349.9 MHz is
then fed through two stages of amplification in
the receiver RI: amplifier module. three stages of
amplification in the power amplifier module and
applied to the antenna.

Channel Selection

The set contains provisions fir either auto-
matic or manual selection of the operating
frequency channel. Selections of channeling
mode and operating frequency are made at the
control unit. Actual tuning is accomplished by
mechanical linkages in the mechanical tuning
nunlute.

Both automatic and manual channel selection
are accomplished by tuning the tank circuits of
the receiver RF preamplifier, power amplifier.
20-30 5111... IF amplifier, and spectrum generator

2')1

modules for reception or transmission on the
selected frequency.

In regard to channel selection. the terms
automatic and manual arc used to differentiate
between the selection of one of 19 preset
channels by rotating the channel selector switch
and the selection of one of 1.750 frequency
channels by individual setting of the manual
frequency controls. In either case. the actual
mechanical and electrical tuning operations
within the equipment are fully automatic.

Selection of any frequency is initiated when
the operator rotates the decade selector to the
desired frequency. lIy rotating a particular de-
cade selector. the switch circuit that corresponds
to the new frequency setting is grounded. By
grounding the switch circuit. the positioning
system of the mechanical tuning module is
energized and produces a synchronized rotation
of the gear train in the prescribed direction by a
predetermined amount. The motion imparted to
the gear train automatically adjusts the module
tuned circuits for operation of the equipment on
a selected frequency.

A simplified positioning system to illustrate
the principle is shown in figure 9-5. The selector
switch (remote control switch) chooses the
operating frequency, and the seeking switch
determines the angular position to which the
drive motor rotates the shaft for a specific
selected frequency. As shown. the equipment is
at rest with the selector switch and the seeking
switch at position 1. When the switches are at
the corresponding position. no contact of the
seeking switch is grounded through the selector
switch; the electrical circuit of the drive motor is
broken by the open motor control contacts of
the &energized relay.

The drive motor. which has driven the seeking
switch to rest at position I. has also driven the
module tank circuits to the selected frequency
in the same angular rotation.

Assume the selector switch is rotated so that
the tab of the selector contacts the terminal at
position 2. A closed path to ground then is
completed from the +27.5-volt supply through
the relay coil, the common contact and contact
2 of the seeking switch. through contact 2 of the
selector switch, and to ground through the
common contact of the selector switch. Relay
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Figaro 9-5.--Automatic positioning, functional diagrom.

K I is energited and doses the motor control
contacts.. the drive motor then rotates in the
predetermined direction. The seeking switch.
which is gcalvd to the drive motor, is driven
until the cutout of the seeking switch is adjacent
to position 2. At this position. the 27.5-volt
path is opened. the relay releases. the motor
stops, and the system comes to rest. Since the
seeking switch and the tuned circuits are gear-
driven by the motor. the tuned circuits are
driven through the required angular displace-
ment. which is proportional to the seeking
switch travel from position I to position 2.

As illustrated in figure 0-5. the switch arrange-
ment Includes a notched stop wheel and pawl
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that accurately positions the seeking switch as
soot as the drive motor is deeneigized. and a
clutch that decouples the switches from the
drive motor and gear train when the final
position is readied. Although not shown in
figure 9-5. the dutch permits a single motor to
drive several seeking switch shafts.

Assume the selector switch is rotated so that
the circuit having the increments of the selected
frequency is grounded. A complete path to
ground is provided from the 27.5-volt supply
through the relay coil. the seeking switch. the
applicable control wire, and the selector switch.
The actuated relay withdraws the pawl from the
notch along the periphery of the stop wheel and
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energifes the drive motor through the closed
motor control contacts of the relay.

The subsequent rotation of the drive motor.
which is in a predetermined direction. drives the
gear train. clutch. stop wheel. and seeking
switch. the motor rotation is eontinous until
the motor land tuning gear train) has rotated
through the required tuning angle; at this point.
the corresponding contact of the seeking switch
is open. breaking the path to ground from the
27.5-volt supply. The relay releases. permitting
the pawl to engage a stop wheel notch at which
time the motor control contacts open. The
subsequent loss of stop wheel motion brakes the
seeking switch and shaft. Tlw kinetic energy of
the drive motor (which persists after the removal
of the drive motor source power) is dissipated in
the gear train and clutch. At rest. the seeking

+Mkt
SHAFT

10, t D. AND 0 I MHz
DIFFERENTIA.

SHAFT

1011ANt
SHAFT

switch an shaft are in a position synchronous
with the pow ion of the selector switch.

in actual practice, to insure proper position-
ing of the stop wheel, the seeking switch opens
the relay circuit shortly lx.fore the stop wheel
readies the notch to he engaged by the pawl.
The relay motor control contacts arc operated
mechanically by the pawl arm so the contacts
remain dosed until the pawl drops into the
prescribed notch.

The channel selector circuits of Radio Re-
ceiver-Transmitter KT-649/A R(' -N$ and Radio
Set Control C-.2730A/AR are more complex but
use the principles of the single selector-seeking
system shown in figure 9-5. The actual system.
however. employs Olive selector-seeking switch
groups which are driven by a single motor.
(Refer to figure 'Mi.) Each of the three groups
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Roue 94.Mechankel staining Mom.
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has individual switch connections. relay. pawl.
stop wheel. and rla) Motor Cilints.

The seeking switches are dthen by the motor
through three separate friction type slip
clutches. one of which is attached to each of the
three primar) shat Is. When a pawl is not engaged
in top %heel WWII. the tension in the clutch
spring is sufficient to allow the motor to turn
the seeking switch shaft. When the slop wheel is
held 11) the pawl. the motor side of the clutch
can rotate while the seeking switch side of the
.latch resn.iin. motionless. Se%erat seek
switch shafts thus illay he intlelVadeittly ptni-
tioned by a single drive motor and Ilea system.

selector systeill is. essentially. a
thre-seeti n deeade system that allows two
alternative methods of inserting a different
frequency setting: automatic. wherein any one
of 19 preset channels may be selected by the
channel selector switch. and manual, wherein
any one of 1.'50 channels may be selected by
111Vails of finis- separate decade selectors. eaelt of
which intim he set up individually for the
freituene) increment within its range. 'Cho two
methods ma) both be ?.tihdivided into four parts
consisting o tlw 200 Wiz to 300 Mhz. 10 Milr.
1.0 Mil/. and 0.1 M11, decade selectors.

AUTOMATIC COMMUNICATIONS
RELAY .1N ARC-52

Radio Set AN/AR -52 provides two-w4.
amplitude-modulated radiotelephone communi-
cation between aircraft in flight. aircraft and
shore. and aircraft and ship. It is capable of
transmitting and receiving on any one of 1.750
manually selected frequency channels. spaced at
100 kW intervals. in the band of 225.01111/ to
390.0 MII/. It also permits the sctcction of any
one of IS preset channels within the specified
fivquency range. or the guard channel, which
may 1w monitored on the predetermined fre-
quency of 243.0 MHz. Auto relay is an alternate
mode of operation which makes possible auto-
matic communication relay operation,

Two receiver-transmitter units operate identi-
cally and are completely interchangeable provid-
ing correct input power is present. The only
difference between the two receiver-transmitters
is the input power required. Receiver-Trans-
mitter RT-332/ARC-52 required both a-c and
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ti -c power. while Receiver-Transmitter
141-424/ARC-52X requires only d-c power.

Unless otherwise noted. Auto Relay Control
C-279I/ARC may he used interchangeably
where Radio Set Control C-I607/ARC-52 is

rcleivticed. and Receiver- 'Transmitter RT-424/
AR -52X is used interchangeably where Re-
ceiver-Transmitter RT-332/ARC-52 is refer-
enced.

Automatic direction finding t ADE) operation
is provided by the AN/ARC-52 when used in
conjunction with Direction Finder Group AN/
ARA-25. During AM: operation. the AN/
ARC-52 receives RE signals from a direction
finding antenna and delivers appropriate signal
eomponents to the direction finder amplifying
and indicating equipment.

Emergency or direction finding t DI:f opera-
tion is provided by a self-generated tone that
occurs between 920 and 1120 hertz. The tone
modulation is a continuous signal. the intercep-
tion of which may he used to locate the sending
apparatus.

Automatic relay operation may be provided
by two Radio Sets AN/ARC-52 connected in
tandem between two prime stations. however.
to provide this operation Auto Relay Control
C-274 IlARC must he substituted for Radio Set
Control C-1607/ARC-52 in at least one of the
Radio Sets N/ARC-52. When connected in this
manner. an incoming signal received on one
radio sot is retransmitted automatically from the
second radio set but on an alternate frequency.
Thee range of the prime stations is thus extended
since the automatic relay station effectively
increases the line of sight between the two prime
stations.

The intercom provision is an optional facility
which can be connected for use as a backup in
case the separate intercom amplifier system of
the aircraft fails. When operated in this mode.
the transmit function is limited to the pilot
only. unless special connections are included at
the time of intercom installation.

Optimum performance may be attained
through the use of either a carbon or a dynamic
microphone. which provides a high degree of
flexibility. A change of connections within the
RT unit is required when a change from a
carbon type microphone to a dynamic type
microphone (and vice versa) is made.
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The RT unit may be installed anywhere
within the aircraft through Mounting
M1-1477/Al(C-52. Since installation is usually
eternal to the pressurized aircraft cabin. the RI
unit case has been pressured. the pressurized
case and relatively inaccessible location prohibits
the replacement or repair of equipment parts
while an night. Ilw control unit does not require
a pressurized case.

R1-332. ARC-52 Unit

I e RI-332/ARC-52 Consists of a pressurized
aluminum case. a main chassis. and 13 plug-in
unit subassemblies (modules). The main chassis
with mounted subassemblies. is enclosed in a
double-walled. pressurized aluminum case which
functions as a heat exchanger between the
outside air and the air within the case. Air is
forced between the walls of the case by a dual
blower mounted on the front panel of the main
chassis. The air is expelled through vents in the
top of the case, thus dissipating the heat
absorbed by the inner walls of the case. An
axial-flow blower and a blower mounted on the
a-c power unit circulate the air inside the case.

The modules. each of which is a functional
entity. are comparatively accessible when the
case is removed. site that module replacement is
very easy. The mounting base for the modules is
the main chassis, which provides the interunit
electrical connections, plugs, jacks, and coaxial
cables. The modules may he removed from the
top of the main chassis by loosening the captive
screws from the underside of the main chassis.

The front panel of the RT-332/ARC-52 con-
tains the external blower and the antenna input
jack. Headset and microphone jacks. test jacks.
and sensitivity controls are located on the main
chassis right-hand gusset plate.

R1424/ARC-52X Unit

The RT-424 /ARC -52X is identical to the
RT-332/ARC-52 except it contains only 12
plug-in unit subassemblies. The a-c power unit
and rectifier unit used in the RT-332/ARC-52
are removed. and a new dynamotor power
supply unit is installed in its place. Circulating
air is provided by the internal blower motor of
the dynamotor. and by an external d-c blower
motor.
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Radio Set Control C-1607/ARC-52

The C-1607/ARC-52 permits remote control
of the RT-332/ARC-52 operation. These con-
trots permit the selection of operational mode,
volume control, frequency channel selection
(channeling), and the means to set up and record
the preset frequency channels.

Auto Relay Control C-279I /ARC

The C-2791/ARC performs all the functions
of Radio Set Control C-I b07/ARC-52 and addi-
tionally provides automatic relay (back-to-back
operation of two Radio Sets AN The
only visual difference between the radio set
control and the auto relay control is the
addition of an REL position to the function
switch. By the addition of internal relays and
the other component parts, the C-2791/ARC
can place in operation two receiver-transmitters.
Reception of a signal on the frequency of one
receiver-transmitter will result in retransmission
of the signal on the frequency of the other.

Principles of Operation

Radio Set AN/ARC-52 (fig. '3 -7) is a remotely
controlled transmitter and receiver unit
equipped with all necessary control and mount-
ing accessories. The transmitting and receiving
components operate bilaterally; during reception
the signal path is in one direction, during
transmission the signal path is in the reverse
direction.

The AN/ARC-52 has the greater sensitivity
and the increased selectivity normally associated
with double-conversion superheterodyne cir-
cuits. That is. an input signal is mixed with two
separate but successive injection frequencies to
obtain the desired intermediate frequency. Con-
versely, during transmission a basic frequency is
mixed with the two injection frequencies to
provide a carrier, the frequency of which is
within the required range.

The received signal, which occurs in the 225.0
MHz to 399.9 MHz frequency range is applied to
the RF amplifier and transmitter preamplifier
module, where it is mixed with the 200 MHz to
370 MHz injection voltage output of the spec-
trum generator and amplifier module. The re-
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sultant 20.0 MHz to 2q.9 !MHz intermediate
frequency is applied to the 20 MHz to 30 MHz
!I' amplifier module where it is mixed with the
21.85 MHz to 31.75 MHz injection voltage
output of the oscillator module. The resultant
1.85 MHz intermediate frequency is filtered,
amplified, and detected in the 1.85 MHz IF
amplifier module and is then applied through
the audio amplifier module to the headset.

The transmitter carrier is initiated within the
oscillator module. The 21.85 MHz to 31.75 MHz
output of the oscillator module is mixed with
the 1.85 N1117 signal in the 20 MHz to 30 MI lz
IF amplifier to produce a frequency of 20.0
MHz to 29.9 MHz. The resultant 20.0 MHz to
2').') MHz frequency is applied to the RI:
amplifier and transmitter preamplifier module
simultaneously with the 200 MHz to 370 MHz
injection output of the spectrum generator and
amplifier module. The resultant mixed carrier
frequency of 225.0 MHz to 399.9 MHz is
amplified and fed to the power amplifier module
where it is modulated by the audio signals
applied via the microphone and modulator
module. The power amplifier module output.
which passes through a 400 MHz low pass filter
and terminates at the antenna, is a modulated
carrier within the 225.0 MHz to 39').') MHz
frequency range. The modulated carrier is sam-
pled by the sidetone detector of the antenna
relay and applied to the audio amplifier module.
This sidetone audio permits the operator to
monitor the transmitted signal.

The guard receiver module is a single-fre-
quency receiver which normally operates on a
243.0 MIlz input frequency. The guard circuit is
a double-conversion. superheterodyne type simi-
lar to the main receiver. Both receivers. however.
work into a common audio output circuit.

The crystal-controlled injection systems.
which are the sources of the heat frequencies,
are ganged mechanically to the tuning mecha-
nism of the AN/ARC-52 so that the selection of
any frequency channels results in the develop-
ment of a 20.() MHz to 29.9 MHz and a 1.85
MHz intermediate frequency. All tuning. or
channeling. is operated through the mechanical
tuning unit module. the control of which is
maintained at Radio Set Control C-1607/
ARC-52.

The a-c power unit iRT-332/ARC-52 only,
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fig. 9-7 (ii)) receives voltages from the 3-phase,
115-volt a-c and the 27.5-volt ci-c power sources
and distributes them to the required modules.
The -c voltage is applied to the rectifier unit,
and '.he d-c voltage is applied to the relay unit
and the mechanical tuning unit. In addition. the
a-c power unit supplies a rectified output of 425
volts d.c. to the relay unit, and filament supplies
of 6.3 volts a.c. and 2b.5 volts a.c. to the
appropriate filament distribution points.

The rectifier unit (RT-332/ARC-52 only)
receives 115 volts a.c. from the a-c power unit
and provides plate and bias voltages of +130
volts. +225 volts. and 15 volts d.c. The relay
unit controls the transition between the transmit
and receive 'function which. in turn. are con-
trolled by the microphone press-to-talk switch.
It provides three power switching functions:

1. Disable. wherein channeling will cause the
AN/ARC-52 to revert to the receive function
and any received audio signal is grounded.

2. Guard, wherein plate voltage is controlled
for guard receiver operation.

3. Tone. wherein a continuous homing signal.
1000-1Iz tone. is transmitted.

The relay unit provides selective switching of
positive d-c voltages of 27.5. 130. 225, and 425
volts.

The dynamotor power supply unit
(RT-4424 /ARC-52X only, receives 27.5 volts d.c.
from an external power source and distributes
this voltage to internal circuits. The same voltage
also excites a dynamotor to produce d-c voltages
of +425 and +130. From these voltages. addi-
tional d-c voltages of +225 (regulated) and 15
are developed. All d-c output voltages from the
dynamotor power supply unit are applied. either
directly or through the relay unit. to the plate.
screen, and grid circuits in the receiver-trans-
mitter.

A mechanical tuning unit controls the fre-
quency selection of the equipment and. in turn.
is remotely controlled from Radio Set Control
C' -I607/ARC-52. it operates in a manner similar
to that on the AN/ARC-88.

TRANSCEIVER ALINEMENT
AND TRACKING

A transceiver is a self-contained transmitter
and receiver which share common circuits. The
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transmitter and receiver operate on the same
frequency. and the microphone switch deter-
mines when there is an output from the trans-
mitter. In the absence of transmission, the
receiver is sensitive to incoming signals.

Some of the common circuits are the antenna,
master oscillator, and RF and AF amplifiers.
Advantages of these common circuits are the
overall reduction of the size and weight, and the
lower power demand on the aircraft system.

Since there are circuits common to both the
transmitter and the receiver, alinement and
tracking are unique problems of the transceiver.
Alinement is the adjustment of circuits to
specific frequencies, and tracking is maintaining
a constant frequency relationship between two
or more circuits.

In order to aline and track common circuits in
a transceiver, it is necessary to refer to the
Maintenance Instructions Manual for the partic-
ular equipment being used. This is because the
circuits common to both the transmitter and
receiver will vary from equipment to equipment;
for example, between the ARC-52. ARC-88, and
the ARC-94.

INTEGRATED COM-NAV-IFF SYSTEMS

The integrated communications, navigation,
and identification system was brought about by
the advent of the weapons system concept in
naval aircraft. This system, called COM-NAV-
IFF (CNI) in some installations and INTE-
GRATED ELECTRONIC CENTRALS (IEC) in
others, is the natural result of the expanded
electronic functions, restricted space, critical
weight factors, and more severe environmental
conditions imposed upon the newer high perfor-
mance naval aircraft.

BASIC CONCEPTS

The integrated units for specific aircraft are
designed to best fit into the overall weapon
system of the aircraft. The system is designed to
combine into one integrated system the func-
tions previously performed by numerous inde-
pendent electronic equipments. Figure 9-8 is a
block diagram of a typical CNI system. Func-
tional names of components are used rather than
AN nomenclature, since this diagram is repre-
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sentative of a general system rather than a
specific aircraft configuration.

In most CNI systems the mounting racks serve
a dual purpose. They act as shock mounts and in
addition serve as a specialized chamber for
distributing cooling air to each of the major
components. In addition, components which
contain high voltage circuits are pressurized to
prevent arc-over at high altitude. The units
which do not require pressurization are supplied
directly with cooling air.

Communications Function

UHF radio communication facilities are pro-
vided by one or more transceiver units, permit-
ting voice transmission and reception on any of
1,750 channels in the frequency range of 225.0
MHz to 399.9 MHz. A separate fixed frequency
guard channel receiver in the transceiver unit is
normally tuned to the emergency frequency of
243.0 MHz. An auxiliary UHF receiver is also
normally included in the system. This receiver
operates on any one of 20 preset channels in the
frequency range of 265.0 MHz to 284.9 MHz,
and on an additional guard channel. The auxil-
iary receiver is employed with the UHF ADF
system in order to provide independent UHF
direction-finding functions without disrupting
the normal communications facilities.

Navigation Function

The navigation function includes both
TACAN and ADF. The TACAN facilities arc
provided by two units, a radio receiver-trans-
mitter and a pulse decoder. The output of the
pulse decoder is used to drive indicators which
display bearing and distance to the selected
TACAN beacon, deviation from a selected
cotuse, and TO-FROM information to indicate
whether the selected course is to or from the
beacon.

The UHF ADF can be operated using two
receiver sources, the UHF communications re-
ceiver or the auxiliary receiver.

4

Identification Function

The identification facilities are provided by a
pulse type transponder which automatically
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Figure 9-9.--Typical Chit system.

radiates replies to interrogations from ground.
shipboard. or airborne 1FF stations. Either
normal t Mark X 1FF) or selective identification
feature ASIF coding of the reptie nry he
utilized. This facility performs the functions
provided by both the AN/APX-613 and the
AN/APA-Sq in older aircraft.

Power Supplies

Power supply modules distribute power from
a centralized source to the major units. Special
emergency switching features remove power
from certain navigation functions to reduce the
load on the power source in case of flame out.
generator failure, or other emergency. The spe-
cific functions which are not available in an
emergency will vary from one aircraft to
another: information on this subject may he
found in the technical manuals for specific
aircraft models.

The centralized power supply provides a
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means of saving weight in an integrated installa-
tion. The components utilized in power supplies
are often very heavy when compared to other
electronic components: therefore, combining the
power supplies eliminates numerous heavy coin-
ponen ts.

F-413 CNI SYSTEM

The ('NI system for the F-411 aircraft is the
Integrated Electronic Central AN/ASQ-l9. It
provides UHF communications. TACAN and
ADF navigation, radar identification (IEF). in-
strumentation. and interphone functions. It is
packaged in five moor units: UHF Communica-
tions, unit I: Navigational RC. unit 2: Naviga-
tional Instrumentation. unit 3: IFF/Coder. unit
4: and Auxiliary Receiver/ADF/Power Supply.
unit 5. Placement of these units as well as some
minor units and associated components is de-
picted in figure 9-9.
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Units 2. through 5 are mounted above and
below a common shelf installed aft of the
aircraft's nosewheel well. The shelf as a whole is
shock-mounted; it provides interunit wiring and
connections. and serves as a plenum chamber for
refrigerated air. Of these four units, the Naviga-
tion RF Unit is the only one in a pressurized
case.

UHF Communication Unit

The UHF communication unit (fig. 9 -9. unit
I1, is located in the aft cockpit; it. too, is
pressurized. but has a self-contained blower
circulating cockpit air through a heat exchanger.
Accessories to the system include fore and aft
integrated control boxes, unit 6: fore and aft
station intercommunication system, units 7 and
8: ADF antenna, unit 9: and bearing-distance-
heading indicator, unit 10.

In general, the modules, though improved for
the CNI system. were utilized in previously
developed Navy modularized equipment. Radio
receiver-transmitter, unit 1, is designed to pro-
vide AM radiotelephone communication in the
frequency range 225.0 MHz to 399.9 MHz. It
operates on any one of 1,750 frequency chan-
nels with 100 kilohertz spacing at 20 watts
power output. A guard channel is provided by a
separate guard receiver module incorporated as
part of the circuitry of unit 1.

TACAN Units

The TACAN subsystem. units 2 and 3. uses
pulsed radio signals from 962 MHz to 1213 MHz
to measure aircraft distance and bearing to a
TACAN surface station. There are 126 preset
channels available to the operator.

Distance-measuring pulses originating in the
airborne transmitter are transmitted to the
ground radio station which acts as a trans-
ponder. Distance of aircraft to station is deter-
mined ny measuring the elapsed time between
the transmission of a challenging or interroga-
tion pulse signal from the airborne transmitter,
and the receipt of a corresponding reply pulse
from the radio beacon.

Reference bursts and amplitude modulation
intelligence are produced in the radio station to
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provide bearing and identification information
for the aircraft. The radio station antenna
pattern rotates at 900 rpm and produces a
varying field intensity at the receiving antenna.
This varying signal intensity produces the 15 Hz
and 135 Hz amplitude modulation of the signal
received by the airborne receiver. The reference
bursts bear a constant relationship to the maxi-
mums and minimums of the rotating antenna
pattern, and the consequent phase relationship
of the AM and the reference bursts received by
units 2 and 3 are used to determine the bearing
of the aircraft with respect to the radio station.

IFF Coder Unit

The IFF-Coder, unit 4. is a pulse type
transponder using a single omnidirectional re-
ceiving and transmitting antenna. The equip-
ment normally receives on 1030 MHz and
transmits on 1090 MHz. An 1FF control box
(Radar Set Control C-1159/APX-6B) is used to
turn on the equipment and to select some of the
modes of oper..tion. The various Selective Iden-
tification Feature (SIF) reply codes for two of
the three challenging signals are set up on an SIF
control box (Radar Set Control C-1272A/
ANA -89). The third SIF code (mode 21 is set up
directly on unit 4. Selection of Mark X or SIF
replies is made by a switch on unit 4, and cannot
be changed during flight.

The airborne antenna receives a challenging
signal from interrogator equipment. This con-
sists of pairs of pulses, with a definite time
interval between the two pulses of each pair.
The receiver detects and amplifies the signal and
delivers it to the decoder circuits. If accepted by
the decoder circuit in the equipment, the Mark
X signal will go directly to the transmitter, and a
reply signal is transmitted to the interrogator
equipment, where the signal is then displayed on
a radar indicator.

If the 1FF-Coder is interrogated by an SIF
challenge, the decoder output signal goes to a
coding circuit in which a reply pulse train is
generated. The pulse train is delivered to the
transmitter. Upon being received at the interim
gator. the pulse train is decoded, and the
decoded signal is displayed on the radar indica-
tor.
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Auxiliary Receiver/ADF/Power
Supply Unit

The system central power supply portion of
unit S provides the B + voltages of less than 500
volts necessary for operating all units 01' the
system. the input a-c and d-c power is supplied
from two separate sets of aircraft power buses
designated main and essential. When an aircraft
emergency arises, power is removed from the
main buses and the emergency relays are ener-
gized automatically, placing the ('NI system in
emergency operation. The units operating after
this emergency switci,ing takes place are the
UHF Communications Unit. at reduced power.
and the radar identification (1FF) equipment.
The ADF and TACAN functions are inoperative
since the auxiliary receiver and TACAN
B + voltage is removed.

For checking the system on the ground.
external power is applied to the main aircraft
buses through the ground power connector. A
('NI ground power switch located in the left
main wheel well is provided and must he
manually thrown to energize the equipment.
This switch is an electrically held type that must
be reset if the ground external power is inter-
rupted. Aircraft power bypasses this switch
when the engines are operating; and during
flight, the system cannot be deenergized.

The remaining portions of unit 5 are the ADF
and the auxiliary receiver. The ADF subsystem
uses either the auxiliary receiver in unit S or the
main receiver, unit 1, in conjunction with the
ADF antenna. unit 9, to determine the bearing
to a received station. The antenna element has a
cardioid pattern which is switched 1800 at a 100
Hz rate. The switching action produces modula-
tion on the RF signal (which is detected in the
receiver and supplied as an error signal to a
servoamplifien The servosystem positions the
antenna element until it is alined with the wave
front of the received signal. The antenna main-
tains this relationship with respect to the signal
throughout normal flight maneuvers of the
aircraft. The position of the antenna element,
relative to the aircraft, is transmitted to the
Bearing- Distance - Heading Indicator (131)111), unit
10, and displayed on the No. 1 pointer. ADF
information is also supplied to the Horizontal
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Situation Indicator (HSI). a part of the instru-
ment system.

The auxiliary receiver in unit S is normally
used for ADF, and it provides 20 preset channels
over the 2(15.0 MHz to 284.9 MHz range, plus
one guard frequency channel at a fixed 243
MHz.

Integrated Control Unit

The communication and navigation functions
of the AN/ASQ-19 are controlled by the inte-
grated control. unit 6. selected by the "take
command" relays. Two take command push-hut-
ton switches are located on the lower position of
each unit 6. One. labeled ('OM ('MD. determines
who has control of unit 1. The other, labeled
NAV ('MD, determines who has control of
TACAN. The frequency control for the commu-
nication system, the auxiliary receiver, and
TACAN are independent of each other. The
TACAN function selector also is independent.
The function selector switch provides selection
of the UHF communication and auxiliary re-
ceiver functions.

Intercommunication Units

The intercommunication units. units 7 and X.
of the AN/ASQ-19 provide intercockpit commu-
nication in the F-4B aircraft. Unit 7 is the
intercom station in the pilot's cockpit; unit 8 is
the intercom station in the radar observer's
cockpit. An external intercom connection is
incorporated into the system for ground person-
nel. The intercom stations receive and amplify
signals from units I. 2. 3. and the auxiliary
receiver of unit 5. In addition, the microphone
output in either cockpit is connected to the
transmitter of unit 1 by operating the push-to-
talk button. thus allowing either pilot or radar
operator to communicate. Two transistorized.
encapsulated amplifiers are used in units 7 and 8
to amplify the AF output from the microphone
and the external audio inputs. Emergency
switching facilities allow any one amplifier to be
bypasse f in the event of their failure. This
permits intercockpit communication to be main-
tained if one amplifier goes dead in each unit.
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Antenna System

The antenna system of the F-4B has a pair of
antennas, upper and lower, used for both the
1FF and TACAN at L band frequencies with two
independent automatic antenna switches. The
antennas are standard annular slot antennas. A
modified blade antenna is mounted in the fin
cap and used for the upper communications
antenna. A low drag blade is used for the lower
antenna. The pilot has the option of selecting
either antenna by an antenna selector switch
located on the left console of the forward
cockpit. The ADF antenna, unit 9. is located on
the underside, aft of the radome. This antenna
works in conjunction with either the auxiliary
receiver or the UHF communication system.
whichever is selected for the ADF function on
the integrated control box.

Construction

In the CNI system aboard the F-4B aircraft.
the modular construction concept has been
applied. Circuits have been broken down into
functional subdivisions and packaged indepen-
dently as plug-in modules adhering to a standard
size factor. A major functional unit consists of a
group of these modules mounted on a chassis in
a case which provides interconnecting wiring.
radio interference filtering, and cooling distri-
bution.

The modular approach has given a high degree
of flexibility in view of the mission and space
considerations of this aircraft. It has also re-
duced costs and accelerated the engineering
production cycle, helping to put the full weapon
system into the air faster.

Cooling System

Improved thermal design is another important
feature of the CM system. Basically, the prob-
lem is to maintain the surface temperature of
each component in the system at a value which
will insure a high degree af component reliabil-
ity. This must be done with a cooling system
having the smallest possible size and weight.

Neither natural convection and radiation nor
the use of integral blowers are acceptable means
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of cooling if high ambient temperatures (due to
local heat dissipation or high aircraft skin
temperatures) exist in an equipment rack. The
problem is aggravated at extreme altitudes where
mass flow from integral blowers drops to negligi-
ble values. A forced-air cooling system using an
outside source of cooling air is required to hold
the component temperatures within acceptable
limits.

Since the cooling system must be held to a
minimum size and weight, the CNI system is
designed to minimize the power dissipation
required. Careful circuit design keeps the dissipa-
tion in each module as low as practicable. The
elimination of individual blowers with their
inherent heat dissipation, and the use of a
central power supply further reduce the overall
heat produced in the system. High temperature
components are used as extensively as possible
to reduce the amount of cooling air required.
Finally, and perhaps most important, the flow
of cooling air through each module is carefully
controlled to give a high degree of cooling
efficiency and still prevent overcooling of any
module. In this manner, the required capacity of
the cooling system is kept at a minimum, and
the reliability and total life of the equipment are
extended to a maximum.

INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

All aircraft intercommunication systems per-
form essentially the same basic functions. They
deliver audio to one or more selected stations on
hoard the aircraft to permit crewmembers to
speak to each other. They also provide control
of the communication facilities so that various
members of the crew may receive incoming
radio messages or initiate messages with the
aircraft transmitters. It is also often necessary
that the intercommunication system contain
facilities for operating recording equipment so
that permanent records may be made of the
various receptions and transmissions occurring
during flight.

It is not possible in the limits of the present
discussion to describe all types of intercommuni-
cation systems installed in naval aircraft. A few
examples are given which show characteristics
common to most installations, while at the same
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time presenting characteristic which represent
the newer developments in this type of equip-
ment.

INTERCOMMUNICATION
SET AN/AIC-14

The AN/AIC-14 ICS is an airborne internal
communication system which integrates and
coordinates all the audio facilities of the com-
munication and other electronic equipment. The
overall design is based on modular construction
to provide a very high degree of versatility and
reliability. Easily replaceable plug-in transistor-
ized amplifier modules insure reliability under
severe environmental conditions. A variety of
individual component parts and subassemblies
are available for use with and within the system.
permitting adaptation of the basic system for
use in many different types of installations
having various audio requirements. Thus the
basic system and its numerous variations provide
for almost trouble-frcc service over prolonged
operating periods.

The maximum capability for AK*-14 inter-
phone installations in a single system permits
operation of any combination of up to 30
individual stations without readjustment of the
interphone volume control. Under maximum
usage the overall output level from the .control
unit does not vary by more than 3 db. All signal
inputs are isolated from each other by at least
50 db. thus minimizing the effect of a single
station on the operation of the overall system.

In addition to the interphone stations which
are normally manned during aircraft operations.
auxiliary stations may be provided for use by
ground personnel during maintenance. inspec-
tion. or servicing of the aircraft. Any combina-
tion of audio inputs (up to a total of 30) may be
monitored without requiring adjustment of the
volume control. Through operation of control
switches, up to I I outputs may be controlled.

The selection and monitoring of interphone
and radio receiver signals, as well as the selection
of transmitters to be keyed. is accomplished
through selector switches and controls located
on the front panels of the units to be controlled.
The modes of operation (normal or auxiliary)
and the energizing or deenergizing of interphone

. station microphones are controlled by operating
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appropriate switches on the front panel of the
interphone control. The interphone control also
permits the use of external keying switches.

To illustrate the flexibility and versatility of
the AN/AIC-14 system, some of the various
types of components and accessories are de-
scribed briefly. The discussion is limited to the
important features and peculiar applications of
each item discussed. The list. although quite
extensive. is far from a complete listing of items
used in conjunction with the AN/MC-14 Inter-
communication Set.

Control Units

Control. Interphone C-2645 AR or C-2(145 B
AIC-14 is the master control unit for the sys-
tem. and is located at all manned interphone
stations. Two transistorized plug-in amplifier
modules (one isolation and one interphone)
are included in each unit. The isolation amplifier
provides the amplification and isolation neces-
sary for all incoming audio (interphone and
radio receiver). The intelphone amplifier pro-
vides the amplification and isolation necessary
for all outgoing audio (from the station's micro-
phone). Each amplifier is capable of delivering a
nominal output power of 300 milliwatts to the
stations' earphones or to the interphone line.

The control unit also provides an alternate
mode of operation for either or both amplifieis.
If one amplifier becomes inoperative. its func-
tions may be shifted to the other: if' both the
amplifiers become inoperative, they may be
bypassed by switching to the EMERG position.
In the emergency mode. incoming signals are
supplied directly to the headset and outgoing
signals arc fed directly to the transmitter; no
interphone communication is possible.

In almost all aircraft, additional control units
are used to extend and expand the capacity of
the ICS. A few such auxiliary control units are
discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.

The C-2642/ or C-2642A/AIC-14 provides a
means for selecting transmitter or interphone
operation. interphone disconnect, and volume
adjustment of incoming radio receiver signals.
Any one of up to I I transmitters can he
selected.

The C-2643/AIC-14 is a selector panel for
radio receivers and transmitters, permitting se-
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!colon of any combination of too transmitters
and our Wit' itC ft incorporates isolation
networks for all incoming signals.

the C-2644 At(' -14 incorporates facilities for
selecting transmit or receive operation. a volume
control for mixed radio receiver signals. and
isolation for all incoming signals.

The C-.26-16,.A1C-14 is .in auxiliary' control
used primarily by maintenance personnel. It is
located at auxiliary stations not normally
manned during flight. It uses the common audio
line for both incoming and outgoing interphone
signals. and permits communication with any
station which is connected to the common audio
line.

The control contains a single amplifier. In-
coming audio signals are isolated and amplified;
in this case the amplifier acts as an isolation
amplifier. When a push-to-talk circuit is ener-
gited. the microphone input is amplified and fed
to the contrion line; the amplifier then switches
to interphone operation.

The microphone and headset jacks can he
used only with a (100-ohm headset and a carbon
microphone with a nominal impedance of 100
ohms. When a dynamic microphone and low
impedance headset are used. signal preamplitica-
lion and transformer matching are required. This
may be. conveniently accomplished with the use
of associated accessory cordscts discussed later
in this chapter.

The mounting plate MT-2075.I1 IC-1-t is used
in conjunction with the C-2o4b. It includes a
quick-dismounting feature provided by four
slide fasteners which are secured by lckwire.

The C-2647; or C-2647A/AIC-14 provides
facilities for increasing the number of either
receivers or interphone stations. It provides
isolation for all signals. the function as inter-
phone station selector or as receiver selector is
determined by the position of an internal plug-in
unit. This function is established at the time of
installation. and is not normally changed there-
after.

When used as a receiver selector. any one or
any combination of 12 receiver% may be selected
and isolated. When used as an interphone station
selector. the unit selects and isolates any one or
any combination of 12 signals. An alternate
provision enables position 12 to be used either
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to select a specific station or as an "all-car for
up to 1 1 stations.

The C-2648/ or C-.204NA/A1C-14 control per-
mits selection of six additional receivers or
interphone stations. In other respects it is similar
to the C-2647.

Interconnection Box J- 1013 /AI('

This accessory enables the AN/AIC-11 to
operate with either carbon or dynamic micro-
phones and either high or low impedance head-
sets. The unit contains a b0-db transistorised
preamplifier and two impedance matching trans-
formers. Tlw preamplifier and transformers may
or may not be used. depending on the position
of the connecting links in the box. A table
illustrating the link settings for various types of
microphones and headsets is located on the
inside of the cover plate.

Microphones

A carbon microphone may be connected
directly into the AN /AI(' -14 Intercommunica-
tion Set. or it may he connected through a
J-I 013 interconnection box. If the J-1013 is
used. the links must be set so as to bypass the
microphone preamplifier. Dynamic inicr-
phones. if used. must he connected through the
J-1013. flie links must he set so that the 60-dh
gain of the microphone preamplifier is used,

The RS-381)-2 is a hand-held. high output
10.25-volt. rms). nois -canceling carbon micro-
phone. Its termination (plug P.1-0b8i mates with
the MIKE jack on the interphone control
C-2b4 or on any installation which accommo-
dates conventional carbon microphones.

Tlw M-3A/A is a high output t 0.25-volt. nits.
boom-mounted. noise-canceling carbon micro-
phone. Its termination (PJ -2t)2I is a two-prong
plug which mates with the receptacle on the
II- 1 73/AIC headset and the ('X -1301 /AR cord-
set

The AN13-M-C1 is a high output (0.25-voll.
rms) carbon microphone normally used in oxy-
gen imoks. It terminates in the PJ-292 plug.

The M-92/U is a hand-held. noise-canceling.
dynamic microphone with a built -in transistor-
iied amplifier. In appearance and characteristics
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it is the equivalent of the RS381)-2 carbon
microphone. and may he used interchangeably
with it. if a 1-1013 is used. the link settings
should bypass the preamplifier.

The NI-9/1. A is a NU-Mounted. noise-cancel-
ing. dynamic microphone similar in appearance
to the M -3A A carbon microphone and termi-
nated in the Name type tP.1-2921 plug. In use.
however. the two are not interchangeable. The
NI-94:A has nominal output impedance of 7
ohms. and ti:livers an output voltage of 300 to
500 microvolts. The 1-1013 must he used. and
the microphone preamplifier and the appropri-
ate impedance matching transformer must he
connected by the changeable links.

The M-9-4:A is the dynamic microphone used
in Oxygen masks. In appearance it resembles the
AM B-M-C1. but the two are not operationally
interchangeable. In electrical characteristics and
service limitations. the M -')4/A resemhles the
M-9(),' A.

Earphones and Headsets

Several types of earphones and headsets are
used with the AN /AK' -14 system. In actual
practice the headsets may he so constructed that
the earphones are either used separately (split-
phone ; or connected in parallel. They may have
either a low or a high impedance.

Earphones 11-87B/U are the dynamic type
commonly used in helmets and headsets. The
earphones have an impedance of 7 ohms as
compared to the 600-ohm impedance of the
ICS. The phones may he connected to a cordset
which is terminated in a short plug. In this
arrangement. an impedance matching trans-
former in the plug permits the H-8713/U to be
inserted directly into the ICS control box. If
connected through the 1-1013. the links should
bypass the impedance tramdormers.

By using the cordset CX-4832 the earphones
are connected in parallel. offering a 7-ohm
impedance. This combination requires use of the
J-1013 and its impedance matching trans
formers.

The H-173/AIC headset is a lightweight unit
which is designed for maximum wearing com-
fort. It contains the 11-87B/U earphones and
incorporates provisions for mounting boom
microphones. The earpieces eliminate most of
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the surrounding noise. A quick-disconnect fea-
ture provides safety and ease of handling.

'the 11-3/ARR-3 is a dynamic headset with
built-in impedance matching transformer, which
adapts the 7-ohm phones to the 600-ohm
system. This allows the headset to be directly
inserted into the ICS. If connected through a
1-1013. the impedance transformer must he
bypassed.

Cordsets

Many types of cordsets are used with the
AN/AIC-14. These cordsets are used for con-
necting the various types of microphones, head-
sets, and connection boxes within the system.
Some include amplifiers and/or impedance trans-
formers: others do not. The following para-
graphs present a brief discussion of several of
these cordsets.

The CX-I301/AR is a coiled cordset termi-
nated on one end with a Junction Box 1-193/AR
and on the other end with a U61-11 receptacle.
The cordset is normally used with carbon
microphones and high impedance headsets. If
incompatible accessories are used, the 1- 193 /AR
is removed from its mounting and the
CA-1301/AR is replaced by a 1-1013. The
mounting holes of both connecting boxes coin-
cide.

The CX-4620/AR is a 75-foot, 5-conductor
cable with an in-the-line switch containing a
preamplifier. impedance transformer. and micro-
phone keying switch. One end is terminated in a
connector which mates with the 1-1013 input
connector. The other end mates with the
II- 173 /AK' headset or a hardhat. This cordset
may he used only with a dynamic microphone
and a low impedance headset. However, the
Mu/table links in the 1-1013 must he set to
accommodate a carbon microphone and high
impedance headset combination.

The CX-4621/AR is a 6-foot. 5-conductor,
coiled cordset with terminations identical to
those of the CX-4620/AR. Since it contains no
preamplifier or impedance matching trans-
formers. it may be used with either type headset
and microphone. However, the links in the
1-1013 must be connected accordingly.

The CX-4623/AR is a 9 -fool. 5-conductor.
coiled cordset. It includes an in-the-line switch
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similar to that in the ('X- 4020 /Alt. and is
terminated in tlw same type connectors. It may
be used onl uith a (411aillii: microphone and

iltipVtialliN lteaciset. but the J-I013 links
must be set tOr the carbon microphone' and high
impedance headset combination.

The ('X-4832/ AR cordset is used to connect
the earpieces of the 11-87111U in parallel. thus
providing a low impedance output.

INTERCOMMUNICATION
SET AN/Alf -IS

The AN/AEC-15 system marks a milestone in
adaptation of transistor circuits to airborne
applications in a form suitable for manufacture
on a production basis. The total equipment
consists Of six types of major components: four
types of station control boxes, a recorder
control, and an interconnecting box.

Each of the control boxes with the exception
of the recorder unit contains one microphone
amplifier and one receiver amplifier. The type of
box instated at a particular station of the
aircraft is determined by the communication
functions to he performed at that station. All
boxes provide essentially the same intercom and
receiver facilities. The system is not restricted to
use with any specific radio receiver. recorder, or
transmitter. but may he used with many differ-
ent radio communication equipments.

System Operation

The major components of the AK'-I5 are
connected as shown in the block diagram in
figure 9-10. The master unit (C-1908) contains
controls for the complete set of radio and
intercom facilities. The flight crew control
1C-1910) provides the means for controlling two
radio transmitters and for listening to two radio
receivers. The recorder control (C-11)12) serves
to route any of the signals present to a tape
recorder so that it is possible to preserve the
audio information exchanged during operation.

The central unit of the system. Interconnect-
ing Box. J -75$. connects incoming receiver
signals to the various stations and also connects
the control boxes to the aircraft transmitters for
control of the latter during transmission. The
interconnecting box can also be used as an
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additional control station since it contains jacks
for a microphone and a headset.

Each of the station control boxes contains a
microphone amplifier and a receiver amplifier
and is therefore independent of any outside aid
except d-c power. Thus, external cables are not
required as would be the case with external
amplifiers: v.nd smaller wires are used due to
lower power requimments. As a result. approxi-
mately GO pounds of cable v eight are eliminated
in comparison with electron-tube counterparts
of the system. An additional advantage of this
compact method of amplifier paekaginie is in-
creased flexibility. in hat the number of coi,:rol
units can be decreased or increased without
causing any deterioration in the performance of
the system.

Because of the relatively low power consump-
tion of the A1C-15. the system contains no
on-off switch as such. The equipment is powered
from a 28-volt. d-c supply and remains in the
ON condition as long as the aircraft power
system is in operation.

All audio switches are semiconductor devices.
By placing an appropriate d-c bias on a particu-
lar interphone line, audio on that line can be
routed into the control hoses attached to it. The
audio switch for each interphone line is a
germanium diode which acts as a short circuit to
audio when a forward d-c bias is established.
Conversely, the diode acts as an open circuit
when hack biased, thereby disconnecting the
interphone line from the associated control
boxes.

Under certain conditions it is necessary to use
the intercom facilities while monitoring the
output of the aircraft radio receivers. It is then
desirable to reduce the volume of the receiver
audio without eliminating it entirely. To accom-
plish this, the nonlinear impedance feature of a
transistor is used to reduce the receiver audio
that is present with the interphone signal at the
receiver amplifier.

The radio volume is lowered by means of a
d-c bias applied to the volume-reduction transis-
tor. thereby changing the latter from a noneon-,
ductive to a conducting state. This. in turn.
changes the impedance of the radio receiver
audio input network in such a manner as to
reduce the applied audio. As a result, the volume
of the output from any radio receiver selected at
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a given control unit is reduced approximately 10
decibels with respect to the interphone level.

Interphone Circuits

A single interphone line is employed with
each type of control station in the AIC-15
system. For example. the pilot, copilot. and
radio operator are on a single interphone line
and the remaining crew stations are on another.
There is also a separate line to which all control
stations are connected. which makes it possible
to talk from any control box to all other
stations in the system.

An emergency. or override. feature is pro-
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vided by a separate line under control of the
pilot, copilot. or radio operator. The emergency
line can be switched on quickly and communica-
tion established with all crewmenthers on the
aircraft.

in addition to the interphone facilities. the
A1C-15 circuits provide the means for listening
to any combination of 9 radio receivers and for
controlling the operation of any of 9 radio
transmitters. The total number of stations may
be as high as 13. a relatively large capability
which Is achieved with comparatively small
requirements of space. weight, and power. The
system is designed to operate on 10 watts of
2P4-volt. d-c power per control unit.
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Transistor Amplifiers

As stated above. all the station control boxes
twith the exception of the recorder unit ) con-
tain two compactly packaged transistor ampli-
fiers one for microphone amplification and the
other for receiver audio amplification. Electri-
cally. the two amplifiers are almost identical.
The input circuit of the microphone amplifier is
designed to work with a carbon microphone.
whereas the input of the receiver amplifier is a
conventional RC coupled. (i00 -ohms circuit. The
output circuit in both is transformer coupled,
consisting of an 800-ohm output from the
microphone unit and a (100-ohm output from
the receiver amplifier. Both are three-stage am-
plifiers with push-pull output and overall nega-
tive feedback. The receiver amplifier is illus-
trated in block diagram form in figure 9-11.

Both the microphone and receiver amplifies
employ silicon transistors. The input stage of the
receiver unit is a type 904. The 951 transistor
driver is transformer coupled to two 951 transis-
tors which serve as a push-pull output stage. The
first two stages are grounded emitter circuits
with collector-to-base negative feedback and
emitter resist:mv temperature stabilization. The'
output stage is a grounded base circuit biased for
class 13 operation. An overall negative feedback
loop of about 20 decibels is used to further
stabilize the circuit operation.

The overall dimensions of each AIC-15 ampli-
fier are 2.44 by 1.72 by 1.00 inches. The
maximum power gain is approximately 35 deci-
bels with a gain control provided to reduce the
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output signal to zero. The amplifiers are capable
of an output of 300 milliwatts at less than 10
percent distortion and an output of 150 milli-
watts at less than S percent distortion. The
frequency response is flat within ±2 decibels
from 400 to 1,,000 hertz. Satisfactory operation
is maintained over the input B-plus voltage range
of 22 to 30 volts d.c. About 80 milliamperes of
current are required at the 28-volt B -plus level.

Tice amplifiers are potted to reduce vibration
damage. For maintenance, the entire unit is
replaced and no attempt is made to repair any
component within the amplifiers. The weight of
each amplifier is approximately 5 ounces, a very
favorable figure when compared with a weight
of 13 to 15 pounds in comparable units of older
systems. Also with lower power requirements,
an approximate reduction in load of 20 percent
is realized.

intercommunication Set AN/A1C-15 is of
considerable importance for the Aviation Elec-
tronics Technician since it is one of the first
completely transistorized electronic systems
which have demonstrated capability of meeting
all military requirements of its class and which
has definite advantages when compared with
hitherto standard designs. Among these are a
relatively larger number of facilities controlled,
less size and weight. lower power requirements,
and greater reliability and flexibility as com-
pared to its vacuum tube counterparts. The
design specifications require at least 2,000 hours
of satisfactory service without removal for
bench servicing, a feature of essential impor-
tance for maintenance personnel. From the
standpoint of operation, one of the outstanding
features of the system is its clearness of trans-
mission.

COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS

An antenna is a special type of dectrical
circuit intentionally designed to radiate and/or
receive electromagnetic energy. In an ordinary
circuit, the inductance, capacitance. and resis-
tance are lumped constants and therefore the
electromagnetic field is confined to the circuit
where it performs useful work. In an antenna,
the L. C. and R properties are distributed and
the electromagnetic field is not confined -it is
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Figure 9-I2. Antenna selection based on typical operating frequencies in megidiertz.

spread out and tends to escape or radiate. It is
this radiated field which provides the link
between a transmitter and receiver.

The method of propagation is of interest. but
of more concern to the technician is how the
energy can be directed (the radiation pattern)
:end concentrated (the beamwidth), and how the
efficiency (gain) can he enhanced. A familiarity
with the basic types of antenna systems and the
polarization of the transmitted wave provides a
background of information and an appreciation
of the problems involved in the selection of a
suitable antenna type for a specific application.

Several of the more common antenna configu-
rations with typical operating frequency ranges
and radiation patterns are shown in figures 9-12
and 9-13. These figures should be consulted
throughout the discussions which follow. Table
9-1 lists the normal polarization and directional
characteristics of certain antenna types.
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While the simplest type of antenna is the
bidirectional dipole. limitations in directivity.
frequency passhand. and gain somewhat restrict
its use. Other dipole configurations such as the
ram's horn and the corner reflector are used for
special applications.

Although the crossed dipole. the whip, the
top-loaded vertical, or the .1" is sometimes
used. the ground plane antenna is probably the
most popular when reception or transmission
must be equally effective in all directions (omni-
directional). For much higher frequencies. the
hiconical or the disk horn is recommended.

The log periodic. helical, and flat-spiral anten-
nas are noted for their extremely wide (as high
as 20:1) operating frequency range.

When space is not a controlling factor, the
rhombic and the "V" type are often used to
provide high gain and directivity. Both types
normally are bidirectional. The rhombic can be
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Figure 9-13.-Typical radiation patterns for selected types of antennas.

made unidirectional by terminating the ends of
the !eta with a noninductive resistor. The -V" is
made unidirectional by the use of another *IV'
spaced an odd number of quarter wavelengths
behind the original. Typical legs for the rhombic
are three to fiver wavelengths: for the "V" type.
kgs of eight wavelengths are not uncommon.

The parabolic antenna is :apahk of producing
high gain and excellent directivity. Although
screen mesh or even a grid or rods may be used
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where wind resistance is a design factor. 11w
reflector element generally consists of a solid
surface. Physically the reflector should he sev-
eral wavelengths in diameter. Additional gain
also can he obtained by mounting a hemispheri-
cal reflector in front or the dipole. provided its
surface area does not appreciably shadow the
rear parabolic reflector. "flic radiating element
may be a dit ole. a horn, or other suitable
radiator.



Type

Dipole

Dipole array
Ground plane

Parabolic
Horn

Corner reflector
Helical array
Ram's horn
Rhombic

Log periodic

Spiral
Loop

Biconical

AVIATION FLIVTRONICS TECIINICIAN 3 & 2

Table 9 -I. -Antenna characteristics.

Usual
polarization

Horizontal

Horizontal

Vertical
Horizontal

Horizontal

Vertical
Circular
Horizontal

Horizontal

=,

Directivity

Bidirectional
Unidirectional

Omnidirectional

Unidirectional
Unidirectional
Unidirectional

Unidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional,

unidirectional
Horizontal Unidirectional
Circular Bidirectional
Horizontal Bidirectional
Horizontal Omnidirectional
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CHAPTER 10

AIRBORNE NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

Airborne navigation equipment is a term
embracing many systems and instruments. The
technician is required to maintain and, in some
instances. to operate various equipments. This
chapter includes a discussion of the major navi-
gational systems in present use, with reference
to some typical equipments. These systems
include electronic altimeters, altitude warning
systems. radio range and related facilities,
TACAN, loran. and radio direction finders.

ELECTRONIC ALTIMETERS

Electronic altimeters (radar altimeters) may
operate on frequency-modulation principles.
pulse modulated principles, or a combination of
both. Electronic altimeters are frequently re-
ferred to as absolute altimeters, because they are
used to measure height above the terrain rather
than with respect to sea level.

This chapter contains a brief discussion of
two of the later and more accurate altimeters
presently in use in the fleet, and a radar altitude
warning system associated with one of the alti-
meters.

ELECTRONIC ALTIMETER
AN/APN-I 20

The Altimeter Set, Electronic, AN/APN-I 20
furnishes accurate radar altitude (above terrain)
indications over all types of terrain and under
any weather conditions. It operates on two
amps. The low range measures altitude up to
3,000 feet: the high range measures altitude
from 500 feet to the maximum altitude of the
aircraft. It is installed in the RA -SC model air-
craft and is an integral part of the weapons
system. In addition to furnishing accurate MU-
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tude data for the pilot, the system also supplies
data for correcting the barometric altitude calcu-
lated by the air data system. (See fig. 10-1.) The
final corrected barometric altitude information
is used by the bomb directing set to compute
weapon delivery patterns.

Characteristics

The altimeter system consists of a hybrid ra-
dar system. The low altitude subsystem consists
of an amplitude-modulated, frequency-modu-
lated, continuous-wave (AM-FM-CW) radar set:
the high altitude subsystem is of the pulsed
type. Provisions are made for a low altitude
warning light, which actuates at 400 feet above
the terrain, and an indicator of signal reliability.

Theory of Operation

For purposes of this discussion, the theory of
operation for the AN/APN-120 is divided into a
brief discussion of the functional loops. For
detailed information regarding this equipment,
refer to the applicable Maintenance Instructions
Manuals. Figure 10-1 is a simplified block dia-
gram of the altimeter, and should be referred to
frequently in connection with this discussion.

System functional loops represent the com-
plete paths of signal flow within the system,
subsystems, and circuits. These loops are not
limited by their packaging or "black box" loca-
tion.

LOW ALTITUDE MEASUREMENT LOOP.
The low altitude system transmits ail* receives
an RF carrier which is frequency modulated by
25 kHz, and then amplitude modulated by a
4W-hertz voltage. The 25-kHz modulation is
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required to develop frequencies representative
altitude. the 400-Ilt modulation is used to de-
velop an error voltage when a difference exists
between the altitude indicated by the returning
la energy and the iiititude indicated on the
altitude readout. When an error voltage is devel-
oped. the servoloop corrects the indicator to
agree with the radar return.

In the transmitting portion of the low altitude
loop. a 25-kilt signal is generated by an oscilla-
tor and modulated by a 400-lit voltage from the
aircraft supply. This complex signal is routed
from the amplifier-modulator-oscillator subas-
sembly to the repeller of the klystnm. thereby
varying the klystron frequency of oscillation.
The modulated RI: is fed through a directional
coupler to the low altitude transmitter antenna.
A portion of this signal is also fed back to the
modulator. mixed with the repeller supply volt-
age. and used as a deviation signal.

The low altitude receiving' antenna receives
the signal reflected from the ground and feeds it
to a frequency mixL-r. A siimple of the transmit-
ted signal is also routed tthrough a frequency
translator) to the mixer. The input frequency of
the translator is shifted so that the output is
262.5 kilt above tow input frequency. Ilw fre-
quency translator provides a local oscillator sig-
nal for the mixer. The mixer output is a
262.5-kilt signal with sidehands corresponding
to the frequency modulation on the received
signal. Since the I'M component of the received
signal is 25 kliz. sidehands occur at multiples of
25 kHz away from tlw center frequency. This
composite signal is then fed to the 212.5-kliz 11;
amplifier.

The maximum gain of the IF amplifier is
governed by a gain control voltage from the
servoloop, so that the gain is a function of
altitude. The output of the amplifier programer
unit is detected and filtered to produce an AM
component and a d-c component. The d-c com-
ponent provides the automatic gain control volt-
age and an indication of reliability. The AM
component is compared with the aircraft 400-11z
reference to produce a correctional signal for the
height indicator.

HIGH ALTITUDE MEASUREMENT
1A)01). The transmitting portion of the high
attitude system begins at the range computer.
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This stage initiates a trigger pulse at a stable
repetition rate. The trigger pulse is used in the
radar modulator to time and trigger the pulse
forming circuits which pulse modulate the
transmitter. The modulator also supplies a nega-
tive blanking voltage (synchronized by the same
trigger) to the electronic gate.

The transmitter oscillator is fired by the mod-
ulator pulse. and supplies an RI: pulse at approx-
imately 4225 MHz to the antenna arrays. When
the transmitted pulse is reflected from the ter-
rain, a portion of the reflected wave is inter-
cepted by the receiving antennas and becomes
the received signal.

The received signal is fed into the high alti-
tude frequency mixer. The ('W oscillator gener-
ates an RE voltage at 4165 MHz for use as the
local oscillator signal. In the mixer, the received
signal (4225 MHz) beats with the local oscillator
signal (4165 MIlz) to produce an IF signal of 60
MHz.

The gain of the IF amplifier is regulated by an
MX' voltage. During transmit time, gain is re-
duced to almost zero by a blanking pulse from
the electronic gate. This blanking pulse prevents
self-triggering by the system's own transmitter.
After amplification, the IF signal is detected to
produce a video pulse.

The video pulse is gated, timed. and shaped in
the programer unit to produce the altitude indi-
cation for comparison with the altitude reading
on the indicator. Any difference between these
values produces an error signal for the servoloop,
which then corrects the reading of the instru-
ment.

PROGRAMER. The programer is common
to both the low altitude and the high altitude
systems, The programer is made up of circuits,
which are partly interdependent in their opera-
tion, and performs the following functions
which are not discussed in detail:

I. To process the d-c error signals (for low
and high altitude range) to provide the required
driving signal voltage for the respective servomo-
tor.

2. To perform the required switching func-
tions according to operational mode selection.

3. To provide automatic turn-on of the low
altitude system when the altitude is less than
4.000 feet.
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4. Fo provide time-sharing pulses which cause
the two systems to alternate their "on" time
whenever both systems are operating and the
aircraft is at an altitude between 0 and 4,000
fret.

5. To provide the automatic high altitude in-
dicator changeover from radar altitude to ba-
rometric altitude in the event of system failure.

RADAR ALTIMETER ANJAPN-1414V)

Electronic Altimeter Set AN/AM-I-11(V) is a
pulsed, raugetracking radar that locks onto the
leading edge of the echo pulse. It provides a
continuous. highly accurate indication of abso-
lute altitude from to 5.0(X) feet above water or
terrain. the accuracy and the reliability make
possible extremely low altitude instrument flight
missions in familiar or level territory. It also
increases the safety of moderately low-level in-
strument flight missions into territory where the
barometri pressure and terrain elevation data
are unreliable or unknown.

The equipment consists of the radar transmit-
ter-receiver unit, an RI: switching unit, a height
indicator. and w antennas.

Characteristics

Altitude information is continuously dis-
played. in feet of absolute altitude, on a panel-
mounted indicator. this information is
developed by radiating pulses of microwave
energy downward and by monitoring the time
required ftir the return of each pulse as an echo.
Monitoring of pulse transit time is accomplished
by means of a leading-edge electronic tracking
loop which. in effect. locks onto the range of
the water or terrain, and follows variations of
ckarance resulting from aircraft maneuvers or
terrain ekvation.

Leading-edge tracking provides for an indica-
tion of the nearest terrain under the aircraft, and
not necessarily the terrain directly under it.
Thus, the altimeter set will track a mountainside
or a cliff ahead or to the side of the aircraft if
this terrain is closer than the ground directly
below the aircraft. This feature provides essen-
tial warning of rapidly decreasing absolute alti-
tude on low-level missions.

The system has two altitude modes of opera-
tion-one for low altitudes and one for high
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altitudes. At low altitudes (0 to 195 feet ascend-
ing and 105 to 0 feet descending), a very nar-
row, low-powered transmitted pulse is utilized
to obtain maximum range resolution. The low
altitude pulse is also programed in width to
provide the proper strength of the ground return
signal with altitude variation. At altitudes above
the ascending and descending upper altitude lim-
its, a wider high-power transmitted pulse is util-
ized to obtain sufficient ground return energy
for tracking.

'the altimeter system also has two ranging
modes of operation the search mode and the
tracking mode. In the search mode, the system
successively examines increments of range with
each cycle of operation until the complete alti-
tude range is searched for a ground return signal.
When the altitude range is found, the system
switches over to the tracking mode of operation.
In the tracking mode, the system locks onto and
tracks the leading edges of the ground return
pulses and presents continuous altitude
information.

Altitude information is obtained by measur-
ing the time intervals from the instant that each
pulse of RI: energy leaves the transmitter until
the leading edge of the ground return signal is
detected in the receiver. The system converts
this time interval information to a d-c range
voltage which is offset in amplitude to form an
altitude ti-c voltage analog. This analog is ILti to
the height indicator which indicates altitude in
feet proportional to the amplitude of the d-c
voltage.

Theory of Operat km

For the following general discussion of the
theory of operation for Electronic Altimeter Set
AN/APN-14 It V ). refer to figure 10-2. For mom
detailed information, refer to the applicable
technical manuals.

TRANSMISSION. ('lock pulse 1 functions as
the basic system timing trigger. This puke is
generated at as 3 kilz rate in the time comparator
and is fed to the modulator where it triggers
each transmission and cycle of operation. The
modulator pulses the transmitter cavity and pro-
duces a crystal switch drive signal for gating the
narrow RI: puke transmitted during low altitude
operation. This gating is accomplished in the RE
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switching unit. l he nithitlialin also produces a
range-timing ramp trigger for use in the time
comparator during low altitude operation. 1 he
modulation pulse drive% the transmitter cm it
into oscillation, and the transmitter cavity ener-
gy is applied to the K1 switching unit. :% de-
tected sample of the energy is taken from the
cavity as a range-timing ramp trigger for use in
the time comparator during high altitude opera-
tion.

The R1 switching unit is controlled by the tt-t
level of the range voltage input from the receiv-
er. and peritirnis two basic inactions: gating of
the peak power and width of the transmitted
pulse. and switching of the potential on the
altitude mode control line. During high altitude
operation. the unit routes the full 1-kilowatt
.output of the transmitter cavity directly to the
transmitter antenna and grounds the aliiindC
mode control line. During low altitude opera-

lion. the unit attenuates. narrows. and programs
the width of the caviq output pulse before
application to the an feint!. it also place% a posi-
tive voltage on the altitude mode control line.
The potential on the all it title 1110de control fine
enables or inhibits circuits in the modulator.
tune comparator. and receiver to provide the
proper gating and timing in thew three modules
for each altitude mode.

RIVITTION, The receiver antenna senses
ground return signals and applies these pulses of
RI: energy to the receiver cavity. The receiver
cavity is a superregenerative detector that gener-
ate. an output, only when pulsed by a positive
grid signal. This signal is supplied by the receiver
pulse generator in the time comparator. The
cavity generates an output each time the receiver
pulse is applied. but this output is of greater
peak amplitude when ground return energy is
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PICSeil I in the k tli,tlt %% lieu this enerp
absent.

l he iecen et iilso Is 1.(niciated twice (hump
cacti otterati(n1.11 A.% lit. Iii delet'titir* Illy
1/0Mle *II ground icturn clicig% itt Ifl
CaVit , 1;111. When Ito !swum! lotini
cat! prcsent 14111411111g I hit: l i t Ike IV% et in the
cavil 1.11114, Iti pe ot ca%11% ontiit Is defected,
and !emitting Inyli (11 low .111111111 nth' %Udell 11.1,11:11
is 10(1 10 the icceivei. Suntitianeonst% %%tilt CA If
grid pitk.if ion. the reCei% 'Mkt. IV:11($. the
Wien ei 1111' IWo 11Ie1 Iii the operational

the hist intvi%.11. the rccvnel eaiiinies
the %idol signal tor the Possiblvpicsence 411
grtnind town vapnal, It the signal is absent. the
teeeivei maintain% the syqe111 in the %Caleb 1110(le
of operation. 1 1 the signal is prestnit. the tecenti
switches the sstiii (1%0 to the It.uiklug mode.

During the second iiitcr% al. the re%Vi% el %am-
le% the noise It''el 111 the and iitili/s the

low' amplitude %Ot, 11111111 to r(itale thr width
(t the recener pulse tot the auti mimic %Laal/a-
nion 01 tcceiver gain.

l'he retched also iitilils Its Lunge voltage out-
put to regulate the width of the receiver pulse
for the .adnistinent of ieeeiVer II y It

p.1(1111141 reit11 11 pulses with aliations iii attitudc.
Clock pulse 2. from timc Ittg-
go. in the ucceher that generates Ilk'
reeent'l 1111se 4.t kIIti contiol

SI. AK( 1 1 %IN )l- Tit 14tire 10-1
shows the W4%111/4.41 basic waselorms and tune
relativni.his involved in altitude acquisition and
tracking. I he I A I t wavtrorins Is 11111114111

to !k :lit mocks, and show, the basic tuning and
Ifall1111tilint 1'4.10 1 he tit) set of w:ne-
fornls applies 1( the search mode of olleralitin.
anti the IC) and II)) sets apply tie the tracking
mode. 'The pulse repelitivm frequency of
4:kick pulse I establishes a basic system period of
approximately 131 microseconds for both the
high and low altitude modes of operation. Hie
signals and events required tor altitude a4:41111.1-
lion and tracking ocnr during the first 10
microseconds of this period over the interval of
the Tange-Ii1111111! ramp. (Since a radar Hillis 1 2
microsecond, Is appr(11111afe11' etpliValelli to an
altitude of IMO° feet. this hist 10-mici(14tel'illid

timing interval corresponds to the 5.000 root
ma all it tide capability of the system.)

In the search mode. the range voltage from
the icceiver is a freermining sweep of 2.5-secotkl
duration. The range-timing ramp and the range
voltage sweep are both fed to .t voltage comp:int-
im in the time civinparator. When voltage coinci-
deilte of the ramp and range sweep occurs. the
voltage cimiparat or triggers the receiver pulse.
the receiver pulse biases the receiver cavity into
conduction and triggers at gate in receiver
that momentarily enables amplification and
switching circuits to eV1111111e an inrentent or

With no ground return signal presetal.
the receiver cavity generates a small video signal
that results from the buildup or the noise level
in the conducting cavity.

The equal intervals in the first train of ground
ret tan signals shown in figure 10-1(B) rc'presenl
the 'idles re%en1 in the receiver cavity at a
Co1111 an 1 AI II Ude. Over successive cycles of' oper-
atin. the receiver pulse approaches the plum('
reltirtt pulse in time because of the successive
delays in ramp and range sweep voltage cinci-
dence. Throughout a complete 2.5-see(mdrange
voltage sweep. the receiver pulse is generated
approximately 7.5(X) times. and the altitude is
'Reel ivety probed in increments of 1 1'0,. When
the receiver pulse reaches the ground return sig-
ma in lime, the video output from the receiver
cavity builds up considerably above the previous
levels attained by noise buildup. and switches
the receiver from the search to Cite tracking
Hunk of. operation. The video input is then used
as :1 range voltage amplittide control, resulting in
the leveling 01 the range voltage at an amplitude
equivalent to the time interval between the
transmitted and ground return pulses.

'FR M*K 11W; MOM'. 0111',RA'110N, When
switched over to tracking mde, the. receiver
and the time comparator operate together 10
lime the 14%11111'1We of the receiver pulse with a
point on the slope' of the leading edge of the'
ground return pulse'. (See fig. 1 0-30'). 1 With a
constant altitude and a consequent steady range
voltage. as we'll as Eked ground return period,
this synchronism is merely coincidental. The
automatically controlled synchronism requited
for f'olkevirtl altitude changes is provided by a
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tracking servoloop consisting of the same basic
components used in the search mode (switched
to the tracking mode of operation).

In the tracking mode. the range voltage still
tends to rise. but with a much shallower slope
than in the search mode. The tracking servoloop
utilites both this slight tendency of the range
voltage to rise if uncontrolled and the sensitivity
and power buildup characteristics of the receiver
cavity as a governing mechanism for locking
onto and tracking altitude changes. At the lead-
ing edge of the receiver pulse. cavity sensitivity
rises sharply to a maximum value and then falls
off exponentially to a tern value near the trail-
ing edge of the grid pulse.

The center column of curves in figure 10-3(I))
shows the operation of this governing mecha-
nism at a constant altitude. Ilere the leading
edge of the grid pulse is timed to coincide with a
nominal power level on the leading edge of the
ground return pulse. The point of maximum
cavity sensitivity coincides with this nominal RF
power level. The buildup of cavity output pow-
er. because of the exponential curve of the sensi-
tivity characteristic, is linear. Averaged over
succeeding cycles of operation, the buildup is
just sufficient to keep the range voltage at a
constant level. maintaining a constant period of
ramp and range voltage coincidence and a conse-
quent fixed grid-pulse spacing. The results are a
steady d-e voltage analog to the height indicator
and a constant altitude indication.

The lower set of waveforms in figure 10-3((')
shows how the system tracks a ground return
pulse train whose period shortens successively
with decreasing altitude. The second receiver
pulse, whose spacing from the first pulse is gov-
erned by the previous coincidence of ramp and
range voltage, occurs slightly delayed with re-
spect to the ground return pulse. Receiver cavity
buildup of video output power increases and
drives down the range voltage and altitude ana-
log. This causes range and ramp voltage coinci-
dence to occur earlier and the receiver pulse to
follow the leading edge of the ground return

The left column of curves in figure 10-3(D)
shows the operation of the tracking servoloop
with a decreasing altitude for with any tendency
of the grid-pulse spacing to drive toward a longer
period than that required for tracking). The
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ground return pulse arrives slightly earlier than
for a constant altitude, and the leading edge of
the grid pulse coincides with a higher power
level on the leading edge of the ground return
pulse. The consequent higher peak buildup of
cavity output power, averaged over a number of
operational cycles, drives the range voltage and
altitude analog down.

The right column of curves in figure l0 -3U))
shows the operation with increasing altitude for
with any tendency of the grid-pulse spacing to
drift toward a shorter period than that required
for tracking). The ground return pulse arrives
slightly later than for a constant altitude, and
the leading edge of the grid pulse coincides with
a lower power level. The consequent lower peak
buildup of cavity output power, averaged over a
number of cycles, allows the range voltage and
altitude analog to rise. Thus, the time coinci-
dence of the ramp and range voltage, controlled
by the amount of peak video power developed
from the initial level of RF signal power at the
leading edge of the grid pulse, adjusts the
spacing of the receiver pulse automatically to
track the leading edge of the ground return
pulse. The resulting altitude analog, which fol-
lows the range voltage, thus tracks a balance of
two opposing forces the tendency of the range
voltage to rise as the output of a shallow sweep
generator, and the force of the average video
power that drives the outputs of the sweep gen-
erator down.

ALTITUDE INDICATION. The height indi-
cator is a servo-driven devkc that positions the
pointer at an altitude proportional to the d-c
voltage analog from the receiver. In addition, the
indicator provides two alerting functions. An
OFF flag comes into view in the center of the
indicator dial whenever the altimeter is not
tracking a ground return signal. A low altitude
warning system, which can be set to any altitude
from 0 to 5,000 feet, causes a red warning light
tin some aircraft installations) on the aircraft
instrument panel to illuminate when the aircraft
descends below the preset altitude.

BENCH TEST AND CALIBRATION

Most of the later electronic altimeters require
the use of a specific test set that designed only
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for that particular model altimeter. Some altime-
ters are a part of a larger navigation system and
have the advantage of being checked for opera-
tion and calibration while installed in the air-
craft by the use of the aircraft system computer.

Other altimeter types can only he checked in
the aircraft by the use of a test set commonly
known as a "GO-NO GO checker." This test set
is normally a fixed delay line. Test sets of this
type are discussed under line test equipment in
chapter 5 of this manual.

Shop test equipments (Avionics Test Sets
AN/ASM-93( XN-1) for use ashore and AN/
ASM-94(XN-1) for use at sea) are used in the
shop to isolate troubles in the electronic system
components (removed from the aircraft) to a
module level or to a specific area within the
component. The above named electronic test
equipments also have the capability of locating
trouble within themselves to a module level.
This support equipment may also be used to
provide a rapid before-flight confidence check of
the altimeter (or other avionics systems) in the
aircraft.

The AN/APN-141(V) also has its own bench
test set, Altimeter Test Bench Set TS-1979A/
APN-141(V) (fig. 10-4). Any time that mainte-
nance is to he performed on either the transmit-
ter- receiver or the RE switching unit, both units
must be calibrated as a matched pair with the
bench test set. The AN /APM -3414 provides facili-
ties for testing the electronic altimeter set sensi-
tivity and accuracy and has fault isolation
capability when testing an altimeter set which is
installed in an aircraft.

Earlier altimeters. such as the AN/APN-22
and AN/APN-117, utilize the Radar Test Set
AN/APM-66. This test set also provides a means
of calibrating, checking the operation. and facili-
tating the maintenance of both sets. A unit of
this test set (Delay Line MX-I 38 I/APM-66) pro-
vides a "GO-NO GO" test for line maintenance
of either altimeter. The electronic control ampli-
fiers and the transmitter-receiver units must be
calibrated on the test bendi as a matched set for
proper operation in the aircraft.

RADAR ALTIMETER WARNING SYSTEM

The Radar Altimeter Warning Set (RAWS)
AN/APQ-107 is used In conjunction with altime.
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ters such as Radar Altimeter AN/APN-117, Ra-
dar Altimeter AN/APN-22, or the Electronic
Altimeter AN/APN-141 previously discussed. It
provides aural and visual warning signals to the
pilot and copilot when any of three unsafe flight
conditions exist:

1. Aircraft flies below preselected altitudes.
2. Input power to the radar altimeter fails.
3. Radar altimeter warning circuit indicates

unreliability.

Functional Characteristics

The RAWS receives a signal which is a func-
tion of altitude from a radar altimeter. When the
aircraft descends to a preselected altitude (desig-
nated "high altitude index"), the incoming alti-
meter signal is interpreted by the warning set.
The RAWS produces a signal that causes warning
lamps to flash in the cockpit, and a concurrent
1000-hertz interrupted tone signal is heard in
the pilot's and copilot's headsets. Both the aural
and visual signals are repeated twice a second for
a duration of 3 seconds. No further warning
indications are supplied until the aircraft de-
scends to a preset "low altitude index." When
the low altitude index is reached, a warning is
indicated by the warning lamps and an inter-
rupted 1000-hertz tone sounds in the headsets
again. These warning signals continue as long as
the aircraft remains below the low altitude index
setting. When the aircraft ascends through the
high altitude index setting. the warning signals
are not presented.

Figure 10-5 shows the AN/APQ-107. It is
important to note that the high and low index
settings and the type of aircraft for which the
RAWS has been precalibrated are indicated an
the front of the set.

In addition to the altitude index warnings. the
power failure (115-v. 400 Hz a.c.. or 2&v d.c.)
to the radar altimeter indicator causes the warn-
ing set to produce aural and visual warning indi-
cations at a two-times-per-second rate. Another
hazardous flight condition which will cause the
set to produce warning signals is when the radar
altimeter becomes unreliable. This condition
could be caused by either the radar receivers'
signal being too weak to provide reliable altitude
information. or if the altimeter itself malftutc-
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AT. 326
Figura 10-6.Radar Altimeter Warning SataAN/AIN1107.

lions. These warning signals. however. may be
altered by a flight or altitude inhibit condition.

WARNINC INHIBIT CONDITIONS. A
warning inhibit (overriding) condition is a flight
or altitude situation that applies a bias potential
to a diode gate. altering one or more signals or
indications transmitted hr the warning set. Re-
fer to figure 10-6 throughout the remainder of
this discussion.

The following conditions inhibit warning sig-
nals as indicated:

I. When all wheels are down and lock,. (pins
13, and the low altitude index , .dible

signal is inhibited (pins G.11. K. and I ).
2. When the wheels are down and locked

(pins C. B. and L) and the altimeter is unreliable
F.). both the audible and visual signals (pins

G.11. K. L. and I') are inhibited.
3. Aircraft operation at ! barometric altitude

over 700 feet (referenced to takeoff altitude)
(S-2). together with an unreliable altimeter (pin
F). inhibits the high altitude index, low altitude
index, and unreliability warning indications
(pins C.11, K. L. and 17).

4. When automatic stabilization equipment
(ASE) is engaged (pin I)). the 3-second high
altitude index warning is inhibited (pins G. 11. K.
L. and FL This condition has no effect on the
low altitude index warning or altimeter limit
indicator warning.
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NOTE: In aircraft where it is desirable to have
the pilot and/or copilot adjust the critical alti-
tude setting with the radar altimeter limit indica-
tors, the low altitude index is provided by the
limit indicator setting (pins n and p). The low
altitude index warning signal is produced when
the aircraft is flying below the limit set by the
pilot's and/or copilot's limit indicator (U11-2 air-
craft only).

5. A weight-on-wheels condition (pin q) in-
hibits the aural portion (pins C.11. K. and L) of
the power failure warning (input pin M ). All
other inputs to the RAWS are overridden by a
power failure warning input.

6. With proper external connections, the
wheels down and lock condition W11-2 aircraft
only) will inhibit the high altitude index warning
indications (pins G.11. K. L. and 1:).

Test and Calibration

While calibration and adjustment of the warn-
ing set are beyond the scope of organizational
activities. a performance test with the equip-
ment in the aircraft may be accomplished with-
out the use of 'test equipment. The radar
altimeter must be operating and in the reliable
condition dining the test. The test procedure is
as follows:

1. Depress the TEST button on the front
panel of the warning set (fig. 10-5) or the RAWS
self test switch in the cockpit. The 1000-hertz
lone should he heard in the pilot's and copilot's
headsets. The cockpit warning lamps should
flash in synchronization with the aural pulses.
Release the test button, and the indications
should cease.

2. Deenergize the 115-volt. 400-hertz a-c
power input to the radar altimeter to initiate the
visual warning iniiication. There should be no
aural warnings.

AN/APM-254. This test set (fig. 10-7) is used
to calibrate. troubleshoot (fault isolation), and
perform operational checks on Radar Altimeter
Warning Set AN/APQ-107 MAWS). The test set
can be used either as a bench tester or on the
flight line to test installed warning sets.

The test set supplies power to operate the
RAWS and output signals which simulate the
altitude signals from the AN/APN-22. AN/APN-
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117. or AN/APN-141 radar altimeter. In addition.
the test set provides output signals simulating
the various enabling and disabling aircraft sig-
nals, a means of monitoring the output signal
from the RAWS, and a simulated barometric
altitude of up to 7.000 feet. The test set also has
a self-test feature which should always be per-
formed prior to checking the RAWS system.

RADIO RANGES AND RELATED FACILITIES

A radio range is a facility whose radiation
patterns produce directional courses or "tracks"
by having special characteristics in its emissions
recognizable as bearing information. These
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courses remain stationary with respect to the
surface of the earth, and serve to guide aircraft
over long distances.

OMNIDIRECTIONAL RANGE

As the name VOR (VHF, omnidirectional
range) implies, the omnidirectional or all-direc-
tional range station provides the pilot with
courses from any point in its service area. It
produces an unlimited number of radials, any
one of which is a radio path connected to the
station. The radials should be considered as lines
which originate at the station and radiate out-
ward like the spokes of a wheel. Operation is in
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the VIIF portion of the radio spectrum with the
result that interference from atmospheric and
precipitation static is negligible. The navigational
information is presented in a visual form. is
constantly available. and is provided regardless
of the position of the aircraft in the service area.

The basic provision of the VOR facility is a
means of determining the angular position. or
azimuth. of an aircraft with respect to the sta-
tion. This measurement is made in the airborne
receiver which determines the phase difference
of two 30-hertz tones derived from two signals
radiated from the range station transmitting an-
tenna array. One signal. called the reference
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phase. is broadcast in a nondirectional radiation
pattern. At all points on a circle having the
station as its center. corresponding parts of this
30-hertz modulation occur at exactly the same
time. Since the phase of this signal is indepen-
dent of azimuth, it is used as a reference for
comparison with anothe, 30-hertz variation de-
rived from a signal called the variable phase.

The variable phase signal is radiated in a fig-
ure-of-eight pattern which revolves about the
transmitting antenna in a way somewhat similar
to a rotating searchlight beam. The pattern con-
sists of a positive and a negative lobe which turn
together at 1.800 rpm (30 rps). The equipment
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is designed so that the 30-Iterti frequency-modu-
lated component reaches its positive maximum
at the same time that the rotating pattern maxi-
mum passes magnetic north. As a result of the
rotation of the pattern. the signal induced in the
receiver is amplitude modulated with 30-hertz
variations. The receiver develops this tone and
compares it with the reference signal. The
amount of phase difference between the two
depends on the location of the aircraft with
respect to the station. A phase measuring circuit
in the receiver enables the pilot to determine the
magnetic bearing, and also to select and fly a
range course to the station on any desired bear-
ing.

As shown in figure 10-8. the VOR transmitter
is modulated both by a 9.96-kIlz subcarrier and
by an additional component either of voice or
the station identification code characters. The
subcarrier is frequency modulated at 30 Ilz and
is generated by a notched tone wheel rotating in
a magnetic field. The purpose of the subcarrier is
to provide a means for separating the 30-hertz
tone of the reference phase from the variable
tone of the same frequency.

The modulated output of the transmitter is
applied to both a modulation eliminator and to
the center loop antenna of a five-element ,!Tray.
There it is radiated to form the reference phase
signal. The modulation eliminator is a clipper
which removes the amplitude modulation from
the carrier. The unmodulated output is fed to a

capacity goniometer which serves as a mechani-
cal sideband generator. The goniometer is a

motor-driven, double capacitor in which one set
of stator plates is displaced 90° from the other
set. The rotor plates to which the RF signal is
applied are driven at 1.800 rpm (30 rps).

Two outputs are derived, one from each set of
stator plates. These two signals contain modula-
tion components (30 Hz) which differ in phase
by 90° because of the capacitor plate relation-
ship. One output is fed to one pair of diagonally
opposite loop antennas. and the other is fed to
the remaining pair of loops in the square array.
Each pair of corner antennas produces a figure-
of-eight radiation pattern. These two patterns
are displaced from each other by 90° in both
space and time phase. The resultant pattern is
the. sum of the two crossed figure-of-eight pat-
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terns and consists of the rotating field described
above.

Figure 10-8 shows in simplified form the es-
sential elements of the receiver which enable the
pilot to select and fly a range course to the
omnidirectional station. In the VOR transmit-
ting system, the reference and the variable sig-
nals are in phase along the 0° radial (bearing due
north of the station). The phase difference be-
tween the signals changes proportionately with
the change in bearing to the station. The air-
borne receiver measures the magnetic bearing of
the range station by the following general
method:

1. The reference and variable signals are re-
ceived and separated.

2. The two signals are then applied to a phase
bridge containing a zero-center meter (the verti-
cal pointer instrument used with the ILS local-
izer beam).

3. The reference signal is applied through a
phase shifter, or course selector, equipped with a
dial calibrated in degrees from 0 to 360.

The reference signal is shifted (in phase) by
adjustment of the calibrated course selector un-
til the phase bridge is brought to a zero indica-
tion. The amount of phase shift required to zero
the britigt: is proportional to the magnetic hear-
ing 01 the range station.

To fly a given course to the station, the pilot
sets the phase shifter until the calibrated dial
reads the desired course. With this setting the
reference signal is phased so that a balanced
condition of the course indicator needle is
shown as long as the aircraft is on the selected
radial. To follow the radial to the station (usual-
ly described as "flying inbound"), the pilot flies
so as to keep the vertical needle of the course
indicator in the center position. The terms radial
and course do not always mean the same thing.
To fly inbound on the 0450 radial, the pilot
must fly a course of 225°. To fly inbound on a
course of 130% the pilot must use the 310°
radial.

As indicated in figure 10-8, the receiver is an
ordinary superheterodyne through the second
detector. Following the second detector, filter
circuits separate the 9,960-hertz subcarrier and
the variable phase 30-hertz signals. The FM sub-
carrier is then applied to an FM detector which
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recovers the 30 hertz reference voltage. After
passing through the phase shifter (course selec-
tor), the reference voltage is combined with the
variable signal in the phase meter circuit.

The phase meter is a bridge which is balanced
(indicated by a center position of the course
indicator) when the two 30-hertz variations ap-
plied to it differ in phase by 90°. With this
relation, the vector sum of the voltages in the
upper half of the circuit is equal to the vector
sum of those in the lower half. The two AIMS are
converted into d.c. by rectifiers and applied to
the zero-center instrument with opposite polarity.

The phase shifter contains two transformer
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windings mounted at right angles, and these two
are fed with two components of the reference
signal. A third winding rotates inside the other
two coils, and a voltage is induced in it with a
phase angle which depefuls on the rotor position
with respect to the two primaries. The rotor coil
is attached to a counter type dial which is cali-
brated in degrees to indicate the magnetic bear-
ing to the omnirange station. A manually
adjustable set knc'b is used to position the rotor
for the desired magnetic course.

The vertical pointer of the course indicator
remains in the center as long as the aircraft is on
the selected course line, whether inbound or
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outbound. (This results from the fact that there
are two positions of the phase shifter which will
balance the bridge circuit.) Since the course line
consists of two radials which are reciprocals of
each other, an indicator is mead so that the
pilot will know which radial t that is. which side
of the station) he is on. The TO-FROM indicator
tells the pilot whether the selected course line.
once he is on it. will take him to the station or
from the station.

For example. suppose the aircraft is on the
90" radial. To fly to the station, the pilot takes a
heading of 270" and dials 270 on the course
selector. The TO-FROM indicator reads TO
while the aircraft is approaching the station
from the east. After passing over the station.
continuing westbound, the TO-FROM indicator
reads FROM.

INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM

The instrument landing system t ILS). one of
the facilities of the federal airways. operates in
the VHF portion of the spectrum. The entire
system consists of a runway localizer, a glide-
path signal, and marker beacons for position
location.

The localizer equipment produces a radio
course alined with the center of an airport run-
way. The on-course signal results from equal
reception of two signals one containing 90
hertz modulation. and the other containing ISO
hertz modulation. On one side of the runway
centerline. the radio receiver develops an output
in which the I SO -hertz tone predominates. This
area is called the blue sector. On the other side
of the centerline, the 90-hertz output is greater.
This area is called the yellow sector.

In the aircraft receiver. the output circuit
contains a balanced rectifier connected to a
zero-center microammeter which remains cen-
tered as long as equal amounts of the two tones
are present. Deviation of the aircraft to either
side of the final approach course results in devia-
tion of the indicator as shown in figure 10-9.

The localizer transmitter operates at about
110 MHZ. The transmissions are made from an
antenna array containing eight loops situated
about 1.500 feet from the end of the runway.
Three kinds of transmissions are made. Six of
the loops radiate sideband energy only. Side-
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hands containing 90-hertz modulation and those
hands containing 150-hertz modulation are sep-
arated by a sharp null directed along the center-
line of the runway. Two of the loops radiate the
carrier wave containing equal amounts of
90-hertz and 150-hertz tones. and this signal is
sent along the null separating the sectors. Signals
are received in any location: but as indicated in
the figure. only along the runway centerline are
the 90-hertz a..! 150-hertz tones received in
exactly equal amounts.

The glidepath is a radio beam which gives
vertical guidance to the pilot. assisting him in
making the correct angle of descent to the run-
way. Glidepath signals are radiated from two
antennas which are driven by a- crystal-con-
trolled transmitter operating at about 330 MHz.
The power output is about 25 watts.

One antenna radiates a beam which is very
broad in the vertical plane. This beam contains
signals modulated by a 90-hertz tone. The other
antenna emits signals modulated at 150 hertz in
many lobes which are very narrow in the vertical
plane. The undesired lobes are too high (fig.
10-10) to be encountered in a normal approach.
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The glidepath is an area 4,1- intersection between
the broad (I0-hertz lobe and the lowest of the
150-hertz lobes. In this area. which is a conical
beam. the receiver deelops equal amounts of
90-hertz and 150 -hertz signals in the output. 11w
beam is inc;ined about 2.5- with the horizontal.

The glidepath receiver is a crystal-controlled
superheterodyne which is powered entirely from
a 28-volt. d-c source and requires no high voltage
power. The receiver audio output containing the
q0-hertz and 150-hertz tones is filtered, and the
two signals are rectified separately. The resulting
direct current is applied to a zero-center micro-
ammeter which indicates by means of a horizon-
tal pointer. (The localizer and glidepath
indicators are actually mounted on the same
instniment. However. in most military installa-
tions the glidepath equipment is not employed.)
The pilot flies the glidepath by keeping the
horizontal pointer in the center of the dial.

Figure 10-10 shows how the glidepath would
appear. The cross section is shown from the
runway to a distance of RI miles. At that range
the glidepath appears to be 920 feet thick tverti-

catty, and 4.600 feet wide. By keeping both
pointers centered, the pilot may fly to the run-
way without seeing the ground. However, once
over the runway, the pilot must be able to see
the runway in order to land.

ILS Marker Beacons

The function of marker beacons is to identify
a particular location in space along an airway or
on the approach to an instrument runway. The
I LS marker beacons are a part of the instrument
landing system and are referred to as the outer
marker, the middle marker. and the inner mark-
er. These markers are located on the extension
of the instrument runway centerline and are
used to mark definite positions along the instru-
ment approach course. The outer marker beacon
usually marks the intersection of the approach
altitude with the glide path, and is modulated at
400 hertz and keyed at two dashes per second.
The middle marker indicates a point approxi-
mately 3.500 Beet from the approach end of the
runway. and is modulated at 1300 hertz and

FULL-SCALE YELLOW,
"FLY TO RIGHT"

FULL- SCALE BLUE ,
"FLY TO LEFT"

LOCALIZER
POINTER I

1

Nem 90.10.--Con =Oen of IL9 coune.
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keyed with alternate dots and dashes. The
dashes arc keyed at the rate of 2 per second and
the dots at o per second. The inner marker.
sometimes installed at military airports. marks
the beginning of the usable landing area on the
airport. It is modulated at 30(X) hertz and keyed
at t) dots per second.

MS marker beacons are crystal controlled
transmitters with an output power of approxi-
mately 3 watts. The directional antenna array
and counterpoise are designed to produce an el-
liptical pattern which is directed straight upward.

AN!ARN -32 MARKER BEACON REC HV-
INC SET. The marker beacon receiver is a
75-MHz. superheterodyne receiver. designed
with very high selectivity in order to suppress
adjacent frequencies. This insures that undesir-
able signals will not interfere and cause a false
marker beacon display. Reception of the marker
beacon is indicated by means of lamps on the
instrument panel. In addition, an aural tone is
heard on the intercommunication system.

The signal input from the antenna (fig. 10-11)
is applied to an antenna input filter which in-
creases the receiver selectivity and also prevents
radiation from the local oscillator into the an-
tenna. The 75-MHz input signal is heterodyned
in the mixer with the (114.I 0-MHz output of the
local oscillator. producing an intermediate fre-
quency of 69(0 kHz. This high intermediate
frequency increases the image frequency rejec-
tion of the receiver. The second IF amplifier
incorporates a varistor (voltage sensitive resistor)
in the cathode bias network to compensate for
variations in the supply voltage.

The amplified IF signal is then transformer
coupled to the demodulator and AVC (auto-
matic volume control) stage. This demodulated
audio signal is applied to the first audio amplifi-
er and filtered for application to both the sec-
ond stage. audio amplifier and to the audio
rectifier. The rectified signal is filtered and ap-
plied to a d-c amplifier, and then to an indicator
relay which. during signal reception, closes and
lights the marker beacon indicator lamps. The
amptified audio signal is fed to the aircraft's
interphone system.

In conjunction with the marker beacon sys-
tem, a compass locator transmitter is used to
provide signals for automatic direction finding
MiE) equipment. This transmitter continually
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broadcasts two code initials that identify the
airfield.

TACAN

TACAN. standing for TACtical Air Naviga-
tion, is an air navigational system operating at
UIII: frequencies !o provide the aircrew with
continuous indications of hearing (azimuth) and
distance (range).

The operation of TACAN range units is simi-
lar to that of 1FF. The airborne unit, called the
interrogator, transmits a short train of pulses
which are received by the ground unit. called the
transponder. After reception of the challenging
pulses, the ground station sends a suitable reply
to the aircraft. Upon reception of the signal by
the interrogator. the elapsed time between the
challenge and the reply is measured. This inter-
val is a measure of the distance separating the
aircraft and the transponder station. Bearing in-
formation is continuously transmitted by the
ground station.

All airborne TACAN navigation sets are capa-
ble of two modes of operation receive (REC)
and transmit-receive (Tin Some sets are
equipped with a third mode called. air-to-air
(A/A). In the receive mode of operation the
navigation set provides continuous bearing infor-
mation from the aircraft to a selected surface
beacon station. This azimuth angle is measured
clockwise from magnetic north. In the transmit-
receive mode the navigation set provides contin-
uous information on the line of sight distance
from the aircraft to the selected station in addi-
tion to bearing information. In both the receive
and transmit-receive modes, the TACAN will
provide an indentity tone, consisting of a three-
letter code. which corresponds to the selected
ground station. TACAN's which have the air-to-
air mode will provide continuous information of
the line of sight distance between two aircraft so
equipped. The navigation set in each aircraft
transmits interrogation signals that initiate reply
signals from the corresponding navigation set.
These received reply signals are then processed
to produce distance Information.

TACAN SYSTEM

The TACAN system consists of an airborne
UHF transmitter-receiver (AN/ARN-2 I) and a
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Films 10-11.AN/ARN-32 marker beacon black diagram.

surface station tAN/URN-3A or AN/SRN-6A).
Bearing information is accurate to within 0.25'.
The maximum slant range is 195 nautical miles
with an error of less than 1.000 yards. The error
at close range is less than 200 yards. The system
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has 126 two-way operating channels in the range
of 962 to 1213 M117. Each channel uses two
separate frequencies spaced 63 MHz apart. Adja-
cent channels are separated by I MHz. Duch of
the 126 channels is capable of providing loll
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service without interference to over 10() aircraft.
A simplified hloek diagram of a complete system
is shown in figure 10-12.

Both the ,WARN -21 and the AN/URN-3
contain a receiver and a pulsed transmitter. The
surface station continually transmits signals con-
sisting of randomly spaced pulse pairs. pulse-pair
distance replies, and evenly spaced and coded
groups of paired pulses. Due to the antenna
configuration and rotation, all of these signals
arriving at a given location are amplitude modu-
lated at both 15 and 135 Hz. The svrface station
traesmits approximately 3.600 pulse pairs per
second. The main azimuth reference burst is
transmitted each time the antenna passes a given
azimuth (usually magnetic east) and consists of
12 pulse pairs with 30 microseconds between
pairs. The antenna rotates at 15 Ills (12 X 15
equals 180 puke pairs per second). auxiliary
reference bursts are transmitted eight times dur-
ing one revolution of the antenna and consist Of
() pulse pairs with 24 microseconds between
pairs x 15 x -% equals 720 pulse pairs per
second). This give a total of 900 pulse pairs per
second used for azimuth reference signals. The
remaining 2.700 pulse pairs per second are trans-
mitted at random. Some of these random pulse
pairs are controlled by distance interrogation
signals from aircraft to give distance replies.

This !yin. of modulation is referred to as
puke-time modulation. It is a refinement of the
puke modulation technique used with radar. In
pulse modulation, the transmitter is keyed or
triggered; in pulse-time modulation, this trigger-
ing is encoded in some manner involving time. In
this system the timing of the pulse is part of the
intelligence to he conveyed, and compatible
pulse-time circuitry is required to extract the
intelligence from the wave. In tlw TACAN sys-
tem the transmitter sends aut a comparatively
large number of pulses, most of which are mean-
ingless. The only pulses which convey intelli-
gence are those with a definite time relationship
to each other. A receiver which does not have a
compatible decoding circuit is incapable of
demodulating the signal and using the informa-
tion. At intervals (usually every 37.5 seconds).
the random pulse pairs are replaced by pulse
pairs with fixed spacing arranged to form Morse
code. thus enabling the interrotrating aircraft to
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determine the identification of the radio beacon
with which it is in contact.

Whenever the surface station receives a dis-
tance interrogation pulse pair from any aircraft.
it transmits a pulse pair reply (using one of the
2.700 random pulse pairs) exactly 50 microsec-
onds after receiving the interrogating pulse pair.

TACAN ANTENNA

The AN/URN-3 antenna consists of a central
stationary driven element with a rotating array
of one main parasitic reflector element and nine
auxiliary parasitic reflector elements to give an
antenna pattern that is a combination of a cardi-
aid with nine lobes superimposed on it. (See fig.
10-13.) Every time the main lobe of the antenna
paws magnetic east. the AN/URN-3 transmits
the main reference burst of 12 puke pairs (30
microseconds between pairs). Every time one of
the other eight auxiliary lobes passes magnetic
east. the AN/URN-3 transmits an auxiliary azi-
muth reference burst of h pulse pairs (24 micro-
seconds between pairs). Since the pattern is
rotating at 15 rps, an aircraft in the position
shown would receive a signal containing pulse
pairs amplitude modulated at both 15 liz and
135 llz. (See fig. 10-14.) One is called the 1541z
variahle bearing signal. and the other is called
the 135-11z variable hearing signal.

AIR-TO-AIR TACAN

The original TACAN system was limited to an
air-surface application no provisions were made
for air-to-air ranging. However, the newer con-
cept of TACAN includes this feature and uses
the AN/ARN-211) or the AN/ARN-52(V) equip-
ment.

In the AN/ARN-2I D. the air-to-air link func-
tions primarily because of a modification per-
mitting "image frequency" reception. Ranging is
made possible by adding a transponding func-
tion to the airborne equipment. Both ends of
the link display distance information simulta-
neously; therefore. the technique is called "bilat-
eral ranging." The TACAN ground station is not
involved in the air-to-air link.

The airborne sets receive on frequencies dis-
placed 13 MHz from their transmitting frequen-
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Figure 10-13.Rotating antenna pawn of ANNRN-3.

cies. Considering the ground station system as
normal TACAN. the air-to-air system uses the
"image" frequency. This idea is illustrated in
figure 10-15.

In both systems. the transmit and receive
frequencies are separated ie, 63 MHz. However.
in the normal system, reception is below trans-
mit frequency for channels 1 through 63 and
above for channels 64 through 126. For the
air-to-air A/A) system, these situations are re-
versed. Thus, any AN/ARN-_2I D set for normal
operation will not respond to A/A transmissions.
regardless of the channel selected. (See fig.
10-I6.)

Careful study of figure 10-16(A) illustrates
the following details of TACAN operation:

1. With aircraft A and the ground station set
to the same channel and aircraft set on normal
mode, operation is normal. Aircraft B and C are
not involved.

2. With aircraft 13 and C set to channels sepa-
rated by 63 MHz and both aircraft on air-to-air
mode. bilateral ranging is performed. Aircraft A
and the ground station are not involved.

3. With aircraft A and C set to the same
channel. but on different modes, they do not
respond to interrogations by the other aircraft.

Figure 10-16(8) illustrates the simultaneous
ranging of aircraft A and C on aircraft B, but not
on each other. Aircraft B will indicate the range
to one of the aircraft (which aircraft is mere
chance).

In order to prevent aircraft from replying to
replies, the interrogation consists of pulse pairs,
while replies consist of single pulses. Replies are
made only to pulse pairs.

AN /ARN-2 1 (Series) TACAN

Radio set AN/ARN-2113 is the general air-
borne TACAN unit used for air-to-surface opera-
tion as described previously. When modified to
incorporate the air-to-air capability, the equip-
ment is designated AN/ARN-21D and functions
in either mode as selected from the control unit.
In principle, operation is similar to the AN/

REFERENCE BURST REFERENCE BWIST

Figwe 1044eignal rooMood by an ohtwoft at 1W.
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ARN-52(V) discussed in the following section.
The AN/ARN-52(V) is a newer and somewhat
improved airborne TACAN unit.

The AN/ARN-2I (Series) uses a 42-MHz oscil-
lator and 42 crystals to produce the frequencies
needed for the 126 channels.

The AN/ARN-521V)

The AN /ARN -S2(V) contains additional fea-
tures and Improvements, even though it is slight-
ly smaller and approximately 20 pounds lighter
than the AN/ARN-2I. In addition to the air-to-
surface and air-to-air features. the AN/ARN-
52(V) contains built-in range and bearing
mechanical modules. Minimum power output
has been increased to 1.5 kw. and the range
readout has been increased to 300 miles. It also
uses 126 crystals one for each channel. instead
of the 42-MHz oscillator and 42 crystals used in
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the AN/ARN-2IB. In air-to-air mode. it re-
sponds to a maximum of five interrogating air-
craft.

The AN/ARN-52(V) can be adapted to supply
and process distance and bearing information for
use in various indicators. automatic pilots. and
computers. The indicators used in conjunction
with this equipment include a bearing- distance-
heading indicator tliD111) such as the ID-663/
ARN. a course indicator such as the 1D-387. a
radio bearing indicator such as the 1D-250. and/
or a distance indicator such as the 1D-388.

The AN/ARN-52(V) operates in any of three
modes. It can receive bearing and station identi-
ty information: receive range. bearing, and
station identity information: or receive and
transmit bilateral air-to-air ranging information.

As installed in an aircraft. the AN /ARN -5 2(V)
uses two antennas mounted in such a manner
that any "blind" spot of one antenna is covered
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Figure 10-16.TACAN air-to-air system operation.

by the other. An automatic antenna selector
circuit connects the RF circuits to that antenna
which provides a usable TACAN signal. In the
absence of a usable signal. this circuit switches
the equipment hack and forth between the two
antennas. When a suitable signal is received at
one antenna. the equipment is locked to that
antenna. Loss of a usable signal initiates a mem-
ory period to prevent loss of lock resulting from
short-duration tr.utswnt conditions.

The basic frequency of the selected crystal
(42.7 to 47.9 MHz) goes through several stages
of multiplication and amplification to produce
two outputs at the transmission frequency. One
signal is amplified. pulse modulated. and radi-
ated from the antenna. The other signal is used
in the crystal mixer as a local oscillator signal to
produce the b3-MIlz IF signal.

For further details concerning TACAN
ments. refer to the applicable technical manuals.
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BENCH TEST AND ALINEMENT

The majority of aircraft TACAN equipment is
tested and alined with the use of Radio Test Set
AN/ARM-22A. This test set provides air-to-air
tAiA) testing capabilities and simulates naviga-
tional signals that are normally provided by the
Radio Set AN/URN-3 (or other TACAN station
radio transmitter). a part of the TACAN system.

The AN/ARM-22A can simulate fixed or vari-
able ranges from 0 to i 95 miles, all bearings
from 0' to 360n. and tone for operation of the
identity circuits of the aircraft TACAN equip-
ment. In addition. the test set can transmit these
simulated *nab; to equipment being tested on
any one of 126 preselected channels.

The radio test set may he mounted on a
mobile dolly to facilitate flight line testing of
airborne components.

When the radio test set is used in conjunction
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with Test Set Indicator AN/ARM-31, the capa-
bilities of the equipment are increased. The sim-
ulated iformaiion sent to and then processed
by the equipment being tested is displayed on
the test set indicator in the AN/ARM-31. This
enables the operator to test individual compo-
nents of the aircraft equipment.

Another piece of support equipment used in
checking a TACAN system is the AN/URM-101.
It is a lightweight. easy-to-use unit developed to
provide both a visual and an aural indication of
the operational status of the radio set under test.
This portable. self-contained unit simulates a
TACAN beacon. and receives from and transmits
to a TACAN set either by radiation from an
antenna or by direct connection with coaxial
cable. The AN/URM-101 will operate with up to
four individual units simultaneously.

LORAN

The word LORAN is formed from the words
LOng RAnge Navigation. It is a navigational
system developed primarily to provide a means
for making geographical fixes by the use of long
range radio signals. The system is a valuable aid
to navigation, since loran fixes can be made
quickly and accurately both by night and day. It
is reliable for both air and surface navigation
under most weather conditions. Loran signals
can often be received even during storms, except
those involving severe electrical disturbances.
The principal value of loran lies in its capability
of continued operation during conditions which
make celestial navigation difficult or impossible.
Such conditions include any situation in which
the stars are not visible.

PRINCIPLES OF LORAN

In principle, loran differs from radar in that
the airborne unit simply receives radio pulses
broadcast front ground stations, and no recep-
tion of echo signals is involved. The basic loran
measurement is that of time difference of

When the radio test set is used in conjunction
arriving signals with no regard to the direction
from which they arrivc.hence, the complicated
directional antennas used in radar equipment are
not necessary. Despite these differences, howev-
er. loran is closely related to radar sin. .e it uses
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pulse type equipment, and it employs radar
techniques of time measurement. Also, visual
displays of the signals received are made on
cathode-ray tubes used as indicators.

The basic principle of the system is illustrated
in figure 10-17. Two stations are necessary to
establish a loran line of position. The master
station A emits a continuous series of uniformly
spaced pulses at a stable pulse recurrence rate.
The slave station B sends out a similar series of
pulses which are synchronized with the master
pulses. The master and slave stations are usually
200 to 400 miles apart. The line joining the two
stations is called the baseline, and its perpendic-
ular bisector is called the centerline. The base-
line extension is a straight line drawn beyond
either station as a continuation of the baseline.

Assume that the two stations are sending out
pulses simultaneously; then at any point along
the centerline, the two signals arrive at the same
instant (since all points of the line are equidis-
tant from the two transmitters). If an observer is
located nearer station A than station B, the A
pulse arrives at his position first, followed (after
a measurable time interval) by the corresponding
B pulse. By moving to different positions lo-
cated in the same vicinity, the observer could
record the time interval (difference in arrival
time of the A and B pulses) corresponding to
each position. If several positions having the
same time interval were joined by a smooth
curve, the curve thus traced would be a line of
position for station pair A and B.

The difference in the time of arrival of the
pulses corresponds to the difference in distance
from the stations, and can be accurately calcu-
lated and plotted on a chart. Selected line of
position curves may be drawn by connecting
points of equal computed time or distance val-
ues. Each curve so constructed has the shape of
a hyperbola, which is the mathematical name for
a curve consisting of points whose difference in
distance from two fixed points (in this case, A
and B) remains constant. Thus, loran is called a
hyperbolic system of navigation.

A large number of lines of position are drawn
for each pair of transmitters as shown in figure
10-18. Each line Is labeled with a number indi-
cating the time interval in microseconds between
the arrival of the corresponding loran pulses.

In (A) of figure 10-18, zero time difference
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Figure 1017.The principle of loran.

exists along the centerline, while maximum time
difference exists along the baseline extensions.
Lines with equal time difference may be noted
on each side of the centerline, since there is no
way to determine which pulse is received from
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which station. In actual practice, however, the
signals are not emitted simultaneously. The slave
station pulse is delayed so that, at any point, the
master station pulse is received before the cor-
responding slave pulse. As a result, each curve of
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A B

Figure 10.18.Lines of position. (A) No time delay;
(8) 3,O00-miorosecond delay.

the family has a discrete time interval value as
indicated in I I3).

The delay of the slave pulse includes several
increments. The master station transmits a
pulse to initiate the sequence of events. An
interval of time elapses during which the signal
reaches the slave station. The slave station re-
ceives the impulses and waits an initial period of
time (equal to one-half the pulse recurrence inter-
val) plus an additional period of time (called the
coding delay). It then emits a pulse. The sum of
the travel time, half the recurrence interval, and
the coding delay is called the absolute delay. As
a result of the delay, the master pulse always pre-
cedes the slave signal at any point of reception.
The difference in arrival time is maximum along
the baseline extension beyond the master station
and minimum on the baseline extension beyond
the slave station.

LORAN NAVIGATION

The loran navigation
cover a vast ocean area.
the long distance usage

network is designed to
This fact, coupled with

requires a fairly large
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number of stations. However, loran stations op-
erate in a crowded portion of the radio spec-
trum: therefore, only a few specific frequencies
are available. At the present time. only 3 chan-
nels are used, but as many as 24 station pairs
may be operated on each. This is made possible
by using a different pulse recurrence rate for
each station pair on any channel. The equipment
can thus distinguish between various pulse pairs
and measure the time interval for any selected
pair. Other pulse pairs are not synchronized with
the CRT sweep, and therefore drift across the
screen.

In order to determine a position by loran, it is
necessary to obtain intersecting lines of position
from two or more station pairs, then refer to a
special loran chart to locate the position of that
intersection.

The U.S. Navy Ilydrographic Office publishes
loran charts (which are standard Mercator charts
with loran lines of position superimposed). The
use of the chart in obtaining a -fix" is illustrated
in figure 10-19.

A loran chart shows the lines of position of
one station pair crossing those of another. In
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Figure 10-19.Obtaining a Wren fix.

many installations, the two pairs consist of a
single master station operating in conjunction
with two slave stations. This is called double-
pulsed transmission and is the type represented
in figure 10-19. The common master station
emits two sets of pukes. Each set is synchro-
nized with one of the adjacent slave stations. In
the figure, the master station is labeled P. and
the slave stations are labeled R and 0. The
coinbination P-R operates with a pulse recur-
rence rate that is different from the combination
P-Q. Two families of lines arc available, and the
fix is made by taking measurements on both
pairs, locating the observer at point X.

When loran fixes are made, the general loca-
tion is usually known. The navigator consults
the loran chart for that particular area and se-
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feet% a station pair by setting the receiver con-
trols according to the symbols given on the
chart. The principal receiver settings are for
channel frequency, basic pulse recurrence rate
thigh or low), and specific pulse recurrence rate.
These required settings are indicated by the let-
ter-number groups noted on each line of posi-
tion. The last part of the group is the time
difference (in microseconds) for that line of
position.

LORAN AIRBORNE
EQUIPMENT AN/APN-70

Receiving Set AN/APN-70 is an airborne navi-
gational aid used to receive and interpret loran
signals. It is installed in patrol, transport, and
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other long range aircraft. It is designed to oper-
ate over the standard medium frequency loran
hand from 1.7 to 2 MI It. and on the two low
frequency channels from '10 to 110 kilt and 170
to 190 kHz.

The AN/APN-70 receiver uses the same anten-
na used by other electronic devices (such as
communication receivers) in the same aircraft.
An antenna coupler serves to isolate the loran
equipment and to prevent interaction with the
other electronic systems which share the com-
mon antenna. In addition to isolation of the
receiver, the coupler unit also provides a means
of matching the unit to the characteristics of
different antennas. for amplifying signals to
which the set is tuned, and for attenuating un-
wanted reception. Four stages of amplification
are contained in the antenna coupler together
with the associated impedance-matching and at-
tenuation circuits. One stage is used with the
loran system.

Principles of Operation

The receiver gives a direct reading in microsec-
onds of the indicated time difference between
the arrival of the master and slave pukes re-
ceived from the loran transmitting stations in
use. To measure this time difference. a fixed
reference (master pedestal) and a variable refer-
ence (slave pedestal) must he used on the CRT.
Variable-delay circuits. which are mechanically
connected to a crank on the front panel, are
incorporated in the equipment to give a variable
pedestal on the lower trace. The indicated time
difference is obtained by placing the master
pulse on the leading edge of the fixed pedestal
of the upper trace and positioning the leading
edge of the variable pedestal of the lower trace
under the slave pulse. The elapsed time can then
he read on the front panel from counters con-
nected to the crank.

The receiver contains two delay systems so
one reading for a standard loran station pair can
he retained while the second value from another
station pair is being taken. If one delay system
fails, the equipment is still usable, since tl two
time difference readings required for a fix can he
obtained from the remaining operating delay
system.

The AN/APN-70 equipment provides for

simultamus reception' of two low frequency
loran stations. In this type o. operation. the two
time differenee readings coresponding to lines
of position appear simult.aneously on the revolu-
tion counter dials. The simultaneous readings are
based on triad operations of the transmitters.
The loran triad consists of a master station
which controls two slaves. The master transmit-
ter is pulsed at twice the recurrence rate of the
slaves while the slaves emit pulses at the same
recurrence rate. One pulse from each slave is
sent during each recurrence period. L. and the
master pukes occur at intervals of 1412.

The master pulses are called X and 1. and the
slave pulses are known as Ni and W. During
reception of signals from triads. all four pulses
appear on the indicator in the sequence
X-V-Z-W. In order that the pulses can he identi-
fied readily on the screen. the X pulse is fol-
lowed closely by a "ghost. resulting in a double
vertical deflection.

The two readings given by the revolution
counters are plotted on loran charts and enable
the operator to determine his location.

The electron beam in the indicator tube traces
two (hue baselines, one above the other, as indi-
cated in figure 10-20. Moving from left to right.
the beam slowly traces the upper line in a period
of time equal to one-half the pulse recurrence
interval. It quickly retraces, jumping to the left
and below. It then traces the lower baseline in
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indicator.
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one -halt' the recurrence interval before rapidly
returning to the start of another top line.

The master station puke is supe'rimpose'd on
the upper baseline, and the slave pulse appears
on the lower. When the receiver is correctly
adjusted. the station pulses are displayed above
pedestals (rectangular deflections) in the time
baselines. i lte pedestals indicate portions of the
display which can he expanded and examined in
greater detail for accurate measurement. The
time difference to be measured is represented by
the horizontal distance between the master pulse
on the left and the slave pulse below it to the
right. This method of measuring the time differ -
ence automatically cancels the fixed delay of
one-half the recurrence rate by which the slave
pulse was retarded during transmission.

Theory of Operation

llw n:ceiver assembly is composed of
three major units: the RI' receiver, the timer,
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and the deflection units. These sections arc
shown in block diagram form in figure 10-21.
which also includes the components of the loran
indicator.

RE RECHVER UNIT. This portion of the
loran receiver is a superheterodyne system.
which contains an RF amplifier, a converter.
two IF amplifiers, a detector, and a video ampli-
fier. Loran signals are received from the antenna
coupler by the RE amplifier, a tuned-grid,
tuned-plate circuit. The output of the amplifier
is applied to the converter stage.

One section of the converter stage is used as a
crystal oscillator circuit that produces mixing
voltages. The IF output of the converter is am-
plified in the two IF amplifiers and fed to the
detector. The resulting video pulses pass through
one stage of amplification and are coupled
through a cathode follower and the video sec-
tion of the indicator to the vertical deflection
system of the cathode-ray tube.
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Figure 10.21 Receiver, AN/APN-70, block diagram.
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11%11 R1\11. I his unit generates a series of
pulses set-% inn as tile little It tit the equipment
and produces the %ariatile-da..I.* internals used to
measure the time dii terences of the loran mikes
Also., to instil ' that the (VC:1% mg set and the
transmitter are operating at the same
recurrence fate. the Inner contains circuits foes

syn.hrtlUl /III the I%%0,

the timing ..landaiti in the recener is an
4o-k11/ slat oscillator from which is derived
(either alnecti or nithreell t the linIL bases fries

the linici, dotal and dello lion en cuits. the
its: Mahn. is snchronlied with the time base an
the loran transimitei !11 the action of the auto-
matic 01111101 011/41111%. I he oscillator can be
changed in trequeno (t't a Itarro% iange by .1
reactance tube whose d-c input grid %oliage .1s-

%lime% a %aitic corep4111ding to tile degree an
snehronisin 01 the recener ciicuits with the
incoming loran pulses. I he grid %.i11 :e iii the
lvailailte lithe i. produced 111 a discriminator
tube which oimpaies the repetition rate of the
incoming master and sloe pulses with the mas
ter and del.* pulse pedestals troin the iccenei-
indicator. t I he master and delay pulses lia%e

iaik. set b the timer., .Nn %ariation in the
tWo rates produces d -e bias on the control grid
of the reactance tube which. in win. cot reels
the oscillator rrequene and the resultinr
raft' troth it. I inis. afflonlalic draft con-
trol is established

t lee ..inv-wae output ot the crystal oscillator
is shaped to produce a shaip negaihe driving
pulse which is applied to the counter circuits.
The elect Rink. counter contains 12 identical
multivibrators and I() identical interstage

I Wh counter stage is a binary counter
(divides the input pulse rate by 2). The first I I

of these stages. together with It) interstage attt-
Iilitiers. are Used to obtain the repetition rate,
The 12th stage is driven by the output of the
repetition rate circuits to obtain a square wave
which is equal to the recurrence rate of the loran
transmitting stations selected.

'Fite first multi% ibrator of the omitting series
is triggered 11 SO-1.11/ pulses derived from the
pulse forming circuits. The output of the first
stage k fed to the grid of the first interstage
amplifier tube which drives the second itttiltivi-
brateir. I his sequence is repealed throughout the
first I 1 stages so that the !i% era!! division ratio is

2.045 to hence. the counter chain gives one
output pulse for every 2.048 pulses ted into it
when all 11 counters are used.

l'he repetition rate circuits accept the output
of the counter section and produce the reset
pulses which determine the lime at which the
counter stages reach the count selected by the
position ot the recurrence rate switch. At that
time a puke is generated to reset the counter
chain lot the lie VI Ode and to drive the 12th
stage. Hie position of the reciarrellee rate switch
may he set fair any one c,f the 24 linan
repetition rates. In addition. the repetition rate
circuits supply trigger pulses to the lied-delay
circuits. the time-sharing gain circuits. and to the
sweep circuits in the indicator unit am position
or the IUnetruin switch.

lhe %- and Y-delay indicating systems consist
Of dials. switches. gear trains. gating tubes. wave
shapers. pulse tOrmers. and thyratrons. Thew

stems arc connected to stages 3 through I I of
the hinarN counter chain and to the 1 2th stage.

tiVity 4%1 stein prOthWe% one (Itilptit puke
during each I. period. The occurrence this
outplit can be armed uniformly and continuous-

tatter the second reset ) to start the succeeding
loran cycle by means of a handerank. Two dial,
indicate the microseconds of delay produced at
the thyratron of eat h system. Hie ". and y
systems are identical in construction and opera-
ham esa..ept that their outputs appear it) sua..4..es-
si% 1.12 periods lor ovaat ion with low
freqUelley loran signals (dual presentation), With
high frequency tsinglc presentation) loran recep-
tion. only one delay system operates. as deter-
mined by the setting of the W-Y switch.

DUI:LTUTION UNIT. In addition to the low
voltage power supply. the deflection chassis
contains circuits that receive signals from the
timer unit. These signals are used to synehronire
and trigger waveforms that perform the follow-
ing functions:

I. Generate three independent hits voltages
for the three time-sharing gain circuits.

2. (;enerate waveforms to drive the sweep
generator in positions 2. 3. 4. and 5 of the
function switch.

3. Generate trace-separation waveforms when
required by the function selected at the control
panel.
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In single presentati(m. the time-sharing gain
controls enable the operator to adjust the
receiver gain to an independent level on each
trace appearing on the indicator screen. Either
the W- or the 1' -delay system may lw indepen-
dently selected by a control switch. In dual
presentation. tl delay reading and the gain
setting of one pair of loran stations may remain
on one counter dial and gain control knob while
the operator is matching a second pair of loran
pulses using the second delay system. 11w
output of the time-sharing gain circuits supplies
bias to the RI' and IF stagesof the RI: receiver
unit.

The trace-separation circuits are connected to
the lower vertical deflection plate of the cath-
ode-ray tube. The fixed -delay circuits provide a

J425-microsecond delay :"or the trigger. govern-
ing the appearance of the master pedestal. For
dual presentation. one trigger signal for every
L'2 interval is provided7 in single presentation.
only one trigger signal for every alternate 1/2 is
required.

The pedestal circuits receive pulses from the
fixed-delay and variable-delay circuits and gener-
ate waveforms to produce the master and slave
pedestals. Tiw output waveforms are supplied by
a cathode-coupled. one-shot mult !vibrator which
provides a pedestal of approximately 4(X) micro -
seconds in positions 3 and 5 of the function
switch in single and dual operation. The pedestal
is 1.200 microseconds long in position 2. and
4 of the function switch in single operation. iii
1.750 microseconds long in dual operation. In
position I of the function switch. the multivi-
brator generates the pedestals seen on the traces
on the indicator tube. In other positions of the
switch. the pedestals are used to generate the
traces. and only the video signals present during
the portion of the pedestal covered by the trace
are shown on the indicator tube.

-2_ LORAN INDICATOR. As shown in figure
10-21. the loran indicator contains the sweep
circuits for developing the horizontal deflection
voltages. the cathode-ray tube blanking circuits.
the video circuits. and the cathode-ray tube. In
addition. the assembly contains two high voltage
rectifiers which supply ti-c potentials for the
CRT.

The sweep and blanking circuits are triggered
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by the reset pulses from tlw repetition rate
circuits on function i and by the pedestal
generator circuits on junctions 2. 3. 4. and 5. A
horizontal sweep generator supplies a sawtooth
voltage Wat Clilt111 that is applied to the left
horizontal deflection plate of the CRT. A
portion of the output is also fed to a phase
inverter stage to gke an output wave 180' out
of phase with the sweep generator output and
which is applied to the right deflection plate.
thus providing a push-pull horizontal deflection.

The blanking circuit extinguishes the electron
beam in the indicator tube during retrace inter-
vals in which the grid in the indicator tube is
driven highly negative with respect to the
cathode. A d-c restorer diode clamps positive
swings of the CRT grid to the voltage set by the
brilliance control and establishes the level about
which blanking takes place. An R(' combination
in the -blanking circuit insures that the traces
seen on the screen of the indicator tube are
delayed until after start of the sweep to
remove irregularities in the initial parts of the
sweep cycle.

Video signals derived from the RI' receiver
unit are amplified in the video circuits and are
applied to the upper vertical deflection plate of
the CRT.

11w ti-c voltages needed for operation of the
CRT are supplied by low voltage regulator
power supplies in the receiver unit and by the
two high voltage rectifiers in the indicator
assembly. One high voltage rectifier produces a
tI-c potential of 1,300 volts. positive with
respect to ground, which is applied to the
indicator tube through a cap connection. The
tither high voltage supply develops L(X) volts.
negative with respect to ground, and is applied
to the cathode of the tube.

AUTOMATIC RADIO DIRECTION
FINDER

Automatic direction tinders are radio receiv-
ers equipppcd with directional antennas which
are used to determine the direction from which
signals are received. Most units of this class
provide facilities for manual operation in addi-
tion to automatic direction finding (ADE). The
automatic mode involves the use of motor-
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driven antennas which are positioned by means
of closed-loop control circuits.

Before the development of radar and loran.
radio direction finding was one of the principal
means for determining the position of aircraft in
had weather. When an aircraft is within recep-
tion range of a radio station, the ADF equip-
ment provides a means of fixing the position
with fair accuracy. In addition to its usefulness
as a navigational aid, the automatic direction
tinder is also employed as one of the basic
devices of electronic countermeasure systems.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

When a conductor is cut by magnetic lines of
force, or lines of flux, a voltage is induced in the
conductor. In order to cut lines of flux, the
conductor must he perpendicular or must have a
component that is perpendicular to the lines of
flux, and the relative motion between flux and
conductor must have a component in a direction
that is perpendicular to both time lines of flux
and the conductor.

A vertically polarized wave has a vertical
electric tE I field and a horizontal magnetic
field: therefore, the wave induces voltage in
vertical conductors only. A vertical wire. or
monopole. is the simplest type of antenna. When
a vertically polarized radio wave induces voltage
in a monopole. the induced voltage is in phase
with the incident wave and is the same for all
horizontal angles of incidence. (See fig. 10-22.)
This similarity of response pattern. in all direc-
tions simultaneously, suggests the name omnidi-
rectional tomni means "all") for this type of
antenna.

Loop and Sense Antenna

The response of a loop antenna is different
from that of a vertical monopole (called a sense
antenna in this discussion). A rectangular single-
turn loop with dimensions that are small com-
pared to the wavelength of an incident radiation
field is shown in figure 10-23. As the l000 is
related about the axis XX', the angle 8 (between
the plane of the loop and the direction of
propagation of the wave) is changed.

If the loop is placed in a radiation field like
the one shown in figure 10-23, the II vectors of
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antenna.

the field cut the sides AK and ('1) at slightly
different times because the wave travels at a
finite speed. At any instant, therefore, the
voltage induced in arm AB is slightly different
from the voltage induced in arm (1). (The arms
BC and AD are not affected by the 11 lines of a

wave polarized at right angles to them, and do
not contribute to the induced voltage in the
loop because the horizontal members are parallel
to the H lines.)

If the loop is turned so that its face is
perpendicular to the direction of arrival of the
wave --that is, 0 = 900, the sides AB and CD are
cut by the H vector at the same instant. The
voltages induced in arms AB and CI) arc then
the same magnitude and phase and neutralize
each other, so that no current flows in the
antenna loop.

Since the magnetic rteld of the radio wave
alternates at the frequency of the wave, the
instantaneous flux density at any point along
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SIDE VIEW

(A)

TOP VIEW
(B)

AT. 322
Ram 10.23.Loop antenna in a rathation field.

the path of arri%al varies simisoidally. Thus the
voltage induced into arms All and (1) are
sinusoidal voltages with a phase difference
The total loop voltage is the sinusoidal voltage
which represents the integration of the sums of
all the instantaneous voltages induced into the
two arms. It may he shown mathematically that
this resultant voltage is proportional to the
cosine of ri .

The pattern of the response is similar to the
figure-of-eight. (See fig. 10-24.) It is by using the
Mr-011V as shown in this figure that all medium
frequency direction-finding equipments obtain
hearings.
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Figure 10-24.Polar responie of a bop antenna.

The directional characteristic of the loop
antenna is called a cosine. or figure-of-eight
pattern. When the loop is oriented so that the
received signal is a maximum. a small change in
orientation produces a small change in signal.
However. when the loop is at a null position. a
small change in orientation of the loop produces
a large change in output voltage. Furthermore,
there is a reversal in phase of the signal as the
loop passes through a null point. For these
reasons. the null points rather than the maxi-
mum-response points are used in radio direction
finding to obtain a line hearing or line of arrival
of a radio wave.

As there are two null positions 180' apart.
the loop can give a line of hearing ithe actual
hearing or its reciprocal) but cannot determine
the absolute direction of the transmitter from
the direction finder. The determiration of abso-
lute direction, or sense, is obtained by adding
the output of a vertical sense antenna to that of
the loop antenna. When the two antennas are
properly connected. the combined response is
not ambiguous.

Signal Comparison

The figure-of-eight pattern of a loop has two
null positions for one incident radio wave (fig.
10-241. If the outputs of a loop and a sense
antenna are combined in phase. the response of
the two antennas is tlw algebraic sum of their
individual diagrams. In order to produce a given
response. the magnitude of the individual signals
must he considered. Refer to figure 10-25 for
the following discussion.
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1045.Response of the combined tense and loop antenna.

This figure illustrates four possible responses
caused by differences in the relative amplitudes
of the sense and loop outputs. The desired
response shown in (C) has om sharp null.

The output of the vertical sense antenna is
independent of the horizontal direction of arriv-
al of the wave, so it may be considered to have
positive polarity. Because the phase of the loop
voltage changes as the loop passes through a
non. one-half of the figure-of-eight pattern may
be said to have positive polarity and the other
half to have negative polarity. The addition of
the loop and sense curves gives the responses
shown. The shape of the resultant curve is called
a cardioid because of its similarity to a heart.

The output of the sense antenna is in phase
with the radio wave. The output of the loop
antenna, however, is 90° out of phase with the
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radio wave. This means that the loop output
voltage is a maximum when the sense output is
zero and vice versa: The cardioid pattern (which
depends on the outputs being in phase) cannot
be obtained unless the phase of either the loop
or the sense antenna signal is changed by 90°.

The cardioid pattern produced by the com-
bined loop and sense antenna can also be
produced by the rhombic antenna. This type is
used Without a sense element.

DIRECTION FINDER SET AWARD-13

Direction Finder Set AN/ARD-13 is a low
frequency radio navigation device that operates
in the frequency range between 90 kHz to 1800
kHz. It is capable of receiving both AM and CW
transmission within Its operating range.
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"the direction tinder has three modes of
operation which are selected remotely at the
control unit. In the ANT mode, the RE input to
the receiver is from the sense antenna: the
direction finder operates as a nondiredional low
frequency receiver. The RE input in the LOOP
mode is from the loop antenna. The LOOP
mode may he used for manual direction finding
by rotating the loop for an audio output null or
a tuning meter null. (A ISO" ambiguity in
direction is possible in the IA()1' mode since the
loop antenna pattern has two nulls I 80') apart.)
The direction from which signals are best re-
ceived can be chosen manually from the control
box by positioning the loop. In the MW mode.
the receiver combines signals from both the
sense and loop antennas to determine whether
the loop is pointed to the left or to the right of
the signal source. The receiver commands clock-
wise rotatiosi of the loop if the loop axis is
pointed to the left of the signal source. Counter-
clockwise rotation is commanded if the loop
axis is to the right of the signal source. Rotation
ceases when the loop axis is pointed directly at
the signal source.

The position of the loop is continuously
transmitted to the bearing indicator. The bearing
indicator reads the hearing to the station in the
ADE mode. because the loop is kept pointed
directly at the station. 11w bearing indicator
combines the hearing information from the
direction finder with navigation data received
from other equipment. Audio signals in all three
modes are supplied to the intercommunication
system in the aircraft. The audio level to the ICS
is varied manually from the control hos. Refer-
ence to figure 10-26 should be made at free
quent intervals throughout the remainder of this
discussion.

Theory of Operation

ANT (ANTENNA) MODE. Radiofrequency
signals from the sense antenna are coupled to
the RE amplifier through the impedance-match-
ing network in the sense antenna couplet. The
only signal input to the RF amplifier in the ANT
mode comes from the sense antenna: the loop
amplifier and the balanced modulator are dis-
abled. The oscillator and mixer convert the
output of the RE amplifier to 455.7 Ilz. the
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intermediate frequency of the receiver. The os-
cillator is tuned from the control box by the
tuning servo. One of two mechanieal filters
passes the desired signal and attenuates the
undesired signals. The broad filter provides
selectivity of 3.1 kHz, and the sharp filter
provides receiver selectivity if 1.5 kHz. The
narrow hand output of the mechanical filters is
amplified by the IF amplifier and is applied to
the detectors. The output of one detector is
used as the automatic volume control (AVC)
signal to limit the gain of the RE and IF
amplifiers. The AV(' signal is also applied to the
tuning meter. The output of the other detector
is applied to the audio amplifier. The audio gain
control is byplissed in ANT mode and manual
control of receiver gain is with the RE gain
control. The audio amplifier increases the out-
put of the detector to the level required by the
ICS in the aircraft.

LOOP MODE Rotation of the loop antenna
is controlled by the LOOP switch on the control
box. The LOOP switch applies either of two
phases of 400-1Iz a.c. from the receiver to the
loop rotating motor in the loop antenna. In
practice, the operator uses the LOOP switch to
drive the loop antenna to the position of
minimum reception of the received signal. This
position of minimum reception, which occurs
when the loop antenna is pointed directly at the
signal source, is called the null position. The
angle of the transmitting station. with respect to
aircraft heading, can then be read accurately on
the hearing indicator. The RE output of the
loop antenna is applied to the balanced modula-
tor through the loop amplifier. The balanced
modulator is unbalanced during loop operation
and couples the output of the loop amplifier to
the RF amplifier. Signals from the balanced
modulator are the only input to the RE amplifi-
er in the loop mode. The input to the RE
amplifier is the tune as in the antenna mode
operation.

ADE MODE. The RE output of the loop
antenna has either of two phases relative to
signals from the sense antenna. Phase A. as
shown. occurs when the loop antenna is to the
right of the null position. Phase 13 occurs when
the loop is to the left of the null. The loop
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antenna has no output when in the null position.
Either output phase of the loop antenna is
modulated by a 47 Iiz signal in the balanced
modulator stage. The results of modulation for
either phase input are shown.

The output of the balanced modulator is
added to signals from the sense antenna by the
RF amplifier. Note that there is a 180' differ-
ence in phase between the envelope of A.
present when the loop antenna is to the right of
the null. and envelope B. present when the loop
antenna is to the left of the null. The output of
the IF amplifier is amplified and detected, and is
applied to the audio amplifier. The output of
the audio amplifier is processed and applied to
the 47-Hz amplifier.

The amplified 47-Hz component of the out-
put of the audio amplifier is applied to the
discriminator. The discriminator compares the
phase of the 47-Hz signal from the 47-Hz
amplifier with the reference phase from the
47-Hz oscillator. If the two are in phase. the dis-
criminator applies a positive d-c level to the
400-Hz modulator. If the two are out of phase.
the discriminator applies a negative d c level to
the 400-1Iz modulator.

The 400-Hz modulator applies either phase A
or phase B 400-Hz signal to the loop servo am-
plifier. which is connected to one winding of the
loop antenna drive motor: phase A if the d-c
level from the discriminator is positive, and
phase B if the input from the discriminator is
negative. Phase A causes the loop antenna to
rotate to the left, phase B to the right. Thus. the
signal that drives the loop antenna motor will
always cause the loop antenna to rotate toward
the null position.

The bearing indicator, electromechanically
coupled to the loop antenna by synchros. reads
the position of the loop and thus the direction
to the signal source.

In the ADF mode, the RF gain control is
inoperative. The audio gain control Is used to
vary the audio output level of the receiver.

Equipment Capabilities

As with any type of electronics equipment,
the actual effectiveness of the ANIARD -13
depends on the des* characteristics, the instal-
lation details, the qualifications of the operator.
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and the quality of the maintenance performed.
Design features may eliminate many problems;
but within the design limits of the equipment.
maintenance and calibration determine its actual
effectiveness. The maintenance practices and
procedures. as prescribed in the appropriate
technical manuals for the equipment and for the
aircraft in which it is installed, must he adhered
to.

Calibration

The radiofrequency field pattern in the vicin-
ity of the aircraft is distorted by the configura-
tion of the aircraft itself. This distortion varies
with respect to the earth's magnetic field. with
the heading of the aircraft and with the
electromagnetic fields resulting from the opera-
tion of various equipment.

Although it is possible to compensate for
many factors while on the ground. the final
calibrations should be done in the air. It must be
repeated when the operating area of the aircraft
is changed. The procedure is elaborate and time
consuming, but it is essential if the full value of
the equipment is to be realized. For details
concerning the calibration procedure. consult
the appropriate volume of the Maintenance
Instructions Manual for the specific model
aircraft.

OTHER ADF EQUIPMENTS

AN/ARN-4I A Direction Finder

Radio Receiving Set AN/ARN-41A is a com-
bination automatic direction finder and radio
receiver designed for use in aircraft. When signals
from the sense antenna alone are selected, the
equipment functions as a conventional radio
receiver for continuous-wave and amplitude-
modulated signals. When signals are selected
from both the loop, and sense antennas, the
equipment functions as an automatic direction
finder (ADE). providing automatic visual and
aural indications of the relative direction from
which radio signals are being received. The
equipment frequency range is from 190 kHz
through 430 kHz and from 480 kHz through
1725 kHz. This is covered in three hands. The
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equipment may he used as an AM' or radio
receiver on all its hands.

The AN /ARN -41A can he used for homing on
a single station. or for triangulation position
fixing using two or more stations. or for position
fixing On a single station using any of the double
bearing methods presently in use. Only ground
waves of the transmitting station are used in
AIM' operation.

AN ARA-25 UHF Direction Finder

the Al 'ARA-25 is an ultrahigh frequency,
Al* that is used on most naval aircraft having
UHF transcem4..rs.

Desirable performance of the AN:ARA-25
and its relative freedom from serious mainte-
nance problems have proven it to he a reliable
homing equipment. Accurate hearings on re-
ceived signals at relative hearings of 000" and
I NW arc rapidly obtained: and while this is

accomplished. communication with the
UHE station is interrupted for only short peri-
ods of time. Bearings at other than 000" or ISO"
relative are not as accurate due to deviation.

The heart of the AN/ARA-25 Alk is the
directional antenna. Because of the design of the
antenna. no sense antenna is necessary. The
AN/ARA-25 antenna is a flat. diamond-shaped
f rhombic) plate placed over a tapered cavity.
(See fig. 10-27.) The cavity is designed to
maintain a 50-ohm characteristic impedance at
frequencies in the range of 2.;5 MHz to 400
MHz.

INTEGRATED F. ;:CTRONIC
CENTRAL SYSTEMS

Although many aircraft retain the communi-
cation. navigation, and identification equip-
ments as separate components. there is a trend
to equip military aircraft with integrated corn-
-mmticatkons-navigation-identification (CNI) sub-
systems. These integrated electronic packages are
commonly referred to as CNI systems although
some publications refer to them as IFC tinte-
srate4 electronic central) systems.

A typical CNI subsystem will contain a UHF
communications and ADF section, an IFF/SIF
identification section, a TACAN section. a cen-
tral control section. and a common power
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Figura 10.27.AWARA45 antennas disassembled.

supply. An exception to the use of a common
self-contained power supply is the TACAN
subsystem which usually has its own integral
power supply.

The UHF communications and ADF section
will use one or more UHF transceiver units.
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permitting voice communications on any of the
1.750 channels in the frequency hand between
225.0 and 349.1) 11,1111. One or more of these
transceivers will contain a guard channel receiver
subsystem section. An auxiliary UHF receiver
may he installed to allow separation of the ADF
from the normal communication channel. One
of the transceivers may be used as part of a
digital data link system. The IFF/SIF (identifica-
tion, friend or foe and selective identification
feature) and TACAN sections operate in a

manner similar to those covered in this manual.
The integration of these subsystems reduces
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weight and space requirements and allows for a
more centralized control. In general, at least
four separate antennas are needed for a CNI
system: a TACAN antenna, an 1FF antenna, a
communications antenna. and an ADF antenna.

In addition to its control of the sections
named, the central control section will normally
control the ICS (intercommunication system)
also.

For more information concerning IEC or CNI
systems, refer to the appropriate maintenance
instruction manual for a particular aircraft or
piece of equipment.



CHAPTER 11

AIRBORNE RADAR

The objective of this chapter is to provide a
general coverage of the various uses of radar and
the hazards that the AT may encounter in the
operation and maintenance of radar equipment.

REVIEW OF RADAR PRINCIPLES

The term radar is used to describe electronic
systems which are used to locate airborne or
surface targets. A review of the introduction to
radar in Basic Electronics, Vol. 2, NavPers
10087-C. reveals that the word RADAR is an
acronym formed from the words RAdio De-
tection and Ranging. In addition to indicating
the presence of targets. radar may also be used
to determine bearing, distance. elevation, speed.
relative size. and identification. The accuracy of
each use of radar is determined by several
characteristics.

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

Range

Radar measurement of range or distance is
possible because of the fact that radiated RF
energy travels through space in a straight line at
a constant velocity. The straight path and
constant speed are changed slightly when the RF

enter the atmosphere and will vary with
atmospheric and weather conditions. (This is
discussed later in this chapter.)

VELOCITY. -RF energy travels at the speed
01-111011, about 186,000 statute miles (162,000
nautical miles) per second. This is 300,000,000
meters per second in the metric system. Radar
timing is usually expressed in microseconds, and

the velocity of radar waves is often given as 328
yards or 984 feet per microsecond.

One nautical mile is equal to approximately
6,080 feet. This means that it takes RF energy
approximately 6.18 microseconds to travel 1

mile.

RANGE MEASUREMENT. -The pulse type
radar set determines range by measuring the
elapsed time during which the emitted pulse
travels to the target and returns. Since two-way
travel is involved, a total time of 12.36 micro-
seconds per nautical mile will elapse between the
start of the pulse from the antenna and its
return from a target. The range in nautical miles
of any object can be found by measuring the
elapsed time for a round trip of the radar pulse
(in microseconds) and dividing this quantity by
12.36. In equation form, this is:

Rangeelapsed time
12.36

Minimum Range.--The minimum range caps-
bility of a radar is determined by the time of the
transmitter pulse, or pulse width (PW), plus the
recovery time of the duplexer and the receiver.
(For purposes of this explanation, recovery time
may be considered as the time required for the
receiver to become operative after the transmit-
ter has fired.)

The minimum range in yards, at which a
target can be detected, is equal to the PW plus
the recovery time, divided by 2 and multiplied
by 328 yards (328 ydhasec). Stated in a
formula:
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TOCOVCI)' filth'
Milli MUM

range X 32ti yd

+ recovery link.) X yd

where PW and recovery time an. in micro-
seconds. targets closer than this range are not
seen because the receiver is inoperative for the
period of time necessary for a signal to travel
this distance.

An increase in recovery time t had TR tube in
the duplexer) not only increases the minimum
range. but also decreases the receiver sensitivity.

Maximum Range. The higher the frequency
of a radar wave, the greater the attenuation
(decrease in signal strength) due to weather
effect. Gases and water vapor that make up the
atmosphere absorb energy from the radiated
pulse. Frequencies below 3000 MHz are not
appreciably attenuated under normal conditions.
while frequencies above 10.000 MHz are highly
attenuated. Attenuation of the transmitted pulse
results in a decrease in the ability of the radar to
produce usable echoes at long ranges. A usable
echo may he defined roughly as the smallest
signal which a receiver-indicator system is able
to detect. amplify, and present so that the
observer can visually distinguish it from the
noise signals on the CRT (cathode-ray tube).

At lower frequencies. higher transmitter
power can be developed more easily. Also, there
is greater refraction and diffraction (bending of
the waves). Lower radar frequencies are there-
fore superior for extremely long-range search
radar. The effect of atmospheric conditions on
radar signals is discussed in more detail later in
this chapter.

The maximum range of any radar depends
upon transmitted power. pulse repetition fre-
quency, and receiver sensitivity. The peak power
of the transmitted pulse determines the maxi-
mum range that the pulse can travel to a target
and return in usable echo strength. Sufficient
time must be allowed between transmitted
pulses for an echo to return from a target
-ioeated at the maximum range (established by
design) of the system.

The maximum range is sometimes extended
and vertical coverage reduced by the trapping of
the radar beam in a DUCT. A duct is created by

abnormal weather conditions: further coverage
on ducts is given later in this chapter.

Azimuth

The azimuth (bearing) of a target is its
clockwise angular displacement in the Horizontal
plane with respect to true north as distinguished
from magnetic north. This angle may be measured
with respect to the heading of an aircraft con-
taining the radar set: in this case, it is called
relative bearing. The angle may be measured
from true north, giving true bearing, if the
installation contains azimuth stabilization equip-
ment. The angle is measured by utilizing the
directional characteristics of an unidirectional
antenna, and determining the position of the
antenna when the strongest echo is received
from the target.

Radar antennas are constructed of radiating
elements and reflectors, and some types use a
director element to produce a narrow beam of
energy in one direction. The pattern produced in
this manner permits the beaming of maximum
energy in a desired direction. The transmitting
pattern of an antenna system is also its receiving
pattern. An antenna can therefore he used to
transmit energy, to receive echoes (reflected
energy). or both.

Resolution

The range resolution of a radar is the mini-
mum resolvable separation in range of two
targets on the same bearing. Range resolution is
a function of the width of the transmitted pulse,
the type and size of the targets. and the
characteristics of the receiver and indicator.
With a well-designed radar. sharply defined
targets on the same bearing should be resolved if
their ranges differ by the distance the pulse
travels in one-half of the time of the pulse width
(164 yards per microsecond of PW). If a radar
set has a pulse width of 5 microseconds. the
targets would have to be separated by more than
820 yards before they would appear as two pips
on the scope.

The azimuth resolution is the ability to
separate targets at the same range but on
different bearings, and is a function of the
antenna beam width and the range of the

3S5
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targets. Antenna beam width may be defined as
the angular distance between the half-power
points of an antenna's radiation pattern. ( Half-
power points are those points at which the
transmitted power is one-half the maximum
value of energy that is radiated along the lobe
center.) Two targets at the same range, in order
to he resolved as being two targets instead of
one. must he separated by at least one beam
width.

Strong multiple targets appearing as one
target can often he resolved in azimuth and
bearing by reducing the gain of the receiver until
only the stYongest portions of the echoes appear
on the

Accuracy

The accuracy of a radar is a measure of its
ability to determine the correct range and
hearing of a target. The degree of accuracy in
azimuth is determined by the effective beam
width and is improved as the beam width is
narrowed. On a PPI (plan position indicator)
scope the echo begins to appear when energy in
the edge of the beam first strikes the target. The
echo is strongest as the axis of the beam crosses
the target, but the echo continues to appear on
the scope as long as any part of the beam strikes
the target. The target appears wider on the PPI
display than it actually is. and the relative
accuracy of the presentation depends in a gage
measure on the width of the radar beam and
range to the target.

The true range of a target is the actual
distance between the target and the radar set
(fig. 11-h. In airborne radar. the true range is
often called SLANT RANGF. The term slant
range is used to indicate that the range measure-
ment includes the effect of difference in alti-
tude.

The horizontal range of a target is a straight
distance (fig. I I-1) along an imaginary arc

parallel to the earth's surface. This concept is
important to the radar observer because an
airborne target. or the observer's aircraft. need
only to travel the distance represented by its
horizontal range to reach a position directly over
its target. For example. an aircraft at a slant or
true range of 10 miles. and at an altitude of

aM
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Figure 11-1.--Slant range versus horizontal range.

36.000 feet above the radar observer's aircraft.
possesses a horizontal range of only 8 miles.

The timing sequence of a radar range indi-
cating device starts at the same instant that the
transmitter starts operation. Therefore. with
airborne surface-search radar. the first targets
seen are those directly beneath the aircraft.
However. on the PEI scope. there is a hole
(altitude ring) in the middle of the picture (fig.
I 1-2). with a minimum radius corresponding to
the altitude of the aircraft. In some systems the
radius of the altitude ring will vary as the lower
limit of the vertical radiation pattern is increased
by raising the tilt of the radar antenna. Objects
which are actually directly beneath the aircraft
appear on the scope at a distance equal to the
distance between the aircraft and ground. For
greater accuracy of surface ranges. the relation-
ship between the range of the target and the
range of the altitude ring must he considered.

FACTORS AFFECI1NG RADAR

There are many factors, or elements (in-
cluding atmospheric conditions), that affect
radar performance. One of the principal factors
is maintenance. The ability to keep the equip-
ment operating at peak efficiency will influence
the overall capabilities and limitations of the
radar.

Another important factor is the radar opera-
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FigureFigura 11-2.Effect of altitude on radar. (A) Radar tilted down; (8) radar with zero tilt

toes . knowledge of the equipment. He must
know the maximum and minimum ranges at
which he can expect to pick up various tartwts.
range and hearing accuracy of the gear. and
range and hearing resolution. If the radar is a
height finder. the operator must know the
altitude determination accuracy and the altitude
resolution. Information on these factors is con-
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tamed in the Maintenance Instructions Manual
for each radar.

Peak Power

The peak power of a radar is its useful power.
Range capabilities of the radar will increase with
an increase in peak power. Doubling the peak
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power to 3-dh gain ) will increase the range
capabilities by about 25 ivrcent.

Puke Width

The longer the puke width, the greater the
range capabilities of the radar. This is due to the
greater amount of RI: energy sent out in each
puke. In addition, consider the fact that narrow
handpass receivers may he used, thus reducing
noise level. An increase in pulse width, however.
reduces the range resolution capabilities of the
system.

Beam Width

The beam width is specified in degrees be-
tween the half-power points in the radiation
pattern.

The effective beam width of a radar is not a
constant quantity hvcause it is affected by the
receiver gain (sensitivity) and the size and range
of the target.

The narrower the beam width, the greater the
concentration o. energy. The more concentrated
the beam. the greater the range capabilities for a
given amount of transmitted power.

Receiver Sensitivity

The sensitivity of a receiver is a measure of
the ability of the receiver to amplify and make
usabl,.. a very weak signal. The more sensitive the
receiver. the greater the detection range of the
radar. Sensitive receivers are easier to jam.
however. and interference will show on the
scope more easily.

Indleatms

. The choice of the type of scope used to
display weak pips will add to the capabilities of
the radar. The deflection-modulated A-scope is
more sensitive to weak echoes than the in-
tensity-modulated PP'. In some airborne installa-
tions that carry an oscilloscope for maintenance
purposes, a weak target can be seen on the
A-scope before it can be detected on the PM.

Antenna Rotation

The more slowly the antenna rotates, the
greater the detection range of the radar. Thus.
an antenna which is not rotating would afford
the greatest range in the direction it is pointing,
within the limits of the radar, For tactical
reasons, it is best not to stop the antenna from
rotating and point the antenna beam at the
target, except momentarily, and then only to
gain information on composition of a target.

Atmospheric Conditions

The paths followed by microwave and VHF
signals, whether direct or reflected, usually are
slightly curved. The signals travel through the
atmosphere at speeds that depend on tempera-
ture. atmospheric pressure. and the amount of
water vapor present in the atmosphere.
Generally, the higher the temperature the faster
the signal: the lower the atmospheric pressure.
the faster the signal; and the 'ess the amount of
water vapor present, the faster the signal. The
net result of these influences is that the signal
speed changes with altitude and. under normal
atmospheric conditions. the variation is a small
and uniform increase in the speed of the signal
with increasing altitude. This causes all paths to
curve slightly downward. as shown in figury
11-3, extending the radar horizon beyond a
tangent to the earth. (See fig. I I-4.) The amount
of the extension of the radar horizon varies with
weather conditions. Under normal conditions,
the radar horizon is extended 1.25 times the
optical line of sight.

To understand the reason for this curving
downward, imagine a surface called a wave front
such as the one represented by line AB tug.
I 1-3), where A is higher in altitude than B. A
wave front is a surface. not necessarily flat.
chosen in such a way that the phase of the signal
is the same at all points on the surface. The
signal always travels in a direction perpendicular
to the wave front. Now. as wave front AB moves
with the signal. it reaches position A'B' after a
short time interval. The speed at A and A' is
faster than the speed at B and B'. since A and A'
are at a greater altitude. Therefore, in a given
time. the upper part of the wave front moves
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Figure 11-3.--Microwave path.

farther than the lower part. and the wave front
tips slightly forward as it moves along. Since the
path followed by the signal is always perpendic-
ular to the wave front, it curves slightly down-
ward as the wave front tips.

The bending of radio or radar waves due to a
change in the density of the medium through
which they arc passing is termed refraction. The
measure of the bending that occurs is indicated
by the difference in index of refraction from
one substance to another. The density of the
atmosphere changes at a gradual and continuous
rate: therefore. the index of refraction changes
gradually with increased height.

Tlw temperature and the moisture content of
the atmosphere normally decrease with height
above the surface of the earth. Under certain
conditions, titre temperature may first increase
with height and then begin to decrease. Such a
situation is called temperature inversion. More
important. the moisture content may decrease
more rapidly with height just above the sea. This
effect is called moisture lapse.

Temperature inversion or moisture lapse.
Alone or in combination. may produce a great
change in the index of refraction of the lowest
few hundred feet of the atmosphere. resulting in
greater bending of the radar waves. This may
greatly extend or reduce the radar horizon.
depending on the direction in which the radar
waves are bent. The height of the radar antenna
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Figure 11-4.Extenzion of ruder horizon.

with respect to the DUCT formed by this
strange occurrence is of much importance.

Although duct conditions can happen any
place in the world, the climate and weather in
some areas make their occurrence more likely.
In some parts of the world, particularly those
having a monsoonal climate. variation in the
degree of duct formation is mainly seasonal, and
great changes from day to day may not take
place. In other parts of the world. especially
those in which low barometric pressure areas
recur often, the extent of nonstandard propaga-
tion conditions varies considerably from day to
day. even during the season when they are most
common.

Sometimes. for various reasons in different
areas, some upper level air becomes heated and
often partially dried out. This effect is associ-
ated with dear weather rather than with storms.
The temperature inversion and a layer of very
dry air. which spreads out horizontally. create
conditions favorable to the formation of a sky
duct. The top of a duct can often be recognized
by a thin layer of haze. The haze is a result of
the moisture in the warm air condmaing as the
air starts to get colder.

The height and width of ducts can be pre-
dicted by the meteorological office. This is dont
by plotting temperature variations versus height.
Figure 11-5 shows a standard variation chart
compared with charts of nonstandard condi-
tions.
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(A) (8) (C )

Figure 11.5.Height versus temperature. (A) Standard variation; (B) surface duct; (C) sky duct.

TYPES OF AIRBORNE RADAR

.the fundamental principles of all radar are
similar; however. there are two basic types of
radar systems pulse and CW (continuous wave).
I'M radar is a type of ('W radar. The Doppler
principle can be used in both ('W and pulse
radars. The distinction between CW and pulse
radar becomes less clear in systems where a

combination o) pulse and ('W techniques is used.
In general. a radar system is considered a pulse
system when the RI: energy is emitted less than
10 percent of the time. Most pulse radars emit
energy less than 0.1 percent of the time. When
the radar emits energy more than 10 percent of
the time. it is classified as a CW radar system.

Most of the emphasis in radar development
has been on pulse radar systems. primarily
because of the rate at which information is
collected. as compared to CW radar. However.
there are specific applications in which ('W radar
performs more efficiently than pulse radar: for
example. working to zero range and reduction of
ground clu ter.

Radar is a powerful aid to the aircraft. and
the aircraft is an aid to the radar. The aircraft
supplies an elevated platform to the radar.
thereby extending the effective range at which
objects can be detected. The application of radar
to airborne operations has been most successful
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and airborne radar is an indispensable part of the
Navy's fighting team. In naval aircraft. radar has
many different uses. each requiring a different
application of the fundamental principles.

SEARCH

Search radar, the basic type used in many
radar-equipped aircraft. shows the range and
azimuth of targets such as ships. islands. coast-
lines. and other aircraft within the reach of its
h.:ain. Search radar is an effective aid to air
navigation since it exhibits land masses and
storm clouds on the radar screen. In larger
aircraft the IFF (identification friend or foe)
interrogation antenna is mounted on the search
radar antenna in order to obtain IFF target
hearing and range, which identifies ships and
aircraft as friendly or hostile by means of coded
replies.

Airborne search radar is generally classified as
medium range. Figure 11-6 indicates the relative
positions of the search radar operating fre-
quencies. The pulse width utilized by the radar
is variable. depending on the range selected on
shorter ranges a narrow pulse width (0.Spsec) Is
used: longer ranges may use a pulse width up to
Sisec. The narrow pulse width permits a short
minimum range, a high degree of rang resolu-
tion, and greater range accuracy. The wide pulse
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Figure 11-6.-Electromarstic rmergy spectrum.

width is u- ..t1 to aid in lett:cling small targets at
greater distances.

in some radar equipments the pulse repetition
frequency tPRF) of the radar may also vary with
the ranges used high PRF is used on the shorter
ranges for better target illumination, and a low
PRF is used for obtaining greater maximum
ranges.

HEIGHT FINDING

height -finding radar is used to determine the
altitude of a target by placing a narrow vertical
beam on the target and measuring the position
angle. The position angle is combined with the
slant range to compute the altitude of the target
above the horizontal. In airborne use the com-
puted altitude of the target may be either the
height above your aircraft or the height above
ground. For computation of the target's altitude
above ground. the altitude of your aircraft must
be set in.

Another type of height-finding radar is the
absolute altimeter. The absolute altimeter (radar
altimeter( measures the distance from the air-
craft to the ground or objects below. This is
done by transmitting RF energy down, and
receiving the reflected energy at the aircraft. In
FM equipment the attitude is determined by the
frequency difference between the reflected
signal and the transmitter signal. In pulse equip-
ment the altitude is determined by measuring
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the time required for the transmitted pulse to
hit the ground and return. The indicating instru-
ment will indicate the true altitude of the
aircraft. which is its height above water. moun-
tains, buildings. or other objects on the surface
of the earth.

SIDE-LOOKING RADAR

The surveillance and mapping of large areas
and the capability of providing data which
permits rapid and accurate identification. loca-
tion. and interpretation of all important features
within the areas surveyed are of vital importance
today. Since airborne radar can operate during
night or day. under adverse weather conditions.
and with the mobility and range of an airborne
platform. radar ground mapping systems are
ideal. Side-looking radar tS1.1%) systems have
proved to offer many advantages over other
radar ground mapping systems.

Purpose

The side-looking radar system provides photo-
graphic data which is displayed by reflected
microwave energy rather than by reflected light.
Although the film resolution of SLR photo-
graphs does not compare with that of standard
aerial photographs. the SLR photography is
capable of displaying data which would not
appear on a standard photograph: for example.
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the detection Ott a hard target (giro emplace-
ment) under camouflage Mistrial where the
reflection of microwaves would show up clearly
on the recording. The system also provides a
map of the terrain which can aid in tilling
questionable gaps on photographic information.
ilksliis? SLR is side-looking. it has an inherent
security-against-detection advantage when com-
pared with tOrward looking radar since the
radiation from the parent aircraft will not he
detected until the aircraft is passing the target.

N WI(;ATION

Doppler navigational radar automatically and
continuously computes and displays ground-
speed and drift angle of an aircraft in flight
without the aid of ground stations. wind esti-
mates, or true airspeed data. This is done by
utilizing auxiliary inputs from an altitude rate
sensor and front the aircraft's vertical reference
system. The radar section does not sense range
and hearing tdireetion) as ordinary search radar
does. Instead. it is speed - conscious and drift-
conscious. It employs continuous carrier wave
transmission energy and determines the forward
and lateral velocity components of the aircraft
by utilizing the principle known as Doppler
effect.

The Doppler effect. or frequency change of a
signal. is discussed in chapter 3 of this manual.

Doppler radar employs the frequency change
phenomenon. except that it operates in the
radio frequency range. The radar emits ('W
energy at one IrL.quency, and these waves of
energy strike the target and are reflected. Energy
waves returning from the target are spaced
differently than the transmitted waves if there is
relative motion between the radar and the
target. A closing target moves a little closer to
the radar between successive waves and reflects
the waves sooner than if the target were sta-
tionary. The closer-spaced waves mean that the
frequency has increased slightly.

If the target moves toward the radar or if the
radar moves toward the target at a faster rate.
the waves of energy will be even closer together
when appearing at the receiver, causing a greater
frequency change. The greater the closing speed.
the higher will he the frequency of the returning
waves.
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The receiver of the Doppler radar system has
two signal inputs one from the transmitter, and
one from the receiver antenna. The input signal
from the transmitter is at all times the same
frequency as the signal being radiated; the
receiver antenna signal frequency will vary with
the relative speed of the target and the radar.
"I1w two frequencies are compared in the re-
ceiver. and the difference frequency is a direct
indication of the dosing or opening speed of the
target.

The Doppler effect is present any time there
is relative motion (opening or closing distance)
between the radar and the target. Therefore, the
radar could he moving toward a stationary target
and the effect would be the same as if the target
were moving toward a stationary radar.

One type of airborne Doppler navigation
equipment is an all-weather, self-contained
system. It radiates two narrow, fixed beams of
(Akr energy downward, outward. and rearward
(thus the ground becomes an opening target)
from the aircraft's longitudinal axis. The ground-
returned energy is intercepted by the receiver
and compared with the outgoing transmitter
energy. The difference (due to the Doppler
effect) is used to develop velocity component
information for use in the computing section.
The velocity component. with the aid of roll-
angle. pitch-angle, altitude, and altitude-rate
data furnished from auxiliary equipment, derives
the groundspeed and drift angle in the com-
puting section.

The groundspeed and drift angle information
is continuously displayed on an indicating dial.
It is also made available as a continuous synchro
output signal for tie-in with other navigational
equipment position computers. bomb directors.
and integrated flight director systems.

RF RADIATION HAZARDS

Electromagnetic radiation is not visible: its
presence must be detected and measured by
instruments or approximated by theoretical
calculations. Radiated beams of high power RF
energy present a health and safety hazard. In
general. health and safety factors fall into the
ordnance. personnel. fuel. and miscellaneous
aspects. The establishment of health and safety
precautions regarding electromagnetic radiation
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is a joint responsibility in. the Bureau of Medi-
cine and Surgery. the Naval Air Systems Com-
mand. and the Nit%:Ii Ship Systems Command.
Publications wind) may prove valuable for fur-
ther reference include Radio-Frequency 11azards
Manual. NavOrd 01'35(15 to Confidential man-
ual). and Fleetronies Installation and Main-
tenance Book General. Nav Ships 0967-000-
0100.

The energy striking an object in an electro-
magnetic field may be reflected. transmitted. or
absorbed: only the absorbed energy constitutes a
hazard. The hazard resulting from focused con-
centration of such energy, like any hazard. can
he rendered relatively harmless by understanding
and precaution.

To locate specific safety instnictions for a
particular aircraft. the AT must consult the
appropriate maintenance instruction manual. A
typical hazardous area is shown in figure 11-7.
Notice that the tabular information is applicable
to fixed antenna positions. If the antenna is in
motion the -a- sector must move accordingly.

ORDNANCE HAZARDS

The HERO thazards of electromagnetic radia-
tion to ordnance) problem has become acute.
The number and variety of electrically initiated
explosive devices are increasing rapidly. For
example. some currently operational weapons
contain more than 75 electroexplosive devices.
Continuing development efforts are directed
toward reducing weight and space requirements.
lowering power requirements. assuring positive
response. and increasing safety and reliability.
However, these goals are not always corn;
pkmentaty.

At the same tin:. the power of com-
munications and radar transmitting equipment is
constantly being increased and the frequency
warm broadened. The radioirequency spec-
trum now used by the airborne Navy extends
from 10 kHz to about 20,000 MHz. Transmitter
power outputs extend to 10 kw at communica-
tions frequencies. and peak power outputs ex-
tend to approximately 5 megawatts at radar
fivquencies.

These trends produc: situations which are in
direct conflict with each other. Transmitters and
their antennas have only one purpose to radiate

electromagnetic. energy. The initiating elements
of ordnance devices need only to he supplied
with the proper amount of electrical energy for
an explosion to take place. Therefore, with
many explosive ordnance items, certain precau-
tions are required for safety and to insure
reliable perfo nti a nee .

To meet the growing need for new procedures
to reduce the hazard to ordnance equipment
from RE radiation. the Naval Air Systems
Command has sponsored tests which. coordi-
nated with studies made by other agencies, have
provided new guidelines and restrictions for
handling electrically initiated ordnance equip-
ment.

The basic problem in determining an
ordnance system's susceptibility to RI: radiation
lies in the evaluation of the antennalike
couplings that exist between illuminating fields
and the electroexpk)sive devices in the system.
RE energy may enter a weapon as a wave
radiated through a hole or crack in the weapon
skin. or it may he conducted into the weapon by
the tiring leads or other wires leading into the
weapon.

The exact chances of an electroexplosive
device firing are quite unpredictable, being
dependent upon such variables as frequency.
field strength. positional and directional orienta-
tion. environment. and metallic or personnel
contacts with the ordnance or aircraft.

The most susceptible period is during as-
sembly. disassembly. loading. unloading, or test-
ing in electromagnetic fields. The most likely
effects of premature actuation are dudding.
reduction of the reliability of the device, or
propellant ignition. In extreme cases, there is a
definite possibility of warhead detonation.

Some specific safety precautions which the
technician must observe with respect to these
weapons and ordnance devices include the fol-
lowing:

1. Turn off all RF transmitters during
weapon handling operations in the 'area.

2. Observe all local and general safety and
HERO restrictions.

3. Maintain radio and radar silence during
assembly, disassembly. loading. unloading. or
testing operations.

4. Avoid illumination of ordnance devices by
high power RF transmitters (ig. 11-7).
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The HERO problem is 3 complex one. The
hazard. and therefore the solution. is a function
not only of frequency and field strength. but
also of geometrical configuration. orientation.
and the antenna characteristics of the weapon or
weapon-aircraft and weapon-launcher combina-
tions. In general. the path by which energy is
introduced to the electroexplosive devices is not
readily definable.

Development projects are underway in several
areas to provide special devices and material
which will have general application as HERO
remedies. It is expected that some of these
devices, and some developed by other agencies.
will he valuable in the design of new weapons as
well as modifications for existing weapons.
Many possibilities have been and are being
explored. These include shielding. filters. RE
dissipating attenuators. less sensitive electro-
explosive devices. exploding wires, conductive
film igniters. spark gap primers. inductive firing
devices. and modifications to aircraft armament
circuits.

PERSONNEL HAZARDS

Development of RE systems with high power
transmitting tubes and high gain antennas has
increased the hazard to personnel in the vicinity
of these elements. Harmful effects of over-
exposure to RE radiation are associated with the
average power of the absorbed radiation. They
are thermal in nature. and are observed as an
increase in overall body temperature or as a
temperature rise in certain sensitive organs of
the body. The only known nonthermal effects
on personnel are due to power density values
considerably greater than the power densities
normally associated with present RF trans-
mitting systems.

The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has
established safe limits based on the power
duty of the radiation beam and the exposure
time of the human body in the radiation field.
All areas in which the RF levels exceed the safe
limits are considered hazardous. The Naval Ship
.Systems Command is responsible for de-
termining hazardous shipboard areas and for
decreasing the hazard to personnel from
radiation. Theoretical calculations and power

seeraseees.:-.Z., .

density measurements are used to establish the
distances front radar antennas within which it is
not biologically safe for personnel to enter. 'Ibis
information is then used to determine if and
where hazardous areas exist. MI hazardous areas
subject to entry her personnel are posted with
warning signs, and the ship's intercom-
munication system is used to warn personnel
when the radars are operating.

Personnel Safety Precautions

While every 'lThrt must be made to protect
personnel from harmful exposure to RI' radia-
tion. it is not considered necessary or desirable.
in general. that blanket restrictions on antenna
radiation he imposed to achieve this end. The
existence of such a policy would tend to restrict
maintenance and checkout procedures which
could otherwise he carried out in safety, pro-
vided proper precautions are taken to keep
personnel clear of hazardous intensity levels.
These precautions include the following:

I. Visual inspection of feed horns. open ends
of waveguides. and openings emitting RE elec-
tromagnetic energy must not he made unless the
equipment is definitely secured for the purpose
of such an inspection.

2. Aircraft employing high power radar
should he parked, or their antennas should he
oriented, so that the beam is directed away from
personnel working areas.

3. MI personnel must observe RE hazard
warning signs which point out the existence of
RF radiation hazards in a specific location or
area.

4. Those radar antennas which normally ro-
tate are to be rotated continuously while radiat-
ing, or trained to a known safe Searing.

S. Nonrotating antennas must be trained and
elevated away from inhabited areas. hangars.
shop spaces, ships, piers, etc.. while radiating.

6. Where a possibility of accidental over-
exposure might still exist. have a man stationed
within view of the antenna (hut well out of the
beam and in communication with the operator
while the antenna is radiating) to warn personnel
of the hazard.

7. Radiation hazard warning signs should be
available and must he used. not only where they

;
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are required to he permanently posted. but also
where they may temporarily restrict ac,.....ss to
hazardous areas.

FUEL HAZARDS

The increase in radiated RI: energy from
higher powered communications and radar
equipments in recent ytais has increased the
potential hazard of RF-induced ignition of
volatile fuel-air mixtures. This flammable condi-
tion is normally present only close to aircraft
fuel vents. °Iva thief inlets. or spilled fuel. or
during over-0- c -wing fueling operations. Ignition
of fuel vapors in air has actually occurred:
however, the probability of ignition with normal
refueling conditions is remote.

Ignition of gasoline vapors caused by RI:-
induced arcs is rare-because ALL the following
conditions must exist:

1. A flammable fuel-air mixture must he
present within the range of the induced arcing.

2. The arc must contain a sufficient- amount
of energy to cause ignition

3. The gap across which the arc occurs must
be a certain minimum distance, and must contain
a sufficient amount of the flammable mixture to
ignite.

The possibility of these conditions occurring
simultaneously is probably statistically remote;
but since the possibility does exist. care must be
exercised. See figure 11-7 for minimum dis-
tances to he maintained during fueling and
deluding operations.

MISCELLANEOUS ;.SPECTS

The of photoflash bulbs. fluorescent
glowlamps by electromagnetic

energy from radar sets is a fairly well known
phenornr...In. Although this type occurrence is
formally of little consequence, burns can result
rhotograr!.ic personnel should be %anted of the
presence any high power radar operating-in
the area an of the hazards involved.

In a sum .,r manner. steel wool may be set
afire, or me.. lc chips may produce sparks when
exposed to i Nation. With some high power
radar sets. stt 1 wool is ignited with a violent
explosion. The presence of oil and spilled fuels

_ .

in the vicinity of aircraft constitutes a serious
hazard. This makes good housekeeping pro-
cedures essential.

PRINCIPLES OF IFF

The age-old problem of distinguishing friend
from enemy in warfare increased greatly when
aircraft came into use. As faster ships and
aircraft developed. the identification problem
increased. Although a radar can detect targets
(both sea and air) at long ranges. it displays both
friend and enemy as similar spots of light on the
CRT. With the destructive power of modern
weapons and the speed of modern weapon
delivery systems. it is not practical to wait until
the target has been identified by visual means to
begin preparing for battle. Theretbre, some
method other than visual recognition must be
used to identify the target as early as possible.

The problem of identification led to the
development of an electronic system that per-
mits a friendly craft to identify itself auto-
matically when interrogated. before approaching
near enough to threaten the security of other
naval units. This electronic system is called 11:1;
(identification. friend or foe). Additionally, in
the present slate of high density air traffic, even
though operations involve only friendly aircraft.
it is essential to know not only their location
but also the identity of each aircraft and their
approximate altitude.

IFF systems are desienat,d by MARK num-
bers. The IFF mark number is a Roman numeral
such as the Mark X or Mark XII system.

IFF SYSTEM

The basic theory of operation i. similar to
that of the TACAN system discussed in chapter
10. In the TACAN system, the aircraft initiates
pmceedinp by interrogating a ground station
which in turn replies to that interrogation. In
other words, TACAN works "aircraft-to-station-
to-aircraft.- 1FF is just the reverse: that is. it
goes -station-to-aircraft-to-station."

The IFF system consists basically of a pair of
special transmitter-receivers. working in conjunc-
tion with a radar set. Figure 11 -4 shows the
units required for the basic operation of an 1FF
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Figure 114.--IFF system Wadi diagram.

system. Reference to this figure should be made
at frequent intervals throughout the remainder
of this discussion.

The challenging control center consists of an
interrogator. a coder-synchronizer, a search
radar unit and a display unit. The aircraft, in
order to satisfy the interrogator and thereby
complete the "loop". is equipped with a radar
transmitter-receiver (transponder) and associated
auxiliary equipment which is determined by
specific aircraft configuration. It should Iv
noted at this time that all aircraft IFF systems
are not configured in the same manner, and
reference to any specific IFF transponder and its
associated auxiliary equipment will not be made
in this chapter. For additional information the
technician should refer to the appropriate main-
tenance instruction manual for a specific air-
craft.

Interrogation

The interrogator is a pulse type transmitter.
tUgereti by the coder-synchronizer, which acts
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as the challenger. When a radar operator ob-
serves an unidentified target on the radar, he sets
the interrogator in operation and it emits coded
challenging (interrogation) pulses.

The challenge is a pair of UHF pulses emitted
a few microseconds after the radar pulse. The
challenge signals are synchronized with the pulse
of the assuciated radar. but with a delay of 0 to
40 microseconds introduced.

The challenge is received by the transponder.
which is a pulse type transmitter-receiver unit.
Upon receiving the proper challenge, the trans-
r der automatically transmits an identifying
reply. These multiple-pulse replies from the
interrogated aircraft are routed to the coder-
synchronizer where they are analyzed to de-
termine their validity. If interpreted to be
proper. they are processed into a form accept-
able to the display unit and a visual presentation
is then generated for operator interpretation.

When displayed on the radar CRT. the video
pulses may be displayed separately, or they may
he mixed with the radar presentation if desired.

The composite airborne replies arc displayed
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on a Nil scope as dashed lines beyond the target
echo, t Se: tigure I !he dashed effect is doe
to the mode interlacing action of the coder.
Blank spaces on the scope represent the nine
during which interiiiatitins on the other modes
are sent out. Hie III: presentation can be
dist inginshed from the radar presentation by
thew dashes I he length of the dashed line varies

ith the range and !lie radiation pattern of the
antenna used with the challenging control cen-
ter. In some installations the Nlotle-2 reply wilt
he a dtiuble-dashed litre beconti the target echo.

%l odes of ()mi.:Ilion

In systems employed by the rimed States.
there are presently sis pes for modes) of
challenging signals mode-I mode-2, mode-3

mode-(*° and nit hie.D Ifig. I I -I ()). Also
illustrated is a stlenth mode tino,1, 1() w hich is
used (;treat Britain at this time.

I he ckilian aircraft system corresponding to
IIIF Gaffed Air Irattic Control Radar Beacon
System IA R 14S ). often referred to as simply
lil.M1)\ I he civil ,},tern for [dent
modes uses letters rather than the numerical
.},tern adopted by the military. Since ckil mode

is the same as our mode-1, /his mode
(commonly used by Kith for Air "I ralik ('on-
trol) has been f ".. ; -4 has no
counterpart to the eivilian I('RKS system. It is
a cry ptographicall secure mod, with entirely
different signal characteristics.

Modes 1 and. 2 are also for exclusive use by
the military as tactical modes, but use similar
signal characteristics as shown in figure 1 1-1 ( ..
Following mode--t. the military dropped its
numerical ,.,:quencing and adopted the civil
desigtiattons as de Int) 11SI rated by entitle -(° and
mode-D. Mode- is used for automatic altitude
reptniMg and mode-I) has been established but
not yet given a definite designation.

As an example of mode operation. assume
that both the interrogator (ground) and the
interrogated aircraft are ill mode 3./A. In this
event the two units will he operating on com-
patible time frames or 8 microseconds between
mode pulses (fig. I NW. and they will cor-
respond with each other. Keep in mind that
these pulse-pairs from the interrogator occur
only once alter each time the search radar

AT. 14
Figure Mg.Typical surface radar PPI composite display

showing several t FF responses.

transmits, and comprise byt a small portion of
the normal time period between search radar
pulses.

1'o this point the means of locating the
aircraft Me search radar shown in figure 1 1-/4)
and of establishing a communicating link be-
tween the two units ( pulse -pairs of compatible
time frames) has been discussed. Positive identi-
fication of the in ternigated target is aCeiIn-
plished through a feature if the aircraft's
transponder for ,unitary unit) referred to as
selective identification feature (S1F) and the
interrogators recognition of the St F outputs.
Ibis feature has led to the common usage of the
designation IFF/SIF.

Selective Identification Feature

When the interrogator and interrogated
systems are operating on the same mode. an
additional portion of the time hetween search
radar pukes is used to develop an identification
procedure. 'Ibis time is filled by predetermined
groups of pulses as shown in figure 1 1-1 1.
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MODE APPLICATION CHARACTERISTIC
10301

1 MILITARY ( IFF ) -0-41-
1.1- 54

2 MILITARY (IFF) 4-1:31-
le 8 -1

3/A COMMON (ATC) - P3 TIME IN

4 MILITARY (CLASSIFIED OPERATION) or,,,....MICROSECONDS

1 1 -______.1

B BRITISH (ATC) -1-;:1------pl
14 21 ---1

C COMMON (AUTO ALT) SpL_________FicL
0 UNASSIGNED

0:

11
251:31-Pi

Figure 11-10.-1nterrogation modes.

'there are 3 separate codes which can be
transmitted on mode I. Mode 2. 3/A. and C
each have 4.0% codes assigned. 'Hie minimum
code which can be transmitted on mode I. 2.
3,1A. or C consists or two pulses spaced 20.3
microseconds apart. These two pulses. called
framing or bracket pulses. are designated HR 1
and Hft . . in figure I 1-1 I and are always trans-
mitted on any of the four modes. theiohy
bracketing the information pulses. Mode I uses
live information pulses, A A2. A4, B1, and B2
with an interpulse spacing of 2.9 p sec. For modes
2, 3/A and C there are 12 information pulses
which can be used. These include all of the A,
B, C, and D pulses shown with an interpulse
spacing of 1.45 microseconds. Note that a pulse

missikg between A4 and This void is termed
the X-pulse position. An X pulse is used only for
special applications and normally is not included
in 1FF/coder equipment.

Since there are many different code arrange-
ments possible. a method of specifying a particu-

Nig
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tar code has been established. Each information-
pulse position has been assigned a letter
and a number subscript. the code designa-
tion of a specific code is determined by adding
the numbers corresponding to each letter. Since
there are four letters involved i.e.. A. B. C. and
D. there are four numbers in the code. The first
digit of the code is determined by the A pulses.
the second digit by the 13 pulses. etc. For
example. li the code consists of A, . A4 . l3, . B2,
B4. C, . and 1)4. pukes (fig. 1 1 -1 1 ). the code
would be specified as 5 7 1 4. Keep in mind that
these numbers are constructed in binary form,
that is:

A4 B, 132 B4

s7

1)4

4

and must be read out in that form. If the code
consisted of the Al . A2 . and 13, pulses. the code
would he specified as 3100. The codes for mode
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AIRCRAFT IDENTIFIES ITSELF BY
CODED REPLY PULSES

Figure 11-11.-21F code configurations.

1 range from 0000 to 7300 and from 0000 to
7777 for modes 2. 3/A and C. Some of the more
common SW codes with which you should he
familiar are lisled below:

1100
2000
15(X)
2200

climbing

descents

3100 hijacked
4000 any aircraft
4100 most military aircraft
4200
7600 lost communication
7700 emergency
1000 changing ahitudes

Th..s does not mean that in every case these
codes are assigned as shown. Some are always
used as shown: others are normally used as
shown. As mentioned, there are 4.096 separate
codes possible in modes 2. 3/A, and C. This
masses available many different codes for
bury selection or temporary assignments.
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Mode 4 consists of a continuous chain of
encrypted pulses and does not use the bracket-
ing system of pulse pairs. It should be re-
membered that U. S. systems have no provisions
for modes B and D. They have been included in
this chapter only in the interest of continuity.

Often. FAA assigns "blocks" of codes to
various agencies for special use, such as a naval
facility from which student pilots are learning to
fly. These codes are then instrumental in bring-
ing to the controller's attention the special
nature of such flights. A typical IFF/SIF control
panel is shown in figure 11-12.

Notice the rotary switches and their as-
sociated number-windows in the cenier-bottom
of the panel. These switches are used to set in
the desired co les.

When the IDENT/OUT/MIC switch is in the
!DENT position, the transponder transmits an
additional pulse train. This double pulse train
transmission permits even further identity. such
as picking one particular aircraft out of a
formation flight. The MIC position also causes
the transponder to reply with a second pulse
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AT. 36
Figure 11.12. t F/SIF control panel.

tram when the microphone switch is clepressed.
The double puke trains generated by the re-
sponding aircraft appear on the controller's
screen a% inhols that are even more definitive
than those provided by the single pulse train
replies.

AIMS

the AIMS program which began several years
ago. had a twofold purpose: to satisfy FAA air
'raffle control requirements and to improve
nalitary 11:1- systems. i11MS is an ronym made
up of other acronyms.

A A-FCREIS
1

Mark XII identification system
S System

When all military aircraft are eventually out-
fitted with a -1.0% code capability. thus
facilitating the use of mode-C. the air traffic
controller will be able to exercise improved
control and provide more expeditious services.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ALPHANUMERICS LEGEND

.ARGET SELECTED BY IDENTITY CODE
FOR DISPLAY ON THE PPI

A TARGET RESPONDING WITH A MISMATCH-
ING CODE

PRIOR POSITIONS (HISTORY)

AIRCRAFT POSITION

5/A-SW CODE

ALTITUDE IN HUNDREDS OF FEET

A TARGET FORCED ONTO DISPLAY BUT
NOT REPORTING ITS ALTITUDE

CORRECT MODE C REPLIES BUT WITH
WRONG CODES

Figure 11-13.--DAIR display.
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A further step in the direction of traffic
control improvements is the Direct Altitude and
Identity Readout tDA1R) system. With the
implementation of the AIMS program, aircraft :
equipped with at least a Mark X IFF/SIF system
and operating in modes 3/A and C can cooperate
with a DAIR system. Mode 3/A (via SW)
identifies the aircraft and mode-c automatically
transmits the altitude. Figure 11-13 shows a
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hypothetical DAIR display as might he used by
the controller.

It must be recognized at this point that t 1
the aircraft. when equipped. can operate in more
than one mode at a time and. 2) that to provide
all the MI It information the aircraft equipment
MUST he operating in both mode-3/A and
mode-C.

This system provides the controller with
instantaneous identities and altitudes of all
targets on his scope. thereby reducing his work-
load and allowing him to concentrate more on
controlling traffic than on gathering inform:1-
lion. It also brings to his immediate attention
emergency/unusual amditions. insuring prompt
assistance. in addition to greatly reducing the
verbal communications. With such positive eon-
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trol availAl it is normal for the controller to
permit discontinuation of position reports.

By 1975. all FAA enroute traffic control
centers and several terminal areas in the U.S. will
be automated. Also projected for this time
frame is the installation of TPX-42 t DAI
equipment at all Navy and Air Force control
facilities not served by the FAA.

Future improvements of DAIR include
terminal and enroute facilities which will he
notified automatically of applicable 11:14 flights
via data-link. All IFR traffic will thus he
coordinated throughout the continental U. S.
Eventually this plan is envisioned to he so
inclusive as to cover all aspects of IFR flights
from takeoff to landing.



CHAPTER 12

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

It is the purpose of this chapter to introduce
the general principles involved in the op% ration
of electronic countermeasures devices. in the
discussion which follows. examples of counter-
measures equipments are described to illustrate
these pri: The descriptions of the units
includee are not intended to provide
detailed information concerning maintenance
and operation. but are given solely to present
the broad basic facts which are common to
many examples of countermeasures equipments.
both old and new.

It is a basic rule of warfare that for each
weapon used by the enemy a counterweapon
must he developed. This rule is clearly expressed
in modern war by the development and use of
electronic countermeasures. The counterweapon
in this case is used against enemy electronic
equipment, radar. communication transmitters
and receivers, navigation aids, and electronically
controlled weapons (such as guided missiles and
proximity fuses). The objective of ECM is to
make the enemy's use of these electronic devices
ineffective.

The Navy is ,resently engaged in a major
electronic countermeasure (ECM) modernization
program. It is extending the coverage of its
deception ECM (DECM) into higher frequencies,
extending coverage of tactical jammers, instal-
ling DECM equipment on its ASW aircraft and
starting development on a new internally-housed
avionics track-breaking minhjammer. To keep
abreast of new developments it is necessary that
the AT become familiar with the fundamental
concepts of electronic countermeasures. .

SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS

To prepare effective countermeasures against
communication systems, navigation aids and
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weapons systems, information is needed con-
cerning the frequencies of the emissions, the
types of modulation used, the polarization of
the transmitted waves, and the exact locations
of the stations. For countermeasures against
enemy radar, much more information is re-
quired. The principal signal characteristics or
fingerprints of importance are the carrier fre-
quency, the pulse repetition frequency, the
pulse width, the type of scan employed, the rate
of scan, and the beam width and polarization of
the antenna.

CARRIER - FREQUENCY

Determination of the carrier frequency is the
first .;tep in analyzing an enemy radar. The
probable function and platform of the inter-
cepted signal can be predicted based on this
information. Higher frequencies experience
more atmospheric attenuation of the signal;
therefor. '"ing range early warning radars typi-
cally utii,ze lower frequency transmitters. In
addition, wavelength and therefore frequency
play an important role in antenna and waveguide
design. The longer the wavelength the larger the
antenna must be: consequently airborne and
submarine radars, where antenna size and weight
are important considerations, normally use high-
er frequency transmitters. Additionally, knowl-
edge of the carrier frequency is necessary for
preparing an effective jamming operation.

PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY

Another distinguishing characteristic of the
radar is its pulse repetition frequency (PRF),
which is the number of pulses emitted per
second. The PRF is a major factor in determin-
ing the maximum range of the unit since it
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governs the tame interval between the pulses.
Long range air search radars must necessarily. use
km PRI' values. since the pulses need to Ixt
spaced at intervals sufficient to ;Mow echo
signals to return from the most distant object
within the desired range. Higher values of PRI'
are used in s rface-search radars designed tOr
detecting objects at shorter ranges. Extremely
high puke rates are employed in such equipment
as tire control radars. which have very short
range but extreme accuracy.

You should be aware that the PRI: of an
intercepted radar can change. An airborne radar
may suddenly change from low to high PRI: as it
change,. front long range to short range search or
changes modes of operation. Also the PRI:
miglat jitter or be staggered from one pulse to
the next. inch techniques are often employed
for electronic counter countermeasure (14M
purposes.

PULSE Winn!

It is desirable ,know the pulse width of
radar signals since this value is the basis for
estimating the minimum range of the unit. Pulse
width is the interval of time during which the
radar transnifiter is en ..rgized; as a result. it
determines the minimum range at which target
echoes can he received.

Knowing the PW often indicates the probable
function or an intercepted radar. Narrow pulses
of I microsecond or kss indicate precision
radars with good target resolution such as
navigation and fire control radars. Wide pulses
indicate long range early warning radars. Many
radars. especially airborne radars, can select two
or more different pulse widths and PKI:'s.
depending on their use. Such a radar will use a
medium puke width for searching and then shift
to a narrow pulse width when switching to a
shorter range or attack mode.

TYPE AND RATE OF SCAN

The type of scan, the method by which the
radar beam searches the tame! area. is a good
indication of the stature and action of the radar.
Types of scan include 3t10". sector, lobe-switch-
ing, conical. and spiral scans. The simplest way
ut distinguishing the scan type is by listening to
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the intercepte.el signals. Signals from search
radars usually cause a whine in the headphones.
the lone being produced by the constant pulse
rate. In a ;tit)" scan, the signal strength varies
periodically as the beam sweeps over the search
aircraft. As long as the signal variations contin-
ue. the radar is searching: but if the sound
becomes loud and steady, the indication is that
the set has probably detected the search aircraft
and is concentrating its attention on it. Fire
control radars often use lobe switching in which
the beam locks first to one side of the target and
then to the other side. The shifting of the beam
takes plate rapidly and brackets the target while
the radar compares the echoes from each beam
position. Lobe switching is easily detected by
visual indications of the signals on panoramic
adapters. pulse analyzers, and direction finders.
It Aso causes a characteristic chatter in the
headphones as the beam position varies.

The rate of scan, or number of scanning
sweeps made per minute. is related to the
probable maximum range of the radar. Slow
scanning is characteristic of king-range search
sets, while short-range radars and tire control
systems employ much higher scan rates. The rate
is usually measured in terms of the time required
fiir one scan. The signals are observed on the
screen of a pallotanne adapter or the scope of a
directiot: finder. The operator kgs the time
interval etween successive indications of maxi-
mum signal strength.

BEAM WIDTH AND POLARIZATION

The measure of the beam width gives an
int;.cation of the azimuth accuracy of the enemy
set. The width of the beam, which is expressed
by the numbcr of degrees Iletwen the half-pow-
er points, is generally computed from data
provided by automatic recorders which give
information concerning the amplitude of the
signals.

Recall fremi chapter II of this manual that
hearing reslutiim is a function of beam width.
The narrower the beam, the better the resoki-
lion. Long range search radars usually use wide
beams while shorter range threats such as weap-
ons control radars use narrow beams.

'IV polarization of the radar antenna is

considered in planning effective methods of
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Jamming. This characteristic can he determined
by use of direction finders of the type which
makes a visual display of the reception. The
direction tinder is equipped with two anten-
nas one polarized horizontally and the other
vertically. Either antenna can be used for recep-
tion, and the polarization of the incoming
signals is learned by comparing the patterns
resulting from each.

A rough determination of polarization can he
made by alternate shifting from vertical to
horizontal receiving antennas. the antenna
which is of proper polarization for the signal
being received will provide an audible response
indicating greater signal strength. Circular polari-
zation wilt give approximately a uniform re-
sponse on either antenna.

PASSIVE ECM

Passive ECM (PIT N) operations are those
which cannot he directly detected by the ene-
my: examples include electronic reconnaissance
(ER) and search operations. in which enemy
transmitters are detected and located and as
many as possible of the signal characteristics are
determined. Passive countermeasures als9 in-
clude evasive tactics taken to avoid det&tion.
and methods of controlling the radiations from
friendly equipments to prevent the enemy from
;using our signals for homing, direction finding.
or for any other purpose.

SEARCH RECEIVERS

The success or failure of in intercept mission
depends largely on the proper functioning of the
search receiver, the basic type of passive coun-
termeasures equipment. By means of the receiv-
er, the ECM operator detects the presence of
radar and radio emissions. monitors enemy
transmissions. learns the types of modulation
used, and records indications of relative signal
strength.

Search receivers are designed for intercepting
signals occurring throughout wide ranges of
frequency. Receivers are usually equipped with
several tuning units, each ^f which can be either
manually tuned or automatically swept over a
selected frequency ?Lector by motor-driven tun-
ing circuits.

Rs7,

.
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Tape and film recorders are used to make
records of the signals received by the associated
search receiver as it is tuned rapidly through the
spectrum. The recording. which is analyzed after
the flight, gives information concerning the
frequencies of the signals, the amplitude, and
the time of reception.

When searching for enemy radar locations, the
ECM receiver operates at a fundamental advan-
tage with respect to the radar. Radar detects
objects by reflection, or two-way transmission.
in which the reduction of signal strength is
proportional to the fourth power of the distance
covered by the waves. The receiver, on the other
hand. detects the radar by a one-way transmis-
sion in which signal reduction is proportional
only to the square of the distance. As a result.
the presence of the radar can he detected at a
distance greater than the maximum range at
which the radar candetect the search aircraft.

Receiver Operation

Most search receivers employ superhetero-
dyne circuits that can he tuned rapidly over
various bands. The extremely wide frequency
coverage required is r...wided by the use of
several tuning units. each of which covers a part
of the total tuning range of the receiver. Tuning
units usually consist of a tuned antenna circuit,
a local oscillator, and a mixer stage. The receiver
produces three types of output-video signal
voltages for use in a panoramic adapter. video
signals which are applied to a pulse analyzer, and
an audio output for the headphones. to pan-
oramic adapter is a cathode-ray indicator that
enables the operator to sweep a broad spectrum
of frequencies during a short peetxl of time.)
When a signal that the operator desires to
inspect closely is displayed on the adapter. it is
fed to the pulse analyzer for closer stmly.

In figure 12-1, a block diagram of a typical
ECM superheterodyne receiver system is shown.
The receiver covers a wide tuning range by
employing several selectable RE tuners.

Signals intercepted by the antenna are fed to
a connection on the receiver through a switching
assembly. This assembly enables the operator to
select the proper antenna for the frequency
range to be covered. From the antenna cornice-
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Figure 12..1.Typical multiple tuner block diagram.
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lion. the incoming signals are applied to one of
the tuning units.

I1w tuning unit dig. I2 -`t contains an RI:
amplifier. a local oscillator. a crystal mixer. an
IF preamplifier. and a d-c motor which is
mechanically coupled to a synchro generator.
11w motor is also coupled to a counter which
indicates the frequency to which the preselector
is tuned. Tlw synchro generator transfers fre-
quency information to a cathode-ray indicator
unit.

Since there are no manual controls in these
tunings units. they are usually remotely
mounted to provide better utilization of space in
the aircraft. The d-c motor also automatically
tunes the RE amplifier and the local oscillator
through their frequency range. When tlw fre-
quency is too high for use with conventional RE
amplifier circuits. tunable cavities are incorpo-
rated instead. The popular name for these
cavities is "RI: preselector.-

Mixing of the input signal with the signal
from the local oscillator. in a crystal mixer.

t4.I ANTENNA INPUT
1 2300.4450 MHz

4

(1
CRYSTAL

MIXER

AMP

produces an II' frequency. This IF signal is
amplified through several stages of preumphrika-
I ion. The preamplifiers are stagger tuned: that is.
each stage of preamplification is tuned to a
slightly different frequency. This staggered tun-
ing gives a very broad handpass which is desir-
able for video work. Impedance matching is used
in the output to feed the signal into the next
section. a mixer amplifier.

1 he mixer amplifier dig. 12-3) contains a
main IF amplifier strip, a second IF amplifier
strip. and the video and audio circuits of the
receiver. It also contains a sweep oscillator. a
fixed ostillator. and heat frequency oscillator
(IWO). The BR) is a heterodyning oscillator
used for detecting CW or !WV transmissions.
The sweep oscillator sweeps through a spread of
frequencies equal to the receiver handpass. The
sweep oscillator output is mixed with the signal
from the main II: amplifier in the mixer stage to
produce a new and lower IF frequency. This
system of going from one IF :0 a lower IF is
called double conversion and is done to produce
a still lower frequency which is easier to

160 MHz PREAMPLIFIER

li
Al LOCAL OSCILLATOR
ilbr 2140-4290 MHz

it,

i
RADAR , t,

8LANKING-6-04 REFLECTOR
I 4 you aGE

V 1 POTENTIOMETER

I
L. MECHANICAL LINKAGE

28V DC FROM CONTSX
UNIT SECTOR SWEEP.

CON i ROL CIRCUIT

TO
IF AMPLIFIER

IN
MIXER-AMPLIFIER

Figure 12.2.RF tuner Wok Magma.
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amplify. lbe lower frequency allows the use of
simpler circuitry throughout the remainder of
the receiver. This second IF signal is fed through
+1m-A stages of amplification. then io a detec-
tor stage. 'The detector stage produces a video
pulse which is available tOr presentation on the
panoramic and pulse analyzer scopes.

During broadband operation the receiver may
receive one or inure signals simultaneously. In
order to view one signal at a time the receiver is
switched to narrowband operation. Since it is
mechanically difficult to stop the sweeping
oscillator at the exact frequency needed for
double II: conversion, a fixed oscillator is

provided. The signal from the used oscillator is

fed into the mixer during narrowband operation.
From the main IF amplifier strip a signal can

he detected. amplified. and then made available
as a video input for some auxiliary equipment

MO MN:

I FROm
RF
NPuT

TvivER

AGC TO IF
PREAMPLIFIER

MI RF TUNE

IGO MHz
IF AMPLIFIER SECOND

DETECTOR

1-4f

WIDE BAND
loot()

AMPLIFIER

such as a pulse analyzer. a direction finder. or a
remote indicator. Provisions are also incorpo-
rated so that any signal present will be amplified
through all audio circuit to give an audio tone.
This tone may he used to aid the operator in
detecting and evaluating signals. Ile can listen as
well as look. This is desirable since eye fatigue is
a problem when he must look at the scope
continuously.

From the second IF of the mixer amplifier
the video signal is fed to the URI indicator for
panoramic or pulse analyzer indication. The
signal may also he fed to auxiliary equipment
for further pulse analyzing or direction finding.

WAVV TRAPS. Search receivers of the
superheterodyne type often produce spurious
responses caused by image reception in which a
station is received at two different positions of
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Figure 12-&kSeer siaplifier block *swam
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the tuning dial. ,A second 411C of spurious
response aim, ly occurs; it is caused by
harmonics of the local oscillator, these harmon-
ic' heat with NI rung signals being received at
frequencies other than that indicated by the
dial. and produce the intermediate frequency
with the result that the unwanted stations are
heard in the output.

There is another type of spurious response.
called psetidtiitt3gC frequency. which is a strong
signal beating with the fundamental Ii frequen-
cy. Since one of the primary functions of the
receiver is to enable the operator to determine
the frequency of an intercepted signal by means
Of the dial reading. some device is needed to
assist him in distinguishing true sigls from
spurious responses. For this purpose. wave -trap
stubs or tunable filters are often used in con-
junction with these receivers. The wave-trap
stubs have a dial calibrated in frequency and can
be switched into of out of the antenna lead-M.
When the trap is in the circuit and tuned to the
frequency of an incoming signal. the signal is
filtered out and disappears from the output. By
MCJI;s of the calibration on the wave-trap. the
operator can decide whether or not the signal
frequency is actually that indicated by the dial
reading at which he receives it. Ctenerally. ECM
receivers used in the fleet today have image,re-
jection ratios sufficient to permit direct dial
readings.

Automatic Search Receivers

Modern M receivers use automatic tuning.
The receiver's tuning section is driven by an
electric motor which tunes the receiver across its
entire tuning range. The tuning is continuous:
that is. when the upper end of the tuning range
is reached. the motor automatically reverses and
the receiver is tuned down to the lower end of
the hand whew again the motor reverses and the
receiver is tuned to the Upper end of its range.

"Fully automatic" search receivers are similar
in operation to those calk,' automatic. However.
there is one major dam lee. This difference is
lhat fully automatic search receivers automat-
ically stop tuning operations when a signal is
detected. (NOTE: This is usually referred to as
receiver lock-on.) The signal may then he ob.

served and its frequency noted by the operator.
When the operator completes his observation. a
button is pushed ton the control box) and the
tuning drive again starts through its tuning
sequence from the point at which it was last
locked.

PANORAMIC ADAPTERS

Panoramic adapters are specialized indicators.
Used for monitoring a wide range of frequencies.
they provide visual displays of the signals inter-
cepted by the search receiver. The signal indica-
tions appear on the screen of a cathode-ray tube.
The station to which the search receiver is tuned
appears as an inverted-V deflection at the center
of the screen: and signals above and below this
frequency show similar deflections to the right
or left of center. depending on their values. 'Ile
amplitude of any deflection is determined by
the strength of the corresponding signal. so that
the panoramic screen provides a plot of signal
intensity versus frequency. (Signal intensity is
indicated on the vertical axis. :and relative
frequency is represented on the horizontal.)

In search operations, the panoramic adapter is
used principally as a tuning aid since the signals
"rom many stations are indicated simultaneous-
'. t can also be used to determine the types of
mo.'ulation of intercepted signals and for ob-
serving the effects of the search aircraft's own
jamming emissions.

Interpretation of Patterns

Since a comparatively large number of signals
n:..y be observed simultaneously on the screen
of the panoramic adapter. the instrument has
great value in detecting enemy transmissions.
Furtherpore, tlw experienced operator can ob-
tain ,additional information concerning the na-
ture of the transmissions by inspection of the
patterns. The oseillograms produced by several
types of signals are shown in figure 12-4.

A constant carrier appears as a deflection with
fixed height as shown in (A) of figure 12-4.
Amplitude-modulated carriers appear as dflec-
tions which vary in height. If the modulating
frequency is high. the sideband frequencies
appear separately. causing pips on either side of
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Figure 12-4.Panortunle adapter pattern&

the carrier deflection. Modulation with a single
audio tone produces the pattern shown in (13) of
the figure. A frequency-modulated carrier ap-
pears to wobble to the side. When the carrier is
frequency modulated by voice or music, the
appearance is a number of deflections which
spread across a variable band as in (C). Pulse
modulation gives the pattern shown in (D) when
the pulse repetition frequency is considerably
greater than the rate of sweep of the indicator
beam.

A CW signal appears and disappears with the
keying of the transmitter. Two signals which are
aear enough in frequency to produce an audible
beat note appear on the screen as a single carrier
which varies in amplitude at the beat frequency.
Noise voltages which vary regularly produce
deflections which move across the screen in
either direction, the motion being caused by the
fact that the noise pulses are not synchronized
with the panoramic sweep. Noise and interfer-
ence, such as static bursts which are not period-
k, produce irregular deflections and flashes
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along tne length of the screen.
If image reception takes place in the associ-

ated !Vetiver, the image signal has the same sort
of appearance as the true signal. However, when
the receiver tuning dial is rotated, the image pip
moves in the direction opposite to that of the
true signal deflection.

PULSE ANALYZERS

Pulse analyzers are used in ECM operations
for measurement of the pulse repetition frequen-
cies and pulse widths of radar signals detected
by search receivers. The analyzer can also supply
information concerning lobe switching. rotation
rates, and beam widths of radar transmissions. In
many pulse analyzers, the data are presented
visually by means of cathode-ray tubes, although
in some the pulse width and PRF values are
indicated on meters. An example of the type
using a cathode-ray tube as an indicator is shown
in block diagram form in figure 12-5. The
equipment shown is a synchroscope. (A synchro-
scope differs from an oscilloscope in that an
input signal must be used to trigger the sweep.
In actual practice this signal results from the
interception of an enemy transmission.)

This analyzer's cathode-ray tube is unique in
that it contains five separate electron guns
within one glass envelope. The horizontal beam
of each electron gun sweeps at a different
frequency. Therefore, the signal that appears is
shown on five different lime bases. Various
scales are engraved on the cursor so that
desirable readings may be obtained. The two top
traces show wine pulses so that pulse width may
be measured. The three bottom traces indicate
pulse repetition frequency.

The pulse from the search receiver follows
two paths after it is fed into the pulse analyzer.
One path leads to a pulse shaper which produces
pulses having the same width and repetition
frequency as the received video signal, as well as
constant amplitude and rise time. The shaper
output starts the horizontal sweeping action that
unbianks each scope.

The other path is through a delay line to the
vertical plates of the five guns in the CRT. This
delayed signal is the deflecting voltage which
produces a deflection of each time base so that
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Miura 124-Bleck Magrasn of a pulse analyser.

*nal characteristics are indicated. The delay is
for a very short period of time. This insures that
the leading edge of the pulse will be presented
on the scope. In the last three elpctron guns, the
horizontal sweep frequency is sometimes so low
(slow sweep) compared to the signal frequency
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that the signal does not appear on the CRT.
(Signal pulses appear but are too narrow to be
seen.) In this case a stretching circuit can be
switched in. The stretching circuit broadens, or
stretches, the signal enough so that it shows on
the scope.

When lobe switching is used by the enemy,
the pulse width pattern appears as shown in
figure 12-6. Because of lobe switching, the trace
is not steady but appears to jump up and down.
Although figure 12-6 shows a lobe-switching
pattern on only one line, in actual practice the
pattern would appear on all five lines of the
CRT.

Cathode-ray oscilloscopes and audio oscilla-
tors are sometimes used to measure the repetition
frequencies of radar pulses when a pulse ana-
lyzer is not available. The pulse repetition
frequency is determined from the patterns
which result from application of the received
signal to the vertical deflection plates of the
scope while sweeping the beam horizontally with
the output of the calibrated audio oscillator.

The information derived with these various
types of search equipment consists of the
characteristics of the enemy signals. These prop-
erties form the basis for estimating the capabili-
ties and weaknesses of the electronic installa-
tions and for devising effective jamming
techniques to be used against them.

DIRECTION FINDERS

One of the essential things to learn about any
radar or radio station operated by the enemy is
its exact location. In search intercept flights this
information can be obtained by the use of
airborne ECM direction finders which have been
developed for this particular purpose. The ene-
my transmitter reveals its location as loft as it is
sending out radio waves; but the problem of
analyzing the emissions is complicated by the
fact that the enemy may choose either vertical
or horizontal polarization. Consequently, the
direction finder must be capabk of receiving
*her type of transmission.

In ECM direction finders designed for higher
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frequencies, typical equipments employ continu-
ously rotating antennas which are highly direc-
tional. Signals leeched are displayed on a
cathode-ray indicator on which is presented a
polar diagram of reception obtained throughout
360* of rotation of the antenna. The pattern
contains a major lobe which indicates the
relative bearing of the station whose signals are
displayed.

To locate a particular transmitter, the opera-
tor makes several readings of its relative bearing
by means of the direction finder display. Each
of these readings is called a "cut." With each
cut, the operator records the time and the
compass heading of the aircraft. This informa-
tion is given to the navigator, who can deter-
mine, from the track of the flight, the exact
location of the aircraft corresponding to each
direction-finding cut. The track of the aircraft Is
then drawn on a chart and along it is marked the
position at which each cut was made. Through
each position a line is drawn, which makes an
angle with the track equal to the recorded value
of the relative bearing for that point. The
intersectkm of the lines on the chart indicates
the position of the enemy transmitter.

The direction finder display can also be used
to learn the types of modulation of intercepted
signals, to estimate pulse widths and repetition
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rates, and to determine the polarization of radar
antennas.

Indicator Patterns

The cathode-ray screen of ECM direction
finders employing visual displays shows the
operator a polar graph on which the strength of
received signals is plotted against relative bear-
ing. To form the patterns, signals are received by
the rotating antennas which are synchronized
with the sweep of the cathode-ray beam of the
indicator tube. Signals are received from a very
small sector at any one time and are amplified
and detected in the search receiver. Video pulses
from the receiver are applied to the direction
finder for further amplification. When they are
applied to the indicator tube, they produce
patterns similar to those shown in figure 12-7.

With each video pulse the electron beam in
the CRT is deflected outward from the center of
the screen; thus the length of the trace indicates
the relative signal strength. The angular direction
of each trace line represents the direction in
which the antenna is pointing when the corr. .-
ponding signal is received. The indicated bearing
can be either relative or true, depending on the
type of direction finder being used.

To read the relative bearing of a station when
its signal is displayed, the operator uses a
movable mask on which is inscribed an arrow;
the mask is fitted over the indkator screen. The
operator rotates the mask until the arrow bisects
the major lobe of the pattern and then reads the
relative bearing on a graduated scale surrounding
the face of the indicator tube. In an indicator
that reads true bearing, the azimuth scale is
automatically rotated around the outer rim of
the CRT.

SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS.Saml char-
acteristics which create a distinctive pattern on
the CRT are radar PRE. relative signal ampli-
tude, modulation characteristics, and polariza-
tion. The best way to gain skill in interpreting
the great variety of patterns that may possibly
appear on the CRT is by observing known scope
patterns (characteristics). (Refer to figure 12-7
for illustrations of representative scope pat-
terns.) A certain amount of deduction will
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inevitably be necessary, because of the almost
infinite number of 'poiitible pattern ..nnbina-
tions.

The pattern shown in (A) of figure 12-7
results from the signals of a search radar located
dead ahead of the aircraft. The PRE is a
comparatively low value as indicated by the
wide spacing of the traces. Bright tips appear at
the trace ends which are characteristic of pulse-
modulated waves such as those emitted by
almost all radar transmitters. In (B) of the figure
the indicator pattern is that resulting from
simultaneous reception of two radars on differ-
ent bearings.

In (C) of figure 12-7 the pulses are grouped in
sets of different length, indicating a lobe-switch-
ing radar, possibly a fire control system. The
pattern varies with the location of the search
aircraft relative to the direction of the radar
lobes. When the pulse groups form a smooth
pattern with all traces of equal length, the
indication is that the aircraft is being bracketed
by the switching lobes of the radar and that the
guns controlled by it are probably trained on the
observer.

A signal from a communications transmitter
employing voice modulation is shown in (D) of
the figure. ('ommunication signals are easily
identified by the fact that they do not produce
bright tips on the trace lines and the pattern has
a fuzzy appearance. The pattern shown in Mt
does not display a marked major lobe and
indicates that the polarization of the direction
finder antenna is different from that of the
polarization of the received waves.

In radar patterns, the lengths of the bright
tips on the trace lines provide a means of
estimating the pulse width. With the unit whose
display patterns are illustrated in (A) and (B) of
figure 12-7. the ratio of the bright length to the
total trace length expressed in percentage is
approximately equal to the pulse width in
microseconds. For example, if the bright tip is
about 5 percent of the trace length. the pulse
width is approximately 5 microseconds. The
pulse repetition rate of the radar can be esti-
mated roughly by the amount of spacing be-
tween the trace lines; however, the spacing is
governed to scene extent by the rate of rotation
of the receiving antennas as well as by the PRF

.. .d
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Equipment Components

An example of ECM direction-finding equip-
ment which provides the type of display dis-
cussed above is illustrated in figure 12-8. This
direction finder, when used with suitable radio
or radar receivers, provides visual indications on
a CRT. Such indication gives the true bearing of
the received radio or radar signals. The direction
indication is convened to true bearing by an
azimuth scale which rotates around the outer
rim of the CRT. Other information can be
obtained from the CRT picture, such as approxi-
mate PRE. relative signal amplitude, modulation
characteristics, and sigr al polarization.

The typical direction finder consists of five
major units. These are an antenna unit, an
antenna drive assembly, an amplifier/power sup-
ply unit. in azimuth indicator, and a control
box. T. type of receiver used was previously
discussei !Is output video signal is supplied to
the ampli., 'r /power supply unit: this unit con-
sists of a . -deo amplifier and the power supply
necessary to operate the direction finder.

The azimuth indicator unit contains a small
CRT indicator. It has external adjustments for
controlling the vertical and horizontal position-

ANTENNA MT
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ing, and the focus and intensity. The indicator
unit also has a torque unit and a gear train.
Thew rotate the moving scale for the azimuth
reading.

The control box is located at the operator's
position. It provides means for selecting the
proper antenna, varying the speed at which this
antenna is rotating, switching the polarization of
the antenna, varying the gain of the video
amplifier, and turning the primary power of
and on.

The antenna drive assembly has a d-c motor
and a gear train to drive the resolver and the
antenna. The video signal from the intercept
receiver is amplified and then passed through the
resolver which is geared to the antenna drive
shaft. This resolver voltage is then delivered to
the plates of the CRT. It impresses on the tube a
signal which is a radius vector rotating about the
center of the CRT. The rate of rotation is the
same speed as the antenna's rotation.

The combined function of all of the units that
make up the direction finder is to produce a
CRT pattern of the received radio or radar
signal. This pattern is produced in such a manner
as to indicate the direction from which the
signal is being received and then to convert that
direction indication into a true bearing by means
of the rotating azimuth scale.

ANTENNAS

The antenna assembly is an essential unit of
an ECM installation. Ideally there would be two
directional antennas for each frequency range,
one polarized vertically and the other polarized
horizontally. From the standpoint of space and
weight this is impractical for aircraft installa-
tions. Aircraft ECM antennas are constructed so
that they cover a broad band of frequencies and
possess different polarization cbaracteristkm. Al-
so, more than one antenna is mounted on the
same antenna base. In many of the units, the
assembly includes built-in impedance-matching
sections.

Dfrection Antennas

Figure 12-9 shows two views of a type of
construction that is used in ECM direction
finder antennas. Notice that there are three
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separate directional antennas. This practice
makes possible the coverage of different fre-
quency ranges. Also notice the different types of
polarization used.

The three antennas are mounted on the same
disk and may rotate through 3600. Only one
antenna is active at a time as selected by a
polarization switch on a remote control panel.
This polarization switch selects the frequency
band desired and the type of polarization used
with the selected antenna. The feed of the
parabolic reflector antenna is rotatable through
a 90° angle to provide for reception of both
vertically and horizontally polarized signals.

Search Antennas

Since enemy signals may appear over very
wide ranges of frequency, the antennas used
with ECM search receivers must necessarily be
very broad in frequency response. To insure this,
the antennas are made thick and stubby in
structure so that the inductance value is low. As
a result, the antenna stores very small amounts
of energy and has a low Q with the broad
frequency response which is characteristic of all
low-Q circuits.

A type of ECM antenna used with airborne
search receivers is shown in figure 12-10.

The stub antenna consists of a wooden mast
about 22.5 inches in length which is covered
with a thick metal plating. The plated area in a
typical installation is connected to a receptacle
for attachment to a 50-ohm coaxial cable.

Antenna Pods

Many types of aircraft employ pods which
house ECM antennas and equipment. These pods
may be installed on the wing tips, transported
under the wine, or carried under the fisselage. A
typical wing-tip pod installation is shown In
f*ure 12-11.

ACTIVE ECM

Active ECM actions can be detected by the
enemy and tend to prevent him from making
effective use of his equipment. These actions
consist of jamming, of deceptim, or a coml*sa-
tbn of both- The atutitteta umd are Of MO
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Figure 124.Dkeetion finder antenna&

general types: electronic and nonelectronic. The
electronic type includes jamming transmitters
and pulse-repeating receivers. The jamming
transmitters are used to producte interference
with radar, navigation, and communications
reception so that enemy receiver are subjected
to obscuring and confusing radiations. Pulse-re-
peating devices are used for deception and are
similar to radar beacons. They receive radar
signals and respond with pukes which give the
enemy false information concerns bearing or
raniW

Nomelectronk jamming is often accomplished
by the use of strips of metallic foil released from
aircraft (and sometimes fired in projectiles). The
&Mrs strips intercept radar waves and :eradiate
them, causing numerous false targets to appear
on the enemy radar-scope so that the operator is
unable to detect desirable targets and fire
control radar is unable to see attacking aircraft.

Before active countermeasures can be under-

AT. 11117

taken, an extensive search. or Interctpt, cam-
paign must be made to learn what types of
electronic equipment are in active enemy use
and the purposes for which they are employed.
To gain this information, intercept flights are
made in aircraft which carry special ECM equip-
ment. With the equipment, the ECM operator
tunes in signals from enemy units and measures
their characteristics. He records the results In a
log or acquhes tape or film records which are
later submitted to tactical (Mess for mueslis
and evaluation. The infatuation gained is then
used in planning active countermeasures, such as
jarmling, for directing contrcd of radiation from
friendly units, and for devising means of evading
detection by the enemy equipments reported.

JAMMIl;IG TRMISMITTES

Electronic jammers are tunable radio trans-
mitters used for producing intremunce. The
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jammer radiates a carrier wave modulated with
audio voltage suitable for drowning out recep-
tion or overloading enemy receivers. One of the
most effective kinds of modulation for this
purpose is random noise similar to the back-
ground disturbances heard in sensitive radio
receivers when no station is being received.
Noise makes a very desirable jamming signal
since it distributes energy over a wide range of
frequencks and cannot be filtered without loss
of the desired *pals. It is also difficult to
recognize as nummade interference became of
lb similarity to atmospheric statk impulses. A
mond type of jamming modulation is caused by
sweeping the carrier over a wide range of
frequencies at an audio rate. Another type
consists of a reiastItion of several audio tones,
thaw to five in number, which give rise to a
waging sound when received.

When operated against radar receivers, the
EMC januner works at a distinct advantage since
the echoes returned from most targeb are ve,ry

weak, and the jamming *nal usually competes
only with low-level radar signals. An output
power in the order of tens of watts can
effectively overcome radar pulses originally
emitted at a peak power in the order of
kilowatts. As a result, low-powered transmitters
can sometimes jam enemy radar reception at far
greater than the maximum effective range of the
radar. However, it is often necessary that the
jamming signal be radiated continuously, and
that the output power of the ECM transmitter
be as great as the average power of the radar it
can successfully jam. Because of these require-
ments, adequate cooling must be provided. This
is usually accomplished by fans, but may be
accomplished by other means such as a water
jacket around the transmitter to remove the
heat.

ECM transmitters are used in one or two
ways, called spot jamming and barrage jamming.
In the first of these, the operator tunes the
jammer to the exact frequency of the receiver to
be victimized by first tuning in the enemy signal
with a search receiver. He then adjusts the
output of the transmitter until the two signals
coincide in frequency. Tuning for spot jamming
is usually done in flight. Barrage jamming is
accomplished by using a number of transmitters
as in a formation of aircraft with each aircraft
carrying at least one jamming transmitter. The
units are pretuned to frequencies which differ
by about 3 nwphertz, a typical value of the
bandwidth of an ECM transmitter. When all
units are turned on, a wide range of frequencies
is completely covered.

An example of an airborne jamming transmit-
ter is shown in block diagram form in figure
12-12.

The tyOcal countermeasures transmitting set
is en airborne noise-modulated transmitting
wean. It is designed to jam enemy radar *nab
of any polarization over a wide frequency range.
Such a transmitting set Is suitable for use as a
spot m. sweep jammer, and for manual use with
currently used ECM receive's. This set is a
lightweight, airborne, noiseinodulated Amin*
system which may be controlled either auto-
matically or manually. The jamming tram. Eater
Is similar to the ECM receiver in that it covers a
wide frequency range by using plug-in tunin
heads. The noise some b generated by a special
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Figure 12.11.-Ming-tha pod histatiedon in the S4A.

type tube. This noise is amplified through
several shoes of video amplification. This broad
bond of frequencies Is fed to a pair of high-pow-
oral mediator tubes.

The RF oscillator stag is the stage that is
replaced when different tuning heads are used.
Each stage contains a mechanically tunable
magnetism osclikitor which is modulated by the
generated who signal.

The operator selects the mode of operation of
the transmitter with the control box. Transmit-
ter frequency may be changed manually by the
operator turning a knob, or it will change
antematkak if set for automatic operation. A
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switch is incorporated on the control box which
allows the operator to switch out the was
generator. When this is done the trammitter
products CW transmisskm; otherwise the output
is modulated. The purpose of this switching
arrangement is to produce another confusion
factor for the enemy.

Automatic Jamming Esitthrment

Automatic jamming equipment consists of an
automatic search receiver and an automatically
tuned jamming transmitter.

The sequin= of operation is as knows: The
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receiver searches a desired frequency range, and
when a *nal is detected, the receiver locks-on
this signal. As the receiver locks-on, the transmit-
ter is automatically tuned to the same frequen-
cy. When the transmitter tuning cycle is
completed, the transmitter is then automatically
keyed to begin jamming operation. Different
types of jamming (pulse, noise, etc.) may be
produced by the transmitter. The particular type
of jamming to be used by the transmitter is
preselected by the ECM operator.

It should also be noted that this system may
be switched to manual operation. This enables
the ECM operator to manually perform the
sequence of steps in the operation of the system.

ANTIJAMMING CIRCUITS

An ECM development relating to active jam-
Mil* is the antj$amming circuit often installed in
receivers, particularly those in radars. The anti-
jamming device is designed to decrease the
effectiveness of enemy jamming and hence is
called a "countercountermeasure." These cir-
cuits have two uses: They prevent interfering
signals from overloading dte receiver, and tend
to separate the desired signals ftom the jamming
signals. Typical antOamming circuits are simple
inductance-resistance filters of the high -pass
type. The effect of the circuit, which is usually
associated with the video detector section in the
receiver, is to pass the hbjh frequencies present

in the signal and suppress low-frequency compo-
nents. As a result, the leading eftes of pulses are
accepted by the circuits following the filter and
large blocks of jamming voltages are excluded
from the video amplifier circuits.

NONELECTRONIC JAMMING

WINDOW and ROPE are code names for
strips of aluminum foil used for nonelectronic
jamming. The strips act as reflectors: and when
released from aircraft, they return echoes to
enemy radar receivers.
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Window

Window (also allied chaff) is tuned material.
The strips of foil are cut to one-half wavelength
of the radar signal to be reflected, and each strip
acts as a resonant dipole antenna which inter
cepts and 'eradiates energy. The dipoles are
packaged in cardboard folders which are either
dropped manually or released by automatic
window dispensing devices. Each package con-
tains foil cut for a certain frequency so that a
folder may contain from 50 to 200,000 dipoles,
depending on the wavelength of the system for
which it is prepared. Typical bundles contain
several thousand strips, and weigh less than two
ounces. When the package is released, it opens so
that the dipoles scatter into the air and begin
falling at the rate of about 400 feet per minute.

Skilled radar operators can distinguish be-
tween aircraft pips and a single window echo;
for this reason, window is seldom dropped in
isolated packages. Usually, a lead aircraft lays
down a path consisting of many packages spaced
at intervals of 1,000 feet or less. The aircraft
which follow hi the fomation fly -through the
resulting clouds of reflectors, and enemy opera-
tors find it difficult to separate the sh4e p* of
an aircraft from the mass window echoes. Thus,
the following aircraft are protected from radar-
controlled antiaircraft fire and concealed from
air search radars, On the tadarscope, the dhpens-
ing aircraft appears as a pip which divkles into
two parts. The pulse representing the aircraft
moves across the screen while additional echoes
appear behind it an remain stationary. As the
dipoles disperse In the air, the stationary pip
grows into a . shapelem mass in which the
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following aircraft are practically invisible. Air.
craft must be inside the cloud of reflectors to be
hidden: those behind but not within the cloud
can be detected by radar waves which pass
through the strips.

Window is often used in conjunction with
electronic jamming transmitters to protect a
formation of aircraft from radar-controlled gun-
fire.

Rope

Rope is similar to window in that it is a
confusion reflector, but it differs from it in
length and also in the fact that it is untuned.
Strips of rope are aluminum ribbons about 400
feet in length and abc'it one-half inch in width.
The ribbons are used as nonresonant reflectors
for jamming low-frequency radars and are also
employed in regions where the enemy operates
many units which differ considerably in fre-
quency. The rope material is dispensed in the
form of a roll, one end of which is attached either
to a small paper parachute or to a square of card-
board. The rolls equipped with parachutes as-
sume a vertical position while falling and reflect
waves that are vertically polarized. Those at-
tached to cardboard squares unwind and float
downward in a horizontal position, thereby
reflecting horizontally polarized radar pulses.

Although this technique is effective against
normal pulse radar. it is relatively ineffective
against MT1 (Moving Target Indicator) radar.

Decoys

Decoys are small aircraft type vehicles, or
missiles equipped with corner reflectors, chaff
dispensers, or other devices to simulate a large
aircraft. or a group of aircraft and so present
erroneous targets. Disadvantages of this type of
deception device include its expense, and be-
cause of size requirements, very few can be
carried by an aircraft to be launched in a hostile
area. Decoys may also be deployed by inflatable
balloons. parchutes, or kites.

CHAFF DISPENSERS

Chaff dispensers together with the dispenser
1 2 - 1 3 )
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variety of military aircraft. Their purpose is to
carry and dispense packaged chaff material
(window) for jamming and deceiving enemy
radar equipment.

The chaff material is held firmly in place in
the container by the package hoiddown assem-
bly. (See big. 12-14.) The hoiddown assembly is
in the DOWN position (after loading) until ready
to dispense the chaff material. To start the
operation the operator moves the DISP-OFF-
HOLD switch trig. 12-13) from HOLD to the
DISP position, energizing the hoiddown motor
and raising the hoiddown pad until the pad
actuates an up-limit switch (normally open)
supplying power to the drive motor. The drive
motor pulls the tape. which carries the chaff
material aft over the idler rollers and into the
airstream coming Iron two air ducts in the
dispenser body. The airstream deflects the chaff
material down and out of the opening in the aft
underside of .the divenser. A tape cutting
feature is incorporated in the dispenser to
prevent long streams of chaff tape fouling the
packages or fail assembly of the carrying air-
craft. An automatic motor disconnect switch is
provided to automatically open the motor cir-
cuit when all the chaff packages have been
dispensed.

The dispenser consists of three detachable
sections which latch together to form a stream-
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Roue 12-14.Ptinaiples of ageration (chaff dispenser).

lined fairing. The center section contains the
chaff package container, package holddown
mechanism, and dispenser drive mechanism.
Some models include a tape cutting assembly
incorporated into the drive assembly. The nose
and tail sections streamline the unit and detach
to facilitate loading and servicing. (See fig.
12 -14.)

Dispenser Control

The dispenser control (fig. 12-13) is installed
within the aircraft either on the cockpit panel or
in some convenient location, and contains all
necessary controls for the operation of the
dispensing system. The control consists of a
D1SP-RATE selector, a DISP-OFF-HOLD
switch, and two panel light assemblies (con-
nected to the aircraft cockpit panel light cir-
cuit). The DISP-RATE selector consists of a
double wafer, a tenposition switch, a knob, and
a plastic dial.

The DISP-OFF-HOLD control is a three-posi-
tion tonic switch, spring loaded from HOLD to
OFF positions. The DISP position controls the
power to the dispensing mechanism, and the
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HOLD position actuates the package holddown
mechanism within the dispenser.

Maintenance of the dispenser and the dis-
penser control and loading of the chaff materials
within the dispenser are the responsibility of the
Avionics personnel.

The dispenser is approximately 117 inches
long and 18.4 inches in diameter at its thickest
part. The weight when empty is 86 pounds as
compared to 210 pounds when loaded. The
dispenser is loaded on a bomb rack, and receives
operating power from the aircraft's 28-volt d-c
supply through the dispenser control.

Internally hi:misted Dispensers

Figure 12-15 shows an internally mounted
chaff dispenser. Two of these units are normally
installed in one aircraft. Each dispenser unit
consists of 30 discharge tubes joined together In
parallel. One end of each tube is open and the
other end is closed. The closed ends contain
electrical contacts which operate an electrical
initiator. The open ends are connected to a
platform which serves as a mounting flange for
the unit. The initiators serve as the propelling
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Figure 12-15.Chaff dispensers.

force to discharge the tubes` load through the
open end into the atmosphere.

This system. which may he operated either
manually or automatically, or both manually
and automatically at the same time is controlled
by the chaff control panel shown in figure
12-16. Manual dispenser operation is initiated
with a chaff switch (BE The remainder of the
system is comprised of a programmer 4A I. which
is usually set (programmed) prior to each flight.
and safety and sequencing switches located
throughout the aircraft (fig. 12-17).

NOTE: Reference to figures 12-16 and 1' -17
should be made at frequent intervals throughout
the remainder of this discussion.

With the chaff dispensing set in a ready status.
automatic operation may be initiated by mo-
mentarily depressing the automatic dispenser
button in the center of the selector switch on
the control panel (fig. 12-16 (C)). When the
switch is depressed and released, automatic
circuits in the programmer are actuated to
supply tiring pulses to the selected dispenser
sequencing switch. The sequencing switches di-
rt,:t firing pulses to electrical initiators in the
top of tubes in the dispensers (fig. 12-15).
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1)uring set operation. tiring pulses will be
sequenced to the dispenser selected, then
switched automatically to the remaining dispen-
ser when the first dispenser is empty. Firing
pulses can be directed to either dispenser inde-
pendently or both dispensers simultaneously as
selected by the selector switch on the control
panel.

The amount of chaff dispensed by the set is
measured in bursts and salvos. The contents of
one dispenser tube is a burst. The number of
bursts selected on the programmer bursts switch
trig. 12-16) comprises a salvo. The amount of
chaff dispensed during set operation and the
interval between bursts and salvos is normally
set before flight on the programmer.

Each decoy dispenser contains 30 tubes. As a
tiring pulse is muted through the sequencing
switch to the initiator in each tube. a pulse also
goes to a subtractive counter on the control
panel. The counters. one for each dispenser. are
set to indicate the number of loaded tubes
installed in each dispenser. When a firing pulse
goes to a dispenser tube, the counter for the
dispenser containing the tube reflects one bun-
dle fewer remaining in that dispenser. Each
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counter must be reset with the knob below the
counter when the dispensers are loaded by the
technician.

ECM DESTRUCT SYSTEMS

An ECM destruct system is designed to
prevent compromise of circuits in electronic
countermeasure sets. When activated the de-
struct system will destroy internal circuits in
predetermined equipment. (See figure 12.18.)

SYSTEM OPERATION

Destruct system operation is controlled by an
ECM arming switch which is normally in the
SAFE position while the aircraft is on the
ground. Before any one of three actuation
switches can initiate destruction operations the
arming switch must be moved to ARMED.

With the system armed, system destruction
may be initiated manually if the destruct switch
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on the control panel is moved to the DE-
STRUCT position. This action completes a
circuit to the destruct igniter initiator which in
turn directs power from the battery to the
receiver and receiver-transmitter. and supplies a
destruct enable signal to the wing station pods.

The seat destruct switch is closed auto-
matically if the pilot ejects from the aircraft. If
the system is armed when this switch closes, a
circuit is completed to the destruct igniter
initiator, and battery current is applied to the
ea,Iiiment to be destroyed. An enabling circuit
also is completed and destruct capabilities are
initiated in wing station pods.

Destruct circuits will also be energized in a
similar manner if the system is armed and the
aircraft encounters an impact of 60 g's or more.
This impact switch is located inside the destruct
igniter initiator.

The destruct battery uses heating elements to
maintain a predetermined minimum temperature
within the battery. Heater current is regulated
by a thermal switch inside the battery unit. This
battery requires periodic replacement to assure
that a maximum battery charge is maintained.

ECM SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Most of the support equipment used in the
maintenance of ECM equipment is common to
many other types of electronic equipment. The
support equipment that may be considered
special ECM test equipment includes the RF
signal generator(s) used to aline the ECM receiv-
ers, control group test sets, and chaff dispensing
test sets. Due to its security classification, ECM
test equipment contained in this chapter is
limited in scope. Reference should be made to
the appropriate manual for information on these
equipments.

RF SIGNAL GENERATORS

Each generator used usually covers only one
relatively small band of frequencies. Several
generators are needed to maintain a complete set
of ECM receivers. These RF generators produce
various kinds of modulated RF signals. For
example, continuous wave, modulated continu-
ous wave, or pulse modulation may be selected.
.With tone modulation, various tone frequencies
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may be selected. With the pulse modulation
selected, various pulse widths and different pulse
reprtitbn frequencks may be used.

CONTROL GROUP TEST SET AN/ALM-75

The AN/ALM-75 test set (fig. 12-19) is a self
contained unit used for clwackout of the AN/
ALA-29 and AN/ALA-31 countermeasure con-
trol groups at the organizational maintenance
level. It basically consists of Test Set
TS-2648/ALM-75 and Control-Monitor C-7626/

on plus various interconnecting cables. The
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TS-2648 generates test signals, receives reply sig-
nals from a unit under test, and pocasts the
replies to determine whether the unit under test
Is operating comedy. The C-7626 controls test
operation and visually presents test results and
other test information on indicator lamp displays.

Miring a test operation, the test set simulates
the characteristic impedance of the selected
system while stimulating the unit under test
with the proper signals for the selected test. The
unit under test responds by generating control
signals which are sent back to the test set. Logic
&wits in the test set deterngne the vaNity of
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the received signals, and provide the operator
with a GO or NO-GO display. Since the test set
is connected directly to a weapon system con-
nutor on the aircraft, the aircraft wiring is also
checked at the same time that the control group
is being tested.

CHAFF DIVENSERTEST SET AN/ALM-63

Tice Chaff Dispeiser Test Set AN/ALM-63
(fig. 12-20) is used to test the Countermeasure
Chaff Dispensing Set AN/ALE-29, either on the
simian or in a bench test (shop) situation.

During flight-line testing (organizational) the
TS-2495 monitors the circuit functions of the
controls and wiring to insure that RF voltages
are not present when the final cable connections

, made with the dipenser amemblies. The
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TS-2496 monitors the circuit functions of the
dispenser to insure that the individual circuits do
not carry signal potentials and that they are
properly shunted to ground. If any of the
initiator circuits show a signal during the IW
voltage test, a dangerous condition exists which
could cause an initiator to fire at the moment of
dispenser hookup or at the time ofa nearby 14F
transmission. Therefore, the technician must
troubleshoot this condition immediately.

As with any testing situation the technician
should always consult the appropriate mainte-
nance instructions manual on the particular
equipment being maintained prior to the actual
test procedure. Each manual contains a compre-
hensive testing procedure associated with the
respective equipment to be tested.
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CHAPTER 13

SECURITY

A study of history indicates that most wars
are carefully planned long before the first shot is
fired. During this so-called peaceful period,
nations are engaged in the collection and evalua-
tion of all forms of intelligence material from
potential enemies.

In peacetime, people tend to relax; security is
sometimes ignored. This tendency makes it
easier for a potential enemy to gather informa-
tion concerning our capabilities and intentions.

The term security is defined as "A protected
condition of classified information which pre-
vents unauthorized persons from obtaining
information of direct or indirect military value."
This condition results from the establishment
and maintenance of protective measures which
insure a state of inviolability from hostile acts or
influence.

A simple security principle is used within the
Department of Defense. Only personnel with the
proper clearance and "need to know" are
permitted possession or knowledge of classified
information. The responsibility of determining
whether a person's duties involved a "need to
know," or if that person is authorized to receive
classified material, rests upon the possessor of
the material and not upon the prospective
recipient.

CLARIFICATION CATEGORIES

Official information which requires protec-
tion in the interest of national defense is
classified under one of three categories: Top
Secret, Secret, and Confidential. No information
may be withheld or cfastdied, if otherwise
releasable, simply because such information
might reveal an error, inefficiency, or might be
embarrassing.
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TOP SECRET

Use of the classification Top Secret is limited
to defense information or material which re-
quires the highest degree of protection. Top
Secret is applied only to information or mater-
ial, the unauthorized disclosure of which could
result in EXCEPTIONALLY GRAVE DAMAGE
to the nation, and could:

I. Lead to a break in diplomatic relations,
armed attack on the United States or its allies,
or a war.

2. Compromise military plans or scientific or
technological developments vital to the national
defense.

SECRET

Use of the classification Secret is limited to
defense information or material, the unauthor-
ized disclosure of which could result in SER-
IOUS DAMAGE to the nation, and could:

1. Jeopardize the international relations of
the United States.

2. Endanger the effectiveness of a program or
policy vital to the national defense.

3. Compromise important military or defense
plans, or scientific or technological develop-
ments important to national defense.

4. Reveal important intelligence operations.

CONFIDENTIAL

Use of the clatsification Confidential is lim-
ited to defense information or material, the
unauthorized disclossre of which could result in
DAMAGE to the nation.
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CUSTODY

Commanding officers are directly responsible
for safeguarding all classified material and for
establishing measures for the inspection of safe-
stamp containers and areas where classified
material is kept to insure compliance with
security regulations. The term Commanding
0111m is intended to include "competent au-
thority," "commander," "officer in charge,"
"naval representative," "director," "inspector,"
and any other title assigned to an individual,
military or civilian, who, through position or
status, is qualified to assume responsibility and
render decisions.

Numerical Evaluation System

A system has been developed for the purpose
of providing a uniform guide for establishing
security protection of classified material in
storage that is equal in value to the classification
of that material. This system does not guarantee
protection, nor does it attempt to meet every
conceivable situation, but with a commonsense
approach it is possible to obtain a satisfactory
degree of security with a minimum of sacrifice
in operating efficiency.

This system is called the Numerical Evalua-
tion System. It contains two elements: ( 1 ) a
Table of Numerical Equivalents which assigns
numerical values for various types of storage
areas, containers, and guarding and alarm sys-
tems which by themselves or together may be
used in the security program for the protection
of classified material; and (2) an Evaluation
Graph which establishes, in the form of numeri-
cal vidimts, minimum lavas of security required
for protection of classified material based on its

don, the quantity, and the scope of the
material.

Ccnnignations

In keeping with the Navy's security prirwiple
of "need to know," it is essential that combina-
tions to locks of classified containers be known
only to those who actually control the classified
material. Akio, a record of combinations shall be

sealed in an envelope and kept on file by the
person designated by the Commanding Officer.

When selecting combinations, personal data
such as birth dates and serial numbers, multiples
of 5, and simple ascending or descending arith-
metic series should be avoided. A combination
should never be used for more than one contain-
er in any one component

When securing dial combination locks, the
dial should be rotated at least four complete
turns in the same direction. The drawers of safes
and cabinets should be checked to assure they
are held firmly in the locked position.

CUSTODIANS

Custodians of classified material are responsi-
ble for providing protection and accountability
for that material at all times, and for locking
classified material in appropriate security equip-
ment whenever the material is not in use or
under direct surveillance of authorized persons.

Classified material should not be removed
from working areas for the purpose of working
on such material during off -duty hours, or for
any other purpose that involves personal con-
venience. However, when classified material is
removed from the physical confines of the
command, as when it is taken to a conference or
other local areas, a complete list shall be
prepared by the individual removing the mate-
rial. This list should be filed in accordance with
local directives.
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Emergency Plannbis

Plans must be developed by each command
for the protection, removal, or destruction of
classified material in case of natural disaster,
civil disturbance, or enemy action. Such plans
shall establish detailed procedures and responsi-
%Aides for the protection of classified material
so that it does not fall into unauthorized hands
in the event of an emergency, and shall indicate
what material is to be guarded, removed, or
destroyed. An adequate emergency plan pro-
vides for guarding the material; removing the
classified material from the area; complete de-
struction of the classified material on a phased,
priority basis; or any combination of these
actions. However, reducing the amount of classi-
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net' material on hand, and maintaining only
current and necessary material, can be the most
effective step toward planning for an emergency
situation.

Emergency plans should provide for the pro-
tection of classified information in a manner
which will minimize the risks of loss of life or
injury to personnel.

Accountability

Except for publications containing a distribu-
tion list by copy number. all copies of Top
Secret documents must be serially numbered at
the time of origination, in the following manner:
"Copy No.of_copies."

Top Secret documents shall contain a list of
effective pages; this list should include a Record
of Page Checks. When this is impractical, as in
correspondence or messages. the pages shall he
numbered as follows: "Pageof.pages."

Commanding officers establish administrative
procedures for recording all Secret material
originated and received, and maintain a receipt-
ing system for all Secret material distributed or
routed to activities outside their commands. As
a general rule. Secret materials are also serially
numbered.

Commanding officers also provide accou, a-
bility for all Confidentail materials originated or
received by their commands.

ACCESS AND DISSEMINATION

Eligibility Standards

Personnel whose work requires access to
classified material must be granted an appropri-
ate clearance. The standards for the various
levels of clearances are different, but they all
follow a basic format for both civilian and
military personnel. Essentially, the standards are
that no person OW be permitted knowledge of.
possession of, or amen to classified material
solely by virtue of rank, position, or security
clearance. Clearance serves to indicate that the
persons concerned are eligible for access to
Classified material should their official duties so
mquire, and no person will be granted a security
clearance unless it has been determined that the
clearance is in keeping with the interests of
national security.

Any person authorized access to classified
information must be considered to be loyal, of
good character, of good integrity, trustworthy,
and of such habits and associations as to indicate
good discretion or judgement in the handling of
classified information.

The ultimate determination of whether the
granting of a clearance is in keeping with the
interests of national security must be an overall
determination based on all available informa-
tion. Personal data, both past and present, that
are investigated and considered before granting a
clearance include: Any criminal. infamous, dis-
honest. or notoriously disgraceful conduct: ha-
bitual excessive use of intoxicants: drug abuse:
sexual perversion: and any excessive indebted-
ness. recurring financial difficulties, unexplained
affluence. or repetitive absences without leave
which furnish reason to believe that the individ-
ual may act contrary to the best interests of
national security.

Security Clearance

A personnel security clearance requires an
administrative investigation by competent au-
thority and certifies that the person is eligible
for access to classified material of the same or
lower category as the clearance being granted.
Security clearances are of two types:

1. Final clearance one granted upon comple-
tion of the required investigation.

2. Interim clearance -a temporary eligibility
for access to classified information based on a
lesser investigative requirement.

An interim clearance shall be issued only
when it is clearly established that the delay
while waiting for the completion of the investi-
gation required for a final clearance would be
harmful to the national interest. When interim
clearance procedures are used, the investigation
required for a final clearance must be Initiated,
and a final clearance shall be executed upon the
satisfactory completion of the investigation,
unless such clearance is no longer required.

Requirements for Security Clearance

The clearance requirements listed below are
solely for military personnel.
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TOP SECRET. -The investigative require-
ments for access to Te Secret material are:

1. Final clearance-a Background Investiga-
tion plus a records check by the issuing com-
mand: however. any person having a Top Secret
clearance based on a National Agency Check
prior to 1 Jan. 1973 with 15 years of continuous
active duty does not require a Background
Investigation.

2. Interim clearance-a satisfactory comple-
tion of a National Agency Check.

SECRET.-For access to Secret material, a
final clearance requires a National Agency Check
plus a records check by the command. An
interim clearance cannot be issued to personnel
(I) with less than two consecutive years of
active duty, t 2) and until a name check has been
made with the Defense Central Index of Investi-
gations and with BuPers files.

CONFIDENTIAL-No formal investigation is
required for the issue of a Confidential clear-
ance, provided a records check by the issuing
command notes no derogatory information. An
interim clearance for Confidential is not author-
ized.

TYPES OF PERSONNEL SECURITY
INVESTIGATIONS

Personnel security investigations are of the
following types:

1. National Agency Check.
a. National Agency Check and Inquiry.

2. Background Investigation.

NATIONAL AGENCY CHECK

A National Agency Check consists of a check
with various Federal agencies for pertinent facts
hawk* a bearing on the loyalty and trustworthi-
ness of the individual. The initial NAC con-
ducted on inductees and first term enlistees does
not include detailed technical fingerprint search,
and Is referred to as an ENT-NAC.

A National Agency Check and Inquiry
(NACI) consists of a National Agency Check
(described above) and Written Inquiries sent to
law enforcement agencies, former employers,
references, schools attended, etc., for pertinent
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facts which may have a bearing on the individu-
al's suitability for Federal employment.

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION

A Background Investigation which is con-
ducted for clearance purposes is designed to
develop information as to whether the access to
classified information by the person being inves-
tigated is clearly consistent with the interest of
national security. It shall make inquiry into the
pertinent facts bearing on the loyalty and
trustworthiness of the individual. It normally
covers the most recent 15 years of his life, or
from the date of his I S th birthday. whichever is
the shorter period. When derogatory informa-
tion is developed in the course of any investiga-
tion, the investigation shall be extended to any
part of the individual's life necessary to substan-
tiate or disprove the information and to develop
adequate information upon which to base a
security determination. The investigation may
also be expanded when additional investigation
is specifically required by competent authority.

SECURITY MANAGEMENT

PROCEDURES

To insure that the requirements of security
regulations are met, each command must devel-
op written security procedures. These proce-
dures must specify what is to be done, who is to
do it, and who is to supervise it. They must be
rewritten as required when changes in Navy
security regulations occur, or when changes in
the command's assigned functions occur.

These procedures shall also consider re-
quirements for any special or extraordinary
control measures that need to be observed to
provide the required degree of circulation con-
trol. This is especially true whenever automatic
data processing equipment is used to process any
classified information, or when any printing.
duplicating. or reproducing of classified material
is accomplished at the local command.

SECURITY MANAGER

The commanding officer is assisted in fulfill-
ing his responsibility for the security of eland.
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fled material by the security manager. The
security manager serves as the commanding
officer's direct representative in all cases pertain-
ing to security. He insures that the proper securi-
ty clearances are obtained, and coordinates a
security orientation, education and training pro-
gram for the protection of classified information.

DISCLOSURES

Classified material may be disseminated to all
agencies of the Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment. On requests from Department of Defense
activities, the "need to know" may be judged on
the face of the request. When the "need to
know" is not discernible from the scope of the
requester's activities, classified material shall be
sent via the departmental headquarters of the
requesting activity for a determination of the
requester's "need to know" and capability to
handle classified material.

Authority for disclosure of classified military
information to foreign governments has been
centralized in the Chief of Naval Operations.
Accordingly. no command, office, agency. or
individual in the Department of the Navy will
disclose, direct the disclosure, or permit the
disclosure by oral, visual, written communica-
tions, or by any other means, to foreign govern-
ments or international organizations unless such
disclosure has been specifically authorized in
writing by the Director of Naval Intelligence, the
Vice Chief of Naval Operations. the Chief of
Naval Operations, the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Research and Development), or the Secre-
tary of the Navy.

VIOLATIONS AND COMPROMISES

SECURITY VIOLATIONS

Any Fuson having lumiwiedge of the loss or
possible compromise of classified matter must
report the fact immediately to his commanding
officer. Any violation of regulations pertaining
to the safeguarding of classified material but not
resulting hi compromise or subjection to coin-
promise shall be acted upon by .the commanding
officer of the individuals involved without refer-
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ence to higher authority. The fact that a security
violation has occurred may, at the discretion of
the :ommanding officer, be considered suffi-
cient justification for some form of formal
disciplinary action.

If a container in which classified material is
stored is found unlocked in the absence of
assigned personnel, such information shall be
reported immediately to the senior duty officer.
The container shall be guarded until the duty
officer arrives at the location of the unlocked
container. The duty officer shall then inspect
the classified material involved, lock the contain-
er, and make a security violation report to the
commanding officer. If the duty officer believes
that classified information may have been com-
promised, he shall require the person responsible
for the container to return to his ship or station
to make a definite inspection report. Appropri-
ate further action shall be taken by the com-
manding officer or higher authority.

Commanding officers who receive classified
material which shows improper handling by the
sending activity shall promptly notify that activ-
ity's commanding officer. For example. security
violations involving improper mailing, shipment,
wrapping, packaging or transmission of classified
material, or failure to mark or address inner
wrappings or envelopes properly should be
promptly reported.

Whenever classified information appears to
have been compromised as a result of disclosure
in a newspaper, magazine, book, pamphlet, radio
or television broadcast, or other means of public
dissemination, a prompt report shall be made to
the Chief of Naval Operations (DNI). Such a
report shall My identify what information is
considered classified. the news media concerned
(title, date, issue, volume, page, column, dation,
program. etc.), and the reporter or author
involved. and shall cite those portions stleged to
reveal elasdfled lamination. If known, the level
of classification and original classifying author:
ity should also be established.

When classified material that has been re-
ported lost is later found and it Is determined
that. without a doubt, the material has been
compromised, this fact shall be reported to all
personnel who were notified of the loss.
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INQUIRIES

Prelitninary Inquiry

When a command receives a report of a
compromise and does not have the custodial
responsibilities for the material compromised.
then that command wilt conduct a preliminary
inquiry and send a report to the command
having custodial responsibility. When the com-
mand having custodial responsibility cannot be
determined. then the command receiving the
compromise report will conduct the initial in-
quiry. which is explained later in this chapter.

The preliminary inquiry consists.of informal
action to identify accurately the information or
material involved. to determine the circum-
stances of its discovery, to identify all witnesses
to the event, and to establish tentatively the
degree of probability of compromise. The pre-
liminary inquiry shall be accomplished as quickly
as possible and may be reported without any
supporting documentation attached.

Initial Inquiry

Upon receipt of a report by an individual of a
compromise or suspected compromise, or upon
receipt of a preliminary report, the command
having custodial responsibility of the material
will conduct an initial inquiry. This report will
be forwarded to the originator of the subject
material with information copies to the chain of
command.

Some of the materials included in the report
are: complete identification of the compromised
material; a brief description of events involved in
the compromise; a statement of the command-
ing officer; and a statement regarding intentions
for further investigations.

INVEMATIONS

In the Department of the Navy, all investiga-
tions are in the form of a Judge Advocate
General (JAG) Manual investigatimt.

The JAG Manual investigation includes:
I. A complete identification of each item of

classified material involved.

2. A complete identification of all the indi-
viduals mentioned in the report.

3. Findings of fact in the form of a chronol-
ogy of the circumstances relating to the event.

4. A finding of fact or opinion, as appropri-
ate. establishing a time frame during which the
material was subjected to compromise.

5. A finding of fact or opinion. as appropri-
ate, as to the person or persons responsible, if
individual ci;;I:ability is indicated.

b. A finding of fact or opinion, as appropri-
ate, as to the probability of compromise: can-
promise confirmed; probability of compromise
substantial; or probability of compromise re-
mote. If during the course of investigation the
determination is made that compromise did not
occur, the investigation may be terminated and
the recipients of the report of initial inquiry
advised, with a brief statement supporting the
determination.

7. By reference. enclosure. or finding of fact,
affirmation of notification of the originators of
the material involved.

8. Recommendation as to remedial action to
be taken to prevent recurrence.

9. Recommendation (when required by the
appointing order) as to disciplinary action.

This report of investigation is forwarded to
the CNO via the chain of command, setting
forth approval or disapproval of the proceedings,
measures taken to prevent a recurrence, and any
disciplinary action taken or recommended.

TRANSMISSION OF CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Any time material leaves the hands of an
originator and is sent on its way to the addres.
sees, it is TRANSMITTED. Whether it goes by
courier, by radio, or by mail, If it is dassified it
has to be safesparded.

Top Secret material may be transmitted by
direct personal contact of officials concerned,
Armed Forces Courier Service, or electric means
in encrypted form. Top Secret material must not
b e t ransnitted throw* the United State; postal
system or any foreign postal system.

Secret material may be du fitted in any of
the means approved for transmittal of Top
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Secret material and by United States registered
mail.

Confidential material may be transmitted by
any means approved for the transmission of
Secret material and by U.S. Postal Service
certified or first class mail within U.S. bounda-
ries. U.S. Postal Service registered mail shall be
used for all Confidential material of NATO.
SEATO. and CENTO all FPO or APO addres-
sees; and any other aJdressees when the origina-
tor is uncertain whether their location is within
U.S. boundaries.

DESTRUCTION OF CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Classified material not required by a com-
mand must not be allowed to accumulate but
must either be turned in to the appropriate
office or destroyed.

METHODS OF DESTRUCTION

Classified material shall be destroyed in the
presence of appropriate officials by burning.
melting, chemical decomposition, pulping. pul-
verizing. shredding, or mutilation sufficient to
preclude recognition or reconstruction of the
classified material.

During emergency situations at sea. classified
material may be jettisoned at depths of 1.000
fathoms or more. If such water depth is not
available, and if time does not pemit other
means of emergency destruction, the material
should, nonetheless, be jettisoned to prevent its
easy capture. When shipboard emergency de-
struction plans include jettisoning, document
sinking bags should be available. If a vessel is to
be sunk through intentional scuttling or is
sinking due to hostile action, classified material
should be locked in security filing cabinets or
vaults and allowed to sink with the vessel rather
than attempting jettisoning.

As a last resort. and when none of the
methods previously mentioned can he em-
ployed. the use of other methods, such as
dousing the classified material with a flammable
liquid and igniting it, can be used as alternatives
to certain loss of the material to the enemy.

The importance of beginning destruction suf-
ficiently early to preclude loss of the material is
of paramount importance and must be empha-
sized. The effects of premature destruction are
considered relatively inconsequential when mea-
sured against the possibility of compromise.
Classified material shall. when practicable, he
marked in a manner to indicate its priority for
emergency destruction.

RECORDS

Records of destruction are required for Top
Secret and Secret material, and shall be dated
and signed by two officials witnessing actual
destruction: however. if the classified material
was placed in bum bags the destruction record
will be signed by the witnessing officials at the
time the material was placed in the burn bags.

Persons witnessing the destruction of classi-
fied material shall:

1. Have a security clearance at least as high as
the category of material being destroyed. and
they shall be thoroughly familiar with the regula-
tions and procedures for safeguarding classified
information.

2. Observe the complete destruction ofclassi-
fied documents.

3. Check residue to determine that destruc-
tion is complete and reconstruction is impossi-
ble.

4. Take precautions to prevent classified ma-
terial or burning portions of classified material
from being carried away by wind or draft.

A record of destruction is not required for
Confidential documents.



Ohm's Law for D-C Circuits
g 2 P

E P E2RaTavir

E IR a

P a El a 1-2 I2R

Resistors in Series
RT R1 + R2 + .

Resistors in Parallel
Two resistors

RiR2

T R1 + R2

More than two

1 1

ItT Rl R2 R3
+

APPENDIX I

FORMULAS

RL Circuit Time Constant

t (in seconds), orR in ohms
L (in microhenT) t (in microseconds)R ( in ohms

RC Circuit Time Constant

R WM.) C (Wads) t (seconds)
R (=egoism) u C (microfarads) a t (seconds)
II (ohms) x C (microfarads) t (micro-

second)
R (=egotists) x C (uleromicrofarads) t
(microseconds)

Capacitors in Series
Two capacitors

C1C2
C
T c7' ".."2

More tian two
1 1+ 1 1+CT C

1
C2 C3

Capacitors in Parallel: CT 14 Cl f C2+

Capacitive Reactance: /Cc 1

Impedance in an RC Circuit (Series)

Z WR2 + (Xc)2

Inductors in Series
LT a Li + L2 + (No coupling between

coils)

Inductors in Parallel
Two bxhictors

111LT a
1

(No coupling between
" "2 coils)

More than two

1 1 1 1

171 c* 1=1%)
Inductive Reactance

XL 241,
QoiaCoil

4) It
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Impedance of an RL Circuit (Series)
I/ -2

V v R + (XL?

Impedance with R, C, and Lin Series

Z VR2 + (XL - X02

Parallel Circuit Impedance

Z1Z2z
Z1 + Z2

Sine-Wave Voltage Relationships

Average value

E E 0.857Eave v
2

max Omax
Effective or r. m. s. value

E
e"

o. 7InE
VT 1.414max max max

02 1. llEave

Maximum value

Emax Vi(Ean) 1.414Eeff

1.57Eeve

Voltage in an a-c circuit

E r rk-Tr F.

Current in an ac circuit
E P

E x P.P.

Power in A-C Circuit
Apparent power: P = El
True power: P 1ff cos 0

Power Factor
P. F. sff -II cos

0 truecos apparenrper

EIxP.F.

Transformers
Voltage relationship

E N.
112- or Es Ep x

9 9 P-

Current relationship

I21Is p

Induced voltage

E 4.44 x RAM x leseff

Turns ratio

Secondary current

s

Secondary voltage

N.
Ea x -0,41!

n1)

Three-Phase Voltage and Current Relation-
shtps

With we connected windings

Eline 131Ett,:1) = 1.752E

/line IC011

With delta connected wings

Elio) Email

"line 1.7351
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With wye or delta connected winding

"coil
Pt = 31$coil

Pt L

(lb convert to true power multiply by
cos 6 )

Resonance

At resonance

XL XC

Resonant frequency
1

2 ft Oa":

Series resonance

Z (at any frequency) = R )(XL X-)

Z (at resonance) = R

Parallel resonance

XLiCc XL2
Zmax (at resonance) x R

"L. CR

Band width

F0 R

to Characteristics
Amplification factor

Asia
Op constant)

11e

gmrp

A-c plate resistance

rP (eg constant)

Grid-plate transconductance

gm = (ep constant)

Decibels

NOTE: Wherever the expression "log"
appears without a subscript specifying the
base, the logarithmic base is understood to
be 10.

Power ratio
P2

= 10 log

lCvoltageurrent and voltaratio

= 20 log 12 Viti
T0T

db= 2°1°"
E2 n1

107

NOTE: When R1 and R2 are equal they
may be omitted from the formula. When
reference level is one milliwatt

dbm = 10 log btbui (when P is in watts)

Synchronous Speed of Motor

x120
r` 61' nuntberil=
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Comparison of Units in Electric and Magnetic Circuits

Force
Flow

Opposition

Law

Intensity of force

Density

Electric circuit Magnetic circuit

Volt, E, or e. m. f.
Ampere, I
Ohms, R

Ohm's law, I .
R

Volts per cm. of
length-

Current density
for example,
amperes per cm*.

Gilberts, F, or m. m. f.
Fkix, 0 , in maxwells
Reluctance, R

Rowland's law, 4 .
Z37DIH gilberts

per centimeter of length.
Flux densityfor example,
lines per cm.2 , or gausses.
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APPENDIX H

SYMBOLS

414.1\r.
NONLINEAR

IIIIIIIIIIIIII

UP IX= VARIABLE TEM=

GANGED

r "

ENIELDED
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EMI
QUARTZ CRYSTAL;

PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL
UNIT.

ONSWIN1013111141111141111.1MMINIS

GENERAL SEMICONDUCTOR

NORMAL CURRENT FLOW IS AGAINST THE ARROW

FULL WAVE BRIDGE ?VIM

MAME VOWS
IN MEMO* OF
TAANSHISSIMi
(SIGNAL PWV)

MU 1111R
IETIAINAL
IEEDWACE FAIN

BASIC SYMBOL INDICATES ANY METHOD OF
AMPLIFICATION EXCEPT THAT OPERATING ON
THE PRINCIPLE OF ROTATING MACHINERY.

410

........m0Corms.p.o OR

THERMAL RELAY WITH
NORMALLY CLOSED

CONTACT.

FLASHER; THERMAL CUTOUT

THERMISTOR WITH INTEGRAL
HEATING ELEMENT

=fp
TEMPERATURE-MEASURING THERMOCOUPLE

(DISSIMILAR VITAL DEVICE)

1111111111=111111

+ROSSIRI NoT
MMINMCFED

JUNCTION asemento

TWIST= PAIR

Nuer.
COAXIAL

AIR OR SPACE PATH



Append ix I I SYM BOLS

)))))cag:Fiaii)
coR0 !WI

CABLES

SHIELDED
FIVE - CONDUCTOR

CABLE

VERNER OF CONDUCTORS MAY BE ONE
OR MORS AS NECESSARY

do 0 1 0
GENERA][. GENERAL

(SINGLE Tnum) mums MEOW)

o o0-0
o egp

KNIFE SNITCH'MO POLE
DOUBLE THROW

TCH

ampLim
Ada

PUSHBUTTON

00 MEM
PUMMEMMI

(M SE)

111.1.4
0 0

PUSHBUTTON TWO CIRCUIT

41

SUECM SWITCHES

0
100oz!

0
OINERAL

ANY NUMBER OF TRANSMISSION
PATHS MAY BE SHOWN. ALSO
BREAK BEFORE MAKE SWITCH.

0

LUCE BEFOM
BREAK

0

0

AW%
WAFER, TYPICAL 3-POLE,
SWITCH. VIEWED FROM END OPPOSITE
CONTROL KNOB. FOR MORE IRAN ONX
SECTION, 01 IS NEAREST CONT ROL
KNOB.

110111.1.1111111111
CHASSIS CONNECTION

IMEILOCKIIN3

(TEE CHASSIS OR
72ANX IS MOT
NECESSARILY AT
GROUND POTENTIAL.)

~PA
IMMINTARY
SWITCH

..-410 as

FOR JACK, KEY,
BELAY, ETC.
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CONTACT ASSEMBL I ES

OPEN CONTACT
(NW)

MARS BRFORS
BREAK

TINS SEQUENCE CLOSING

1111111ENEEMMIN

>-----
MALI FILMALX

(PI CONTACT) (SOCKET CONTACT)

ENGROSS
(FIN -TO...SOCKST)

o*n
COAXIAL COAXIAL COMMIS
(MS) VAUD

4. >r
>A41.

=UAL CORNSCTSD
TO SINGLE comma

TRH CONNECTOR SYMBOL IS NOT AN
ARROWHEAD. IT IS LARGER AND THE LINES
ARE DRAWN AT A 900 ANGLE.

ww..mmir.mmoft
SPLICE

asiwiall> A >amml.
ammo< 841warilme

camimill*C>imau.
CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY (GENERAL)

11111111111111111
comma Tun SYMBOLS

DI KECTLY .4LIATID I MDIRNCTLY -MAIM
(FIWIENTSBY) CRUMBS

CATROCHI

y COLD

GRID t37
NM MI MO OM

J. POOL canon s,

MOM OR
PLATE PEOTOCATRODE

0 ca CD
INVILOPX (MOLL)

O CD
GAS FILM SPLIT MUM

=MOPS

IMIENEM11.1111111
sammeme

DIODE

PNP

`TRANS I MILS

MAI:DOWN DI anz,
UNDI RR CTI ON AL

(ALSO BACKWARD DIODE)

BPS

BRE MINN DIM,
B I DIM:MI MAL

1414

PRO?ODI gael
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TIONPERATURE
DEPENDENT DIODE PNPN swiTaf

TUNNEL DIODE

COLO COON PHYRYIUES! svato
GAS itss LINTY, YAQUI

D10111

WIN IRIODE
=STRUM

MIMED ENVELOPE

DIODE SNOWDC RASE
at/ecru:as

TM MODE WITH WPM HEATER

suirrx SEPLECTRII ELECTROSTATIC
DEFLECTION

413

1111.11111111

CIRCULARmem

RID*
RECTANGULAR

ROTARY

JOINT

DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS
NIMMUOMIONNIII mowasrsiImommow

><®25°Daelmeramere amiImmmumm.
GENERAL E PLANS APSRTURX

COUPLING, 30 DR
TRANSMISSION LOSS

IIIMEINPIIIMALLYUSED FOR COAXIAL
AND WAVEGUIDE TRANSMISSION.

COUR.= BY ANIMATE sou AN
MEWING CF LESS MAN PULL
SOMME SIZE. mos CF COU-
PLING WILL BE DIDICATED WITHIN

CIRCLE (E, H, OR HE) .

COUPLING BY LOOP TO SPACE

ICOUP= BY LOIN ID GUMS)
IRANDLISSION MTh

COUPLING BY PROBE PROM COAXIAL TO
RECTANGULAR WAVROVIDR 10111 DIRECT.
CURRENT GROUNDS CONNECTO

MAX ILTRIRCEI
ARRA= 014/1110

TUNABLE MAGNETRON
annum COUPLED
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mmummurr ram IT=
COMM cursim

TRANSMITRECEIVE (TR) TURN GAS FILLED,
TUNABLE INTEGRAL CAVITY, APERTURE
COUPLED, WITB STARTER

INFIVR

TYPES CI WINDLIGS

YF
SEPARTZLY
RICCI=

=WM SIMON

BIWAIBM

BATOR

TWO- IBM

TBRISSIBM
(D1LTA)

414

111.11111111101111111

OUTPUT
SIDE

=mem OR FUNCTION

[IEEE:: nowumD OUTPUT
UR srm

=Lunn OR FUNCTION

OE

FLI PFLOPS

01:14PLIPNARY

&SET VIRICGER C-CLEAR

NSW=

0

MEC= DAUM

TD BEM
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SINGLE SIM

sown IRMGER

=WA=

OSC

A LE' T= COMBINATION FROM TRE
!FOLLOWING LIST MAY IR PLACED
ADJACENT TO TRW SYMBOL TO IN-
DICATE TWE TYPE OW SIN:
TX - TORO= TRANSMIT=
TOX - TOME DIFISRENTIAL

TRANSMIT=
CE CONTROL TRANSMITTER
COR - CONTROL EIVISRRNTIAL

TRANS/MIR
TR TOSSER *SCRIM
CT CONTROL TRANSFORMER

10
TRANSMITTRR, RICRIVIIR,
OR CONTROL TUMOR=

DINTARBSTIAL TRASSMITTIR
OR IIMOSIVIR

RESOLVER °IMMO)

SINGLY...WOUND ROTOR

DOUBLY - MOUND ROTOR

RESOLVER

SINGLY -WOUND ROTOR

DOUSLT4100110 ROTOR
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111101111M

GIGIXRAL

OD OM NaTE>
WRITING; RICORDING; BAD.
SOUND maw=

111111113E)10

READING; PLAYBACK; BD,
SOUND !EPROM=

U

OD 00 JEMOM

APP
WETTING, READING,

ERASING; ERASER, MAGNETIC

.Ii.. -OP- -11-I
OEN CELL MULTIOLL TAPPED

MULTICW4

(LONG LINE IS ALWAYS POSITIVE)

.11=1.111111

imismnpimr\ftr"""

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

inims
SWITCH

PUSH PULL OR PUSH

.007-14,

111101111110

GANOND

416

(HtNERAL BALANCED UNRALANOW

MM.
ORAL DIPOLE

rPARABOLIC

(NONSTANDARD)

A -AMIE=
CIO OSCILLOSCOWN

-GALTANOIRTEN

MA -MILLIAMMETXR

CUM - CEMENTER

W

as



APPENDIX III

LAWS OF EXPONENTS
The International Symbols Committee has

adopted prefixes for denoting cbctinal multi-
ples of units. The National Puma of Stand-
ards has followed the recommembtions of
this committee, and has adopted the following
list of irefixes:

Numbers Powers
of ten

Pre-
fixes *tubas

1, NO, 000,000, 000
1, 000, 000, 000
1, 000, (X)0
1, 000
100
10
. 1

.01

. 001
. 000001
.000000001
. 000000000001
.000060000000001
. 000000000000000001

1012 ternn
10n iii
106 mega
10! WI)
102 becto
10 deka
10-1 deci
10-2 coal
io-3 ,milli

10-6 micro
10-6 nano
10-12 pico
10-15 femto
10-16 'atto

C
ta

da

C

m
U

n

To multiply Igte (with same base) expo-
nential quantities, add the exponents. b the

of alegebra the rule is am x an

104 x 102 . 1044 . 106

0.003 x1325.2 = 3 x 10-3 x 8.252 x 102

al 24.156 x 10" 1 = 2.4/56
To divide exponential quantities. subtract

the esponetds. in the language of algebra the
rule is

Sin m na--- or
an

1014- 102 = 106

417

3,000 + 0.015 . (3x 103) + (1. 5 x 10-2)

. 2 x 105 . 200, 000

To raise an exponential quantity to a power,
multiply the exponents. In the languague of
algebra (xm)n x Mn.

(103)4 IAA 1012

2, 5002 a (2.5 X 10)2 = 6.25 x 106 . 0, 250, 000

Any number (except zero) raised to the zero
power is one. In the language of algebra x0.1

x3;23 =1

10 + 104 . 1

Any base with a negative exponent is equal
to 1 divided by the base with an equal positive
wane*. In the language of algebra x-a.la-

10-2 . J1k
102 IYY

(6a)-1 a

To raise a product to a power, raise each
factor of the product to that power.

(2x 10)2 a 32 102

3,0003 . x 103)3 = 24x 106

To find the nth root of an exponential quantity,
divide the exponent by the indely of the root.
MU fp the nth root of an In 10111n.

%gm X64 = 213

10 = 4 x 10 -40



APPENDIX IV

GREEK ALPHABET
Designates

Alpha A a Angles, coefficient of thermal expansion.

Beta. B 0 Angles, flux density.

Gamma r 7 Conductivity.

Delia A 6 Variation of a quantity, increnget.

Epsilon Balm of natural logarithms (2.71828).

Zeta Impedance, coefficients, coordinates.
Eta Miasmas eoeffichmt, efficiency, magnetising force.
Theta Phase angle.

Iota

!NW a Dielectric constant, coupling coefficient, susceptibility.

Lambda . . A A Wavelength.

Mu M is Permeability, micro, amplification factor.

Nu Reluctivity.

Xi

Omicron . .

Pi 11 3. 1416

Rho

fagma

Resistivity.

Summation symbol (cap).

Tau Time constant, time-phase displacement.

Uptake

Phi Angles, nutgnetic flux.

Chi X

Psi 40 0 Dielectric 11=9 phase difference..

Ohms (capital), 'vekcity(2sity (2

418
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Absolute zero, 52
Absorption, 68
Acceleration, 45, 55
Accountability, 119.123
Accountability, classified material,
400

ACM-2905422 air conditioner, 272,
274-276

Acoustics:

disturbances, 87-88
pressure, 86

Active ECM, 385-393
ADP, 294, 298, 299, 345-362
Adhesion, 50-51

Advancement examination, 4
qualifications for advancement, 4-

AIMS, 371
Airborne auxiliary power units, 268,

270-271

Airborne computers, 230-256
Airborne radar, 354-372

types, 360:362
Aircraft Application List, NavAir

00-5008, 12
Aircraft Hardware and Consumable

Materials, 105.108
Aircraft manuals, 14-20

01-Aries, technical, 14-15
flivnt, 15
general, 15
Illustrated Parts Breakdoto, 1620
sidatenence imitructions, 15-16
advallaseous, 16
Periodic Maintenance Require-
ments, 20

structural repair, 15
Aircraft Structural ire fbr
Aircraft Weir, NA 01-1A-89 106

Aircraft wire identification coding,
36

Airloc fastener, 108

Air-to-air TACAN, 333-335
All Hands, career publication, 33
Altimeter testing and calibrating,

319, 322
Altimeters:

AN/APN-120, 313-316
AN/MN-141(0p 316-319
bench test and calibration, 319,
322

Ammeter, 126
Amplifier:

differential, 238-239
differentiating, 251
integrating, 254
isolation, 236-237
operational, 238-248
squaring, 246
sunedng, 237

AN/AIC -14 intercommunications set:
303-307

AN/AIC -15 intercommunications set,
307-309

AN/ALM-63 test set, 395, 397
AN/ALN -75 test set, 394-395
Analog computers, 231-256
Analyzers, 175 -185

oscilloscope, 176
spatting 183-185
synchroscope, 176 -178, 183
Tektronix Type 422, 176
wove, 185

Ni/M91-65, rear test set, 190
PA/APN-70 loran, 341-345
NVAPN-120 altimeter, 313-315
AN/APN-141(V) altimeter, 315-319
AN/APQ-107 lttneter warning set,

322, 324-a325
AN/AAA-25 direction finder group,

294, 352
AN/ARC-52 radio set, 294-297
AN/ARC-88 radio set, 287-294

419-
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AN/ARC-94 radio set, 282-287
AN/ARO-13 AOF, 348-351
AN/ARN-21 transmitter-receiver, 331-

336
AN/ARN-32 marker beacon receiver, 331
AN/ARN-41A ADF, 351-352
AN/ARN-52(V) transmitter-receiver,

333, 336-337
AN/ -41 radio receiving set, 279-

282
AN/ASQ-19 integrated electronic

central, 299-303
ANO-M41 microphone, 305
Angle of incidence, 63-64
Angle of reflection, 63-64
AN/SRN-6A surface station, 332
Antennas, communications, 309-312
Antennas, ECM:

direction finding, 385
pods, 385
search, 385

Anticycling relay, 262
Antijamming circuits, 262
AN/UPM-32, radar test set, 185-187
AN/UPW44C, radar test set, 186-187
AN/URN-3A surface station, 332-333
Approach, safety review magazine, 32
Arbitrary zero, 86
Assembly diagrams, 34
Atmospheric conditions, 358-359
AT rating, 1-9
Automatic direction finder, 345-352

AN/ARA-25, 352
AN/ARD -13, 348-351
AN/ARN-41A, 351-352

Auxiliary power units, 265-268
AVON, 2
Azimuth, 355

Basic Rate Training Manuals, 1
lemwidth, 358

NBibliography05
for Advancement Study,

avTra 102, 1, 7
Billets, instructor, 2

Enlisted Transfer Manual,
NavPers 15909,2

Bleck diagrams, 34

Boiling, 74-75
Bonding, 210-212
Book circuits, 202

___Bale's Law, 52-53

Burnishing tool, 94

Cable:

construction, 37
routing, 37
splicing, 208

Calculus, 250-254
Camloc stress panel fasteners, 106-

108
Candlepower, 75
Cannon plug pliers, 99
Celsius scale, 68-69
Center of gravity, 54
Centimeter, 41
Centrifugal force, 59-60
Chaff, dispensers, 390-393

dispenser test set, 395, 397
Charts and tables, 39
Clamps, wiring support, 209
Classification categories, security,

398

CONFIDENTIAL, 398
SECRET, 398
TOP SECRET, 398

CNI (integrated electronic central),
298-303, 352-353

Coaxial cables, 117
Coaxial connectors, 111-114
Coding, wire identification, 36
Coefficient of expansion, 70-71
Cohesion, 50-51
Color, wavelength, 81
Communications antennas, 309-312
Communications receivers, 279
Communications transmitters: 279
Complimentary color, 81
Component Control Section, 122
Compound, 49-50
Compound bar, figure, 71
Compression waves, 61
Computer:

aim, 230-156
analog, 231-256
application, 231
electromechanical, 230
electronic, 220
general wose, 230-231
hybrid,
mechanical, 230
special purpose, 230
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Conduction, 66-67
Conduction media, 83
Conductor size, 116
CONFIDENTIAL, 398
Connectors:

coaxial, 111-114
construction, 109
designation, 108-109
miniature, 109-111
subminiature, 111

Conservation, law of, 44-45
Consumable General Support Equipment

for All Types, Classes, and Models
of Aircraft, NA 00-35OG-016, 120,
122

Continuity test, 192-193
Convection, 67
Conversion factor for units of
length, table, 42

Cooling vstems, 272, 274-277
ACM-2905-122, 272, 274-276
NR-3, 275, 276
NR-10, 276
RCPP 105, 276, 277

Coordinate conversion, polar to
rectangular, 248-249

Cordsets, 306-307
Corrosion:

chemical, 216
control, 216-219

electrochemical, 216 -217
prevention, 217-219
removal, 219-220

Cosine potentiometers, 249
Crimping tool:

Type MS 3191-3, 98
Type MS 25037-1, 97-98

Crystal matching, 221-223
Custodial responsibility, 119 -120

, classified material, 399-
400

accountability, 400
emergency planning, 399

Custody, classified material, 399-401
Cutaway illustration, 33

MIR, 371-371
0-c generator, 259
00 Form 1348, 122
Decibel, 86-87

,Peciretip power, 268, 270471

421

Decoy, Jamming, 390
Density, 46, 47
Deposited film circuits, 200-201
Destruction of classified material,
404
method of destruction, 404
records, 404

Destruct systems, ECM, 393
Diagonal pliers, 98.99
Diagrams:

assembly, 34
block, 34
cutaway, 33
dimension, 33-34
location, 33-44
pictorial, 33
wiring, 34-36

Differential wmplifier, 238-239
Differential voltmeter, 132-135
Differentiating lifier, 251
Differentiation, 2 262
Differentiator:

electronic, 250-252
electromechanical, 252

Diffraction, 65
Digital voltmeter, model 5015 SPA,

135-136
Dimension diagram, 33-34
Direction finder, 294, 381-385
Direction finder, AN /ARA-25, 294
Directives Application List by Air-
craft Configuration, NavAir 00-500C,
12-13

Dividers:

electronic, 243

electromechanical, 243-245
Doppler effect, 65-66
Doppler navigational radar, 362
Drift, 238

Earphones, 306
Echo, el
ECM:

active, 385-393
passive, 375-385

ECM destruct systems,
Elasticity, 51
Electrical summation,
Electric powerplants,
Electromechanical
Electromechanical di

393

233 -235
266-271
terse

lakes, NI
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Electromechanical multiplication
methods, 243

Electromechanical summation, 240 .

Electron, 49
Electronic differentiator, 250-2q
Electronic meters, 130-136
Electronic multiplication, 242-2,2
Electron tube tester, 147-153
Elements, 48
Energy, 43, 44

klhetici 57
laser levels, 90
potential, 60-61

English measurement, 41
Environmental problems:

abrasive conditions, 215-216
corrosion, 216-219

htmliditY 215
pressurization, 215
temperature, 215

Equipment and Subject Applicability
List, NavAir 00-500D, 13

Equipment Applicability List, NavAir
00-500A, 12

Equipment manuals, 20-28
Illustrated Parts Breakdown, 28
nomenclature system 21-22
Operation Instruction, 22
Overhaul Instruction, 28
Radio and radar, 21
Service Instruction, 22, 28

Expansion:
coefficient of, 70-71
thermal, 70-71
wave, 61

Fahrenheit scale, 68
-. Fasteners:

camloc stress panel, 106-108
airlock, 108
turnlock, 106-108

F-48 CHI system, 299-303
F-48 electric system, 264
Federal specifications, 29
federal standards, 29
night Manual, 16
Floating body, 47
FM transceiver, 287-294
Foot-candle, 75-76
Foot-lambert,

-=1'10rce. 42, 46, 64

422

Frequency, 62
Frequency measurement, 137-147
Friction, 57
Fuses 119
Fusion, 74

Gas, general low, 53
Gas pressure, 52
General aircraft manuals, 15
General gas law, 53
General Order No. 21, 2
Generators:
---dec, 259

emergency, 259
Gravity:

center of, 54
specific, 46-47

Ground cooling systems, 272, 274-277
Grounded circuit test, 193
Grouped operations (of computers),
254-256

Handbook of Installation Practice for
Aircraft Electric and Electronic
Wiring, NA 01-1A-505, 98, 117

HD-513/ARC, electronic equipment air
cooler, 287, 289

Headsets, 306
Heat, 66-75

measurement, 73
nature of, 66
specific, 73
transfer, 66-68

Height-finding radar, 361
HERO ordnance hazard, 363-365
HF transceiver, 282-287
Hybrid circuits, 199-200
Hybrid computer, 230

Identity operations, 232
IEC, 298
IFF, 298, 299, 301, 366-372
Illustrated Parts Breakdown (IPB),

16-20, 28
ILS, 329-331

IM-88 standing wave ratio
indicator, i87, 289

Impedance matching (between computer
devices), 264-266

Implicit solution, 232
Incident ray, i3-64
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In-circuit transistor checkers, 155-
157

Indicator patterns, ECM, 382-384
Indicators, 358
Inductive resolver, 247-249
Inertia, 45
Instructions and Notices, 29-30
Instrument landing system (ILS),

329-331

Insulated tools, 94
Insulating sleeving, 208 -209
Insulation, 116

Integrated COMAAV-IFF systems, 298-
303

Integrated electronic central systems,
352-353

Integrating amplifier; 254
Integration, 252-254
Intensity, illumination, 75-77
Intensity of sound, 84-86
Intercommunications systems, 303-309
Interference, 88
Interrogation, IFF, 367-368
Inventory requirements, 120
Inverse square law of light, table,
76

Inverters, 261
IPB (Illustrated Parts Breakdown),
16-20

Isolation amplifiers, 236-237

Jamming transmitter, 386-388

Kelvin scale, 69-70
Kilometer, 41
Kinetic energy, 47 -48, 57

Lacing and tying wire, 209-210
Lasers, 89-92
Law of conservation, 44-45

LODLaws

e
2

notion, 56
,

Leadership, 2
General Order No. 21, 2

Lense:

negative, 80
positive, 80

Light, 76-82
Linear functions, 233-245
Line support equipment, 187-190

altimeter, 190

423

IFF, 187
radar, 188-189
tacan, 187-188

Liquids, 51
Liquid thermometers, 72
location and dimension diagrams, 33 -34
Logarithmic computation, 232
Logarithmic shaping network, 249-250
Longitudinal waves, 60-61
Loran, 338 -345

AN/APN-709 341-345
Lumen, 76-77
Luminance, 77
lux, 77

Magnetrons, 221
Maintenance by exception
Maintenance Instructions
Manual of Qualifications
meet, NavPers 18068, i

quals, i, 1, 4-5
MARC's, 119
Marker beacon receiver AN/ARN-32, 331
Marker beacons, 330-331
Masers, 89-92
Mass, 42, 54
Material Accountability Recoverability

Codes (MARC's), 119
Material requisitioning, 121
Matter, 44, 45, 48-54
Mechanical advantage, 58-59
Mechanical computers, 230
Mechanical equivalent, 73
Mechanics, 54-60
Mech, aviation safety review, 53
Meters, 125-147

ammeter, 126
electronic voltmeters, 130-136
differential, 132-135
digital, 135436
plane angle, 131-132
vacuum tube, 1.131

frlquency, 137-147
AN/USM-26, 139-140
digital, 144-147
electronic 140-144

nonelectronic, 127-130
multimeter, 127-130

hater, 126
voltmeter, 127

Metric measurement, 41

, 197-198
Manual, 15-16
for Advance-

, 4-5
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Microelectronics, 198499, 200
application, 201

Mtcromaintenance, 202.

Microminiaturization, 198-199
Micron, 41
Micropackaging, 200
Microphones, 306.306
Microwave crystal test set, 153-155
Military requirements for advance-
ment, 4

Military specifications, 29
Military standards, 29
Millimeter, 41
Miniature connectors, 109-111
Miniaturization, 199 .

applications, 201
Mixture, 49-50
Mobile electric powerplants:

NC-8A, 266
NC-108, 266-268
NC-12 and NC-12A, 268

Modulation measurement, 175
Modules, 202
Molecule, 49
MOmentum, 56
Motion, 54-56
Motion, wave, 82-83
Mounting parts, 105
Multimeter, 127-130
Multiplication:

electromechanical methods, 243
electronic methods, 241-242

NAPI, Publications Index, 11
Nautical mile, 41
NavAir 00-500A, Equipment Applica-

bility List, 12
NavAir 00-5008, Aircraft Application

List, 12

NavAir CO-500C, Directives Applica-
tion, 12-13

NavAir 00-5000, Equipment and Subject
Applicability, 13

Naval Aeronautic Publications Index
(NAPO, 11

Nevai Aviation NOW. 32
Naval Ordnance Bulletin, 32-33
Navigation, 362
Navigational radar, 362
Navigation equipment, 313-353
Navilers 18068, "Qmels" Manual, 1,4-6

NavSup 2002, Navy Stock List of
Forms and Publications, 11-12

NavTra 10052, Bibliography, i, 7
NavTra 1414/1, Record of Practical

Factors, 4, 6-7
Navy Stock List of Forms and Publica-

tions, NavSup 2002, 11-12
NC-8A, MEPP, 266
NC-108, MEPP, 266-268
NC-12 and NC-12A, MEPP, 268
Negative lens, 80
Nonelectronic jamming:

decoys, 390
rope, 390
window, 389-390

Nonelectronic meters, 127-130
Nonlinear functions, 245-250
Nonmagnetic tools, 93-94
Nonresident career course, 4
Notices and Instructions, 29-30
NR-3, MEPP, 275-276
NR-10, MEPP, 276
Nucleus, 48
Numbering system for publications,

13-14

Octopus, 157 -160
Ohmeter, 126

Omnidirectional range, 325-329
Operational amplifier, 238-240
Operation Instruction Manual, 22
Ordnance hazards (HERO), 363-365
Oscilloscope, Tektronix Type 422, 175
Overhaul Instruction Manual, 28
Overvoltage relay, 261

P-3C electric system, 262
Panoramic adapters, 379-380
Passive ECM, 375-385
Paths of advancement, 3

rating structure, 1-3
Peak power, 357-358
Period, 62
Periodic Maintenance Requirements

gsnual (PMRM), 20
Personnel Qualification Standards

(PQS), 5-6
Phase angle voltmeter, 131-132
Phot, 77
Photon, 89

Pictorial illustrations, 33
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Pins, taper, 94-96
Pitch of wound, 84
Pliers:

cannon plug, 99
diagonal, 9849

PMRM (Periodic Maintenance Require-
ments Manual), 20

Point bender, 94
Polar to rectangular coordinate

conversion, 248-249
Population inversion, 90
Positive tense, 80
PotenttalAWOY 60-61
Potentiometers, sine and cosine,
.249

Potting compound, 117-119
Potting procedure, 118-119
Power, 43-44, 56-59
Power conversion devices:

inverters, 261

transformer-rectifiers, 261
Power, deckedge, 268, 270-271
Power ratio, 86-87
Powers (of a term), 246-247
Power units, 265-268
PQS, Personnel Qualification

Standards, 5-6
Pressure, 47

Pressure, acoustical, 86
Pressure, gas, 52
Primary colors, 81
Printed circuit repair tools, 100-105
Printed circuits, 202-204
Prisms, 78-79

Protective devices, 261-262, 264
anticycling relay, 262
overvoltage relay, 261
transfer relay, 262
undervoltage relay, 261-262

Proton, 48
Pulse analyzer, 380-381is tor:

55, 171
AN/ORM44A, 170-171
pulse-modulated RF model 628A, 172

hise-medulated RF signal generator
model 628A, 172-175

Pulse width, 358

Qualification for advancement, 4
Quals, 1

qualifications for advancement, 4

R-648/ARR-41 receiver, 279-282
Radar altimeter warning set (RAWS),
AN/APQ-107, 322, 324-325

Radar characteristics, 354-356
Radar principles, 354-360
Radiation, 67-68
Radio ranges, 325-329
Radio receiving set AN/ARR-41, 279-282
Range, 354-355
Rankine scale, 70
Rating structure, advancement, 1 -3

AVCM, 2
WO, 2
Warrant Officer, 2

RAWS, AN/APQ-107, 322, 324-325
R, 63
RC
aysPP

105 power and refrigeration
unit, 276, 277

Receivers, communications, 279
Receiving set AN/ARR-41, 279-282
Record of Practical Factors, NavTra
1414/1, 4, 6-7

Rectifiers, 264-265
Reflection, 63-64, 77-78
Refraction, 64-65, 78-81
Relay, communications, 294-297
Relay tools, 94
Reordering tools, 120
Requirements for security clearance,
400-401

Resistance checks, 196-197
Resistance thermometers, 72
Resolution, 355, 356
Resolver, inductive, 247-249
Resonance, 88
Reverberation, 87-88
Revision of manuals, 28

reporting errors, 28-29
RF radiation haurds, 362-366

fuel, 366
miscellaneous, 366
ordnance, 363-365
personnel, 365-366

RF signal generators, 393-394
Right triangle solver, 265-256
Roots (of a tens), 246 -247
Rope, jamming, 390
RT -322 /ARC -52 receiver- transmitter,

294, 295-297
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RT-424/ARC-52X receiver-transmitter,
294, 295-297

RT-649/ARC-88 receiver-transmitter,
287-294

SACE, 227-228
Safety wiring, 212-214
Salvage procedures, 220
Scale factor 232-233, 235 -236, 254
Schematics, 37-39
Search radar, 360-361
SECRET, 398
Section 6 Allowance List, NA 00-

350-0 Series, 119, 123
Security, 398-404

classification categories, 398
custody, 399-401
destruction of classified mate-

rial, 404
security management, 401-402
transmission of classified
material, 403-404

types of personnel security
investigations, 404

Security clearance, 400
Security management:

disclosures, 402
manager, 401-402
procedures, 401

Selective identification feature
(SIF), 368-371

Semiconductor growth, 201
Semiconductor testers, 153-166
Semiconductors, 204-207

base arrangement, 204-205
designation, 204
handling, 206-207
measurements, 205-206
servicing, 207

Service Instruction Nenual, 22, 28
Shaping network, logarithmic, 249-250
Shock mounts, 212
Shop tools, 123
Short test, 193-194
Side-looking radar, 361-362
SIC* 299 301, 368-371
Signal characteristics, 373-375, 382

beam width, 374
carrier frequency, 373
polarization, 374-375
PRF, 373-374

pulse width, 374
scan type and rate, 374

Signal generators, 166-175
multiple-signal, 171-172
pulse AN/UPW55, 171
pulse AN/URN-44A* 170
pulse-modulated, RF, model 628A,

172-175
sine wave, 167-170
sweep AN/URM-75, 170

Signal tracing, 194-195
Silk screen circuits, 201
Sine potentiometers, 249
Sine wave generators, 167-170
Single sideband transceiver, 282-287
Sleeving, insulating, 208-209
Slug, 42
Solids, 50-51
Solidstate integrated circuits, 200
Solid thermometers, 72
Sound, 82-88

intensity, 84-85
measurement, 85-87
pitch, 84
quality, 84
units, 85-86

Special tools, C3, 123
Specifications, equipment, 29

federal, 29
military, 29

Specific gravity, 46-47
Specific heat, 73
Spectrum analyzer, 183-185
Splicing, cable, 208
Squaring amplifier, 246
Squaring type triangle solver,

255 -256

Standards, 29
federal, 29
military, 29

Standing waves, 62
States of matter, 50-54
Stowage, classified material:

combinations, 399
numerical evaluation system, 399

Strippirl
thermal wire, 102-106
wire and cable, 96-97

Structural repair manuals, 15
Structure of matter, 48-54
Study suggestions, 7-8
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Subminiature connectors, 111
Summation:

electrical, 233-235
electromechanical, 240

Summing amplifiers, 237
Supply Activity mission, 121
Supply Response Section, 122
Supply Support Center, 121-122
Support clamps, wiring, 209
Support equipment (test equipment),

124-190
Sweep generator AN/URN-75, 170
Synchroscope, 176-178, 183

Tables and charts, 39
TACAN, 298, 299, 301, 331-338

air-to-air, 333-335
AN/ARN-211 331-335
AN/ARN-52(V), 333, 336-337
AN/SRN-6A, 332
AN/URN-3A, 332-333
test and alinement, 337-338

Taper pins, 94-96
Technical Directive System, 30-32
Tektronix 422 oscilloscope, 176
Tektronix 575 transistor curve
tracer, 162-166

Temperature, 68-73
inversion, 68-70

Tensile strength, 51
Terminal board repair, 207-208
Terminal Junction systems, 114-115
Test equipment (support equipment),

124-190
Testi7 ng with support equipment, 223-

22
Test probes, 195
Thermal expansion, 70-71
Thermal wire stripper, 102-105
Thermocouple, 72-73
Thermometers, 72-73
Thermostat, figure, 71
Thin.film devices, 200
Toolbox:

crew leaders, 122
Individual, 122

Tool cribs, 123
Tool kits, 122-123
Tools:

burnishing, 94
crimping, 97-98

insulated, 94
inventory requirements, 120
nonmagnetic, 93-94
printed circuit repair, 100-105
relay, 94

reordering, 120
she)), 123
special, 93, 123
wire and cable, 94-96

Tools and Their Uses, NavPers 100854
93, 98

TOP SECRET, 398
Torque, 56
Total force, 47

Transceiver, AN/ARC-52, 294-297
Transceiver, AN/ARC-94, 282-287
Transceiver, FM, 287-294
Traft-siver, UHF, 287-294
Transfer of heat, 66-68
Transfer relay, 262

Transformer-rectifiers, 261, 264-465
Transistor crave tracer (Tektronix

575), 162-166
Transistors (semiconductors), 204-207
Transistor testers, 153-166
Translational, 56
Transmission of classified material,
403-404

Transmission, velocity of, 83
Transmitters, communications, 279
Transmutation, 48
Transverse waves, 60
Triangle solver (right), 255, 256
Trigonometric functions, 247-249
Troubleshooting, 191-197

basic tests, 192-196
bench procedures, 194-197

Turniock fasteners, 106-108
Tying and lacing wire, 209-210
Types of personnel security

inveitigatioes:

Background Investigation, 401
National Agency Check and

Inquiry, 401

UHF imam :elver, 287-294

Ultrasonic cleaning, 220
Widervoltage relay, 261
Units of measurement, table, 41
Units of sound, 85
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Vacuum tube tester, 147-153
Vacuum tube voltmeter (MN), 130-

131
Vaporization, 74
VAST, 228 -229
Vector, 46

Velocity, 43, 61
Velocity of transmission, 83
Violations and compromises, classi-

fied material:
inquiries, 403
investigations, 403
security violations, 402

Voltage regulation, 259
Voltmeter:

differential, 132-135
digital, 135-136
multimeter, 127-130
phase angle, 131-132
VTVN, 130-131

Val 325-329
VTVM, 130-131

Warrant Officer, 2
Wave analyzer, 185
Waveform measurement, 175-176
Wavefront, 63
Wavelength, 62
Wavelength, color, 81
Wave motion, 60, 82-83
Wave parameter, 60-66
Wave traps, 378-379
Weight, 42
Window, inning, 389-390
Wire, 115-116

identification, 116
insulation, 116
size, 116

Wire and cable stripper, 96-97
Wire and cable tools, 94-96
Wire, coding identification, 36
Wiring diagrams, 34-36
Work, 43, 56-59

Zero, absolute, 52
Zero, arbitrary, 86
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